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UNITED STATES TARIFF COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20436

THE CHAIRMAN

January 16, 1973

Honorable Abraham A. Ribicoff
Chairman, Subcommittee on International

Trade of the Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I am transmitting herewith 25 copies of the report of
the Tariff Commission's study of the implications of multinational
firms on the patterns of world trade and investment and on United
States trade and labor. The Commission made the study pursuant to
letters from you and Senator Russell B. Long, Chairman, Senate
Finance Committee, dated April 21, 1971. I am also transmitting
a copy of the report to Senator Long.

This study is the first undertaken by the United States
Tariff Commission on U.S.-based multinational corporations (MNCs)
and their implications respecting the international trade, and
related matters, of the United States. The study is comprised of
eight chapters printed in three volumes. Volume I, or Chapter I,
is a summary of the study. Volume II incorporates Chapters II through
V which cover such subjects as the implications of the MNCs on the
balance of payments of the United States and selected host countries,
and their effects on world trade, investment and international finance.
Volume III, which embraces Chapters VI through VIII, covers the impli-
cations of such concerns on technology transfers, labor, and certain
aspects of the legal issues involved in their operations.

The rapid growth of the multinational corporations and their
pervasive influence on many aspects of world trade since the end of
World War 13 has had a profound influence upon the economy of the
United Staten and other countries, and accordingly poses many politi-
cal, legal, economic, and social issues of considerable importance.
While the study endeavors to treat with many of these issues, a
full, definitive, and comprehensive evaluation of all of the rami-
fications involved has, understandably, not been completely possible.
A major factor, of course, as in any study of this magnitude and
complexity, has been the limitation of resources, including partic-
ularly the type and quality of available research materials. Inas-
much as most of the limitations are commented upon in the individual
chapters, they need be discussed here only briefly in general terms.
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As indicated in the Introduction, or Chapter II, of the
study, extensive use of a variety of research materials was made.
However, the primary data were obtained from the Bureau of Economic
Analysis of the U.S. Department of Commerce. Although this study
could not have been undertaken without these data, which are yet to
be fully exploited for the purpose, they do impose significant limi-
tations both with respect to their nature and the scope of the ana-
lytical uses that can be made of them.

In particular, it is to be observed that much of the data
obtained from the BFA was from a special census taken of the opera-
tions of MNCs for the calendar year 1966. The results of that special
census were in turn supplemented by a sample survey of the operations
of the MNCs for the calendar year 1970, necessitating a complex pro-
cedure of both matching data in the two surveys as well as expanding
the 1970 sample in an effort to provide comparability for the two
years. The technique employed, while permitting considerable ana-
lysis not heretofore possible, had certain obvious disadvantages.
The 1966 census embraced all known U.S.-based MNCs, covering some
3,400 U.S. parent companies and about 23,000 foreign affiliates.
On the other hand, data relating to the 1970 operations of the MNCs
were estimated on the basis of a sample survey of some 298 U.S.
parent companies with about 5,200 foreign affiliates. In addition,
certain significant data respecting foreign affiliates in which
U.S. concerns held less than a majority interest were unavailable,
as were certain substantive data on the operations of subsidiary
concerns of the foreign affiliates of U.S.-based MNCs. A notable
gap relates to the lack of data respecting the imports of the for-
eign affiliates of U.S. concerns from third countries.

In addition, certain other disadvantages were inherent
under the circumstances. The practical necessity of having to use
data already available, rather than collecting original source
materials tailored to the specific needs or requirements for the
study at hand, imposed unfortunate limitations on both the scope
and depth of the analysis. Comparisons based on two bench-mark
years--in this case 1966 and 1970--are essentially static and pre-
vent effective perception of possible shifts in trends or of other
dynamic characteristics of the operations of the MNCs during the
short 4-year period in question. i/

1/ In this connection, it is important to note that the activities
of the MNCs, which have been pronounced in the relatively short span
of years since the end of World War II, are known to have accelerated
sharply in the 1960's, and more comprehensive current data could con-
ceivably show they are now experiencing different behavior patterns.

' IV)
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Further, the difficulties imposed by the procedures in-
volved in the use of an unlike data base for the two bench-mark years
were increased by the failure of the respondents to answer fully with
respect to certain key data. In turn, these difficulties were magni-
fied for the reason that such data were reported to the BEA in con-
fidence and, to prevent unauthorized disclosure, were released to
the Commission in many cases only in the form of incomplete aggregated
estimates. I/

Notwithstanding these problems, the study is, as noted,
based upon a wealth of information not heretofore available and pre-
sents insights into the significance and nature of the operations of
MNCs that would not otherwise have been possible. Clearly, however,
from the standpoint of the subject's economic, and possibly legis-
lative significance, there is margin for considerably more substantive
research into an area of such magnitude and complexity.

The Commission understands that the Committee plans to pub-
lish the report. We would appreciate being advised when the Commis-
sion may release it.

Sincerely yours,

Catherine Bedell
Chairman

Enclosures

Data on 1970 employment by the M•Cs, for example, were lacking or
only partially available for about 600 of the foreign affiliates and
for about 30 of their parents in the sample; about a third of the total
data reported in 1970 was subject to disclosure considerations which
necessitated numerous estimations.

C7 0



PREFACE

This presentation of the results-of the 'i.:L'iff Commission's

study on multinational firms consists of three volumes. Volume

One contains a brief statement of the principal findings of the

study, followed by a series of summaries of each of the study's

eight chapters.These summaries present the findings in somewhat

more detail, along with descriptions of some of the supporting

evidence. At the end of each paragraph in these summaries will

be found (in parentheses) a notation of the pages in the main

texts of the chapters where full discussion of the paragraph's

subject matter appears. The texts themselves are bound in

Volumes Two (chapters I through V) and Three (chapters VI

through VIII).

(vi)
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I

VOLUME I

SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS OF
THE STUDY

The basic frame of reference for this study is inherent in its

title, as transmitted to the Commission from the Subcommittee on Inter-

national Trade, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate. The Commission was

asked to study "The Implications of Multinational Firms for World Trade

and Investment and for U.S. Trade and Labor." Therefore, the research

has centered on how the MNCs impact upon world trade, world investment,

U.S. trade, and U.S. labor. The research included certain other topics

which expand but do not fundamentally alter the study. Among these

were:

(1) An extension of the focus on "trade" alone, to a considera-
tion of the impact of the MNCs on the balance of payments as
a whole;

(2) A study of the MNCsa role in the international monetary
system;

(3) An examination of how the MNCs may have affected flows of
technology between the United States and other countries;

(4) A look at some of the legal implications of multinational
business.

The conclusions emergent from the research are stated below.

The Impact of U.S.-based Multinational Firms on World Trade

The U.S.-based MNCs are important in world trade, but they do not

dominate it, because the bulk of their foreign output--especially in

manufacturing industries, the most dynamic sectors of MNC expansion--

is sold locally in the countries where it is produced. The MNCs (both

parents and affiliates) account for about a quarter of world exports

of all commodities and about a fifth of world exports of manufactured

89-0-0 0 - 73 - 3
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goods. The MNCs' worldwide exports, notably their exports of manufac-

tured goods, are growing faster than those of the world as a whole.-

but the growth of MNC-related trade, at least in the 1966-70 period

covered in this study, has not been fast enough to produce more than

marginal changes in the MNCs' shares of the world trad#, j aggregates.

The Impact of Multinational Firms on World Investment

United States-based direct investors exert a significant influence

on the rates and patterns of fixed capital formation in many host coun-

tries. This influence is strongest in the manufacturing industries of

the Industrial West; in some countries, many of the most important of

these industries depend in fact on capital formation by U.S. owners as

a principal source of growth and dynamism.

U.S. direct investors in manufacturing spent a total of $6.5 bil-

lion on new plant and equipment abroad in 1970, over 42 percent more

than in 1966. In six countries--the United Kingdom, France, West

Germany, Belgium-Luxembourg, Mexico, and Brazil--which account for

almost half of the worldwide total, the MNCs' capital spending in man-

ufacturing rose even faster, by roughly 65 percent. Worldwide, only

three industries--chemicals, machinery, and transportation equipment

(mainly automotive products)--account for two-thirds of total invest-

ment outlays by affiliates of U.S. firms. Broadly speaking, the pat-

terns of foreign direct investment by U.S. firms, viewed across the

different branches of manufacturing, tend rather closely to follow

their patterns of investment in the United States.

The addition of Canada to the six countries mentioned in the
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preceding paragraph fills out the basic seven-country sample for

which detailed analysis has been conducted in several parts of this

study. In 1970, the U.S.-based MNCs accounted for 13 percent of all

capital spending in manufacturing in these countries. In the indus-

trial "backbone" sectors--metals, machinery, and transportation equip-

ment--the proportion is considerably higher, at 22 percent. In

machinery alone, it is even higher.. Thus, with capital spending at

these rates, the MNCs have an important role to play in determining

both the sizes and patterns of capital outlays in these countries.

With the exception of West Germany--where the MNCs' plants are

roughly as efficient as local plants--U.S. investment in manufacturing

generally is much more productive than is new capital put in place by

local firms. The Americans have a considerable asset in their ability

to allocate capital flexibly, concentrating mainly on the fast-growing,

dynamic sectors of manufacturing, where productivity ratios are higher

than in the rest of manufacturing. This helps to inflate the impact

of U.S. investors on the buoyancy of the industries in which they

place most of their investments.

The foreign affiliates of U.S. firms are largely independent of

their parent enterprises for financing. Most of their financial life

is conducted abroad, and nei flows of funds between parents and affili-

ates are but a small piece of an enormous volume of moving funds.

The Impact of Multinational Firms on U.S. Trade

Do the MNCs displace domestic production by importing more from

their affiliates, and do they hamper U.S. exports by using affiliate
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output to serve foreign markets?

Viewing aggregate U.S. exports and imports across a spectrum of

29 manufacturing industries, there is a fairly close association be-

tween levels of foreign investment and levels of U.S. exports--that is,

the industries which are the larger direct investors abroad also tend

to be the generators of the larger amounts of U.S. industrial exports,

and vice versa for the less important foreign investors. Similar

associations also appear between foreign investment levels and U.S.

imports, but they are weaker. These aggregate results appear along

with strong associations between overseas investment levels and both

MNC-related exports and MNC-related imports. The reason for the

stronger association on the export side in aggregate trade lies in the

MNCs' 62 percent share of total U.S. exports of manufactured goods,

which contrasts favorably with their 34 percent share of imports of

manufactures.

The foregoing evidence suggests that the MNCs play a larger role

as exporters than as importers. But the evidence relates only to the

levels of trade. It also is necessary to identify the influence of

the MNCs on recent changes in U.S. trade, and to ascertain whether this

influence is adverse for the U:S. trade balance.

The problem of isolating and measuring the MNCs' impact on changes

in trade levels (new exports and new imports) is difficult. Thcre is

no identifiable association between the extent to which foreign invest-

ment activity is strong in an industry and the extent to which either

(a) that industry has experienced greater import penetration of its
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domestic markets, or (b) the ratio between the industry's aggregate

imports and exports has changed.

The HfCs could be affecting changes in U.S. exports and imports

in either or both of two ways: (1) through their "direct" effect, which

should be observable in their own export and import performance, in

shipments from and to the United States; and (2) through their "indir-

ect" effect, which is the substitution of foreign affiliates' production

for U.S. exports in foreign markets. Induatry-by-industry estimates of

the direct effects suggest that the MNCs' performance has been highly

favorable. From 1966 through 1970, they generated $3.4 billion more in

new exports than in new imports, whereas non-MNC firms in manufacturing

produced $3.6 billion more in new imports than new exports. Similar

estimates for the indirect effects indicate a net gain in nev U.S.

exports of $400 million over the same period.

Taking the direct and indirect effects together, there vere six-

teen industries in which net increases of U.S. exports in the amount

of $7.3 billion appeared; there were eight industries in which net

decreases (or net new imports) totalling $3.4 billion appeared--the

total sample size having been reduced from 29 to 24 industries because

of unavoidable combinations of industries in the course of the analy-

sis. The overall result for all manufacturing, therefore, shows the

MNCs' impact on changes in U.S. trade from 1966 through 1970 to have

been favorable by $2.9 billion in net new exports.

This "net" estimate, however, is built up from results for indiv-

idual industries which vary very widely. In the figures for combined

direct and indirect effects, the results range from a positive impact
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(net new exports) of $1.4 billion to a negative one of $1.9 billion. The

performances of the remaining 22 industries are widely spread between these

two extremes. The essential result of the analysis, therefore, is the

highlighting of these wide variances in performance. There is no "rule"

about trade performance which governs all industries. Each industry's

record must be considered separately from the records of the others and

the deeper the level of disaggregation, the more accurate the results.

The Impact of Multinational Firms on U.S. Labor

The main question here is whether the spread of multinational busi-

ness has reduced employment in the United States. This question cannot

be answered conclusively, because both the analysis and the answer must

depend on crucial assumptions about:

(a) How much of the MNCs' investment abroad was made to pre-
empt foreign markets that would have been lost to foreign
competition anyway; and

(b) What portion of the markets now served by the MNCs' affili-
ates abroad could have been served by U.S. exports of domes-
tic merchandise in the affiliates' absence.

Nevertheless, it is possible at least to estimate the outer bounds

of what the direct employment effects of MNC activity in manufacturing

may have been. The most pessimistic estimate assumes that if there were

no U.S. plants abroad, foreign countries would not replace the output of

those U.S. plants with local production but would import the entire out-

put from the United States. Under these assumptionso the presence of U.S.

plants abroad represents a net loss of 1.3 million U.S. jobs. A second

estimate assumes that foreign countries would replace half the output of

their U.S. plants from their own production and import the remainder from

the United States. Under these circumstances there is a net loss of

400,000 U.S. jobs.
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An attempt was made to frame a set of assumptions that has more

realism than those of the first two estimates described. These assump-

tions assert that, in the absence of the U.S. MNCs, foreigners would

not have substituted their own plants for those of the MNCs, but that

U.S. exports could reasonably be expected only to have maintained the

shares of world exports of manufactures that they held in 1960-61,

rather than to have taken completely all the markets served abroad by

the MNCs' affiliates. Under these assumptions, the net employment effect

in manufacturing shows a gain of roughly half a million U.S. jobs.

Once again, the important point brought out by this analysis is

that the employment effects vary widely among industries. Even under

the "pessimistic" assumptions of the largest estimate of employment

losses, there are a few industries in which gains appear nevertheless.

Thus, in the case of employment effects as well as that of trade

effects of MNC activity, final judgments can be made only on an industry-

by-industry basis.

The Impact of the MNCs on the U.S. Balance of Payments

The principal characteristic of aggregate U.S. balance of payments

performance in the second half of the 1960's was, in a word, "deterior-

ation" on a rather grand scale. Yet the MNCs played no role in this

deterioration. In the 1966-70 period, their position with respect to

the "Basic Balance" (the current account and long-term capital accounts

combined) improved by $2.8 billion. Non-MNCs in the private sector, on
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the other hand, showed a deterioration of $3.3 billion, so that the

aggregate decline for all private sector transactions was $500 million.

Most of these changes occurred in the current account (the sum of trade

and services transactions, interest and dividend remittances, and uni-

lateral transfers such as pension payments).

In the overall balance of payments, transactions with Canada and

Japan have been the chief factors responsible for the deteriorating

aggregate U.S. performance. Excluding these two nations, in fact,

reveals an actual improvement over the 1966-70 period--by about $1 bil-

lion on current account and $1.7 billion in the basic balance. The

MNCs were an important factor in the adverse shift of the U.S. balance

of payments with Canada--chiefly because of trade in autos. In the

Japanese case they improved their position--a sharp contrast against

the general deterioration of the U.S. balance of payments with Japan

on non-MNC account.

The MNCs' Role in the International Monetary System

The international money markets have many participants. It is

beyond dispute that the persons and institutions operating in these

markets have the resources with which to generate international mone-

tary crises of the sort that have plagued the major central banks in

recent years. As a group, private institutions on the international

financial scene controlled some $268 billion in short-term liquid

assets at the end of 1971--and the lion's share of these assets was

under the control of multinational firms and banks headquartered in

the United States. This $268 billion, all managed by private persons
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and traded in private markets virtually uncontrolled by official Insti-

tutions anywhere, was more than twice the total of all international

reserves held by all central banks and international monetary institu-

tions in the world at the same date. These are the reserves with which

central banks fight to defend their exchange rates. The resources of

the private sector outclass them.

Because $268 billion is such an immense number, it is clear that

only a small fraction of the assets which it measures needs to move in

order for a genuine crisis to develop. The international money market,

possessing such a masse de manouevre &s well as an efficiency and flex-

ibility unknown in the past (even the recent past), can focus with

telling effect on a crisis-prone situation--some weak currency which

repels funds and some strong one which attracts them.

Because such a small proportion of the resources of the MNCs is

needed to produce monetary explosions, it appears appropriate to con-

clude that destructive, predatory motivations do not characterize the

,sophisticated international financial activities of most MNCs, even

though much of the funds which flow internationally during the crisis

doubtlessly is of MNC origin. Rather, the important role of the MNCs

has been to provide the primary creative force in the development of

the international money market, a market which is now fully institu-

tionalized as a reality of international financial life. This is the

sense in which the MiCs indeed have altered the conditions around

which the policies of governments are framed.
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Technology, R&D, and the Multinational Firm

Multinational corporations based in the United States dominate the

development oV new domestic technology. They also are the principal in-

stitutions through which technology in its various forms is exported and

imported. As reflected in massive royalties and fees--net inbound flows

of which reached nearly $2.3 billion in 1971, with the MNCs accounting

for an estimated 90 percent--exports of technology outweigh imports by

a factor of more than ten to one. Net inbound royalties and fees are

considerable relative to total R&D spending in the United States. In

1970, for example, they were equivalent to about 11 percent of the

$17.9 billion spent on R&D by all industries, and to about 23 percent

of total R&D spending ($10.1 billion) financed by company rather than

Federal funds.

High technology industries, characterized by high levels of R&D

spending by the MNCs relative to total domestic sales of all firms in

those industries, have tended in recent years to put more new direct

investment abroad (compared with investment at home) than have the

medium and low technology industries. New domestic investment by the

high technology industries from 1966 through 1970 was about 3.7 times

as great as the MNCs' new foreign investment--but in the medium and

low technology industries the levels of new domestic investment were

nine and ten times larger than the amounts of new capital placed

abroad.

Inasmuch as the high technology MNCs are the major developers

and exporters of U.S. technology, as well as the major investors
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abroad, it would seem almost a foregone conclusion that the MNCs must

have had a causal role in the United States' recent declining compara-

tive advantage as a trader of high technology products. This is not

the case. The high technology industries are prominent as generators

of MNC-related exports of high technology goods from the United States,

but much less prominent with respect to MNC-related import trade in the

same class of products. More important, changes in MNC-related trade

(new exports and new imports) over the 1966-1970 period show the MNCs

clearly outpacing the non-MNCs in the high technology industries as

generators of net new exports (new exports less new imports). Over the

period, the MNCs in the high technology industries generated some $6.1

billion in net new exports; the non-MNCs in the same industries gener.

ated about $2.1 billion in net new imports. Thus, the MNCs outperformed

their non-multinational U.S. competitors by about $8.2 billion. Set

against these direct effects were indirect effects which, at the most,

may have cost U.S. exporters some $1.5 billion in new shipments due to

the competition of the MNCs' foreign affiliates in foreign markets.

Therefore, the MNCs appear on balance to have helped rather than hindered

the expansion of U.S. trade in high technology goods.

Some Legal Implications of Multinational Business

The study's treatment of legal matters is limited to five major

subjects: (1) U.S. and foreign antitrust regulations and practices; (2)

tax issues and their impact on multinational business; (3) The jurisdic-

tion of international tribunals in foreign investment controversies;

(4) Extraterritorial features of the Securities and Exchange Act; and
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(5) U.S. foreign direct investment controls.

U.S. and foreign antitrust laws

The United States antitrust laws are based on the premise that a

freely competitive economic system is the most efficient and desirable

one. This view is not necessarily shared by America's trading partners

and competitors, who sometimes feel that restrictive business practices

are not et se undesirable and may, in many instances, be beneficial to

economic growth and development. American efforts to regulate the con-

duct of MNCs through application of the antitrust laws internally and

extraterritorially have in the past engendered both conflict with the

laws of other nations and criticism by foreign and domestic experts.

Foreign nations are concerned with what they view as inroads into their

regulatory jurisdiction by the laws of the United States.

Tax Issues

Although varying opinions exist as to the effects of tax factors

on international investment, it is felt generally that while tax consid-

erations always are relevant, they seldom are dominant in the MNC's

decision to invest abroad. United States tax laws in the foreign area

have been criticized from point's of view both favoring and discouraging

foreign direct investment.

International tribunals

International tribunals, such as the International Court of Justice

of the U.N., adjudicate controversies between nation states. Private

parties may have claims brought before international bodies if the

state of their citizenship is willing to espouse the claim. Jurisdic-

tion over any dispute depends on the consent of the states involved to
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permit adjudication by an international organization and to be bound

by any decision. States which consent to jurisdiction often have the

habit of attaching qualifying clauses to their declarations of consent

that can effectively vitiate any decision on the merits. An interna-

tional tribunal-has the right to determine its own jurisdictional scope

and generally will not decide a case which could prejudice the rights

of third parties before the court. -A party cannot lay its claim before

an international tribunal until it has exhausted its local remedies.

Practical problems with international tribunals include the lack of

,.Judicial review of decisions, the high cost of litigation, the diverse

backgrounds of judges (which make a unified legal approach difficult),

and--most important--the lack of power to enforce decrees.

Extraterritoriality of the Securities and Exchange Act

The SEC Act can apply extraterritorially to isolated acts outside

the United States which result in transactions that are prohibited

within the United States. The multinational corporate entity which

desires either to issue securities in the United States or to partici-

pate in isolated transactions in U.S. securities may find itself subject

to the requirements of the Securities and Exchange Act.

U.S. foreign direct investment controls

In general, these controls set limits on the amount of investment

which can be made by U.S. investors in foreign business organizations

during a calendar year. The regulations also prohibit holding certain

"liquid foreign balances" and impose reporting requirements. The con-

trols have been criticized domestically as being inequitable and

burdensome and as forcing the borrowing of funds abroad--although some
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argue that forcing the financing of the MNCst investments into foreign

capital markets has a favorable balance of payments effect. Foreign

criticisms concern the possibility of U.S. encroachment on national

sovereignty and possible prejudice to the rights 6f foreign minority

stockholders in the MNCs.

I
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Summaries of the Chapters

Chapter I. Introduction

The spread of multinational business since the end of World War II

ranks as one of the major events of modern economic history. The pur-

pose of this study is to analyze its costs and benefits. Emphasis is

placed on the United States, but much attention will be given to key

foreign countries in which the operations of the U.S.-based multinational

corporations (MNCs) are important. (pp. 77-78)

Social and economic developments of this magnitude always have

mixed effects; they bring benefits and costs. Seeking first whatever

balance between the two may exist in the aggregate, .he study also aims

for the more detailed perspective needed for an understanding of the

character of the particular gains and losses involved.(p. 78)

The present chapter is no more than its title implies--an intro-

duction to this complex subject, which, so far as extant research and

knowledge are concerned, remains on the frontiers of the principal

disciplines it touches: economics, international law, and history.

The aims of this chapter are to pose the necessary questions, place

them in reasonable perspective, and describe briefly how the remainder

of the study will proceed. After a brief discussion of the genesis of

the study, the MNC is defined--in terms of how the concept will be used

operationally in the study--and the outline of the project as a whole

is briefly described, along with a short rdsumE of the sources of data

and information that have been tapped to do the job. Subsequent sections
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discuss the historical antecedents of the modern MNC (there are few of

them) and trace the general outlines of its expansion in the current

century, especially since 1950. There follows a review of the commonly

stated reasons for foreign direct investment, after which an attempt

is made to outline all the alleged evils and virtues that have been

attributed to the MNC by its detractors and its friends. Against

this background, the major questions for research are summarized.(pp. 84-86)

History and modern development of the MNC.--For centuries, merchants

and bankers served as the prime movers in economic contacts that took

place among nations. Perhaps the fullest development of the merchant

firm as an institution was found in the great charter trading companies

of the 17th and 18th centuries. These were essentially alliances

between governments (contributing sovereignty, authority, and sanctions)

and private persons (contributing capital) to gather under single,

coherent managements the political, military, and economic tasks of

colonial expansion. (pp. 89-91)

Except in size and management efficiency, the modern MNC bears

little resemblance to these merchant colossi. It is an offspring of

the industrial revolution (the child of its old age, some think).

With the possible exception of multinational banking, which is growing

very fast, international business today is dominated by companies

involved in some way with making things--either as extractors of raw

materials and fuels, or as manufacturers of all manner of products.(pp 91-94)

During the 50 to 75 years before the middle of this century, one

could catch only glimpses of the development of multinational business

89-020 0 - 72 - 4
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that was to come later. The resource-based, extractive industries of

the industrial economies were the first to leave their home countries

in search of investment opportunities, as domestic mineral and fuel

reserves became, or threatened to become, inadequate to meet the in-

satiable demands of the advanced nations. However, foreign direct

investment in manufacturing soon followed. Even before the turn of

the century, a few of the largest U.S. firms had established production

abroad--General Electric and Singer, for example. Generally, however,

the industrialists of the major European countries had a head start on

their U.S. colleagues in the foreign-investment field. Their economies

had industrialized somewhat sooner than the United States and, more

important, they were smaller; it took relatively less time than in the

United States for a growing firm to look towards foreign markets for

faster-than-average 3ales growth. As recently as 1950, European direct

investments in the United States exceeded U.S. investments in Europe by

a few hundred million dollars. Worldwide, investment patterns tended

to follow patterns of political influence of the home countries. The

Europeans concentrated on the colonial empires of Asia and Africa, plus

Canada, Australia, and South Africa, while the U.S. investors focused

on Latin America, where the Monroe Doctrine had carved out a significant

sphere of influence. (pp. 91-94)

The outbound flow of direct investment from the United States "took

off" only after World War II; its book value literally skyrocketed from

less than $12 billion in 1950 to $78 billion in 1970. Both its geographic

focus and its industrial character changed equally as dramatically. For
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many years, Canada was the favorite site for the U.S. direct Investor,

and it is still important. But the stock of U.S.-owned capital in

Western Europe caught up fast, surpassing the Canadian figure for the

first time in 1969. Meanwhile, U.S. direct investment in the less-

developed countries (LDCs)--including Latin America, a traditional

preserve of U.S. capital--has grown much more slowly than investment

in the industrial countries during the last two decades. The relative

decline in the importance of the LDCs as sites for direct investment

is partly connected with parallel deemphasis on investment in the

extractive industries relative to investment in manufacturing. Mining,

oil, and agricultural investments abroad have expanded much more slowly

than investments in manufacturing industries, which almost tripled

their foreign holdings from $11 billion in 1960 to $32 billion in

1970. Manufacturing now accounts for the largest single share (41

percent) of U.S.-owned overseas direct investment. (pp. 94-1o6)

To sum up--multinational business, developed out of direct invest-

ment activities which the Americans have dominated since World War II,

has centered increasingly on U.S.-owned manufacturing enterprises in

the advanced economies of Western Europe and Canada. Other industries

and the LDCs have received increasingly smaller shares of total outbound

capital flows over the last two decades. (pp. 94-106)
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Why does direct investment capital move abroad?--The question

of why direct investment capital moves abroad can seem exceedingly

complex. Slicing through to fundamentals, however, there are two

basic motivations for placing direct investments outside the home

country, aside from the obvious one of the extractive industries,

which dig where the oil and ores are. By far the more important

motivation is to tap foreign markets, which absorb more than 90

percent of the output of U.S.-owned foreign firms. This is some-

times cast in terms which stress the need to.preserve or preempt

market shares from actual or potential competitors, both U.S.- and

foreign-based. It also appears in more positive forms, which stress

the marketing strategies of large firms whose continued rapid growth

must depend on developing new markets outside the home base, markets

whose more or less unique requirements often cannot be efficiently

served via exports from domestic operations. There are many refine-

ments, variations, and subtleties that can be added in describing

this market-oriented motivation, yet they all relate to the essential.

characteristic--that capital moves because of opportunities or threats

appearing in foreign markets. The salesman's viewpoint rules. Cost

considerations take second place. (pp. 108-128)
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Cost factors, the second basic motivation for capital flows,

count first only in a particular set of circumstances. Here, there

is also a market-focus element, but it relates to domestic, not

foreign markets; The cases of this class in which U.S. firms have

shifted production abroad, usually to LDCs, are famous and contro-

versial, although they do not account for a very large portion of

total U.S. foreign direct investment. These are the consumer elec-

tronics, footwear, toy, and apparel industry cases (plus some others),

where foreign output is almost all returned for sale in the U.S.

market and where cost considerations--principally the search for

low-wage labor--played the major role in the decision to invest

abroad. (pp. 114-119)

The MNCs as villains: the alleged problems.--In the United

States, public and private criticism center primarily on economic

issues. There have been clear-cut and well-publicized examples of

domestic factory shutdowns, with output from these now-defunct

enterprises replaced by imports from new, "runaway" plants built

overseas by foreign direct investors. Unemployment and greater

import penetration of the U.S. market have resulted. Many critics

have generalized from these cases to allege that such developments,

or the potential for them, are a basic, general characteristic of

multinational enterprise. This criticism is bolstered by a related
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one, namely, that, even where "runaway" investment is not important

and import penetration from overseas investments is minimal, U.S.

exports to foreign markets are damaged heavily by competition from

the output of U.S.-owned plants in those markets. The alleged re-

sult is less U.S. production for export, more unemployment in export

industries, and an adverse effect on the trade balance. (pp. 129-130)

Critics allege, too, that the balance-of-payments effects are

even more widespread than merely those occurring on trade account.

Admitting that dividend and profit remittances now reach large pro-

portions, they wonder if these may not be too small and come too

late in relation to continued heavy outflows on capital account.

Looking at the United States' heavy surplus in "royalties and fees,"

they question whether these may not simply measure an inadequate

return on outbound transfers of technology which the MNCs have re-

linquished forever to foreigners from the scientific and technological

patrimony of the United States. Finally, they view the murky, highly

technical, international financial activities of the MNCs and ask

whether their allegedly disruptive effects on the international

monetary system may not be leading to chaos. (pp. 139-145)

Abroad, these kinds of economic arguments pale in importance.

Foreigners are more convinced, in general, of the economic benefits

of multinational business, at least as seen from their points of view.
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They make political arguments and stress social questions. They fear

the prospect of foreign domination of their industries. They fear

that the MNCs may soon be too large to control, so that on basic

questions of national policy--especially economic objectives--the

MNCs can subvert governments' intentions. They worry that the ad-

mitted economic benefits of the MNCs' presence in their countries

could be denied them should the MNCs opt to arrogate the gains to

themselves via unchecked monopolistic abuse of market forces.(pp. 131-133,137-38)

The MNCs as heroes: the alleged advantages claimed by the MNCs

and their friends.--The MNCs' boosters argue that the terrors cited

by the critics are absent or, even if present, they do not characterize

most multinational firms' activities and are insignificant compared

with the economic and social benefits that the MNCs bring to the world

as a whole and to individual countries. These benefits are centered

on the results of efficient management, better marketing, and economic

integration. They mean more employment, higher wages, and higher living

standards--plus, some say, a more stable world because the MNCs are

getting powerful enough to keep governments from getting involved in

wars that would upset the opportunities for continued international

business on a large and profitable scale, (pp. 153-165)

The "runaway industry" argument is rejected bytheMNCs' friends

as an exaggeration of a real but small problem. They argue that the

general result of MNC operations is, in the end, a net contribution

to the U. S. balance of payments and a higher level of employment in

the United States than there would have been in the absence of MNCs.
P4 *'
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The companies themselves tend to argue defensively--that they "must"

go abroad to protect foreign markets from predators, but that, in

doing so, they try hard to be good corporate citizens and frame their

operational policies to render minimum disruption and maximum benefit

to the U,S. economy. In any case, they claim that their failure to

go abroad would have left the United States wore off than it is.

Others argue more positively--that the Americans are better at multi-

national business than anybody else and that, because of this, they

have set the world on a course of growth and progress that redound to

the concrete benefit of everyone, including the United States. An

investment abroad is not automatically a loss for the United States,

even if it is a gain for the foreigner; it is a gain for the United

States as well, because of the "feedback" effects that come from the

processes of faster growth, technological progress, and international

trade. (pp. 160-163)

Crtcial questions.--There are dozens of separate questions that

must be asked and answered if research on the economic and social

impact of the MNCs is to be done adequately. Just as in dealing with

issues of trade, the balance of payments, investment patterns, inter-

national finance, technology, labor, and international business law

are separate facets of the everyday existence of the large multinational

company, so they must be separate chapters in a study of this sort. (pp.165-66)

Nevertheless, all the particular questions eventually boil down to

one fundamental query: "Do foreign direct investments by U.S. firms
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substitute for domestic investment in the United States, or do they

complement it?" If the "substitute" relationship rules, then an

economic loss for the United States follows upon a gain for the

foreigner. Of course, the foreigners gain may exceed the loss to

the United States, in which case the world as a whole has gained--

but this is an issue which, from the viewpoint of the U.S. national

interest, must be squarely put. On the other hand, if complementarity

occurs, it will not be difficult to find that all countries gain

simultaneously. (p. 167)
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Chapter II. Impact of the multinational firm on the United States
and .foreign balances of payments

The aim of this chapter is to describe and compare the balance

of payments performance of the MNCs and the performance of the private

sector of the United States as a whole, and then to make similar com-

parisons for seven key countries in which U.S. foreign direct investment

is an important economic influence, These countries are Canada, the

United Kingdom, Belgium-Luxembourg, France, West Germany, Brazil, and

Mexico. (pp. 168-172)

Impact on the United States.--The principal characteristic of

aggregate U.S. balance of payments l/ performance in the second half

of the 1960's was, in a word, "deterioration" on a rather grand scale.

This was not necessarily true for the MNCs, however, when their record

is compared with that of the non-MNC portion of the private sector.

In 1970, the current account of the U.S. balance of payments remained

in surplus by $5.6 billion, despite a decline of $1.6 billion over the

4-year period since 1966. The MNCs accounted for most of the 1970

surplus. They showed a positive balance of nearly $8.5 billion versus

a non-MNC deficit of $2.8 billion. In the 1966-70 period, the MNCs'

showing on current account improved by some $2.0 billion, as against

a deterioration of $3.6 billion for the non-MNC portion of the private

sector. In the trade account, the surplus generated by the MNCs

($2 billion) accounted for almost the entire surplus in 1970, whereas

I/ See footnote 1, p. 172 of Chapter 2, for a brief description of
how the balance of payments is constructed and of the terminology
used in balance-of-payments accounting.
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the non-MNC share had fallen by nearly $1.7 billion over the period,

to a net trade balance of zero. Net services flows of $6.4 billion

generated by the MNCs offset a non-MNC deficit on services of nearly

$2 billion in 1970; the improvement over the period of nearly $2

billion on the MNCs' services accounts contrasts with a deteriora-

tion of almost $1.5 billion for the non-MNCs.(pp. 172-189)

Due to high net long-term capital outflows, the basic balance

figures are smaller than those for the current account, but the world-

wide results for the MNCs as opposed to non-MNCs correspond to those

of the current account. In the aggregate, the basic balance surplus

declined by about $500 million, falling from $4.2 billion in 1966 to

$3.7 billion in 1970. But the contribution of the MNCs was strongly

favorable, showing a net gain of $2.8 billion. This gain was composed

of the aforementioned $2.0 billion improvement on current account, plus

about $800 million on capital account--the latter arising partly from

a reduction in long-term capital outflows and partly from an increase

in inbound capital flows over the period. 1/ (pp. 189-194)

If the U.S. balance of payments is examined geographically, the

United States shows a really serious deterioration in its bilateral

balance of payments performance with only two countries--Canada and

1/ This and subsequent discussions in this chapter stop short of con-
si~ering liquid capital flows and their balance of payments effects.
These flows have been unstable and they have tended to dominate the
balance of payments in periods of monetary crisis. The MNCs have had
a considerable hand in generating them. However, the discussion here
aims to discover underlying, basic trends and relationships having to
do with payments flows. Consideration of the highly unstable flows of
liquid, short-term funds and of their monetary effects, which indeed
are important, is presented in Chapters V and VI of this study.
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Japan.. In fact, excluding those two countries, the aggregate balance

of payments with the rest of the world actually improved over the

period, by about $1 billion on current account and $1.7 billion in

the basic balance. In the Canadian case, the MNCs played an important

role in the adverse shifts of the balances. With respect to Japan,

however, the MNCs turned in an improving performance that contrasted

sharply with the much larger general deterioration of the U.S. payments

balances with Japan on non-MNC account. Interestingly, however, the

MNCs' positive effect with respect to Japan--where U.S. direct invest-

ment is quite light--probably was relatively weaker than the effect

generated by the MNCs in countries where direct investment by Americans

is heavy. (pp. 195-201)

It is also of significance that, outside of Canada and Japan, the

MNCs led the general improvement of the current and basic balances,

with gains that consistently exceeded those realized in the aggregate

between 1966 and 1970. This appears to be the case both for six

European and Latin American countries in which MNC investment is

heaviest (Mexico is an exception) and for a second category labelled

"rest of world." However, the MNC surpluses among the Six arise

chiefly from trade transactions, which in turn reflects the prepon-

derance of manufacturing activities in the MNC operations in these

countries. The "rest of world" group shows a different pattern--the

contribution of MNC trade flows to the balance of payments nearly

loses significance, while the income accounts (interest, dividends,

and branch earnings) assume a very strong role. This result is linked
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to the heavy weight of the extractive industries (including petroleum)

in MNC investment in the non-industrial countries.(pp. 201-205)

Impact on other countries.--Because of data inadequacies, it has
a

been necessary to limit consideration of the MNCs' impact on foreign

balances of payments to a discussion only of the MNC affiliates'

dealings with the United States and the payments flows which they

generate. This approach has shortcOmings--especially evident in the

trade figures--which are discussed in the text on pp.207 through 209 •

However, several items of interest are captured by the data that are

available, including all of the important flows that move between parent

firms and affiliates. With this information, it is possible to reach

some fairly definite conclusions about the effect on foreign balances

of payments of the MNCs' dealings with their home country. (pp. 206-210)

The most consistent of these conclusions is that the MNCs, in their

transactions with the United States, exert a uniformly large, negative

impact on the current accounts of balances of payments of the host

countries. (Conversely, of course, they have a favorable impact on

the corresponding account of the U.S. balance of payments.) Except

for Canada, moreover, this negative impact increased in size over the

1966-70 period. In Canada, the MNCs produced a strong current account

gain for the global balance of payments over the period. (p. 210)

Despite the MNCs' uniformly negative impact on current account

in foreign countries, however, most of the countries under review

showed strongly positive current account performances on a global

basis by 1970. The exceptions were Mexico and Brazil, both of which
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had sizeable deficits to which the MNCs contributed in substantial part.

In the capital ac~ounts--which generally tend to be positive on a global

basis--the MNCs' capital transactions with the United States tended to

exert a strong positive influence in 1966 and 1970. To at least some

extent, therefore, inbound, MNC-generated capital flows have the effect

of offsetting sizeable current-account deficits.(PP. 210-212)

The offsets are not complete. Two of the seven countries showed

global basic balance deficits in 1966 while three yielded up basic

balance shortfalls in 1970. As for the MNCs, their overall effect on

the basic balances was negative in six of the seven countries reviewed

in 1966, and in five of the seven in 1970. Moreove:, except for Canada

and Mexico, the change in the MNCs' impact over the period was fairly

strongly adverse--that is, the MNCs' adverse influence on the basic

balances increased. Thus, the appropriate conclusion for the seven

countries surveyed is that the MNCs, in their dealings with their

parent country, exerted a large and growing negative or adverse in-

fluence on host-country balances of payments. Again, this is of course

merely the obverse of the generally positive effect which the MNCs have

been shown to have on the U.S. balance of payments. (p. 212)
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Chapter III. The multinational firms in world trade

This chapter has the dual objectives of assessing the WICs' impact

on (a) world trade and (b) U.S. trade. In the former case, the U.S.-

based MNCs are found to be important in world trade, but not to dominate

it. The bulk of the output of the W(Cs' majority-owned foreign affi-

liates (MOFAs) is sold locally in the countries where it is produced.

The MNCs--both parents and tOFAs--account for about a quarter of world

exports of all types of merchandise and for roughly a fifth of world

exports of manufactured goods. Between 1966 and 1970, as world exports

increased by 53 percent, the MNCs' global exports rose by 69 percent.

Because of the W4Cs' still relatively low share in the total, however,

the faster growth of MNC-related shipments produced only marginal in-

creases in their shares of total world exports. Thus, while the INCs

definitely are a dynamic force in world trade--expecially as regards

rising exports of manufactured goods by the MOFAs--the MNCs cannot be

said to have "led" the growth of world exports in any significant way(pp.278-81)

The analysis of the 4NtCs' impact on U.S. trade covers a basic group

of 29 manufacturing industries, with special attention to the wide

differences in performance which arise among them. The first part of

the analysis compares levels of MN investment abroad with a number of

aggregate and MNC-related U.S. export and import measurements. The aim

is to discover whether high levels of overseas investment in an industry

tend to be associated with high levels of U.S. exports, U.S. imports,

or both--conversely for industries in which overseas investment has

been relatively small. The findings are that industries which are the
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larger investors abroad-also contribute the most to aggregate U.S.

experts, whereas industries in which M!Cs are less important also are

les' important exporters. There may be a similar, but considerably

weaker relationship on the import side. Moreover, there appears to

be no association between the extent to which an industry does or does

not' invest heavily abroad and the extent to which either (a) aggregate

imports increased their penetration of the industry's domestic market

in the 1966-70 period, or (b) the ratio of the industry's imports to

its& exports changed during the period. (pp. 321-330)

On the other hand, levels of investment abroad do correlate

strongly with both exports and imports that are generated specifically

by the MNCs. The export effects thus measured spill over to affect

aggregate'export trade because, in'general, the-MNCs acco't for a

large shire of U.S. exports of malnufactured goods-.-62 percelit. The

impIort effects'of MNC.-generated' tade°affect aggregate imports only

wedkly, howeVer, because the Mt4Os' average share of total imjorts of

manufactured goods is much lower, at- 34 percent. (pp. 322, 330-331)

The final sections of this chapter focus on comparisons, industry-

by-industry, of the changes in trade (new'exports and new imports)

geiterated by the MNCs and by nonh-MCs. Thereare two possible'ways

in 'which the MNCs could be affecting U.S% exports and imports. The

first of these--the "direct" effect-&-consists of the observable changes

in the MNCs' own trade performance, i.e. the U.S. exports and U.S.

imports which they themselves generate. The second possible impact--

the "indirect" effect--is that produced by the alleged robbery of
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markets from U.S. domestic exports by the MNCs' foreign affiliates. (pp. 333-34)

A separation of the MNCs' from the non-MNCs' performance in

generating new trade over the 1966-70 period shows a generally favor-

able direct effect on the MNCs' part. The MNCs rang up a balance of

net new exports (new exports minus new imports) of $3.4 billion, whereas

the non-MNCs showed a rising deficit, an increase of $3.4 billion in net

new imports. However, there was wide variation in the performances of

the MNCs in individual industries. The results ranged from $717 million

in net new exports to $230 million in net new imports. (pp. 334-344)

Estimates of the indirect effects depend on an important assumption

about whether, in the MNCs' absence abroad, U.S. exports of domestic

goods would have boon able to capture the overseas markets served by

the MNCs' foreign affiliates. The assumption adopted strives for

realism in postulating the degree to which U.S. exports are competitive

abroad. It takes as a standard U.S. exports' shares of the aggregate

market served in 1966 by U.S. exports and affiliates' sales combined.

It then posits that U.S. exports, in the absence of the affiliates,

could reasonably be expected to have garnered half of whatever increased

shares of the market the affiliates actually obtained in the 1966-70

period. The analysis then proceeds to estimate what U.S. exports would

have been under the assumption adopted, and to compare these estimates

with the actual levels of U.S. exports in each industry in 1970. If

the estimates were higher, a "loss" of exports was involved for the

U.S. as a result of affiliate activity abroad; if they were lower, a

"gain" occurred. (pp. 345-346)

9-020 0 - 73 -
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The results of these calculations show an estimated net gain in

new U.S exports, via the indirect effect, of about $400 million. Once

again, there were wide differences among gains and losses in different

lines of activity. The largest individual industry gain was $1.4

billion in new U.S. exports; exports in this industry were that much

larger in 1970 than they would have been in the MNCs' absence abroad.

The largest estimated loss is $1.8 billion. (pp. 346-350)

Finally, the gain/loss calculations for both the direct and

indirect effects are combined and the overall results are arranged

in two groups--those industries which showed net gains in new exports

and those which showed net losses. For manufacturing as a whole, the

estimated net effect of MNC activity on changes in U.S. trade in the

1966-70 period was an overall gain of $3,850 million in net new exports.

Sixteen industries showed net gains aggregating to $7,285 million. They

considerably outperformed the eight industries of the second group which

produced net losses totalling $3,435 million. Clearly, therefore, an

important result of the entire analysis is to demonstrate how widely

the effects--both direct and indirect--vary among industries. No

analysis in this field is complet@ without due attention to these vari-

ations. (pp. 350-352)
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Chapter IV. Impact of the Multinational firm on world patterns of
investment

U.S.-based direct investors have had a major impact on both the

rates and patterns of gross fixed capital formation in host countries

around the world. The influence of the U.S. direct investor in the

manufacturing industries of the industrial West has been pervasive,

and many of the most important of these industries depend in fact on

capital formation by U.S, owners as a principal source of growth and

dynamism. (p. 391)

In the years 1966 through 1970, capital spending in manufacturing

in the United States and seven key countries selected for analysis in

this report 1/ totaled more than $245 billion. Almost exactly half of

this occurred in the United States. Despite variability in some respects,

certain convergent tendencies can be recognized among investment rates

in the United States and those in the seven countries which collectively

account for two-thirds of U.S. overseas direct investment activity.

Industry groups which showed average growth in investment greater than

the mean for manufacturing as a whole in the United States had the same

tendencies abroad relative to average investment growth rates abroad.

The most notable exceptions were in the United Kingdom. Moreover,

there are close similarities between investment patterns in the United

States and those in the other seven countries averaged as a group. Not

only are the proportions of total investment accounted for by each major

1/ Canada, United Kingdom, Belgium-Luxembourg, France, West Germany,
Brazil, and Mexico.
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industry group similar in magnitude, but the rankings of industries

as spenders of capital funds also are nearly identical. (pp. 393-397)

In 1970, total plant and equipment spending in manufacturing by

U.S. direct investors abroad reached $6.5 billion, up more than 42

percent from $4.6 billion in 1966. In six countries of the sample

group (Canada excepted), capital outlays of U.S.-owned affiliates

rose half again as fast as spending of U.S. affiliates in the world

as a whole; they increased by roughly 65 percent, from $1.9 billion

to $3.1 billion, and raised these countries' share of the world total

from 41 percent to 48 percent. Worldwide, only three industries--

chemicals, machinery, and transportation equipment (essentially motor

vehicles)--account for about 66 percent of total investment outlays

by U.S. affiliates. For the seven sample countries, the proportion

is even higher--70 percent. Broadly speaking, the patterns of foreign

direct investment by U.S. MNCs, viewed across the different branches

of manufacturing, tend to follow their patterns of investment* in the

United States rather closely. (pp. 399-410)

When capital spending data for the U.S. MNCs are compared with

total figures for manufacturing in the economies in which they operate,

the results are impressive. They show that, in 1970, out of total

manufacturing capital expenditures of $29.7 billion in the seven

countries combined, affiliates of U.S. firms accounted for no less

than $4.2 billion, or 13 percent. In the industrial "backbone" sectors--

metals, machinery, and transportation equipment--the proportion was

far greater, or 22 percent. With capital spending at these rates,
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the U.S.-based affiliates clearly exert a major influence on both the

size and patterns of capi"Al outlays in the manufacturing sectors of

these seven countries. This characteristic is particularly marked in

Europe, in the large, highly developed, diverse economies which by

most measures are rivals to the United States in industrial sophisti-

cation. Among the individual sectors of European industry, the role

of the Americans stands out starkly in the machinery branches. Here,

the Americans account for about a quarter of total capital investment

flows, and the proportion rises even higher if transportation equipment

(the automotive industry) is included. (pp. 410-414)

With the single exception of West Germany, U.S. investment in

manufacturing in the seven host countries is generally more productive

than is new manufacturing capital formation generated by local firms.

In West Germany, the productivity ratios for U.S.-based firms and local

firms are about equal. (pp. 414-416)

These productivity comparisons are calculated for all manufacturing

rather than on an industry-by-industry basis. A reason for the wide

gaps between MNC productivity and allfirm productivity abroad is trace-

able to the MNCs' ability to allocate capital flexibly. The MNCs, better

able to place their investment in dynamic, highly productive industries,

not only show better productivity but also tend to become more important

investors in the fastest growing and most productive industries of the

host countries.(pp. 417-418)

A review of the broad outlines of MNC financing strategy indicates

that, in large measure, foreign affiliates of U.S. firms are largely
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independent of their parent companies for financing. Most of their

financial business is conducted outside the United States, and net

flows of funds between parents and affiliates are but the tip of an

enormous iceberg of churning funds. A set of sources/uses estimates

of funds received and paid by all U.S. JNC affiliates in the five-

year period 1966-70 reveals a cumulative flow on the order of $130

billijon--roughly $25 billion a year. Only about 15 percent of this

total was used for profit remittances to parent firms at home, an

amount identical with cumulative flows of capital from those firms

on the "sowces" side of the ledger. The remaining 85 percent or so

was divided about equally between additions to fixed capital and in-

creases in working capital. In the "sources" column, the important

point- is that about 85 percent of affiliates' funds came from. non-U.S.

sources. About a third of this consisted of affiliate borrowing outside

the United States; the rest was generated internally by the affiliates,

principally via. depr*ciation and related charps am& retained' igs.(pp. .418-26)

This information sheds light on an important question surrounding

the operations of the 4NCs. If the movement of the NCs. abroad is to

be viewed as a loss of some sort to the U.S. economy, it becomes

necessary to judge whether this loss. could have been averted, or whether

the failure of the MNCs to invest abroad might have inflicted a still

greater loss. The MNCs contend& that, in their absence, the markets;

which, they now serve--part-ly from the U.S.,. partly from affiliates-

woulW have been-lost to foreign competition. Their opponents argue:

otherwise, that the da=er of foreign competition is overblown and that
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the affiliates' production could have remained at home and remained

competitive in world markets. The data oh actual fixed capital spending

by the MNCs in host countries, seen in relation to overall capital for-

mation in these countries, seems to suggest that the MNCs' performance

could not easily have been matched by local investors. But an analysis

of the financing of this investment as well as the affiliates' working

capital needs--about 85 percent of which were generated out of foreign

savings anyway--suggests that, indeed, competitive foreign investment

in the MNCs' place would have been feasible within the limits of

foreigners' resources. (426-429)

This chapter concludes with a brief analysis of the financial

results of MNC operations, as revealed in accounting statements. The

data show an enormous expansion of affiliates' worldwide sales between

1966 and 1970, a 66 percent jump from $109 billion in the earlier year

to $180 billion in the later one. Manufacturing industries account for

about half of the total value of sales. The affiliates' foreign corpo-

rate income tax payments rose somewhat more modestly. They reached $11

billion in 1970, or 43 percent of pre-tax net income. U.S.-based manu-

facturing affiliates paid foreign governments some $2.9 billion in

income taxes in 1970, which amounted to 59 percent of their pre-tax

earnings of $4.9 billion. Depending on whether after-tax profits are

measured in terms of sales or total assets, rates of profitability run

about 5 to 6 percent for all industries and somewhat less, 4 0o S

percent, in manufacturing. (429-434)
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The financial experience of the affiliates shows some sharp

contrasts with that of their parent firms operating domestically in

the United States. Much of the contrast arises from the period used

for the comparison--1966 through 1970--which turns out to have been

one of boom-ending-in-recession in the United States and recession-

culminating-in-boom abroad. But these contrasts highlight an important

point: the ability to diversify internationally can insulate the MNC

from the vicissitudes of the business cycle in any one country or region,

thus smoothing, in the long run, the curves of sales, incomes, profits,

and tax payments as reflected on consolidated statements. (pp. 433-434)

Still another point which emerges from the analysis is that tax

"rates" imputed by comparing tax payments with net incomes before taxes

turn out to be roughly the same in the United States as abroad. If

anything, they appear to be slightly lower in the United States. This

evidence permits a tentative inference that there may be little incen-

tive--from a tax viewpoint--for the MNCs to try to maximize their

foreign incomes at the expense of domestic operating results. If

anything, the incentives may work the other way; it may pay to make

U.S. consolidated income look as good as possible by transferring funds

as affiliate "costs," to declare it at home, and to pay taxes on it

at home. (pp. 434-435)
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Chapter V. Multinational firms in international finance

This chapter takes a hard and detailed look at the activities

and effects of MNCs operating in the international financial and monetary

systems. The present chapter is market-oriented. That is, it describes

the kinds of markets in which the MNCs conduct their financial business,

the effects of the MNCs on these markets, and how the MNCs have changed

them. The aim of the analysis is to assess the degree to which the

growth of multinational business has or has not altered the realities

of financial market size, structure, and behavior which lie behind the

efforts of governments to construct a stable, workable international

monetary system. The chapter concludes with an evaluation of.the role

of the MNCs in the crisis situations which have rocked and threatened

the founcations of the international monetary system in recent years.(p. 453)

Chapter V gives little emphasis to policy issues themselves or

to the problem of how governments, acting separately or in concert,

might try to solve *he dilemmas of the existing international monetary

system. Such discussion would be outside the scope of the study.(p. 453)

One of the great historical developments of the past 15 years

in the Free World economy has been the progressive intermingling of

its money and capital markets. This integrative development is a

sharp break from traditional patterns, and three features stand out

as important.(pp. 457-475)
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First the .uhocarency markets and the Eurobond market (or the

international bond market in uieral) play a crucial role as the

mechanisms through which the process occurs, Unlike earlier periods

when analogous but not nearly as pervasive developments also occurred,

a sipSle, powerful, national financial system does not play the role

of integrator. -This role is filled instead by a pair of international

markets that stand outside of and are largely uncontrolled by authorities

of the separate national economies that are affected by the process.

Secondly, strong tendencies for an international equalization of

interest rates emerge as both a result and symptom of the integration

process. Third, it has become increasingly difficult, sometimes

impossible, for the central. bank authorities of any one country to

move in directions which run counter to international money and capital

market treads, because the markets react with inflows or outflows .f

funds that most domestic monetary systems cannot stand for long periods.

Thus, even if a country's exchange parity is not in suah serious dis-

equilibrium that an exchange rate modification is called for, a perverse

movement of national interest rates can force such a change because of

an economy's vulnerability to massive, highly volatile flows of short-

term funds. (pP. 475-76)

Because of their importance as the pivotal, "integrator markets,"

the international bond market and the Eurocurrency markets are described

in some detail. These markets are large. In 1971, the international

bond market l/ handled $5.2 billion in new public issues, plus a large

1/ Includes any issues sold outside the country of the borrower.
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but undetermined amount of privately placed, medium-term financing.

As estimated by the Bank for International Settlements (BIS), total

assets in the Eurocurrency markets aggregated $71 billion at the end

of 1971; of this, the Eurodollar component was by far the largest,

at $54 billion.' Other material in these sections marshals information

on how these markets are supplied with funds, who the borrowers are,

and how the markets function; the purpose of the analysis is to show

how the integrator functions of the markets actually are carried out.(477-506)

The growth of the international money and capital markets and the

expansion of international business enterprise have been accomplished

in the last decade or so by an equally significant development of

multinational banking. As in the case of business firms, American

banks have led with a vast increase in the number and asset holdings

of their foreign branches. The growth of both types of institution

has had visible symbiotic elements: the expansion of each type of

institution and market has fed upon the growth of all the others, so

thet it no longer is possible to say who, in particular, caused it a11.(506-17)

It can be said, however, that a central, if not exclusive, feature

of the development of international financial markets in recent years

has been their orientation to serving the financial needs of the MNCs.

Therefore, the analysis focuses on the MNCs and how they operate in

the international financial markets. (p. 517)

Corporate treasurers have developed a panoply of dazzling new

techniques and rituals to serve the centralized management and control

of their far-flung financial interests. Slicing through to fundamentals,
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however, one can see that the practices of the MNCs, the kinds of

transactions they conduct, are not much different in character from

those of any kind of firm in international business, whether or not

it is a direct investor. They are, however, better-managed, tech-

nologically superior, more flexible, and--most important--designed

to process bigger volumes of transactions faster than in even the

recent past. (pp. 517-531)

Basic to the efficient, centralized management of the finances

of a large multinational corporation is the existence of only one or

a few central profit centers with the ability and the resources to

plan the firm's worldwide operations in fine detail. The financial

activities of the firm are conducted within the framework of these

plans, and, ultimately, they center on the management of cash flow.

The basic objectives of the financial manager are to cut costs by

increasing efficiency, as well as to protect and, if possible, increase

the value of the firm's financial assets. Three rules prevail: (1)

funds must be moved to where they are needed; (2) interest costs are

to be minimized; and (3) exchange risks are to be avoided. In the

multinational firm, these rules sometimes conflict--exchange risks

may be avoidable only at the cost of a higher interest rate, for

example--so that International Money Management (I4) can become a

matter of judgement and risk-weighing. Yet neither the objectives

nor the rules change. In all its other aspects--many of which are

described in this section of the chapter--INN, despite its fascinating

sophistication and complexity, is merely a matter of financial technology.

(pp. 517-526)
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That the many participants involved in the international money

market are capable of generating crisis situations for the international

monetary system is beyond dispute. As a group, they commanded short-

term, liquid assets estimated at about $268 billion at the end of 1971,

of which the lion's share was under the control of multinational firms

and banks headquartered in the United States. This $268 billion, all

managed by private persons in a private market which is virtually un-

controlled by any sort of official institution, amounts to more than

twice the total of all international reserves held in all central banks

and international monetary institutions in the world at the same date.

These are the reserves with which central banks fight to defend their

exchange rates. The resources of the private sector outclass them. (531-4o)

Because $268 billion is such an immense number, it is clear that

only a small amount of the assets which it measures needs to move in

order for a genuine financial crisis to develop. With its increased

efficiency and flexibility, the international money market is fully

capable of focusing, with telling effect, on a crisis-prone situation--

some weak currency which repels funds and some strong one which attracts

them. Yet precisely because such a small proportion of the resources

of the MNCs are needed to produce monetary explosions, one can conclude

with some certainty that the vast majority of the MNCs can be absolved

of the charge of "speculation," defined as risking rather than pro-

tecting assets. Either they merely make marginal adjustments to move

"with the market"--which is a protective rather than a speculative
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act--or they sit tight while at most a very few of their number move

large balances about in a speculative manner. (pp. 540-543)

While it is not appropriate to conclude that speculative behavior

characterizes the international financial activities of the great

majority of MNCs, it is appropriate to stress that they have been a

primary creative force in the growth of the international money and

capital markets. This is the sense in which the MNCs indeed have

altered the international realities around which the policies of

governments--and the international monetary "system" in general--are

framed. (pp. 544-46)
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Chapter VI. Technology, R & D, and the multinational firm

As a group, the multinational corporations based in the United

States exert an enormous impact on the development of new domestic

technology. They dominate R&D spending in the United States to the

extent that their activities virtually determine the amounts and

patterns of R&D outlays in manufacturing industry. (pp. 555-558)

The MNCs have also become the principal institutions through

which technology in its various forms is exported and imported. As

reflected in massive royalties and fees, U.S. exports of technology

outweigh imports by a factor of more than ten to one; net inbound

flows of royalties and fees reached nearly $2.3 billion, in 1971,

with the MNCs accounting for an estimated 90 percent. While net

payments figures appearing in the royalties and fees accounts of

the balance of payments cannot be presumed to serve as an adequate

measure of the amounts of technology that have flowed into and (mainly)

out of the United States in the past, l/ they indicate clearly that,

in the aggregate and for a number of individual industries, net in-

bound royalties and fees are significant indeed relative to total

R&D spending in the United States. In 1970, for example, they

were equivalent to about eleven percent of the $17.9 billion

1/ The payments figures include pro-forma levies against foreign
affiliates by their U.S. parent companies to support domestic R6D
budgets; they also include inaccurate and sometimes unrealistically
low prices attached to licenses and similar technological transfers
to related and unrelated foreign concerns. Accordingly, there is
no direct correlation between the amounts shown in the balance of
payments accounts and the amount of the technology transfer that
might actually have occurred.
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spent on R&D by all industries, and to nearly a fourth of total R&D

spending ($10.1 billion) financed by company rather than Federal funds. (593-604)

The high technology domestic industries are defined as those with

high levels of R&D spending by the MNCs relative to total domestic sales

of all firms in those industries. They have shown a strong penchant in

recent years for putting more new direct investment in place abroad (in

comparison with investment at home) than have the medium and low tech-

nology industries. From 1966 through 1970, new foreign direct invest-

ments by the MNCs in the high technology industries were more than 27

percent as large as their new domestic investments, whereas the com-

parable ratios for the medium and low technology industries were 11

percent and 10 percent, respectively. Thus, new domestic investment

by the high technology industries still was about 3.7 times as great

as the MNCs' new foreign investment--but in the medium and low technology

groups the levels of new domestic investment were nine and ten times

larger than the amounts of new capital placed abroad.(pp. 562-569)

Given the MNCs' preponderant roles as both the generators and the

exporters of U.S. technology, as well as evidence that the technologically

most advanced industries are investing abroad faster than the less ad-

vanced industries, it would seem almost a foregone conclusion that the

MNCs must have contributed to the United States' declining comparative

advantage as a trader of high technology products. Yet this is not the

case according to the available evidence. An examination of U.S. trade

in 1970 shows that there are fairly strong positive relationships between

levels of technology in various industries (as measured by R&D intensity)
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and levels of MNC-related export trade, whereas no statistically

meaningful relationships can be found with respect to MC-related

import trade. More important, however, changes in MNC-related trade

(new exports and new imports) over the 1966-70 period show that the

ftCs in the high technology industries have clearly outpaced the non-

l4WCs as net exporters. (pp. 570-579)

Although the net export record of the MNCs has been highly favor-

able in comparison with non-MNCs in the high technology industries,

there may have been some erosion of U.S. export markets by the sales

of MNC affiliates abroad in the high technology industries. Analysis

of the worldwide market shared by U.S. exporters on the one hand and

by the foreign affiliates of the MNCs on the other, suggests that the

erosion that may have come from this source over the 1966-70 period

probably did not exceed $1.5 billion, or 18 percent of the increase

in the affiliates' total foreign sales of high technology goods in the

same period. Thus, the indirect erosive effect was, at worst, small

relative to the affiliates' total foreign sales of $16.6 billion in the

high technology group (excluding transportation equipment) in 1970. (579-81)

There are grounds for an inference that, as a matter of strategy,

the MNCs do not, on balance, export their first-line technology either

to their own affiliates or to unrelated foreigners. Rather, this first-

line technology tends to be retained in plants at home, to generate new

exports and compete effectively with imports in the same class. This

hypothesis "explains" the continued, strongly favorable, direct impact

of the MNCs on U.S. trade, and it suggests that the large and rapidly

89-020 0 - 73 - a
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rising income from royalties and fees comes mainly from exports of

technology of a slightly older and less competitive variety than that

which is retained for domestic use. The rather small WC-related losses

in U.S. dominance of trade in high technology goods that come indirectly

from their affiliates' foreign sales--losses which are more than offset

by the gains from the MNCs' direct effects on U.S. trade in the same

goods--may be due partly to an unavoidable necessity to meet foreign

competition on the foreigners' home ground. U.S. technological hegemony

cannot be total, and in a limited number of fields of high technology

production, other industrial countries have come abreast of U.S. tech-

nology to the point where the competitiveness of a few U.S. industries

is a few lines of production is, at best, marginal. (p. 604)
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Chapter VII. Impact of the multinational firm on labor in the
United States and abroad

As a major force in the United States and world economies, the

MNCs also have a major impact on labor in the United States and in the

key industrial countries in which they operate most heavily. As em-

ployers, the MNCs dominate in the United States and have a very strong

influence in Canada. For other countries, they are less important but

not negligible. Because their productivity abroad is generally far

higher than the productivity of competing local firms, the MNCs tend

to account for a far larger share of total output (sales) in manufac-

turing than of total employment. (pp. 605-634)

In every country, the MNCs compensate their labor about as well as

do local firms. There are some variations but no real departures from

this general rule--except in the United States, where the MNCs generally

are the high-wage employers in their respective branches of manu-

facturing. In Canada, their "match" with local standards is very close

(probably because the MNCs are so influential that they themselves set

the standards), whereas in Europe, while the "match" is good, there appears

from the data to be a slight tendency for the WNCs to under-compensate

their workers relative to local norms. In Mexico and Brazil, the reverse

is true; while the MNCs conform generally to lopal wage standards, they

appear to pay just a little more in many cases. (pp. 620-629)

In the United States, the productivity performance of the MNCs is

about as good as the national average in most industries. Abroad, however,

it is much poorer than in the W4Cst parents' operations in the United
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States--but it is considerably better than the national averages for

the industries and countries in which the affiliates operate. Thus,

the MNCs' productivity record falls about midway between U.S. levels

and average levels prevailing abroad.(pp. 629-634)

Wage levels and productivity measurements are combined in estimates

of unit labor costs, which constitute probably the best single variable

to use in measuring the ways in which the MNCs--or any firms--interface

with their labor. In the United States, the MNCs are high-cost firms.

Their much higher wages and only average productivity performance re-

lative to non-NMC firms in their industries lead to unit labor costs

that are significantly higher than the national averages. In the

industrial countries abroad, however, the MNCs' affiliates show unit

labor costs that are lower--significantly lower--than those for all

firms in these countries. At the same time, the MNCs' labor costs in

most countries are roughly equal to or slightly lower than the all-firm

average for domestic U.S. industries. In other words, the MNCs abroad

do not perform very much better, in unit labor cost terms, than is the

standard for performance in U.S. manufacturing, but in the process they

obtain a significant advantage over their foreign competition and over

their own parent firms in the Unrited States. (pp. 634-642)

The foregoing paragraphs summarize very briefly the first main

substantive section of this chapter--Part B--which surveys the employment,

output, and cost factors involved in the 4NCs' relations with their labor.

Part C then moves on to focus on the impact of the MNCs on levels of

employment in U.S. manufacturing. It presents three separate estimates--
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on three different sets of assumptions--of the net effect which the

MNCs have had in terms of "job losses" or "job gains." (pp. 645-672)

In making such estimates of losses or gains, it is essential to

adopt explicit but artificial. assumptions about "what would have happened"

if the MNCs had riot taken their capital abroad. These assumptions describe

hypothetical worlds. They have to be concerned with two basic questions:

.(l) In the MNCs' absence, would foreigners (either the locals or

thirty-country investors) have taken the place that U.S.-based MNCs now

occupy as producers? That is, is it necessary to allow for "substitu-

tion" of foreign-owned productive facilities for U.S.-owned ones? To

the extent that substitution is allowed to enter the reasoning, the

amount of potential job losses has to be reduced because the argument

has to say that the jobs would have been lost anyway in such a world.

(2) If the MNCs were not abroad, could U.S. products have captured

and held the markets that the MNCs now serve--or does one have to allow

for the possibility that foreign competitors indeed are capable of taking'

markets away from some U.S. producers? (pp. 645-650)

The first set of estimates presented is the most pessimistic possible

one. It conforms fairly closely with the premises of the MNCs' critics,

denying, by assumption, any possibility of "substitution" in production

abroad, and asserting without equivocation that U.S. goods are totally

capable of serving every market that the MNCs now serve, at identical

prices-- Under these assumptions, the MNCs' sales abroad convert to a

"Gross Job Loss" for the United States equal to 2.4 million jobs. But
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this loss is offset by certain gains which are specifically attributable,

under the assumptions, to the operations of MNCs. These offsets include:

(1) U.S. employment required to manage and service overseas affi-

liates in "headquarters" establishments;

(2) U.S. employment involved in manufacturing goods exported to

the MNCs' overseas affiliates;

(3) U.S. employment required to manufacture goods which satisfy

the additional foreign demand for.U.S. exports that stems from the

contribution of the MNCs to the growth of foreign incomes; and

(4) The employment, in the United States, of affiliates of foreign-

owned MNCs.l/ (pp. 651-655)

The sum of these offsets is equal to 1.1 million jobs in manufac-

turing. Subtracted from the "Gross Loss" already calculated, they yield

a "net job impact" of only 1.3 million jobs--even under the extremely

restrictive assumptions employed to make a first stab at the analysis.

This 1.3 million figure should be interpreted as an upper bound--the

outer limit or maximum possible net loss that conceivably could be

attributed to MNC operations. (pp. 655-662)

The next set of estimates is based on a relaxation of the first

assumption--the one about "substitution"--to allow exactly half of

the MNCs' overseas investment in each industry to come under the -

1/ Throughout the analysis, the U.S. affiliates of foreign-based
MNCs are subjected to assumptions symmetrical with those applied to
U.S.-based firms' foreign affiliates.
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threat of possible competitive investment by non-United States inter-

ests.l/ The analysis still holds to assumption #2, namely that U.S.

exports can always be fully competitive with any other producer's

goods. Under this new combination of assumptions, the net job impact

drops radically, to a "loss" of just over 400,000 jobs. (pp. 662-667)

The third set of estimates takes a different approach, by altering
.I

assumption #2. It says that some U.t. exports could not take over the

markets served by the MNCs, on the eminently plausible reasoning that,

after all, the United States never had a 100 percent share of world

trade in manufactures anyway. The question is, how much of a share

should U.S. exporters be reasonably expected to be able to take and

hold? Note that the analysis tries to build a reasonable "standard"

against which the performance of the.MNCs can be measured. The standard

that was chosen was the United States' share of the industrial countries'

exports of manufactured goods in 1960-61 (the average of the two years).

This is recent enough not to be ancient history, and it characterizes

a time when the U.S. trade accounts were solidly in the black and

criticisms of the MNCs were mute if not entirely absent. (pp. 667-669)

After.-decision about what the "standard" for U.S. trade performance

"ought to be" or "would have been," the procedure was to assume that

U.S. exports could have captured those shares of the affiliates'

foreign sales implied by the standard--and then to see how many jobs

I/ Similarly, "50-percent substitution' applies to foreign direct
investments in the United States.
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might have been removed from U.S. manufacturingg in-relation-to the

gains .that the fNNs .have provided in-the meanwhile. .1/ The analysis

also returns te- 'the'rigid assumption of"'no substitution allowed"

to foreigners. The nsnWer reverses the conclusions of the first two

estimates. Now, there is a net gain to U.S. employment of approxi-

mately half a million jobs as a result of the'MNCs operations. This

may-be the most reasonable of the .three sets of estimates presented. (pp. 669-72)

-The final section of the chapter--Part D--is a survey and evalu-

ation of labor union-reactions :to the ?NCs in the Uniteo States and

abroad. These reactions can-cnveniently be arranged along a scale

that runs from "permissive" "to'"prtectionist." In general, organized

labor i•=ovents outside .the 'nitWd IStates -tmed :-toard the '"permissive."

They identify certain faults of the 'NCs-•tparticularly theirr ability

tha* rzasul ts from, opmrating -in sany placess .at ovae t-o 'Tdivide -.and

conquer" labor unions indi FEE t courtries--but r-aein •Jabor .unions

generally do not advocate t-e kiznd of rzstrictimas an the,;JfCs --that

would inhibit cantimued htgh rates of iA.teramtional fiemd -xpital flow.

Large segments of.U.S. labor, on --the other:hand, take the.ouffesite tack

and oppose the MNCs' -perations--Vjartlybaeoase they..ncmsiderT.nlikely

any pessibility-for international labor solidarity.or foi':±he-emergence

of internatinal-fair :hlor stndaxds, a•ndtaTtly because, beimg the

unions of -the best.paid ,workers in the,,wocld, they s.ee the ltCs as a

decided threat to j.obopportmnities iandhigh income standards in the

United States. (pp. 673-685)

1/ Similar assumptions about foreign export shares are applied to
foreign direct investments in the United States.
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Spokesmen for U.S. labor have a coherent, partly documented

argument which concludes that the MNCs wreak damage to U.S. labor.

In some of its points, this argument is valid, but it has two main

faults. First, it tends to lump together into a single package the

"MNC Problem" and the "Decline in U.S. Trade Competitiveness Problem."

An accurate assessment of both problems depends upon their analytic

separation, as the materials of both chapter III and the present

chapter indicate. Secondly, while labor spokesmen have had a com-

mendable insight in seeing that the effects of MNC activity on labor

must be examined "in the small," at as fine a level of industry detail

as possible, they have proceeded to a general approach with respect to

policy prescriptions. This approach, if adopted, could throw out

certain identifiable benefits to labor of MNC activity--and it could

be too weak to entirely compensate for some equally identifiable costs.

The costs and benefits have widely variant incidence in different

industries. (pp. 685-689)
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Chapter VIII. Legal problems l/

U.S. and Foreign Antritrust Regulations

U.S. antitrust policy.--The United States' approach to antitrust

regulation in the international arena is governed by four statutes:

The Sherman Antitrust Act, the Clayton Antitrust Act, the Webb-Pomerene

Act, and the Federal Trade Commission Act. The Sherman and Clayton Acts

have generated the greatest amounts of litigation and controversy. (p. 820)

Sherman was passed in 1890 and aims at maintaining freedom of

competition in interstate and foreign commerce. Clayton was passed in

1914 to supplement the Sherman Act. Section 2 of Clayton is the Robinson-

Patman Act of 1936 which generally condemns price discrimination within

the United States. Section 7 of Clayton is its most important provision

for purposes of this study; under Section 7, corporate mergers which

lessen competition may be prohibited. The Federal Trade Commission Act.

enacted with Clayton, gives the Federal Trade Commission concurrent juris-

diction in dealing with acts which are illegal under other antitrust laws--

acts violative of Sherman, for example. The FTC also has power to curb

other restrictive trade practices which have not reached the magnitude of

antitrust actions. The Webb-Pomerene Act of 1918 provides a "carefully

guarded exemption" from the antitrust laws to certain firms that participate

in cooperative export associations. Although Webb-Pomerene would seem to

represent a relaxation of domestic antitrust enforcement, its strict con-

ditions have been viewed as actually reinforcing the Sherman Act. Import-

related antitrust statutes include Section 73 of the Wilson Tariff Act

1/ As noted in the Preface, the notations at the end of each paragraph
in-this summary refer to pages in the chapter text (pp. 818 through 930 )
where full discussion of the paragraph's subject matter and conclusions
appear, along with footnotes as to reference sources.
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which "voids" contracts in restraint of the import trade, and Section

337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 which prohibits unfair practices in the

import trade and under which the President has the power to exclude

imports. (PP. 821-822)

The eighty years of the Sherman Act have witnessed a growth in

the reach of the Act through judicial interpretation to cover parties

and acts outside of the territory of the United States. This develop-

ment has permitted domestic courts to exercise jurisdiction over

foreign nationals and over domestic corporations domiciled overseas. (p.827ff)

Under Sherman, the Courts have applied two tests: the "Rule of

Reason" under which only unreasonable restraints of trade are illegal;

and the "per se" test under which some acts (such as price fixing) are

determined to be automatically illegal. A U.S. court can acquire

jurisdiction over a foreign corporation if that corporation has such

"minimum contacts" with the United States that the maintenance of the

suit would not offend traditional conceptions of fair play and sub-

stantial justice. (p. 827)

Once jurisdiction over a foreign corporation is obtained, the

domestic courts must then decide whether to apply the substantive

law of Sherman extraterritorially. Case law development demonstrates

that American courts will apply Sherman not only to acts taking place

within the United States, but also to acts occurring outside the United

States which have proscribed "effects" on American commerce. Through

its reliance on the "effects" test, the Supreme Court has authorized

an almost unlimited extraterritorial application of the Sherman Act.
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Almost any commercial enterprise operating anywhere on the globe

conceivably could have some "effect" on domestic commerce. (pp. 827-832)

Section 7 of the Clayton Act which is applied against anti-

competitive mergers, does not require that a transaction causing a'

prohibited effect occur within the geographical confines of the United

States. All that is required is that the anticompetitive effects be

felt within "a section of the country." Thus, Clayton can be applied

to enforce a U.S. public policy of promoting greater competition in a

foreign market if the proscribed activities were found to have an anti-

competitive effect within the United States. (pp. 832-833)

Although foreign businessmen express anxiety about entrance into

the American marketplace out of fear that their worldwide operations

will be subject to U.S. antitrust regulation, that fear apparently is

groundless or at least substantially overstated. Mere presence of the

foreign corporation inside the United States will not subject its

overseas operations to U.S. regulation in the absence of a prohibited

"effect" on U. S. commerce. (p. 834)

The United States has created a good deal of international resent-

ment by the extraterritorial application of its antitrust laws. In the

ICI-BNC cases of the early 19501s, a U.S. Federal Court ordered Imperial

Chemical of Great Britain to re-transfer certain patents to DuPont. The

British court refused to carry out this order. Thus, an American court

ordered an act on British soil which conflicted with British law, and

the British accordingly refused to extend comity to that part of the

American decree. The Canadians have also become increasingly hostile

to any dictates of U.S. courts whici.would require acts in Canada.(p. 835)
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International efforts to prevent future antitrust conflicts have

had some results. The Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development (OECD), in 1967, recommended international antitrust

cooperation, with emphasis on such items as advance notification of

antitrust action and co-ordination of enforcement policies.(pp. 835-836)

The United States also has taken steps to ameliorate international

conflicts. Since the early 1950's, it has entered into a number of

treaties containing restrictive business practices clauses, and it

maintains a consultation procedure with the Canadian government. The

Departments of Justice and State have an informal interagency consul-

tation procedure in which officials of the two agencies discuss proposed

antitrust action among themselves and often with foreign country repre-

sentatives. These measures, if actively used, could help to smooth the

way for continuing international co-operation a&nd prevent some of the

kinds of conflict between national states that have occurred in the

past. (pp. 836-837)

EC antitrust policy.--The European Community (EC) owes its existence

to the Treaty of Rome of 1957. As the Community grows into a more united

political and economic entity, Community laws regulating business prac-

tices may gain pre-eminence over national laws as businesses transcend

national boundaries and the wholly European firm develops. Presently,

a dual system of national and community antitrust law exists. Each

member nation maintains its own set of interior regulations, while

anticompetitive acts between member States are governed by the Rome

Treaty. (p. 838ff)
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The European Coal and Steel Community (BCSC) Treaty was signed

in 19SZ. It replates only the relatively narrow field of coal and

steel production within the European Commity. The Rome Treaty pre-

served the ECSC Treity and accordingly provided that its jurisdiction

would not be infringed. Article 4 of the ECSC Treatyj contains a

genaral prohibition, of discriminatory practices, import and export

duties, and state aids. Articles 60 and 65 contain the provisions

regulating compeatition and competitive piac.tices. (pp. 839-840)

By far th* moat. impOrtant EC antitrust provision# are those

embodied in Articles S& andt 86 of the Rome Treaty, which apply to

restrictive practices, discrimination, and market domination. Article

$5 prohibits restrsitive aireem ts and concerted practices. An impor-

tant examptioa famd in Article 85(l). exempzs certain transactions

front Article 85 sanctions if they can be found to stimulate-the genera.

economy and strmeothm the position of member states. Article. 86 pro-

hibits abusa of a dominant position within the Ceemon. Market or a sub-

stantial part of it.(pp, 8440?-84)

The. EC Coi•ssion is the antitrust goveraing, body of the Comon

Narketl and the Court of Justice of the -uloean C•ouiity provides

judicial review. The- Comision receives advance notice of restrictive

agreements and has the. power to umd, approve,, or nullify then. (p. 84t2)

RC antitrust law is a two-tiere. system, including both community

antitrust law and the antitrust laws of individual amber states. The

HC Commission, has exclusive Jurisdiction to impose fines and penalties

for violations of Community antitrust law, while the Commission and the
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national courts have concurrent jurisdiction to nullify or approve

restrictive agreements. Community rules generally prevail-in cases

of conflict. The French and German antitrust laws are most similar

to those of the.Community; they employ the same basic approach of

prohibiting of restrictive agreements, with exemptions in particular

cases, and of supervising of market-dominating enterprises. (pp. 841-843)

One of the most interesting recent developments in EC antitrust

law is the emergence of Article 86 as the vehicle by which mergers

and acquisitions are to be controlled. The EC Commission clearly

favors combinations among European firms to combat the American and

Japanese multinationals. Article 86 has been promoted as the most

efft:tive means of permitting such combinations to achieve "dominant

positions," while curbing mergers which have a flagrantly abusive

effect. (pp. 845-847)

In the recent Continental Can case (December 1971), the EC

Commission applied Article 86 to force Continental Can Co. of New

York to divest itself of its newly acquired Dutch subsidiary upon a

finding of abuse of a dominant position. Thus it is possible, given

this precedent, that Article 86 will in the future see greater use

0 in controlling mergers and acquisitions within the Common Market. A

Given the Commission's encouragement of combination of European firms,

an interesting question concerns what the result in the Continental

Can case would have been, had Continental Can been a European enterprise.(845-6)

There is a great philosophical difference between EC and U.S.

views concerning antitrust. In the United States, an act-falling
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within one of prohibitions of the antitrust laws is voided. In the

EC, however; even though a restrictive business practice may violate

treaty provisions, it may still be permitted if it can be seen to

stimulate the general economy and strengthen the competitive position

of member states. (pp. 847-848)

The European businessman has an apparent advantage over his Ameri-

can counterpart in choosing his methods of sale and distribution as

long as he can show that the restrictive practices engaged in will

have the effects of increased efficiency and benefit to the economy.

Decisions permitting certain restrictive practices to exist may be of

a political rather than a strictly judicial nature. The European

approach remains one of encouraging the growth of European industry

to create rivals for the third-country industrial might of the United

States and Japan. (p. 848)

Japanese anti-monopoly legislation.--At the conclusion of World

War II, the Allied powers embarked upon a comprehensive program of

breaking up the Japanese Zaibatsu (large conglomerate combines con-

trolled by families) which had dominated Japanese industry and finance

before the War. Pursuant to a 1945 Allied directive, the Japanese

Ministry of International Trade ahd Industry (MITI) drafted a 1947

"Act Concerning Prohibition of Private Monopoly and Maintenance of

Fair Trade" which, as amended, represents the present Japanese anti-

monopoly legislation. (p. 848ff)

The Act, as originally written, is a comprehensive policy of

cartel control enforced by the Fair Trade Commission (FTC)--a quasi-
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judicial agency which exercises its powers independently of the Japanese

cabinet.(pp. 851-852)

Unfortunately, the Anti-mo:topoly Act soon witnessed a relaxation

of its standards through the enactment of various exemptions. A 1949

amendment lessened the severity of the prohibitions against holding

companies and interlocking directorates. A 1953 amendment relaxed

the prohibitions and restrictions and authorized the formation of

"depression" and "rationalization" cartels. Various other laws enacted

after the 1951 Peace Treaty permitted exemption for various types of

cartels such as those which would prevent "excessive" competition among

smaller enterprises, cartels for export and import industries, and

cartels for special rationalization.(p. 852ff)

From 1952 to 1962, anti-monopoly restrictions were relaxed and

enforcement activities were curtailed. From 1962 to the present, a

policy favoring consumer protection has developed. This development

has been accompanied by an increasing number of cases brought before

the FTC. FTC decisions are appealed to the Tokyo High Court and then

to the Japanese Supreme Court. Although Japan certainly has not

returned to a pre-war, Zaibatsu-dominated economy, the present anti-

monopoly legislation does permit cartel development to a far greater

extent than is permitted under U.S. antitrust laws. (pp. 852-856)

British antitrust law.--British antitrust law is governed by

two statutes: The Restrictive Trade Practices Act of 1956 and a

1948 law which covers export practices and permits the monitoring of

large firms' activities. A Monopolies Commission deals with situations

89-020 0 - 73 - 7
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in which one firm or a group of firms controls one-third or more of

a market, and with restrictive agreements relating exclusively to

exports. The 1956 Act provides for public registration of domestic

restrictive agreements concerning goods. Once such an agreement is

registered, a rebuttable presumption arises that it is contrary to

the public interest. These agreements may be challenged and defended

before a special court. (p. 856ff)

In practice, consent decrees have been issued to curb restrictive

agreements; fines for contempt have rarely been levied. A 1964 law

made resale price maintenance illegal and provided for public and

private civil actions. Certain restrictive practices are permitted

exemptions. A 1965 law provides for regulation of mergers between

large enterprises through investigation by the Monopolies Commission. (859-60)

In sum, British antitrust law today is s comprehensive program

of corporate regulation and consumer protection. The registration

system demonstrates that some restrictive business practices may be

tolerated where a furtherance of the public interest can be found.

Upon full entry into the EC, Britain will also be bound by the anti-

trust provisions of the Rome Treaty. (p. 860)

Canadian antitrust law.--The basic Canadian antitrust statute

is the Combines Investigation Act of 1952, as amended. A 1960 Act

provides that the Attorney General of Canada may institute and con-

duct prosecutions under the Combines Investigation Act. (p. 861ff)

Offenses such as conspiracy and monopoly are classified as

criminal and, as yet, there does not exist a well-defined private
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civil damages remedy for violation of the Combines Act. Courts do

retain the power to compel corporate dissolution or divestiture. (861-62)

The Canadian Anti Combines Law has been widely criticized as

ineffective, due to lack of adequate sanctions. Revision of the

legislation has recently been advocated to foster the emergence of

large Canadian-controlled firms able to compete with the American

multinationals which presently dominate the Canadian industrial scene.(p. 863)

Conclusions.--The United States antitrust laws are based on the

philosophical premise that a freely competitive economic system is

the most efficient and most desirable form of society. This view is

not necessarily shared by America's trading partners and competitors

who feel that restrictive business practices are not per se undesir-

able and may, in many instances, be beneficial to economic growth-

and development. (p. 864ff)

American efforts to regulate the conduct of multinational firms

through application of antitrust laws internally and extraterritorially

have in the past engendered both conflict with the laws of other nations

and criticism by foreign and domestic experts. Foreign nations are

concerned with what they view as inroads into their Y'egulatory juris-

diction by the laws of the United States. (p. 865)

Because the European, Japanese and Canadian approaches favor

combination and cartelization of domestic enterprises to compete

with the U.S.-based multinationals, it seems probable that U.S.-based

firms will face increasingly stiff competition from foreigh cartels.

If the combined growth of the American-based multinational company is
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found to be in the best interests of the United States, some consider-

ation might be given to new domestic legal approaches to advance this

goal. (p. 866)

Increased international cooperation and discussion may be one

way of alleviating conflicts with the various antitrust laws of other

national States, perhaps following the guidelines of the OECD recom-

mendations. No evidence has as yet been presented showing that the

vigorous application of American antitrust laws either encourages

American foreign direct investment or discourages foreign investment

in the United States to any significant degree. (pp. 866-867)

Tax Issues and the Multinational Corporation

Historical development of U.S. tax policy.--Except for a few

notable exceptions, the United States tax treatment of foreign source

income and of foreign persons has really developed only since the

enactment of the 1954 Internal Revenue Code* (hereinafter IRC).

Since 1960, the Congress has wrestled at length with the tax goals

of encouraging the free movement of capital while attempting to

secure revenue and balance-of-payments equilibrium. (pp. 868-870)

Current U.S. tax treatment of foreign source income and foreign

persons.--The United States taxes its citizens and corporations cur-

rently on all income from foreign sources but allows a credit against

the U.S. tax for foreign taxes paid where the income is earned. If

a U.S. corporation operates abroad through subsidiaries, taxation

*Note: All citations are to the 1954 Internal Revenue Code, as
amended (IRC), unless otherwise specified.
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occurs as the income is repatriated from the subsidiaries as dividends,

interest, service charges, or in any other form. The American tax

approach aims at tax neutrality for investment and thus at taxing

foreign investment income at a rate at least as high as the prevailing

U.S. tax rate.(pP. 870-872)

Jurisdiction to tax.--The broad power of the U.S. government to

tax is limited only by the Constitution. Practical problems involve

enforcement of domestic decrees extraterritorially and foreign govern-

ment objections. The United States presently has jurisdiction to

impose taxes on U.S. citizens, resident aliens, and domestic corpora-

tions based on their worldwide income.(pp. 872-873)

The foreign tax credit.--The credit against U.S. taxes for foreign

taxes paid in the source country where income is earned developed out

of a congressional recognition of the unfairness and discrimination

involved in double taxation of income. Tax credits have been in the

law since 1918, and have been restricted since 1962.(pp. 874-875)

Elimination of tax avoidance.--The present Section 482 of the

1954 IRC, as amended, seeks to prevent the use of "tax havens" by

using foreign "base companies" incorporated in low tax jurisdictions.

Under 482, the Internal Revenue Service Commissioner is granted power

to consolidate accounts of related corporations to curtail tax avoidance

through the shifting of profits among related companies. Immensely

complex regulations issued by the Treasury in 1968 attempt to define

an "arm's length" standard for intercorporate transactions.(P. 875ff)
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Subpart F (IRC Sec. 952, hereinafter referred to as Subpart F)

represents a limited exception to the general rule that profits of

controlled foreign subsidiaries are taxed only as those profits are

repatriated. In the case of certain "Subpart F Income"--income from

controlled foreign corporations set up for the purpose of securing

tax deferral on profits not resulting from the active conduct of a

trade or business--the U.S. shareholders are taxed on that income

regardless of repatriation. Certain exceptions from the harsh

Subpart F treatment occur i-n the case, for example, of certain

corporations in less developed countries. (pp. 877-879)

Prior to 1962, earnings of foreign corporations repatriated

pursuant to a taxable liquidation, sale or exchange were taxable

at capital gain rates. Section 1248, IRC--originally a. part of the

1962 Revenue Act--treats such repatriations as dividends and subject-;

them to the higher rates for ordinary inome. (p. 8r9)

Prior to 1962, it was possible to receive capital gains troeatmcnr

for certain exchanges with a foreign corporation of a patent or like

property described in Sections 351 and 361. Section 1249, enacted in

1962, subjects gain received from the above exchanges to ordinary in-

come treatment.(pp. 879-880)

Section 367 permits tax-free transfers of property (including

technological property) from a.U.S. parent to a foreign subsidiary

in certain situations if an advanced ruling is obtained from the

Treasury. There must be no primary purpose of tax avoidance.(p. 880)
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Interest equalization tax.--The Interest Equalization Tax of 1963

(lET) (see IRC Secs. 4911-4931) was designed to curtail American foreign

portfolio investment and thus reduce the amount of investment capital

leaving the country. The IET is a tax, ranging from zero percent to

a maximum of 22.5 percent, payable by U.S. citizens or corporations

on the acquisition of foreign stock or debt obligations. (p. 881)

Less developed countries and Weitern Hemisphere trade corporations.--

Investments in less developed countries (LDCs) are congressionally favored

and receive many advantages, such as relief from Section 1248, Subpart F,

the lET, and a more favorable method of tax credit calculation. Western

Hemisphere trade corporation tax preferences have been on the books since

1942 and were originally designed to increase industrial development in

Latin America. Exporters who have separate manufacturing facilities in

Latin America currently derive the most benefit from these preferences.(882-84)

Taxation of income of U.S. citizens earned overseas.--U.S. citizens

who live overseas for certain specified periods of time receive annual

exemptions from U.S. tax under Section 911 of the IRC. (p. 885)

Taxation of foreigners.--Generally, the United States taxes income

of nonresident alien individuals and foreign corporations only as that

income is earned from sources within the United States. The Foreign

Investors Tax Act of 1966 applies normal tax rates only to income of

foreigners and foreign corporations, "effectively connected with a

trade or business within the United States"; a flat rate is applied

to other income. The United States can now tax income of foreign
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persons or corporations as long as that income is "effectively

connected" within the meaning of IRC Section 864.(pp. 885-886)

Domestic international sales corporation.--The Domestic Inter-

national Sales Corporation (DISC) is now embodied in IRC Sections

991-69. The DISC aims at increasing U.S. exports through granting

tax deferral under certain circumstances to qualifying U.S. corpora-

tions engaged in exporting.(p. 887)

The IRC sections set out the requirements for qualification as

a DISC. The typical DISC is a subsidiary of a parent manufacturing

corporation. As loans from DISC to parent are permitted, the parent

can take advantage of tax deferral. It is.as yet too early to assess

the impact of the DISC on U.S. exports, the balance of payments, and

MNC operations.(pp. 887-889)

Tax treaties.--Tax treaties generally aim to eliminate double

taxation and other foreign investment problems. They attempt to

remove tax barriers to the international flow of capital, the move-

ment of people, and the dissemination of technical knowledge. Tax

treaties can assure uniform taxation of the multinational corporation

and can cure current jurisdictional problems. (pp. 889-891)

The OECD draft model tax treaty of 1963 represents a first step

in international cooperation in the complex international tax field.

It revolves around the concept of a "permanent establishment" of a

business for taxation purposes and can usefully serve as a model for

future multilateral treaties. The United States currently has in

effect some 23 bilateral tax treaties. (fp. 891-906)
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Tax treaties attempt to achieve neutrality--in that investment

policies are considered without regard to tax consequences--and

equality--equal tax treatment of taxpayers who are in similar situa-

tions within the same jurisdiction. Several proposals exist con-

cerning the optimum international tax treaty. (pp. 893-894)

United States tax laws in the foreign area have been criticized

from points of view both favoring aid discouraging foreign investment.

A discussion of some possible alternatives to the present U.S. approach

is found in the body of the text. (pp. 901-908)

Jurisdiction of International Tribunals in Foreign Investment
Controversies

International tribunals, such as the International Court of Justice

of the U.N., adjudicate controversies between nation states. Private

parties may have claims brought before international bodies if the

State of their citizenship is willing to espouse their claim. Juris-

diction over any dispute depends on the consent of the states involved

to permit adjudication by an international organization and to be bound

by any decision. States which consent to jurisdiction often have the

habit of attaching qualifying clauses to their declarations of consent

which can effectively vitiate any'decision on the merits. (p. 909ff)

An international tribunal has the right to determine its own

jurisdictional scope. A party cannot lay its claim before an inter-

national tribunal until it has exhausted its local remedies. Practical

problems with international tribunals include the lack of judicial

review of decisions, the high cost of litigation, the diverse back-
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grounds of judges (which make a unified legal approach difficult),

and, most importantly, the lack of power to enforce decrees.(pp. 909-916)

A principal area of future consideration in formulating effective

policies to deal with disputes involving multinational corporations is

the establishment of an international tribunal or tribunals vested with

specific compulsory jurisdiction and compulsory enforcement power.

This concept, however, poses great problems in that national states

are unwilling to relinquish any of their sovereign power. The greater

utilization of existing international judicial and arbitral facilities

might be another alternative.(PP. 916-918)

Extraterritoriality of the Securities and Exchange Act

The Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 provides for measures to

ensure the financial safety of investors in the securities markets

through imposing registration and reporting requirements and attempting

to prevent market manipulation, misrepresentation, "insider" trading,

and other fraudulent transactions.(p. 919ff)

Section 30(b) of the SEC Act provides for an exemption from

extraterritorial application of the Act in the case of persons con-

ducting a business in securities-outside the United States. The

courts have held that 30(b) does not provide a blanket exemption;

and dealings on an American exchange by foreigners may result in the

application of the Act. Foreign issuers of securities may also be

bound by the registration requirements of Subsection 12(g) of the

Act if their issues of securities meet its criteria. (pp. 920-924)
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Thus the SEC Act can apply extraterritorially to isolated acts

outside the United States which have prohibited effects within the

United States. The multinational corporate entity which desires to

issue securities in the United States or which desires to participate

in isulated transactions in United States secuiiles may find itself

M!iiieoct to the requirements of the Sccurities e:,d Exchange Act. (p. 923)

U.S. Foreign Direct Investment Controls

In 1968, mandatory limits were placed on U.S. foreign direct

investment in an effort to counter growing balance-of-payments

problems. The controls arc managed by the Commerce Department's

Office of Foreign Direct Investment (OFDI). (p. 925ff)

In general, the controls set limits on the amount of investment

which can be made by U.S. investors in foreign business organizations

during a calendar year. The regulations also prohibit holding certain

"liquid fureign balances" of cash and impose reporting requirements.
(pp. 925-930)
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VOLUME II

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Genesis of the Study

On March 31, 1971, Senator Russell B. Long, Chairman of the Commit-

tee on Finance of the U.S. Senate, announced the establishment of a Sub-

committee on International Trade, to be chaired by Senator Abraham

Ribicoff, to examine policy questions associated with the shaping of a

new international trade program for the United States. His announcement

stressed the problem of unemployment in the United States, coupled with

.Increasing imports and with the construction of overseas factories by

U.S. multinational companies.

Senator Ribicoff, on April 21, 1971, requested the Tariff Commis-

sion to make four studies dealing with important issues in the field of

foreign economic policy. One of these was to examine "The implications

of multinational firms on the patterns of world trade and investment and

on United States trade and labor."

The Tariff Commission instituted the requested study (Investigation

No. 332-69) under section 332(g) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended,

on April 30, 1971. Notice of the investigation was published in the

Federal Register of May 5, 1971 (87 F.R. 8419).

The recent intense public interest in multinational companies has

become focused in a strong clash of views, which is reflected in public

discussions of the issues. Opponents of multinational business argue

that corporations now expand overseas not so much to develop new markets
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as to take advantage of cheap foreign labor to manufacture goods that

are eventually sold in the United States or that are sold abroad but

could have been exported from U.S. factories. Since the technological

and management expertise that U.S.-owned companies have abroad is equiv-

alent to that in U.S. plants, say the critics, the effect is to deprive

U.S. workers of their normal productivity edge and ultimately of their

jobs. The U.S. worker allegedly suffers a double loss--once when his

plant is closed as production moves overseas, and again when imports

from the new foreign facility replace U.S. domestic output from firms

that have stayed at home.

Friends of the multinationals argue that the main reason plants are

built abroad is that when the market for a product in a foreign country

grows large enough to support a local plant, failure of the U.S. company

to build that factory will result in its construction by a U.S. competitor

or a foreign company--national or multinational. Supplying the foreign

market by exports from the United States often is not considered a prac-

ticable alternative owing both to relatively higher costs in the United

States and to the various trade barriers in the countries concerned.

Industry leaders thus argue that if the U.S. multinational companies are

forced to pull back within the U.S. borders they may not remain compet-

itive with the leading foreign companies, and industrial leadership may

pass to European or Japanese hands. This essentially defensive argument,

moreover, is supplemented by a more positive one--that overseas foreign

investment and the output associated with it tend to produce faster

economic growth and rising levels of trade and employment for the world
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as a whole. As a result, all parties gain: the country of the parent

corporation, the host country, and even third countries which experience

spillover effects.

The purpose of this study, as outlined by those who requested it,

is to analyze the pros and cons of multinational business, with emphasis

on its costs and benefits for the United States. A study of this sort

not only must measure the impact of multinational business in an aggre-

gate sense--on U.S. employment, economic and technological strength, and

relations with other countries-but also must delve beneath the aggre-

gated measures and examine the full spectrum of multinational business

in sufficient detail to provide an adequate perspective on the entire

issue. Whatever one's views on the multinational corporation (MNC) may

be, it is beyond dispute that the spread of multinational business ranks

with the development of the steam engine, electric power, and the auto-

mobile as one of the major events of modern economic history. Social

and economic developments of this magnitude always entail a mixture of

benefits and costs. Whether the balance in the aggregate turns out to

be on the "benefit" or the "cost" side, a detailed perspective is needed

for an understanding of precisely where the gains and losses are, so that

public policy can be framed to preserve the gains and minimize the losses.

Limitations of the Research

Despite its bulk, this study must be construed as only a first

attack upon a research problem of great scope and complexity. In many

respects it is lacking in definitikeness and comprehensiveness. These
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are deficiencies which can be rectified only through ongoing research-

research which is now possible, using the valuable new collection of

data developed by the Bureau of Economic Analysis of the Department of

Commerce and now available in the Tariff Commission. Opportunities for

further work abound both within and beyond this data collection. Among

them, two examples are particularly apparent from the present study:

1. The need for a far more comprehensive study of the

international legal implications of multinational

business-a study which could be broken into

parts, but which, in its totality, might occupy

the attention of a team of legal scholars for

many years; and

2. The need for major research on the effect of multinational

business on U.S. trade and employment in specific

industries. Chapters III and VII of this study clearly

reveal that the differences in these effects as among

industries are very wide--so wide, in fact, that

calculations of "net" effects for all industries

together, while not necessarily misleading, may not

properly identify areas of concern for public policy.

There are many other possibilities. For example, the section

dealing with taxes in chapter Iv(pp434-35) relies heavily on homogenized

data from the accounting records of the reporting concerns. Consider-

ably more work ia needed, including an analysis of differences in tax

structures among host countries and the United States, the use of tax
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holidays and other tax incentives for new investment by various coun-

tries, and the implications of tax rebates granted by foreign govern-

ments on exports of U.S. investors abroad. Other worthwhile projects

might involve (a) an evaluation of the extent to which the reported

values of U.S. exports and imports (by commodity group) are being influ-

enced by the growing importance of transfer-pricing in trade among

affiliated parties, and (b) the degree of concentration both in exports

and imports as a result of the growing importance of the MNCs. Research

into the magnitude of affiliates' trade with third countries, including

Communist countries, would have merit.

Definition of "multinational firm"

The terms "multinational" and "international" have been used inter-

changeably in discussions of corporations with international operating

interests. In the early postwar years these terms referred mainly to

firms with a high percentage of foreign sales, which then were mainly

exports from the home country. Later the definition became less precise

as economists perceived the growing importance of foreign sales from

direct foreign investments as opposed to exports. Today the term

"multinational" is coming to be reserved for the relatively large compa-

nies that control most foreign investment. Multinational corporations

also are often characterized by their large financial resources and

unique management capability,, which gives them the ability to exploit

profit opportunities in almost any part of the world.
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Multinational (or international) companies are classified by type

of o-peration as service, resource-oriented, or manufacturing firms.

Service corporations include international traders; construction compa-

nies; utilities; banks; insurance companies; steamship, airline, and

hotel corporations; accountants; consultants; and other financial firms.

Resource-oriented companies include mining, smelting, and oil companies,

and those concerns producing timber or agricultural products. Manufac-

turing companies are those primarily engaged in production of and trade

in manufactured products beyond the extraction or primary processing

states.

It is difficult to define a "multinational company" precisely,

because no quantitative limitations have ever been associated with the

term. The typical multinational company is one with net sales of $100

million to several billion dollars. Direct foreign investment in manu-

facturing facilities in a number of foreign countries usually accounts

for at least 15 to 20 percent of the company's total investment.

"Direct" is generally thought to mean at least a 25-percent participation

in the share capital of the foreign enterprise, i.e., a large enough

share to imply operational control of the enterprise rather than port-

folio investment. However, the published U.S. Department of Commerce

data are based on equity holdings as low as 10 percent. In the mind of

the public, these data for U.S. direct foreign investment are synonymous

with U.S. multinational company foreign investment.

To European economists and analysts, a multinational company's

direct investment is generally considered to be at least 20- to 25-

*S-020 0 - 73 - I
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percent participation in the share capital. -Another widely accepted

definition of "multinational company" is one which has a 25-percent or

greater foreign content, defined as assets, employment, or income engen-

dered from production abroad.

Additional ambiguities exist. For years some U.S. companies con-

sidered their Canadian investments to be essentially the same as U.S.

investments and in their annual reports the term "foreign" referred to

countries other than Canada. In the large Harvard Business School Multi-

national Enterprise Project, U.S. multinational companies were considered

to be those in the Fortune "500" list with operations in at least six

foreign countries; operations were not limited to manufacturing only.

Today this would mean their annual sales would exceed $170 million.

Various definitional refinements have been proposed by several

authors, and the field is replete with its own specific jargon. One

definition describes a "transnational" company as one which operates in

several countries but which compartmentalizes these activities rather

than strategically planning and controlling its growth on a truly global

basis as does the multinational company. Howard V. Perlmutter talks

about "ethnocentric ," "polycentric," and "geocentric" companies. "Eth-

nocentric" refers to a company which establishes itself abroad after a

period of exporting but in which the foreign units are strongly governed

from the home headquarters. The "polycentric" stage arrives when

increased independence is given to the various national units, which

function within a framework worked out in headquarters; now, the foreign

units produce mainly for local markets. A "geocentric" company has
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finally grown away from close identification with its country of origin

and operates on a global scale from several large centers; both parent

company and subsidiaries sell worldwide.

The broadest possible definition includes all firms-industrial,

service, and financial--doing international business of all types,

within a myriad of organizational structures. This obviously is too

broad a categorization to have real content or operational usefulness

for the study. Hence, to reduce the definitional problem to manageable

proportions--

The study will focus on all U.S. firms engaging in foreign
direct investment in production facilities. Foreign-owned
firms making direct investments in the United States are
considered only in terms of their impact on U.S. employment
(chapter VII). Greatest stress will be placed on manufac-
turing enterprises, which are the most important and rele-
vant to the objectives of the project.

This definition allows coverage of the great majority of multi-

national firms, and the most important ones in terms of their quanti-

tati.ve and social impact on the U.S. and world economies. It also in-

cludes those kinds of firm which allegedly create the big problems and

cause the greatest uproar in national and international debate.

The study will place lesser emphasis on two main groups of MNCs:

the resource-oriented, extractive firms (e.g., the oil companies), and

service as well as financial enterprises-hotels, banks, insurance

companies, accounting firma, consultants, and the like. However,

selected data for and analysis of these underatressed kinds of MNCs will

be introduced where essential or especially appropriate. For example,

chapters V and VI, which discuss financial questions, will consider the
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multinational banks. The balance-of-payments chapter (II) will speci-

fically include all MNCs, of whatever type, in an attempt to present a

picture of how multinational business in general affects the inter-

national transactions of the United States and a number of key foreign

countries.

Method

The analytic thread that runs through much of the study is to con-

sider the trade, investment, and financial behavior of the multinationals

in the framework of balance-of-payments analysis, comparing the perform-

ance of the multinationals with their impact on national balances of

payments-for both the United States and key foreign countries. This

approach has a threefold purpose: (1) To provide a convenient and

highly useful way of organizing the data; (2) to present the data in a

form that can be readily compared with available, widely used, and more

or less widely understood statistics on national balances of payments;

and (3) to summarize and highlight the main elements of multinational

activity as they impinge upon national economies. Subsequent analysis

of the separate parts of these balances of payments-each of which cor-

responds to a discrete type of economic activity--will lead to more

detailed discussion of important points.

Chapter I is the only portion of the study which violates some of

the canons of definition and method set forth in the preceding two

pages. It is basically introductory material for the study as a whole.

As such, it nesds to be rather more fremboeling and less rigorous than
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the analytic parts of the study, in order to convey at the outset the

sweep of the topic at hand, as wall as to cite and then focus on the

important issues. Throughout the chapter, however, the terms "investor"

and "investment" refer primarily to "direct" investment capital--i.e.,

investment connected with the acquisition or control of productive

facilities outside the home country. "Portfolio" investment, or the

purchase of securities when no intention of acquiring or controlling a

productive enterprise exists, is rarely mentioned or discussed-with the

notable exception of the brief discussion of European investments in the

United States.

Chapter II is the first of the more rigorous analytical chapters.

It is concerned with presenting an overview of the basic trade and pay-

ments data for the United States and other countries. Chapter III pro-

ceeds to a more detailed discussion of trade. Chapter IV covers invest-

ment behavior. Chapter V discusses international financial and monetary

developments and problems, and the role of the multinational firm in them.

Chapters VI and VII discuss technology and labor, respectively, and thus

represent a still further extension of some of the analysis and probing

of chapters III and IV. Chapter VIII then picks up an important strand,

covering the national and international legal questions raised by the

multinationals' activities.

The principal chapters containing mainly economic analysis (i.e.,

chapters II to VII) are structured more or less as follows: First, the

relevant data are presented to facilitate comparison of the MNCs' activ-

ity with the performance of economies as a whole in the subject area
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under study--e.g., trade, investment, employment. The intention here is

to gain some understanding of the weight of MNC activities in the various

areas of economic life with which the study is concerned. Second--and

perhaps more important for the purposes of reaching conclusions--the

work moves beyond mere comparisons to apply various analytic techniques

(under appropriate assumptions) in an effort to find cause-and-effect

relationships between what the MNCs have done and the overall economic

results.

Primary stress is laid on developments affecting the United States.

However, considerable attention is also given to foreign countries and

U.S. economic relations with them. The focus here is on seven countries

which together &Ccount for about three-quarters of U.S. direct investment

abroad: Canada, Mexico, Brazil, United Kingdom, France, West Germany,

and Belgium. Data and analysis relating to Japan and LDCs such as

Taiwan and South Korea also are introduced where appropriate.

Sources of Data and Information

The key input for this study is a special breakdown of industry and

multinational company data made for the Tariff Commission by the Bureaa

of Economic Analysis (BEA) of the Department of Commerce. Most of this

information is new and has not previously been published. In addition,

the study draws on regularly published statistics of U.S. and foreign

government agencies, industry groups, and international agencies (Inter-

national Monetary Fund, International Bapk for Reconstruction and Devel-

opment, Organization for Economic Cooperation and Devele est, fitted
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Nations, European Communities); on hundreds of recently published books

and articles; on field-trip interviews and other personal contacts with

leading authorities in the field, U.S. and foreign government officials,

European Community (EC) officials, businessmen, bankers, and labor

leaders both in the United States and abroad; and on the many special

reports and studies of multinational business that are streaming into

print as a result of recent intense interest in and controversy about

the subject.

The BEA data cited in the preceding paragraph are derived from two

surveys of U.S. direct investors abroad. These surveys covered 1966 and

1970, the former being a complete census of the "universe" of direct

investors--3,400 firms with 23,000 foreign affiliates--and the latter a

sample survey. The sample for 1970 covered 298 parent enterprises with

5,200 majority-owned foreign affiliates. 1/ Because the 298 parents of the

latter group are the large firms which tend to predominate in the foreign

direct investment field, the sample data represent a large proportion of

the universe data, even though, when matched against the 1966 census as a

benchmark, they account for only about 6 percent of all parent enter-.

prises and their affiliates account for only some 23 percent of all af-

filiates. For example, in 1966 that portion of the universe which

"matches" with the firms in the 1970 sample accounted for 52 percent of

total assets and 65 percent of total sales of foreign affiliates of U.S.

firms, 71 percent of all HNC-related U.S. exports, and 72 percent of all

1/ A majority-owned foreign affiliate (MOFA) is defined as a foreign
corporation in which a single U.S'r. parent (and/or its affiliates) hold a
50-percent or greater voting interest.
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MNC-related U.S. imports. The sample data were used to derive universe

estimates for 1970 by a simple blowup procedure which increased the

sample values by the ratios between the universe values and the matched

sample values in the 1966 census. Individual figures thus obtained were

then examined for reasonableness and, if necessary, corrected to elimi-

nate errors. 1/

The BEA figures are comprehensive, covering almost all aspects of

MNC operations that are of interest in this study. Included are figures

on trade flows generated by the MNCs, domestic and foreign employment,

payroll costs, sales, net income, tax payments, total assets, fixed as-

sets, research and development (R&D) expenditures, and a host of related

items. Host important, however, the data permit, for the first time,

analysis at a fairly extensive level of disaggregation by industry and

geographic area. Each of the data series provided to the Tariff Commis-

sion by BEA for 1966 and 1970 allowed for entries covering 54 separate

industries--of which 38 were branches of manufacturing--and 18 countries

or areas (including the United States). The present study uses much of

these data, but it is safe to say that the material prepared by BEA has

been far from fully exploited.

Like all data collections of this magnitude and scope, this partic-

ular one produced problems of consistency and accuracy as the task of

1/ A common "error" was an excessively large blowup caused by very
fast growth in a sample cell where the number of firms was small. Not
all such errors could be corrected, of course, because, if small, they
could not be identified as "unreasonable." Hence, there may be some
residual bias--in an upward direction-for the estimates used for 1970
in some of the data series.
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processing the information for use went forward. Areas in which these

problems were especially acute are cited and discussed in the appropri-

ate sections of the study. Y/ On balance, however, the data have proved

to be remarkably resilient and amenable to analysis. The role of BEA in

the Department of Commerce, the collector and principal processor of the

data, should be singled out here for special praise.

Origins and Growth of International and
Multinational Business

Long before the industrial revolution, international financial

institutions originated with the famous banks of the 14th and 15th

centuries in Mediterranean cities such as Venice, Genoa, and Barcelona,

and with the marine insurance concerns which served the 15th century

Italian traders. In later centuries the locus of international finan-

cial activity shifted to northern Europe. The Bank of Amsterdam was

organized in 1689 to finance the Dutch East India Company; it was liqui-

dated in 1819. The Compagnie d'Occident was organized in France in 1717

to trade with Louisiana and later reorganized as Compagnie des Indes,

with a monopoly of foreign trade and the right to form customs; it col-

lapsed in 1720 as a result of John Law's notorious financial activities.

In the 19th century German banks were active in establishing subsidiaries

in Italy, Rumania, Bulgaria, the Far East, and South America. During the

same period, German merchant bankers--preeminently the Rothschilds--

extended their activities and influence throughout Europe.

1/ See especially pp2 7 throug1b21 in ch. III and pp606 througb6O7 in
ch. VII.
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The 19th century, however, saw London develop as the world's most

important financial center. Much of the early economic development of

the United States--the canals and early railroads, for example-was

financed with capital raised in London. Banks controlled in London were

established throughout the British colonial empire, such as the Bank of

British West Africa, Barclay's, and the Chartered Bank of India. Lloyd's

of London, organized as an insurance concern in the early 18th century,

continues to operate today as a worldwide organization underwriting al-

most any type of hazard.

International trading companies had their origins in the 17th

century, when national trading companies were given charters to promote

world trade on a monopolistic basis. Among the best known were the

various East India companies chartered by Holland, England, Denmark,

Spain, Austria, and Sweden. By far the most successful was the British

East India Company, which was granted a charter by Queen Elizabeth in

1600. The charter conferred a monopoly on England's East India trade,

with further authority to make and enforce laws in the territory. The

British East India Company met substantial competition, particularly

from the Dutch East India Company; however, England's dominant position

as a naval power and its military conquests in India helped the company

to become the wealthiest and most powerful world trading company of the

17th and 18th centuries. The company continued operation under charter

renewals; its monopoly on trade was ended by legislative action in 1813,

and its possessions were transferred to the Crown in 1858.
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The major trading company operating in America at the time was the

Hudson's Bay Company which was granted a charter in 1670. The charter

granted the company a monopoly on trade of all lands in the Hudson Bay

area and its tributary raters, along with land grants, legislative pre-

rogatives, and judicial authority in the areas controlled. The Hudson's

Bay Company met competition from a private company, the Northwest Fur

Trading Company of Montreal. The two companies were amalgapnated and

continued operations in the area until 1869, when most of the land

claims and rights of government were surrendered to the Crown. Although

the company ceased to exist as a charter trading company, it has contin-

ued operation as a merchandising concern and now operates department

stores in major Canadian cities.

International traders are no longer preoccupied with commodities

such as tea, spices, silk, furs, and rum. Nevertheless, many of the

international trading procedures and institutions developed by the

colonial trading companies form the precedents for modern international

trade.

The industrial revolution in Europe and in the United States during

the 19th century generated a demand for raw materials which could not be

supplied from local sources. The need for exploration and development

of mineral and oil resources in remote parts of the world resulted in

the organization and growth of the international resource-oriented compa-

nies; many of the companies which were so organized in the 19th century

have grown into important present-day multinational concerns? which are
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exemplified by comtauies such. as the following:

Anglo American Corp. of South Africa (European)
Charter Consolidated (European)
Pechiney (European)
Standard Oil (United States)
Royal Dutch Shell (European)

As the industrial revolution spread with gathering strength through-

out Europe and North America, manufacturing enterprise emerged as a

potential new force in international business. Until about 1900, how-

ever, manufacturers in the industrial countries were concerned chiefly

with developing their domestic operations and markets, limiting their

foreign activities mainly to exports--often via the great trading compa-

nies and with the help of the international bankers of London. Inter-

national investment activity by manufacturing concerns was not a pre-

dominant characteristic of transnational business life until well into

the present century. The merchants and the bankers held sway.

By 1900, however, signs of change were visible. In the important

industrial countries-the United States, the United Kingdom, and

Germany, especially-a few manufacturing companies had grown to the

practicable limits of their national markets, which forced them to look

more carefully beyond their own national borders for market growth

potential and which at the same time permitted them to handle foreign

trade activities on their own, without the help of specialized merchant

concerns. Both the incentive to invest abroad, as an alternative to or

substitute for complicated and risky international trade, and the long

decline of the great merchant companies were thus established. At the

turn of the century, U.S. manufacturing companies which were operating
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abroad already included such well-known names as National Cash Register,

Eastman Kodak, Singer, Quaker Oats, and General Electric.

During the early 1900's the number of affiliates began to grow, but

the growth remained limited in scope prior to World War I1. It is esti-

mated that in 1940 private investment by U.S. parents in foreign facili-

ties amounted to about 9 percent of present U.S. investment abroad, with

a book value of about $7 billion. Some of the larger pre-World War II

international companies which have grown into substantial multinational

concerns include the following:

Caterpillar Tractor Co.
Chrysler Corp.
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
Ford Motor Co.
General Electric Co.
General Motors Corp.
International Business Machines Corp.
International Harvester Co.
The Singer Co.
Coca Cola Co.
Eastman Kodak Co.
National Cash Register Co. (NCR)
Quaker Oats Co.

While U.S.-based multinational manufacturing activity did in fact

arise during the first half of the present century, the international

investment f eld nevertheless remained more or less the preserve of the

Europeans. As recently as 1950, for example, European direct invest-

ment in the United States exceeded U.S. direct investment in Europe by a

few hundred million dollars, Many large European companies had existed

as models of multinationalism for decades. The foreign list includes

such organizations as Royal Dutch-Shell, Unilever, Nestl6, the German

chemical companies, and the Swiss drug companies (e.g., Ciba, Geigy, and
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Hoffmann-LaRoche). Even so, European criticism of the alleged encroach-

ment of U.S. manufacturing enterprise was heard even before World War I,

with the rhetoric hardly different from that heard today. A book called

American Invaders was written by one F.A. McKenzie in London in 1902.

Mr. D. Ludvell published under the title America Conquers Britain in

1930.

Magnitude and Patterns of the Expansion of Multinational

Enterprise Since World War II

The multinational company as we know it now "arrived" after World

War II. It is characterized by many as a large manufacturing company

which is concerned with moving not only merchandise but also capital,

technology, and management across the national boundaries of its home

country. Many lists of the moat important multinational firms comprise

about 300 companies, of which roughly two-thirds are U.S.-based.

The book value of U.S. direct foreign investment has grown continu-

ously and rapidly since World War II, rising from $11.8 billion in 1950

to $32.0 billion in 1960 and to $78.1 billion in 1970. Moreover, among

the primary commonly used indicators of world economic activity, the

figure for direct investment by U.S. firms has grown more rapidly than

the others (table 1). It has outpaced the expansion of the aggregate

.(IU.of the industrial countries. In the years through 1960, it was well

aheAd of the growth of world trade; in the decade 1960-70, it kept pace

roughly with the expansion of international trade--vhich not only was

itself much more lively than in the previous decade but also was begin-

ning to reflect international exchanges of output from international
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investments already in place. Crude estimates indicate that there is

roughly a 2-to-i relationship between output values and asset values for

direct investment capital. On this basis, output resulting from flows

of direct investment capital to the industrial countries (the United

States included) accounted for between five and ten percent of the total

increase in aggregate GC" of these countries between 1960 and 1970.

Table l.--Growth in trade, GNP, and foreign investment
of industrial countries, 1950 to 1970

(Amounts in billions of dollars)

Economic indicator :1950 :1960 :1970* :Average annual growth (ZY
1950-1960 : 1960-1970

World exports --------------- : 60 128 : 310 :: 7.8 : 9.3
U.S. exports (f.o.b., : : :

merchandise) -------------- :10.3 :20.6 : 43.2 :: 7.2 : 7.6
U.S. imports (c.i.f., : :

merchandise)**------------: 9.6 :16.4 : 42.5 :: 5.5 : 10.0
Exports of other industrial : : :

countries*** -------------- :26.5 :54.4 :156.2 :" 7.7 : 11.1
Imports of other industrial : : :

countries*** -------------- :29.9 :58.1 :157.2 :: 6.8 : 10.5

U.S. foreign direct invest- : : :
ment (book value) ----------- :11.8 :32.0 :78.1 :: 10.5 : 9.4

-- of which: U.S. direct : : :
investment in industrial : : :
countries*** -------------- : 5.2 :17.7 : 46.4 :: 13.2 : 10.2

Foreign direct investment in : : :
the United States (book : : : :
valud) ------------------- : 3.4 : 6.9 : 13.2 :: 7.4 : 6.8

GNP of industrial countries** : : ::

(including the United : : :
States) -------------------- 449 : 873 :1,923 :: 6.8 : 8.2

* Preliminary.
** U.S. imports are reported c.i.f. to facilitate comparison with foreign

import figures. The difference between f.o.b, and c.i.f, valuation is
roughly 9% or 10% of f.o.b. values.

*** The United Kingdom, Canada, Japan, France, Germany, Belgium, the
Netherlands, Italy, Sweden, and Switzerland.

Source: Survey of Current Business, Sept. 1971, p. 42; Policy Aspects of
Foreign Investment by U.S. Multinational Corporations, U.S. Department of
Commerce, Jan. 1972, pp. 7-14; International Financial Statistics, Inter-
national Monetary Fund (several issues); United Nations Monthly Bulletin

' of Statistics (several issues).
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Grt:ographic trends in direct foreign investment

Historically the geographic pattern of foreign investment was set

by the investing countries' spheres of political influence (including

their colonial empires), and formal as well as informal arrangements of

the cartel type. U.S. foreign investments were concentrated in the

Western Hemisphere-Canada and Latin America-until the late 1950's.

Canada, because of proximity, language, and common interests, was viewed

for many years by U.S. companies almost as another state. Some of these

companies' annual reports included the Canadian results with the domestic

totals instead of in the foreign section. The United Kingdom, of course,

likewise was a heavy investor in Canada. The Canadians welcomed this

investment, which brought them rapid economic growth and a high standard

of living at the cost of foreign economic domination of many industries.

More recently, the Canadians have raised questions about this foreign

domination, but they have not attempted to reduce it significantly.

Latin America was the next most important area of U.S. investment because

the Monroe Doctrine had preserved U.S. political influence against any

encroachment by European interests, and because the South American con-

tinent was thought to offer tremendous opportunity for U.S. capital.

European investments naturally were concentrated in the colonial

empires of Africa and Asia. The Europeans stayed out of the United

States, and the United States stayed out of Europe, relatively speaking,

until the late 1950'a, partly because the competition would have been

strong and partly because it was unthinkable; the cartel mentality was

prevalent, and many U.S. businessmen of the period shared it with their
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European colleagues. Moreover, the two World Wars tended to preempt the

Europeans' resources, while the hostilities--not to mention the unsettled

interwar period-raised doubts among potential U.S. investors concerning

Europe's political stability, without which direct investments are con-

sidered very risky. Finally, the Germans, who with the British were the

most likely candidates to invest in the United States, became extremely

gun-shy after U.S. expropriations of their assets during both wars.

From the end of World War II until 1960, U.S. companies continued

to invest heavily in Canada and Latin America, while beginning for the

first time to invest significantly in Europe. By 1969, U.S. direct in-

vestments in Europe reached a book value exceeding that of investments

in Canada. In 1970 the total of such investments in Europe was $24.5

billion, as against $22.8 billion in Canada. Investment in Latin

America dropped from nearly a third of the cumulative total in 1950 to

only 19 percent ($14.7 billion) in 1970, although it continued to grow

slowly in absolute terms (see table 2).

Table 2.-U.S. direct investment abroad: Geographic
breakdown, 1929, 1950, 1960, and 1970

(Billions of dollars)

: Book value at year-end
Area :

:1929 :1950 :1960 :1970

Canada--: 2.0 : 3.6 : 11.2 : 22.8
Europe--.-. -- ...-- .-.- ..- .: 1.4 ; 1.7 : 6.7 : 24.5

Ja an . ... . .. .. . .. . . : .3 : W-. . 4 : 1. 5

Other developed areas-..-..-.-.--- ..-- - ; .4 : 1.3 : 4.4
Latin America--ica-----: 3.5 ; 4.4 : 8.4 ; 14.7
Middle East - - ---------------- : - - : 1.1 : 2.0
Other less-developed areas ------------------ : - - 1.4 : 4.6
Unallocated - ----------------- : .3 : 1.7 : 1.5 : 3.6

Total ...---- -.-.. ----------.- : 7.5 : 11.8 : 32.0 : 78.1

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce. 1970 figures are partly esti-
WOW mated,

89-030 0 - 73 - 9
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The attractiveness of Europe to U.S. multinational companies was

based on a combination of factors: large-market potential, compara-

bility of production conditions with those in the United States, avail-

ability of skilled labor, and political stability. Most important, the

realization in the early 1960's that the European Common Market would

probably be successful triggered a large boom in investment by U.S.

.-oa.Iinrs. Production in Europe seemed the best way to obtain access to

a vcry rapidly expanding market that might eventually throw up high

trade barriers as its customs union progressed toward completion-

although, as the 1960's wore on, the "trade barrier" motivation lost

importance. Further, for many industries, it was possible for the first

time to build coordinated, large-scale production and distribution sys-

tems to serve the entire area rather than having to build small, uneco-

nomic units in each of the important nations. The U.S.-based companies

took advantage of this opportunity much faster than most of the European

companies, which, for a variety of reasons, remained wedded to their own

national economies.

The dollar volume of U.S. private investment in Europe has been

just about matched by European investment in the United States. The

former, however, is mostly direct investment in p~bductive assets, where-

as the European investment is mostly portfolio-equities and debt instru-

ments of U.S. companies. Total foreign assets in the United States (most

of them of European origin) grew about 9 percent a year between 1950 and

1970, climbing from $17.6 billion to $97.5 billion. Of the total in

1970, less than half, or $44.8 billion, was in long-term investments.
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Of the rest, $47.0 billion consisted of liquid short-term assets, and

the small remainder was in non-liquid short-term holdings. Direct

investments were only 30 percent ($13.2 billion) of total long-term in-

vestments; the remaining 70 percent ($31.6 billion) was in portfolio

instruments, which again clearly reflects the European bias toward

easily saleable and therefore relatively liquid assets in preference to

more risky direct investment ventures. The principal countries with

direct investments in the United States are Canada, the United Kingdom,

the Netherlands, and Switzerland. The investments themselves are largely

in manufacturing (46 percent), petroleum (23 percent), and insurance

(17 percent); the rest is in trade, finance, and miscellaneous industries.

There have been numerous explanations for the failure of the Euro-

peans, whose advanced economies should support outbound private direct

investments on a scale almost approaching that of U.S. companies, to

exploit direct investment opportunities in the United States. Most of

these explanations are partly specious, but together they constitute a

package of powerful disincentives, at least as seen through European

eyes.

Psychological factors play an important role. The sheer size of

the U.S. market frightens away many foreign firms which do not understand

the possibilities of serving only regional U.S. markets and which do not

have extensive marketing organizations capable of serving the national

market. There is also widespread fear of the competitive climate-a fear

bred partly by the competition of U.S. firms on European soil. Even

more important is a largely inaccurate but nevertheless very potent
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distrust and misunderstanding of U.S. antitrust laws, which the European

sees not only as alien to his own traditions but also as being ap-

plied with a capriciousness that he cannot reconcile with his desire to'

reduce the uncertainties in a market he would attempt to penetrate. In

its extreme form, this distrust extends to wondering whether the U.S.

penchant for applying the antitrust laws extraterritorially to U.S. firms

operating abroad might not place a European-owned parent firm in the

unhappy position of having to fight out an antitrust case in U.S. courts

just because it happened to have a branch operation in the United States.

The principal economic explanation alleged for the slow flow of

European direct investment to the United States lies in the relatively

small size and limited maneuverability of the "typical" European firm.

The archetypical continental manufacturing enterprise is a small- to

medium-sized firm, usually closely held by family owners, with heavy

dependence on bank rather than equity financing. It has little access

to capital markets and little spare management capacity to explore

foreign opportunities. As a result, it has neither the ability nor .the

financial power to enter the United States with direct investments in the

same manner and on the same scale as U.S. firms--with plenty of manage-

ment capacity and financing--have been able to penetrate European busi-

ness. To be sure, there are exceptions. Many similarly small U.S. firms

have successfully gone to Europe--and Europe is not without giant enter-

prises that are perfectly capable of moving direct investment capital

anywhere in the world. Indeed, such firms are well represented in the

United States with sizeable direct investment operations. The names are
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familiar: Royal Dutch Shell, British Petroleum, ICI, Dunlop, Germany's

BASF, the Swiss chemical firms, Brown-Boveri (a Swiss machinery firm),

Nestle', Olivetti--to mention only a few.

Japan has largely evaded the pronounced preference of U.S. companies

to invest in industrial countries. By deliberate choice, Japan (in con-

Lrast to Canada, for example) has successfully restricted inflows of

forA•.i direct investment in productive facilities. In 1970, U.S. direct

investors' penetration of the Japanese economy amounted to a mere $1.5

billion, or 1.9 percent of the total book value of U.S. direct investment

abroad.

An unexpected development in the pattern of U.S. direct foreign

investment has been its deemphasis in less-developed countries in recent

years. Historically, direct investment in less-developed countries has

been half in the extractive industries, one-quarter in manufacturing, and

one-quarter in all other fields. More recently, as the multinational

companies developed to a fine art their skills in exporting technological

and managerial knowhow, it seemed logical to many observers that by the

late 1960's, at least, these companies would again turn their attention

to the developing countries, this time with more emphasis on manufactutr-

ing because of the abundance of labor obtainable at low wage rates. But

this has not occurred to date.

The reasons for its non-occurrence are several. In the aggregate,

U.S. firms in the ranks of the multinationals are market-oriented rather

than cost-oriented. They make sophisticated products sold mainly in the

industrial societies. Thus, the LDC's, with their admittedly low-cost
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labor but low levels of consumption and poorly developed distribution

facilities, offer little incentive for direct investment to serve the

local market. This explanation breaks down at least in part, however, in

the many cases of territories or nations associated with the MV, areas

from which free access to the European markets is possible. Here, the

MNCs may have been laggard in seizing the opportunities to produce for

advanced markets from low-cost bases.

On the cost side, low-wage labor is not necessarily low-cost labor.

While abundant, labor in some LDC areas can be and often is poorly

trained, poorly disciplined, and unacculturated to the factory environ-

ment. These factors increase both management headaches and costs, and

considerably reduce the attractiveness of low wages as an incentive to

move capital.

Finally, U.S. MNC investors have come to fear "economic nationalism"

in almost the same way that the Europeans fear U.S. competition. Even

though a number of LDCs offer tax and other incentives-often very at-

tractive ones--to U.S. investors, increasing incidence of nationali-

zations, expropriations, or just plain hostility to U.S.-owned MNCs in a

large number of countries has led to a fairly generalized reluctance to

invest in all LDCs on the grounds that "political stability" is lacking.

The risks are great. Even while governments court foreign investors, the

general population can become hostile. A revolution or coup d'etat (or

an election) can bring to power new leaders who seize some or all foreign

holdings, with or without compensation, or cancel contracts negotiated by

the previous regime. The recent takeovers of oil-company holdings in
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Peru, Bolivia, and Algeria, the expropriation of1 the Anaconda and ITT

operations in Chile, the takeover of W.R. Grace's agricultural oper-

ations in Peru, and similar events in other countries have made the

whole lot seem less promising for foreign investment. Even where the

multinational companies are permitted to remain, they may face demands

for local participation in ownership (e.g., the "Mexicanization" of

U.S. sulfur companies in that country), imposition of special taxes or

charges which apply to individual companies, and demands for local

content (raw materials, components, management personnel, etc.). In

summary, the investment climate in many less-developed countries is

now considered to be poor.

The tendency to write off LDC investments as too risky may have gone

farther than conditions actually warrant. Many of the restrictions put

on foreign companies operating within their borders by the LDCs clash

with the ideals of U.S. managers, who consider sharing ownership with the

locals (often local governments), limits on profit repatriation, and

local content requirements to be infringements on their prerogatives.

However, these restrictions are not necessarily inconsistent with reason-

able profit potential--especially if the opportunities to invest are

sweetened by incentive programs that include tax holidays, subsidies, and

other favors. Moreover, coups d'etat can bring in friendly regimes as

well as hostile ones. In this respect, the Europeans, with their long

colonial experience, and even the Japanese claim to have learned rather

better than their U.S. colleagues how to do business in the LDCs at a

profit.
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Another hindrance to U.S. investment in less-developed countries

is the emotional climate in the home country of the multinational compa-

nies. A multinational manufacturer in the typical developing country

with a limited local market, usually must export from his foreign plant;

and a major share of the exports normally go back to the home country.

As has occurred with imports of television and other electronic assemblies

manufaictured by direct investors in Mexico and Taiwan, this can arouse

st):,.-- protests against exports of jobs from the United States.

Industrial distribution of U.S.-owned multinational investment

As the net book value of U.S. foreign direct investment proceeded to

more than double during the last decade, it became apparent that the

growing weight of manufacturing enterprise in these investments was de-

veloping from a mere tendency to a strong trend. Manufacturing now ac-

counts for the largest single share of this investment (41 percent in

1970), and it has shown the fastest growth of all types of U.S. enter-

prise abroad, having almost tripled from $11 billion in 1960 to $32 bil-

lion in 1970 (table 3). The extractive industries--petroleum plus

mining/smelting--in first place in 1960 dropped to second place by

1970, with a share of 36 percent of the total in the latter year.

"Other" fields, a potpourri of agricultural and service industries,

bring up the rear with an aggregate share of 23 percent in 1970.
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Table 3.--Book values of U.S. direct investment abroad:
Industry breakdown, 1929, 1950, 1960, and 1970

JBillions of dollars).....Industry 1929 1950 1960 1970 1/

Manufacturing ------------------------- 1.8 : 3.8 : 11.1 : 32.2
Petroleum ----------------------- : 1.1 : 3.4 : 10.8 : 21.8
Mining and smelting ----------..----------- : 1.2 : 1.1 : 3.0 : 6.1
Other 2/ ----------------------------- : 3.4 : 3.5 : 7.0 : 17.9

Total ----- - : 7.5 : 11.8 : 31.9 : 78.1

1/ Preliminary.
2/ Principally trade, transportation and utilities, and agriculture.

Source: Compiled from Survey of Current Business, U.S. Department of
Commerce, October 1970 and October 1971.

There have also been pronounced shifts in emphasis on different

branches within the manufacturing sector (table 4). From the years

1964-66 through 1970-72, the share of the chemicals industry in total

outbound direct investment flows in manufacturing dropped from about 25

percent to 19 percent; transportation equipment--which includes mainly

the automobile industry--dropped even more in relative terms, its share

falling from more than 25 percent to 15 percent in the same period. On

the other hatid, the machinery industries (including both electrical and

non-electrical machinery) showed faster growth than the average for manu-

facturing; their share increased from less than 24 percent to about 32

percent over the period. Similarly, the "other" category, which includes

a wide range of industrial branches, increased its share from 26 percent

to 34 percent.
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Table 4.-U.S. foreign direct investment expenditures, by manu-
facturing industries, 1964-66, 1967-69, and 1970-72

(In millions of dollars)

Industry 1964-66 : 1967-69 : 1970-72-1/

Chemicals -------------------------- : 2,642 • 3,500 : 3,900
Non-electrical machinery --- : 1,807 :)3400 6700
Electrical machinery ------------..------ : 709 :) :
Transportation equipment--.----------: 2,725 : 2,000 : 3,100
Food ------- -..--------- : 548:)
Paper --------------------------- : 688 :)
Rubber--------.----- ---------. : 471 :) 4,400 : 7,100
Non-ferrous metals ---------.. : 1,122 :)
Other------..------------ : --------

1/ Estimated.

Source: Survey of Current Business, U.S. Department of Commerce,
September 1971, pp. 27-30.

The Evolutionary Process

A domestic company usually does not become "multinational" by a

dramatic reversal of previous policies and objectives. Instead it ordi-

narily develops along an evolutionary, long-term path which typically in-

cludes the following steps:

(a) Exporting abroad, selling through distributors.

(b) Setting up overseas sales subsidiaries.

(c) Building plants abroad (direct investment) for
local assembly and/or full production.

(d) Giving the regional subsidiaries operating authority,
at which point the parent company becomes mainly a
coordinator and integrator, a planner and controller.

Many times during this long process the multinational company's manage-

ment is evaluating alternatives to direct investment-such as licensing

its knowhow for a product or process to foreign firms, possibly as part
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of a Joint venture or continuing to export only from the United States

in which case it must evaluate the possibility of competitors (U.S.-

or foreign-based) taking over the (foreign) market.

Even after a company becomes truly multinational, the foreign

plants usually produce only part of the company's product line--not

necessarily the most profitable products domestically but those pro-

ducts which it does not pay to ship, items which may have to surmount

trade barriers, or "last year's model" (of an electronic assembly, for

example). Typically, for each innovative new product, there is a

period of time when the overseas market can and ordinarily will be

served from the United States. But eventually the other industrial

nations' manufacturers learn to copy it or even improve it, and the

only way the U.S. producer thinks that he can stay competitive is to

manufacture it abroad. When a product or process is no longer "new"

or proprietary to the firm, competition can reduce its price to a

level where import duties and shipping and distribution costs from a

U.S. plant can eat up its profit margin even when the unit cost of

manufacture is competitive with the foreign production cost. Added

to this is the typical buyer's prefernce to buy from a local facility

where the product can be delivered reliably on short notice without

fear of dock strikes, shipping-line strikes, or problems with non-

tariff barriers, and where technical personnel are available (in

addition to the salesmen) to handle servicing problems.

Faster penetration of a foreign market can sometimes be

accomplished by acquisition. This method of entry has been practiced

by both European and American companies. Some df the more notable
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,examples of U.S. companies' takeover of European firms have occurred

in the automobile, petroleum, computer, and electronic and electrical

products industries. They include the acquisition of SIMCA and Rootes

by Chrysler, Machines Bull by GE (now Honeywell), Deutsche Erdol by

Texaco, Ferrania by 3M, and Litton Industries' acquisitions of

Imperial Typewriter, Adler, and Triumpf Werke. European companies'

biggest acquisition of U.S. companies in recent years have been in

the chemical and petroleum industries. Imperial Chemical Industries

(British) acquired Arnold, Hoffman and Atlas Chemical; BASF (German)

acquired Wyandotte Chemical; Bayer (German) acquired Mobay (formerly

joint venture with Monsanto) and Chemagro; Hoechst (German) acquired

Hystrom Fibers (joint venture with Hercules); AKZO (Dutch) acquired

International Salt; and British Petroleum made an agreement with

Standard Oil of Ohio whereby it will eventually control the latter

company (in addition to its purchase of part of Sinclair).

Motivational Factors in the Growth of Multinational Business

Need for command over vital resources

Some industries are so structured that their constituent companies

are not profitable unless theyare integrated from the basic raw material

to the finished product. An important factor is whether the price or

cost of critical raw materials or intermediate products is essentially the

same to all producers of finished products, as in the case of textile

companies which buy cotton and other fibers--or whether there is consid-

erable variation in prices or costs to the various industrial consumers.

The latter condition frequently exists when the supply of raw materials
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is controlled by relatively few firms, some of whom may use them to make

finished products, as in the case of the petroleum industry.

In the oil business a refiner which has to purchase its crude oil is

at a considerable competitive disadvantage compared with the integrated

companies with low-cost crude because, as the industry is structured, the

coat of crude oil bears little relation to its price. "Commodity

pricing," typical of products supplied from a multitude of sources, none

large enough to influence the market (e.g., agricultural products), and

whereby all users generally pay the same price, does not exist. Since a

large, efficient refinery costs well over $200 million, capital cannot be

risked unless the investor is assured there is a reasonable chance he will

have a reliable supply of feedstock at competitive cost. The large oil

companies feel they must control a major fraction of their raw-material

sources. (This structure will change when the OPEC countries have

majority control of Arab oil.)

The same reasoning applies to other extractive industries such as

aluminum, copper, steel, and fertilizer materials. Companies in such

industries are multinational because major ore deposits are outside the

borders of the United States.

Some of these companies can be more multinational than they want to

be. Developing countries sometimes insist that oil refineries and smel-

ters be built next to the ore or crude-oil deposits in order to boost

domestic production and employment. Ale, with an oil refinery the local

government may insist oin the construction of petrochemical plants. Thus,

retention of an investment in a basic resource is often forced by
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hcrat-coun=,ry policies to depend on expanded investment in processing

i aci.ities--and it is not unusual for the threat of nationalization or

expropriation to hang over the entire operation.

Need for foreign-market access

Market access means having unprejudiced opportunity to sell a pro-

duct in a given country at a competitive price. The multinational

companies contend they must construct foreign plants in order to supply

the foreign markets on a basis that it; not only competitive but profit-

able enough to make the foreign sales effort worthwhile. They claim

that the costs of exporting from U.S. plants would be excessive, for

either or both of the following two reasons: (1) transportation,

tariffs and other costs strictly related to exporting are too high;

and/or (2) the production and marketing costs of operating from the

United States are too high in relation to those that can be realized

from a production base closer to the foreign market.

The very rapid growth of international trade in recent years, at

rates exceeding the pace of GNP growth in most of the advanced countries,

tunds to belie the "excessive export costs" argument as a reason for

investing abroad--especially as the multinational companies themselves

are very heavy participants in world trade, International differences

in other kinds of costs probably are much the stronger reason for move-

ments of capital across national boundaries. These costs include, in

addition to factory capital and labor costs, all those selling, adminis-

trative, and service costs that must be incurred to place a product
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acceptable to the foreign buyer in his market at a competitive price.

For most non-proprietary products, U.S. producers operating plants

abroad can expect to face stiff competition not only from local foreign

producers but also from U.S. firms which may have entered a foreign mar-

ket ahead of them. In the advanced countries that have been major recip-

ients of U.S. capital (chiefly those of Western Europe and Canada), where

the requisite product and process technologies are commonly available and

capital equipment plus labor of comparable quality and cost can be found,

the expense of actually making a product tends to equalize for all pro-

ducers and often to be not much different from prevailing costs in the

United States. Therefore, competition focuses on product differenti-

ation, sales effort, and service.

"Product differentiation" means two things: (1) tailoring the prod-

uct to the real or imagined requirements of the local buyer, and (2) em-

bodying real or merely advertised differences in the product to make it

"unique" compared with competitors' goods. The MNCs admit to both prac-

tices--in fact they claim that the necessity for such tactics is itself a

major incentive to invest abroad, because the changes in the basic product

become so great that the U.S.-made and the foreign-made items cease to be

interchangeable. The simplest sort of product differentiation is a

change in packaging, which certainly does not necessitate a shift in the

locus of production. In French-speaking countries, Procter and Gamble's

"Mr. Clean" reaches the shelves in packaging similar to that used in the

United States, except that it is called "Monsieur Propre." More import-

ant, however, P & G claims that the stuff inside the bottle is chemically
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a different product from that sold in the United States, because of the

need to adapt to local tastes and washing habits. In this case--which is

merely illustrative of a myriad of similar cases in the consumer durables,

household chemicals, and processed food industries--the firms claim that

the level of product differentiation is such that the item sold abroad is

not compatible with production in the U.S. plant, and vice versa. More-

over, this phenomenon is not limited to the consumer goods industries;

suppliers of industrial products claim that they must do the same thing,

in order to meet foreign demand. Product differentiation is not neces-

sarily the prerogative of the U.S.-owned MNC. The product strategies of

Lever Brothers in the United States-a subsidiary of the Dutch firm,

Unilever-are indistinguishable in their essentials from those of P & G

in Europe. The same comparison could be made between Swiss-owned Nestle

in the United States and U.S.-owned General Foods in Europe.

Another important factor in gaining access to a foreign market is the

ability to guarantee reliable, steady supplies to customers, whether they

are industrial buyers or final consumers. Firms pondering the alterna-

tives of exporting from U.S. bases and production abroad must weigh the

additional risks inherent in depending upon ocean shipping, which cannot

guarantee the same regularity of supply as land transportation. With a

sales and service network in being and orders in hand, a company can be

quickly convinced by one dock strike in the United States or in Europe

that the only acceptable alternative is direct investment abroad.

The situation is different for innovative new proprietary products.

Such products usually are not subject to head-to-head cost competition
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during a lead time which lasts until local producers learn to copy them

or devise substitutes for them. During that period, the firm has little

reason to invest abroad. It sells to a foreign market with no other sup-

plier, at prices which include a premium large enough to more than offset

any additional costs or inefficiencies involved in selling via exports.

However, the lead time for proprietary new products (sometimes dubbed the

"technology diffusion cycle") has been shrinking rapidly in most indus-

tries as foreign economies have narrowed their technology gap with the

United States. For example, DuPont's Corfam, a complex chemical product

aimed at replacing leather, consumed 20 years of costly development effort,

but after it was introduced it was less than two years before similar

products--brought out by U.S., European, and Japanese competitors--were

battling it in the market place.

A well-managed firm should be anticipating the erosion of its propri-

etary advantage in any product line it happens to be producing. As the

pace of this erosion increases, overseas investment to preempt potential

foreign competitors may take place even when U.S. exports of a product are

at their peak--and even when the domestic R&D facilities of the parent

firm are designing a new generation of product to take the old one's

place in the export accounts as production of the increasingly copiable

item moves abroad.

Logically, there should be little hindrance to market access via

exported U.S. production to less-developed countries, which are too defi-

cient in education, skills, and wealth to capitalize, unassisted, even on

licensed technology, let alone basing their production on their own R&D.

89-020 0 - 73 - 10
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But those countries typically aim for rapid industrialization even when

their production costs, at least initially, will be far higher than im-

port prices. Examples abound in the automobile business where less-

developed countries first have demanded construction of assembly plants

(with local equity participation, perhaps), then have passed local con-

tent laws. Oil-rich countries demand refineries and petrochemical

plants. So do oil-poor countries because, while they must necessarily

accept imports of crude oil, they can insist on local refineries for

converting it to finished petroleum products. The small, inefficient

industries which thus may emerge are protected by "infant industry"

tariffs or other protectionist measures. In the event market access is

substantially closed to imports from outside suppliers in favor of local

producers in this way, a U.S. exporter may have no alternative, if he is

to maintain accessibility, but to establish a local subsidiary.

Scarcity of production factors in home country

A factor of production is "scarce" in a relative sense when it costs

more in one country than in another. This applies equally to land,

labor, capital, human capital (skills, management), raw materials, and

intermediate products. The factors necessary for manufacturing expan-

sion usually are present in some degree in every country, but it is their

relative costs in different countries which partly govern the decision

on where to locate production. The "scarcities" of the various factors

are constantly changing due to inflationary forces, price stabilization

activities of governments, wage agreements, or changes in tax, tariff,
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and exchange rate policies. International comparisons of relative pro-

duction costs, even in a single industry, are extremely complex and im-

precise. Nevertheless, a stab at accurate forecasting of comparative

cost trends over the life of an investment is rarely omitted when the

option of investing abroad is pondered in the board room.

For most kinds of investment, however, market planning rather than

cost calculation plays a paramount, usually decisive role. Typically,

a large firm first decides to attack a market such as "the EEC," aiming

for some given market-share goal via production somewhere within that

market. Only at that point do comparative cost calculations enter into

consideration, when the often more difficult decision has to be made

regarding precisely where to place the new plant within that market.

Mistakes are made. Corporate planning, like economics, is a highly in-

exact science.

There are few cases in which cost comparisons can be judged to have

been the predominant factor in a basic decision to invest abroad rather

than in the United States. The best examples may be in the consumer

electronics, textiles, footwear, and some miscellaneous industries (e.g.,

toy manufacturing), where some investment decisions have been based

strictly on labor cost comparisons and foreign market considerations

were not a factor because all or nearly all of the output of U.S.-owned

plants abroad is returned to the U.S. market. Yet such "pure" cases

amQunt to a very small proportion of total U.S. direct investments

abroad, most of which are in the relatively high-cost industrial

countries.
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Although foreign direct investment by the "runaway firm" which is

interested princ:Lpally in evading high production costs in the United

States, reprcset'ts but a small proportion of total U.S. direct investment

overseas, it is common enough to have raised important social questions--

especially for labor in the affected industries. Two essential character-

istics delineate the kinds of industries in which developments of this

1,,rt ..t likely to occur: (1) the industries are generally labor-intensive

ones in which labor costs represent a high pri portion of the value of

output; and (2) foreign investment to serve foreign markets is minimal

(most or all of the output produced abroad being returned for sale in the

U.S. market).

In radios, phonographs, and other consumer electronic products, U.S.

companies were being outsold in the mid-1960's in the United States by

lower-priced products imported mainly from Japan. Prior to the Kennedy

Round negotiations, many electronics producers had insisted that rising

imports represented a strong potential threat to their domestic operations.

Significantly higher duties would have been necessary to blunt this threat,

whereas the Kennedy Round ultimately lowered the relevant tariff rates.

When imports began to soar by the mid-1960's, the affected U.S. companies

began moving their electronic assembly plants to Mexico, Hong Kong, and

Taiwan (or making arrangements with Japanese producers for domestic-label

imports) and shipping the products back to the United States. Imports of

these electronic products as well as those from other U.S.-owned foreign

plants in labor-intensive industries such as toys, shoes, and wearing ap-

parel have been the source of bitter public criticism of multinational
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companies. Most specific examples in these industries fall into the

"cheap foreign labor" category. Although imports of such products are

small relative to total U.S. consumption of all products and relative to

total production from U.S.-owned foreign plants, they have generated a

highly emotional issue and are concentrated in some products which are

highly visible to U.S. consumers and to critics of the MNCs.

It was not foreseen by post-World War II policy makers or even

Kennedy-Round negotiators that consumer electronic products made by

foreign producers and by U.S.-owned plants abroad would be imported back

into the United States in such volume as to eliminate U.S. production of

many product lines--that by 1970 total imports would account for about

90 percent of all U.S. domestic sales of household radios, 40 percent of

black-and-white TV sets, 15 percent of color TV sets (whose imports only

began around 1965), and 35 percent of phonographs-with U.S. production

of all these items still trending strongly downward.

The policy makers--and the critics, whose strongest protests came

only after the fact--probably failed to foresee several factors:

The extraordinary rate of acceptance of foreign-made
goods by U.S. consumers;

The demonstrated ability of some foreign, low-wage
countries to absorb relatively high rates of plant
automation and to increase labor productivity rapidly; and

The extent to which some foreign governments were
willing and able to subsidize production for export
by foreign investors in their economies.

It is rarely pointed out explicitly that, underlying the success of

the "runaway industry"--and the success of imports in general--
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in penetrating the U.S. market, there has been in the past decade or two

a significant change in consumer tastes and buying habits. The "U.S.-

Made" label no longer commands as high a degree of consumer loyalty as in

the past. Imports have ceased to be categorized as either cheap goods of

low quality or luxury items--principally because the increasing variety

and quality of imports have rendered the categorization inaccurate. Im-

ported goods now reach into every household as items of everyday consump-

tion. Provided that an item meets their standards of quality and price,

many U.S. consumers have reached a point of virtual indifference as

between the foreign- or the domestically-made product.

Not all "low-wage" countries are primitive in the sense that they

are unable to absorb and profit from the techniques and disciplines of

modern production. Furthermore, modern technology in some industries is

such that relatively unskilled labor can be combined with fairly sophis-

ticated equipment. This contradicts the stereotyped notion of "high-

technology" as a process in which highly skilled labor always must be

available to operate advanced, complex kinds of capital equipment.

Usually this is so, but in some industries the stereotype never has des-

cribed reality. The possibilities for using unskilled labor abroad open

up for some firms the opportunity to migrate to the "low-wage" countries

which have reached a level of development at which they are ready to

accept them, without significant divergence from productivity experience

in the United States. Although the migration may not count for much in

the overall exodus of capital from the United States, the displacement of

workers in the United States has raised protests, in a generally
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recessionary period when the rest of the economy has been unable to

absorb them. In brief, the change was too fast.

Competitive attempts on the part of governments abroad to lure

investment capital to their shores can distort investment patterns and

attract capital that would not otherwise have come. Such incentive

programs exist in both the advanced and the not-so-advanced countries.

To be sure, they are often rendered ineffective by poor administration

or reduced to complete unattractiveness by ancillary conditions of

political risk which effectively keep the foreign investor out (see

pp102 -103 above). Nevertheless, in some of the developing countries-

Mexico and Taiwan, for example-generally stable political and economic

conditions, plus broad, significant incentive programs backed by con-

sistently friendly policies toward foreign investors have been eminently

successful in drawing foreign investors that might otherwise have stayed

away.

Home market saturation and the drive for growth

Home markets are rarely saturated, except in a relative sense.

When the cost of developing new business is greater at home than abroad,

the corporation may begin to think multinationally. This situation

develops most commonly in a mature domestic corporation which has

surplus funds and management capability for which it foresees only

marginal opportunities in the United States.

In the manufacturing industries, even in the largest companies,

the prime ingredient in conveying the image of management success is
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growth in profits. Only the-growing company will in the long run

command a high price for its common stock; attract top personnel;

operate modern facilities of optimum scale; and be able to obtain

outside investment capital on the-most favorable terms.

In all its product lines the typical large U.S. company reaches

a market-share plateau, beyond which further market development may

be too costly in relation to the returns anticipated. It may also

fear government antitrust action. If it does not diversify, it must

generally be content to grow no faster than the economy in general.

But the reward system of American business makes it imperative to

grow faster than that. Some such growth can come via introduction

of new products from research or from licensing others' research.

Acquisition of other companies offers additional potential. Foreign

investment is a third way to grow, a way which is often cheaper,

possibly more profitable, and always glamorous.
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By.investing and marketing abroad the company not only can start

new growth from a low-market-share base but also it can usually make

acquisitions to facilitate its entry. It can easily export its manage-

ment and technological know-how by moving only a tiny group of employees

abroad. By operating a full-fledged company in the foreign country it

can offer a full line of service and managerial backup to the marketing

effort. Profitability as well as growth may be higher in the foreign

affiliate than at home. IBM is a prime example of this approach, all

over the world. Dow Chemical, beginning only in the mid-1960's, using

non-exclusive technology and producing its older products, is attempt-

ing to obtain a major share of the European chemical market. Like IBM,

it is relying very little on acquisitions. In recent years its Euro-

pean operations have been more profitable than those in the United States.

Some U.S. multinational companies, in contrast, have relied heavily on

acquisitions in several countries in penetrating the European market;

examples are Westinghouse and Chrysler.

Companies which remain within their own national boundaries usually

find it difficult to take full advantage of major breakthroughs inter-

nationally. Part of the reason is that without international marketing

position they lack the resources to exploit an innovative discovery.

For instance, Pilkington, the British-based glass group with global

sales of $270 million in 1968, perfected its revolutionary "float

glass" discovery at about that time. Pilkington concluded that its

capital resources were too small for it to build the new-generation

flat glass plants in the world's leading countries, and therefore

that its best recourse was to license the major glass companies in
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the major markets to use it. Although this brought in money, the

profits probably were less than those possible via direct investment,

and licensing had the effect of solidly entrenching Pilkington's

competitors should Pilkington ever want to meet them head on.

Incentives thrown up by different treatment under different sets

of national laws., e.g., tax and other incentives

Tax and other financial incentives are a frequently mentioned

motivational factor for location of foreign investments. Incentives

can be in the form of outright export subsidies, tax exemption or post-

ponement, general financial subsidies or loans, or special tariff

treatment. Whether or not such incentives play a major role in attract-

ing a given investment to a particular location, it is the job of the

multinational company's tax department to "prevent tax leakage" by legal

tactics to minimize taxes once the decision to invest is made. Some

examples are the following:

Transfer pricing offers one opportunity. In intra-firm trade, a

company which moves goods among subsidiaries in different countries can

attempt-subject to the watchful eyes of tax authorities who are well

aware of.the technique--to price shipments in such manner that the bulk

of profits is realized in subsidiaries located in low-tax countries.

The low-tax affiliate sells dear and buys cheap in such non-arm's-length

transactions. A variant of this tactic, which is not employed to the

extent that it is suspected, especially by U.S. critics, is for the firm

to channel transactions through a dummy "trading" corporation in a famous

tax-haven country such as Liechtenstein. Still another variant, which may

result in heavy repatriations of disguised profits to U.S. parents, is to
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levy heavy charges on affiliates for techr"'.ogy license fees, shares

of R&D expense, and various corporate managementt" services. Among

other things, this technique may result in considerable overstatement

of the amount of "exported" technology we think we are measuring when

we examine the sizable "Fees and Royalties" accounts in the balance

of payments.

Tax incentives aimed to assist depressed regions have been success-

fUl in attracting U.S. multinational company investment. Scotland and

Northern Ireland were especially popular in the 1950's. Germany also

has such programs, and Belgium's are so generous that they have been

criticized by other nations in E.C. councils. Italian subsidies attract-

ed considerable investment in Southern Italy and Sicily but many of

these were disastrous, e.g., the Celanese and Raytheon ventures which

were not profitable. U.S. companies have been much more alert than

European companies in discovering how to take advantage of such depressed

area incentives. Through 1967, half the U.S. direct investment in Europe

was in subsidized depressed areas, although the proportion probably has

fallen in recent years. The subsidy can be 40 percent of the investment

in the United Kingdom, 25 percent in France, and 20 percent in West Germany

and Benelux, plus additional subsidies from districts and provinces.

Another example closer to home is the Mexican International Trade

Zone created on the Mexican side of the International border. Multinational

companies operating within the Zone can obtain tax relief from the local

Mexican states in which they operate, and they are excused from paying

Mexican tariff duties on materials used in manufacture. They are also

exempt from U.S. tariff duties on certain materials exported from the
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.Jnited States, used :In manufacture, and embodied in goods returned for

sale in the United States.

Tax havens, mentioned above, offer some additional examples of tax

incentives. Until the Revenue Act of 1962, U.S. subsidiaries in Europe

paid no U.S. income tax on profits until they were returned to the parent

corpration. The tax haven incentives were reduced but not eliminated

t i, !-r U.S. legislation. This has led many companies to select low-

in]ome-tax countries for financial, head office marketing, R&D, and other

operations, even though the capital-intensive manufacturing facilities

were located in other countries. Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Monaco,

Bermuda, and the Bahamas became the home of many subsidiary corporations

which collected and distributed or withheld part of the profits.

U.S. taxation policies may have some effect on direct investment

capital outflows. The United States taxes its citizens and corporations

currently on all income from foreign sources but allows a credit against

the U.S. tax for foreign taxes paid where the income is earned. If a

U.S. corporation operates abroad through subsidiaries, taxation occurs

only as the income is repatriated from the subsidiaries as dividends,

interest, service charges, or in any otl r form. This tax approach aims

at tax neutrality for investment and thus at taxing foreign investment

at rates at least as high as prevailing U.S. tax rates. However, there

are some exceptions to this general objective of neutrality. Investments.

in LDCs are Congressionally favored and receive -iany advantages, such as
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relief from certain sections of the Internal Revenue Code and the

Interest Equalization Tax (IET), and a more favorable method of tax

credit calculation. U.S. citizens employed abroad can receive certain

tax exemptions, and Section 367 of the Code permits tax-free transfers

of property (including technological property) from a U.S. parent to a

foreign subsidiary in certain situations if an advance ruling is obtained

from the Treasury and no primary purpose of tax avoidance is present.

Critics of the MNCs have challenged these exceptions and exemptions. They

also have argued that the allowance of credits--rather than deductions--

for foreign taxes paid in fact overshoots the objective of tax neutrality,

because only deductions--rather than credits--are allowed for taxes paid

to states within the United States. In cases where the credit for foreign

tax paid yields the firm greater advantage than the deduction allowed for

state tax payments, it is argued that an incentive to invest abroad rather

than.in those states is thereby created.

Complex locational factors and "external economies"

It is well known that economic activities of given types tend to

cluster in certain locations. A frequently cited textbook example is the

U.S. automobile industry, centered in Detroit. Part of the reason for

such clustering lies in access to raw materials and/or markets. Another

part has to do with so-called "external economies" which are available

to the firm although it does not have to pay for them directly. If two
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major auto producers are located in a given town, they will draw near

them a pool of appropriately skilled labor, a satellite community of

parts and equipment suppliers, and possibly even a Chamber of Commerce

and town government that are appropriately "auto-oriented." A third

producer, locating in this environment, will have access to all these

facilities without having borne the cost of assembling them. To him,

they are "external economies" of producing in that place.

In the international context, an important point to stress is that

precisely these kinds of locational incentives are at work in many

places in the advanced countries and possibly even in some of the more

progressive LDCs. The world has many Detroits. Thus, if two cities,

one i-n the United States and one in Europe, offer identical locational

opportunities--and even if costs of production in both are likewise

identical--the firm may decide to open a facility in the European city

strictly on the grounds of ancillary considerations: market access,

trade barriers (great and small), subsidies and other incentives, or

simple savings in transport costs.

As an MNC's network of plants spreads, the firm often discovers other

possibilities, which have their .analogue in the locational features of

business in the United States. In the United States, the multidivisional

firm is commonplace, with plants operating in many different regions and

engaging in large amounts of cross-hauling of components and finished

goods--some generated on the firm's own production lines, some purchased

from far-flung independent suppliers and distributors. This is the
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phenomenon of "multi-sourcing" in a domestic context. International-

ly, the same development takes place. A large U.S.-owned firm with

several plants in the United Kingdom and on the Continent will tend to

specialize with each plant producing a product or a product line for

the larger European market. In other cases, some plants will manufacture

products with components purchased from independent firms. The largest,

most sophisticated MNCs do this kind of sourcing on a worldwide basis,

with control of the flow to and from their affiliates centralized at head-

quarters facilities in the United States or Europe.

"Multi-sourcing" of the international variety requires very high

levels of management skill. It is a feature of the economics of location

which can yield substantial efficiencies, and therefore cost savings,

for the multinational firm. It is distinguished from its domestic

equivalent by the scale on which it can be done internationally--and by

the scale of the resulting efficiencies.

Currency under- and over-valuation

In a world of fixed exchange rates, firms domiciled in a country

with a significantly overvalued exchange rate have a decided incentive

to invest abroad. If the dollar is overvalued relative to, say, the

Duetsche mark, a U.S. firm, spending dollars, will be able to put a

plant in West Germany at less real cost than that of putting the same

plant in the United States. If the new plant in Germany exports and in-

voices in dollars at prices identical with the prices prevailing ex-factory
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in the United States, the proceeds have more real purchasing power

internationally than exports from the U.S. plant, because the firm has

paid its production costs in undervalued D-marks.

The actual extent to which capital flows during the 1960's may or

may not nave been influenced by the overvaluation of the U.S. dollar is

virtually unquantifiable. Moreover opinion is divided on the extent to

which recent exchange rate realignments may reduce the size of capital

outflows from the United States and increase the pace of inbound flows.

There may be some of each.. However, the foregoing sections indicate that

capital migrates for a host of excellent reasons in the modern world, so

that the relatively minor exchange rate changes of 1971 may have little

visible impact as their effects are swamped by other forces.

A Catalog of the Alleged Economic and Policy Problems
Posed by "Spreading Multinational" Business

The diversity of interests which are affected by the growth of

multinational companies almost guarantees that conflicts will arise among

the interests of the United States, the host country, the multinational

corporation, and its employees. Conflicts may arise over the distribution

of foreign earnings, type of ownership, methods of capital financing,

potential monopoly position, sources of components or raw materials, and

wages. Any one of these factors or a combination may generate problems

alleged to affect the balance of trade, balance of payments, tax revenue,

employee compensation, a country's strategic position in an essential

industry such as aircraft, or even basic national cultural patterns.
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In the United States the major public issue resulting from growing

multinational business is the alleged "export of U.S. jobs." Another

concerns the balance of payments effects. In other countries the main

problems seem to be potential domination by U.S. interests and competi-

tive damage to indigenous industry from the foreign-owned multinational

entrants.

The Idling of Labor and Other Productive Factors

by the Outward Migration of Mobile Capital

The main shift in the U.S. political constellation on trade policy

is organized labor's move to the protectionist camp. Several observers

have noted that this cannot be explained by high unemployment. Labor

was shifting in a protectionist direction even as unemployment was dropping

steadily after 1962; it adopted a completely protectionist stance when un-

employment stood at its post-Korea low in early 1969. Labor was reacting

quite properly, of course, not to changes in aggregate employment but to

an increasing incidence of localized unemployment that seemed to be related

to foreign economic developments. Therefore, the likely reason for labor's

shift in position probably lies in the improved competitive position of

other countries and the dislocations caused by U.S.-owned multinational

companies' operations. Because these multinational corporations are

alleged to be rapidly exporting capital, management, and technology, which

are much more mobile than is labor, the MNC has become a special target

of criticism. Multinationalism has thus replaced technological unemploy-

ment as the major worry of many in the American labor movement.

#4 &
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Lumped together by labor spokesman as "runaway industry" which sets

up production facilities abroad while phasing out production at home

are the companies which have done just that as well as other companies

which have left their U.S. operations intact and used overseas plants

to serve foreign markets. Labor spokesmen cite the fact that between

1961 and 1968 there were only 3.5 million jobs created in the U.S. economy,

despite the Vietnam war and widespread prosperity. They allege that non-

defense industries actually lost employment as a result of growing imports.

Here again, two issues are lumped together--the question of rising imports

in general and the question of the MNCs' actual role in generating them.

The U.S. Government has provided multinational companies with

several tariff-saving provisions which aid their overseas operations.

One is the use of items 807.00 and 806.30 of the Tariff Schedules of the

United States. These provisions apply to articles assembled in foreign

countries that contain fabricated components manufactured in the United

States, or metal articles that are partially processed abroad. In each

case the articles are subject to duty only on the value of foreign assembly

or processing. Combined U.S. imports under tariff items 807.00 and 806.30

increased from $1 billion in 1966 to about $2.8 billion in 1971. These

imports come typically from U.S.-owned factories over the border in Mexico

or in other low-wage countries. The AFL-CIO has urged the deletion of

these and similar provisions from the Tariff Schedules ever since 1967.

The United States-Canadian automotive agreement of 1965 is another

sore point. Before the agreement the Canadian plants of the large U.S.

automobile manufacturers, which had been established in response to the
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high Canadian tariff on imported cars, were unable to operate economical-

ly because of short production runs. Even then, a full range of models

was not being made in Canada; models that were not Canadian-made had

to be imported despite the tariff. Out of negotiations with the U.S.

Government about these matters came the automotive agreement which en-

couraged a two-way duty-free trade between the automobile companies

across the borders and thus stimulated Canadian auto production. The

direct effects on trade were substantial; U.S. impolts of cars ansd parts

from Canada rose from practically zero in 1964 to about $3.0 billion in

1971. The United States lost its traditional balance-of-trade surplus

of about $500 million in automobiles and parts, sustaining a bilaterial

deficit in such goods of about $800 million in 1971.

The Possibility of Monopolization and Cartelization on

a Worldwide Scale and Conflict with Antitrust Law

U.S. law is based on the principle that "competition is a per se

good." Price fixing and mergers which may lessen competition--including

mergers that substantially affect U.S. foreign commerce--generally are

illegal.

Under European (and most other countriest ) antimonopoly law, restraints

of trade and price restraints are not per se illegal. While U.S. law tends

to consider dominance as a violation, European law makes illegal only the

misuse of a dominant position. European governments, and Common Market

policy, consider concentrations and anticompetitive agreements beneficial

if they lead to increased productivity, economic growth, technological
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advance, or reduced prices. European antitrust laws, therefore, are

not directed at breaking up cartels but at guiding them. Several of

the European countries not only permit but encourage agreements among

ecripanies for'the purpose of rationalizing production and regularizing

the market. They have encouraged joint research and joint marketing,

have permitted pricing agreements, and have not objected to export

c•i, 1vl- to non-EEC countries.

.. ze international differences in interpretation on antitrust issues

are bound, sooner or later, to place the active MNC on a collision course

with the courts. Usually, the U.S. courts are involved, as a firm's

operations under the relatively more relaxed European system lead to

challenges under stricter U.S. antitrust guidelines.

It should not be thought, however, that the Europeans, the Canadians,

or others always welcome the Americans and their potentially restrictive

business practices (when they exist) with a tolerant smile. Large U.S.

firms operating in Europe and elsewhere are under constant suspicion, if

only because of their sheer size in relation to the economies in which

they have affiliates. It may be corporate policy at. IBM to be an exemplary

corporate citizen in every country in which it operates--and that policy

is carried out with reasonable faithfulness--but IBM's control of 60 per-

cent to 70 percent of the European computer market still rankles in every

major capital on the Continent. To mention another example, Common Market

officials admittedly raised no formal objection to Westinghouse's recent

acquisition of ACEC, a large Belgian electrical equipment manufacturer--
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but, privately, they opine that the deal was "Just a little too easy"

for the American firm.

Worldwide, the fear of over-heavy concentration of economic power

in the hands of the MNCs is summed up in repeated statements of the follow-

ing sort: "By 1990 (or some such Orwellian date), a mere handful (200?

300? 500?) of mammoth companies will totally dominate world economic life."

Such forecasts suffer from the deficiencies of all crude trend ex-

trapolations. Yet they effectively summarize a major body of world opinion

which fears, in the relatively short term, the final emergence of the MNCs

as an at least potentially irresponsible economic power center beyond the

reach of national law.

Conflict with national taxation and other laws

Potential avoidance of taxes by such maneuvers as transfer pricing

and the use of tax havens arbitrarily to concentrate profits in low-tax

countries (or countries where the tax authorities are inefficient or

corrupt) is a recognized problem which is slowly being solved by government

officials acting within their own countries and in cooperation with others.

Perhaps surprisingly, European government and EC officials remain rather

calm over the issue of the MNCs' tax behavior. In general, they are

confident that few instances or attempted tax evasion exist and that,, when

they do, national tax authorities have developed effective techniques for

identifying and controlling abuses.

The chief strategy of tax minimization by multinational companies

is manipulation of transfer prices. Subsidiaries can be instructed to
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set high prices on intra-corporate shipments to high-tax countries, and

low prices on those to low-tax countries. Customs officials are

not without recourse when they suspect that transfer prices are

unrealistic and are rigged to give parent or subsidiary a special

benefit. A five to ten percent or higher increment may be added to the

invoiced price for customs valuation in intra-corporate purchases. The

complexities of pricing as it relates to customs duties, taxation,

earnings distribution, and employee compensation are exemplified

by problems recently encountered by Ford of England. Auto components

manufactured by the firm had no open market price but were exported

to the United States and used in the manufacture and assembly of

Pinto automobiles. Since there was no specific export price available,

an administered price had to be constructed by Ford that was both

satisfactory to U.S. Customs for duty purpose, and satisfactory

to the U.S. Internal Revenue Service for verifying the profits of the

U.S. Ford Motor Comparn. The administratively determined price which

Ford of England received for the components was a major factor affect-

ing the profits of the subsidiary, the dividends to joint owners in

England, corporation taxes to be paid in England, and wages to be paid

to the firm's British employees.

The prevalence of administered or arbitrary intra-corporate

pricing is a principal reason why multinational companies prefer

100 percent ownership of foreign subsidiaries. Minority stockholders of

a subsidiary in a high-tax country like the United Kingdom, for example,

would be deprived of their fair share of total profits if shipments came
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in at prices which were set to minimize the worldwide tax liability of

the U.S. parent corporation. Those minority stockholders might then

have grounds to sue the parent company in a British or a U.S. Court--a

nasty situation which the U.S. parent obviously would rather avoid by

having no local minority stockholders to please.

In countries like India which have been known to impose special ex-

cess-profits taxes on a single company, it has been possible for the

parent company to buy the plant equipment for one price, transfer it to

the subsidiary at, say, a 50-percent price premium on a 50-50 debt-equity

basis, and remit some profit home in the guise of interest. Transfer-

price manipulation can be used for purposes other than tax optimization.

When a country prohibits remittance of dividends, the transfer prices can

be raised and the dividends taken out that way.

The use of tax havens for location of marketing, insurance, non-

operating investment, and other financial functions of multinational

companies is another cause for concern by the tax authorities, because they

sometimes seem to serve no valid function other than tax evasion. Tax

havens are countries which offer a low-cost, low-tax base for corporations'

financial transactions and no accompanying restrictions on currency move-

ments. They allow multinational companies to manipulate funds without

having to tie down a large amount of capital in one place or without having

to check constantly with government officials who are concerned about their

national balance of payments.

Tax havens became popular because they allowed multinational

corporations which had earned large profits in low-tax countries to make
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use of those funds during the time lags before the tax authorities in

their home countries made final balancing assessments. However, the

manipulation of transactions can move even further, to actually concentrate

profits in a low-tax "haven" country. For example, a tax-haven subsidiary

may, in a paper transaction, "buy" a product for $2 from a low-labor-cost

subsidiary in Hong Kong anC then "sell" it to the Belgian subsidiary for

$3 to reduce the tax in Belgium. Switzerland, which has served as a tax

haven for many years, has been joined by Luxembourg, the Bahamas, Panama,

Curacao, Liechtenstein, and others.

That the tax authorities in non-haven countries are not without

recourse when abuses are suspected can be illustrated with a technique

used, by the Belgian government. In the example cited above, the essence

of the procedure followed by the firm is to inflate the costs-and thereby

reduce the profits--of its Belgian affiliate. The basic tactic need not

apply only to tax-haven situations; it is practiced whenever the parent

firm wishes to shift the locus in which profits ultimately are declared,

and it can involve manipulation of all sorts of "cost" account payments:

royalties and fees, research costs, intracompany trade,. and equipment

purchases. However, the Belgian tax authorities follow a simple procedure

whenever they suspect such skullduggery. Instead of taxing a local sub-

sidiary on the basis of its declared profits (or losses), the levy may be

based. on a negotiated percentage of the subsidiary's total expenditures

(costs). The MNC is thereby forced (1) to justify its affiliate's ex-

penditures in detail, and (2) to make every attempt to reduce rather than
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increase its costs in order to avoid heavier tax liability. Unfortunate-

ly, this procedure can cause problems for legitimate research and de-

velopment (R&D) subsidiaries (which have costs but no income) and for

operating affiliates which realize legitimate losses.

Effect on host countries' industries

The capabilities and agressiveness of large U.S. multinational

companies arouse fears in some companies of host countries that they will

be pushed out of markets and be undercut economically. Although these

threats may not materialize or may be offset by benefits to local industry,

certain problems or negative effects have been noted. The entry arid

subsequent activity of a single large U.S. multinational .company is

frequently beneficial to all and may not disrupt local markets, but the

fact is that several U.S. multinational companies often enter all at once.

This simultaneous entry into an area of market opportunity is characteristic

of oligopolistic competition in the United States in which the competing

large enterprises employ similar methods of analyzing and exploiting new

investment opportunities. One of their primary objectives is to maintain

their share of the market, with the result that they tend to respond

quickly to each other's strategic moves. This has happened in aluminum,

tires, hotels, synthetic fibers, and agricultural machinery. It may re-

sult in overcapacity, labor shortages, and higher wage levels.

Local companies often are unable to borrow money (even in their own

countries) on terms as favorable as those available to the multinational

company, which can trade on the credit rating of a "prime name" U.S.
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parent. Also, U.S. companies often come into tax-subsidized depressed

regions which the local industries have (mistakenly) ignored. If they

succeed, the local companies are faced with what they then allege is

"unfair" or "distorted" competition. Finally, local businesses may be

confronted suddenly with superior technological know-how and in response

they cannot call on large, centralized R&D facilities as can the multi-

national company.

The thinking of the European Community's policymakers on these

issues is coherent and instructive. Their basic premise is that the

arrival of the U.S.-owned MNCs is not, in itself, a bad thing. In fact,

the weight of evidence as the EC sees it is that the MNOs bring to Europe

positive benefits in ted-ms of employment, faster economic growth, more

international trade, and higher levels of technology. However, the

Eurocrats would like to see European-owned businesses develop on a multi-

national basis within the Community as vigorously as the U.S.-owned MNCs

are penetrating the area. As barriers to such development, they cite

the superior financial muscle of the U.S.-owned firm and its access to

better capital market and banking facilities than smaller European

competitors enjoy; the U.S. MNC's larger, home-based R&D effort; competitive

national incentive programs to attract foreign investments; and the legal

and tax barriers which still hinder cross-border mergers among EC firms.

In the framing of Community policy, therefore, the stress is on removing

the obstacles to the development of the "European" firm rather than on

throttling the opportunities available to the Americans.
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Balance-of-payments problems

A U.S. multinational company typically invests capital abroad which

is "paid back" by after-tax profits plus depreciation (cash flow). After

the pay-back period, the cumulative cash flow is increasingly on the

plus side for the firm.

Balance-of-payments problems, seen from the national point of view,

center on several facets of this mechanism. The earnings flows of a

nation's overseas investors, if repatriated, should (after a lag of some

years) more than offset the original outflow on long-term capital account.

But complicating factors almost always exist, prompting some to fear that

the positive effects on the balance of payments are too small and arrive

too late. The question is not settled, however, and a major effort in

later chapters of this study will be devoted to an analysis of the balance-

of-payments effects of MNC activity, both for the United States and for

selected, key foreign countries in which MNC activity is important.

Possible complications are manifold, and they can affect the balance

of payments both positively and negatively. Some (or all) of the capital

invested abroad may not come from the United States; it may be borrowed

abroad. U.S. parent firms, once they have tested foreign markets to

finance their subsidiaries abroad, may tend increasingly to use these

markets to finance investment at home. In the first case, the balance-of-

payments effect is "less negative" than the gross amount of foreign invest-

ment would indicate; in the second case, it is positive. On the negative

side, profits that are not repatriated do not enter the balance of payments;
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if they are left abroad, they never come home to offset the original

capital outflow. Foreign investment could generate negative effects

on the U.S. trade account, including, possibly, some displacement of

U.S. exports by the foreign output of multinational companies' plants

and/or some displacement of U.S. domestic production by imports from

the MNCs' overseas affiliates. On the other hand, the affiliates may

generate demand for U.S.-made goods at a faster rate than would foreign-

owned firms operating in the same industries. Royalties and management

fees also enter the picture, on the positive side. In some cases, they

are merely disguised earnings flows; in other cases they represent in-

come that accurately can be attributed to prior exports of processes

and knowhow. A proper analysis--which is the major focus of chapter II

of this study--must sort out these and other factors to ascertain where

the "balance" lies.

International monetary problems

The past half-decade has been a period of severe crises in the inter-

national monetary system. It has also been the period of the most rapid

expansion of multinational business in modern economic history. The

juxtaposition of these two sets of events suggests a connection which

has taken the form of an allegation that the MNCs have played a major

destructive role in the recurrent monetary crises of recent years. That

the MNCs have an important place in international monetary affairs now

is beyond dispute; they are a major force in the world economy. However,

their precise role in the recent crises is open to question. It may have

.V 9
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been quantitatively large or small. Even if it has been large, it is not

settled whether it has been destructive or destabilizing. Finally,

if the influence of the MNC is a destabilizing one, an analytic decision

is required on whether the financial activities of the MNCs can in fact

be controlled within the framework of a traditional, Bretton-Woods-type,

fixed exchange rate system; or whether they are incompatible with such

a system and therefore are uncontrollable by national governments except

under some other sort of system. These questions will occupy two main

chapters of the present study.

The principal elements of the debate over the MNCs' role in the

recent crises center on the international cash management policies of the

MNCs--the so-called International Money Management, or "IMM," techniques

employed by corporate treasurers at headquarters facilities to rationally

organize and manage the large pools of short-term funds available to the

companies at any moment. A first point to be made is that not all MNCs

employ IMM techniques, although their number is growing. IMM is a high

art, involving considerable management skill and tight, centralized control

systems. Some firms (even large ones) have not yet reached a level of

international maturity in which IMM can be practiced effectively; either

they are not sufficiently aware of the necessary technology (i.e., their

management is backward), or they are growing too fast multinationally to

bother yet about tight coordination of this growth. Other MNCs, as a

matter of policy, prefer to allow maximum autonomy to each of their

affiliates as an entity with ultimate profit responsibility, IMM is in-

compatible with such autonomy.
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The ideal "ultimate' IMM system requires all affiliates to sub-

ordinate financial decision-making to a single super-treasurer at

corporate headquarters. It involves comprehensive reporting of financial

information--some of it on a daily basis via sophisticated communications

systems--to headquarters, where information is pooled, scrutinized, and

used as a basis for generating financial orders to "the field." The

information and intelligence requirements are vast; and decision-making

must be rapid.

What does IMM do? Its first main function is merely organizational.

A very large MNC, with affiliates in many countries and transactions in

many more, will find itself generating enormous numbers of transactions

(both internal and external to the firm) which must be cleared across the

foreign exchanges. Such transactions involve considerable cost. There-

fore, IMM, by centralized management, can pool these transactions, often

offsetting one against the other internally on the firm's books, so that

costs are significantly reduced. It can identify unacceptable lags in

paymentsait is supposed to receive and take steps, perhaps in cooperation

with the firm's "lead" bank in the headquarters city, to reduce the lags

and speed contributions to total cash flow.

The foregoing practices could be termed the "tactical" phase of

IMM. Another phase, which could be termed "strategic," is potentially

the main source of destabilizing international monetary flows. It in-

volves the firm's dealings in two areas: the exchange markets and the
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dovetail; the weak-currency country also happens to be the low-interest

country. But in other cases, the objectives conflict. Exchange risk

considerations may argue for going short in a currency, while interest

rate considerations argue for going long. In these cases, Judgmental

factors enter, and IMM becomes a matter of weighing risks.

IMM practices potentially can cause problems for national monetary

authorities, but the extent to which they do so is not now known. When

the MYNC moves -ationally to reduce its exchange risk, it is generating

flows of funds out of a weak currency--which contributes further to that

currency's weakness. It also is moving funds into some strong-currency

country, funds which find their way into local money markets and have an

inflationary effect that local monetary authorities feel impelled to try

to counter. When funds are moved for interest-rate reasons, the movements

not only affect the exchanges but, more importantly, tend to bid up low

rates (because there is more demand for low-rate money) and bid down high

rates--thereby potentially subverting domestic monetary policy in both

the high- and low-rate countries. In all these cases, it is not the fact

of IMM that is in dispute, but the extent to which its effects actually

are felt by central banks, the managers of monetary policy, and the ex-

change markets.

The foregoing discussion is cast entirely in terms of using IMM to

avert risk, i.e., as a defensive tool. However, the MNCs have been accused

of using IMM aggressively--of ceasing to employ it to protect assets and

turning to actually risking assets to speculate on exchange rate changes.
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money markets. As soon as an IMM system is in being, the firm should

have at hand the necessary intelligence information with which to gauge

very accurately its exchange risk exposure in every currency in which

it deals. At the very least, this will improve the traditional response--

hedging an exposure in a weak currency by selling that currency forward.

But the MNC has more potent weapons than that. With a subsidiary operating

in the waak-currency country, it can order that affiliate to start speed-

ing up its payments to affiliates in strong-currency countries, while the

latter will be directed to drag their feet in sending funds the other way.

This is basically what "Leads and Lags" are all about. The objective is

to reduce exposure in a weak currency, or preferably, to build up debt

in that currency--which is exactly what the local affiliate would be ordered

to do as it draws down balances by leading payments and lagging receipts.

The MNC's gains from these practices are twofold: (1) foreign exchange

risks are avoided to the maximum possible extent, so that the firm is not

caught flat-footed by the devaluation of a currency; and (2) foreign exchange

costs--which are higher than the costs of dealing in one's own currency--

are minimized.

In the money markets, the problem concerns interest rates. Here,

the objective is to have affiliates in countries where rates are low

borrow, while subsidiaries in high-rate countries reduce debt. Then, the

financial needs of individual affiliates can be met via intra-company pay-

ments, sometimes using the leads-and-lags technique described above. In

some cases, exchange risk considerations and interest rate objectives
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There is little evidence that IMM is used in this manner to an extent

that would have much overall effect; but the question remains to be re-

searched more fully.

The Multinationals' Escape from the Sovereign Power and

Prerogatives of Both "Home" and "Host" Countries

One broadly stated allegation against the MNCs is that, with their

enormous size and the flexibility that arises from being able to operate

in many places at one time, the firms have ceased to be de facto corporate

"citizens' of both home and host countries in any meaningful sense--re-

gardless of whatever de jure forms their organizations may take. In

short, neither parent nor affiliate, it is said, is responsive to the

legitimate dictates of the national government in which it is legally

domiciled. A corollary to this argument states that, when a firm has in-

deed become truly multinational6l" with a worldvwide perspective- n its

duction and market planning, its interests can often diverge from the

economic policies of home- and host-country governments, with the result

that these policies are subverted.

In reality, allegations of this sort are heard more often outside

the United States than at home. The size of the U.S. economy and the

subsequent pervasive power of the U.S. Government in the economic sphere

far exceed the economic muscle of any other nation. Practically without

exception, the MNCs have a stake in the United States that precludes in

practical terms any attempt to enter into a head-on confrontation with

the U.S. Government on a matter of. fundamental policy. Moreover, not
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many MNCs, in the final analysis, are "world" companies with a truly

international outlook; most of them remain basically U.S. firms which

merely have significant international operations. Therefore, they re-

main oriented to the U.S. economic system and basically accountable

to the U.S. Government.

A caveat is in order here, however. Since there never has been a

major confrontation between the MNCs and the U.S. Government on an issue

which vitally affects MNC interests, it is not entirely safe to say that

such a confrontation would not lead to a challenge of U.S. policy by the

companies. Some of the largest companies, which have vast economic

powers and interests in the United States and together employ millions

of people at home, nevertheless derive half or more of their total profits

from overseas operations. It is not inconceivable that some major policy

shift which would place those overseas profits in jeopardy could lead to

effective evasive action on the companies' part.

Abroad, fears of the MNCs on the "sovereignty" or accountabilityy"

issue are voiced frequently and loudly. They also take on an added dW-

mension, as foreigners worry that, precisely because most of the MNCs

are fundamentally U.S.-oriented companies, the firms themselves may serve

as mere extensions of the U.S. Government, ordering their affiliates to

hew to U.S. policies even when they conflict with the national economic

policy interests of a host-country government.
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In general, foreign suspicions that the MNCs are not accountable to

host-country governments have found few grounds for validation in actual

MNC preformance. It is to the MNCs' credit that, despite the probably

real potential for disruption on which the suspicions are based, account-

ability has been the rule rather than the exception in virtually all

countries. Nevertheless, the suspicions persist. Nine major examples of

foreign complaints about the MNCs can be cited:

Size and economic power of multinational companies.--The leading

multinational companies are very large in relation to individual national

economies outside the United States. If GNP is considered comparable to

a company annual revenues, then General Motors is about the size of

Belgium; Standard Oil of New Jersey is as large as Denmark; General Electric

is the equivalent of Greece; and IBM is as large as Norway or Portugal.

This sheer size raises fears about the ability of the host government

to continue to guide the national destiny when the big MNCs operate within

its borders. There are worries that a country could become economically

and even politically subservient to the power of giant multinational

enterprises. Such extreme fears, however, almost never have led to con-

crete action. Most governments have acted on the preiaise that, for the

moment at least, the benefits of the MNCs' actual presence outweigh the

potential disadvantages.

There have been relatively few cases of wholesale nationalization

or expropriation of foreign assets by host countries. Official responses

to the MNC usually are limited to the commissioning of "studies" of the

MNCs, directives to the local tax and antitrust authorities to watch the
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'foreigner especially crefully, measures to increase profit retention

and reimvestmelit in the..Wot eiOiUt~y, and "much talk. For the hoit govern-

.ment, the problem can be highly political. The strongest critics of

the MNCs often are in the political opposition. They often are able to

push to the point of radical policy shifts Which would send the companies

packing.

Trading With tht Eae= -Act. or-,191t and the Yxport Control Act of

•~.'.--These acts forbid sales of many items to Cuba, North Korea, North

Vietnam, Canmunist China, the USSR, and other countries. A U.S.-owned

foreign subsidiary often finds itself in conflict with the host govern-

ment which has either no such destrictions or differiitit ories. The problem

has become acute when the subsidiary enters a contract to supply components

to a government-ofned aircraft company, for example, and then that govern-

mient subsequently dotitracts to supply those aircraft to a pzbscribed

country. This ditttdtion occurred some years ago when (GWeral de Gaulle

wanted to sell French aircraft to China. Because they c6ntained some U.S.

components, the UMS. Government iatiaged to block the sale; bit only after

a strong and bitter argument with the Freich. There hee been several

similar cases, involving several friendly countries.

i were imposed on U.S. multihaniional companies

in 1968 to slow the outflow of capital for new overseas investment and

thereby protect the balance of payuerits. In response, the MNCs shifted

to European capital markets and the Eurobond market for a major share of

their investment financing. This made many Europeans feel that they were
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financing the take-over of their own industries by U.S. companies,

either because the funds for such expansion came from their own nationals

or because their monetary authorities were holding more dollars than

they wanted as a result of our payments deficit. Also, host countries

at times are critical of multinational companies' depletion of local

capital which may be needed for other enterprises. Finally, they complain

that heavy capital inflows can subvert a tight money policy. (The Euro-

bond market also affected the U.S. balance of payments because a sub-

stantial amount of the money going into these bonds was switched out of

other dollar securities or diverted from investment in Wall Street.)

A concomitant provision of the capital export restrictions required

that subsidiaries of U.S. companies repatriate part (up to 80 percent) of

their earnings. The European countries felt this violated their

sovereignty because these subsidiaries were registered as national companies

in the host countries and were expected to cooperate in meeting their

planning objectives.

Antitrust legislation of the United States is intended to protect

competition in domestic American commerce and foreign trade without taking

into consideration the domicile or nationality of the affected party.

A European subsidiary that sells little or none of its output in the United

States, yet possesses the potential for selling an appreciable fraction

in the United States later, may not escape U.S. antitrust prosecution.

The United States intervened in Gillette's acquisition of Bran, and Litton's

acquisition of Triumpf-Adler in Europe, because both companies were making

similar products in the United States. The United States forced the
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dissolution of Mobay (joint venture of Monsanto and Bayer in the United

States) years after its formation. With respect to Europeans' investments

in the United States, the Europears allege that the extra-territorial

application of the antitrust laws will make European companies vulnerable

even in the non-U.S. operations if they also operate in the United States.

Another complaint concerns the uncertainty of antitrust prosecution--a

firm never knows whether or when antitrust action will come.

Buy-American policy.--Although the policy is supposedly unofficial,

U.S. companies' foreign subsidiaries often are under strong pressure from

home offices sensitive to domestic critics and government suasion to buy

U.S. equipment and supplies. Foreign countries have the same policies, of

course. Their existence in Europe was the primary reason for some U.S.

companies' entry into manufacturing in Europe. No country's hands are

clean in the field of government procurement and "Buy-Local" policies.

Complaints related to ownership.--The U.S. multinational company

almost always prefers wholly owned subsidiaries. Full ownership permits

flexibility and selective centralization of management and thus realization

of enhanced benefits of multinational operation. However, host countries

usually prefer soe equity participation by local residents, and laws

sometimes are passed to enforce such preferences. One factor is the de-

sire to share in the profits and operations of the local subsidiary;

another stems from nationalistic suspicions of the centrally managed,

wholly U.S.-owned subsidiary--i.e., suspicions that a management remote

from the local area will make decisions which are adverse to the local

economy. Once there are local minority (or majority) partners, arguments
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ensue over transfer prices; reinvestment of profits versus paying

them as dividends; appointments of host country citizens to top Jobs;

reluctance or inability of the local partners to put in additional

capital to increase the growth rate; and the amount charged by the U.S.

partner for patents, licenses, raw materials, and management services.

Acquisitions of foreign companies by U.S. companies bring additional

com1.aints. After an acquisition is made, a number of changes may occur

which are upsetting to the host country. National ownership of technology

and knowhow is renounced to the proprietary interest of the U.S. parent;

the top manager is often a U.S. national; the firm becomes subject to

U.S. laws; there is possible loss of meaningful annual financial reports

for the acquired company; the parent company may decide to cut production

or shut-down the acquired company in favor of another operation in another

country; and the R&D effort is likely to be concentrated in the United

States.

Neocolonialism.--In addition to resentment of the financial power

of American investors in foreign countries, there is resentment of cultural

byproducts of multinational companies' foreign activities. American

-, movies (even when made abroad), television programs, soft drinks ("Coca-

Colonization"), and food products, for example, are favorite targets.

Beyond these popular and perhaps inconsequential factors, however, the

magnitude of American investment abroad has aroused more serious re-

sentment with both economic and political ramifications. In 1968, U.S.

companies owned 43 percent of the capital of all Canadian industry, and
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along with a few other countries controlled 60 percent of Canada's

mining and manufacturing companies. In the United Kingdom, U.S.-owned

firms supplied 10 percent of the output of British factories and 17

percent of Britain's visible imports. Penetration of such proportions

is perforce a matter for public policy concern.

Because most subsidiaries wre wholly owned by the parent company,

local investors are excluded from attractive investment areas. If they

want to invest in some of the leading industries of their countries,

they must buy stocks of U.S. parent firms, yet foreign investors in such

firms can have only a miniscule voice in determining the policies of

these companies in their own countries.

Lack of reciprocity.--Foreign countries which generally have welcomed

the investments of U.S. firms allege that there is a lack of corresponding

opportunity for their companies to invest in the United States. Numerous

federal and state laws and regulations hinder foreigners' rights to

establish and conduct businesses in the United States. Foreign companies

cannot invest in the United States in coastal shipping, domestic aviation,

hydroelectric power generation, leasing or mining of federal lands,

insurance, alcoholic beverages (in some states), many banking activities,

and domestic radio communications. All officers of any firm that has

defense contracts must be U.S. citizers.
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Labor relations.--Labor unions everywhere have beerjunable, thus

far, to cooperate and coordinate their strategies toward the MNCs inter-

nationally. They charge that the multinational companies play them off

against one another by threats of shifting production from country to

country. The many thorny problems of labor relations that have arisen

because of MNC activity will be explored in detail in Chapter VIII of

this study.

A Catalog of the Alleged Advantages of Spreading

Multinational Business

Proponents of multinational business claim it is an efficient, pro-

ductive mechanism for turning out an increasing flow of goods and services

at reasonable prices and for bringing the world into closer harmony in

the process. The result is faster economic growth and higher living

standards in industrial nations and developing countries alike.

Efficient operation on a worldwide scale

The economic benefits to a given company from worldwide operation

result in greater output and lower unit costs. That company then has

at least the potential for supplying people with more, better, and

cheaper goods. The benefits come mainly in production, research, finance,

growth through geographic and product diversification, and more efficient

management.
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Production.--Thinking globally, managers of multinational companies

coordinate production and sales worldwide. They take advantage of lower-

cost raw materials or labor, proximity to markets, and the ability to

eliminate costs such as transportation, tariffs, and payments to middle-

men.

Worldwide integration brings economies of scale and also flexibility

to operate factories more economically. For example, a company operating

only in the United States whose sales of a product are increasing 10

million units per year has a difficult problem when it runs out of plant

capacity if the most economic new factory which can be built has a capacity

of, say, 100 million units per year. That new plant might have to be

operated below the breakeven point for some years. But if the same company

is a leader both in the United States and in the EEC, it can build the

first plant in the United States, the second in Europe, and ship the prod-

uct east, then west over a passage of time. A European company which

operates only in Europe does not necessarily have the same problem. It

could make a cartel agreement with its leading competitor whereby it

builds the first factory, the competitor waits until the agreed-upon time

to build the second, and they resell each others' goods depending on who

is long in plant capacity.

Multinational companies can use plants in different countries to

make different products, shipping components to any or all those coun-

tries (and others) to be assembled into final products. Ford builds Pinto

engines in Britain and Germany for assembly into cars in the United States

and Canada. Sperry Rand supplies the European market with electric shavers
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from two plants in France and Germany, drawing on different labor pools

but utilizing the same management.

Research.--There are advantages in doing research in one or two

places for worldwide enterprise, and being able to spread the R&D ex-

penditures over relatively large sales volumes. For example, many chemical

companies budget about 3 percent of sales for R&D. A $2 billion company

is more likely to make significant research discoveries than a $200 million

compa y, and the fact that nearly all the large chemical companies are

multinational is an aid in attaining large sales. These companies may

establish technological intelligence offices in European countries and

Japan to keep abreast of developments there; e.g., to find from similar

organizations in those countries what technology is available free or

for sale, or what is still in development that might offer possibilities

for Joint effort, or what market needs exist.

U.S. companies' actual research efforts are still generally con-

centrated at home, presumably because of communications advantages,

government-sponsored programs, inertia, management limitations, or economies

of scale. IBM is one of a growing number of exceptions; it has important

laboratories both in the United States and abroad which are linked with a

data transmission network for continuous exchange of research findings.

IBM's numerous foreign laboratories get worldwide responsibility for certain

products and systems once the specifications have been determined at

headquarters. As one of the most progressive MNCs, IBM has recognized that

W. 1
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scientific talent, research ability, and advanced technologies themselves

are to be found in abundance outside the United States.

One point that should not be lost is that, regardless of the location

in which technology actually is generated by an MNC, the ownership of

that technology falls into American hands whenever the firm is U.S.-based.

Since it is increasingly evident that the capability to develop new

technology is widespread outside the-Jjnited States, the role of the U.S.-

based MNCs may actually be one of preempting for the United States the

proprietary control of foreign technology that might otherwise be owned

by someone else.

Finance.--When a company escapes from the confines of its own

capital and money markets, it obtains a flexibility and power for operations

which simply are not available in the strictly national environment.

Banking contacts multiply. Different national and local capital markets

can be tapped--sometimes almost simultaheously--to raise the enormous

packages of funds required to sustain the domestic and foreign investment

programs of modern manufacturing industries. Working capital can be secured

wherever interest rates are lowest and supplies are most ample; tight

money and high interest rates at home no longer need force a slowdown in

the company's operations. Tax liabilities can be minimized across national

boundaries; International Money Management techniques can come into their

own as a means of controlling the firm's financial affairs down to the

smallest detail.
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At the same time, risks multiply as a firm's exposures in different

markets with different currencies grow. Tight financial control is a

response to these risks. Historically, the financial uncertainties of

international as opposed to domestic business have been one of the major

barriers to its rapid growth. To the extent that the innovative finan-

cial techniques of the MNCs (and the multinational banks) have helped

to reduce the riskiness of international finance, therefore, they have

contributed to the faster growth of international business in general

and to the closer integration of the world economy.

Diversification benefits arise mainly from foreign acquisitions

of businesses already in being. "Grassroots" diversifioation projects--

i.e., new-product development using a firm's own resources to create

(or copy), produce, and market an item--usually are undertaken in the

home country first; by the time they are taken abroad for investment,

they are no longer new diversifications. In fact, foreign acquisitions

usually represent an alternative to "grassroots" projects on a foreign

site. They have several advantages:

(1) They allow rapid market entry, with fast achievement of
acceptable market share, sometimes through concessions such as
franchises and choice locations (e.g., a chain of retail outlets);

(2) They may yield proprietary control over a body of techno-
logical knowhow, which is more desirable than merely licensing it;

(3) There may be manufacturing advantages, such as desirable
plant site in a port area, an exceptionally efficient plant,
and/or a supply of scarce skilled labor that comes with the
plant being acquired.
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,r4) An acquisition may cost less than its true worth. A
typical candidate is the foreign company which lacks a strong
research program or the necessary financial resources for optimum
growth, or which is a family-controlled corporation with no
suitable successor to ownership and management. Such companies
may prefer U.S. purchasers because they might offer the best
promise for continued development and greater competitiveness.
More important, the Americans may pay more. Market-oriented
U.S. firms are notorious in Europe for acquiring operations
at prices the locals consider outrageously high, whereupon
aggressive U.S. management achieves results that eventually
reveal the pri::es as bargains.

The foregoing are advantages to the firm, but not necessarily to

society as a whole. Such additional benefits arise when the new manage-

ment transforms the acquired firm into a larger, more progressive, and

more successful enterprise than it may have been in the past. This does

not always happen, but when it does there is a social gain, which de-

rives from the integration of the acquired business into the better-

managed, more flexible, and more efficient structure of the parent MNC.

Management knowhow may be the premier U.S. resource. Exported to

overseas operations, it returns substantial benefits. The company that

operates in many countries with varying labor conditions, market demands,

competitive practices, money-market rates, tax laws, etc., finds muLltiply-

ing opportunities to improve financial results, growth, technology, and

competitive stance-provided that it can closely coordinate all ttz parts

of its operation.

Just as the more mature MNCs have discovered how to tap resources

of foreign technology, they also have discovered how to mine reserves

of foreign management talent. Thus, they export U.S. management !now-

how, but not necessarily U.S. management personnel. U.S. citizens are
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almost as rare in the executive offices and on the professional techni-

cal staffs of the MNCs overseas as they are on the assembly lines.

The coordination of MNC operations requires planning and system-

ization of control of a high order. In the largest and most sophisti-

cated MNCs, planning and subsequent monitoring of plan fulfillment have

reached a scope and level of detail that, ironically, resemble more than

superficially the national planning procedures of Communist countries.

There are general goals set by top management, against which far-flung

affiliates generate detailed operational plans for a year's, 5 years',

or 10 years' activity. These localized plans then are fought out at the

regional headquarters level, where goals, inputs, outputs, and financial

needs are reconciled. The regional executive then carries "his" plan to

a confrontation with his colleagues and top management at "the Kremlin"

(U.S. headquarters), where still more reconciliations and compromises

are made. The result is a set of norms for all levels of management to

fulfill, with production inputs, outputs, sales goals, and financing re-

quirements all detailed and coordinated as carefully as possible. During

the life of a corporate plan, fulfillment is periodically reviewed, and

appropriate pressures and rewards are conferred upon those who do not

meet and those who do meet the plan targets. Without these devices, the

large, complex MNC would disintegrate into chaos, dhus forfeiting the

advantages of managerial efficiency that may be its principal contribution

to world economic welfare.
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Higher Living Standards for the United States, for the World
as a Whole, and for Individual Countries Abroad

To the extent that international movements of direct investment

capital are a response to free market stimuli, well-settled economic

doctrine holds that they should achieve a more rational international

allocation of factors of production. This implies -an expansion of

vor d output and greater economic integration, with a concurrent tendency

tcwar(1 equalization of wage rates (at higher levels), interest rates,

stocks of technology, and living standards among all the countries where

direct investment takes place.

The kIinds of data usually adduced to demonstrate the truth of such

theoretically derived propositions are not conclusive, but they are

highly suggestive. Some typical numbers for the United States are dis-

played in table 5. They purport to measure some key results of the

economic performance of five U.S. industries which are leading foreign

investors ("high-multinationals")--transportation equipment, machinery,

electronics, chemicals, and scientific instruments--and to compare these

results with those for the remaining manufacturing industries, which are

not heavy investors abroad. The data indicate that the "high-multi-

nationals" during the 1960's increased their domestic employment more

than 1.8 times as fast as the "others," with domestic shipments growing

1.2 times and exports 1.4 times as rapidly. Moreover, the "high-multi-

nationals" averaged about eight times as much expenditure on R&D as their

less foreign-oriented counterparts.
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Table 5.--Certain indicators of economic performance of U.S.
"high multinationals" and "other"manufacturing industries,
specified periods 1961 to 1970

Type of industry Employment : Value of shipments

1961 : 1969 :Growth rate,: 1961 : 1969 :Growth rate,
______ :1961-69 : 1961-69

:Millions :Millions : Percent :Billion :Billion: Percent
p: er year :dollars :dollars : per year

High multinationals---: 5.3 : 7.1 : 3.7 : 135 : 24 7 7.9
Other manufacturing :

industries --------- : 11.0 : 13.0.: 2.0 235 : 396 6.7

: : Percent of
: Percent of : total ex-

Exports total R&D : penditures
" in U.S. : for over-

industry : seas manu-
:__:__........_,,_.___ _.:facturing

Growth rate, : plants,1961 '1969 I016Q' 1964 1970
196146 : 19141967-70

:Billion :Billion : Percent :
:dollars :dollars : per year

High multinationals---: 9.6 20.9 : 10.0 : 90 : 88 : 67
Other manufacturing : :

industries --------- : 5.8 10.0 : 7.0 : 10 : 12 33

Sources: Employment, value of shipments, and exports from U.S. Department of
Commerce publications; research effort from National Science Foundation
publication NSF 71-39; overseas expenditures from Survey of Current Business
and IRS (Form 959 data).

There is practically complete agreement that the overseas activities of

U.S.-based MNCs contribute substantially to the levels of employment, overall

economic growth, and foreign trade of foreign countries, especially the advanced

industrial economies. Yet there are other, more subtle ways in which U.S. direct

investment may have benefited foreign economies without necessarily inflicting

corresponding cost on the United States. Since U.S. firms tend more than

indigenous firms to seek out depressed areas (and local governments' incentive

programs to help them), they have contributed relatively more to employment

89-020 0 - 73 - IS
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and economic activity in such areas, where the contribution really

counts in terms of overall national welfare. The arrival of the Ameri-

cans in many places has stimulated inefficient or "infant" local

industries by forcing them to adopt "me-too" strategies in order to

survive--or by swallowing them via acquisition. Often U.S. investors

have been the first to introduce the latest technology or marketing

practices; European car manufacturers readily admit that the U.S. MNCs

have revolutionized auto marketing techniques on the Continent. In still

other cases, the MNC may have been able to take risks which would not

have been feasible for local firms; the development of Australia's vast

iron ore deposits by MNCs from several countries is a good example.

Finally, the attempts of American firms operating abroad to bring their

foreign operations to a par with domestic operations in terms of technol-

ogy (especially process technology) and management have led to widespread

upgrading of management, and probably labor, skills abroad.

In short, local industries have been stimulated by the competition

of U.S. firms. They have adopted the technologies and management

techniques of the multinationals, and have hired away some of their staff.

Ford's operations in Europe, for example, have supplied a generation of

finance and purchasing officers who have fanned out through major European

firms. Occasionally, the Americans have gone home whipped or have had

to respond to competitive challenges they did not expect. Earlier in this

century many American insurance companies pulled out of Europe because

I I
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local rivals, using many of the American companies' techniques, blunted

their competitive edge. Woolworth, which spearheaded a revolution in

British retailing, was overtaken by local competitors who developed

even more effectively the basic high-volume, low-cost approach to

variety goods marketing.

Perhaps the most difficult to measure of all the theoretical

propositions about how international direct investment should benefit

the world econonr is the expected tendency for MNC activity to raise and

more closely equilibrate wage rates in different countries. Clearly,

enormous disparities in wages and their purchasing power exist; but

this is not proof that MNC activity has not tended to narrow them,

however slightly. Unlike other facets of MNC operations-- their impact

on employment, economic growth, and international trade-- the wage

question has not been subjected to even broad-guage scrutiny. Chapter VII

of this study will attempt such analysis in detail, both fcr the United

States and for selected foreign countries. Beyond that, other chapters

will analyze more fully all of the principal economic benefits cited

in this introductory subsection, with the hope that some factual flesh

can be attached to the grandiloquent expectations of economic theory.
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Increasing Interdependence of the World Economy, and Resultant
Stimulation of National Self-Interest in Avoiding Conflict

The leading multinational companies increasingly require centralized

planning and financial control to coordinate their global activities.

Many observers allege that the MNCs are vitally interested in world peace

because they must have open channels for the movement of materials,

components, information, money, and people. War injures and distorts

foreign trade in general; it could devastate the MNCs. They would lose

their multinational advantages and character if war came to their Eeas

of operation; Similarly, the host country possesses incentives to

avoid war. II some of its important production facilities are multi-

national subsidiaries obtaining raw materials and components from other

multinational affiliates, and shipping finished products to still others,

severe disruption would occur in wartime.

The men who manage the great multinational corporations are a

confident group. Many see themselves as riding a wave of social change

which they themselves are helping to create. But they have one great

fear, which surfaces in every international investment decision that they

make: the fear of political instability. Local wars and locally unstable

regimes can be tolerated by the MNCs because at worst they produce losses

small enough to be written off, sometimes to the advantage of company

tax planners. However, should a situation ever arise in which the major

countries, including the United States, acting in their own national

interests, would feel it necessary to alter the fabric of international

political relationships in the West in such fashion that potential losses
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could not be borne by the firms, then a logical extension of the

allegation that the MNCs have a self-interest in avoiding such situations

is that they might try to flex latent political muscles that they have

kept carefully hidden in the past, or that they may not even realize

they have developed.

Crucial Questions: Do the Problems--or "Costs"--Generated by the
Spread of Multinational Business Outweigh the Advantages--or
Benefits? Or Vice Versa?

The primary aim of this'study is to present a valid and usable

analysis of the impact of multinational business on the United States

and world economies, with stress on the former. The analysis is to be

expressed in terms of costs and benefits for society as a whole and the

affected segments of it. The preceding 90 or so pages have done little

more than introduce the subject, indicating roughly the size and scope

of MNC activity to the present, summarizing the commonly stated reasons

for the MNCs' rapid expansion since World War II, and outlining the bad

and good things that critics and supporters have had to say about the

MNCs.. Againstfthis background, the main issues now can be more clearly

focused.

The crucial questions to be answered fall into two groups. The

first is concerned with direct estimation of the impact of MNC activity.

The key problems iki this group are--
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(1) What has the MNC done to the American and the foreign
worker? How many jobs have been lost, how many created?
What has happened to wage levels and working conditions?
What have been the responses of organized labor movements?
Even if the overall impact of the MNC has been satisfactory,
what are the localized effects, and how serious are they
for the people concerned?

(2) How have the MNCs affected U.S. foreign trade and the
trade of other important nations? What role has the MNC
played in the recent deterioration of the U.S. trade
balance? Even if the overall effect of MNC trading is
favorable from the U.S. point of view, are there pockets
of negative effects in particular industries that are
worthy of mention?

(3) Beyond just the question of trade alone, how has the MNC
affected overall balance of payments developments in the
United States and abroad? Is the overall influence of the
MNCs on national balances of payments for the major countries
so great that specific attention has to be given to the MNCs
when balance of payments policies are framed?

(4) What have the MNCs done to the international monetary
system? What has the system done to them? Given the answers
to these questions, what are the implications for the future
of the system?

(5) What influence have the MNCs had on U.S. and worldwide
investment--its patterns, its growth, and the capital markets
which finance it?

(6)" What have the MNCs done for or against the technological
strength of the United States?

The second group of crucial questions is broader, and more con-

concerned with linking the assessment of the impact of the MNCs with an

assessment of choices and alternatives. It includes such questions as--

(1) Suppose that the analysis reveals that the foreign direct
investment activity of U.S. firms is depriving U.S. domestic
industry of opportunities for exports of U.S. manufactured
goods. Are the foreign direct investments nevertheless neces-
sary to prevent U.S. firms' market share from eroding even further,
as the MNCs' supporters claim, or would less investment lead to
more domestic exports?
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(2) Could imports of goods from U.S.-owned foreign plants be
replaced by domestic production? If so, what might the costs
be?

In the end, the entire MNC issue, seen from the U.S. point of view,

boils down to the single query: "Is foreign direct investment a

substitute for domestic investment or a supplement to it?" If it is a

substitute, then some non-U.S. interests must be gaining from it, for

if nobody gains, it would not occur. If it is a supplement, then it

is likely that everybody gains.
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CHAPTER II

IMPACT OF THE MULTINATIONAL FIRM ON THE
U.S. AND FOREIGN BALANCES OF PAYMENTS

The U.S. Balance of Payments

Introduction

The balance of payments problems experienced by the United States

during the past decade are well known. Although there are various

standards of "balance" used in dealing with international trade and

finance, the U.S. balance of payments has been in some degree of

deficit by any standard in almost every year during this period.

These deficits have occasioned a great deal of analysis and research

seeking causes and solutions. Capital outflows in general and U.S.

direct investment abroad in particular, which are debit or negative

items in the balance of payments accounts, have come under especially

clbse scrutiny. U.S. direct investment abroad more than doubled

between 1962 and 1965, leading in the latter year to voluntary, and

in 1968 to mandatory, controls, on such capital outflows.

The multinational corporation, as one of the principal sources

of private capital movements, also has come under closer scrutiny.

The impact of MNCs on the U.S. balance of payments arises predomin-

ately from the foreign direct investment made by these firms. Such

investment affects the balance of payments in the following manner:

(a) When U.S. direct investment abroad is undertaken there
is nq~ma4y an _putflow of capital from the United States. Even
though such investment has been financed to a significant extent
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in recent years by funds obtained abroad, it usually is accom-
panied by at least some transfer of capital from the parent
company.

(b) DIrect investments abroad generate a stream of earn-
ings in subsequent years, part of which is remitted to the U.S.
parent company in the form of dividends, interest, and branch
profits. There may also be other types of remittances from
the affiliates to the parent, such as royalties and fees for the
use of patents and managerial services.

(c) There is a variety of possible merchandise trade flows
generated by U.S. direct investment abroad. Capital equipment
may be exported in connection with the establishment or expansion
of productive facilities abroad, as well as to meet replacement
needs. There may be exports from the United States of intermediate
goods for further processing or assembly abroad by the affiliates.
Some goods may be shipped to foreign affiliates for immediate
resale, with the affiliates acting chiefly as foreign sales outlets
for U.S. products. Foreign direct investment by U.S.-based MNCs
may also indirectly stimulate demand for U.S. exports through
income effects in the host country. On the other hand, U.S.
exports may be displaced by the foreign subsidiaries' production
and sale of goods that would otherwise have come from the United
States. U.S. imports may likewise be affected by foreign direct
investment, as some goods formerly produced by the parents are
now produced at less cost by the foreign affiliates and shipped
back to the United States.

(d) Other items in the balance of payments may be affected
such as travel, transportation, payments of interest on foreign
borrowings, and other servies related to the foreign investment.
These items are generally minor relative to capital flows, income
on direct investments, and merchandise trade.

(e) Direct investment in the United States by foreign-based
MNCs also affects the U.S. balance of payments, the effects being
more or less the reverse of those generated from foreign direct
investment by U.S.-based MNCs. Such investment is small relative
to U.S. direct investment abroad, but it has grown considerably
in recent years.

One other potential impact of the MNCs on the U.S. balance of pay-

ments--and unfortunately one that has largely resisted quantification

in a balance of payments context--results from International Money
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Management, or "IMM," techniques employed by a growing number of MNCs

to organize and rationally manage the large quantities of short-term

funds available to the companies. Since the MNCs move money across

international boundaries and foreign exchanges, as well as into and

out of different money and capital markets with varying interest rates,

TMM becomes a source of potential profit or loss in itself. One

";us use of IMM is to avoid foreign exchange risks to the maximum

extent possible, so that the firm is not caught unprepared by the

devaluation of a currency in which it holds liquid asets. IMM prac-

tices pose potential balance of payments problems if such practices

help to generate large flows of liquid short-term capital into or.

out of a particular currency.

Methodology

Several analytic studies investigating the linkage between direct

investment abroad and the balance of payments have focused on the

recoupment period, or number of years required for an initial capital

outflow to generate an equal inflow of investment income and net trade

receipts. i_/ Unfortunately, the results of these studies vary con-

siderably, depending crucially upon the initial assumptions made

1/ For example, P.W. Bell, "Private Capital Movements and the U.S.
Balance of Payments Position," Joint Economic Conmittee, 87th Congress,
2nd Session, Factors Affecting the United States Balance of Payments,
Washington, D.C., 1962; G. C. Hufuauer and F. M. Adler, Overseas Manu-
facturing Investment and the Balance of Payments, U.S. Department of
the Treasury, Washington, D.C., 1968; W. B. Reddaway, et al., Effects
of United Kingdom Direct Investment Overseas (Interim and Final Reports),
Cambridge University Press, 1967, and 1968.
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concerning the questions of whether investment abroad supplements or

substitutes for investment by foreign firms, and whether investment

abroad does or does not reduce domestic investment. In general,

however, the studies suggest that in the short run direct investment

abroad adversely affects the investing country's balance of payments,

but that the ultimate long run balance of payments effects will be

favorable. Perhaps the central point to be learned from such studies

is that there is a dynamic process involved and time must explicitly

be taken into account in assessing the effect of direct investment

abroad on the balance of payments.

The aim of this chapter is not, however, to estimate recoupment

periods or to determine whether U.S. direct investment abroad should

be encouraged or discouraged in order to improve the U.S. balance of

payments position. Rather, the focus here is simply to describe and

compare the balance of payments performance of the MNCs with the

performance of the private sector of the United States as a whole.

Sufficient data on MNC-generated balance of payments flows are avail-

able for only 2 years, 1966 and 1970; although it is possible to compute

rates of growth, etc., during this 5-year period, no attempt is made

to relate income and trade flows in a given year with foreign direct

investment undertaken in previous years.

Conceptually, the presentation of the data is rather similar to

that followed regularly by the Bureau of Economic Analysis of the

U.S. Department of Commerce in publishing the U.S. balance of payments
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accounts in the Survey of Current Business. There is one major differ-

ence, howeyer; all government transactions on current and capital

account are separated from private transactions, and then aggregated

together into a single net official account. The purpose of construct-

ing the balance of payments in this way is to allow a more appropriate

comparison to be made--namely a comparison of the performance of the

MNCs, which engage in private transactions, with the payments perfor-

mance of the rest of the "private" sector. The comparison takes the

balance of payments accounts in their usual order of presentation;

that is--trade, services, unilateral transfers, the current account,

the capital account, and the overall balance of payments performance.

Balance-of-payments signs are used throughout the chapter. 1/

An overview

Table 1 shows a summary of the balance of payments accounts for

the private sector of the U.S. economy and for the MNC-generated por-

tion of the private sector. It is drawn from the detailed tables A-1

and A-2 in the Appendix to this chapter. For the 2 years indicated,

1966 and 1970, the table highlights the importance of the ?OCs in

maintaining a merchandise trade surplus (especially in 1970), and a

large and growing surplus on the private services accounts (principally

1/ For those who may not be familiar with balance-of-payments
concepts, the following is a brief description. The balance of payments
is a set of accounts which measures, as comprehensively as possible,
the transactions which generate financial flows into and out of a
country. Inflows of funds are designated with a (+) and outflows with
a (-), in standard accounting procedure.

(footnote continued on page 174)
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ip u- ate b&lan of payments summary Aggregate, 1NC-generated
and non )SIC-generated, 1966 and 1970 1/

( million of dollars)
1966 1970

IR I- re -- MIG- I Non MC- I *Aggrtgato I Me.. I Non MNC-
Aggregate generated - a gnerated I I mred I generated

Merchandise trade balanoe- ----- 3,824 , 2,023 1,801 1 2,164 t 2,008 : 116

Exports - ..----------------- 29,287 a 7,826 21,1461 : 141,963 1 12,g8 a 28,975
Imports -- ------------------ 25,1463 -5,80) -19,660 , -39,799 I -10,940 -28,859

Balance on services --. 14,016 a 4,473 1 -457 1 4,453 6,9400 a -1,9147
a I a s a

Divideads, interest, and a a a a.
branch earnings, net..---. I 3,786 a 3,370 a 416 a 4,150 4 1,802 a -652

Fees and royalties, net ------ 1 1,285 a 1,192 a 93 a 1,902 a 1,7W? a 155
Other services, net ---------- a -1,055 1 -89 -.966 a -1,599 a -1l19 a -1,450

Remittanoes and other a aa a a
transfers, net-- ........... -613 1 0 a -613 a -1,012 a 0 a -1,012

Balance on current aooount-...-.- 7,227 a 496 a 731 a 5,605 a 8,1448 _ -2,8,43

hon-trm c*ital, et-------- -3,006 a -3,252 1 246 a -1,940 -2,422 a 482

Direct investment, net- ..-.. -4,026 a -4,026 a 0 1 -3,912 a -3,912 a 0
Other long-term, net ....... 1,020 a 774 a 246 a 1,972 a 1,490 a 482

Basic balance (Current AcOt. a a a a
plus long-term capital) ------ a- 1 4,221 , 3,244 . 977 a 3,665 a 6,026 a -2,361

Non-liquid short-teram aa a a a
capital, net ------------- a--- I -l0a a 73 -177 a -482 a -531 149

Liquid short-term capital a a a a
claims---------- -11 : -150 136 : 252 351: -99

Balance on identifiable a a a a
transactions --------------- 14,103 a 3,167 936 1 3,435 a 5,846 a -2,1411

I/ Excludes al government trawnsaotons on ourront and capital accounts.
Source: Principally from the Bureau of Economc Analysis, U.s. Department of Commerce; NBC data partly

estimated by the Tariff Comission in consultation Vith the Bureau of Economic Analysis.
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from income on U.S. direct investments abroad). The surplus on

current account generated by the MNCs more than compensated for the

net outflow of long-term and nonliquid short-term capital in both

years. Of the $4.1 billion surplus on identifiable private transac-

tions In 1966, almost $3.2 billion resulted from the operations of

the MNCs. In 1970, the MNC-generated surrlus on identifiable trans-

actions had grown to $5.8 billion, while the balance on identifiable

transactions for the aggregate private sector declined to $3.4 billion,

indicating a steep decline and a negative balance for the non-MNC

portion of the private sector.

Data broken down by major industrial sector--i.e., manufacturing,

petroleum, mining and smelting, and "other" industries--are not avail-

able for all the balance of payments accounts, but such data are

available for merchandise trade flows, income on direct investments

abroad, and direct investment capital flows. These three categories

The balance of payments accounts have three main parts, or groups
of accounts. The first is the current account which includes all non-
capital transactions such as merchandise trade, services (freight,
insurance, royalties and fees, interest remittances, etc.), and unre-
quited (or unilateral) transfers (gifts, pension payments, etc.). The
second is the capital account which measures flows of long. and short-
term financial capital. The third is a section which measures the
monetary movements through the banking system that are the counterpart
to the current and capital account transactions; this is where the
reserve accounts of the central band and government appear. Transac-
tions which are not "identifiable" as belonging somewhere in these three
groups of accounts are recorded in an "errors and omissions" account.

Because the balance of payments accounts include the central bank,

which pays and receives reserves, the "balance" of all the accounts

(footnote continued on page 175)
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together accounted for by far the largest portion of MIC-gonerated

balance of payments flows, The available data indicate that manu-

facturing firms made the strongest positive contribution to the MNC-

generated surplus on identifiable transactions, chiefly through their

merchandise trade surplus. The "other" industrial sector also made

a positive contribution; the major.industries included in this cate-

gory are agriculture, trade, insurance, and finance. The petroleum

sector appeared to have essentially neutral effects on the balance

of payments, with large deficits on the trade and direct investment

capital accounts being "neutralized" by inflows of income from direct

investment abroad which were larger than those received by any of the

other sectors. The mining and smelting sector appeared to have had

a negative effect on the balance of payments, with inflows of income

on direct investments not completely offsetting deficits on the trade

and direct investment capital accounts.

is zero. That is, if all economic entities other than the central
bank show a net deficit in their transactions with the rest of the
world, then the central bank will have to pay out reserves (or accu-
mulate debts) to the rest of the world in equal amounts--and conversely
for a surplus situation. Yet a set of accounts which always balances
at zero has little analytic meaning. Therefore, it is customary to
'?draw the line" and strike balances at various points within the
accounts, depending on what one wishes to measure. All the transactions
thus included "above the line" produce some net deficit or surplus
that can be analyzed. All the transactions "below the line" will,
by definition, produce a total equal and of opposite sign to the
deficit or surplus so measured; they may sometimes be thought of as
the transactions which "financed" or offset the deficit or surplus.

Among the more commonly used "balances" struck in the foregoing
manner are the following:

(footnote continued on page 176)
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The trade accounts

Trade performance of the U.S. economy as a whole.--The period

1966-TO witnessed a rapid growth in aggregate U.S. exports, from

$29.3 billion in 1966 to $42.0 billion in 1970, an average annual

increase of 9.4 percent. i/ However, .aggregate U.S. imports increased

even more rapidly, from $25.5 billion in 1966 to $39.8 billion in

1970, an average annual gain of 11.8 percent (table 2). As a

1. The current account, often with its components highlighted;
2. The capital account;
3. The current.and:capital. accounts together;
4. The '!Basic.Balance," which combines everything in the current

account with -the .long-4erm transactions of the capital account;
this often-is used as an indicator of underlying, long-run
trends;

5. The "JL.quidity -Balance," which selects from all the accounts
'those items-..which.affect the overall.liquid asset and liability
position of the nation; it.measures the change in net liquid
claims on 'the nation :held by foreigners; and

6. The "Official Settlements" balance -which essentially measures
all .the transactions .contributing to reserve -movements over
the period; it recognizes that some of the surplus or deficit
measured on.other-bases -may have -been financed by private
sector lending .or .borrowiug, .thus precluding reserve movements.

None of these "balance" concepts is a "best" one. Which one is
used in a particular analysis depends strictly on the focus of that
analysis. In some treatments--such as that in this chapter-several
of the "balances" are compared and contrasted for a broader under-
standing of what has happened to the structure of the balance of
payments as a whole.

l_/Trade data collected .and reported by the Census Bureau, when used for
balance of payments purposes, require adjustment as to valuation, cover-
age, and timing. The trade dataused in this chapter are, wherever
possible,'on a balance of payments basis; such data exclude goods exported
under U.S. military sales agency contracts and goods imported in connection
with direct defense expenditures. Also, some government-related trans-
actions remain in the privatet" sector ac•51nts. For example, the figures
reflect private shipments that may-have been financed through the Export-
Import Bank or shipped under various tied foreign aid arrangements.
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Table 2.--U.S. merchandise trade, aggregate and with majority-owned
affiliates of U.S.-based MNCs, 1966 and 1970

(Millions of dollars)
With majority-owned affiliates _/

Ite U.S.
Item : :total Manufac- Petrol- :iflg

tol: Total : touring : eum a :Other

s•melting
*1966

Exports--------- : 29,287 : 7,826": 5,293 : 527 : 105 :1,901
Imports --------- : -25,463 : -5,803 : -2.719 : -1,523 : -682 : -69

Trade balance--: 3,824 : 2,023 : 2.574 -996 : -577 : 1,022
1970

Exports --------- : 41,963 : 12,988 : 9,042 : 733 : 105 : 3,108
Imports --------- : -39,79 : -10,940 : -6.751 : -2.657 : -770 -762

Trade balance--: 2,164 : 2,048 : 2,291 : -1,924 : -665 : 2,346

_/ Industrial breakdown is by industry of affiliate.

Source: Bureau.of Economic Analysis; U.S. Department of Commerce.

Wks.

86-020 0 - 73 - 14
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consequence of the more rapid growth in imports than in exports, the

U.S. merchandise trade surplus (the excess of exports over imports)

declined--from $3.8 billion in 1966 to $2.2 billion in 1970--continu-

ing a trend apparent since the first half of the 1960's.

The share of total merchandise trade represented by manufactured

t~ootmodities increased somewhat during the 1966-70 period. g/ In

""5'6 Uome 71 percent of aggregate U.S. exports and 66 percent of

aggregate U.S. imports consisted of manufactured commodities. In

1970, the corresponding shares were almost 75 percent for exports and

73 percent for imports. Virtually the entire merchandise trade sur-

plus in both years resulted from trade in manufactured commodities.

As would be expected, the United States normally has trade deficits

in both petroleum and mining and smelting commodities, reflecting

large imports of raw material not available in sufficient supply from

domestic sources.

Trade flows generated by the MNCs.--As outlined in the introduc-

tion to this chapter, there is a variety of possible merchandise

trade flows generated by foreign direct investment. A complete assess-

ment of the MNCs' impact on U.S. exports and imports would entail

estimating trade flows that would have occurred if the MNCs' foreign

affiliates did not exist. Such trade flows would then be compared

2/ "Manufactured" commodities correspond to those included in
industry code no. 400 as used by the Bureau of Economic Analysis;
that is, Division D, excluding Group 29, of the Standard Industrial
Classi fi cation.
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with those directly attributable to the existence of the foreign

affiliates. A number of crucial assumptions would obviously have

to be made in order to estimate what the pattern of U.S. trade woui±d

have been in the absence of foreign direct investments by U.S.-based

and foreign-based MNCs.

For the more limited purposes of this chapter, one would ideally

like to compare all trade flows that took place because of the existence

of foreign affiliates of MNCs, both U.S.-based and foreign-based, with

aggregate U.S. trade flows during the same period. However, the

available data fall short of permitting this comparison, although

they capture most of the necessary information. The MNC-related trade

flows considered in this chapter will be limited to U.S. exports to

and imports from majority-owned foreign affiliates of U.S.-based

MNCs. 1/ Thus the focus here is on U.S. trade flows with the foreign

affiliates of U.S. direct investors, rather than on the trade flows

of the direct investors themselves. Exluded are other possible com-

ponents of "MNC-related" trade flows, such as exports and imports

of U.S.-based MNCs other than those to and from their majority-owned

affiliates, and exports and imports of U.S. affiliates of foreign-

based MNCs. Trade flows of U.S.-based ?NCs other then those with

their majority-owned foreign affiliates will, however, be considered

in the following chapter which delves more extensively into the impact

of the MNCs on world trade patterns.

U/U.S. merchandise exports charged to foreign affiliates but shipped
to others are excluded.
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U.S. merchandise exports shipped to majority-owned affiliates of

U.S.-bazed MNCs increased from $7.8 billion in 1966 to $13.0 billion

in 1970, an average annual gain of 13.5 percent (table 2). U.S.

imports from such affiliates, although smaller than exports, increased

even more rapidly--from $5.8 billion in 1966 to $10.9 billion in 1970,

an average annual gain of 17.2 percent. Because such trade flows

grew more rapdily from 1966 to 1970 than did aggregate U.S. exports

and imports (9.4 percent and 11.8 percent, respectively), they accounted

for an increasing proportion of aggregate U.S. trade. In 1966, exports

to majority-owned affiliates of U.S.-based MNCs accounted for 26.7

percent of all U.S. merchandise exports, but by 1970 the correspond-

ing proportion was 31.0 percent. Likewise, U.S. imports from majority-

owned affiliates of U.S.-based MNCs rose from 22.8 percent of aggre-

gate U.S. imports in 1966 to 27.5 percent in 1970.

U.S. exports to and imports from majority-owned affiliates of U.S.-

based MNCs are impressive not only because of the magnitude of the

flows involved, but also because of their impact on the U.S. merchan-

dise trade balance. In 1966, the surplus generated from trade flows

with these affiliates accounted for over one-half of the total U.S.

merchandise trade surplus. In 1970, almost the entire U.S. merchan-

dise trade surplus resulted from trade with majority-owned affiliates

of U.S.-based MNCs. As was the case with aggregate U.S. exports and

imports, the surplus from trade with these affiliates resulted chiefly

from trade in manufactured -ommodities, with trade deficits being

experienced in the petroleum and mining and smelting sectors (see table
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Although the surplus generated by U.S. trade with majority-owned

affiliates of U.S.-based MNCs increased slightly from 1966 to 1970,

the more rapid growth in imports raises the possibility that in the

future such imports could even exceed exports to these affiliates

(as was the case with aggregate U.S. imports and exports in 1971).

The subject of the MNCs' trade performance is explored more fully in

chapter III, where more definitive conclusions are reached.

The private services accounts

Performance of the U.S. economy as a whole.--Aggregate receipts

from the private services accounts increased from $11.7 billion in

1966 to $17.4 billion in 1970, an average annual increase of 10.3

percent (see table 5, p.1 8 8 ). Aggregate private payments rose from

$7.7 billion to $12.9 billion during the same period, for an average

annual gain of 13.8 percent. Despite the fact that payments increased

faster than receipts, the surplus on the private services accounts

(the excess of receipts over payments) increased from A4.0 billion

in 1966 to $4.5 billion in 1970. Since 1966, in fact, the surplus

on the private services accounts has been substantially greater than

the merchandise trade surplus, even though aggregate receipts and

payments of services have been only about one-third as large as

merchandise imports and exports.

About 95 percent of the balance of payments flows included in

the private services accounts arise from three categories of services:
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(a) Receipts and payments by U.S. companies of interest,
dividends, and branch earnings on direct investments. Also
included in this category are receipts and payments of interest
by U.S. residents on debt securities and bank deposits, and
dividends on equity holdings.

(b) Receipts and payments by U.S. residents of fees and
royalties for the use of intangible property or rights (patents,
copyrights, trademarks, manufacturing rights, franchises, etc.),
for the rental of tangible property, motion picture films and
TV tapes and for the use of professional, administrative, and
management services. _1/

(c) Travel, passenger fares, and other transportation

(e.g., freight).

Table 3 shows the relative importance of each of the three above

categories of services during the 1966-70 period (as a percentage

of cumulative total private services flows):

Almost three-quarters of the cumulative receipts during 1966-70

of both fees-and-royalties and dividends, interest, and branch profits

resulted from U.S. direct investment abroad. The corresponding amounts

of cumulative payments of fees and royalties and of dividends, interest,

and branch profits resulting from foreign direct investment in the

United States were four-fifths and one-seventh, respectively.

Services flows generated by the MNCs.--In a balance-of-payments

context, services flows generated by the MNCs are essentially of two

types--receipts and payments of income on direct investments abroad

(including fees and royalties) and receipts and payments arising from

other services, such as travel, transportation, and income on portfolio

1/ For a note on the derivation of receipts of income on U.S.
direct investments abroad, see the appendix to this chapter, pp. 26b
and •
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Table 3.--Relative importance of principal balance of payments services
accounts, as a percentage of cumulative flows of private services
during 1966-70

Itemr Receipts : Payments

Percent : Percent

Dividends, interest, branch
profits --------------------------- 47.0 : 26.9

Fees and royalties ------------------- 14.4 : 1.1
Travel and transportation : 32.6 : 66.9
Other private services : 6.0 : 5.1

Total private services : 100.0 : 100.0

Source: Compiled from the Survey of Current Business (June 1972).
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investments. Data on the former type, which is considerably the

larger of the two, are readily available from U.S. Department of

Commerce sources, but data on the latter had to be estimated in order

to assess the overall importance of MNC-generated services relative

to the aggregate private services accounts. l/

Estimated total receipts on the services accounts generated by

the MNCs increased from $6.4 billion in 1966 to $9.6 billion in 1970,

an average annual gain of 10.6 percent (table 5). Income on direct

investments abroad (including fees and royalties) accounted for about

three-quarters of the total receipts in both years. Estimated total

payments on the services accounts generated by the MNCs increased

from $2.0 billion in 1966 to $3.2 billion in 1970, an average annual

increase of 13.2 percent; payments on foreign direct investments in

the United States accounted for only about one-fifth of the total, the

great bulk being payments for travel, passenger fares, and other

transportation.

The estimated surplus on the MNC-generated services account

increased from almost $4.5 billion in 1966 to $6.4 million in 1970

1_ The definition of "MNCs" adopted in chapter 1 focused on all
firms making foreign direct investment, whether in the United States
or abroad. Balance-of-payments statistics published regularly by
the Bureau of Economic Analysis in Survey of Current Business show
receipts and payments of income on direct investments under two
headings--"Direct investment fees and royalties," and "Direct invest-
ment interest, dividends and b..anch earnings." The total amounts of
these flows are, therefore, by definition attributable to the MNCs.
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(see table 4). This surplus was subs tantially greater than that for

the aggregate private services accounts ($4.0 billion in 1966 and

$4.5 billion in 1970), indicating that the non-MNC account had a

deficit on the services accounts in both years.

The fact that MNC-generated flows accounted for over one-half of

aggregate receipts from private services but only one-fourth of aggre-

gate private payments 1/ is not surprising considering that the book

value of U.S. direct investments abroad at the end of 1970 was six

times larger than the book value of foreign direct investments in the

United States. It is to be expected, therefore, that MNC-generated

receipts on the services accounts, which consist predominantly of

income on direct investments would greatly outweigh MNC-generated

payments on the services accounts.

Private remittances and other transfers

This account measures net private unilateral transfers of goods,

services, cash, and other financial claims between U.S. residents and

residents or governments of foreign countries. Receipts include

transfers to U.S. private residents through post office money orders,

inheritance and migrants' transfers, and various other inflows.

Payments include personal remittances of U.S. residents to foreign

residents, private parcel post shipments, cash and goods donated

abroad, and inheritance and migrants' transfers.

1/ cf. table 5.
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Table 4.--U.S. private services accounts, aggregate and MNC-generated,
1966 and 1970

(Millions of dollars)
Aggregate

Account private MNC-generated

services services

1966

Dividends, interest, and
brance profits, net : 3,786 : 3,370

Fees and royalties, net------: 1,285 : 1,192
Other services, net : -1,055 : -89

Balance on services - -4016 : 4,473
1970

Dividends, interest, and
branch, profits, net - 4,150 : 4,802

Fees and royalties, net ------ : 1,902 : 1,747
Other services, net ---- : 1,599 : -149

Balance on services---- : 4,453 : b,400

Source: Principally from the Bureau of Ecor-mic Analysis, U.S. Department
of Commerce; MNC data partly estimated by the Tariff Commission in
consultation with the Bureau of Economic Analysis.
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Net private remittances and other transfers, although small

relative to merchandise trade and services such as income on direct

investments, have increased consistently in recent years--from $0.6

billion in 1966 to $1.0 billion in 1970, equivalent to an average

annual rate of growth of 13.4 percent. Although there are no avail-

able data, the MNCs' role in effecting such unilateral transfers is

believed to be small; for the purposes of this chapter it has been

assumed that their share is nil.

The current account

The balance on current account is defined here as the sum of the

merchandise trade balance, the balance on private services, and net

private remittances and other transfers. Since all governement cur-

rent account items are excluded, it is roughly equal to net private

earnings on goods and services transactions with other countries, and

it takes into account the amount of private goods and services given

away through transfers.

The overall private balance on current account declined from $7.2

billion in 1966 to $5.6 billion in 1970, reflecting chiefly the $1.7

billion decline in the merchandise trade balance (table 5). The MNC-

generated balance on current account, on the other hand, increased

from $6.5 billion in 1966 to $8.4 billion in 1970, reflecting an epal

increase in the balance on MNC-generated services.

From table 5 it is apparent that the MNCs played a crucial role

in maintaining the overall surplus recorded on current account in the
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Table 5.--U.S. private current account, aggregate and MNC-generated, 1966
and 1970

(Millions of dollars)

Aggregate MNC-generated
Item Credits Debits : Balance : Credits Debits Balance

Merchandise
trade-

Services-------
Net transfers---

Current
Account--

19bb

29,287 : -25,463 : 3,824 : 7,826 : -5,803 : 2,023
11,705 : -7,689 : 4,016 : 6,9424 : -1,951 : 4,473

- : -613 : -613 : - : - :

40,992 : -33,765 7,227 : 14,250 : -7,754 : 6,496

1970

Merchandise
trade------- : 41,963 :-39,799 : 2,164 : 12,988 :-10,940 : 2,048

Services-------- : 17,351 : -12,898 : 4,453 : 9,600 :-3,200 : 6,4OO

Net trnsfers---: - : -1,012 : -1,012 :- -

Current : : : :
Account--: 59,314 : -53,709 : 5,605 : 22,588 :-4,140 : 8,448

Source: Principally from the Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department
of Commerce; MNC data partly estimated by the Tariff Commission in consulta-
tion with the Bureau of Economic'Analysis.
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two years considered. The divergent trends in the MNC-genorated por-

tion of the current account and the n:n-I,";C-generated portico . art

striking. While the MNC-generated surplus on current account iL easedd

by almost $2.0 billion from 1966 to 1970, the n(rn-.IC-generated por-

tion of the balance on current account fell from a surplus of $0.7

billion in 1966 to a deficit of $2.8 billion in 1970.

The capital account

For all practical purposes, the balance-of-payments capital account

of both the aggregate private sector and that portion of private sec-

tor flows generated by the MNCs consists of two categories of capital

flows, direct investment and other capital. Outflows of funds for

U.S. direct investment abroad are a negative (debit) item in the U.S.

balance of payments, exceeded in magnitude only by merchandise imports

in the current account. Since any reduction in such outflows improves

the balance of payments, at least during the period in which they occur,

much discussion in recent years has centered on the merits of reducing

foreign direct investment by U.S.-based MNCs in order to improve the

U.S. balance of payments.

Expansion in the book value of U.S. direct investments abroad

can be financed either through additional injections of capital from

the United States or through the reinvestment of a portion of the U.S.

direct investors' share of the foreign affiliates' earnings. V_

I/ The book value of U.S. direct investments abroad grew from $54.8
billion in 1966 to $78.1 billion in 1970; of the $23.3 billion increase
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As Just noted, the first method of financing entails a long-term

capital outflow (debit) in the U.S. balance of payments account

"Direct investments abroad." The latter method does not appear in

the balance of payments accounts if the foreign affiliate is incor-

porated. If the affiliate is unincorporated, reinvested earnings

are recorded as inflows of income on U.S. direct investments abroad

(a current account credit) offset by an identical outflow of capital

for direct investment. Flows of direct investment funds into the

United States from foreign-based MNCs are treated similarly, but of

course they have the opposite effect, being recorded as long-term

capital inflows in the U.S. balance of payments account "Direct invest-

ments in the United States."

U.S. direct investment abroad more than doubled in size from

1962 to 1965; it was this sharp increase that led to the adoption

in 1965 of voluntary, and in 1968 of mandatory, constraints on the

use of U.S. funds to finance foreign direct investment. Since the

establishment of these controls, U.S.-based MNCs have relied to a

significantly greater extent on foreign sources of funds to finance

in book value, $14.0 billion resulted from U.S. direct investment
flows and $9.3 billion from reinvested earnings. The book value of
foreign direct investments in the United States increased from $9.0
billion in 1966 to $13.2 billion in 1970. Manufacturing accounts for
the largest share of direct investments; by the end of 1970 manufac-
turing comprised 41 percent of U.S. direct investments abroad and 46
percent of foreign direct investments in the United States. Total
assets of foreign affiliates of U.S.-based MNCs are, of course, sub-
stantially larger than the book value of U.S. direct investments
abroad, reflecting the affiliates' own foreign borrowing and foreign
equity participation. Total assets of such affiliates increased from
$124.8 billion in 1966 to an estimated $203.1 billion in 1970.
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direct investment abroad, principally by borrowing through Eurobond

issues or directly from financial institutions abroad. If Such for-

eign borrowings by U.S.-based MNCs (including their domestic subsi-

diaries), or by their offshore finance subsidiaries if the proceeds

are initially transferred to the U.S. parents, 2/ enter the balance

of payments accounts as new issues of securities sold abroad by U.S.

corporations and increases in long-and short-term nonliquid liabili-

ties to private foreigners reported by U.S. nonbanking concerns. Such

entries are recorded as capital inflows for balance of payments pur-

poses and act as a partial offset to direct investment outflows in

the immediate period. 3/ Funds borrowed abroad that are not immedi-

ately used to finance direct investment or transferred to the United

States may be left on deposit abroad, which increases other corporate

claims and is recorded as a capital outflow.

l/ For a summary of the results of a survey of the $11.5 billion
of foreign borrowings reported to the OFDI as outstanding on December
31, 1970, see Foreign Direct Investment Program: Selected Statistics,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Foreign Direct Investments,
July 1971, pp. 6-10.

2/ Foreign borrowings by foreign affiliates of U.S.-based MNCs
do not directly enter the U.S. balance of payments accounts; such
borrowings do not increase the book value of U.S. direct investments
abroad, but do increase the total assets of the foreign affiliates.
Data obtained by the Commission from the Bureau of Economic Analysis
indicate that foreign borrowings by majority-owned affiliates of U.S.-
based MNCs amounted to $4.6 billion in 1966. Other sources of funds
for such affiliates in 1966 included $6.3 billion in internally
generated funds (retained earnings plus depreciation). Net capital
transfers from U.S. direct investors Lo their affiliates abroad added
additional funds. See chapter IV of this study for a more detailed
examination of the financial behavior of MNC affiliates.

3/ Repayments of the foreign borrowings in the future will, however,
lead to larger outflows than would otherwisci have occurred. Interest
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Table 6 summarizes the identifiable balance of payments capital

flows fpr the aggregate private sector and for the MNC-generated por-

tion cf the private sector. As may be noted from the table, outflows

of funds for U.S. direct investment abroad increased from $4.1 billion

in 1966 to $4.9 billion in 1970, approximately a 20 percent rise. l/

: lows of iunds for foreign direct investment in the United States,

*rhiie smaller than outflows of U.S. direct investment capital, grew

much more dramatically, rising from only $86 million in 1966 to over

$1.0 billion in 1970. The balance on identifiable capital flows,

while still negative (indicating net capital outflows), "improved"

from 1966 to 1970--by $1.0 billion for the aggregate private capital

account and by $0.7 bill' on for the MNC-generated capital account.

This "improvement" resulted chiefly from a combination of increased

foreign direct investment in the United States and increased foreign

borrowir.g by U.S. direct investors as a means of financing their

own investment abroad.

Two other highlights should be noted from table 6. The first is

that direct investment outflows tend to overshadow the other capital

flows and to "pull" the overall balance on identifiable capital flows

into deficit. The second is that the aggregate private capital account

payments to foreigners on the borrowings will also constitute an annual
outflow and partially offset some of the initial positive balance of
payments effects of the foreign borrowings.

l/ The data used in this chapter for U.S. direct investment abroad
differ from those published by the Bureau of Economic Analysis in the
latest (June 1972) issue of Survey of Current Business; for an explana-
tion of this difference see the appendix to this chapter, pp.2 6 4

and 2656
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Table 6.--U.S. private capital account, aggregate and MNC-generated 1966
and 1970 V_/

(Millions of dollars)
I 1966 1970Item::

Aggregate : MNC- : Aggregate : MNC-
: generated : : generated

Long-term capital, net ----: -3 006 -3,252: -,940 : -2o422
Direct investment:

Credit -------------- : 86 : 86 : 1,030 : 1,030
Debit --------------- : -4,112 : -4,112 : -4,942 : -4,942

Securities transactions::
Credit -------------- : 909: 594: 2,190 : 822
Debit ------------- : 482: 0: -942 : 0

Other long-term:
Credit ---------------: 705 180 : 1,310 : 1,112
Debi t - : -112: 0 : -586 : -444

Nonliquid short-term
capital, net --------- : -104 : 73 : -482 : -531

Credit -------------- : 296 : 279 : 902 : 987
Debit --------------- : -400 : -206 : -1,384 : -1,518

Balance on nonliquid:
capital ------------ : -3,110 : 3,179 : -22422 : -2,953

Liquid short-term
capital claims 2/ ------ : -14 : -150 : 252 : 351.

Balance on identifiable
capital flows ---------: -3,124 : -3,329 : -2,170 : -2,602

i_ Excludes all government transactions on capital account.
_/ Data on liquid liabilities to private foreigners generated by the MNCs

are not available.

Source: Principally from the Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department
of Commerce;, MNC data partly estimated by the Tariff Commission in consulta-
tion with t tau "f'Ecoiomie Analysis. Also see the Appendix to this
chapter.

39-020 0 - 13 - IS
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and the MNC-generated portion thereof are very similar in magnitude,

not only for the overall balance on identifiable capital flows, but

also*for the individual capital flows that comprise it. Again this

is not surprising considering the fact that the definition of "MNCs"

adopted for this study focused on all firms making foreign direct

investment, both in the United States and abroad. The total amount

of direct investment flows, the largest single component of the

capital account, is therefore by definition attributable to the MNCs.

Before leaving the capital account, it should be noted that table

6 above does not include U.S. liquid liabilities to private foreigners

in the computation of the "Balance on identifiable capital flows."

Although data are available for the aggregate private sector, none

are available for the MNC-generated portion of these liquid liabili-

ties. Since the aim of this chapter was to examine the impact of the

MNCs on all of the private balance of payments accounts (and not just

those flows related to direct investment), this omission is regrett-

able, especially in view of the size and volatility of such flows in

recent years. This account amounted to a credit of $2,384 million

in 1966, but a debit of $6,240 million in 1970; it. seems highly plausible-

that at least some portion of these flows (probably a large one)

arose from the operations of the MNCs. l/

l/ The missing data are closely related to the International
Monetary Management (IMM) policies of the MNCs. The analysis returns
to this subject (although not specifically to a balance-of-payments
persepctive) in chs. IV and V of this study.
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Geographic patterns in the U.S. balance of paymenrIt

To assess the MNCs' impact on the balance of payments, it is use-

ful to contrast overall private and MNC payments performance in

different countries and groups of countries, including those where

the MNrCs' presence is important and those where it is not. Tables

A-I and A-2 in the appendix to this chapter contain a wealth of detail

on this score, for seven key countries which account for the bulk of

•MIC investment and sales activity, plus "rest of world." This

information is summarized in analytic fashion in table 7, along with

payments data relating to Japan (see also table A-3), a country with

which U.S. balance of payments performance has been weak, to say the

least, in recent years, and in which MNC direct investment has been

small due to stiff restrictions imposed by the Japanese authorities.

The table's focus is on two measures of "balance"--the current account

which summarizes mainly flows arising from trade and services trans-

actions; and the so-called "basic balance," which combines the current

account and flows on long-term capital account. The purpose here is

to remove from consideration, to the extent possible, volatile short-

term flows which may obscure underlying long-run trends in the data.

A breakup of the U.S. balance of payments into its geographic

components reveals a number of strikingly divergent patterns--patterns

which differ among areas as well as varying from the overall U.S.

performance with respect to the world as a whole. To begin, it may

be well to recapitulate the main characteristics of U.S. payments
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Table 7.--Summary of U.S. private balances of0 payments, by key countries and geographic areas, 1966 at. o-

(In millions of U.S. dollars)
Current Account Basic Balance Met change: 1966-1970

U.S. balance of parents with 1966 : 19 7 : 1966 1970 Current account Basic balance

:Aggregate ICs 'Aggregate MNCs :Aggregate: NOCs :Aggregate' MtCs Aggegate: NCs *Aggregate:

Worl-: 7,227 : 6,496 : 5,60 : 8,448 4,221 3,244 : 3,665 : 6,026 : -1,622 : 1,952 -556 : 2,782
Canada~ ------------- : 1,801 : 1,453 : -363 : 329 : 353 : 324 : -1,349 : -294 : -2,164 : -1,124 : -1,702 : -618
Japan ------------------ : -434 : 343 : -861 : 624: -352: 287 : -952 : 514 : -427 : 281: -600 : 227

World less Canada and Japan------: 5,860 : 4,700 : 6,829 : 7,495 4,220 : 2,633 : 5,966 : 5,806 : 969 : 2,795 : 1,746 : 3,173
Six other key countries ------- : 780 : 2,074 : i,o44 : 3,429 : -351 986 : 649 : 2,536 : 261 : 1,355 1,000 : 1.550

Including: : . . . : . : :
United Kingdom-------- : -139 : 666 : -520 : 880: -549: 421 : 117 : 1,342: -381 : 214: 666 : 921
Belgium-Luxembourg ----------- : 148 : 272 : 507 : 460; 32: 168 : 437 : 384: 359 : 188: 405 : 216
France------ -- ----- : 295 : 328 : 467 : 812: 248: 244 : 175 : 396: 172 : 484: -73 : 152
German -....... 20 : 446 : -139 : 665: -188: 149 : -161 : 463: -159 : 219: 27 : 314
Brazil. : 51 : 116 : 308 : 24I1: -179: -172 : -100 : -95: 257 : 125: 79 : 77
Mexico---- --------: 405 : 246 : 421 : 371: 285: 176 : 181 : 46: 16 : 125 : -104 : -130

Rest of world- : 5,080 : 2,626 : 5,785 : 4,066 : 4,5T1 : 1,674 : 5,317 : 3,270 : 705 : 1,440 : 746 : 1,623

Source: Tables A-1 through A-3 in appendix to this chapter.
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performance vis-a-vis the entire world. As noted in the preceding

section, the current account remained in surplus in 1970 by $5.6

billion, although it had suffered a considerable deterioration of

$1.6 billion, over the 4-year period since 1966. MNC performance was

primarily responsible for the 1970 surplus. The MNCs showed a posi-

tive balance of nearly $8.5 billion versus a non-MNC deficit of $2.8

billion. In the 1966-1970 period, the MNCs' showing improved by

some $2.0 billion on current account, as opposed to a deterioration

of $3.6 billion for the non-MNC portion of the private sector. In

the trade account, the contribution of the MNCs ($2 billion) accounted

for almost the entire surplus in 1970, whereas the non-MNC share fell

by nearly $1.7 billion over the period, to a net trade balance of zero.

The net services balance with the world improved by $500 million to

$4.5 billion but, again, credit is due in large part to the MNCs.

Net services flows of $6.4 billion generated by the MNCs offset a non-

MNC deficit of nearly $2 billion in 1970; the improvement over the period

of nearly $2 billion on the MNCs' accounts contrasts favorably with a

deterioration of nearly $1.5 billion for the non-MNCs.

Due to high net long-term capital outflows, the basic balance

figures are smaller than those for the current account, but the world-

wide results for MNCs as opposed to non-MNCs are analytically similar.

In the aggregate, the basic balance lost ground to the tune of about

$0.5 billion, falling from $4.2 billion in 1966 to $3.7 billion in

1970. But the contribution of the MNCs was strongly favorable, showing
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a net gain of $2.8 billion. This gain was composed of the aforemen-

tioned $2.0 billion improvement on current account, plus about $800

million on capital account--the latter arising partly from a reduc-

tion in long-term capital outflows and partly from an increase in

inbound capital flows over the period.

In the geographic breakdowns, only two countries--Canada and

Japan--show a serious deterioration in the aggregate U.S. balance of

payments performance. Together, they produced a $2.6 billion weaken-

ing of the current account and a $2.3 billion sag in the basic balance.

These shifts more than accounted for the overall deterioration of the

U.S. "private" balance of payments with the world as a whole. Exclud-

ing Canada and Japan, the aggregate balance of payments with the rest

of the world actually improved over the period, by about $1.0 billion

on current account and $1.7 billion in the basic balance.

The MNCs' roles in these changing payments relationships with

Canada and Japan were sharply dissimilar. The MNCs had a clear

influence on the deteriorating Canadian case, although they did not

account for all of the adverse movement. Of the total adverse shift

in the current account ($2.2 billion), they accounted for 52 percent,

or $1.1 billion; their share of the basic balance slippage ($1.7 bil-

lion) was less--36 percent or $0.6 billion. Virtually all of the

pronounced shift, in turn, can be attributed to the very considerable

reversal of traditional trade patterns in automotive products which

resulted from the United States-Canadian automotive agreement, which
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affected the market strongly in the late 1960's. E-plaiiatiorar aside,

however, the Canadian case stands out in table 7 as virtually the only

one listed in which the MNCs can be said to have had any great influ-

ence on overall U.S. balance-of-payments weakness in the 1966-70

period.

The aggregate figures for Japan indicate that, unlike the Canadian

case, the United States did not experience a shift from strong surplus

to deep deficit; rather, it experienced a deficit that got worse,

although the shifts in the balances were considerably smaller than for

Canada, which must take first place as the source of U.S. payments

weakness in the late 1960's. Further, the role of the MNCs in the

payments relationships with Japan was clearly favorable from the U.S.

point of view, showing a "perverse" tendency toward rising surpluses

while the aggregate balance of payments with Japan continued to slip

deeper into the red.

Other contrasts arise in the specific kinds of transactions from

which the MNCs derived their contributions to the U.S. balance of

payments with Japan, on the one hand, and the area of the Six, on

the other. As table 8 shows, a favorable trade performance played a

much lesser role in the Japanese case than in the six European and

Latin American countries covered. The bulk of the MNCs' Japanese

gains, in fact, arose in services transactions--preeminently in

remittances on "royalties and fees" account, which obviously must

exceed income remittances in the, case of a country such as Japan



Table 8.--Contrasting U.S. Balance of Payments Performance by the MNCs in Six Countries _/ and Japan,
1966-1970

(Amounts in millions of dollars)

Six Countries 1/ Japan

Values Change, 1966-70 Values Change, 1966-70

: 1966 1970 Amount : Percent of : 1966 1970 :Aount :Percent of
: : : 1966 value :: :1966 value

Current Account : 2,074 3,429 1,355 : 65 : 343 624 281 : 82
Trade Balance --------- : 1,351 : 2,196 845 : 63 : 207 294 87 : 42
Services Balance ------- : 723 1,233 510 : 71 : 136 330 194 : 143

Long Term Capital --------:-1,088 : -893 195 18 -56 -110 -54 -96
* 986 : : : .

Basic Balance----------: 986 : 2,536 1,550 157 287 514 227 79

1/.United Kingdom, W. Germany, Belgium-Luxembourg, France, Brazil, aod Mexico.

Source: Tables A-1 through A-3 appendix to this chapter.
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where relatively little income-producing direct investment has taken

place in comparison with the Six. This phenomenon, in turn, reflects

the MNCs' attempts to enter the Japanese market via licensing of'

technology and processes, as an alternative to direct investment while

has not been allowed in great amounts by the Japanese authorities.

It is likely that the accompanying loss of control over the use of

technology and over related marketing decisions--which generally is

greater in the case of licensing to foreigners than in the case of

technology transfers to facilities which a firm controls via direct

investment--may contribute to a relatively weaker trade performance

than that which would have been realized via direct investment.

Returning to table 7, the payments figures for the "Six" and

"Rest of World" remain to be commented upon. As noted above, the

aggregate U.S. payments balances with both areas improved over the

period under consideration--the basic balance with the Six rose by

$1.0 billion (to a surplus of $0.6 billion in 1970 as compared with

a $0.4 billion deficit in 1966); and the "Rest of World" surplus

climbed by $0.7 billion (from $4.6 billion to $5.3 billion). In

both cases, the MNCs led, with current account and basic balance

gains considerably larger than those recorded in the aggregate. Within

the six-Country group, the biggest MNC gains were realized vis-a-vis

the United Kingdom and Germany, which together recorded about 80

percent of the net increase in the MNCs' basic-balance surplus for

the group. For Belgium-Luxembourg, the MNCs showed a gain, but it
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was only about half as large as the aggregate gain. For France, the

MNCs showed a $152 million basic-balance increase, as against an

aggregate decrease of some $73 million, which implies a net deterio-

ration of $225 million for the non-MNC portion of the private sector.

For Brazil and Mexico, the aggregate and MNC basic balance changes

are much the same; in both cases the MNC influence on aggregate per-

formance is evident. The Brazilian numbers indicate a relatively

small basic-balance gain--but the Mexican case stands out in the

other direction. Although the amount of the aggregate and MNC deter-

ioration vis-a-vis Mexico is far smaller than in the Canadian case,

the role of the MNCs as the dominant cause of the worsening in the

basic balance is much clearer.

Generally, the MNC payments flows in the six-Country group arises

largely from manufacturing activities, which predominate in these

countries. For the group as a whole, a favorable trade performance

generated by these activities is the most important single influence

on the balances. In the "rest of world" group, however, the petro-

leum industry and the extractive industries in general take on more

importance, with the result that, in balance-of-payments terms, the

largest contributor turns out to be the income remittances account.

The following tabulation illustrates, with some pieces of the U.S.

balance of payments data for the MNCs in 1970 (amounts in millions

of dollars):
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Six Countries Rest of World l/

Current account balance ------- 3,429 4,066
Trade----------------------- 2,196 220
Services - -------------- 13 3,846

of which: Dividends, etc.- 8y 3,108
Long-term capital balance----- -893 -796
Basic balance ----------------- 2,536 3,270

Trade balance as percent of--
Current account balance ----- 64 5
Basic balance--------------- 87 7

Dividends, etc., as percent of--
Current account balance----- 25 76
Basic balance ---------------- 34 95

_/ Excludes Canada and Japan.

In summary, there are several points to be noted from the fore-

going discussion of the geographic patterns in the U.S. balance of

payments and the MNCs' contributions to the payments balances with

different countries and areas. The deterioration in the U.S. current

accounts and basic balances, considered in the aggregate, was heavily

dominated in the 1966-70 period by two countries--Canada and Japan.

In the Canadian case, the MNCs played an important role in the adverse

shift, a role closely related to the radical shift in the balance of

trade in automotive products caused by the automotive agreement between

Canada and the United States. Indeed, the Canadian case stands out

as the one important example in the data wherein the MNCs can be said

to have haO a strong negative impact on the overall U.S. payments

balance. There was one other case--that of Mexico--where the domin-

ance of the MNCs in a deteriorating situation (from the U.S. point of

view) is, if anything, more significant than with respect to Canada;

but the amount of the change was small compared to the overall shift
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in the U.S. position with the world as a whole. The Canadian case

was so large that it greatly affected the total balance; the Mexican

one was not. As regards Japan--the other main contributor to U.S.

payments woes over the period--the MNCs countered the aggregate trend,

turning in rising surpluses in the face of widening aggregate U.S.

deficits. Japan is a country where MNC direct investment is relatively

light. Comparison of the MNC performance here with that in countries

of comparable size, but where MNC investment is much more extensive,

suggests that the MNCs generally give a greater fillip to the overall

U.S. balance of payments in countries where they are heavy direct

investors than in nations where they are not. Moreover, the MNC gains

in the Japanese case were limited largely to remittances on "fees and

royalties" account; in countries where direct investments are signi-

ficant, the gains are generally larger and better spread among the

trade and services accounts.

Excluding Canada and Japan from the aggregate payments figures

shows that both the current and basic U.S. balances with the rest

of the world improved significantly over the period--and that the

MNCs were in the lead, with gains that consistently exceeded those

realized in the aggregate. This appears to be the case both for

the six European and Latin American countries in which MNC investment

is heaviest and for a second category labelled "rest of world."

However, the MNC surpluses among the Six arise chiefly from trade

transactions, which in turn reflects the preponderance of manufactur-

ing activities in the MNC operations in there countries. The "rest
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of world" group shows a different pattern--the contribution of MNC

trade flows to the balance of payments nearly loses signii'i.,ance,

while the income accounts (remittances of interest, dividends, and

branch earnings) assume a very strong role. This result is linked

to the heavy weight of the extractive industries (including petroleum)

in MNC investment in the non-industrial countries.
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Impact of the MNCs on Foreign Balances of Payments

Introduction

The focus of analysis now shifts radically. Whereas the preced-

ing sections have surveyed the role of the MNCs in balance-of-payments

flows az seen from the viewpoint of the United States, this section

will view that same role as it affects the balances of payments of

seven key foreign countries in which U.S.-based MNCs conduct the bulk

of their activities--Canada, the United Kingdom, Belgium-Luxembourg,

France, West Germany, Brazil, and Mexico.

Ideally, this analysis should be made with data that measures

all payments flows generated by U.S.-owned 1NCs operating within

each country to be surveyed. It has not been possible to obtain

such information, and the analysis must proceed with only a portion--

albeit an important one--of the loaf. The data which form the basis

for this section will compare the global balances of payments for

each country with (a) that country's payments transactions with the

United States, and (b) payments flows with the United' States generated

specifically by the MNCs. The global balances and the series (a)

data are reasonably complete and comparable. The series (b) figures

(the MNC data), however, are numbers from U.S. sources with the signs

reversed; therefore, they are not strictly comparable with foreign

payments figures. They are serviceable as indicating general orders

of magnitude and directions of change,, but not as precise measurements

of MNC-related payments flows with the United States, as seen
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fro..i the foreign vantage point.

Because the MJC data relate only to transactions with the United

States, they omit flows of interest to foreigners--namely, transac-

tions with third countries that do not enter into the U.S. balance

of payments accounts. For most items in the balance of payments, these

flows probably are not very significant. Capital flows, income remit-

tances, and "fees and royalties," for example, generally are trans-

actions which take place largely between parents and affiliates and

therefore can be expected to have been reflected in the available

data. l/ Trade flows, on the other hand, create a large problem. An

immense amount of world trade is generated, outside the United States,

by the MNCs. As an indicator of how important these flows are, avail-

able data show that majority-owned affiliates' exports to countries

other than the United States in 1970 were an estimated $33 billion,

compared with exports to the United States of $10 billion and local

sales of $118 billion. The $33 billion figure for third-country

trade cannot be inserted into the balance of payments analysis

because comparable data on affiliates' imports--the other side of

the trade picture--are not available.

One can only guess at the balance-of-payments effects on trade

account that are not measured by the data. While manufacturing

1/ An exeption is Eurobond financing, which can top capital
markets in one or more countries to finance investment in another
country. See Ch. V.
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affiliates in the industrial countries may be net exporters to third

coantries--i.e., that the value of their goods shipped to non-U.S.

buyers ,:xceeds the value of their imports of raw materials, capital

equipment, and components from non-U.S. sources, it is likely that

affiliates in the extractive industries--preeminently the petroleum

subsector--are net importers in the developed countries. Much of the

Su,.e oil exported from the Middle East, for example, finds its way to

*.sern Europe and Japan. In the LDCs, on the other hand, the pay-

ments effects of manufacturing affiliates are largely indeterminate;

some affiliates generate heavy exports (often as a condition for

their being allowed to establish operations in a given country),

while others have heavy import requirements and produce mainly for

local markets. In the extractive industries of the LDCs, however,

MNC affiliates generally are strong net exporters.

The MNC export data for the seven-country "core" sample of this

study tend to support these guesses, although this support is highly

tentative given the absence of the import information that would

complete the picture. With the exception of Canada--where most MNC

exports go to the United States--the figures for the industrial coun-

tries show MNC exports to third countries as a large multiple of

comparable exports to the United States and as a significant share

of total exports. For the two lesser-developed nations in the sample,

however, affiliates' exports to third countries tend to be fairly small.

The following tabulation illustrates, with estimated 1970 data (in

millions of dollars):
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MNC exports*

Country Total To
exports : United To

: Statgs others

Canada -----------------------------: 16,133 : 5,849: 1,570
United Kingdom -------------------: 18,926 : 328 : 3,077
Belgium-Luxembourg --------------- : 9,726 : 68 : 1,392
France---------------------------- : 18,010 : 63 : 1,641
West Germany ---------------------- : 34,120 : 415 : 2,304
Brazil ------------------------- : 2,739 : 91 : 152
Mexico ----------------------------: 1,399 : 71 : 52

*Majority-owned affiliates' exports.

Despite the foregoing dificiencies in the trade accounts, however,

the available data capture at least some of the trade flows generated

by the MNCs and a significant proportion of the other important pay-

ments flows--the services portions of the current account and parent-

to-affiliate capital flows. For foreign governments, these are among

the politically most sensitive items. Policymakers in most countries

can and do control capital movements, and some feel that the MNCs use

payments for "services" as a device for hiding profit remittances

to the home country.

The sections which follow describe, for each of the seven coun-

tries under review, its global payments performance, its balance of

payments with the United States, and, in this context, the impact

of the MNCs' transactions with the United States on the global fig-

ures. ./

I/ More detailed descriptions of the impact of the MNCs' transactions
with the United States on the balances of payments of the seven key
foreign countries are presented in the appendix to this chapter.

89-020 0 - 73 - 16
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The discussions of the individual countries are preceded by an over-

view and summary of the available information. Throughout, the

foreign point of view is taken. Hence, the jargon changes"-a surplus

(labeled as "good") is a foreign surplus and may be a U.S. deficit

(which heretofore has been called "bad"). Similarly, an "adverse"

development is one seen as such through foreign eyes; it may not be

"adverse" from the U.S. viewpoint.

Overview and summary

Some key balance of payments figures--showing the current account,

the capital account, and basic balances--for the Seven are summarized

in table 9. The most consistent result shown in the table is that

the MNCs, in their transactions with the United States, exert a uni-

formly large, negative impact on the current accounts of these foreign

balances of payments. Except for the Canadian case, moreover, this

negative impact increased in size over the 1966-1970 period. In

Canada, the MNCs produced a strong current account gain for the

global balance of payments over the period.

Despite the MNCs' uniformly negative current account impact vis-

a-vis the United States, however, most of the countries under review

showed strongly positive current account performance on a global

basis by 1970. The exceptions were Mexico and Brazil, both of which

had sizeable deficits to which the MNCs contributed substantially.

In the capital accounts-which generally tend to be positive on a

global basis (exceptions are the United Kingdom and France in 1966,
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Table 9.-Balances of payments of seven key countries, 1966 and 1970

(In millions of U.S. dollars)

: 1966 1970 Net change: 1966-1970
:With United States With United States . :ith United States

: Global Global Global
: Aggregate : Cs Aggregate Argate :""Cs

Current account balance: : :
Canad- -: -933 : -1,867 : -1.453 : 1,208 : -275 : -329 : 2,141 : 1,592 : 1,124
United Kingdo o ----- -: 967 : 139 : -666 : 2,916 : 520 : -880 : 10949 : 381 : -214
Be1gi6u-Lux abourg- - -30 : 78 : -272 : 91) : -18: -460 : 944 : -96 -188
ftene 172 : -21 : -328 : 310 : -537 -812 : 138 : -525 : -484
West Gerinn -.-... : -286 : -611 : -446 : 322 : -259 -665 : 608 : 352 -219
Brazil.- - : 74 : -51 : -116: -500 : -308 : -241 : -5T4 : -257: -125Mwdlco : -3310 : -4o5 : -246 :-1,050 : -422. : -3T1 : -T40 : -16 : -125

CMnital areounv balance 1/: : : : : .

Canada - - -/ 1,132 : 961 : 1,052 : 3/ 601 : 877 : 662 : -531 : -814: -390
United Kingc - - - -79 : 378 : 215 : -219 : -1,195 : -38 : -140 : -1,573 : -253
BelgiuD-Luxenbourg- - 34 : N.A. : 100 : -372 : N.A. : 115 : -.406 : N.A. : 15
France- : -68 : 176 : 89 : 1.590 : 590 : 452 : 1,522 : 4114: 363
West Germsn------- : 885 : 252 k 335 : 1,166 : 29 : 310 : 281 : -223 : -25
Brazil_ . 51 : 221 : 279 : 445 : 447: 403 : 394 : 223: 124
Mexc- .233 : 220 : 102 : 452 : 356: 425 : 219 : 136: 323

Basic balance 2_:
C 114 : -756 : -324 : 1,988 : 584 : 294 : 1,874 : 1,340 : 618
United Kingd•mc: 1,138 : 549 : -421 : 3,204 : -117 : -1,342 : 2,066 : -666 : -921
Belluss-Luxembourg- .-. -18 : 154 : -168 : 638 : -46 : -384 : 656 : -200 : -216
Franc-: 328 : 108 : -214 : 916 : -260 : -396 : 588 : -368 : -152
West Germ . ..- - 129 : -436 : -149 : -276 : -431 : -463 : -405 : 5 : -314
Brazil- n4 11: 179 : 172 : -168 : 100 : 95 : -282 : -79 : -77
Me-c -- -147 : -285 : -176 : -596 : -181:. -46 : -449 : 104 : 130

/ Non-liquil capital, long and short term.
V Balance on current and long-term capital accounts.
•/ Includes net errors and emissions.

Source: Tables 10 through 16.
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and the United Kingdom and Belgium in 1970)--the MNCs' capital trans-

actions with the United States tended to exert a strong positive

influence in both years. To at least some extent, therefore, inbound,

MNC-generated capital flows have the effect of offsetting sizeable

current account deficits.

Nevertheless, the offsets are not complete. As the basic balances

show, two of the seven countries showed global basic deficits in 1966

while three yielded basic balance shortfalls in 1970. As for the

MNCs, their overall effect on the basic balances was negative in six

of the seven cases in the earlier year, and in five of the seven in

1970. Moreover, except for Canada and Mexico, the change in the MNCs'

impact over the period was fairly strongly adverse--that is, the MNCs'

adverse influence on the basic balances increased. Everything con-

sidered, therefore, the appropriate conclusion for the seven countries

surveyed is that the MNCs, in their dealings with their parent country,

exerted a large and growing negative or adverse influence on host-

country balances of payments during the periods covered. This is,

of course, merely the obverse view of the generally positive effect

which the MNCs have been shown to have on the U,S. balance of payments.

The following sections indicate that the MNCs may have had a

strong negative influence on the Europeans' trade accounts. It must

be stressed once again, however, that these conclusions about the

MNCs' influence on the balances of payments relate only to their

transactions with the United States. The omission of third-country

tiransactions--chiefly trade flows--may be significant, especially for
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the European countries, where there may be significant offsets from

the affiliates' exports to other European countries--exports which

are not measured by the available data.

Canada l/

1k, Transactions with the United States were a key factor in a very

substantial improvement in the Canadian balance of payments over the

1966-1970 period--and the MNCs in turn had much to do with these

changes. The improvement was dominated by the current account and,

within it, the strongly improved balance of trade. Trade transactions

with the United States by the MNCs played a key role here. The

Canadian capital accounts actually moved adversely over the period--

the global surplus was cut roughly in half--and the MNCs had their

effect here as well. However, the gains realized in the current account

more than offset the deterioration in capita]. transactions balances,

with the result that the overall Canadian balance of payments, mea-

sured either as the basic balance or as the combination of current

and capital accounts, showed roughly a tenfold increase in its global

surplus.

United Kingdom 2/

The United Kingdom's balance of payments was characterized over

the 1966-70 period by strong improvement, most of which occurred In

I/ See table 10 and pp.230 through 235 in the appendix to this
chapter.

2/ See table 11 and pp.236 through 240 in the appendix to this
chapter. "
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Table 10.-The Canadian balance of payr .:t "

F

--

(In millions of U.S. o-j) .

1966

Current Account

Balance of goods and services ------

'Trade bulance-------------.
Exports - -------
Imports-- - - --- - - - - :

Balance of se-,rice account----:
Royaltics, etc., net-
Dividends, etc., net-------.
Other services, net-

Tirans fers, net

Capital Account (ncn liquid) ----

lorng term, net----------------
]Direct investment, net-
lrcrtfolio investment, net------:
Other long term, net

Short term, net (non liquid)-----:

Balance on Current and Capital
Account-----..... ..-

Basic Balance (Current a/c +
long term capital) ........-- :

With United States

i/ Excludes all government items to the extent possible.
2/ Not available.
•/ Includes net errors and omissions and liquid capital blows.

/ Includes some goverment transactions.
;V Estimated on the bases of a 1969 special survey.

Source: Appendix tables A-4 and A-5.

Global

-933

-933

306
10,050
-9,7414
-1,239

-873
. -366

0:

3/ 1,132

1,047
726617:

-296
a3/ 85

199

1n4

Aggregate:

-1,867

-1,831

-803
5,896

-6,699
-1,0282_/ :

-726-302
-36:

961

658
362
91

-150

-906

-756

MNCs

-1,453

-1,1453

-716
2,566
-3,282

-737
-199
-548

10
0

1,129
1,116

0
13

-77

-101

-324

1970

With United States

: Aggregate; MNCs

: 1,208 : -275 : -329

: 1,126 -336 : -329

: 2,885 1,009 : 662
16,133 : 10,400 : 5,849

: -13,248 : -9,391 -5,187
-1,759 : -1,345 : -991

: -390 : -406 : -274
-954 : -905 : -740

:/-415 : -34 23
82: 61: 0

: /601 877: 662

780 859 : 623
: 1469 : 341 : 643

585 : 587: 0
271 : -69: -20

/: 179 : 18: 39

1,809 : 602 : 333

1,988 : 584 : 294
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Table ll.-The British balance of payments, 1966 and 1970 V/

(In millions of U.S. dollars)
: 1966 1970

: With United States With United States
Global ______ __ Global

Aggregate* MNCs Aggregate* MNCs

Current Account----------: 967: 139 -666 : 2,916 520 : -880

Balance of goods and services------: 1,104 : 117 -666 3,024 : 493 -880

Tr.ttle balance--- ---------- : -160 : 22 -423 17 -305 -631
E~pos - -: 14,582 1,780 238 : 18,926 2,214 : 328
IrmpC1s......................_: -14,742 -1,758 -661 -38,909 -2,519 -959

Balance of service account-----.. : 1,264 95 : -243 : 3,007 798 -249
Royalties, etc., net--------: 72 -185 : -174 : 2/ 58 -213 : -206
Dividends, etc., net-------: 812 -53 : -142 : 1,516 484 -152
Other services, net-... . . 380 333 : 73 : 1,433 527 109

Transfers, n-t------: 137: 22 : 0 : -108 : 27 : 0

Capital Account (non liquid)- • -79 : 378 : 215 -219 : -1,195 : -962

iWng tern,, net--- .... 171 : 410: 245: 288; -637 -462
V.ir-ec? inv.-estmernt, net-------.: 25 396 : 396 : -87 : 141 : 141
c:'i roi i•- inves t.vnt, net----.. : 12 : 122 : -63 : -47 : -78 : -191

.):.hci 1-,:-, t~i,, net.------.....: 134 : -108 : -88 422 : -700 : -412
:'.hort tern., net (non liquid)----" -250 : -32 : -30 : 3/-507 : -558 -500

P.nlance on Current and Capital . :
Account 888: 517 : -451: 2,697 : -675 : -1,842

Baric Balance (Current a/c + .

long term capitali--.....: 1,138 549 : -421 3,204 -117 : -,42

Y/ Excludes all government items.
2/ Partly estimated.

/ Includes trade credits only.

Source: Tables A-6 and A-7 in the appendix to this chapter.

a'
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the last few years. of the period. This balance of payments strength

was concerntrated in the services portions of the current account, and

most of it was derived from transactions with areas other than the

United States. The U.S.-based MNCs dealing with the United States

were a consistent drag on the United Kingdom balance of payments. In

all the major accounts, they showed a heavily negative countertrend

to the generally favorable developments appearing in the global results.

Without this negative influence, the British balance of payments would

have shown even larger surpluses--to the tune of about a billion dol-

lars.

Belgium-Luxembourg 1/

Overall, the Belgian balance of payments behaved somewhat like

that of the United Kingdom. Gratifying improvement in the aggregate

global balances was dominated by favorable developments in the current

account, which more than offset significant capital account deterio-

ration. As for the MNCs, they strongly resisted global current-

account trends, accounting for large and growing deficits in their

transactions with the United States; these were concentrated in the

trade accounts. Unlike the United Kingdom experience, however, the

capital transactions of the MNCs with the United States were fairly

strongly positive; here, they countered in a favorable direction

the movements observed in the global accounts. In the overall balance

1/ See table 12 and pp. 241 through 244 in the appendix to this
chapter.
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Table 12.-The Belgian balance of peaymnts, 1966 and 197C 1/

(In millions of U.S. dollars)

1966 1970

: With United States With United States
Global : Global

:Aggregate: MCs Aggregate: MNCs

Current Account-- . .... .-. -30: 78: -272: 914: -18: -460

Balance of goods and services -- : -62 : 70 -272 : 874 : -30 -460

Trade balance-..............-: -114: 28: -233: 788: -122: -404
Exports -..-.-.....- : 5,626 : 530: 54 : 9,726: 604: 68

-5,740 : -502 : -287 : -8,938 : -726 : -472
Balance of service account-------: 52 : 42 -39 86 92 : -56

Royalties, etc., net------- -38 : / -25 : -58 : -49
Dividends, etc., net-----..: 22 : 6 : -12 : 68 : 62 : -7
Other services, net 68 : 36 : -2 : 76 30 : 0

Transfersnet-............ . 32 : 8: 0 : 40: 12: 0

CitlAccomt (n-n liquid)-.: 34: 1: 00: -372: : 115

Long term., net----------." 12: 76: 104: -276: -28: 76
Direct investment, net--.. . .. : 132 : 80: 141: 162: 118: 214
Portfolio investment, net------: -134 : -68 : -30 : -288 : -124 : -108
Other long term, net---- ---- : 14 : 64 : -7: -150 : -22 : -30

Short term, net (non liquid)-----: 22 : : : -96 : / 9

Balance on Current and Capital :
Account- 4 : : : 542 : 2/ : -345

Basic Balance (Current a/c + : :
lons term capital)--- •. -18 : 154 : -168 : 638 : -46 : -384

/ Excludes all government items. Data relate to the Belgiu-Luembourg Economic Union bleuU).
~fNot available.

Source: Tables A-8 and A-9 in appendix to this chapter.

I'l
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of payments as measured by the basic blance, however, the MNCs' effect

was substantially and increasingly negative. Whereas, in global

terms, the Belgians were able to offset a poor capital account per-

formance with an even better current account showing, the 1NCs in

their dealings with the United States turned in only a modestly

favorable capital account record that fell far short of their heavily

deteriorating current account performance.

France

Changes in the French balance of" payments--as well as the patterns

of MNC influence on them--are generally similar to those already

observed in the United Kingdom and Belgium. There was, again, a note-

worthy improvement on current account, against which the NNCs showed

a strong negative influence. A difference emerges for France, however:

the principal factor that held dowm the overall growth in the global

current account surplus was the emergence of deep deficit in the

private transfer account rather than the activities of the MNCs.

The French capital account improved mightily, and here the MNCs played

a complementary, although relatively modest role. Overall, both the

balance on current and capital accounts and the basic balance showed

very considerable improvements over the period'and solid surpluses

in 1970--in global terms; the MNCs, in their transactions with the

United States, did not do so well. Their overall balances showed

deterioration over the 1966-70 period', and they ended 1970 with

1/ See table 13 and pp. 245 through 249 in the appendix to this
chi'pter.
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(In millions of U.S. dollars)

31966 1970

: : With United States With United States
Global Global

: Aggregate: MNCs Aggregate: MNCs

Current Account--- -• 172: .21 -328 : 310 -537 -812

Balance of goods and services----. 86 : 43 : -328 878 : -594 -812

Trade balance----. 100 : -412 : -233 320 : -776 -631
Exports ------.--------... : 9,435 708 48 : 18,010 979 : 63
Imports-..-. . .- : -9,335 : -1,120 : -281 : -17,690 : -1,755 : -694

Balance of service account-- : -14 : 369 : -95 : 558 : 182 : -181
Royalties, etc., net- : : R : -81 : V : -121
Dividends, etc., net- --- 119 : 21 : -36 : 378 : 107 : -90
Other services, net--- : -133: 348 : 22 : .180: 75 : 30

Transfers, net-.......... 86: 22 : 0 : -568: 57 : 0

Cardtal Account (non liquid)1 . .. .: -68: 176: 89 : 1,590 : 590 : 452

Long term, net-.-..-...--: 156: 129: 84: 606: 277: 416
Direct investment, net---.-. . :11 : 118 : 133 : 226 : 146 : 515
Portfolio investment, net..----: 22: -18: -49: 282: 85: -44
Other, long term, net- -- : 23: 29: 0: 98: 46: -d55

Short term, net (non liquid)----: -224 : 47 : 5 : 984 : 313 : 36

Balance on Current and Capital :
Account 104 : 155 : -239 : .1,900 : 53 : -360

Basic Balance (Current a/c + :
long term capital) 328 : 108 : -244 : 916 : -260 : -396

_/ Excludes all government items.
V Not available.

Source: Tables A-10 and A-fl in the appendix to this chapter.

Il

Table 13.-The French balance of payments 9 1966 and 1970 l/

•om-J•D
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sizeable deficits, the result of strongly negative current account

positions that were not fully countered by relatively modest positive

contributions to the capital account.

West German l/

As in the other European balances of payments surveyed in this

chapter, the German current account is characterized by a growing

surplus, offset in part by an increasingly negative influence--

generated mostly in the earnings remittances accounts--of the MNCs

in transactions with the United States. The long-term capital account

swung from a healthy surplus in 1966 to substantial deficit in 1970.

Net long-term capital inflows from the United States on MNC account

declined somewhat, but most of the turnaround in the long-term capital

account was due to a significant increase in net German investment

abroad. As a result of these diverse changes, the German basic bal-

ance moved into deficit, but a substantial increase in short-term,

non-liquid capital inflows pushed the overall balance on current and

capital accounts to a much-increased surplus in 1970. In their deal-

ings with the United States, the MNCs placed strong negative pressure

on both the basic balance and the overall balance.

The balance of payments presentations used here deliberately

ignore movements of liquid, partly speculative, short-term capital,

1/ See table 14 and pp.250 through 255 in the appendix to
this chapter.



Table 14.-The West German balance of payments, 1966 and 1970 1/

(In millions of U.S. dollars)

1966

With United

Current Account-

Balance of 'goods and services - :

Trade balance--... -:Exports-
Importsr..-. .....-

Balance of service account - :
Royalties, etc., net--- :
Dividends, etc., net--.-. .
Other services, net

Transfers, net

Capital Account (non liquid)---.-:

Long term, net
Direct investment, net--
Portfolio investment, net-----:
Other, long term, net

Short term, net (non liquid)- -- :

Balance on Current and Capital

Account-..-.-

Basic ialance (Current a/c +
lone term caDital) ----

1970

With United States

Aggregate* MNCs
Global

-286

577

2,956
20,189

-17,233 :
-2,379 :

-158 :
-358

-1,863
-863

885

415
553

-241
103
47o

599

129:

Aggregate:

-611

-581

-352
1,793 :

-2,145 :
-229 :

-76 :
-153 :

-30 :

252

175
371

-170
-26:
77

-359

-436 :
J"_ Excludes all government item.
2/ Not available.

Source: Tables A-12 and A-13 in Appendix to this Chapter.

f1

states
Global

MNCs

-446 322

-446 1,875

-225 5,837
101 : 34,120

-326 : -28,283
-221 : -3,962
-92 : -251

-162 -242
33 -3,469

0 : -1,553

335 1,166

297 : -598
591 : -387

-266 -208
-28: -3

38 1,764

-111: .1,•488

-149 : -276

-665

-665

-121
415

-536
-544
-132-458

46
0

310

202
216
-63
'.9

108

-355

Iona term canital

pp

-259

-236

85
3,126

-3,041 :
-321 :
-158 :
-104
-59
-23

29.

-172
103

-220
-55
201

-230

-431
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in '-r~er to isolate and examine underlying, basic payments trends

ald relationships. Throughout the period under consideration, Germany

was beset by repeated waves of such short-term capital movements, in

which the MNCs had at least some part. It should be stressed that

these are not examined here. Their monetary effects--which are the

most important ones--are considered in chapters V and VI of this

study.

Brazil 1/

The Brazilian balance of payments experience differs from that

of the European countries surveyed above. Globally, it is charac-

terized by considerable deterioration in the current account--in

which transactions with the United States including those of the

MNCs, had an easily "dentifiable role--offset in part by favorable

capital account developments--also attributable in large part to

the United States in general and the MNCs in particular. The overall

global balance on current and capital accounts lost considerable

ground between 1966 and 1970, shifting from substantial surplus to

moderate deficit. Here, the surplus derived from the United States

as a whole declined somewhat, although the favorable position of the

MNCs vis-a-vis the United States remained essentially unchanged as a

strong prop to the overall balance. The basic balance also swung

unfavorably in global terms, with both the United States and the MNCs

providing sizeable but declining surpluses.

_/ See table 15 and pp. 25b through 259 in the appendix to this
chapter.
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Table 15.-The Brazilian balance of payments, 1966 and 1970 1/

(In millions of U.S. dollars)

:1966 197o

With United States With United States
* Global : : Global

Aggregate: MNCs :Aggregate: MNCs

Current Acount----------:74 -51 : -116 : -500 : -308 : -241

Balance of goods and services--: 29 : -51 : -116 : -513 : -308 :-21

Trade balance--------------: 1438 : 35: -58: 232: -151 : 131
Exports------------: 1,T41 : 600: 33: 2,739 : 670 91
Imports -1,303 : -565 -91 : -2,507 -821 : .222

Balance of service account: -409 -86 : -58 : -745 -157 : -110
Royalties, etc., net------ ? -30 : -28 : 2/V -31 : -29
Dividends, etc., net----. -197 -51 : -28 : -353 -113 : -76
Other services, net--- - •* -212: -5 : -2 : -392 : -13 : -5

Transfers, net .. -......... 45: : 0 : 13: : 0

Cau ital Account (non liguid)---------: 51 : 224 : 279 : 445 : 447 : 403

Long tern, net---.... -.. --. . 40 : 230 288: 332 W 408 . 336
Direct investment, net---------: 74 : 288 : 288 : 107 : 337 : 337
Portfolio investment, net---. 3 : -19 : 0 : 23 : 1 : 0
Other, long term, net-----....: -37 : -39 : 0 : 202 : 70 : -i

Short term, net (non liquid)--....: 11 : -6 : -9 : 113 : 39 : 67

Balance on Current and Capital : :
Account--...........- : 125: 173: 164: -55: 139: 162

Basic Balance (Current a/c + : :
long term capital) -: 114 : 179 : 172 : -168 : 100 : 95

I/ Excludes all government items and errors and omissions.

./ Not available.
Scur-se: Tahles A-IL and A-15 in Appendix to this Chapter.
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Mexico

As in the Brazilian case, the Mexican balance of payments showed

starkly rising global current account deficits, offset in part by a

fairly strong capital account performance, but not enough to prevent

significant deterioration in the overall global balances. The Mexican

current-account deterioration centered on escalating trade deficits,

in which MNC trade deficits with the United States played a part.

However, the MNCs contributed heavily to highly favorable movements

in the Mexican capital account with the United States. In the overall

balances, therefore, the MNCs' transactions with the United States

showed some favorable changes over the 1966-70 period. Their basic

balance deficit with the United States declined significantly, while

the balance on current and capital accounts shifted strongly from

deficit to surplus as a result of some fairly heavy nonliquid short-

term capital inflows from the United States.

I/ See table 16 and pp. 2 through 263 in the appendix to
this chapter.
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Table 16.-The Mexican balance of payments, 1966 and 1970 i/

(In millions of U.S. dollars)

1966 1970
With United States With United States

Global -* Global
Aggregate: MNCs Aggregate: MKCs

Current Account- ... .--..-.. -310 .4 05 : -246 -l,050 : -421 : -371

Balance of goods and services- : -305 : -450 -246 1,072 : -483 : -371

Trade balance-.......... .. -420 : -432 -179 : -1,079 : -483 -278
Exports ---------. 1,244-. 749 : 65 : 1,399 : 1,223 : 71
Imports-------- 1,664 -1,181 -244 : -2,478 -1,706 -349

Balance of service account : 115 : -18 : -67 : 7 : 0 : -93
Royalties, etc., net- ------ : : -46: -43: -64: -59
Dividends, etc., net----... .. : -293 : -129 -59 : --687 : -176 : -88
Other services, net-- ..--..: 4o8 :- 157 : 35 : 694 : 240 54

Tranc.ferrs,. net- -- -5: 45: 0: 22: 62: 0

Capital Account (non liquid)---.....: 233 : 220 : 102 : 452 : 356 : 425

Long term, net ---------------- -- 163: 120: 70: 454: 240: 325
Direct inve:;tment, net------ -- : 82 : 70 : 70 : 2/ • 320 : 320
Portfolio investment, net------. 8 : 22 : 0 : : -15 : 0
Other long term, net----..... . 73: 28 : 0: : -65: 5

Short term, net (non liquid)------: 70: 100 : 32: -2: 116: 100

Balance on Current and Capital :
Account -77: -185: -144: -598: -65: 54

Basic Balance (Current a/c + :
long term capital) .. ... : -147 : -285 : -176 : -596 : -181 : -46

V/ Excludes all government items and errors and omissions.
./ Not available.
Source: Tables A-16 and A-17 in Appendix to this Chapter.

0•
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Appendix A

Tables, with Accompanying Comnentary
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'lble A-•.z.--maia:.'.e of Paymen'.s of U.S. vith Japan, 1966 and 1970
... (In mi~llions of U.S. dollars) . . ..

194

SUN

Current Account, net-- : -1434

Goods and Services, net --- : -112

Trade, net -.----- - -------- 629
Exports--------------- -: 29345
Imports -. .. ... -ý,971`

Services, net - -- .----.- .- : 217
Royalties and Fees, net-..------- : 116

Credit ------- : 120Debit - --- --- --..--- : -1.
Dividends, etc., net--- ... : 119

Crt -------------- 249
Debit-- : -130

Other Services, net-: -18
Transfers, net---: -22

Capital Account, net-: 266

Long term capital, net -------------- : 82
Direct Investment, net - : -56

Credit----------------- - -24
Debit --- : -32

Portfolio capital, net-.-----.-..-: 16

Debit-----: +12
Other long-term capital, net--------: 122Credit-- -: -- 1_/ 0

Debit----: +122

Basic Ba ance (Currert a/c + Long-term
Capit ----- --------- : -352

Short-term private non-liquid capital,-e- --- 181.Credit --- - ----- -------------- : -5

Debit------+1
Balance on Current and Capital Accounts

(Net Liquidity Balance) g_---------- -168

Liquid private capital floas, net------: T/ 70Credit-.....:• 0

Debit---------- : +70

Government Transactions on Current and
Capital Accounts, net------ -- : -516

Official Reserve Transactions Balwnce ?--: -614.

Errors and Omissions, net----...---: •/ 684

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Coimerce.

y Excludes long term bank liailies to private foreigners.
jI Excludes net errors and omislnso

Excludes liquid liabilities to private foreigners.
/ Includes net transfers of funds.

66 : 1970

W 4C sun . MNC

: 31.3: -861: 624.

" 31.3 : -828 6214

: 207 : -1,246 : 291
: 230 : 1,648 360
: -23 : -5,8914 : -66
* 136 : 418: 330
S91. : 285: 219
* 97 : 293: 226
: -3: -8": -7
* 35: 120: 83
: 1.3: 398: 101
* -8: -278: -18
S417: 13: 28

0 0: -31: 0

* 95: -628 :-790

: -56: -91: -110
: -56: -129 :-129
: -21.: -1 : -1
: -32: -128 : -128

0 0: 143: 0
: 0: 12: 0

0 0: +31: 0
0 0: _/-5: 1.9
0 0: _/l19j 19

S 0: -214: 0

: 287 : -952 : 514

: 151 : -537 : -680
: -5: 2: 2
: +156 : -539 : -682

1.38 : -1,489 :-156

: N.A. : / 13 : N.A.: N.A. 0 :N.A.

: N.A. : 13 : N.A.

-658:

N.A. :-2,1* N.A.

NI.A. 946 N .A.
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Table A-4.--Balance of Payments of Canada, 1966

(In millions of U.S. dollars)

Current Account, net----.

Goods t.nd Services, net-------

Trade, net-
Exports ---------

Services, net-- ._-

Royalties and Fees, net---
Credit- ----
bciLit-

.ividends, etc., net- ----
Credit-----

Otaer Services, net ---

Tranofers, net

Capital Account. net

Long *erm capital, net
Direct Investment, net

Credit
Debit--

Portfolio capital, net
Credit-----
Debi- - - -t

Other long-term capital, net--
Credit- - --
Debit-

Basic Balance (Current a/c + Long-
term Capital

Short-term private non-liquid
capital, net

Credit-------
Debit---------------

Balance on Current and Capital
Accounts (Net Liquidity
balance) .-.------. ..--------------

Liquid private capital flows, net--
Credit ----------------------
Debit ----------------------

Government Transactions on Current
and Capital Accounts, net -----

OfMtMIt Rp-prvA Transaction

Balance----------

Errors and Omissions, net---------

: : United States
World

S um KMCs

-933 -1,867 ,/ -1,1.53

-933 -1,831 : -1,453

3 306 -803 -716
10,050 5 s,896 : 2,566
-.9,7T4 : -6,699 : -3,282 :

": -1,239 2 -1,028 -737 :

.:/.: 21.32:
-: : " -2h2:

-:-726 : -518
0 kO:. 178 : 76:

-: -19323 : 0 : -624
-366 -302 : 10:

0- -36 : 0:

1l,132 2 .,961
• 1,047 : I,1m : 1,129:

726 : .658 : 1,116:
731 : 596 : 1,118
-5 : 62 : -2 :

617 : 362 : 0 :
898 : T26 : 0 :

-281 : -361 : 0 :
• -296 : 91 : 13 :
S 0 : 91: 13:
* -296 : 0 : 0 :

: 114 : -756 : -321.

* • 85 Y -150 -77
: 85 : 16 : -23
: 0 -166 -51 :

199 : -906 -•1O:

: -1-38:
: 0: / :
: -1.38:

: -92: •/

* -331: . :
* /: /: /:

1/ U.0. (DEA) data with sisns reversed.
Not available. Include In "other services, net."
Includes net errors and omissions and liquid capital floas.
Not available. Included in non-liquid short-term capital flows.

/ Not available.
Not available. Included in short-term capital flows.

Source: INy, Balance of Payments Yearbook, vol. 22, October 19l1; DUB Quarterly
estimates of the Canadian Balnce of International Payments, March 1968 (preliminary);
and Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Comerce.

Rest
of World

931

898

1,109
1,,151.

-3,015
-211

272-419
-6.
36

-61
68

135
-67
255
172

83
-387

-91
-296

870

~/235
69

166

1,105

hI
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Table A-5.--Balance of Payments of Canada, 1970

(In millions of

t

Current Account, po-t ...... :

Goods and Services, nett-

Traden, etc.,. ne......... :
Imnports-

STrviaer, net -
loyalterm cad pia ,n net---.---:Credit .... :

Debit- .. .- _

Dirvldends etc.n, net--------:
Credit -..
Debit _

Other Services, nat-,-t-:Transfers, net ... •...

Capital accounts not a/c--- Ln-.

Lon tern capital, not:----
Dhrect Inveme nt.-liq.i4

Credit... . -:

Debit
Portfolio capital, n----

credit
Debit

Other lonp-tern capital, net-- :
Credit
Debitt

Basoe Balanmen Current i/s + LonC -

andm CapitalAcotne-

ShOrt-term private nza-liquiA
capital, neot -•-...

Credit-.-
Debit-.... ..

Balance on Current and Capital
Accounts Nset L equidttyBalance)-- ..... - ... .

Liqud private caital flowsI, net-:I

Credit-
Debit-

Goverment Transactions on Current :
and Capital Accounts, not---:

Official Reserve TM~ggttcM

Zrosand Oniessone, et

1/

'-I

U.S. dollars)

United States
world

1,208 -275 : -329

1,126 : -336 : -329

2,885 : 1,009 662
16,133 : 10,1.00 : 5,819 :

-13,248 : -9,391 : -5,187 :
-1,759 : -1,345 : -991-30: V./-406 t _2T4

1/9 : 24 : 65
248 /- J2_50 : _339:

_954 : -905 : -740
504 : 316. 39:

-1,9.58 3. -1,221 : -779
-1.15: -31.: 23 !

82: 61, 0:

601 OT877: 662:

780: 859 623:
1469: 311, 6:a3:
73T . 5149: 881:

-268: -208 : -238
585: 58T : 0:
585: 58T : 0,
0: 0: 0:

-27.: -69 : -20
0: 0: 0:

-21: -69: -20:

1,988: 5•8.: 291.:

-79 : /18 : 39:
307 : 217: 39 :
4886 : -229: 0 :

-1,809 : 602 : 333

1: g:

/-31.3~

1,66: :xif•: if: if:

Sources: DBS, 1nt Estimates of the guag Balance of International Payments,
Fourth quarter 1971; and Bureau of Econiom Analysis, u.5. Department of Ccomerce.

Rest
of World

1,483

1,876
5,733

-3,857
-1.11.

A/16
*_/55

1/ -39
-49
188

-237
-381

21

I/-276

-79
128
188
-60
-2

0
-2

-205
0

-205

1,40•

1/-197
60

-257

1,207

if
if

U.S. (DNA) data with sips reversed.
Estimated on the lutis of a special DBS Survey in 1969.
Includes net errofa and omissions and liquid capital flows.
Not available.
Excludes n, OR allocation of $127 million.
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Commentary on tables A-4 and A-5 (Canada)

Canada's global current account shifted from a deficit of $933

million in 1966 to a surplus of $1,208 million in 1970. A positive

trade balance had the most significant effect on the current account;

it rose from $306 million to $2.9 billion between 1966 and 1970. The

principal source of this favorable change was a sharp rise in exports

to the United States, primarily as a result of the APTA. In fact,

the current account balance with the United States showed even greater

improvement than the global figure, changing from a $1.9 billion

deficit in 1966 to only a $275 million deficit in 1970. The multi-

nationals contributed heavily to this improvement, decreasing their

1966 deficit with the United States of $1.4 billion to $329 million

in 1970.

In 1966 Canada's imports from the United States exceeded the

comparable exports by $803 million. By 1970, however, the situation

had been reversed to a trade surplus of $1 billion, with the United

States accounting for a third of the total Canadian trade surplus in

that year. The multinationals also reversed their adverse position,

moving from a $716 million trade deficit in 1966 to a surplus amounting

to $662 million in 1970. Canada's overall exports showed a very

healthy increase from $10 to $16 billion during the period, with the

United States accounting for most of the gain. While total Canadian

exports during that period rose by 60 percent, exports to the

United States almost doubled, rising from $5.9 billion to $10.4 billion.
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The MNCs increased their share of total exports to the United States

equally significantly, from $2.7 billion (46 percent) to $5.9

billion (57 percent).

Imports showed significant increases as well but they were not

as large as the increases in exports. Total Canadian imports

increased from $9.8 to $13.2 billion. Most of Canada's imports

originate from the United States, payments for which increased from

$6.7 billion in 1966 to $9.4 billion in 1970. The MNCs imports from

the United States, which account for about half of total Canadian

imports, amounted to $3.3 billion in 1966 and rose to $5.2 billion

in 1970.

The Canadian services accounts showed deficits in both 1966 and

1970 of $1,239 million and $1,759 million, respectively. Such out-

flows to the United States increased from $1.0 billion to $1.3

billion, as compared with global outflows of $1.2 and $1.8 billion

respectively. The MINCs contributed heavily toward this deficit with

the United States, accounting for an outflow of $737 million in 1966

that rose %.-o $991 million in 1970. The bulk of the outflow was for

dividends and other profit remittances to parent companies; these rose

from $548 million to $748 million during the period. Royalties and

similar payments by the multinationals increased from $199 million in

1966 to $274 million in 1970.

The global capital account 1/ surplus moved adversely between

1966 and 1970, from $1.1 billion to only $601 million. Again, the

1/ Including errors and omissions and liquid capital flows.
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United States dominated these flows, generating an inflow of $961

million in 1966 that decreased slightly to $877 million in 1970. No

data are available for the MNCs' activities in capital account for

1966, but in 1970 the inflow was $662 million, or 75 percent of total

capital flows from the United States. The net long-term capital inflow

to Canada decreased from $1,047 million in 1966 to $780 million in

1970, with the United States and the multinationals accounting for

most of it. The inflow from the United States in 1966 was $1,111

million and it fell to $859 million in 1970. The inflow of multi-

nationals' capital in 1966 was $1,129 million, but the drop was more

precipitous, to $623 million. The global direct investment inflow

decreased sharply between 1966 and 1970, falling from $726 million

to $464 million. This drop was even more noticeable in net direct

investment by the United States, which fell from $658 to $341 million.

At the same time, the multinationals lowered their inflow from

$1,116 million to $643 million, or by almost 50 percent. 1/

In 1966 and 1970 portfolio investment remained substantial and

changed but little from $617 million to $585 million, with the United

States' portfolio investment rising from $362 million to $587 million.

The multinationals had little effect on this account. "Other" long-

term capital flows showed a deficit of $296 million in 1966 and of

1•/ The total for the MNCs is higher than the overall net figure for
the United States because of Canadian direct investment outflows to
the United States, which were on the order of $450 million in 1966
and $300 million in 1970.
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$274 million in 1970. The United States was the source of a $91

million inflow in 1966, which changed to an outflow of $69 million

in 1970. The inflow in 1966 credited to the multinationals was

$13 million; it became an outflow of $20 million in 1970. Global

short-term capital flows shifted similarly, from a favorable balance

of $85 million to an outflow of $179 million. In 1966, Canadians

sent more short-term capital to the United States than they received,

namely, $150 million. This deficit changed to an $18 million surplus

by 1970. The multinationals' contribution of $77 million toward the

deficit in 1966 changed to an inflow of $39 million in 1970.

There was a very significant change in the balance on current and

capital accounts combined between 1966 and 1970, a very favorable swing

from a small surplus of $199 million to a large one of $1,809 million.

In 1966 Canada had a $906 million deficit with the United States, of

which the multinationals accounted for $401 million. By 1970 both

the United States as a whole and the multinationals showed inflows of

$602 and $333 million respectively. The basic balance (current and

long-term capital accounts) showed practically the same increase as

did the balance on current and capital accounts, rising by $2 billion

during the 1966-70 period. The $756 million deficit attributed to

the United States in 1966 changed to an inflow of $584 million by 1970,

while the multinationals in dealings with the United States bettered

their effect on the balancefrom a $324 million deficit to an inflow

of $214 in 1970.
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Table A-6.--Balance of payments of U.K., 1966

(In millions of U.8. dollars)

Current Account, net----- --

Goods and Services, not

Trade, net-----.
Exports ..... .... .

Services, net- - -- :
Royalties and Fees, net----.:

Credit-.. .

Debit -
Dividends, etc., net-- -- :

Credit ---
Debit-..

Other Services, net-----:
Transfers, net

Capital Account, net.

Long term capital, net
Direct Investment, net------

PP&A 4 +. _. . . .. . . 0

Debit-
Portfolio capital, net-

t0 a~ m4 4

Other long-term capital, net-----:
Credit-

Debit---

Basic Balance (Current a/c + Long-
term Capital-

Short-term private non-liquid
capital, net

Credit i
Debit --...-...... ..-

Balance on Current and capital

Accounts (Net Liqu dityBa an ce) / . . - ,

Liquid private capital flows, net--:
Credit.
Debit-- -

Government Transactions on Current
and Capital Accounts, net----.

Officsli Reserve Transactions

Balance I/
Errors and Omissions,, net---------

0

United States 3/
,rld

, iSum : Cs-

967: 139: -666:

1,1014: 117: -666:

-160: 22: -. 23w
14,582 : 1,780 t 238

-149742 : -1,758 : -661
1,261 : 95 : -243 :

72 : -185 : -1T71
302: 31 : 2T :

-230 : -219 : 201 :
812 : -53 : -1142 :

2,173: 310 : 129 :
-1,361 . -363 : -21I :

380: 333 : 73 1
-137: 22 : 0

171- : 9 0: 2145

25: 396: 396 :
286 : 119: 419 :

-261 : -23 : -23 :
12 : 122: -63 :

183 : 21: 0 :
-171 : 101 : -63 :

1314 : -108: -88 :
442 : 0: 0 :

-308: -108 : -88 :

1,138 : 549 : -421

-250 : -32 : -30
0: 37: 39

-250 : -69 : -69
:A

888 : 517 -451

-921: 3/
2,1492 : /

-3,413 :

-1,434 : -17

-1,467 / :
-72 : _-107:

589

-218
-37

-181

371

2/
2/
2/

V 35

./ Excludes net errors and omissions.
U.S. data vith signs reversed.
Not available.
Includes net transfers of funds.

Sources: IMF Balance of Payments Yearbook, vol 22, June 1971; Bound of Trade J'\arnal,
1969 table 16; and reau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Comerce.

Debit---

Rest
of World

828

987

-182
12,802

-129,981
1,169

257
268
-11
865

1,863
-998

i-47
-159

-239
-371
-133
-238
-no
162

-,272
2142
14142

-20D

-e
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b1.l A-7.--balame. of psymets of U.K., 1970

(In Minlions

Current Account, not

Goods and Services, n t... ...

Trade, not-----= .. ..

Export s-
Imports

Services, net-o---...... .... -
Royalties and Fees, net -

Credit -
Debit--

Dividenda., etc., net .......
Credit-..
Debit ......-. ....Other Servl c w-iet - -

Transfers, net-

Capital Account, net-

Long term capital, net
Direct Investment, net

Credit-

Debit t
Portfolio capital, net-

Credit
Debit

Other long-tera capital, nat-
Credit -
Debit

Basic Balance (Current a/c + Long-
term Capital -

Short-term private non-liquid
capital, net-

Credit --
Debit---- a- ---- ---.........

Balance on Current and CapitalAccounts (Ne~t .Liuidlt•

Balance )

Liquid private capital flows, net-
Credit- --

Debit--

Government Transactions on Current
and Capital Acc6unts, net-

Official Reserve Transactions
Balance, O---------et

Errors and Onissions, net---- --

of U.S. dollars)
United States j ::World

: 8um : N4C6

-3 2,916 520 -880
3 3 2

.2 3.024: 493 -880O

17 : -305 -631
.3 18,9261 2,211. 328
. --18,909 : -2,519 : -959
. 3,007 : 798: -249:

58 : -213: -206:
.2 1_J 372: 54: 42:
, _ -311 3 -267 -248
. l,56 3 484 : -152:
.2 2,416 : 1,101 : 265
-: -900 3. -61T : -417:

1.1.33 : 52 : 1091
-108: 27: 0:

-219 2 -1,195 : -962

.28. : -637 -462
-87: ll1 : .14
338: 6TO: 670:

-425: -529 : -529:
: -4T -78 : -191:

202: 175: 0:
-249 a -253 : -191
422: -TO0:. -412:
782: 03 286:

-360 : -7OO -698

3,204 : -11T -1,342

S -50T7 : -558 -500
Z 55 6: 64:

: /-562 - :-564 -564

2,697 : -675 : -1,842

: 1,865: y V
: / 1,882 : /

:/ -2,280 : -T

2,282: :

2.33:§_/-2,787: /

j" 1 Partly estimated. 2/ Includes trade credits only. ._ Y 3 &*
Excludes SDR allocation of $410. 5/ Excludes net errocs and Omissions.
U.S. data with signs reversed. V/ Not available. _/ Includes net trans-

fers of funds.

Soruces: Economic Trends, No. 218, December 1971; MAnul Abstract of Statistics,
so. 108, 1971; DW Balance of Payment. Yearbook, vol. 23, rebruarwy 19T2 (Provisional
Analytical) Bureau of Sconomic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce.

Rest
of World

2,396

2,531

322
16,712

-16,390
2,209

271
318
.847

1,032
1,315

-283
906

-135

976

925
-228
-332
104
31
27
+4

1,122
782
340

3,321

51
1.9

2

3,372

-2,203

§/
•/ 3,080
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Commentary on tables A-6 and A-7 (United Kingdom)

The balance of payments of the United Kingdom improved very

substantially after the 1967 devaluation of the pound sterling. The

current account had a surplus less than $1 billion in 1966; this

increased to $3 billion by 1970. At the same time the net current

account inflow from the United States increased from $139 million to

$520 million. However, in their dealings with the United States,

the multinationals contributed heavily in the opposite direction, with

outflows of $666 million in 1966 and $880 million in 1970. Within

the current account the trade balance improved significantly, from

a deficit of $160 million in 1966 to a small surplus of $17 million

in 1970, but transactions with the United States and especially the

MNCs again moved increasingly in an adverse direction. A sharp

change was noted in the overall trade balance with the United States,

from a surplus of $22 million in 1966 to a deficit of $305 million

in 1970. The KhICs, meanwhile, already had a very sizeable deficit

of $423 million in 1966 that rose even higher (to $631 million) in

1970.

The very strong growth of net income on services accounts was

the primary factor in the overall improvement of the current account--

and, indeed, of the entire balance of payments as well. The positive

balance in the services accounts adamost tripled, from $1.3 billion in

1966 to $3 billion in 1970, with the United States contributing

heavily toward this favorable result. Yet, once again, the MNCs in
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both 1966 and 1970 had an adverse effect (amounting to about $250

million) on this account. Remittances of profits as well as royalties

and fees to parents in the United States predominated here.

The global capital account showed a significant deterioration--

a rise in net capital outflows from $79 million to $219 million. A

very sharp change was noted in the position with the United States,

where an inflow of $378 million in 1966 changed to an outflow of

$1.2 billion by 1970, chiefly as a result of heavy United Kingdom

investment in the United States. The U.S.-based multinationals

contributed $215 million in net credits toward the capital account

in dealings with the United States in 1966. By 1970, however, their

"contribution" was a $962 million outflow. American MNC-generated

flows of long-term capital vis-a-vis the United States shifted

massively, from a net inflow of $245 million in 1966 to a net outflow

of $462 million in 1970. Similarly, the HNCs accounted for almost

all of roughly a $500 million adverse shift in nonliquid short-term

capital flows. As a result of these MNC-related capital movements,

the British capital account was placed under heavy negative pressure

over the period. Only a large favorable shift in net capital flows

from non-U.S. sources ($1.4 billion) was able to hold the global

capital account to the relatively modest deterioration ($140 million)

which actually occurred.

The overall global surplus on current and capital accounts

showed a very healthy improvement between 1966 and 1970, increasing

from $888 million to $2.7 billion. This was not the case in trans-
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action with the United States, however. A surplus with the United

States of $517 million in 1966 was reversed by 1970 to a deficit of

$675 million. The multinationals contributed heavily toward this

result; their deficit with the United States rose sharply, from $451

million to $1.8 billion.

The British basic balance (current and long-term capital accounts)

showed similar movements. The global surplus expanded from $1.1

billion to $3.2 billion. The United States accounted for a net inflow

of $549 million during 1966, which changed to a net outflow of $117

million in 1970. The multinationals again were a source of serious

deterioration; they moved from a deficit position of $421 in 1966 to

a sharply higher one of $1.3 billion in 1970.
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Table A-8.--alace oft Paymmts of Belgium-Luxmbourg, 1966

(in millions o

Ooods and Services, not--$I

Trade, e--

- ------

Services, met-
Flrqlties and 7ees 0 et-'

Credit
Debi

Other Services, net-

CWntal Accout. net-

Long teom capital, netý---

Direct Invkrestmn, net - .. :

Portfolio capital, m t-. :

Deiott-----------,------------'

Debit ( t ......
Other Capital capit . . .._

Liredpratcpit aflw etI

Debit

Obs ericrt T--(rantia/c +Wag- I
tna Ca pital. n t-

o apit teapitantn

Direst and anet, Aet a-------:

A,( outl a (Notle Lnloudd in tt
B/Ntalailale

Credit
Debit,

j vrashcuemt errnators and oissins

am Capital vitb sig S

th Iludoes4 trasrs oafd nds

U.S. (MA dte i-bsg rvr

oItald nettase$at....... ..

of U.S. dollars)

: United Statieo
World 'S8m ' 14

-30: 78: 1 -272'

-2 70: -272

-1•n 28 -233
5,'626: 530:s 51.

-5,7?O : -502 : -287
52 .2 : -39:

.- 38 j/ -25:
70 1/ : 1

-108 z: -26
22 6: -12:

301. 58: a
-282) -52 -20:

661 36: -2:
321 8: 0'

313 L : lO:34 ?1 10

12: 76 lOk :
132: 80: 1411:
11.0: 70: 151:
-8: +10: -10:

-131.4 -68 -30:
-4: 0: 0:

-130 : -8 : -30

-10 : +30 : -T

-18 15 -168:

22s V/ 0:0 / : -17:

3 1

-382 V2 z

28 V

28: , / LI/

6: 3/ 3 /

Services, let."

ad.

Rest
of World

-108

-132

-152
5,096

-5,238
10

16
24.6

-230
-6
24

-61.
52
70

-1.8
-66

0-.66
-50

20
-76

-172

-T8

i-

LI

Sources: Ws, halace of P imnts Tearbook, Vl. 23, Deomber 1971; Statisti.al
Office of the baropean Cmunities, balance of Pxmet. 1962-196, and bjace of
Peymats, 1960-19T0. U.S. Departamet of Commeer, bureau of kommic Analysis.

89-030 0 - 73 - 17
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Table A-9.--falanee of Payments of Belgi u-Lwmbourg, 1970

(10 zillion of U.S. dollars)

grnt, Account, nel .. ....--...--

0oods and Services. net .......

Traden nt.
agporte -

Xuportg
Services a ne-t.

Royalties and Pee. 0 net.- :
Creditt.......... .:
Debit . . .- .. . .- - --

Divide .,t- , a-t------- -- :
Credit
Debit--

Other Services$ so-
T~'ranisfers. Met--------

Ca"ital Account, neo- -- :

Long tem capital, net - .-
Direct Investment, net-- -- :

Creedt
Debit-

Portfolio capital, net-
Debit

Other long-term capital, net--.*
Credit
Deb it .. .-- ---. . . --- - -

bluig haace (Current alc + Lto"-
teM Caiital-

Short-term private non-liquid
capital, neta --- ------- :

Crediit-
Debit-.. -

Ide on Current edCULUIta

Acutsi(Nt Ulitybalance, ..

Liquid private capital floas, net-
Credit-

Government Transactions on Current
and Capital Accounts, net----

Offici ale-eve TMUM act1

brere Wa OeIesions, not- - :

•In milAiem €
Ii

!

./ Not available. Included in "other services,
3/Not available.

E xcludes an 5DR allocation of + $70 million.
U,S. (BRA) data vith signs reversed.

,/ Includes net transfers of funds.

Net."

Sources: D1W, lance of P& ntsj.Tearbook. vol. 23, December 1971. Statistical
Office of the Europa CoM cities, Balanes of Pft snts, 1 9 U.S. Department
of Comerce, Bureau of Bconomic Analysis.

:United states :
World

: 8 ¼ ICe :

914.: -18 h ,/-16o0

871.: -30: -460:
3 3

788: -122: -404 .
9,9726 601: 68 :

-8,938 -726 : -172 :
86: 92: -56:

-58 : j/ -19 :118: ./' 1.b:

-176: j/ : -53 :
S 68: -62 -7

8623 210 : 32 :
-791.. -148 : -39 :

76: 30: 0 :
1.0: 12 : 0 :

-372 : / : 115:

-276: -28, 76:
162: 118: 211.:
318 : 11.0 220

-156 : -22 : -6
-288 : -124. -108

26: 2: 0:
-34 : -126 : -108
-150: -22: -30:

0: 10: 0:
-150 : -32 : -30

638: -16: -381.:

-96: : 39:
0: 2/ 393

-96: 3/:

5h.2 3 : -31.5

2,918 : : :
-2,9914 : / :

/-174 -16 :

292: V I
- V •

-1: /: 3/

3/

3/
V3
3/

-158

LI

3/

Reit
of World

932

901

910
9,122

-8,212
-6

6
652

-64.6
-12
28

-248

178
..131.
-161

21
-188
-128
-10

-118

684
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The capital account showed a drastic deterioration from a surplus

of $34 million to a deficit of $372 million. Here, however, the MNCs

had a positive effect on the balance, contributing inflows from the

United States of $100 million and $115 million in the respective years.

The most significant change occurred in the long-term sections of the

capital account, which shifted from an inflow of $12 million in 1966

to an outflow of $276 million in 1970. There was a shift also in the

U.S. position--from an inflow of $76 million to an outflow of $28

million. The multinationals, however, produced positive balances of

$104 million in 1966 and $76 million in 1970. As global direct

investment in Belgium-Luxembourg increased from $132 to.$162 million,

the United States accounted for $80 and $118 million in 1966 and 1970.

The MNCs invested directly a rather significant $141 million (net)

in 1966, and increased it to $214 million in 1970. Belgian purchases

of foreign securities (a net outflow) more than doubled during this

period, rising from $134 to $288 million, with purchase of U.S.

securities valued at $68 million in 1966 then doubling to $124 million

in 1970. In this account, the multinationals paralleled the general

experience, tripling their portfolio holdings from $30 million to

$108 million. "Other" long-term investment was also quite significant,

changing from an inflow of $14 million to an outflow of $150 million

on a global basis. The HNCs had a relatively modest influence on

this account. Short-term nonliquid capital flows also reversed from

net surplus to net deficit but, on a global basis, the impact was

small relative to the balance of payments as a whole.
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g global position of the Belgian basic balance improved greatly

beLween 1966 and 1970, shifting from a deficit of $18 million to a

surplus of $638 million. The flow from the United States reversed,

from an inflow of $154 million in 1966 to an outflow of $46 million

in 1970. The MNCs had a significant negative effect on the basic

balance, more than doubling their outflow from $168 to $384 million

dur'•g that time.
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Table A-1O.--Balao of POMU f OPftu* 1966

,Ae•, m-. .... mi..li ,

Goods and Servmes, n e. -

Trades net-

Services, n e t-
Royalties end F01, net -

Credit -...
Debit.. ... .

Dividends, ate., nett

Other Services, n et t
Transtersa not-

Canital Account. nt•t

Lang term capital, not-............
Direct Investment, not

Creditt• .. . - . ....

Portfolio capital, noe
Croft•
Debit

Otber lang-tem capital, net-
Credit
Debit

Basic Balance (Current a/c . Wax-
term Capital,

Short-term private non-liquid

iquid private capital flos, net-
Balance t Trnatina n Current nCai

Oove menat Transactions on Current
and Capital Accounts, et--

rOrs and (tsslons, net

Debit

of .... 4..w.)
united states

: world

* 1 _ :

8 172: -21 : -328

86: -13: -328:

100 £ -112 : -233
9,1435: 708: he8:

-9,335 : -1,120 : -281
-11 : 369 : -95:

: j 9• : :
: i l : 9 :

V ~ -90 :
119: 21: -36 :
h6k2 1 l42 : 9

-313 : -121 : -15
-133: 348: 22:

: 86: 22: 0:
I : : . 3

-68: 176: 89:

156: 129 : 81:
111: 118: 133:

: 252 119: 141.:
* -141.: -1: -8:

22: -18: -49:
: 1: 0: 0:
: -27: -18: -49:

233 29: 0:
: 69: 29: 0:
" -. 64: 0: 0:
* I :

: 328 : 108: -244.:

--22h : 47: 5 :
: 290 : T: IT :
: -5114: 0: -12 :

10: 155 -239

: 4 : -248
797 : 425: 2/

-7 53 : -673 : 2V/

S /95 337:

2.3 : 2
I 1 I h

1302 1.9 /
" 23 3 4 Z

Not available.. Included In "Other Services, let."
Includes miltilateral settlsts ofs 253 (world)
f1ludes net eors and missions.
U.S. (31) data with sips reversed.
lot available.
Includes net transfers of ftus.

and + $286 (United states).

sources: Statistical Office of the suropean rammmnities, Valance of bmets,
19621966 and Balance of Pamts, 1960-1970; and Bureau of Sconmuic Analysis, U.S.
Department of minerc.

Rest
of World

193

129

512
8,727

-8,215
-383

98
320

-222
-181

61

-21.1

27
-7

133
-140

10
19
-9
-6
10

-1.6

220

-271
243

-511

-51

292
372
-80

-242

21-1

81



Table A-1.--Balance of Paymeots of lrawe 1970

Goods and Services *Cre~tt

~~, |

Deit

Senrvit s, m et-...
I00altie.d aendes he., .. .. t-.

Dividends t, *" et-'- .

credit

other Services not
b iansfer•, net- et....

Long term cail .- :
Directnseae., net-........

Credit - -.... ...
Debit-.. .. ... .. .

Portfolio capital, not-

Other lang-term, caita met.-:

rasi o balance (e. a .. + lo.
teau Ccv ia - . -:--

•tt

Sbort-term private non-liquid
capital, - -

Credit

Debit -- ...

Liquid private capital flow.s net.:

Credit t- • •. .. ..
Debit -

ovemrnt Transactions an current
and Capital Accountts met-:

BDeiant i e

Ibsen "rtae casooapg~ ~•,t-

f U.S. dolUars)
United states

World Smt : a•O

310 -537: 2/-812 :

878: -59 -412

320 -776, -6313
18,0103 9M9 63,
17,690 8 -1,755 1 -691

558 : 182 -181:

t ,t 9:
at , t : -130:

378: 107: -90:
1,01A 611, 32-

-1,066 -501  -2122:
180: 75, 30 :

-568: 5, 0:

1,590: 590: 3 152:3 3 t

606:t 277: 416:
2263: 16, 515:
59 16, :118, :

-370 : -20, +•2.:
282 : 85, -11 :
39h : 1.49, 0 :

-•112: -A -44 :
98: 116: -55 :

532: 89, 0:
-4131 -43, -55 :

3 :$

916 -260 -396,
3 3

9811 313, 36:
501: -115: 33:

4483 : +458 : +3:

1,900: 53: -360:

183 : 627: /
2,078 : 1,363 : /

-1,895 : -736 :

1,%6 1,3611: _/

36 •2•

Not available. Included in "Other Services, let.*
3/ olude am EON allocation of + $165 million.
Includes tilteral, settlmemts of + *692 million.
bAludes met errors and odissions.
U.. (MIA) data vith sips reversed.

olt availavle.

Sources: DM, Balance of Merment. arbo•o• vol. 23, March 1972. Statistical
Office of the Diropean Cmcunitiesp /aLO of Pon1ts. 1960-1910 and Bureau of
lbenomic Analysis. U.S. Devartmt of Comeree.

Rest
of World

811701,7

1,096
17,031
15,935

376

271
833

-562
105

-625

1,000

329
80

130
-350

-198

52
443

-391

1,176

611
616
+15

1,84T

115
-1,159

-1,201

202

3112
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Commentary on tables A-10 and A-11 (France)

Like the United Kingdom and Belgium, France showed a current

account improvement, but. it was a fairly modest one--from a surplus

of $172 million in 1966 to one of $310 million in 1970. Transactions

with the United States as a whole, and especially those of the MNCs,

were a source of very heavy negative influence, as in the United

Kingdom and Belgium. Nevertheless, while the MNCs exerted a severe

depressive influence on the trade and services accounts, both held

up extremely well in global terms. It was another account--private

transfers of migrants' remittances--which bore chief responsibility

for keeping the global current-account surplus from rising as rapidly

as it might have. The MNC influence was absent here.

Globally, the trade surplus improved by $220 million, from $100

million in 1966 to $320 million 4 years later--despite a deterioration

of about $500 million in the HNC's trade balance with the United States.

The services accounts tell a similar story. Globally, these accounts

improved by $572 million (from a $14 million deficit to a $558 million

surplus), while the MNCs increased their net outbound services flows

to the United States by $86 million. All this left the global balance

on goods and services accounts with an extremely healthy improvement

of just under $800 million, whence a deep deterioration of $654 million

in net private transfers (in which the MNCs played no part) cut the

overall current account improvement to a relatively modest $138

million.
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*The French capital account experienced tremendous improvement

between 1966 and 1970, shifting from a $68 million deficit to a

surplus of $1.6 billion. The United States helped modestly to improve

the balance of this account with a net increase of $384 million in

the French surplus. In relative terms, the multinationals increased

their net inflow from the United States even more--fivefold--from

$89 million to $452 million during the same time. Long-term capital

inflows increased markedly, from $156 to $606 million, with the

United States accounting for a third of the improvement. The MNCs

here again were in the forefront, with a fivefold improvement of

$332 million. The direct investment account showed an interesting

pattern. Globally, it improved by $115 million to a surplus of

$226 million in 1970. Yet the MNCs' net direct investment surplus

with the United States improved by $382 million to $515 million.

This implies, for 1970, a $289 million direct investment outflow to

the United States and other areas--an outflow in which the U.S.-based

MNCs played no part. The rest of the capital account, including

movements of portfolio and other long-term funds as well as short-term

nonliquid capital, improved on a global basis by a very substantial

$1.5 billion over the period, of which $1.2 billion represented a

shift in the short-term item. In comparison with the magnitude of

these changes, neither the United States as a whole, nor the MNCs

in their contribution to the French balance of payments with the

United States played an especially important role.
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The French global balance on current and capital accounts ended

the period with a very favorable increase from $104 million to $1.9

billion. Transactions with the United States countered this movement

slightly, as net inflows on the U.S. accounts dropped from $155

million in 1966 to $53 million in 1970. The 4NCs' contribution also

was negative, with a $239 million deficit in 1966 that rose to $360

million in 1970. The basic balance (current and long-term capital

accounts) also showed a very healthy improvement during this period;

its surplus rose from $328 million in 1966 to $916 million in 1970.

Yet, whereas the United States brought in $108 million (net) in 1966,

the flow was reversed by 1970 to a $260 million deficit. The multi-

nationals' negative effect on the basic balance was reflected in an

outflow to the United States of $244 million in 1966 which rose to

$396 million outflow in 1970.

f "
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Table A-12.--Balance of Payments of West Germany, 1966

(In millions of

Current Acggnt. net-

Goods and Services, net-........

Trade, not-
Exports .. ... -. ..
Imports-...

Services, net
Royalties and Fees, net--

Credit .
r.bit---

Dividends, etc., net ---
Creditt..... -. -.
Debit-----

Other Services,

Transfers, net --

Capital Account, net

Long term capital, net
Direct Investment, net-----.

CredA•
Debit-

Portfolio capital, net-
Credit - -:

Debit
Other long-term capital, net---:

Credit--
Debit-

Basic Balance (Current a/c + Long-
term Capital-

Short-term private non-liquid
capital, net

Credit--
Debit-

Balance on Current and Caoital
Accounts (let Liquidit
Balance) ..

Liquid private capital flows, net-:
Credit------

Debit------

Government Transactions on Current
and Capital Accounts, net---:

Official Reserve TrnsactionsBalance ./'

Errors and Omissions, net--

I/ Not available. Included in "Other
V Includes multilateral settlements,
I/ Excludes net errors and omissions.

U.S. (BRA) data with signs reversed
inlot nafailable. . .......
•/ includes net transfers of funds.

r U.S. dollars)

l United states

Su8m ulca

-286 : -611 : -1•6

5T7: -581l -146:
2,956 -352 -225

20,18 : 1,793 a 101
-17,233 : -2,145 : -326
-2,3T9 : -229 -221

-158 : i -92:
- 78 if : 12:
-236 if : -101.:
-358 : -T6 : -162
156 : 118: 123

-814. : -221 4 -174.
-1,863 : -153 : 33 I

-863 : -30: 0:

885: 252 335:

415: 175 297.
553: 371 : 591:
860: 388-: 619:

430T : -17 : -28
-241 : -170 : -266

0: 0: 0:
-241 3 -170 : -266

103 : -26 : -28:

157T 0: 0.:
-51.3 -26 : -28

* 3

129 -136 : -119:

T70: 7T: 38 :
470: 77: 51 :

0: 0: -13 :

599 -359 : -111

-69: 87: •/
61: 87: • :

-130: 0 : •f

-355 1 301.

175 32 :

256 3 5/89: t /

Services, let."

Rest
of World

325

1,158

3,308
18,396

-15,088
-2,150

-282
308

-590
-1,868

-833

633

240
182
172

-290
-71

0
-71
129
157
-28

565

393
393

0

958

-156
-26

-130

-659

143

~,-333

Sources: D4, BIaace of Pbuents Yearbook, vol. 22, October 1971; Statistical
Office of the European Communities, j•_tiojl Acots, 1957-1966& BalanCe of PAZ-
ments, 1962-1966 and Balance of P ats. 1960-19. Bureau of 3conotic Analyeis,
U.S. Department of Commerce.
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Table *t3. -i•lalne of P.eyments of Vest Germany, 1970

(In millions of

Current Account, net. - -

Good. and Services, net---------:

Trade, net-. .... ..

Services, net
Royalties and Fees, net-----:

Credit
Debit --

Divitdenda etc., net--
creditDebit- -------

Other Services, net--------:
Transfers, net

Capital Account, net

Long tern capital, net------
Direct Investment, net--:

credit-:

Debit -
Portfolio capital, net- --.

Credit -

Debit--,
Other long-term capital, net-.-:

Credit.. .:

Debit--

Basic Balance (Current a/c + Lont-
tern Capital

Short-term private non-liquid
capital, n eo-t

Credit
Debit.

Balance on Current and Capital
Accounts '(Not Liquidity

Liquid private capital flows, net-:

Debit.

Government Transactions on Current
and Capital Accounts, net---

Official Reserve Transactions

Balance V/-
Irora and Oaisions, net. -

U.S. dollars)
united states

World

322 -259 V/-665
1,875 -236 -•65

5,837 T 85 : -121
340120: 3,126, 415

-28,283 1 -3,011 : -536
-39962 : -321 -514.1

-251 : -158 : -132
134 : 23: 23:

-3835: -181 : -155
-242 : -101 : -458"

1,389 5 425w 36:
-1,631. : -529 -4941.
-3,469 1 -59 : 46 a
-1,553 -23: 03

1,166: 29;• 310:

-598: -172: 202:
-387: 103: 216:
299: 184.: 261.,

-686: -81: -48:
208 -220 -63
3441: 3 0,

-552 -223 : -63
-3 -55: 49:

2541: 0: 19:
-257 : -55 : 0

-276 : -431 : -163

1,761.t 201: 108:
1,924 : 201 : 108

-6o0: 0: 0:

1,488 : -230 : -355

2,3141: 567: ./
2,950 : 635 :-636 : -68 : •

/-424 : 664

3,378 : 1,001 :

29589 2/ 5,210 : 2/
", Excludes an 5DR allocation of + $202 million.

Includes multilateral settlements.Excludes net errors and omissions.
U.S.d(e) data vith signs rever ed.

3Not available.

Sources: Deutsche Bundesbank, The Balance gf Pawments of the Federal Revublic of
eorm in 1970:t ues.gi u m o Statistical Office of the European Comunities,
nce of a . 1960- 0,_ Bureau of Economia Analyels, U.S. Department of

Commerce.

4

Rest
of World

581

2,111

5,752
30,991.

-25,242
-3,641

-93
111

-204
-138,

961.
-1,102
-3,1410
-1,530

1,137

-426
-190
115

-605
12

34.1
-329

52
254

-202

155

1,563
1,723
-160

1,718

1,747
2,315
-568

-1,088

2,377

-2,621
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Comientary on tables A-12 and A-13 (West Germany)

The global current account of West Germany's balance of payments

in 1966 showed a deficit of $286 million, with an outflow of $611

million to the United States, of which the multinational corporations

accounted for $466 million. By 1970, the current account had shifted

favorably to show a net inflow of $322 million. Nevertheless, the

United States and the MNCs still had negative influences. The net

outflow to the United States decreased to $259 million but the MNCs

created a deficit entry of $665 million, which implies a shift to a

surplus of just over $400 million in the non-MNCs' current account

transactions with the United States.

Germany's global trade surplus doubled between 1966 and 1970

(from $2,956 million to $5,837 million). Imports from the United

States were larger than exports by $352 million in 1966, while the

multinationals also imported more from the United States than they

exported to it. By 1970, however, German exports to the United

States had increased sufficiently so that the trade balance showed

a surplus of $85 million; the multinationals decreased their trade

deficit by almost half, to $121 million.

The services accounts showed a deficit of $2.4 billiod in 1966,

increasing to $4.0 billion in 1970. In 1966, transaction with the

United States produced a net outflow of $229 million and the MNCs

accounted for nearly all of it. As the total deficit on services

account almost doubled by 1970, the United States increased its share
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to $321 million with the KNCs' net services payments to the United

States more than doubling to $544 million. Thus, non-MNCs shifted

th:&r balance with the United States to a net surplus of about $220

million. The sum paid by multinationals to their parent corporations

in form of dividends and other earnings remittances increased from

$162 million in 1966 to $458 million in 1970 and was the largest

expenditure by the MNCs in the services account. In 1970 it was

almost twice as high as net global German dividend payments during

that year ($458 million vs. $242 million). Royalties and fees paid

by the HNCs to the United States in 1966 amounted to more than half

of the global total, and their value ($92 million) was almost equal

to MNC exports to the United States ($101 million). However, while

exports to the United States by the multinationals quadrupled by

1970, royalties and similar payments increased only about a third, to

$132 million. "Other" services constituted a very significant outflow

in the global services accounts, increasing from a net deficit of

$1.9 billion to one of $3.5 billion during 1966-70, but the HNCs and

the United States as a whole had little impact here.

Germany's capital account surplus increased from $885 million in

1966 to $1,166 million in 1970. The HNCs brought in net flows of

$335 and $310 million respectively, indicating a slight slowing trend

in'.1long-term investment flows from the United States. This was

especially evident in the direct investment surplus of the MNCs, which

drp•.ped sharply from $591 million in 1966 to $216 million in 1970.

(The comparable figures reported by the Germans were $371 million and
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$103 million.) Meanwhile, net German direct investment abroad

increased considerably over the period. In 1966 the German balance

of payments showed a global surplus of $553 million on direct invest-

ment account, meaning that foreigners invested that much more than

Germans invested abroad. By 1970 the situation had shifted drastically,

changing the surplus of more than half a billion to a deficit of

$387 million, or an adverse shift amounting to $940 million.

The German global portfolio investment account remained relatively

stable. In deficit both years, the balance fell slightly from $241

million to $208 million. While the shortfall vis-a-vis the United

States rose from $170 million in 1966 to $220 million in 1970, the

multinationals' share decreased fairly sharply from $266 million to

$63 million. "Other" long-term capital flows moved globally from a

surplus of $103 million in 1966 to a deficit of $3 million in 1970.

While the outflow of long-term capital to the United States doubled,

rising from $26 million to $55 million, the multinationals reversed a

net deficit of $28 million with the United States in this account to

a $49 million surplus.

The inflow of non-liquid short-term capital to Germany almost

quadrupled, increasing from $470 million to $1,746 million. This, of

course, was partly a small reflection of heavy flows of short-term

capital which periodically have inundated West Germany for speculative

reasons. The balance of payments presentations used here are not

appropriate for analyzing such flows, however, and consideration of

thm.is postponed for Chapters V and VI of this study.
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The global balance on current and capital accounts showed a very

significant gain, the inflow rising from $599 million in 1966 to

$1,488 million in 1970. Germany's overall deficit with the United

States shifted favorably from $359 million to $230 million. The

multinationals, however, increased their net outflow more than three-

fold, from $111 million to $355 million. The global basic balance

(current and long-term capital accounts), on the other hand, showed

an adverse shift, from a surplus of $129 million in 1966 to a deficit

of $276 million in 1970. The net outflow to the United States was

significant but essentially unchanged, amounting to about $400 million

&in both years. Again, however, the multinationals showed a threefold

increase in their net deficit, from $149 million to $463 million.
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Table A-14.--Balance of Payments of Brazil, 1966

(In million of U.S.

Worli

Current Account, not-

Goods and Services, net.....

Trades not-
Zzports-.....
Imports...Services, net-....

Royalties and Fees, net --

Debit------

Dividends, etc., net-..-..--
Credit--z
Debit~_.

Other Services, net-. ... :
Transfers, net --.-- :

Capital Account, net- -

Long tern capital, net ------
Direct Investment, net------ :

Credit - ---- -:
Debit-

Portfolio capital, net-
Credit-
Debit--

Other long-term capital, net--:
Credit- t--
Debit- -

Basic Balance (Current a/c + Lona-
term Capital

Short-tern private non-liquid
capital, net -

Credit--
Debit- -

Balance on Current and Capital
Accounts (NoetLiguidit]
Baance) /

Liquid private capital flove, net--:
Credit--- -------

Government Transa.tions on Current
and Capital Accounts, net----.

Official Reserve Transaltions

Balance 2/

Irors and Omissions, net

1
-1

Yf Not available. Included in "other serve
?/ -xcludes. net error and admissions..

U.S. data vith signs reversed.
Not available.
Includes net transfers of funds.

dollars)
United States 1/

d
Sunm I ICs

T4: t -51 -116,
I :

29 : -51 -116

438: 35 -58:
,7h41 600, 33:
,303 -565 : -91
-1409: -86: -58:
V -30: -28:

S0 0:
-30 -28:

-197 : -51 -23
7: 8 8

-20. : -59 -28
-212 : -5: -2•:

145: 0 0:

51: 224 279:

140: 230 288:
T74: 288 288:
714: 286 286:
0: *2 +2:
3: -19 0:

22: -19 0:
-19; 0 0:
-3T' -39 0:
180: -39 0:

-217: 0 0:

114: 179M 172:

11: -6 -9:
11: 3 3:
0: -9 -12:

125 173: 163:

0:
27:

-68: 180

30: , '/
-25:

tices. Net."

Sources: I1M, Balance of Psayents Yearbook, vol.
Analysis, U.S. Department of Comerce.

23, March 1972, Bureau of Economic

Rest
of Vorld

125

80

403
1,141
-738
-323

.16'
-1

-1145
-177

45
-173

-190
-2114
-212

-2
22
3

19
2

219
-217

-65

17
8
9

-248

•/-165
... . I J I
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Table A-15 Balance of Payments of Brazil 1970 (Preliminary)

(In mllions of U

Cwrent Account, net..-- - .

Goods and Services, not

Trade, not-- - -

Exports- .--......
Imports

Services, net ---- :
Royalties and Fees, net---- :

Credit
Debit-

Dividends, etc., net --- :
credit ---
Debit- -Other Services, net-----.. .:

Transfers, net --.- ..- :

Capital Account, net--

Long tens capital, net------ :
Direct Investment, net----. :

Credit--
Debit---

Portfolio capital, net-
Credit- ------
Debit----

Other long-term capital, net----:
Credit--
Debit

Basic Balance (Current a/c + Long-
.tern Capital

Short-term private non-liquid
capital, net

Credit
Debit

Balance on Current and Capital
Accounts (Net Livuidity,

Balance) -/

Liquid private capital flows, net-:
Credit,
Debit---- --

Government Transactions on Current
and Capital Accounts, net----:

Official Reserve TWensactions
B. manice ------------.

rrors and Omissions, net-

United States
rld SSum NKCS

-500 " -308 : -21i1

-513 : -308 : -2411

232 : -151 : -131
2,739 : 670 91

-2,507 : -821 : -222
-'475 : -157 : -110

V -31: -29:
0/: 0:

1 -31: -29:
-353 : -113 -76
49: 26: 0:

-402: -139 -76
-392: -13: -5:

13: / : 0:

445; % 7: 1403:

332 : 108: 336:
107 : 337: 337 :
121 : 338: 338 :
-1i -1 -1
23: 1: 0:
21: 2: 0:
-1: -1: 0:

202: 70: -1:
1.30: 71: 0:

-228 : -1 : -1

-168: 100: 95:

113: 39: 67:
336: 40: 68:

-2232 -1: -1:

-139 162:

156: 2 : 2/1.81. : 2/ : 2
-2: 2/ : 2

38: -62: T

477: / : / :

38: -62: •

N/ ot available. Included In "Other Services, Net."
-...................... es.a..... a.Utooation-of~5+ miioa-(or~mdit•) .- ... " *- -

Excludes net errors and omissions.
U.S. data vith signs reversed.
Not available.
Includes net transfers of funds.

Sources: IMF Balance of Payments Yearbook, vol. 23, March 1972; Bureau of Economic
Analysis, U.S. Department of Comerce.

89-020 0 - 73 - 19

Reat
of World

-192

-205

383
2,069

-1,686
-588

240
-21.0

23
-263
-348

13

-2

-76
-230
-117
-13
22
22
0

132
359

-227

-268

74

296
-222

-1914

6

1/00

r.0. dollars)
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Commentary on tables A-14 and A-15 (Brazil)

The balance of Brazil's current account dropped sharply, from a

net inflow of $74 million in 1966 to a net outflow of $500 million in

1970. The United States was a major deficit partner, accounting for

an outflow of $51 million in 1966 which rose steeply to $308 million

in 1970. The multinational corporations contributed heavily toward

the deficit with the United States, causing outflows of $116 and

$241 million respectively.

The Brazilian trade balance showed a surplus of $438 million in

1966 that decreased to $232 million in 1970. While in 1966 the United

States contributed a $35 million surplus, in 1970 this had changed to

a $151 million deficit. The multinationals had deficits of $58 million

and $131 million respectively, in trade with the United States.

The services deficit almost doubled during the 1966-70 period,

increasing from $409 to $745 million. 1/ The United States accounted

for $86 million of it in 1966 and for $157 million during 1970. The

multinationals' shares of that were $58 million and $110 million,

respectively, mainly in payments of royalties and earnings.

The capital account responded to the rapidly growing Brazilian

economy and an increase in confidence on the part of foreign investors,

with surpluses that rose steeply from $51 million in 1966 to an

impressive $445 million in 1970. Very significant as sources of

11 These amounts are understated by the omission of global figures
in the "royalties and fees" account, which are not available.

/
/
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capital were the United States apd particularly the HNCs, with the

United States doubling its overall flows from $224 million to $447

million, and the MNCs investing $279 million and $403 million in the

2 respective years. Net long-term capital flows to Brazil rose

greatly from $40 million in 1966 to $322 million in 1970. The United

States increased its long-term capital flow from $230 million to

$408 million. The MNCs on balance brought in from the United States

$288 million in 1966 and $336 million in 1970. Net direct investment

in Brazil increased from $74 to $107 million, with the United States

(the MNCs) accounting for much more--$288 million in 1966 and $337

million in 1970. The other long-and short-term capital accounts

(nonliquid) moved very favorably in the aggregate--by $361 million

to a $338 million surplus in 1970. The MNCs in transactions with

the United States had little important effect on these movements,

however.

Both the United States and the ZINCs had a positive effect on the

overall Brazilian balance on current and capital accounts, which

showed a global surplus of $125 million in 1966 and a deficit of

$55 million in 1970. During the same years the United States

contributions were inflows of $173 and $139 million respectively,

with the MNCs providing a practically unchanged net surplus of slightly

more than $160 million. The basic balance deteriorated globally from

a $114 million surplus in 1966 to a $168 million deficit in 1970.

Both the United States as a whole and the multinational corporations

showd -declining surpluses-whieh-aeoufted" f6r`p°iftW7bii6i n iT o

the total unfavorable swing.
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Table A-16.--Balance of Paymetts izf Mexicc, 1966

(In millions of U.S

World

Current Account, net ------ ---

Goods and Services, net ---------

Trade, net ------------------
Exports -------------
Imports V_/ .......------------

Services, net--- ----------
Royalties and Fees, net --------

Credit - - - :
Debit -------

Dividends, etc., net---
Credit -------------
Debit -....-----.------......

Other Services, net -----------
Transfers, nt--

Capital Account, net

Long term.capital, net-
Direct Investment, net-

Debit--------
Portfolio capital, net - --

Credit--- ----------
Debit------

Other long-term capital, net---
Credit.-- --

Debit---

Basic Balance (Current a/c + Long-
term Capital

Short-term private non-liquid
capital, net-----:

Credit--------
Debit-------

Balance on Current and Cgaital
Accounts (Net LiquidityBalance) I/

Liquid private capital flows, net-:

Debit-

Government Transactions on Current
and Capital Accounts, net -----

Official Reserve tions
Balance, 1-

•rors and Omissions, net---------

I
-i

dollars)

: United States _ :
Ld :

: Sun : NCs

-310 -405 : -246

-305 : -. 50 : -246

-420 : -432 : -179
,2441 , 719 : 65
.,664 : -1,181 : -21.1.
115 : -18 -67:

S -1.6 : -13
S 0 0:

:Y -16 -43
-293 : -129 -59

19: 25: 0:
-312 : -1514 : -59
0.08: 157: 35:
-5: 145: 0:

233: 220 102:

163: 120: 70:
82: 70 70:
82: 70, 70:
0: 0: 0:
8: 22: 0:

18: 29: 0:
-10: -: 0:
73: 28: 0:

188: 28: 0:
-415 • 0 : 0:

-11: 0: 0:

-147 : -285 : -176

70: 100: 32:
70 107: 39:

0 : -7 -7

77: -185 ,-14

175: :
17 : :/ :

0: :/ :
175 :::

51: 76:

149:

-193 §: _169 :V/

I_/ Imports maily C.I.F.
-_/-Wot' jWjot&V be'.-;TheM1,ded-'A1"Otherervieer,

Excludes net errors and omissions.
U.S. data vith signs reversed.
Not available.
Indluces net transfers of funds.

Sources: IMF Balance of Payments Yearbook; Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S.
Department of Comerce.

Rest
of World

a'a'
a'

95
145

12
495

-483
133

-164
-6

-158
297
-50

43

43
12
12
0

-14
-11

-3
145

160
-415

138

-30
-37

7

108

-25

_/362
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S Table A-17.--B.Lance of Payments of Mexico, 1970 (provisional)

(In millions of U

o2.ent Account, met -:

Goods and Services, net -

Trade, net-....--Rorts . .........
Zmports . . . . .. :

Services, net-........-.-.- :
Royalties and Fees, net------:

Credit- ----------
Debit ------------

Dividends, etc., net --------
Credit ---- :
Debit,-:Other Services, net -- .--- :

Transfers, net --..- -

Capltal Account, net-....--.-.

Long term capital, net---------.
Direct Investment, net---------

Credit- --------
Debit------------------

Portfolio capital, net--------
Credit-------- ----

Debit --------------------
other long-term capital, net----:

Credit-
Debit----------------------

Ban ic Balance (Current a/c + Long-
term Capital---------------

Short-term private non-liquid
capital, net---------------

Credit
Debit------------------------

Balance on Current and Capital
Accounts (Net Li uidity

i• Y6! -----

Liquid private capital flows, net--:
Credit-----------------------
Debit------------------------

Government Transactions on Current
and Capital Accounts, net-----:

Official Re!e! e Tran tionas.

Errors and Owissions, net--------

I/

.S. dollars)-

: United States •
srld

Sum I•Cs

-1,050 : -1421 : -371

-1,072 : -1483 : -3?l

-1,079 : -1483 : -278
1,399 : 1,223 : 71

-2,178 : -1,706 : -3149 :
7 : 0 : -93 :

0 : 0:
-61. : -59 :

687 : -176 : -88
68: 57: 0:

-755. : -233 : -88
6914 : 2140: 51.:
22: 62: 0:

452 : 356 : 1425

154 : 2140 : 325
: 320 : 320
: 320 : 320
: 0: 0:

if : -15: 0:
if : 0: 0:
i_/ : -15 : 0
if : -65: 5:

_./ : -70 : 0 :
: 5: 5:

-596: -181 : -146

-2 116 100
0 : 120 : 101 :

-2 : -14 : -14

-598 : -65 : 514

145 2/ : 21
90 : / :

-45 : i_ :?

24: 8:
I/ h : 2

-296 : i_ :

336 : _/281: i_

Sources: IMF Balance of Payments Yearbook, May 1971; Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce.

Rest
of World

1/
1.J

-629

17C
-77.?

7

-511
11

-522
518
-140

96

2114

iJ2/
2/
2/
2/

2/
212/

-415

-118
-120

2

-533

2_/

239

55

1 Not available. Included in "Other Services, Net." 2/ Not available.
3/ Exports f.o.b.; imports C.I.F. V_/ Includes net transfers of funds.
5j Excludes SDR credit of $145 million. 6/ Excludes net errors and omissions.
V/ U.S. data with signs reversed.
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Commentary on tables A-16 and A-17 (Mexico)

The Mexican current account in 1966 had a deficit of $310 million

which increased to an even more impressive $1 billion in 1970. Much of

this deficit resulted from outflows to the United States, which amounted

to $401 million in 1966 and rose a little to $421 million in 1970--a

lesser relative influence on the global deficit, but still a signifi-

cant one. The multinational corporations also had negative effects on

the current account. They showed deficits with the United States of

$246 million and $371 million during the same periods. Most of the

poor showing in the current account was caused by an increasingly

adverse global trade balance, which rose very significantly from

$420 million in 1966 to $1.1 billion in 1970. Here again, the United

States contributed rather heavily with $432 million in 1966 and

$483 million in 1970. The MNCs accounted for part of these shortfalls,

their deficit increasing from $179 million to $278 million during

the period.

The surplus in the services accounts dropped sharply, from $115

to $7 million during the 1966-70 period, with the United States

accounting for a net outflow of only $18 million in 1966 and a zero

balance 4 years later. The multinationals produced considerable out-

flows to the United States which increased from $67 million to $93

The capital account increased its surplus of $233 million in 1966

to $452 million in 1970. The capital flow from the United States as

a whole was very substantial and increased from $220 million to 9356
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million during that time. However, the MNCs were the source of even

faster growing net investment, which rose from $101 to $425 million

during 1966-70. Most of the capital flow to Mexico came in the form

of long-term investment, with a large part of it intended for direct

investment. The long-term capital account increased its net surplus

of $163 million in 1966 to an impressive $454 million in 1970, with

the United States doubling its share from $120 million to $240 million

and the MNC-related flows rising even faster--from $70 million to $325

million. As mentioned above, the largest part of long-term capital

inflow was in the form of direct investment which increased from $70

million to $320 million during the 1966-70 period.

The global deficit on current and capital accounts showed great

growth, from $77 million to $598 million. The United States contributed

heavily toward the deficit in 1966, when the outflow to the United

States reached $185 million, but by 1970, although the total deficit

rose greatly, the share of the United States dropped to only $65

million. The MNCs' were the cause of a $144 million outflow in 1966,

which changed to an inflow of $54 million in 1970.

The Mexican basic balance (current and long-term capital accounts)

likewise showed rising deficits--$147 million and $596 million in

1966 and 1970. The United States contribution toward the deficit of

this account was significant but decreasing. Although the MNCs con-

--tfib-Mtd signif RiitlytbIwiird th~ ei- i~ll h lde ttsI

1966 ($176 million) their account improved to a net outflow of only

$46 million in 1970.
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Appendix B

Characteristics of the Income and Investment Data
Used in This Chapter

The balance of payments accounts published by the Bureau of

Economic Analysis in Survey of Current Business pertaining to (1)

receipts of fees and royalties on U.S. direct investments abroad,

(2j receipts of interest, dividends and branch earnings on U.S. direct

investments abroad, and (3) U.S. direct investment abroad are derived

from regular quarterly data obtained from a sample of some 1,100

respondents having about 13,000 foreign affiliates. Flows of income

on direct investments, (1) and (2) above, are then blown up to a

universe estimate on the basis of a 1957 benchmark survey of U.S.

direct investments abroad, while the outflow of U.S. direct investment

capital is published as reported (after adding verified transactions

of nonrespondents).

The data obtained by the Commission directly from the Bureau of

Economic Analysis were derived from a later 1966 survey of U.S. direct

investments abroad by about 3,400 U.S. firms having some 23,000 foreign

affiliates. The 1966 survey data on (1), (2), and (3) above differ

considerably from the corresponding balance of payments accounts

published in the latest (June 1972) issue of Survey of Current

Business. For the purposes of this chapter the data from the 1966

survey were used to revise the published balance of payments accounts,

both for 1966 and 1970. Data for the latter year were obtained by
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using the 1966 survey data as a new benchmark for estimating 1970

flows. "Growth factors" for the above three items were first computed

by the Commission from the published balance of payments accounts

(1970 flows divided by 1966 flows); the 1966 survey data were then

multiplied by these "growth factors" to obtain estimated flows in 1970.

The net result of this procedure was a downward revision in

receipts of income on U.S. direct investments abroad, and an upward

revision in U.S. direct investment flows. The revisions worked in

the same direction; that is, to reduce the balance of payments surplus

generated by the MNCs. The net downward revision amounted to almost

$1.0 billion in 1966 and $1.2 billion in 1970. Part of the downward

revisions apparently resulted from the exclusion from "receipts of

fees and royalties on U.S. direct investments abroad" of income

derived from rentals of motion picture films and TV tapes. Such

rental income, which amounted to $0.3 billion in 1966, was not included

in direct investment fees and royalties prior to the revised presenta-

tion of balance of payments statistics appearing for the first time

in the June 1971 issue of Survey of Current Business.
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CHAPTER III

MULTINATIONAL FIRMS IN WORLD TRADE

Introduction

Two questions are presented for evaluation in this chapter, which

returns to and expands upon the information uncovered about the MNCs'

trade patterns in chapter 1I. The-first of these questions concerns

the impact of the.MNCs on the volume and growth of world trade. Can

it be said, in light of the rapidly growing presence of the U.S.-based

MNCs in the world economy, that the MNCs in recent years have had a

significant impact upon the size and growth of world trade flows?

The second question, because it is one of some controversy in

the United States, is about the impact of the MNCs on the volume and

pattern of U.S. trade, especially trade in manufactured goods. It

has two parts (1) Has MNC activity abroad led to increased U.S.

imports from the MNCs' foreign affiliates--imports which have displaced

U.S. domestic production; and (2) Have U.S. exports been affected

adversely by competition in foreign markets from goods produced and

sold by the MNCs' affiliates in foreign locations?

The plan of the chapter is as follows. After discussion of the

data base used for the analysis--including a graphic outline of the

principal MNC-related trade flows that have to be considered--the

impact of the MNCs on world trade in the aggregate as well as trade

in manufactured goods will be assessed. The several kinds of trade

flows which the MNCs generate, including the key elements of intra-

company trade,will then be analyzed. With this survey completed, the
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final sections of the chapter will explore the question of how the

MNCs have impacted upon U.S. trade, concluding with estimates of the

net effects which the MNCs may have produced on U.S. trade in the

1966-70 period.

The Data Base for Trade Analysis

The MNC trade data on which this chapter is based are derived,

as is the bulk of the data used in this study, from surveys made by

the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) of the U.S. Department of

Commerce. The main surveys used covered 1966 and 1970, the former

being a complete census of the "universe" of U.S. direct investors

abroad and the latter a sample survey. The sample for 1970 covered

298 parent enterprises with 5,200 majority-owned foreign affiliates

(MOFAs). 1/ The sample represents a large proportion of the universe;

in 1966, that portion of the universe which "matches" with the firms

in the 1970 sample accounted for 71 percent of all MNC-related

exports and 72 percent of all MNC-related imports from or to the

United States. The sample data were used to derive-universe estimates

for 1970 by a simple blowup procedure which increased the sample Values

by the ratios between the universe values and the matched sample values

in the 1966 census. Individual figures thus obtained were then

examined for reasonableness and, if necessary, corrected to eliminate

errors (such as, for example excessively large blowups caused by

1/ A MOFA is defined as a foreign corporation in which a single U.S.
firm (and/or its affiliates) hold a 50 percent or greater voting
interest.
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extremely rapid growth in a sample cell where the number of firms was

not great). l/

The report forms used in the BEA surveys were designed to collect

and separate MNC trade data into specific categories suitable for

identification of the major trade flows which affect the United States

and for analysis of how they changed between 1966 and 1970. In broad

terms, the data succeed in capturing-all of the interesting elements

of MNC-related exports and imports from or to the United States.

They also support a reasonably complete breakdown of MOFA exports,

but they are deficient with respect to MOFA imports from countries

other than the U.S. In the MOFA import figures, an essential link

is missing, namely the value of MOFA imports from non-U.S, sources,

broken down into imports from third-country affiliates and imports

from unaffiliated foreigners. Without such figures, it is not possible

to estimate a matrix of MOFA trade for countries or regions outside

the United States--just as it was not possible in the preceding

chapter of this study (chapter II) to develop complete MNC-related

balances of payments for countries other than the United States.

Aside from gaps in the actual data collected, two major classes

of problems arose in preparing the data for analysis. The first of

these can be termed "classification problems," and the second as

"suppression problems". To some extent these difficulties apply to

1/ Not all such errors could be corrected, of course, because if
small, they could not be identified as "unreasonable". Hence, there
may be some residual bias--in an upward direction--in the estimates
used for 1970.
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all the data used in this study as well as to the trade data at issue

here, but they tended to be magnified in the trade figures because of

the levels of disaggregation needed for an adequate analysis.

The classification problem arises partly because reporting parent

firms and affiliates were classified according to their major industrial

activity, even though they may be conglomerates or firms engaged sub-

.stantially in a number of related lines of business. In any case, this

type of classification procedure--which is the only option available--

creates problems of relegating reported exports to single parent or

affiliate "industries" when in fact these reported totals should be

split among a number of industries. The' net result is that MNC-

generated exports as listed for an industrial classification may be

excessive when compared with that industry's exports based on customs

classifications.

However, an even larger source of discrepancy between MNC-related

trade and trade recorded by customs classifications, while it is

inherent in the data, turns out to have an economic meaning of some

importance. The customs-based data (the "all exports" frequently

compared with "MNC-related exports") record flows of products generic

to an industry--i.e. goods produced by that industry. The MNC-

related trade, however, is a record of flows of products generated by

an industry. Such flows doubtlessly will include the products of that

industry in major part, but they may also include capital goods;

semi-finished goods or components; raw materials--or in short, anything
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from the end-products of the industry to objets dart for the

European executive offices. Yet this is more an opportunity than a

deficiency'in the data. Should the MNC-generated exports of an

industry turn out to be greater than "all exports" by all firms as

measured on a customs basis, the result could be an indication that

the industry concerned has more importance as a source of trade than

the generically defined customs figures would suggest.

Much of the trade data for both 1966 and 1970 had to be suppressed

by the source Agency (BEA) because of a legal obligation not to reveal

the operations of individual firms. In some cases, figures that did

not fall into this confidential category also had to be suppressed,

according to BEA, in order not to reveal the confidential items

indirectly. In cooperation with BEA, the Tariff Commission was able

to reduce this problem substantially by developing a system of "range

estimates" for the suppressed entries that did not reveal the actual

numbers but gave a fairly close approximation to their size. In the

future, it is possible that many of the figures suppressed for this

study will become releasable. The Tariff Commission has been the

first recipient of the data collected by BEA, and it has been involved

heavily in BEA's pioneering work to put the reported information into

usable form. That task, while adequate to the needs of this study, is

unfinished. In its current work, BEA applies to the data a set of

suppression rules which, being mechanical in their application, over-

suppress much of the data. It has not yet been possible to develop

more selective, flexible techniques which would satisfy the need for
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confidentiality while permitting the revelation of more figures.

Such techniques may come forth with time and experience in handling

this unique and valuable body of information.

The elements of MNC-related trade are exceedingly complex,

because meaningful analysis of the data requires detailed disaggregation

according to type of affiliation between supplier and recipient. In

chart I, on the following page, the various MNC-related trade flows

are arranged according to the scheme in. which they will be studied In

this chapter. The chart serves as a useful device for describing these

flows and how they connect with each other in the basic data. It also

provides a quick overview of the main quantitative relationships

involved in MNC-related trade.

Chart I begins on the left-hand side with a large aggregate

measure suitable for comparisons with world exports, the industrial

countries' exports, and similar benchmarks for global trade volume.

It is the sum of all measured export flows in the world that can be

defined as 'MNC-related". The chart is designed to show what this

definition entails. Moving to the right on the chart, the aggregate

breaks into two components--MNC-related exports of U.S. origin (above),

and exports of the MOFAs from other countries (below).

The chart has now broken to reveal the two principal streams of

MNC-related export activity. Each can be progressively disaggregated

into its components. Consider the stream represented by the linked
0

boxes along the top of the chart, namely the flow of MNC-related

exports from the United States. This large flow has two parts--goods
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shipped by MNC parent firms, which is the larger of the two, and

goods shipped by non-MNCs (non-parents) to the MOFAs abroad.

Further breakdowns shown as one moves on to the right in the

top half of the chart analyze MNC-related U.S. exports by affiliation

of customer to shipper. Obviously, two classes of customers receive

MNC-related U.S. exports: The MOFAs and other than MOFAs, the latter

including minority-owned affiliates on which separate date.are not

available. Finally, on the extreme right of the top section of the

chart, there is a series of further breakdowns for each type of

customer, the purpose of these delineations being to help separate

the important elements of "intrafirm" and "arm's length" trade.

Now consider the stream of exports represented on the bottom

half of the chart. It begins, on the left, with one of the two

main parts of world MNC-related exports, the exports of the MOFAs.

These exports, clearly, must go to either of two destinations: The

United States, or third countries. Moving further to the right,

breakdowns of customer types for each of these destinations are

completely symmetrical. The MOFAs' shipments to each destination

go either to affiliated customers (parents in the U.S., other affili-

ates in third countries), or to non-affiliated customers ("others"

in the chart).

MNC-related U.S. imports also are of interest, and these can be

measured fairly well with the data available. Their total is framed

in the double-line box on the lower right of chart I, and the elements

which feed into this total are shown. First, picking up from the

89-020 O- 73 - 20
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MOFAs' export stream, there are the MOFAs shipments (1) to their

parent firms, and (2) to unaffiliated U.S. customers. Secondly, there

is a flow that is unrelated to any of the MNC-generated export flows;

it consists of parent firms' imports of merchandise from unaffiliated

foreign suppliers. On the chart, it is shown as coming into the

"U.S. imports" box from the upper right.

The various categories of trade shown in the chart can be

combined in several different ways, to highlight results of particular

interest. Total MNC-related U.S. trade, for example, consisted in

1970 of exports totaling $29.5 billion, imports of $16.3 billion,

and a net trade surplus of $13.2 billion. Part of these totals was

trade defined more narrowly as transactions between parents and their

MOFAs. On the export side, this involved a total of $11.4 billion--

$9.7 billion in exports of parents' merchandise and $1.7 billion in

shipments of non-parent firms that were charged across the parents'

books. On the import side, MOFAs sent goods worth $8.1 billion to

their parents, yielding a net surplus of $3.3 billion in parent-

HOFA trade in 1970. 1/

_/ Note that there is a deficiency here that can be identified but
not remedied because the data are not available. Some portion of
parents' shipments to buyers other than MOFAs actually was charged
to the MOFAs, which probably acted in a sales-agent capacity to
effect this trade. This trade is captured in the MNC-related trade
totals', but not in the parent-affiliate totals. If available, it
would increase the surplus observed in trade between parents and
MOFAs.
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Another grouping of interest is one which summarizes the amounts

of lHNC-related exports'entering world commerce that can be identified

as intra-company rather than arm's-length trade. In 1970 it consisted

of the following (in billions of dollars):

Exports by U.S. parents------------- 11.4
including:

Parents' merchandise ----------------- 9.7
Non-parents' merchandise ------------ 1.7

Exports of MOFAs ------------------- 24.2
including:

Exports to parents ---------------- 8.1
Exports to affiliates not in U.S.---- 16.1

Total intra-company exports ------------- 35.6

The scheme of industrial disaggregation used in this chapter

identifies a total of 30 individual industries or industrial sub-

sectors. This scheme is outlined in table 1. Basic to the classifi-

cation are fourteen manufacturing industries listed at the 2-digit

level of the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC). Five of these

groups are further subdivided into a total of 21 additional subsectors,

which basically are combinations of 3-digit SIC classes. Thus, the

core of the sample consists of nine "industry" classes (which are not

further subdivided) and 21 "subsector" classes. In some of the data

series, unavoidable suppressions required recombinations within the

sample core, so that the overall level of disaggregation had to be

reduced. Rarely, however, does the overall sample size drop below

24 or 25 "industry" and "subsector" groups.

The remainder of this chapter essentially is a methodical

passage through the relationships revealed in chart I. The main
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Table l.--A Listing of Manufacturing Industries Whose Trade is Sepa-
rately Identified In the Data Supporting This Chapter

A. Fourteen Basic 2-digit SIC Industry Classifications

1. Food Products *
2. Paper and Allied Products
3. Chemicals and Allied Products *
4. Rubber Products
5. Primary and Fabricated Metals *
6. Machinery, except Electrical Machinery *
7. Electrical Machinery and Equipment
8. Transportation Equipment
9. Textiles and Apparel

10. Lumber, Wood, and Furniture
11. Printing and Publishing
12. Stone, Clay, and Glass Products
13. Instruments
14. Other Manufacturing (including Ordance, Tobacco, Leather)

B. Five of the 2-digit Classes (indicated with an asterisk (*) above)

are broken into 21 additional subsectors. as follows:

Food Products

1. Grain Mill Products
2. Beverages
3. Other Food Products

Chemicals and Allied Products

4. Drugs
5. Soaps and Cosmetics
6. Industrial Chemicals'
7. Plastics Materials
8. Other Chemicals

Primary and Fabricated Metals

9. Primary Metals (except aluminum)
10. Fabricated Metals (except aluminum, copper, and brass)
11. Primary and Fabricated Aluminum
12. Other Fabricated Metals

Machinery, except Electrical

13. Farm Machinery and Equipment
14. Industrial Machinery and Equipment
15. Office Machines
16. Electronic Computing Equipment
17. Other Non-electrical Machinery
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Table l.--A Listing of Manufacturing Industries Whose Trade is Sepa-
rately Identified in the Data Supporting This Chapter--Cont.

Electrical Machinery and Equipment

18. Household Appliances
19. Electrical Equipment and Apparatus
20. Electronic Components, Radio, and T.V.
21. Other Electrical Machinery and Apparatus

C. Total Number of Industries Covered (excluding Basic Industries
Which Are SuMs of Separately Listed Subsectors): -- 30.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
International Investment Division.
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objective, of course, is to uncover sufficient information to permit

an evaluation of how the MNCs have impacted on world trade patterns

and on the volume as well as the pattern of U.S. trade in particular.

The MNCs in World Trade: An Overview

Although the U.S.-based MNCs are important in world trade, they

do not dominate it. The bulk of their output (almost 80 percent for

majority-owned affiliates in manufacturing) is sold locally in the

countries where it is produced. The MNCs account for about a quarter

of world exports of all types of merchandise, and for roughly a fifth

of world exports of manufactured goods. World exports of all goods

totaled about $309 billion in 1970, of which $73 billion, or 23 per-

cent, was accounted for by the MNCs--either through the exports of

firms in the United States or through the exports of MOFAs (see

table 2 and appendix tables A-1 through A-3). Between 1966 and 1970,

as world trade jumped by somewhat more than half its 1966 level

(i.e. by $107 billion or 53 percent), the MNCs exceeded this pace.

Their global exports increased by 69 percent, or $30 billion, over

the same period, and their share of total world exports inched up

by two percentage points, from 21 percent to 23 percent. Thus,

relative to the broadest possible aggregate measure of world exports--

namely all of them--the MNCs showed some tendency to lead in world

trade growth, but not an especially strong one.
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Table 2.--Comparison of levels and changes in certain
MNC and non-MNC trade aggregates, 1966-1970

(Values in billions of dollars)
* : Change, 1966-1970
:Value in :

1970 : Amount Percent

Exports of all merchandise
World exports ----------------- 309.2 : 107.4 : 53
MNC-related exports ----------------- : 72.8 : 29.8 : 69
Non-MNC exports ------------------- 231.9 : 78.9 : 52

Exports of manufactured goods : :
World exports ---------------------- : 201.4 : 79.4 : 65
OECD exports ----------------------- : 176.2 : 68.5 : 63
MNC-related exports ----------------- : 38.8 : 16.2 : 73
Non-MNC exports -------------------- : 162.6 : 63.2 : 63

Breakdown of MNC-related exports of
manufactured goods

Exports from U.S. ----------------- : 21.7 : 8.0 : 59
to MOFAs ----------------------- : 8.8 : 3.5: 62
to others ---------------------- : 12.9 : 4.5 : 53

Exports by MOFAs ----------------- : 17.0 : 8.2 : 93
to parents in U.S. -------------- : 4.8 : 2.6 : 120
to affiliates in third countries--: 6.0 : 2.7 : 81
to unaffiliated buyers in third : :

countries and U.S. ------------ : 6.2 : 2.9 86

Sources: Tables A-1 through A-4 in appendix to this chapter.
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A similar conclusion emerges from a look at MNC-related exports

of manufactured goods as compared with world exports of similar items.

In general, world trade in manufactures grew faster in the 1966-70

period than did trade in non-manufactures and total trade (see

table 2). Global shipments of industrial products increased by

$79 billion, or 65 percent, over the period. By contrast, MNC-

related exports of manufactured goods rose faster--by 73 percent or

$16.2 billion. Yet their share of global exports of manufactures

increased only marginally. By 1970, MNC-related exports reached

$39 billion, or 19 percent of the global total of $201 billion, up

only a single percentage point from their 18 percent share of 1966.

MNC-related exports of non-manufactured goods, which increased

by 66 percent between 1966 and 1970, lagged behind HNC exports of

manufactures. However, the growth of world exports of non-manufactured

items, at 35 percent, was even less dynamic, with the result that the

MNCs emerge as accounting for nearly half (48 percent) of the global

expansion, as compared with a fifth (20 percent) of the global rise

in manufactured products trade. The ZNCe' shares of the non-manu-

factured goods aggregates in 1966 and 1970 were 25 percent and 31

percent, respectively. Yet, this increasing MNC weight in the non-

manufactured goods sector of world exports relates more to the

comparative weakness of world trade in such goods than to any really

rapid expansion on the MINCa' part. The HNCs, in other words, were

responsible for a growing piece of a pie that was shrinking (from

39 percent to 34 percent) as a proportion of total world trade in

all products.
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Table 2 also provides a breakdown of NNC-related trade in manu-

factured goods into its major components. It shows that the growth

of MNC-related trade in the aggregate was dampened quite considerably

by the relatively slow growth of U.S.-sourced MNC exports to unrelated

purchasers. Parents' exports to MOFAs, however, expanded almost as

fast as did global trade in manufactures. Nevertheless, the exports

of MOFAs clearly represent the fastest-growing segment of HNC-related

trade. Led by MOFA exports to parent firms, all the categories of

MOFA exports grew considerably faster than any of the other trade

flows recorded in the table. Yet HOFA exports of manufactures still

represent a rather small share of world trade in manufactures--8

percent--so that their relatively rapid growth did not produce much

impact on total world trade in industrial goods. It represented ten

percent of the total growth in the global figure, and produced only

a marginal increase in the MOFAs' share in the global total, a single-

point rise from 7 percent in 1966.

In sum, MNC-related exports emerge from this analysis as definitely

a dynamic force in world trade, especially with respect to the rising

exports of manufactured goods by the MOFAs. However, the MNCs cannot

be said to have "led" the growth of aggregate world trade in any

significant way. In the second half of the 1960's the MNCs showed

evidence of increasing their weight in total world trade, but at a

rate sufficiently modest to indicate that MNC dominance of the world

trade scene is an event to be expected rather far in the future.
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The MNCs' Impact on OECD Area Exports of Manufactures

As this and subsequent sections of this chapter will show, a

full and accurate view of the MNCs' role in international trade

depends heavily on understanding the impact of the MNCs as traders

in particular industries. Because the incidence of MNC activity

varies widely among industries, it is important to assess the

influence of MNC trade in manufactured goods on an industry-by-

industry basis.

Sufficiently disaggregated all-firm trade data (on definitions

suitable to this study) are not available for world trade in manufac-

tured goods. Therefore, the field of comparison must be narrowed

slightly, to cover the trade of the nineteen-country area embraced

by the membership of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development (OECD). No great sacrifice of coverage is involved.

OECD-origin exports of manufactures, as table 1 indicates, account

for the bulk (almost 90 percent) of the global total--and the area

also is the origin of practically all (97 percent) of world MNC-

related exports. Detailed comparisons of all-OECD exports and MNC-

related exports from the area in 1966 and 1970, plus related growth

comparisons, are presented in tables A-3 through A-5 in the appendix

to this chapter. Some of the key information from them is summarized

in table 3, on the following page.
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Table 3.-A .smmary of the MNCs' impact on OECD exports of manufactured goods

Industry

:Total OEC.)
: exports,
:all firms,
* 1970
: (Million
: dollars)

All manufactu c r g -
Food products-

Grain mill products
Beverages
Combinations and other

Paper and allied products
Chemicals and allied products-:

Drugs
Soaps and cosmetics
Industrial chemicals
Plastics materials
Combinations and othe r

Rubber-
Primary and fabricated metals-:

Primary (except aluminum)
Fabricated metals and

prdaary alu su m--:
Machinery, except electrical-:

Farm machinery and equipment-:
Office machines -
Electronic computing equip-

Sent
Industrial machinery and

other -:

Electrical machinery-
Household appliances
Electrical equipment and

apparatus
Electronic components, radio

and T.V.

Transportation equipment
Textiles and apparel - -:
Lumber, wood, and furniture -:
Printing and publishing-
Stan, clay and glass
Instrtments-
Othe .uanuf acturing---:

176,209
6,457

818
1,820
3,819
6,544

18,855
2,448

791
7,018
3,878
4,720
3,092

26,322
16,015

10,307
33,049
2,143
2,727

1,391

26,788
15,401
1,313

4,070

5,833
4,185

28,941
14,151

3,491
1,490
3,160
5,172

10,084

Source: Tables A-3-A-5 in appendix to this

.,rcenr. .•'res of
:M@C-related : total OECD export. Perc
:expor-s from:All MNC-: : :

OECD trea :related : MNC- :Exports :Tota1 :r
1971 :exports :related:of MOFAs:. :i

: 'CALLXn X r0m
dollars) : OECD

u.: iAn OECD~

this

37,463
1,689

374
123

1,192
1,368
4,238

733
309

1,671
828
697
652

2,976
1,157

1,819
6,694

732
844

1,057

4,061
3,113

311

1,224

1,126
452

12,262
493
643
283
549

1,591
912

chapter.Source: Tables A-3_A-5 in appendix to

area

21
26
46

7
31
31
22
30
39
24
21
15
21
.11
7

: 18
20
34
31

76

: 15
20
24

30

19
: 11

42
3

: 18

19
17
31

:exports:

12:
16 :
28 :

3:
20:
9:

12:
15:
16:
17:

8:
7:

12:
8:
6

12 :

18:
21:

9:
13:
12:

24

13:
5:

23:
2=

10:
10:
a:

16:
6:

area

9
10
18

4
11
12
10
15
23

7
13

8
9
3
1

5
9

16
10

47

6
7

12

6

7
6

19
2
8
9
9

14
3

exporta

: 64 :
: 37 :
: 22 :
: 45 :
: 37 :
: 52 :
: 61 :
: 70 :
: 60 :
: 61 :
: 88 :

: 41 :
: 64 :
* 67 :
: 81 :
* .9: 49 :

S64 :
: 17 :
: 128 :

: 113

: 62:
: 80:

: 61:

: 62:

: 104
: 75:
f 86:
* 46 :

: 51:
: 44:

: 55:

: 67:
45

tage changes, 1966-70

al MIC-:
elated : MOiC- : Exports
exports :related:of HOFAs
from : U.S. :in OECD
OECD :exports: area
area

72 : 59 : 95
53 : 44 : 73
30 : 3 : 123
28 : 45 : 16
66 : 62 : 72
48: 47: 49
48: 20: I"0
96 : 54 : 166
63 : 26 : 108
57 : 32 : 205
64: 19 : 113

-4 : -25 : 27
42 : 24 : 77

104 : 96 : 134
117 : 99 : 331

97 : 94 : 104
52 : 45 : 62

-2: 2 -7
109: 215: 21

18: 35: 10

72: 39 : 170
53 : 43 : so
29 : 74: 2

49: 31: 228

66: 44: 135
57: 99: 36
90: 78 : 107

177: 97 : 361
230 : 759 : 89
93 : 53 : 162
57 : 28: 100

112 : 103 : 124
88 : 53 : 283
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U.S. MNCs and their MOFAs accounted for a fifth of total OECD

exports at the all-manufacturing level in both 1966 and 1970. In

1966, their combined exports amounted to $21.8 billion, 63 percent

of which were goods of U.S. origin. By 1970, MNC-related OECD exports

were up to $37.5 billion, but the contribution of U.S. firms' domestic

exports had dropped to 58 percent. The absolute increase in MOFA

exports ($7.7 billion) was almost equal to the $8 billion increase

in U.S.-origin MNC exports--but the growth rates were sharply

different in the two cases. MOFA exports shot up by 95 percent during

the period, and this was more than enough to offset the slower

increase (59 percent) in MNC-related U.S. exports, and to produce an

overall growth rate for MNC-related OECD exports 1/ (72 percent) that

exceeded the average for all firms in the OECD area (64 percent).

Two industries together generated half of all HNC-related OECD

exports in both 1966 and 1970, although these industries account for

only about a third of all OECD industrial exports. These were the

transportation equipment industry (automotive products) and the non-

electrical machinery industry. The former, with MNC-related exports

of $12.3 billion in 1970, is by far the larger of the two; MNC-related

exports of non-electrical machinery in 1970 were only $6.7 billion.

The strongest MNC impact at the subsector level is in the

electronic computing equipment industry. Here, the data show (see

appendix table A-3) the first recorded instance so far in this chapter

1/ Throughout this chapter, only U.S.-based MNCs are discussed. No
data, are available for exports of foreign-owned MOCs .
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of MNC-generated shipments which exceed total OECD exports of goods

generic to an industry; in 1966, exports shipments of the end-products

of this industry from OECD countries totaled $654 million, whereas

the MNCs reported total exports of $893 million--137 percent of the

all-OECD total. In this case, the discrepancy probably arises mainly

from a misclassification of the MNC-related trade data. IBM, whose

principal business is computers, also is a heavy exporter of type-

writers and other office machines; some of its exports should be

listed under that heading, but are not. However, the MNCs' heavy

impact on trade in this sector is not open to doubt. The U.S.-based

MNCs clearly dominate this industry, worldwide. In 1970, their

reported exports had risen to $1,057 million, or 76 percent of the

OECD total shown for the industry.

In nine other industries, MNC-related trade represented relatively

significant shares of the OECD totals in 1970--30 percent or more.

These industries and their shares were as follows:

Grain Mill Products --------....---- --.... . 46%
Transportation Equipment ----------- 422
Soaps and Cosmetics ----------- 39%
Farm Machinery and Equipment ------------- 34%
Other Food Products (except beverages) ------ 31%
Instruments -------------------------- 31%
Drugs --------- - - --- 301
Electrical Equipment and Apparatus -------- 30%

In twelve other industries, the shares of the MNCs in total

OECD-origin exports were moderate--15 percent to 24 percent, or

roughly within the range of the all-manufacturing average of 21 per-

cent. These industries were:
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Industrial Cheaicals --------------- 24%
Household Appliances --------------- 24%
Paper and Allied Products ---------------- 21%
Plastics Materials ---------------------- 21%
Rubber Products ------------------------- 21%
Electronics Components, Radio, T.V. ----- 19%
Printing and Publishing ------------------ 19%
Fabricated Metals (incl. primary aluminum)--- 18%
Lumber, Wood, and Furniture --------------- 18%
Stone, Clay, and Glass Products--- --------- 17%
Miscellaneous Chemicals ------------ 15%
Industrial and Miscellaneous Machinery ------- 15%

Finally, five industries brought up the rear with shares of 11 percent

or less in total OECD exports:

Miscellaneous Eletrical Machinery ------------ 11%
Miscellaneous Manufacturing (including

Ordnance, Tobacco, and Leather Products)--- 9%
Beverages ------------------------------ 7%
Primary Metals (except Aluminum) ------------ 7%
Textiles and Apparel ------------------- 3%

The degree to which MNC-generated trade gained ground or lost it

relative to the levels of OECD-wide exports in each industry also varied

considerably over the 1966-70 period. There were gains in some thirteen

industries, which in 1970 accounted for 69 percent ($25.8 billion) of

total MNC-generated exports and 15 percent of overall OECD exports of

manufactures. There were losses in twelve industries--but these

industries were much less significant in terms of total trade,

accounting for only 26 percent of the MNC-generated total and 5 percent

of the all-OECD total. In the two remaining industries, there was no

change in share. The 27 industries covered by the data are listed

below, along with the changes observed in the MNCs' shares of all-

OECD exports in each industry.
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Increase or
Decrease, in

Percentage

Points

Industries with increased shares:

Lumber, wood, and furniture ------------------ 10
Instruments ------------------------------------------- 6
Food products (except grain mill products and

beverages) ------------------------------------------ 6
Fabricated metals and primary aluminum ----------------- 5
Printing and publishing ------------------------------- 5
Drugs ------------------------------------------------- 4
Grain mill products ------------------------------ 3
Miscellaneous manufacturing (including

ordnance, tobacco, and leather) ---------------------- 3
Soaps and cosmetics - ----------------------- 1
Primary metals (except aluminum) -------------- 1
Industrial and miscellaneous machinery ---------------- 1
Transportation equipment ------------------------------ 1
Textiles and apparel ---------------------------------- 1

Industries with no change in shares:

Industrial chemicals ---------------------------------- 0
Stone, clay, and glass products ------------------------ 0

Industries with decreased shares:

Beverages -------------------------------------------- 1
Paper and allied products ----------------------------- 1
Miscellaneous electrical machinery --------------------- 1
Office machines --------------------------------------- 3
Rubber products -------------------------------------- 3
Electrical equipment and apparatus --------------------- 3
Plastics materials.-------.--.----------mm.------------- 4
Electronic components, radio, and T.V.------------------ 5
Miscellaneous chemicals ------..-.---------------- 7
Farm machinery and equipment --------------------------- 7
Household appliances ----...-----...------- -13
Electronic computing equipment----- ------------------. 61*

* See content, pages

The foregoing figures suggest that, in roughly half of the

industries covered, which account for most MNC-generated exports, the

!NCs performed well in comparison with all-OECD exports. Actually,
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this. "change-in shares" test is a rather strict one in many industries,

if not most of them, in the following sense: Inasmuch as the MNCs in

only one industry (computers) ever have accounted for more than half

of all-OECD exports, it follows that, for all the others, the growth

rates of MNC-related trade must be rather high in order for the MNCs

to hold their respective shares of the OECD totals or to increase

them, inasmuch as the OECD totals rose in every case. Hence, a

comparison of growth rates can serve as a useful device for separating

the high-performance MNCs from those with a lesser impact on the OECD

trade aggregates.

Such a comparison is made in chart II, where percentage changes

in MNC-generated exports for each industry are plotted against the

all-OECD changes. In this formulation, plots which fall above and to

the left of the 45-degree line on the chart are indicators of MNC

growth that was faster than the all-OECD export growth. Similarly,

plots below and to the right of the 45-degree line indicate slower

MNC export growth than all-OECD export growth.

On the chart, the 27 industries are almost evenly divided between

those in which MNC-related export growth exceeded all-OECD export

growth, and those in which MNC-generated shipments showed inferior

growth. This is broadly the same result as that visible from the

change-in-shares lists, except that one of the industries with a zero

share change (stone, clay, and glass products) has slipped over the

line to appear as a superior performer, while the other (industrial

chemicals) has slipped into the inferior category. The chart also
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puts a different perspective on the performance of other industries.

Consider the textiles and apparel industry, for example. The MNCs in

this industry showed a rather modest increase of one percentage point

in their share of all-OECD exports, yet on the chart they stand out

as superior growth performers. The reasons for this difference in the

two standards of performance lie in the rather small size of MNC-

related exports, on the one hand, and the rather large size of all-

OECD exports on the other. This industry is both large and beset

with problems in all the industrial countries; hence, its overall

exports are big ($14.2 billion) but they grow slowly. However, a few

of the larger U.S. firms in this industry are thoroughly viable and

able to make successful foreign direct investments. They represent a

small proportion of the industry as a whole, and their M4C-generated

exports (half of which are U.S.-origin goods) have been able to grow

considerably faster than those of the industry as a whole. However,

such exports were just under $500 million in 1970, despite a nearly

2-fold increase of $315 million ($120 million in new U.S. exports)

over the period. All-OECD exports of textiles and apparel rose by

only 8 percent--but this amounted to $4.5 billion in absolute terms,

and it dwarfed the much faster increase in MNC-related trade.

The foregoing observations point up in exaggerated form a basic

fact about MNC-related trade in almost all industries. Because the

MNCs account for relatively small proportions of total OECD trade in

most industries--which is virtually equivalent to world trade in them--

even those whose trade is growing the fastest cannot be characterized
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as export leaders. Among the 27 industries covered by the data

presented in this section, there was only one case--grain mill

products,'with total MNC-generated exports in 1970 of only $374

million--in which MNC-related trade growth amounted to more than

half (58 percent) of all-OECD export growth. In all the others, the

MNCs' share was under 50 percent and therefore not dominant. There

were seven other industries in which the MNCs' shares of total export

growth ranged from 30 percent to 45 percent, but in the rest not

even those levels were reached.

The MNCs' total foreign sales of manufactured goods 1/, plus

MNC-related U.S. exports in 1970, reached $93.8 billion, which was

slightly more than half the level of aggregate OECD exports of

manufactures. Yet only about 40 percent of these sales entered

world commerce from the OECD countries, the rest being sold in the

MOFAs' local markets. Of the HOFAs' sales alone, only about a fifth

entered into export trade. Thus, it has to be stressed that most of

the MNCs' activity overseas consists of local production for local

markets. As traders, the MNCs do not show their heavy weight,

because their operations are basically market-oriented and "markets",

for them, are local markets rather than export markets either in

the United States or abroad.

l/ Including local and export sales of MOFAs, but excluding sales
of minority-owned foreign affiliates (MINOFAs).
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The Origin of MNC-Related Exports: U.S. Goods vs. MOFA Exports

In the preceding section (page ), it was pointed out briefly

that, with respect to all exports of manufactured goods originating

from MNCs in the OECD area, the shares of the MOFAs increased between

1966 and 1970, at the expense of the trade accounted for bN MNC-relhted

goods of U.S. origin. This section returns to that point and elfborates

on it. Because comparisons with all-firm aggregates are not at issue

here, the analysis also can leave the OECD area behind and return to

an examination of the worldwide exports of the U.S.-based MNCs and

their MOFAs. Only manufacturing industries are considered; as used

hereafter, the term "MNC-related (or MNC-generated) exports" will be

synonymous with "MNC-related exports of manufacturing industries".

The data supporting this section may be found in detail in

table A-6 in the appendix to this chapter. The more important

portions of this table are abstracted and reworked in table 4, on

the following page. Industries shown in table 4 are arranged in

descending order of the shares of U.S.-origin goods in total MNC-

related exports, for each of the basic 2-digit (SIC) industries in

1970. Subsector data also are shown, ranked within the main sector

headings by the 1970 shares of U.S. goods. 1/

U.S. products accounted for 61 percent of all MNC-related exports

in 1966. Although MNC-related exports from the United States were 59

percent greater in 1970, their share of total MNC-related exports was

1/ See pp.275- 8 for a description of the industrial sector and sub-
sector divisions used in this chapter.
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Table 4.--Summary of the distribution of vorlduide MiUC-related exports between goods of U.S. origin a NOFA exports, 1966-70

: Percentage* ot total :VaJLus5 ot MW-related trade
: MiC-related exports : (millions of dollars)

Industry

All manufacturing-
Primary and fabricated metals-

PrImary and fabricated
eltmlftum-

Primary metals (except
alumimtu)

Other metal products
Fabricated metals (except

aluminum, copper, and
brass)

Miscellaneous manufacturing
(including ordnance, leather,
and tobacco)

Electrical machinery
Electrical cqulpment and

apparatus
Electronic components, radio,
T.V.

Household appliances
Other electrical machinery

and equipment-
Food product

Miscellaneous food products-
Grain sill products
Bevera-s-
Combination firms 1/-

Nan-electrical mechinerr--y-
Office machines
Miscellaneous non-electrical

achi"ry .. -.---
Industrial machinery and

equipment -
Farm machinery and equipment-
Electronic computing

equipment nt-...-.
Rubber products c
Transportation equipment -

*U.S. goods NDFA exports.

:1970:1966 :1970 : 1966

: 56 : 61 : 44: 39=
. 71 : 74 : 29: 26:

.84: 80: 16 s 20:
* . : ,

.80 $1: 20.: 19:

.80 50 :20: 50=
* . : $

.53: 65: 47: 35:

. 67= 81: 33: 19:

. 62: 70: 38: 30:

:77 81: 23: 9;

.56: 72: 44: 28:

.50: 36: 50: 64:

=42: 33: 58: 67:
.59 : 53: 41: 47:
: 67 : 48: 33: 52:
: 59 : 70: 41: 30:
.45 : 40: 55: 60 :
.22 : 49: 78: 51 :
.56 : 59: 44: 41 :
.67 : 45: 33: 55 :

61: 73: 39: 27:

58: 73: 42: 27:
-53: 51: 47: 49:

.37: 33: 23 : 27:
.55 : 65: 45 : 35:
54 : 58: 46 : 42:

Total -

38.753 :
3.130 :

74"

1.224
107

1,055

931
3,343

1.267

1.309
311

456
1.790
1,096

385
129
180

6,796
863

1,203

2,903
742

1.085
694

12.398

U.S. - ;IE ::FA

21,
2.

2,

718:
237

627

976
80:

554

625

.060.

978

734
157

191
1,062

737
227

58
40

3,795
576

734

1,694
392

399
383

6,750

In 1910:
:Total MIC-related: MC trade In:trade as percent : subsectors as
: of all nanufac- :percent of basic

reports: trying total sector total
exports

17.035 : 100 -

893: 8: 100

117: 2: 24

248: 3: 39
27 :. negl.: 3

501: 3: 34

306: 3: -

1,283: 8: 100

289: . 3: 38

575
154

265
728
359
158

71
140

3,001
287

469

1,209
350

686
311

5.648

3:

5:
3:
1=

17
2:

3:

7 :

2:

3:
2:,

32=

39
9

14
100
61
22
7

10
100

13

18

43
11

15
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Table 4.-Summary of the distribution of worldwide ENC-related exports between goods of U.S. origin and HOFA exports, 19 6 6-70--Cont.

: Percentages of total :Values of MNC-related trade in 1970:
: MNC-related exports : (millions of dollars) :Total MUC-related: MNC trade in

Industry : U.S. goods =OFA exports : :trade as percent : subsectors as0rTotal U.S. goods .MSA exports: of all umnufac- :percent of basicSoS g s touring total : sector total
:1970:1966 .1970 .1966:* : : . .: : : exports

Instruments :53 : 54 : 47: 46: 1,615 : 848 : 767 : 4 :
CQemicals and allied products-: 52 : 66 : 48 : 34 : 4,512 : 2,342 : 2,170 : 12 : 100

Industrial chemical -- :68 : 83 : 42: 17 : 1,749 : 1,198 : 551 : 5 : 39
Miscellaneous chemicals...---: 57 : 68 : 43: 32 : 388 : 221 : 167 : 1 : 9
Drugs : 57 : 56 : 43 : 822 : 361 : 461 : 2 : 18
Soaps and cosmetics : 40: 53 : 60; 47 : 322 : 130 : 192 : 1 : 7
Plastics material :37: 52 : 63: 48 : 859 : 318 : 541 : 2 : 19
Combination firms - : 31: 37 : 69: 63 : 372 : 114 : 258: 1: 8

Lumber. wood, and furniture 49= 20 : 51: 80 : 724 : 352 : 372 : 2 : -
Textiles and apparel - : 47: 61 : 53: 39 : 523 : 244 : 279 : I :
Stone, clay, and glass : : : : :

products :46: 59 : 54: 41 : 576 : 267 : 309 : I :
1trntiLn and publishing -:45: 60 : 55: 40 : 317 : 144 : 173: 1 :
Paper and allied product- : 43 : 44 : 57 : 56 : 1,404 : 609 : 745 : 4 :

* .5.L -55..551..L; JwsmanU

1/ "Combination " are firms producing several product

Sources: Table A- 6 in appendix to this chapter.

lines within a given basic sector.
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4 percent less. In value terms, products of U.S. origin contributed

$13.7 billion of the 1966 MNC-related total of $22.5 billion. The

U.S.-origin share was $21.7 billion of the $38.8 billion total for

1970.

Exports by MOFAs, $8.8 billion in 1966, had almost doubled by

1970, reaching a level of $17 billion. In all but two basic industries,

MNC-related exports of U.S. goods accounted for a smaller share and

exports by MOFAs for a larger share of the total in 1970 than in 1966.

The two industries which improved their performance--food products and

wood products--are insignificant; in 1970, they accounted for only 6

percent and 7 percent, respectively, of total MNC-generated exports

and U.S.-origin shipments.

In the twelve basic ihdustrial sectors in which the shares of

U.S. firms in total MNC-generated exports fell, the incidence of the

various declines was not equally great for all sectors. Several of

them account for relatively small amounts of MNC-related U.S. export

trade, so that a shift in shares as between U.S. firms and MOFAs for

them does not have as large an impact on total MNC-related exports of

U.S.-origin goods as that felt in the industries where the MNCs' export

trade from the U.S. is more important. In those industries where the

impact was great--i.e. the industries in which MNC-related U.S.

exports are large--more detailed information on developments in sub-

sectors of those industries is available (the exception is the trans-

portation equipment industry which, in the MNC context, covers automo-

tive products almost exclusively and therefore needs no further break-
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down). The paragraphs which follow will discuss in detail the five

most important industries in which the shares of U.S.-origin goods

fell relative to worldwide MNC-related exports. These five industries

account for over three quarters of all MNC-related exports of U.S.

origin, with the remaining seven each having small shares, as the

following tabulation indicates:

MNC-related, U.S.-Origin
Exports, 1970

Industries in which the shares of Amount Percent
U.S.-origin goods fell between (million of

1966 and 1970 dollars) Total

1. Transportation equipment ----------------- 6,750 31
2. Non-electrical machinery ------------------ 3,795 17
3. Chemicals and allied products ------------- 2,342 11
4. Primary and fabricated metals ------------- 2,237 10
5. Electrical machinery-------------------- 2,060 9
6. Instruments ------------------------------ 848 4
7. Miscellaneous manufacturing (including

ordnance, leather goods, and tobacco)--- 625 3
8. Paper and allied products ----------------- 609 3
9. Rubber products --------------------------- 383 2

10. Stone, clay, and glass products ------------ 267 1
11. Textiles and apparel ---------------------- 244 1
12. Printing and publishing ------------------- 144 1

Transportation equipment

This industry is by far the largest contributor to total MNC-

related exports of manufactured-products, and to the U.S.-origin

segment to that total. The relative shares of U.S. products and MOFA

exports in the total for the industry shifted adversely for U.S.

shippers by four percentage points (from 46 percent to 42 percent)

between 1966 and 1970. Had they retained their 1966 share, U.S. firms

engaging in MNC-related exports would have sent abroad products worth

about $500 million more than those actually shipped in 1970. Total

MNC-related exports, rose over the period by $5.9 billion, to a level
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of $12.4 billion. The absolute increase in MNC-related exports of U.S.

goods was $2.9 billion, almost exactly the same as that of MOFA exports.

Increasing two-way trade in automotive products across the

United States' northern border--as a result of the automotive

tmade agreement (APTA) of 1965 with Canada--played a highly important

role in these developments. While it has led to large increases in

both exports to and imports from the U.S., the latter have been much

smaller, the result being a considerable adverse shift in the United

States' balance of trade with Canada. Because they dominate the auto

industries of both countries, the U.S.-based MNCs have contributed

importantly to this shift.

MNC-related U.S. exports of automotive products to Canada rose

by $1,689 million between 1966 and 1970. At the same time, Canadian

MOFA exports to the United States increased by $1,814 million. These

shifts, in fact, were sufficient to account for virtually the entire

"loss" of U.S.-origin goods' share of worldwide MNC-generated trade

in this industry. If the bilateral flows for the U.S. and Canada are

excluded from the data on trade in transportation equipment for both

years under review, the proportion of the worldwide total accounted

for by U.S. goods turns out to have been 54 percent in both years.

The following tabulation illustrates this conclusion (amounts in

millions of dollars):
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1Change

U.S.-origin MNC exports to world ---------- 3,782 6,750 2,968
Less: U.S.-origin MNC exports to

Canada ------------------------------- ,707 -3236 -i,689
U.S.-origin MNC exports to world,

excluding Canada ----------------- 2,075 3,354 +1,279
(percent of total on bottom line) ------- (54%) (54%) (54%)

MOFA exports, world wide- -------------... 2,718 5,648 +2,930
Less: Canadian MOFA exports to U.S.-.--- - -2,768 -l81
MOFA exports, worldwide, excluding

Canada --- ---------------------------- 1,764 2,880 1,116
(percent of total on bottom line)-------- (46%) (46%) (46%)

Total MNC-related exports, world wide---- 3,839 6,234 +2,395

Non-electrical machinery

Although the share of MNC-related exports originating from U.S.

firms in this industry fell by only 3 percent, the share of U.S. firms

in total MNC-related exports of the industrial machinery and equipment

subsector dropped from 73 percent in 1966 to 58 percent in 1970--and

this subsector accounts for 43 percent of worldwide MNC trade in its

basic industry. MNC-related exports from the United States and by

MOFAs both increased in the subsector, but the MOFAs' shipments shot

up 164 percent compared to a rise of only 34 percent for MNC-related

exports by U.S. firms. A similar but somewhat weaker shift occurred

in the "miscellaneous" subsector, which accounts for 18 percent of the

MNCs' worldwide exports of non-electrical machinery. By contrast, in

the same basic industry group, U.S. products of the office machines,

farm machinery, and electronic computer equipment subsectors increased

their shares of total MNC-related exports. The U.S. firms' share in

office machines climbed from 45 percent to 67 percent. Their share in

the farm machinery industry rose by two points (from 51 percent to 53

percent); and in the computer equipment industry the U.S. firms
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boosted their share of MNC-related exports by four percentage points

(from 33 percent to 37 percent). These three subsectors , however,

contribute only 39 percent of the basic non-electrical machinery

industry's worldwide MNC-related exports.

Chemicals

The MNC-related export share of U.S. firms of the chemical indus-

try fell more than in any other basit industry, from 66 percent in

1966 to 52 percent in 1970. In absolute terms, MOFA exports increased

$1.2 billion compared to a $386 million rise in the MNC-related exports

of U.S. firms.. U.S. firms in the industrial chemicals subsectors saw

their collective share fall from 83 percent (1966) to 67 percent (1970).

U.S. firms in the drug subsector and in the soap and cosmetics industry

also saw their respective shares decrease, as did U.S. firms in the

plastics industry, whose share dropped 15 points. MOFA exports in the

latter subsector increased $293 million whereas MNC-related exports by

U.S. firms were up by only $51 million. In short, the export perfor-

mance of the MNC-related portion of the U.S. chemicals industry was

uniformly adverse, relative to the MOFAs' experience, throughout all

subsectors listed.

Metals

The share of U.S. products in worldwide MNC-related exports of the

primary and fabricated metals industry fell by three points between

1966 and 1970, from 74 percent to 71 percent. Among the subsectors

listed for the industry, the performance of U.S.-origin exports by the

MNCs was mixed, although adverse on the whole. The shares of U.S.

products exported by the MNCs fell in two subsectors--primary metals
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(excluding aluminum) and fabricated items (mainly of ferrous metals)--

which together account for 73 percent of worldwide MNC-related exports

in the basic industry. Most of the drop occurred in fabricated metals

exports from the United States. This was more than enough to offset

fairly substantial gains in the shares of the two remaining subsectors

listed--aluminum (primary and fabricated), and miscellaneous metal

products.

Conclusions

The data introduced in this section have pointed up two basic

facts. First, the MNC-related exports of both U.S. goods and MOFA

output grew substantially over the 1966-70 period; the latter out-

stripped the former almost uniformly across the spectrum of basic

manufacturing industries considered here. Second, however, descent to

the subsector level indicates that narrower definitions of "industry"

produce clearer differentiations between industries which saw U.S.-

origin products losing shares of worldwide MNC-generated trade and

those which experienced gains in the shares of U.S.-origin MNC exports.

In one case (automotive products) it was shown that all of the loss in

share suffered by U.S. goods arose in trade with one country (Canada)

as a result of a government-negotiated trade agreement. This, of

course, had little connection with underlying patterns of MNC-related

trade; the MNCs merely responded to it. The declining shares emerged

in subsectors commanding relatively large fractions of total MNC-

related exports, so that the subsectors with rising shares did not

have a quantitative impact large enough to reverse the basic pattern

of decline at the basic industry and all-manufacturing levels.
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This evidence could be taken as suggesting that the fortunes of

U.S. trade have suffered at the hands of the multinational firms. Such

a conclusion, however, would be premature. The evidence suggests only

that MOFA exports have generally risen faster than MNC-generated, U.S.-

origin exports. It may be that, compared with exports from the United

States of non-MNC firms, outbound shipments of the MNCs have led--or

at least kept up with--the pace. The influence of the MNCs on U.S.

imports, especially imports from affiliates abroad, also should be

studied. Furthermore, a more exacting analysis of the competitive

effects of MOFA trade on U.S. exports in general, as well as an exam-

ination of intra-MNC trade, are required. All of these questions will

be taken up in succeeding sections of this chapter, whence it will be

possible to come to more definite conclusions about the impact of the

MNCs on the volume and pattern of U.S. trade.

The Distribution of MNC-Related U.S. Exports, by Affiliation

of Customer to Shipper

One of the main problems encountered in analysis of the roles of

the MNCs in foreign trade revolves around the fact that the U.S.-based

MNCs happen to be not only the economy's direct investors abroad (by

definition) but also (by historical precedent) its principal foreign

traders. When their foreign direct investments were made, their

traditional export/import functions did not stop. These firms have

continued to trade heavily--at arm's length--with unaffiliated

foreign suppliers and customers, at the same time that new forms and

amounts of trade specifically associated with their international
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direct investment operations have come to overlay the traditional

export/import functions.

So far in this chapter, all exports by or through the MNCs in

the U.S. have been considered in a lump. It is appropriate at this

point to divide them into two major categories: (1) exports to MOFAs,

and (2) exports to unaffiliated customers. This is done in tables A-7

through A-9 in the appendix to this chapter.

The simple observation that is clear from these data is that

MNC-relat~ed exports of unaffiliated foreigners continue to play the

dominant Pole for the MNCs, although many if not most of them probably

depend at least in part on the presence of the MOFAs abroad as sales

and/or service affiliates in addition to their manufacturing operations.

In 1970, 59 percent of all reported MNC-related exports of U.S. goods

went to unaffiliated foreigners, as against the 41 percent destined

for MOFAs. This represented only a marginal change in shares in com-

parison with those of 1966--61 percent and 39 percent, respectively.

Of the total increase in MNC-related U.S. exports during the four

years ($8 billion), new exports to MOFAs absorbed 44 percent and

those to unaffiliated firms took 56 percent. Almost all (95 percent)

of the MNC-generated exports of U.S. origin are shipped by parent MNCs.

The performances of individual industries (viewed at the subsector

level) tended to cluster fairly tightly around the all-manufacturing

averages for the shares of MNC-generated U.S. exports sent to the two

types of customers. In 1970, sixteen industries accounting for 64

percent of total MNC-related U.S. exports sent proportions ranging from

50 percent to 71 percent of the MNC-generated shipments to unaffili-
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ated customers. Only five industries, which accounted for 20 percent

of the total, sent higher proportions of MNC-related exports (84 per-

cent to 91 percent) to unaffiliated customers. These were the primary

metals, aluminum, (heavy) electrical equipment, wood products, and

industrial chemicals industries. At the other end of the spectrum,

the eight remaining industries (miscellaneous electrical machinery,

miscellaneous chemicals, grain mill products, instruments, soaps and

cosmetics, office machines, computers, and plastic materials) sent

below-average proportions of their total MNC-related exports to unaffili-

ated buyers--proportions which ranged from 7 percent to 44 percent.

These eight industries accounted for only 16 percent of total MNC-

generated U.S. exports in 1970. They may be characterized generally

as those in which MOFAs are closely integrated with their parent firms,

receiving above-average shares of U.S. exports by or through parent

firms, either as inputs to MOFA production or as goods destined for

final sale to others, with the MOFAs serving as sales-agent consignees.

The relationships described above are heavily weighted by the

performances of five basic industries--transportation equipment, non-

electrical machinery, instruments, food products, and metals. These

industries produced 75 percent of the total growth in MNC-related

exports, 83 percent of all the growth in exports to MOFAs, and 60 per-

cent of the growth in MNC-generated U.S. exports to unaffiliated cus-

tomers. The transportation equipment MNCs--by far the largest contrib-

utors--increased their exports to MOFAs by $1,489 million, and those to

other customers by almost the same amount, $1,479 million. In the non-

electrical machinery group, where the largest changes were concentrated
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in the industrial machinery and office machines subsectors, MNC-related

shipments to MOFAs rose by $686 million, and those to others by $496

million. MNCs in the instruments industry--which is a heavy shipper of

components to affiliates--boosted their exports to MOFAs by $350 million,

but sent only $80 million more to non-MOFA customers. In food products,

where exports to MOFAs rose $228 million and those to non MOFAs by $94

million, the heaviest increases in both cases occurred in the

"miscellaneous" processed-foods subsector, which embraces a wide variety

of product lines. In grain mill products, exports to MOFAs rose by

$59 million while those to non-MOFAs declined by $53 million. Finally,

in the metals industry, new MNC-generated exports to unaffiliated

foreigners, especially in the primary metals and aluminum subsectors,

were very large ($973 million) while new MNC-related exports to MOFAs

were much smaller, at $122 million.

The Distribution of MOFA exports, by Affiliation of Customers

The preceding section surveyed the distribution of U.S.-origin

MNC-related exports according to the degree to which their recipients

were affiliated with the shippers. This section performs the same

kind of analysis for the other main component of MNC-related trade--

the exports of the MOFAs. Figures supporting this analysis are

displayed in tables A-10 through A-12 in the appendix to this chapter,

with certain key data abstracted for presentation in table 5, on the

following page, and table 6, on page

As MOFA exports rose from $8.8 billion in 1966 to $17 billion in

1970, the proportion shipped to affiliated purchasers hardly changed,
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Table 5.-Suma-y of the distribution of MDFA exports, by affiliation of customer

(Amounts in millions of dollars): Levels of MOFA exports in 1970 : Total =Percent of total cbinge accmted
: : change :in : for by exports to:
: :Exports to :Exports to : Exports to :MOFA exports, :3rd-cmmtyunaffLl~ted

Total :parent U.S. :3rd-country :non-affiliated: 1966-1970 :Parents :affS. .& : customers
: : RiCS :affiliates customers (amount)

All manufacturing- 17,035 : 4,827 : 5,955 6,2.53 : 8,186 : 33 : 33 : 34
Food products- : 728 : 76 : 170: 492 : 62 : - 125 : 50 : 175

Grain mill products 158 : 2/ 45 : 2/ : 63 : n.a. : - : n.&.
Beverages- 71: 19 : 1: 51 : 12 : -84 : -58 : 242
Combniation firms : 140: 2/ 5 : 27: 2/ 221 : 57 : n.a. : 28 : n.*.
Other : 359: 52 : 97 210 : - 70 : 72 : 23 : 5

Paper and allied products--- : 795 439 : 62 : 294 : 262 : 43 : 15 : 42
Chemicals and allied products--: 2,170 : 203 : 769 : 1,198 : 1.153 : 9 : 37 : 54

Drugs-- : 461: 45 : 157: 259 : 28: =: 1 = 30 : 59
Soaps and cosmetics 192: 4 : 58 : 130 : 102 : I : 15 : 84
Industrial chemicals - : 551 : 14 : 154 : 383 : 370 : - 1 : 24 : 87
Plastics materials -- : 541 : 30 : 289 : 222 : 293 : 4 : 73 : 23
Combination firm 1/--: 258 : 36 : 62 : 160 : 103 : - 10 : 18 92
Other- - 167 : 74 : 49 44 : 2 : 340 : 100: -340

Rubber products c: 311 : 62 : 140 : 109 : 147 : 36 : 50 14
Primary and fabricated metals- : 893 : 37 : 160 : 696 : 501 : 2 : 7 91

Primary (except aluminum)- : 248 :6 : 46 : 196 : 134 : - 5 : - 18 : 123
Fabricated (except aluminum, : = = = :

copper and brass) : 501 : 18 : 98: 385 : 309 : 3 : is : 79
Aliuinum and other--- 144 : 13 : 16: 5 : 58 : 9 : 2 : 89

Non-electrical machinery : 3,001 : 400 : 1,460 : 1.141 : 1,168 : 14 : 37 : 49
Farm machinery and equipment-: 350 : 155 : 154 : 41 : - 17 : - 336 : 159 : 277
Industrial machiner y- : 1,209 : 124 : 327 : 758 : 751 : 13 : 29 : 58
Office machines : 287 : 43 : 194 : 50 : 66 : -16 : 122 : -6
Electronic computing equip- = = = .

ment and other . --- : 1,155: 78: A85: 292: 368: 4: 45: 51
Electrical machinery and equip- : : = : =

nt .-- ....----- : 1,283 425 : 5.1 347 653: 42: 52: 6
Household appliances--- : 155 29 : 127 negi. : - 5 : 380 : - 1,060 : 780
Electrical equipment and : : :

apparatus -: 289: 123: 81: .85: 213: 53: 27: 20
Electronic components, : : : : :

radio, T.V. ------- : 575 : 253: 184: 138 : 375 48: 37 : 15
Other -- : 265 : 20: 119 126 : 70.: 2: 138 : -20

Transportation equipment- 5,648 : 2,733 2,028 : 887 : 2,930 : 61 : 29 : 10
Textiles and apparel- --.-- : 279 : 104 71 : 104 : 203 : 41 : 32 : 27
Lumber, wood and furniture- : 372 : 95: 7 : 270 : 209 : 27 : 4 : 69
Printing and publishing ---- : 173 : 44 51 : 78 : 110 : 37 : 39 : 24
Stone, clay, and glass - -- : 309 : 23 : 34 : 252 : 162 : - 18 : 7 : in.
Instruments : 767 : 1358 : 328 : 281 : 414 : 17 : 48 : 35
Other manufacturing - 306 : 28 : 164 : 114 : 212 : 8 : 72 : 20

1/ "Combinations" are firms producing a nber of relate product I ies.
T/ Grain mill products included under "Combinations".

Sc.%:rce: Tables A-10 through A-12 in Appendix to this chapter.

W
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moving from 62 percent to 63 percent. Of the total growth, almost

exactly one-third went to each of the three main customer categories--

U.S. parents, third-country affiliates of the MOFAs, and unaffiliated

customers--but the 33 percent share of the MOFAs' parents was sufficient

to allow them to account for a modest rise (3 percentage points) in

their share of total MOFA exports. The distribution of total MOFA

exports by recipient group is shown in the following tabulation

(amounts in millions of dollars):

percentages

1966 10 Amount, 1970

Exports to U.S. parent I'irms-------- 25 28 4,827
Exports to 3rd-country affiliates ------- 37 35 5,955
Exports to unaffiliated customers ------- 38 3_5

Total --------------------------- 100 100 17,053

Five basic industries account for about three quarters of total

MOFA exports:

Industry 1

Transportation equipment ----------------------- 31% 33%
Non-electrical machinery ----------------------- 21% 17%
Chemicals ---------------------------------- 12% 13%
Food products --------------------------------- 8% 4%
Electrical machinery--------------- ------ % 8%
All others ------------------- 21% 25%

Between 1966 and 1970, however, the fastest growth in MOFA exports

occurred in the potpourri "other" category, which includes metals;

textiles and apparel; wood products; paper; rubber; printing and

publishing; stone, clay, and glass products; instruments; and several

miscellaneous industries such as ordnance, tobacco products, and

leather products. As a result, the share of the category as a whole

rose substantially. Within the broad group, the textile and apparel
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industry registered the largest percentage increase (267 percent or

$203 million) and the instruments industry showed the biggest absolute

increase ($114 million or 118 percent).

These same five industries accounted for well over 80 percent of

total MOFA exports to affiliates (both in the United States and in

third-countries) in both 1966 and 1970, but there were some fairly

sharp changes in the shares for which they accounted individually.

The transportation equipment industry, the major contributor to total

MOFA exports and to MOFA exports to affiliates, increased its share of

overall exports to affiliates (from 39 percent to 42 percent). Non-

electrical machinery held on to second place, but its share dropped by

about a third (from 23 percent to 16 percent). Chemicals, in third

place, remained there about even with 8 percent of the aggregate affil-

iate market served by MOFAs in 1966 and 9 percent in 1970. Electrical

machinery holds fourth place in these rankings, and it also showed the

sharpest gain in share of total MOFA exports to affiliates (from 6

percent to 13 percent). The food products industry accounted for 5

percent of all MOFA exports to affiliates in 1966, and its share

dropped to only 2 percent in 1970--largely because of a decline in

MOFA exports to U.S. parents. This drop was sufficient to shove the

industry out of the top five, to be replaced by the instruments

industry, whose MOFA shipments to affiliated customers in 1970

amounted to 4 percent of all MOFA exports to affiliates. In terms

of total MOFA-to-affiliate trade, therefore, the remaining nine

basic industries are left with relatively insignificant positions.

In the aggregate, their share slipped from 19 percent (food products
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excluded, instruments included) to 16 percent (instruments out, food

products in).

In MOFA exports to parent firms in the United States, the

dominance of a few industries stands out even more sharply. As the

figures in table 6 indicate, three basic industries--transportation

equipment, electrical machinery, and non-electrical machinery--

accounted for 74 percent of total MOFA exports to U.S. parents in

1970, and for an even larger share (84 percent) of the increase in

such exports over the 1966-70 period. The heavy weight of the trans-

portation equipment industry (automotive products) in the aggregate

change was, of course, closely associated with U.S.-Canadian trade

as a result of the APTA (see pp.297-98).In the electrical machinery

industry, two subsectors produced the greater part of the change--

the electronics branch, and suppliers of electrical equipment and

apparatus; each increased its share of aggregate MOFA exports to

parents by about two percentage points. In the electronics subsector,

fast-rising imports from manufacturing MOFAs in Taiwan, South Korea,

Mexico, and similar locations clearly had a strong impact (MOFA ship-

ments to parents in this subsector rose by almost 240 percent). At

$178 million, the increase in this industry was greater than the

entire rise in the next-ranked basic industry, non-electrical

machinery, where the larger increases again were concentrated in two

subsectors. Parents' imports in the industrial machinery subsector,

changing by only $95 million, doubled their share of total parents'

imports from MOFAs, but a much smaller increase occurred in the farm

machinery industry, whose share fell by the same amount (1.3 percentage
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Table 6: MOFA exports to Parent firms in U.S., 1966 and 1970

(Amounts in millions of dollars)
: Percent of total :Chnge 1966-1970

value".
1966 : 1970 "Amount : Percent
: : : : of total

Total, all manufacturing---------------- : 100.0 : 100.0 : 2,630 : 100.0
Transportation equipment--------------- : 43.6 : 56.6 : 1,774 : 67.4
Electrical machinery ------------------ : 6.9 : 8.8 273 : 10.4

Of which: : :
Electronics, radio, and T.V. : 3.4 : 5.3 : 178 : 6.8
Electrical equipment and apparatus---: 0.6 : 2.6 : ill : 4.2

Non-electrical machinery---------------: 11.1 : 8.3 157 6.0
Of which: :

Industrial machinery--------------: 1.3 : 2.6 : 95 : 3.6
Farm machinery -------------------- : 4.5 : 3.2 : 57 : 2.2

Paper and allied products -------------- 14.9 : 9.1 : 112 : 4.3
Chemicals and allied products ---------- 4.8 : 4.2 : 98 : 3.7
Textiles and apparel ------------------ : 0.9 : 2.1 : 83 : 3.1
Instruments -------------------------- 4.1 : 3.3 : 68 : 2.6
Lumber, wood, and furniture ------------ : 1.8 : 2.0 : 55 : 2.1
Rubber products ---------------------- : 0.4 : 1.3 : 53 : 2.0
Printing and publishing---------------: 0.2 : 0.9 : 40: 1.5
Miscellaneous manufacturing (including :

ordnance, leather, tobacco) ---------- : 0.5 : 0.6 : 16 : 0.6
Primary and fabricated metals ---------- : 1.4 : 0.8 : 7 : 0.3
Stone, clay, and glass ---------------- : 2.4 : 0.5 : -29 : -1.1
Food products ------------------------ : 7.0 : 1.6 : -77 : -2.9

Source: Tables A-10 through A-12 in appendix to this chapter.
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points) as industrial machinery's share increased. Smaller changes in

the remaining (unlisted) subsectors (chiefly office machines and

electronic computing equipment) also helped to bring the non-electrical

machinery industry's share of total MOFA exports to parents down rather

substantially over the period.

Among the basic industries whose overall impact on MOFA exports

to parents is smaller, several interesting changes occurred. Fairly

substantial increases relative to 1966 levels show up in textiles and

apparel, rubber products, and printing and publishing. Smaller ones

appear for paper and allied products; chemicals; instruments; and

metals. Each of the latter group of industries decreased its share

to total MOFA exports to U.S. parents. Finally, in two industries,

shipments inbound to U.S. parents from the MOFAs fell over the period.

These were food products and the stone, clay and glass industry, which

together had accounted for 9.4 percent of the total for all industries

in 1966, but reduced their combined share to only 2.1 percent by 1970.

From table 5 (page305) it is possible to note, for each industry

listed there, the type of customer--U.S. parent, 3rd-country affiliate,

or unrelated purchaser--which participated most heavily in the grove f

of MOFA exports in the 1966-70 period. Combined with the data on th.

levels of MOFA exports to each category of buyer, these observations

permit an evaluation of the importance of each type of customer in

MOFA export patterns. Table 7 on the following page summarizes and

groups these combinations for analysis.

In the first group of three basic industrial categories, MOFA

exports to U.S. parents predominate over exports to each of the other
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Table 7.--A grouping of fourteen basic industries
according to MOFA export performance

(Amounts in millions of dollars)
: MOFA exports, 1970
: : To :To third : To un-

: Total : parents : country :affiliated
: in U.S. :affiliates : customers

All MOFA exports-: 17,035 : 4,827 : 5,955 : 6,253

Industries in which exports :
to parents in U.S. had largest
share of 1966-70 growth: : : :

Transportation equipment ------- : 5,648 : 2,733 : 2,028 : 887
Paper and allied products ------ : 795 : 439 : 62 : 294
Textiles and apparel --------- : 279 : 104 : 71 : 104

Totals ------------------- : 6,722 : 3,276 : 2,161 1,285
(Percentages of all MOFA : :
exports) ----------------- : (39): (68): (36): (20)

Industries in which exports to : : :
affiliates in third countries : : :
had largest share of 1966-70 : :
growth: : :::

Electrical machinery ----------- : 1,283 : 425 : 511 : 347
Instruments ----------------- : 767 : 158 : 328 : 281
Rubber products -------------- : 311: 62 : 140: 109
Miscellaneous manufacturing ---- : 306 : 28 : 164 : 114

Totals ----------- 2,667 : 673 : 1,143 : 851
(Percentages of all MOFA : : :
exports) ----------------- : (16): (14): (19): (14)

Industries in which exports to : : :
unaffiliated customers had larg : :
est share of 1966-70 growth: : :

Non-electrical machinery ------ : 3,001 : 400 : 1,460 : 1,141
Chemicals ------------------- : 2,170 : 203 : 769 : 1,198
Primary and fabricated metals--: 893 : 37 : 160 : 696
Food products ---------------- : 728 : 76 : 170 : 482
Lumber, wood, furniture ------- : 372 : 95 : 7 : 270
Stone, clay, and glass -------- : 309 : 23 : 34 : 252

Totals ------------------- : 7,646 : 878 : 2,651 : 4,117
(Percentages of all MOFA : : :
exports) ----------------- : (45): (18): (45): (66)

Source: Table 5.
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two main customer groups, both in terms of growth and in terms of the

levels of trade in 1970. Together, these three industries accounted

for about 40 percent of MOFA exports, worldwide, almost 70 percent of

MOFA exports to U.S. parents, just over 35 percent of MOFA exports to

third-country affiliates, and a fifth of MOFA exports to unaffiliated

customers in 1970. In all customer categories, the transportation

equipment industry predominates--as it does in all the MNC-related

trade series--but it predominates more in exports to U.S. parents than

in the other two categories. With respect to levels of trade in 1970,

the position of the textiles and apparel industry is ambivalent,

inasmuch as its MOFAs sent exactly as many exports to unaffiliated

customers as to U.S. parents--but the more rapid growth of exports to

the U.S. indicates that the level of such exports clearly was rising

relative to exports to other categories of customers.

In the second major group of basic industries shown in table 7,

MOFA exports to third-country affiliates grew the fastest, and they

also exceeded the levels of exports to the other customer types in

1970. Thus the predominance of inner-affiliate trade outside the

United States is the chief characteristic of these industries' MOFA

export patterns. At the subsector level, however, anomalies appear

within ,the electrical machinery industry which forms part of this

group. In both the electrical equipment and electronics branches,

MOFA exports to parents rose faster than to other customers, and the

levels of 1970 trade showed the largest single shares going to U.S.

parents (see table 5). These influences were offset by the performance
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of the other two subsectors of the basic electrical machinery industry

(household appliances and "other").

The final group shown in table 7--which includes the largest

number of basic industries--accounts for two thirds of MOFA exports

to unaffiliated customers and 45 percent of MOFA exports, worldwide.

In this group, MOFA exports to unaffiliated customers grew faster

than those to either of the other two customer groups, and the levels

of MOFA trade were similarly aligned, with one exception--that of the

non-electrical machinery industry which in 1970 sent more MOFA exports

to third-country affiliates than to unaffiliated buyers. At the sub-

sector level, the presence of this industry in the "unaffiliated

customer" group is established by the growth performance of the farm

machinery, industrial machinery, and electronic computing equipment

(including "other") branches. In only one of these, however--indus-

trial machinery, which accounted for $758 million of the industry's

$1.1 billion in exports to such customers--did this growth produce for

the level of MOFA exports a top position in the "unaffiliated" column

in 1970. In the other subsectors, the largest single shares of MOFA

exports went to 3rd-country affiliates (except in farm machinery,

where roughly equal amounts went to such affiliates and to U.S.

parents). In the chemicals industry, two subsectors--plastics

materials and the "other" category--slip over into the "3rd-country

affiliate" column--but these influences are decisively overshadowed

by the performance of the rest of the basic industry group.

From the summary presentation in table 7, it becomes clear

that in most industries which account for most MOFA exports (61
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percent), the predominant MOFA export patterns involve shipments to

customers other than U.S. parents, with unaffiliated customers having

the edge. Furthermore, if the transportation equipment industry is

excluded--especially that portion of it which generates exports

under the APTA with Canada--this conclusion is heavily reinforced. It

holds, in addition, for both the levels of MOFA exports, industry by

industry, as recently as 1970, and for changes in exports in a recent

period of rapid growth, when MOFA exports roughly doubled.

Intracompany Trade and Its Impact on MNC-related Exports

Intracompany trade, or the sum of the transactions which the

MNCs conduct among themselves, has three parts: (1) exports of MOFAs

to their parents; (2) exports of parent firms to MOFAs; and (3) the

exports of the MOFAs to their affiliates in third countries. In one

sense, intracompany trade is "captive" to the MNCs. It depends only

indirectly on market demand, and can respond rather quickly to command

decisions about sourcing and supply to customers that MNC managements

may choose to make. Therefore, it is useful to study intracompany

trade in order to obtain an understanding of how much of the MNCs'

total exports consists of something less than "arm's length" dealing.

Detailed data on intracompany trade for 1966 and 1970 are presented

in tables A-16 through A-18 in the appendix to this chapter. The more

important elements of the data are presented graphically in charts III

and IV on the following two pages.
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Intracompany export fldws in manufacturing reached $18.5 billion

in 1970, up from $9.8 billion in 1966. At these levels, they

accounted for very nearly half (I49 percent) of all MNC-related trade

in 1970, as against somewhat less (hh percent) in 1966. MOFA imports

from parent firms in the U.S. have the largest single share of the

total (h2 percent in 1970, 44 percent in 1966), followed by MOFA

exports to third-country affiliates (32 percent and 34 percent,

respectively) and then by MOFA exports to their parents (26 percent

and 22 percent). Clearly, parents imports from the MOFAs are gaining

at the expense of both the other categories of intracompany trade.

As chart III shows rather starkly, only three basic industries--

transportation equipment (automotive products), non-electrical machin-

ery, and chemicals--account for the lion's share of intracompany

trade, just as they account for the bulk of MNC-related trade in

general. Chart IV picks up, on an expanded scale, where chart III

ends, detailing the remaining eleven basic industries' intracompany

trade. It shows, for 1970, electrical machinery with a solid position

in the fourth rank, followed by instruments in fifth place. All the

other industries generated intracompany trade valued at well under $1

billion and accounted for less than four percent of total intracompany

trade each.

Chart IV also points up an interesting competition for the fDfth

place ranking. In 1966, food products held a slight edge, with both

instruments and the paper.products industry close behind. By 1970,

food products had slipped all the way to seventh place, instruments
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had taken over the fifth-place slot, and paper products ended in

sixth place.

Within the top-ranked basic industries that bear disaggregation,

certain subsectors stand out as leaders in the basic industries'

contributions to total intracompany trade. This is best demonstrated

by analysis of these subsectors' contributions to the growth of

intracompany trade between 1966 and 1970. In non-electrical machinery

(rank two in chart III), intracompany exports leaped up by $1,331

million. Among the subsectors, industrial machinery accounted for

$50h million of the increase, computers and the "miscellaneous"

category for $421 million, and office machines for $385 million. In

electrical machinery (ranked fourth), the total increase was $812

million. Among its subsectors, the electronics branch (components,

radio, and T.V.) clearly led, with an increase of $422 million. The

next most important subsector was the electrical equipment branch,

with $158 million. Finally, in chemicals (rank three), the plastics

materials subsector increased its intracompany exports by $302 million,

which was 43 percent of the total increase of $704 million for the

entire industry. The other two important subsectors were less influ-

ential; intracompany trade in industrial chemicals increased by $138

million, and the drug subsector turned in a nearly identical rise,

$145 million.

Table 8 on the following page is designed to facilitate a compari-

son of intracompany trade with total MNC-related trade. It ranks all

of the fourteen basic industries--with key subsectors shown separately---

according to their contributions to total MNC-generated trade in 1970.
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Table 8.-Intracompany trade and its relation to NBC-generated exports worldwide. 1966 and 1970

(Amounts in millions of dc.o lars)..
Total MNC-related Total intra-compray :Intra-company exports

experts exports -as percent of total
: _ _ __ __ HC-related exports

All manufacturing-
Transportation equipment ---
Mon-electrical umachineryr-

including:
Industrial machinery and

equipment -.-
Compute're and miscellaneous-
Office machines
Farm machinery and equip-

ment - -

Chemicals and allied products-
of which:

Industrial chemicals
Plastics materials
Drugs

Electrical machinery and
apparatus

-edthibch:
Electronic components,

radio, T.V.
Electrical equipment and

apparatus
Primary and fabricated metals-

including:
Primary metals (except

aluminum)
Fabricated metals (except

aluminum, copper and
brass)-

All other ----.
Food produce c s -
Instruments-
Paper and allied products--
Miscellaneous manufacturing-
Lumber, wxod, and furniture--
Rubber products
Stone, clay, and glass products--
Textiles and apparel, ----
Printing and publishing-----

1966 : 1970 = 1966

22,541 : 38,753 : 9,842 :
6,500 : 12,398 : 3,640 :
4,446 : 6,796 : 2,203 :

1,725: 2,903: 404 :
1,566 = 2,288 1,036 :

404: 868: 283 :

751: 742: 480 :
2,973: 4,512: 1,113 :

1,068: 1,749: 211 :
515: 859: 296 :
412: 822: 195 :

2,074: 3,343: 699:

710: 1,309: 225:

824 = 1,267 : 197
1,534.: 3,130 : 329:

605 : 1,224 : 116

548 : 1,055 : 108 :
381; 851: 105 :

1.496: 1,790: 41 :
771 : 1,615 : 421 :
946 : 1,404 : 422 :
503 : 931: 82 :
204 : 724: 44 :
472 : 694: 213 :
355 : 576: 145 :
200 : 523; 52 :
157 : 317: 38 :

1 1966L970

4,489 :
7,509 :
3,534 :

908 :
1,457 :

668 :

501 :
1,817 :

349 :
598 :
340:

1,511

647

355
475

103

247
125
608

1,008
651
338
142
350 :
143 :
272 :
131 :

GrPmth of U1C-
related exports

1OK--1 @75

44.:

56 :
50 :

23 :
66 :
70 :

64 :
37 :

19 :
57 :
47 :

34:

32:

24
21

19

20
28
31
55
45
16
22
45
41 :
26 :
24 :

Source: Tables A-16 through A-18 and A-6 in the Appendix to this-chapter.

1970

49 :
61 :
52 :

31 :
64 :
77 :

68 :
40 :

20 :
70 :
41 :

45

49

28 :
15 :

8:

23
15:
34:
62
46 :

36:
20:
50
25
52
41

Share of
:intra-canpany

Amount exports
(percent)

16,212 : 53
5,898 : 66
2,350 : 57

1,178 : 43
722 : 59
459 : 84

-9 : -234
1,539 :46

661: 21
344: 88
410: 36

1,269 : 64

599: 71

443: 36
1,596 : 10

619: -3

507: 28
470: 5
384: 44
844: 70
458 : 50
428 : 60
520 : 19
222 : 62
221 : -1
323 : 69
160 : 59
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It shows a predominant pattern of rising shares of intracompany trade

in the total. At the all-manufacturing level, intr'!ompany trade growth

accounted for more than half (53 percent) of the total expansion of

MNC-related trade. In three of the top four basic industries (chemicals

excepted) and in six of the remaining eleven, the share of intracompany

trade in the total expansion also was greater--usually considerably

greater--than 50 percent. In chemicals, the share was 46 percent for

the industry as a whole, but this was pulled up by the 88 percent

share of the plastics materials subsector. In the two other subse'ors

that are quantitatively more important in total MNC-related trade--

industrial chemicals and drugs--the shares were much lower, at 21 per-

cent and 36 percent, respectively.

In three basic industries the proportion of intracompany trade to

total trade actually fell between 1966 and 1970. One of these indus-

tries--primary and fabricated metals--is a fairly important trader in

the MNC ranks; it held fifth place in MNC-related trade in both years.

However, intracompany exports of all types are not characteristic of

this industry. With intracompany shipments accounting for only 15

percent of the total in 1970, it stands out as the least dynamic

intracompany trader to be found within manufacturing. The other two

industries in which the share of intrafirm trade fell between the

two years--wood products and stone, clay and glass products-- are

relatively insignificant; they appear far down in the rankings with

a combined share of only about 3 percent of total MNC-related trade.
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The Impact of the MNCs on U.S. Foreign Trade

With a survey of the various facets of the MNCs' international

tr'adinC operations now essentially completed, it is possible to move

dire(A1:i to an analysis of the MNCs' impact on the foreign trade of

th- United States. The hypothesis to be tested here is that of the

MNCs' critics--that increasing levels of foreign direct investment

by U.S. firms have tended to erode the position of the United States

as a trading nation in one or both of the following ways:

1. By increasing U.S. imports--and thereby displacing

domestic production--through shipments of foreign affili-

ate output to U.S. markets; and/or

2. By using the output of foreign affiliates to preempt

markets formerly served by U.S. exports of domestically

produced goods.

The MNCs as participants in U.S. trade

U.S.-based multinational corporations generally are in a strong

position to affect the fortunes of U.S. trade. As the major produc-

tive enterprises in the U.S. economy, they have always played--and

continue to play--a large role as traders, a role that has little to

do with their status as foreign investors. That is, in the institu-

tional structure of the U.S. foreign trading community, these firms

traditionally have commanded important proportions of ordinary exports

and imports of the "arm's length" variety. Such trade as they may or

may not generate because of their foreign direct investment operations

is overlaid upon this traditional role.

69-wu 0 - 75 - :5
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At the all-manufacturing level, the MNCs in 1970 accounted for

nearly $22 billion--or about 62 percent--of total U.S. exports of

almost $35 billion in the manufacturing sector. On the import side,

their share was $10.5 billion (34 percent) of a total of some $31

billion in inbound shipments. As the ratios in table 9 indicate,

these all-manufacturing values hide a wide spread between the maximum

and minimum impacts of the MNCs on total exports or imports of their

industries. More than half of the 29 industries for which export data

are available show the MNCs with a dominant influence--a share of 50

percent or more--on each industry's total exports. In practically all

of the others, the MNCs' impact on export volumes is significant, at

30 percent or more. The patterns are different for imports. Here, in

only five industries can the MNCs be said to be "dominant" with 50

percent or more of their industries' total imports, and in eleven of

the 21 industries separately identified in the table, the MNCs' shares

of total imports drop to less than 30 percent.

In both the export and import columns of the table, some indus-

trial categories show the MNCs as having shares of more than 100

percent of these industries' total exports or imports. The possible

emergence of such ratios and their- meaning was discussed early in this

chapter, on pages2 6 9-70.In the two cases where the ratios are fairly

close to 100 percent (farm machinery and equipment and transportation

equipment, both in the export ratio column), it is not certain that

simple inaccuracies in reporting the same numbers may not have caused

the ratios to exceed 100 percent. Thus, for these industries, the
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Table 9 .-- Ratios of HNC-related imports and exports to total
imports and exports in manufacturing industries, 1970

Indus t ry

1 :
2:
3:

4 :
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10IO I
11:

12
13

14
15
16
17

18 :

19
20

21

22
23

24
25

26
27
28
29

XX:

Notes:

Rank Industry

Primary and fabricated aluminum--:
Office machines--------------
Electrical machinery and

apparatus------------------
Rubber products --------------
Farm machinery and equipment -----
Transportation equipment ---------
Household appliances-----------
Soaps and cosmetics-----------
Drugs
Industrial chemicals -------------
Beverages---------------------
Instruments------------------
Primary metals (except

aluminum)------------------
Stone, clay, and glass products--:
Paper and allied products -------- :
Miscellaneous chemicals--------
Lumber, wood products, and

furniture ------------------
Electronic components, radio

and T.V.---------- ---
Printing and publishing--------
Miscellaneous non-electrical

machinery ----------------------
Fabricated metals (excluding

aluminum, copper and brass) ----
Miscellaneous food products ------
Industrial machinery and equip-

ment ---------------------------
Grain mill products --------------
Miscellaneous electrical

machinery ------------------
Plastics materials------------
Textiles and apparel -------------
Miscellaneous manufacturing ------
Miscellaneous primary and

fabricated metals -----------

All Manufacturing-------------

The
of

Sources: Table A-19 in appendix to this chapter.

Ratio of OKC- ::
related exports:: :

to total ::Rank:
exports (percent):: :

186.6 :: 1
160.9 :: 2

134.2 :: 3
111.4
105.4 :: 4
103.1 S: .:

91.3 :: 6 :
84.5 :: 7 :
70.7 :: 8 :
70.4 :: 9 :
66.7
64.5 :: 10

57.5 :: 11
56.0
55.0
47.6 :: 12

47.5
14

45.1
43.0

41.7 :: 15
16

40.9
40.7 :: 17

40.6 :: 18
39.3 :: 19

20
37.9 :: 21
33.8
33.7
29.5

22.4

62.1 XX

I/ MNC-related imports are calculated partially from sample data on MNC imports from non-affiliated foreigners.
sample data account for about 70 percent of the total imports in this category for all manufacturing. See page
text.

All manufacturing ---------------- : 34.1

Ratio of HNC-
related imports

to total
imports (percent) !/

221.8

111.0

65.0
62.0
59.8
43.4
39.8
37.0

36.3

28.8

25.7
22.1

21.7

21.5

20.4

15.2

12.3
10.8
9.6
6.7
6.6

Stone, clay, and glass products--:
Plastics materials and miscel-

laneous chemicals --------------
Grain mill products and
beverage-------------------

Drugs ----------------------------
Transportation equipment ---------
Paper and allied products --------
Industrial chemicals--------
Instruments ----------------------
Lumber, wood products, and

furniture ----------------------
Electronic components, radio

and T.V.------------------------
Electrical machinery and

apparatus, household
appliances-----------------

Rubber products---------------
Industrial machinery and

equipment ----------------------
Office machines, electronic

computing equipment, and
miscellaneous non-electrical
machinery------------------

Miscellaneous manufacturing ------
Fabricated metals (excluding

aluminum, copper and brass) ----:
Primary and fabricated aluminum, :

other metal products---
Printing and publishing ---------- :
Primary metals (except aluminum)-:
Miscellaneous food products ------ :
Textiles and apparel ----------- :
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MNCs should be considered as accounting only for roughly the total

volume of exports in their industries. In the remaining ones, however

(aluminum, office machines, electrical equipment, and rubber products

in the export column; and stone/clay/glass and plastics plus miscel-

laneous chemicals in the import column), the ratios are too large to

embody only a probable range of error. Here, the MNCs in the export

industries and the import industries in which the large ratios appear

almost certainly generated considerably more trade than that recorded

in customs statistics for goods generic to their industries. These

additional trade flows represent, on the export side, goods of other

industries (or raw materials and other non-manufactured items) pro-

cured domestically and shipped abroad, probably to affiliates; on the

import side, they represent such goods purchased abroad and used mainly

as capital gcods or inputs to domestic production by parent firms.

Doubtlessly, similar kinds of trade by the MNCs in goods not generic

to their industries are buried in the ratios in table 9 which are

less than 100 percent as well.

Relationships in foreign investment, and domestic investment
and trade variables

A meaningful analysis of the foreign trade performance of U.S.-

owned multinational firms requires, in part, a comparison of the MNCs'

activity in each industry with the performance of the industry as a

whole. I/ As general indicators of MNRC activity, levels of foreign

1/ For a similar analysis see U.S. Tariff Commission, Competitiveness
of U.S. Industries, first report to the President on Investigation
No. 332-65 under Section 332 of the Tariff Act of 1930, TC Publication
),73, Washington, April, 1972.
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investment--the net fixed foreign assets of the MNCs--can be used,

on the premise that sales, trade, and other operating variables are

closely related to levels of foreign direct investment. Essentially,

the technique used in this section is to compare--across 29 industries--

foreign investment activity with domestic investment and a number of

trade performance indicators. These indicators are:

(1) A measure of domestic capital stocks in each
industry in the United States in 1970. This is the
value of "gross (undepreciated) fixed assets" as
reported in the Census of Manufactures for 1968,
adjusted by addition of fixed investment in each
industry in 1969 and 1970;

(2) Total U.S. exports of all firms in each industry, 1970;

(3) Total U.S. exports as a percentage of domestic ship-
ments in each industry in 1970. This series permits a
ranking of industries according to the importance which
exports have in their total sales;

(4) Total MNC-related exports, 1970;

(5) U.S. exports to MOFAs, 1970;

(6) Total U.S. imports, all firms in each industry, 1970;

(7) Total U.S. imports as a percentage of the domestic
market in each industry. "Domestic Market" is defined
as shipments plus imports minus exports. The series is
a stand ird measure of "import penetration" for each
industry;

(8) MNC-related imports, 1970;

(9) Imports from MOFAs, 1970;

(10) Percentage change in imports' share of domestic
market, all firms, 1966-1970. This series measures the
extent to which new imports have increased their penetra-
tion of U.S. markets;
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(ii) Change in ratio of imports to exports, all firms,
1966-70. More sensitive to changes and more easily
manipulated statistically than the trade balance (ex-
ports less imports), the ratio of imports to exports
is useful as a measure of the degree to which imports
overshadow exports in each industry (or vice versa).
The change in the ratio is calculated here in ratio form--
i.e. the ratio's 1970 value divided by its 1966 value.

Taken together, these data permit comparisons of the 29 industries'

positions as foreign investors with (a) their domestic investment

performance, (b) their contributions to levels of trade, (c) the levels

of MNC-generated trade, and (d) their association with changes which

took place in the patterns of U.S. foreign trade between 1966 and 1970--

changes which were generally adverse from the U.S. national point of

view, as imports rose faster than exports. The results of these com-

parisons are presented in table 10. The principal analytic technique

employed was to arrange the data so that the 29 industries ranked from

highest to lowest, and then to compare the rankings in the domestic

investment and trade series, successively, with those for foreign

investment position. The resulting statistic from such a comparison

is a coefficient of "rank correlations," which can vary from a value of

1.0 (signifying perfect corresponce of the rankings) to -1.0 (a perfect

inverse correspondence). Two measures are shown: the "Spearman"

coefficient, which is commonly used and easy to calculate; and the

"Kendall" coefficient, which tends to produce more accurate measures

for data groupings like the one at hand which have less than 25 or 30

observations. Ordinary linear correlations also were calculated,

using the observed value rather than rankihgs.
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Table lO.--Correlations of HNCs' stocks of fixed assets abroad in 1970
with levels of domestic investment and several trade variables

Correlations with HNCs' Forel n Capital

Correlation of MNC9' foreign Rank
capital stocks with: Spearman Kendall Linear

Domestic Investment, 1970 1/ .581* .433* .426*

Total U.S. Exports, 1970 .576* .402** .813*

Total U.S. Exports as a per-
.entage of domestic shipments

1970 .. 330*** .219*** .406**

Total MYC-related exports, 1970 .447** .320** .851*

Exports to NOFAs, 1970 .341*** .244*** .837*

Total U.,.. Imports, 1970 2/ .353*** .259*** .660*

Total U.S. imports as a per-
centage of domestic market,
1970 2/ 3/ .083 .049 .097

Total KNC-related imports,
1970 2/ .671* .488* .799*

Imports from MOFAs, 1970 2./ .489* .354* .814*

Percentage change in imports'
share of domestic market,
1966-70 .166 .148 .010

Change in ratio of imports to
exports, 1966-70 ./ - .108 - .054 - .082

Notes:
1/ Domestic investment is defined as total value of domestic capital

sticks of al.l firms in each industry.
2_/ Exclusion of transportation equipment industry from the sample causes

significant drop in correlation coefficients for import-related series.
the coefficients applicable to the smaller (28-industry) sample are as
follows:

Total U.S. imports .281 .204 .174
Imports as percent of domestic market - .016 - .006 - .064
HNC-related impoat .635* .450* .366***
Imports from NOFAs .432** .305** .508*

3/ 'Domestic Market" defined as Domestic shipments plus imports minus
exports,

4/ Computed in ratio form: ratio of imports to exports in 1970 divided
by ratio of imports to exports in 1966.

*Statistically significant at .01 level.
**Statistically significant at .05 level.

***Statistically significant at .10 level.

in appendix to this chapter.Sources: Table A- 19
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Foreign vs. domestic investment performance.--The data indicate

that, on an industry-by-industry basis, the most active foreign inves-

tors also tend to be the heaviest domestic investors in the U.S. economy.

Both the rank and linear correlations between foreign and domestic

investment activity are statistically highly significant. I/ While

these results do not "prove" that high levels of foreign direct

investment have not tended to depress capital outlays in the same

industries in the U.S., they do show that industries in the top ranks

of the foreign investors have retained a similar position in the

domestic economy--and that industries which have not taken investment

funds abroad have been similarly laggard in their investment perfor-

mance at home relative to other manufacturing industries.

Association between foreign investment and levels of aggregate

trade.--The strong and statistically highly significant correlations

between aggregate 1970 exports and levels of foreign investment suggest

that the U.S. industries most active in production abroad also are the

heaviest contributors to U.S. exports, while the least important

1/ The elimination from the sample of a few "maverick" industries
whose domestic and foreign investment ranks match poorly rapidly improve$
the values of the correlation coefficients obtained. In a 20-industry
sample.(which excluded from the original 29 transportation equipment, tha
printing trades, primary metals, instruments, miscellaneous chemicals,
electrical equipment, textiles and apparel, miscellaneous machinery, and
industrial machinery) the coefficients were as follows: Spearman: 0.859,
Kendall: 0.684, and linear: 0.768. All, of course, are statistically
significant at the .01 level. The transportation equipment industry was
excluded during the testing phase of this analysis in order to eliminate
the influence on the trade variables--especially the import series--of
trade generated more by the automotive trade agreement with Canada than
as a result of new foreign direct investment (see footnote 2 in Table 10
for the results). It need not have been eliminated for purposes of the
investment comparisons, because this industry ranks high as both a
domestic and a foreign investor.
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foreign investors show a weaker impact on exports. There is a similar

relationship with respect to all-firm, 1970 imports, although the

correlations are less strong. These results are basically indetermi-

nate, inasmuch as they seem to indicate that high levels of overseas

Investment are associated with both higher exports and higher imports--

which could in fact be the case. Foreign investment tends to be con-

centrated among large firms, which have both the resources and the

institutional structure to operate in all phases of international busi-

ness, including investment, exporting, and importing.

Nevertheless, the data comparisons contain a hint that the major

foreign investors' contribution may perhaps be somewhat stronger on the

export side than on the import side of the ledger. To pursue this

further, comparisons were made which attempted to relate the measures

of trade performance to some benchmark representing the size of the

U.S. market for the products of each industry in 1970. For imports,

the "share of domestic market" variable is a direct and commonly used

measure of import penetration. For exports, shares of domestic output

(shipments) were used.

When aggregate exports and imports are measured in these terms in

1970, and then compared, industry-by-industry, with foreign investment

activity, the association of strong export performance with high levels

of foreign investment activity holds up fairly well. Both the rank and

linear correlations--while not particularly strong--are statistically

significant. On the import side, however, no meaningful relationship

appears to be present. There is no statistically significant correla-

tion between the degree to which imports have penetrated any particular
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industry and the degree to which firms in that industry are active or

inactive as foreign investors. These results, therefore, reinforce

the suggestion made above that levels of foreign investment activity

seem to be more closely associated with export performance than with

import performance--i.e., that those industries which invest most

heavily abroad contribute relatively more to U.S. exports than to U.S.

imports, and conversely for the industries in which foreign direct

investment is not significant.

These results do not hold for any of the MNC-related trade vari-

ables. Both total MNC-related exports (including exports to MOFAs)

and total MNC-related imports (including imports from MOFAs) show

stronger correlp'tions with foreign investment activity than do the

aggregate trade series--and the MNC-related import figures are, if

anything, more strongly associated with foreign investment levels

than are MNC-related exports. Thus, with respect to the trade that

they themselves generate, the MNCs appear as having a positive

influence on imports that is at least as strong as their positive

effect on exports.

There is an explanation for why these fairly strong correlations

between foreign investment activity and both export and import activity

on the part of the MNCs spill over to affect aggregate exports but not

aggregate imports. It lies in the evidence of table 9, which shows

that in most industries the MNCs account for much larger shares of

aggregate export trade than of aggregate import trade. In the former

case, the shares usually are large enough to allow the association
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between MNC investment activity overseas and MNC-generated trade to

influence the nationwide level of exports in each industry. In the

latter case, the MNCs' shares of nationwide import trade are suffi-

ciently' small that their influence--which would tend to produce

larger imports in industries which are the heavier foreign investors--

is not reflected in aggregate imports to any significant degree.

Results when transportation equipment is excluded.--The automotive

products industry, whose trade patterns have responded quickly and

massively to the APTA with Canada (see pp.297- 8 ), has a heavy influ-

ence on U.S. trade levels, and that influence is heavier on imports

than on exports. In order to reach a fuller understanding of the

trade behavior of the other 28 industries, in which special factors

like the APTA are not operative, it is appropriate to exclude the

transportation equipment industry from the data and run the correla-

tions once again. The effects of this exercise on the import vari-

ables that are of chief interest here are displayed at the bottom of

table 10, in footnote 2 to the table. They show that the elimination.

of this industry reduces the visible impact of the MNCs on U.S.

imports considerably. A statistically significant association

between foreign direct investment activity and aggregate imports

disappears entirely, while the correspondence between investment

abroad and U.S. market penetration by imports remains insignificant.

Meanwhile, the correlations between foreign investment activity and

both of the MNC-related import series, while they remain statistically
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significant, show coefficients of reduced value. l/

Foreign investment and changes in trade performance.--It also is

important to determine whether high levels of overseas investment in

the past decade have been associated with adverse changes in the

trade position. It is possible that, in industries characterized by

heavy foreign direct investment, the U.S. trade position may still be

relatively strong despite a pronounced weakening of the overall trend

in recent years.

The last two sets of statistics at the bottom of Table 10 repre-

sent an attempt to examine this question partially. They provide the

results of measuring correlations between the foreign investment data

and two measures of change in aggregate trade performance. Both

"percent change in imports' market share" and "change in ratio of

imports to exports" are measures of import penetration of the U.S.

market, the former cast in terms of the size of the market itself and

the latter cast in terms of the corresponding export performance of

each industry. The correlations for the full-size 29 industry sample,

which covers all manufacturing, are too small to be statistically sig-

nificant. This suggests that, in terms of the data series used,

there is no association between the intensity of foreign investment

l/As would be expected, removal of the transportation equipment
industry's positive influence on the export variable produces similar
results, although they do not alter the basic conclusion that there
are stronger associations between foreign investment and the export
variables than between foreign investment and the import variables.
The values of the correlation coefficients were (asterisks show
significance levels as in table 10):

SSpearma Kendall Linear
Total U.S. exports .385** .270**
Exports as percent of domestic shipments .275 .188 .4880*
MNC-related exports .385** .270** .576*
Exports to MOFAs .268 .188 .530'
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activity in any particular industry and that industry's role in the

recent declining fortunes of U.S. foreign trade--both being considered

in relation to the performance of all other manufacturing industries.

Changes in trade performance: direct and indirect effects

The correlation exercise just completed can lead to some under-

standing of overall trade patterns and how they appear to be associated

with MNC activity abroad. It is an imprecise and overly aggregative

tool, however, for answering the crucial' question whether MNC activity

has led to favorable or adverse changes in exports and imports of

specific product groups. Therefore, the analysis turns to a more

detailed, industry-by-industry perspective.

There are two possible ways in which the MNCs could be affecting

the levels of U.S. exports and imports. The first of these may be

termed the "direct" effects; they consist of the observable changes in

the MNCs' own trade performance within the U.S.--i.e., the U.S.-origin

exports and the foreign-origin U.S. imports which they generate. These

changes can be compared with the performance of all firms in their

industries and, by subtraction, that of non-MNC firms. The second

possible impact which the MNCs can have may be called the MNCs'

"indirect" effect on U.S. trade. This is the effect produced by the

alleged robbery of markets from U.S. domestic exports by the MNCs'

foreign affiliates. A full evaluation of the MNCs' role in U.S.

foreign trade depends on an assessment of both the direct and indirect

effects that they may produce.

Above all, it is necessary to pay close attention to individual
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basic industries and their subsectors, moving to the greatest possi-

ble level of disaggregation. That the MNCs' trade patterns differ

significantly among industries already has been put in evidence in

the earlier sections of this chapter. Here, as the analysis moves

toward its conclusions, the need for a focus on individual industries

must be stressed. It is a fact--as the subsequent discussion will

make clear--that an evaluation of "the MNC problem", especially with

respect to trade questions, will miss the mark unless it descends to

a rather cumbersome level of detail.

The direct effects.--In examining the MNCs' direct effects on

changes in U.S. trade patterns, three separate factors must be consid-

rered: (1) new exports generated by the MNCs as compared with new

exports of all firms in their industries; (2) new imports generated

by the MNCs as compared with new imports of all firms; and (3) a

combination of these, changes in the ratios of imports to exports

for the MNCs and for all firms. As a first approach to measuring

these effects, growth rates for the MNCs' exports and imports,

respectively, are compared with similar all-firm figures in charts

V and VI; and the appropriate ratio changes are compared in chart

VII. These charts are constructed such that the reader can identify

immediately those industries in which the MNCs outperformed the "all-

firm" group. Plots which fall to the left of and above the 45-degree

lines on the charts-indicate "superior" MNC performance, while plots

which fall below and to the right of the lines indicate "inferior"

MNC performance. The period covered is 1966-70.
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The terms "superior" and "inferior" were chosen here as a pair

of common labels that could be applied to the three charts, which

measure trade performance in different ways. The precise meanings

of these terms are as follows. In chart V, which examines export

growth rates, the MNCs are "superior" when their exports grew faster

than all-firm exports; they are "inferior" when their exports grew

more slowly than all-firm exports. In chart VI, which examines

import growth rates, the MNCs are "superior" when their imports

grew more slowly than all-firm imports; they are "inferior" when

their import growth was faster. Finally, in chart VII, where changes

in the ratios of imports to exports are compared, the !.INCs are

''superior" when their ratios rose by less than the all-firm ratios;

they are "inferior" when their ratios rose by more than the all-firm

ratios. The same definitions apply to table 11, introduced on page 340.

Chart V shows that, in a 29-industry sample, the MNCs in only

eleven industries showed export growth that exceeded the all-firm

performance, whereas the MNCs turned in an "inferior" record in

eighteen industries. With respect to import growth, however, the

MNCs had a slight edge in the number of industries which showed

better MNC than all-firm performance (chart VI). Here the MNCs were

"superior" in sixteen industries and "inferior" in only thirteen.

Finally, in the comparisons of changes in the ratios of imports to

exports (chart VII), the MNCs show a balanced pattern--"superior" in

fifteen of the industries and "inferior" in fourteen of them.

Numbers are attached to the points made in these pictorial dis-
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plays in table 11, which summarizes, for each of the "superior" and

"inferior" industry groups in the charts, the values of new exports

and new imports generated by the MNCs and all firms during the 1966-

70 period. Thus, for new exports, the following picture emerges:

The total increase in manufactured goods exports was $13.7 billion,

of which all MNCs accounted for 58 percent ($8 billion). This 58

percent was divided into the new exports of the "MNC-superior" group

(16 percent) and those of the "MNC-inferior" group (42 percent).

Interestingly, the export performance of the MNCs in the "superior"

group accounted for $2.2 billion or 264 percent of the all-firm

increase in exports in their industries, the reRson being that there

were severe declines in the exports of the non-MNC firms in some of

these industries. Note also that, while the MNCs accounted for only

45 percent of the new exports of the "inferior" group industries, the

amount of new MNC imports generated in this group still accounted for

42 percent of the aggregate export growth of all industries and 72

percent of MNC export growth.

The figures corresponding to chart VI (the middle section of

table 11), relate to import growth. Aggregate imports in U.S. manu-

facturing rose by $13.9 billion. New all-firm imports in the six-

teen "MNC-superlor" industries were $10.8 billion, or 78 percent of

the total, whereas the MNCs in this group contributed only $3.3

billion, or 24 percent, of the total. The MNCs' share in the "infe-

ri•or" group, where MNC imports grew faster than all-firm imports in

each industry, still was only $1.3 billion or 9 percent of the

aggregate increase. Overall, the MNCs were responsible, therefore,
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Table 1l.--$mm8ay G•es o0 &inC vs. All-tirm trace perzutuance Ztim charts V tnruugn VII

(&mauacs t MIn t.lis Ut dollars)
: Uports Imports :

-: ; balance

Amount :Percent :Amount :Percent
* :of total :of total:
S : chane: :chines:

From chart V: Comparisons of export growth rate: : :
Change in exports. all firms ------------- - 13.743 : 100 : :
Change In exports, eleven industries in which t :
HOC export growth was faster than all-firm : :
growth: : :

All tits--8-------------------------------- 50: 6:
-4 --------------------------------------- :2,242 16

Change in eAports, eighteen inouotrLes in which :
H04C export growcn was slower tenn ali-firs :

All itr-s:-------------------------------- 12,093 : 94 :
C ------------------------------: 5,792 : 42 :

Change in HNC-related exports:
Eleven IOC-suoerior Industries --------------- : 2,242 : 16
Eighteen )04C-inferior industries --------- 5,792 : _____

Total IBIC related exports ---------- ------- 8,034 : 58
* : :

From chart Vl: Comparksous at import growth rates; : : a
Change in impor,:s, all tir•s --------------- : : 13,902 100
Change in nlaorts. sixieen inouscries in vnich :

-W import grov,'n was slower than all-firm : :
5t.owth:

All firms --------------------------- : : : 10,805 a 78
NtCs -------- ----------- ----- : : 3,317 : 24

Change in imports, thirteen industries in which : :
HNC import growth was faster than all-firm : : :
growth: a :

All firs -------------- --- : : 3,097 : 22:
C ------------------- - - :1,312 : 9:

Change in HNC-related Imports: :
Sixteen NNC-superlor industries -------------- : 3,317 : 2A
Thirteen HOC-inferior industrs- - - : : 1,312 : . :

Total HN;C related imports-: : : 4,629 : 33:

Vrom chart VII: Comparisous of cnasee in raclos
of impors to exwurtsa

All-firm perfornance-..- .....-- ----- ..
Performance 1a 15 Industries where WCe did

better than all firm:
All fir -

13,743

7,663
5.821

100 1

55 a

13,902

9,589
3,571

100

68
25

- 159

1,926
2.250

Performance in 14 Industries where XNSC dip :
worse than all firmat : : :

All fiim ---- 6,080: 44 : 4,313 a 31 : 1,767
NG----- - 2,213 a 16 : 1,058 2 7 : 1,155

Change in NNC-related trade: : :
Fifteen 1NC-superior industries - - : 5,821 3 42 a 3,571 : 25 : 2,250
Fourteen ?UC-inferior Industriee. - 2.213: 16 : 1,058: 7 : 1.155

Total HNC related trade ----------- 8,034 : 58 : 4.629 : 32 a 3,405

Notes:1/ tKC figure is higher than all-firm fire because in several industries declines in non-lWC

exports'were offset by increases in MNC-related experts.

Source: Tables A-19 trhough A-23 in appendix to this chapter.
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for a third of aggregate new imports over the period. In the

"superior" group, the MNCs generated 3i percent of the group's new

imports; in the "inferior" group, their share was only 42 percent.

Clearly, therefore, the MNCs in both groups generated fewer new

imports than did non-MNC firms, regardless of growth rates.

The bottom section of table 11 outlines the new-trade performance

figures for the two groups of industries displayed individually in

chart VII. These figures combine export and import performance.

In all industries, all firms showed a slight change for the' worse

($159 million) in the trade balance. In the "MNC-superior" group,

however, the all-firm performance was much poorer; it shows a net

excess of nem imports over new exports of $1.9 billion. The MNCs

in this groaip, on the other hand, generated new net exports of $2.25

billion, which more than offset the all-firm deficit. In the "MNC-

inferior" group, all firms generated net new exports of $1.8 billion,

of which $1.2 billion was attributable to the MNCs.

All through these data, there runs the suggestion that the MNCs

may have out-performed the non-MNCs--even in some industries in

which their performance was labelled "inferior" on the basis of the

growth rate comparisons in the charts. Still more disaggregation is

required to find out exactly what happened.

From the charts, it is possible to establish four performance

categories which will permit a further evaluation of the MCs' direct

effect on new U.S. exports and imports. Two of these categories are

unambiguous: (1) in industries where the MICs' exports grew faster

than all-firm exports and their imports grew more slowly than all-firm
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imports, the net MNC effect on the trade balance is almost certainly

favorable; and (2) in industries where the MNCs' imports grew faster

than all-firm imports and their exports grew more slowly than all-

firm exports, the net MNC effect is almost certainly unfavorable.

These are the industries in which the plots in charts V and VI fell

on the same side of the 45-degree line in both charts. The two

other categories are ambiguous, as they embrace those industries

whose plots fell on opposite sides of the lines in the two charts.

These categories are: (1) industries in which the MNCs showed

slower import growth but also slower export growth than all firms;

and (2) industries in which the MNCs showed faster export growth

but also faster import growth than all firms.

Industry-by-industry trade performance figures--new exports and

new imports--for the MNCs, for all firms, and for the non-MNCs are

presented for these four performance categories in table 12. In the

table, it is possible to compare directly, for each industry, the

performance of the MNCs with that of the non-MNCs. The need for

evaluating MNC versus non-MNC results in each industry separately from

the others is apparent from the table. There is no real progression

as one moves down the list, with MNC performance worsening and non-MNC

performance improving. However, the aggregates (subtotals) for each

of the main performance categories do suggest such a progression, at

. least for the non-MNCs. In fact, the key to the performance of the

MNCs relative to the non-MNCs is 'to be found on the right-hand side of

the table. Whereas the MNCs, on balance, increased their net exports,
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labie 12s--Comparilons of changes In trade performance, NCe ed all fimn, 1966-1970

_(Mmounto in millions of dollars)
Change is )UC-related trade : am I a118f int i Net chanm e : Industry

ra :keJ tmIlfm ae 8Is noa-laC : Position on: sor9e I iorts I Not a ksorts I iorts a Net a trode : chart VT II

Industries in which NNC-related trade I : I a a a a :
compared with all-fire trade showed: a a a a a a a

easter expor growth and slowr anort growth: a a a a a a
Office machines --------- $52: 37: 515: 73 447: -374 a -69: (0+)
4ao.ellaneoua electrical machinery and a a a a a a a

equipment ------------------------------- -- : 1: 13: 2 a -163 a 207 a -370 -372 a (4)
Rubber products---------- ------- ------- :-a is_____A___ -14 30

Subtotal@---------: $31 a -17 1 1, 7-1,W: -1.761

Slower import growth but also slower export a a

Primary metals (excluding aluminum) ------ : 520 : 40 a 480 a 1,024 1 1,239 a -215 t -695 a (4)
Transportation equlpmant ----- - 2,644 t 2,478 386 a 2,624 a 4,227 a -1,403 : -1,789 a (+)
Industrial chemicals-e - --- - - - - --- 414 : 32 a 32 a 66 a 231 a 437 : 3 a (+)
Printing and publishing- ----- a 2 26 : 6 20 73 a 79 a -6 -26 a (4)
Household appliances---a a 15 -7 42 231 a -189 a -182 a (4)
Plastic materials - --- ------------ - -13 43 a -56 468 124 a 344 a 400 : (÷)
Stone, clay, and glaas products-------- t 1 281 -230 199 250 -51" 179 : (4)
Instruments --------------------- --------- : 310 t79 231: 377 24a 313 : 82 (-)
Radio, T.V., electronic components ------- : 328 a 236 92 a 1.044 a 1.116 -74 : -144 : (-)
beverages --------------------- - 43 : -36 81 1 753 226 -151 : -232 : (-)
Soaps and cosmetic - - : -2: :6 -4 61 7 54 4: 62 (-)
Grain mill products .--- -44 a 1s -462 357 a 30 327 : 389 a (-)
Ftusculan•aou food products- -141 a 33 a -1741 ! 1 1,62! -47 a 12t a -

Su ota, ,~ s------a ~ : T 1,1 j09Va C 9,660 4 -"1--r- -1.794 a

Faster e groh but also falts r u at a a a aa a
growth:aaaaaaaa

Lumber, wood, and lurn itur s - a 319 : 243 a 764 485 442 a 3 : -33 a (4)
Miscellaneous metal product s ------- 73 a 22 51 37 R -124 181 a 130 a (+)
Farm machinery and equipment-- - 33 a 21 a 12 a -257 a 17 -274 : -266 a (÷)
Textiles and apparel-: 58 a 82 -24 -80 a 766 -846 : -822 : (4)
Primary and fabricated al-im--------: 393 a 0 a 393 170 a -4a 234 a -159 a (-)
electrical equipmet and apparatue------: 367 : 64 a 303 185 a 53 132 a -171 a (-)

- - -- - - - 267 a 46 a 201 242 a 6a 154 : -47 a (-)
1iscellanesuua noo-slectrical machinery- -: 201 : 74 1 127 221 a -2 223 : 96 :

Suttotale:----- 1,711 t 1,"139: 1,023 : 1,176 -153 : -1,292 a

Slower 'export Uwth Ld faster iumort a

Industrial machinery and equipment amd
electronic computing equimen -

Fabricated metals (excl. alunmnm, copper, a
sad brass)---

Paper and allied product s -- a
Miscellaneous manufacturing (erdnance, a

tobacco, leather, other)-- :
Miscellaneous chamical-

967 a 220 747 a 1,333 a 997 1,336: 3692 (+)

167: 79 66: 718: 397 321 : 233: (-)
238: 192 46 432 130 302 : 256: (-)

177: 229 -52 314: 536 -'0: l#: (-)
- ' j1 - 111 -10S a -152: 49 : 1600

740: 718: 3.694 : 1.914 a 1.938 : 1.10
Totals-8 4,62 : 3,4$ 5 , 13.743 13,937

Note:
,1 (0) * chanse in ratio of Imports to exports lees for lwe than for all firm

(-) , change in ratio of reports to exports greater for 1iCs than for all firm.

Source: Tables A-19 through 4-23 in appendix to this chapter.

-194 -2,*,9
..... ., . . r

U D Q
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the non-MNCs, with the exception of those in the group of five indus-

tries at the bottom of the table, showed trade balance declines of

considerable size. Across the spectrum of all manufacturing industries,

the MNCs increased their net exports by $3,435 million, while the

non-MNCs decreased theirs (or increased their net imports) by even

more--S3,629 million.

The indirect effects.--A judgment about whether or not the sales

of the MNCs' foreign affiliates have taken markets formerly served by

U.S. exports really depends upon a crucial assumption. That is, can

it be accepted that, in the absence of the foreign affiliates of the

MNCs, U.S. exports would have been able to supply overseas markets

against foreign competition, or would foreignerL., investing in the

stead of the MNCs, have taken those markets?

Clearly, a reasonable assessment dictates that it is necessary to

assume at least some viability for the competition that the foreigner

can mount. But it is impossible to say how much, since the evidence

on which ,iich a statement could be made for each industry is missing.

Not eyen the MNCs themselves can assess their foreign competition with

such accuracy.

A possible line of attack on measuring the indirect effects of

MNC activity on changes in U.S. foreign trade is to assume the best

possible case for the critics of the MNCs--namely that any loss of

market shares which U.S. exports have experienced is attributed to

the impact of MNC affiliates' foreign sales, and that, in the affili-

ates' absence, those markets would have been held by U.S. exports of
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domestically produced merchandise. Under such assumptions, it is

possible to estimate what amounts to an "upper bound" for the losses

to U.S. exports which may have been due to the indirect effects of

the MNCs' affiliates' sales. This "upper bound" estimate can then be

compared with the results previously obtained as regards the MNCs'

direct effects on U.S. trade, in order to arrive at estimates, for

each industry and for the sum of all industries, of the total impact

of the MNCs' operations on changes in U.S. foreign trade during the

1966-70 period.

The operable concept in deriving an "upper bound" estimate of the

indirect effects is the idea of the "total market" served by produc-

tive enterprises owned by persons of U.S. nationality. This "market"--

which may also be called the total market for goods produced by U.S.

technology, enterprise, and knowhow (excluding goods produced and

sold domestically)--can be defined as the sum of U.S. exports and the

sales of all foreign affiliates of U.S. firms, both MOFAs and minority-

owned affiliates (MINOFAs). On this definition, the calculation of

the indirect effects is straightforward. If U.S. exports' share of

that total "market" in 1966--the initial year of the period covered--

is considered as a performance norm for U.S. exports, then any

observed decline in that share by 1970 may be viewed as a loss for

U.S. exports. 1/ Thus, the difference between actual exports of

each industry in 1970 and the norm value so calculated is a

g_ Choice of 1966 as the "norm" year was dictated principally by the
availability of MNC-related trade 4ata. Doubtlessly, an earlier year
would better fit the "norm" concept. However, 1966 still serves as a
year representative of sizeable U.S. trade surpluses. Aggregate U.S.
exports exceeded imports by $3.9 billion in 1966.
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measurement of the loss (or gain, as the case may be).

Detailed data on U.S. exports' "penetration" of this total

market are presented in tables A-20 through A-22 in the appendix to

this chapter, for 1966 and 1970. The necessary abstracts, and the

actual calculations of losses and gains--under the assumptions des-

cribed above--are presented in table 13 on the following page. Once

again, stark differences in the showings of individual industries

emerge. At the basic industry level, they range from a net gain of

$1.7 billion for U.S. exports in the food processing industry to a

net loss of $3.7 billion in the category of miscellaneous manufac-

turing.

The emergence of such a large estimated ma,:imum loss in the

catchall category of manufacturing is startling--the more so as, in

the aggregate, the rest of manufacturing shows a net gain of $490

million. The imputed loss arises from a drastic drop in the share

of U.S. exports in the worldwide "market" for the goods of this

industry--from 64.3 percent to 23.5 percent--at the same time as the

total size of the "market" increased from $2.5 billion in 1966 to

$9.0 billion in 1970, one of-the sharpest increases recorded in the

manufacturing sector.

The very nature of this "miscellaneous" industry helps to illus-

trate the unrealism of the assumptions which have been applied--

unrealism which works in the direction of overstating, rather than

understating, the possible losses that might have arisen from the

indirect effects. To illustrate this point, table 14 presents a

list of just a small portion of the kinds of industrial activity
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Table 13 :--Calculation of estimated maximm "gain" or "loss" to U.S. exports from Indirect effects of Hoc
operations abroad, 1966-1970 1/

(_Amants in millions of dollars)
: Total : U.S. exports.: Total U.S. exportso : .80- value :1970 value "no:m " 'les " or

: "market" share of "market" share of Value of U.S. : Of U.S. ea- less "norm" "loss (-) underCCPOto 970 vaue ."stu" (+): Uot, •To
In 1966 1966 "market" in 1970 1970 -mar17S -pos"(-): 1m970 or;,-t

in (perc1970 (valor le"rcent)value~u) : (percent) :(value) :(percent) *

Food proocAcst
rai.n miU product-

Deweraeg

Other food products

Paper and allied products

c and allied products

Soae and cosmetics-
Ind•-trial chemicals
Plastics materials
Other chemicals

Rubber products

Primary and fabricated metals
Primary metals (exept aluminm)- :
Other nmtal products-

Non-electrical machine-y
Yarm machinery and equipment
Industrial & misc. machinery end

equipment,

Office machines & electronic
computing equipment

Electrical machinery & equipment
Household appliances and other -:
Electrical equipment & apparatus- :
ElectronLc components, radio, T.V.- :

Transportation equipment
Textiles and apparel
Lumber, wood, and furniture e
Printing and publi shi ng
Stone, clay, and glaas

Insorument-
Misellaneous manufacturing

6.335
1,173

793
4,369

2,365

10,799
1,942
1,730
2,418
2,021
2,688

2,613

6,808
1,372
5,436

12,189
1,559

7,675

2,955

6,873
4.043
1,371
1,459

14,793
1,621
1,057

644
1,402
2,209
2,498

8.8
18.8
1.5:
7.4:

28.6

24.8
13.8

5.4
42.8 :
23.4 :
30.1:

16.3

26.2
49.3
20.3

45.5
40.3

56.8

18.8

27.v:
26.3 :
39.7 :
40.1 :

25.1 :
49.6 =
24.2 :
40.7 :
19.8 :
33.4 :
64.3 :

9,712
1.868
1,111
6,733

3.462

16,745
3,329
2,599
4,198
3,730
2,899

3,072

11,940
3,071
8,869

19,476
1,256

11,691

6,529

12,045
5,102
2.832
4,111

22,230
2,445
1,883
1,014
2,373
4,105
9,026

26.6 :
31.0 :
7.9 :

28.5 :

32.1

24.0
15.4
6.0

40.6
25.3
24.3

11.2

31.4
55.4 :
23.1 :

40.7 :
29.7 :

50.9

24.6

25.0
12.8
25.8
39.6

29.5
29.7
39.4
33.1
20.1
32.1
23.5

2,578 :
578 :

87 :
1,913 :

1,109

4.012
511
154

1.702
941 :
704 :

344

3,749
1,700.=
2,049

7,917
372

5,944

1,601

3,007
650 :
729 :

1,628 :

6,539 :
724 :
741 :
335 :
477 :

1,315 :
2.121 :

866:

351 :
17 :

498 t

990

4,142
459
140

1,797
873 :
873 :

501

3,314
1,514
1,800

8,373
506

6,640

1,227

4.115
1,342
1,124
1,649

5,580 :
1,213 :

456 :
966 :
470 :

1,371 :
5.804 :

(Sum, exclud miscellaneous : : . :_:_: _ :
manufacturing) : :

+1.712
+ 227
+ 70
+1.415

+ 119

- 130
* 52
+ 14
- 95
+ 68
- 169

- 157

+ 435
+ 186
+ 249

- 456
- 134

- 696

+ 374

-1,108
- 692
- 395
- 21

+ 959
- 489
+ 285
- 631
+ 7
- 56
-3,683
-3,193

+ 490

: + 1,712
: + 227
: + 70
: + 1,415

: + 119

: +2
S+ 52
S+ 14
: -648

+ +68
: - 84

: - 79

: + 435
: + 186
S + 249

: - 41
: - 67

: - 348

: + 374

: - 554
: - 346
: - 198
: - 10

: + 959
: - 244
S + 285
* - 316
: + 7
: - 28
: - 1.842
: + 415

* + 2,257

Note: 1/ See text for explanation of concepts moloyed In this table.

2_ See text for description of assumptions.

Sources: Tables A-20 through A-22 in appendix to this chapter.

~1
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Table 14:-- A Partial list of manufacturing activities included in the
"miscellaneous manufacturing" category used in this study.

SIC Code 19 1/. Ordnance and Accessories, of which:

Military tanks, guns, and related equipment
Small arms and ammunition, including sporting arms

SIC Code 21, Tobacco Products

SIC Code 31, Leather and Leather Products, of which:

Industrial leather belting and packing
Non-rubber footwear
Leather gloves and mittens
Luggage, handbags, and other personal leather goods

SIC Code 39, Miscellaneous Manufacturing, of which:

Jewelry
Silverware, plated ware, stainless steel ware, of which:

Cutlery, loving cups, trophies

Musical instruments, of which:

Accordions, piccolos, zithers

Toys and amusement, sporting and athletic goods, of which:

Dolls, blocks, drums, toy trains and equipment, balls (baseball,
football, golf, etc.), fish and bait buckets, toboggans, wading
pools

Pens, pencils, other office and artists' materials
Costume Jewelry and costume novelties
Feathers, plumes, artificial trees and flowers
Buttons, needles, pins, hooks and eyes
Brooms and brushes
Signs and advertising displays
Burial caskets
Linoleum and other hard-surface floor coverings
Barber shop equipment
Christmas tree ornaments

Vibrators, electric
Zippers

1 From 1967 SIC scheme. These items were shifted to codes 34, 36, 37, and 38
in the 1972 scheme, but they remain separate in the data used for this Study.

Source: Office of Management and Budget, Standard Industrial Classification
Manual, 1972, Washington, 1972, pp. 70, 133-135, 153-201, 211-218.
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which are included in the "miscellaneous" category--from accordions

to zippers. Most of these are not the industries of the IBMs, the

ITTs, the Monsantos, the Singers, and the General Foods of this

world; they are the industries of the little fellows of manufacturing

life. They are the industries in which, generally, technology is of

a low level and is widespread, industries in which a business can be

started with relatively little capital and run with relatively

unskilled labor--the industries which, in short, are most easily

entered by foreigners. Therefore, they are industries for which it

is unreasonable to assume that foreigners would not have entered to

compete with U.S. exports in the MNCs' affiliates' absence. To a

greater or lesser degree, the same sort of reasoning about the assump-

tions has to apply across the entire manufacturing spectrum.

In light of the foregoing discussion, the unreality of the

assumptions employed requires correction. It is clear that, in indus-

tries where losses in U.S. exports' shares appear, it is not proper

to assume that, in the absence of the MNCs' MOFAs, shipments of domes-

tic U.S. merchandise to foreign markets could have retained their

1966 shares of those markets. To come closer to reality, therefore,

it has been assumed that., had the MNCs' foreign affiliates not been

present (or had they not increased their shares of foreign markets)

U.S. exports could have absorbed only half of the difference. In

other words, half of the observed increase in the affiliates' market

shares irould have gone to foreign competitors rather than.to U.S.
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exporters. 1/ In industries where U.S. exports increased their

shares, however--i.e., the industries where "gains" are shown in

table 13--the calculations are left unchanged, on the assumption

that the figures shown actually measure the demonstrated ability of

U.S.-origin exports to compete in foreign markets.

The estimates relating to these revised assumptions are shown in

the final column on the right.-hand side of table 13. Strong variability

in the performances of the different industries persists in this for-

mulation, and the largest "loss" remains concentrated in the "miscl-

laneous manufacturing" industry. Overall, however, the new calcu-

lations show a small net "gain" of about $400 million and, excluding

the "miscellaneous" category, a large net "gain" of $2.3 billion

emerges.

Direct and indirect effects combined.--In table 15, the indirect

and direct effects of MNC activity on changes in U.S. trade balances

(new exports less new imports) are added to produce net gain or loss

estimates for each of 24 basic industries or subsectors. The first

column of the table is a repetition of the estimated indirect effects

(under modified assumptions as described above), taken from the last

column of table 13. These effects are the estimated deviations (plus

or minus) from actual U.S. exports in 1970 that could have been

realized in the MNCs' absence, had U.S. export performance norms of

1966 been maintained. The second column of the table--the direct

-I There is no objective basis for this assumption. However, the 50
percent choice appeals to reason as a middle ground between weighting
the analysis totally against the MNCs,-and weighting it totally in
their favor with respect to criticisms that the indirect effects are
large.
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Table 15ý: -- Estimat, s of' V1'fects of MNC activity on changes in U.S.
fo;-eigi. trade, 1,)66 - 1970. i/

(Ciianges in net trade, in millions of dollars)
Indirect Direct Net

!,unk Industry Gain or Gain or Gain or
________ Loss_(-) Loss (-) Loss (-)

A. T4D';,TRIES WHICH PRODUCED PROBABLE
NLE' GAINS FOR U.S. TRADE BALANCES

1. Non-electrical machinery. except
farm machinery 26 1,389 1,v415

2. Transportation equipment 959 386 1,345
3. Miscellaneous food products 1,415 - 174 1,241
4. Fabricated metals, priuary

aluminum 249 532 781
5. Primary metals, except aluminum 186 480 666
6. Lumber, wood products, and

furniture 285 76 361
7. Industrial chemicals - 48 382 334
8. Drugs 52 201 253
9. Instruments - 28 231 203
10. Grain mill products 227 - 62 165
11. Paper and allied products 119 46 165
12. Beverages 70 81 151
13. Electrical equipment and apparatus - 198 303 105
14. Electronic components, radio, T.V. - 10 92 82
15. Plastics materials 68 - 56 12
16. Soaps and cosmetics 14 - 8 6

Subtotal, Group A 3,386 3,899 7,285

B. INDUSTRIES WHICH PRODUCED PROBABLE
NET LOSSES FOR U.S. TRADE BALANCES

17. Farm machinery and equipment - 67 12 - 55
18. Rubber products - 79 - 74 - 153
19. Miscellaneous chemicals - 84 - ii - 195
20. Stone, clay, and glass products 7 - 230 - 223
21. Textiles and apparel - 244 - 24 - 268
22. Printing and publishing - 316 20 - 296
23. Household appliances and misc.

electrical machinery - 346 - 5 - 351
24. Miscellaneous manufacturing - 1,842 - 52 -1,894

Subtotal, Group B - 2,971 - 464 -3,435

SUM, ALL INDUSTRIES 415 3,435 3,850

Notes:
1/ See text, pp. for explanations and definitions of concepts.

Sources: Tables 12 and i3. •
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effect estimates--is from table 12. The figures shown are the net

trade performance figures of the MNCs.

The combined gain-loss calculations are arranged in two groups

in table 15--those industries which showed net gains, and those which

showed net losses. There are sixteen industries in the former group

and eighty in the latter one; the net gains of the first group ($7,285

million) considerably exceed the net losses of the second group

($3,435 million). For manufacturing industry as a whole, therefore,

the estimated net effect of MNC activity on changes in U.S. foreign

trade performance in the 1966-70 period was a gain of about $3.8

billion.

An important result of the foregoing calculations is to show the

wide variability of effects on U.S. trade performance exerted by MNCs

in different lines of activity. The demonstration of this variability

is a primary purpose of this entire analysis. That the estimated net

effects are spread so far--from a positive impact of $1.4 billion in

one industry to a negative $1.9 billion in another--suggests strongly

that programs adopted to deal with any effects that are considered

adverse from the national point of view ought to have some features of

selectivity. Otherwise, there is a possibility that effects which are

considered favoraele in the overall could be unfavorable to specific

industries.
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Table A-1.--All merchandise: Exports of the world and of selected countries, compared to exports generated by
U.S. MNCs and their majority-owned foreign affiliates, 1966 and 1970

(Amounts in millions of U.S. dollars)

Amount

1966Area and country

World total--------------------

United States------------------
Canada-- ---------- -- ---
Latin America and other Western

Hemisphere-~ ..-------------------
of which--Mexico** ----------------

Brazil** - .-------
United Kingdom-------------
European Economic Community (EEC)------.:

of which-Belgium/Luxembourg** .- ----France**------... .
W." Germa ..**:

Japan
Other Western Europe-
Eastern Europe and U.S.S.R.
Australia/New Zealand/South Africa----:
Other Asia and Africa
International, Unallocated-----

Total:

201,800

29,998
9,551

10,871
1,199 :
1,741 :

149132 :
52,650 :
6,832 :

10,889 :
20,134 :

9,777 :
19,538 :
21,200 :

5,844 :
25,210 :

89 :

I

]

MNC :

•3,046

.9,241
3,327

4,333
126 :
152 :

2,664 :
4,532 :

875 :
779 :

1,424 :
84 :

2,494 :
NA

340 :
4,655 :
1,369 :

1970

Total

309,200

42,593
16,187

13,260 :
1,402 :
2,738 :

19,351 :
88,520 :
11,609 :
17,742 :
34,189 :
19,318
29,639
31,000
7,993

37,100
99

MNC

72,759

29,420
6,852

4,746
217
222 :

3,374 :
8,607 :
1,558 :
1,552 :
2,666 :

350 :
4,409 :
NA

758 :
10,029 :
3,747 :

1

Increase, or decrease
1966 to 197C

Amount

Total

.07,400

12,595
6,636

2,389
203
997

5,219
35,870 :
4,777 :
6,853 :

14,055 :
9,541 :

10,101 :
9,800 :
2,149 :

11,890 :
10 :

MNC

29,713

10,173
3,525

413
91
70 :

710 :
4,075 :

683 :
773 :

1,242 :
266 :

1,915 :

418 :
5,374 :

Tol

52

14
61

26

5]3E
6.
6!6•
6•
97

.5
4•

31
4s

* (-) :Ratio (percent)
:of MNC exports

Percent : to total
exports

al :MNC :1966 1970

3.2 : 69.0 : 21 : 24

L.2 : 52.9 : 64 : 69
?-5 105.9 : 35 : 42

2.0 9.5 40 : 36
6.9: 72.2: 11 : 5
r.3: 46.1: 9: 8S.9 :26.7T 19 : 1T

3.1: 89.9: 9: 10
9.9: 78.1: 13: 13
2.9 : 99.2: 7: 9
;.8 : 87.2: 7: 8
r.6 : 316.7: 1: 2
L.7 : 76.8: 13: 15
.2 -: - -
.8 : 122.9 : 6 : 9

T.2 : 115.4 : 18 : 27
1.2: -: -: -

**Partially estimated by Tariff Commission in lieu of entry or entries suppressed by the source agency.

Source: Total export data--,United Nations
Bureau of Economic Analysis, International In

Monthly Rulletin of Stat!;tic&, December 1971; MNC data-U.S. Department of Commrce,
vestment Division.

"i

1
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Tab•)• A-2.--4anufactured Products: Expowrts by U.S. )KCs and their inajority-ovned afr"lia&tes (NOFAs) compared to beter
exports of all merchandise, world and selected countries, 1966 and 1970.

1.970:
A11 m-rchandise
Na3Afut•-ed o4 uct - •
Dbmfaeued ro*,ts-' 6hare of

total C-relate. exports

All ~ 4-

3lOOttwed pgoducta' Uhbme of total
lin-relsate e.xm A

Cb.age-1966-197o (percent):
Allt marel--od:-

-1 etared -

72,759 : 6,852 :

38.753 : 5.134 :

50= .75:

13,o06 : 3.32T
22,41 : 2,4125

16: 73:

69 : 106:

T2: 112:

ureau of EconomcA

3,3yT :

2.836 :

811:

2.6611
2,086

27:
36:

8.607 :

6,723 :

T8

1,532
3,0441

67

90:

1.558

1.352

87

875
561:

6118'r :

78 :1•1:

1.552

91

779

T0

99:
160 :

2.666 :

2.523 :

95

1,4124
1.213

85

8T
108

11,09

791 :

1.8:

2,191 :

19

T7:
69:

350

261.:

T5

814:
71

85

317
268:

758 : h.T16 :

205 : 606:

2t; : 13

3110 : ,333
161 : 380:

4T7: 9

123: 3::
27: 9:

222245

65

152
413

28

146
237

.256:

.1.88 :

20:

. 126:

63:

: 50:

103
198

10.1196:

1179
5T9:

1,.655
213

5.:

115
125

3,.77 : 29,420

- 21,718

* 711

1.369 : 19,21h7
- : 13.6

so5

. laysis, Int.ernational Iuvesteant Division.now":e U.S. Depar~tment of Comes-co,
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fable A-3-.-MNnufacturod products: lotal OLCO exports, and corresponding exports b) U.s. HNIF and their 10FAs in the O0f.l
area, by Lzidualtry, 1966

INJU- II

All muaufacturlng--

Food products ...........
Grain ill, r.-,d.I.s.-
bweeral% -.............
Coebinations ..........
Other .................

Paper and allied product.

Chemicals and allied pro
Drugs .................
Soaps mnd cosmetics ..-
Industrial chemicals--.
Plastics materials .....
Combinations...........
Other .................

Rubber ..................

Primary and fabricated a
Primary ...............
Fabricated, excluding a

copper and brass-.--
Primary and fabricated
Other .................

Machinery, except electric
Farm machinery and oqul
Industrial machinery at
Office machines ........
Electronic computing eq
Other ..................

Electrical machinery .....
Household appliances---
Electrical equipment at
Electronic components,

and T1,.-- --.........
Other ..................

Transportation equipment.

Itastales and apprcl .....

Lumb(r, -.od md ftirnitur

Printing and poi,! isg..

Stone, ci.). and flis pr

Instrumentsi..............

Other isnufacturan -......

OECD exports. 1I.S.-KW-5C relaIIt tCfD exports I/

Total Percent " eI'-relatedPetcent :OE area percent: U . *A. u I :,

Total of eiort% hv o of ba:eJ MK % of U.S.- out'sd, II,.:
ONCIH 9' •€ira, 1.S.- 401C e Wr re-: OI.Ci .,rkd

total :elatt: ised
tt ... . nt - ._ total .

............ 107 1 : 21,7:7 20 II -6st5 0. I : 75 :

............ 4.707: 1,103: 23 740 67 363 33 303:
............ 66 287 43 221 83 66 17: '9
............ : .23: 96: 3 40 4: S6: S4: 3:............ : 2,786: 720: 25: 479 6. 141 33 271:
.......... ..:

...........-: 4.93 923 22 413 45 1SD Ss 23

Vucts -.- : 11,710 :2,860 24 1.956 68: 904: 32 113
............ : 1.441: 374 26: 234 63 140: 37: n
............ : 495: 139: 38 103 55: 86 AS: :
............ : 4,356 : 1,062 : 24 1907 : 5 ISS : S 26
............ : 2.062: S06: 2S 267 53 239: 47 :
............ : 3,354: 729: 22 445 61 284 39 • 6
............ •: : ::

.1...U. I 460: 24 308 67: 152: 33 : 1

fels ----.-: 15,74S: 1,453: 9 1.142 78 316.: 22 : 6............ : 4: 33: 6 41 92: 42: :
aluminum, : : : :

alinum---.: 6,903 925 13: *06I 70 274: 30: 4.0...........:: :e

cal ........ 20.173: 4,401 17 2.613 59 1,7188: 41 : i
ipent .-----: 1:036 : 748 : 41 **384 53 0364 : 49 3
ad equipment: 2/ 6,487 :12.356 : 1/4 2/ ,7S1 5 / 74 1/60S: 2 26: / 35
........... : 1196 : 404 34: - *00 45 221 : - 5S :

guipent .. 6S4: 893: 137 "0295 33 '96: 0?: 7............ : _/ :2/: /: "/ : /: Y/
............ : 569 '27029 : 24 :i1.444 Y71 SA5 29
........... 816: 241: 37 90 37 151: 63: 3:
adopparatus: 2,S09: 823S: 13 00743 91 '75 3: I7:
radio, : : : : : :
........... : 2,6S?: 677: 24 S10 75 1367; 25: 33:
............ 2,387: 288; 12 0*96 34 '192: 66: 3:

... 1S,566: 6,4S0: 41 3,782 59: 2.66: 41: S0:

S9,6866: 178: 2 124 69: ,4: 31: 22:

.......... : 2,312 1395 a **41 21 IS4 : 79: 9

........... 1,037 147 : 14 **94 64 $3 : 36 : O10

oductSe....: 2,035 349: 17 208: 60 141: 40 6:

. . 3,09:S 750: 24 416 $6 332 44: 21

.. 6,941 484: 7 400 65 75 15: 19:

SII lim.r

rr) alive

5%c~tror) ciasi

IS3l

S

I

'I

34

14

63

I:

i/0

I:

17
2 :

2;

29

16

4:

62

IS,031

I ,fl'J

41

794

401

.*,10"

Ill.
I, 134

3:

.'4 0

4/ 0*,lSI9

"415

-Ir.',

I'a

,II

(.9-

Notes:
- Tariff Comnissiun eatinmate for entry suppressed by marce agey.

Partially estimated by r'eriff Clnmiaiom f(r entry or entreIV -mlooreed by the source agamwy.

YI U.S.Oro-related OECD exports include SEC-related exports by U.S. firm plus sports by•.WAs based in the OECD area.I/The value for "other" machinery is included in the entry f1r "Lndw1rUtrW. achiMry and equipment."
'/ .. C-resated, epoWrts classified olinly by ildeest of porost.3_ The value for "electronic computing eq•p•ipit" Is included In e entry for "iuastrisl mhacriy and equipment.

Source: OECD, Saffl gy 4•r4.e: ISmsl United patimo", pIot Sj4, io ,a, Statitica jjj4j b'l caiodits _Erd .S tlttjol, 1970.
and official data Irom U.S. Departmnt of Commorces MC fguesll.ed byE U.S. Department of C mace i s dcoun sc Analysli, internrational
taveitment Division.
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table A-4.--smwfate0Ai pnMO6t1 %W 00 UPONts, Wd4 Oewnee*mitq eOorts by U.9. We and their N0fAs In the
am am. 1 inwdetry. 1970

0 -es p o r t s : -r e tO -u 0z a t 3 O , J , 4 - el a t~ e d W D e xp o r t s L/ , L u p eon s a t P e c n t o : e x e rs. b %r

: I 1 2 Vero I t'Ptrcmt : NPWA@ bgt0 Percent of U.S. (itrm
W..'ry T 3 P47" 2 2 M-related I of 1 6 area I of I outside Metie tot

CMtal s 62000 9t by U.8.-40C i basd ii A U..4UC 1 0 aea : aitlv.
t : 2 2 9.8. firms related exports 2 related % exports : alsal-

t a . , ttl tofitt

A;. s.-6.2u:W:j. r.a1-.... • T6,29 2 37M863 1 22 21,718 1 Is 15.1745 h* 1.290 1 932

----- -6,5 2 169 26 1,062 1 63 627 1 7 101 1 log9
Grailt. ^li pr;acet ----- Us81 y 31 46 22 61 elk? 39 lk' 7 0Obeverage ---- ------ _ I 1.820: 123 7 se" 4T 65 53 6 8 GIs

-.. ... 3,19 1,192 31 -MT7 65 his 35 2 14
center ------- 2------

toper mod allied prouct-.-.... : 6,54: 1,368 21 6092 52 159 552 ? 5h:
I.VaiCaLO and allied products---: 18.855 2 4,238 2 2 0,322 55 1,•96 42 5 274 13 $43

' -- 2,88' 133 30 "e361 49 o3 2 1 51 892 19 2 99sow ndmAtice 791: )w 39 1 "130 42 1192 582 13 2 : 1.733
ladamtriel e T,018 2 1,61 2 1 1,196 T2 9473 26 1 18 2 l 80
plastic$ aterlla---... .. . 3,878? L8I2 212 03182 382 t 5100 62 31 6 2 227
Ccabieatlo -h-7--" 1,720: 6' 15 335 418 362 52 63 15 289

Ribber----- ..... . . 3,092: 652 a 32 J9 i l 82 14 : 2,437
;Irry and fabricated metals--.-: 26,322 2976 12 2,237 1 75 S *739 1 25 2 1 2 : 1,063Irimary-_ .. . .. . 16,015: 1,157 2 976 812 618121 162 67 27 2 SS4Fabricated, ez•cldin aluimina. 2

coperand bras, e-----.. 22Pr imar ad fabric"ed aliuinum.-: 10,307 : 1,819 18 1,261 69 ::55 31 87 13 717
r-.......... . 22103

Machinery, except electrical-----: 33.MOW : 6.694 20 3,795 57 2 .899 4i4 1092 3 : 483
rim Mi2nery and *qulpwnt_-•*- 2.143 

:  
732 3: e0392 58: '380g 6 10 3M? 3 19 ? : "4

Offic mahna-.--.... 2,727: 6%: 31? Vil :: **i3 "M 3 23 1Electronic cmmput1n equipment---: 1,391 1,057 76 10399 38 0658 t 62 1 26 2:
-------------- -- : V 2j/ 3/ O?/ 2 3] 2 6$27 a 3

Blcria .~bnry - 3,1 2.2 21Ilcria mcinr * 1,112 ,13:*20 : 2.060 2 66 2 '1.053 1 18 2 230 A 182,31Nkseiold appliancts-a........ : 1,313 : 311: 24 15r 1 0 0: 154 : 50: 0 0 "01,170%lectricel equaenat aid apparatus: II070 : 1,224 t 30 1 sa8 v 80 2:6 2 : 43 15Electronic componeets0 radio. % 2 2 2 295
adV-.......... : 5,833: 1,1261 19 3 "34 65 '392 35 103 32 *:731ther-5 -5.2.1....... . : 8,8 1: U2 "191 42 0 261: 58: t 2

Transportation equipent- 2...... 28,91 j 12•262 : 2 1 .6,7q9 55 05..512 45 136 2 6,774

Textiles and piaoif i ------- 14,151 : 1 2884 49 h2l 51 30: 183

ber, vc and furnitr..-.....: 3,91:. .43 18s "3522 55 291 45 81 22 :
: : :t 137'r-til and publiahint.....: 1,90w 283: 19 11A 51 139 19 31 20

Atorce, clay.and glasies prodeucts--. 3,160: 5.9 , 7 ? 267 9: 282 51 2T 9 2S42 2 I 2 2: 95
lit.ment .----------- 15,2: I,591: 31 888 5: 783 1? 28: 3 9S7* 2 2 2: 611
Xtoer saaufact.rr --........--------- 10,081, 912: 9 625 69 21 31 19 6

Notes: '

Taeri • osoieicn estimate for entry suppressed by oee*c egae)y. e' Partially estimated by Tariff cismiglelm for altry or entrai euspae"d by the oae er eme.y.

Iji.. VS.2C-related vIC'A xijorta include MNUC-ralt eqort by US. tins pls exiorts W Aby A ibs e in ahe OUD mae.
The value frr "otner" 'chiewy is included in the *@ta for Oita"OUl mahLoaey andi oqulpmt.o

e# idC-related exports classified mainly by industry of pmrant.
I '!ne vWtue for "'lectrcw,,: scouting qq1uilaent" Is ieluda is the enTrfr t Laustrul • M 7said eyga1mt.'
nur.'e: OECUV, Cogoity Irade: ggpeorts; United Nations., V StIdsTaemss tcnl Piers, SWAM JL ak. J• .,*, Cafdity Trde Statistics. 1970;and olficisi statistic, of the 1.S. Department of Comeerce, IC figures awplied by s,5. Depoxtst of m, lle of As lysis, Iitermslotioul

lnvestmat Divialen.
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aMe ".-astwobe -" w fe- (4 is ta am u
SOpNsa eed eIpt by *.. "M a" tw6 &W, q 1 byarI, 1966-70

Aut (Nllione ofl e&1as) P . secae

a a : *C-reao 2 : *Mrt :werewed am ew"
exports of• : jl s : of

Industry b 2 A* base
2 2 3C-telatd 3 U'5 2 WWA* h 2  a : related i am

2 Total a Total expertsby be outside that T~ota :l otal i exports : based outiet

2 U.I. firmeI MM Om 2 :byU.s. , NSA Irea
2 p ... U , , 1 2  , . p fle. pexpgte

! ! !I loo f I irms

All maufacturing, total 12-,16.5 85,6 . .J,.650.: .6 (A6 722 5 •5.:

W productsuc---- 1,750. 586 322 26 -202 372 53 hk 73: -6t
Grain iill products---- 1,i0 8': 6 8. -18s 22 30 3 13 -62

567r 27 is; 9 ": o 45 26 h.5 16 " OD
COteinrt~ons, 1,033 h72 : 298 : 174 : -187 37 2 66 62 7? -69

Paper and allied products--....... - 2,w5I 1.52 1962 219 13' 52 S 1.72 h.9' 57
Chemicals and allied products--, 7:15 1,378 386 "992 a6L 61 48 20 110 1lh2

ChAlOalerdaloietios....- 1,007 359 127 2322 51 T 96 51. : 6 13:
soaps "a ~ tcs-------- 2962 120 2T2 932 , 602 63 26 :31
Industrial chemicals ----- : 2,62 609 291 : 38 52 2 6 57 32 : 05 200
Plasticeustera - - -- - 1,816 322 51 271.: 22' 88 6h. 19 : 11j•h :

1:6 -32 .11 8 2T %1 24 2 27iOther---

Rubb r - -1,210 192 75 117 302 a•2 : 2: 21.2 712 250

Primary and fabricated metals ............ 10,77 M 1,5182 1,095 b23 782 6T: 1012 96 134. 103
Priary-_: 7.173: 62%1 185: 139: -5: 81 117: 99: 331: -01
Fabricated, excluding alumimn, copper, : : : : 2 2 2 :

and bras
Primary and fabricated aluminum- s 6 8 9 2 2

Machinery, except eloctrtca• l-12,8T6 r 2,M 1,182 1,11.1 57 : 6A 52 : 1.5 62 127
z nmachineryeand yquIPn qut-: 307 : -16 8: -21: 72 IT: -2; 2: -1: 233

Industrial mchimey and equipmat-- :V/O,301 :j/ 1,1" s V 67T:31.06: 3/1o: 1 / 62:/2: V -/ 39: -/170 -19
Office mh---1--: 1,531: 0 393 k :7 19: 128 2 169 2 215: 21: 9
Electronic computing equipment -- : 737 1•I 104.: 602 22: 13: 18: 35: 10 : 1
Other~- 3/ 1/ 3/ 1/ : 3 /: /:2./ 2 V : V,,,L,...

Ziectrical mawbinery-- 6,832 1,10 616 2 168 : 185 So : 53 4.3 80 il1
Household ,ppftte-e--- 497: TO 67 3: -8: 61: 29: 11.h 2: -I.,
Electrical equipment and appartuatu----: ,1.j 1.1 230 171 1.2: 62: 19: 31: ;,28: %.P0
Electronic coponents, radio, and T -- : 29 T6 1 22 225: 150: 101.: 66: k1.: 135: v.5
Other- 1,796 161 95 69: I 75: s 57 99: 36

Transportation equipment-. 13,375 5,812 2,9681: 2,8k 2 ': 86 90 78 : 10 "

Textiles and apaarel.-- : h,.465 315 120 195: 8 46: 117: 97: lei2 36
* : 2 2 2I

Umber. vo2 nt 1,179 311 137 2 2 R 230 259 89 0

Printing and publtshish _ : .53 136 50 86: A s 1.1.: 93: 53: 162: 2h0

Stone, clsy, and g•sls pro odtat - : 1,125 200 1 59: 141 21: 55: 57: 28: 100: 350
2 23 $ : : :

Instrument - -: 2.077 8.1: 1.30: 4211 3: 67: 112 103: 12.I
2 P 2 : 2 2 2

Other anufacturing -- 3,113 42: 216 212: 0: 1.5: 88: 53 283 0

* /U.S. )55-reliatea WibvT viaeeIcie3eae xot y25 ielad exports by INFAs based In the &MD re.
S'healue for 'Other" .Whl7 to tacluded in the entry for "uInberial meabinery an equipment."

Source: Tables A-3 and A-A.



Table A-6.-Manufactured products: M3C-related exports l/, by category of exportt.r and by industry 1966 and 1970

Industry

All na=mfacturin-n--

-6od Poucts~-Gri mill products--

Cembinat.ie-'-

Paper and allied products - -4

Chmicals aid allied prodlcts-:

anps ad cosmtics
MaKastrIal cimic' a
Plastics materials

Rubber-

Primary and fabicated metals-

Fabicated, excluding aluimm,
ceOPPM , and bra"

PrIuMay and fabricated &j~nmk__

Kabiner, except electrical

industrial machinery and equi;nn•._:
Office machines
Electronic computing aquipasgnt--

Zlectrical machinery
Household appliances
Electrical eq]ipaent and &appr'tus-:
Electronic eomponents, radio, and

TV
Other--

Mransprta&tion equipment
Teztiles and ap•parel-,---
Lnber, ecod, and furniut- e-:
Printing and pubisiahing:
Stone, clay, and Slass products -:
lnstracu't.-
Other~ manufacturing

(Amount in ail

1966

B :By majority-ovned
By U.S. firms foreign

rate affiliates of
reted : : Percent U.S. M3CS :
exports : Amount : of Percent
total : total Amount of

: . . :total

22.541 13.692 6L 8.849 2 39

1,406 T470: 53: 666: 47:
316: 221: T0: 95: 30:
90g: ,0: 4o0: 59: 60 :

161.: 81: 49 : 83: 51 :
827: 398: 48 : 429: 52 :

946: 413: 441.: 533: 56:

2,973: 1,956: 66: 1,01T: 34.:
412: 23.: 57: 178 : .3 :
193: 103: 53: 90g: 27:

1,088: 907: 83: 161: 17
515: 267: 52: 248: 80s
247: 92: 37: 155: 63
518: 353: 68: 165: 32

172 308 65 16: 35

1,531.: 1,142: 74.: 392 : 26
605 : 00.91 81 : 11. : 19

548: 356: 65: 192 : 69
31.3: 4276: So: 67 : 19
38: 0019 50: 19 : 50

4,1.46 : 2,613 : 59 : 1,833 : 4.1
751: 00381 : 51 : 0367 : 1.8

1,725: 1,26T : T3 : .58 : 27:
1.0O.: 0183: 45 : 221 : 55:
900: °295 : 33 : 0605 : 67:
666: 0484 : 73 : 182 : 27:

2,C7 : 1,44: 70: 630 30
2.9 : 90 36: 159: 64:
821 : 0747.8: 91: '76: 19:

710: 510 T2: 200: 38:
291: 0496: 33:,, 0195: 67:

6.5oo: 3,782 58: 2,718: 42:
200: 121.: 62: 76: 39:
204.: 0041 : 20: 163 80s:
157: 0094 : 60 63 : 4o0:
355: 20e : 59: 147 : 1. :
771: .18 : 51: 353 : 16 :
503: .09 : 81: 91 : 18 :

lions of U.S. dollars)

1970 Increase, or decrease (-)

By U.S. firm :y mJorit -owned Amount PeentMDC- : : foreign : P
related : : affiliates of :By majority-: : : 1elated :Percent: U.S. MDCs By : owned for- : : By : NOVA&
exports, Amount : of : : Percent : Total : U.S. : eign affil-: Total : U.S. of
total : :tota1 Aniunt : of : :flrma: iates of : : firms U.S.

total:• : :U.S. : :MC :

38,753

1,790
385
129
180 ,

1.096 :

1,4.01.

4,.512

322,
1,71.9

859 :
372 :
388 :

691:
S3,130 :

1,221.

19055

107 :

6.796
7142

2,903
863

1,085
1,203

3,3193
311

1,267

1,309 :
1.56 :

12.398 :
523:
72h :
317 :5T6 :

1,615 :
931 :

21.718

1,062
227
58
40
73T

609
2,342

361
130

1.198
318
111.
221

383
2,237
*0976
554

0080

3,795
392

1,691.
*576
0399

2.060
157

"978

731
041,91

6,750
244

0352

267
848
625

56 :17,035: 1.:

59: 728: 1.1:
59: 0158: 1.1:
1.5 71: 55:
22 : 11.0 : 98:
67 : 359 : 33:

3: 795: 57:

52 2,170: 18 :
1.1.: 4.61: 56 :
1.0: 192: 60:
68: 551: 33 :
37: 51.1: 63 :
31: 258 69 :
57 167: 15 :

55 311 15
71: 893: 29?
8o: 218: 20'

: 53 ' 501 : 47

8 1: , S1l7: 16 :
75: ee27 : 25:

56 : 3.001: 4.4 :
53 : 0350 : 47 :
58 : 1,209: 12 :
67 : 287: 33 :
37 : 0686: 63 :
61 : 169: 39:

62 :01,283 38
50 : *0154 50
T7 : "289 23

56: 575 : ,,.
1.2 0265 66

5: 05,648 4.6
47: 0279 53
4.9 372 51
4.5: 173 55
16 : 309 54.
53: es767 :147
67 : 00306 : 33

16,212

384
69
30
16

269

1.5e

1,539
1.10
129
661
316.

-125
-130

222

1.596

507
1.o0
69

2,350
-9

1,178
159
185
537

1.269
62

44.3

599
165

5,898
323
520
160
221

: .28

8.026

322
618

339

196

386
127
27

291
51
22

-132

75

1,095
1.85

198
351
61

1,182
8

427
393
101.
250

616
67

230

221
95

2,968
120
311

50
59

430
216

8,186:

62
63:
12:
57:

-70'

262:

1,153 2

238:
102
370:
293:
103:

2:

14T

501:
131

309 :
50 :
8:

1,168
-17?
751:

66:
: 81

2871

653
: -5:

213:

375
70:

2,930
203
209:
110:
162

212:

72

27
22
30
10
33
he

52
100
67
61
67
51

-25

UT

1.71

102

93
117
1582

53
-1
68

114
21
81

63
25
54.

81.

57

91
162
255
102
62
109
e5

59

U1
3

1.5
-51
85

4?

2'0

26
3V
19
21.

-37

2h

96
99

56
127
321

1.5
2

3.
215
31
52

71.
31
4h
99

-9•

21-

9'

9
66
^0

L.9

159
113
Poll

90

7.

6U.

let
30
13

158

101.

280O

.88

J,J

pf13

Or

tm
Tmriff Cmiasion atlmate for entry suppressed by source agency.

wTwif1" Conalssion &stlmate for entryr suppr-essed by source agency.
"Partly estimated by the Tariff Coisalon In lieu of entry or entries suppressed by source agency.

I/ The term•MC-related exports" includes (a) U.S. parent HICs' exports to foreign residents, (b) U.S. exports by non-&.M;.iated U.S. supj;iers to r.&ority-ovrel
foreign affiliates of U.S. 5Cs, and (c) exports by majority-ovned foreignr affiliates of U.S. MNCb to foreign residents.

Source: U.S. Department of Ccmmerce, B.urru or Economic Analysis. International Investment Divisior.

4 I .!
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Table A-7.--Manufactured products: Exports of U.S. merchandise, by or for the account of U.S. INxci , to
majority-owned foreign affiliates (MOFAN ) and to other foreign custo;r.ers,by industry, 1966

(Amowntg in millinna of U.S. dol

U.S. merchandis

MOFAs of U.S.
Industry : : Products of : Pro

Total : U.S. parent MNCs : U
: Percent

Amount : of :
:col (1):

All manufacturing---------

Food products--
Grain mill products-----------
ieverages------------------
:ombinations - ----
ther --------------------

-q,4r and allied products -......---

Chemicals and allied products -----
Drugs-----------------------
Soaps and cosmetics-----------
Industrial chemicals-
Plastics materials------------
Combinations -----------------
Other -----------------------

Rubber---------------------

Primary and fabricated metals-----:
Primary -----......--------- :
Fabricated, excld. aluminum,

copper, and brass-----------
Primaryt and fabricated
aluminum------------------

Other -----------------------

Machinery, except electrical ------
Farm machinery and equipment ----:
Industrial machinery and equip-
ment---------------------

Office machines-------------
Electronic computing equipment--:
Other -------------- -----

Electrical machinery------
Household appliances---------
Electrical equipment and

apparatus ---------------
Electronic components, radio,

and.TV -----------------------
Other ---------------.. . --------

Transportation equipment---
Textiles and apparel-----------
Lumber, vood, and furniture-----. :
Printing and publishing---
Stone, clay, and glass products---:
Instruments ----------------
Other manufacturing -

!
13,692

7T0
221
1.0
81

398

4.13

1,956
2314
103
907
267
90

353

308

1,112
191

356

276
19

2,613
384

1,267
183
295

1,111

90

718

510
96

3,782
121
411
91

2o8
1.18
1.09

30

14.
6

23
15
17

11

4,050

100
13
9

12
66

16

594
103
30

124.
192
76
69

120

157
31

18

71
7

914
199

254
billl
'193

157

333

157

91
41.

1,4T7
11

3
25
61

197
12

I/ Charged on the books of the parent U.6. MICe.
2/ The sources of these exports are not known; they apparently may

MICs and of other U.S. suppliers. Also, although exported to other
exports may hbele been charged to MOFAsý.

lars I

e exported

t1Cs : Other foreign

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, International Investment Division.

'/Tariff Comasission estimate for entry suppressed by the source agency.
"Partly estimated by the Tariff Comission in lieu of entry or entries suppressed by source

tgency.

Voducts ot other : customers It
.S. fir,"m

: Percent : Perce
mount : of : Amount : of

: col (1) : : col

1,239 : : 8,403

179: 21.: 161:
62: 28: 146:
13: 33: 18:
69: 85: 0:
35: 9: 297:

38: 9: 329:

191 : 10 : 1,171
11.: 6: 117:
30 : 29: 13:
17 : 5: 736:
35 : 13: 10:
16 : 17: 0:
19 : 11.: 235:

15: 15: 113:

62: 5: 923:
"10: 2: 150:

22: 6 286:

*"26: 9: 179:
"*1: 21: 8:

120: 5: 1,579:
**27: 7: '158:

41.: 3: 972:
*9 5 : 63
'31 : 11 : *71
'12: 2: 315:

92: 6: 1,019:
16 : 18 : 30

"019 3: 572:

28: 5: 391:
"029: 30: 26:

405 : 11 : 1,930:
19: 15: 91.:

*07 17 : 31
06: 6: 63:
31: 15: 116:
21: 5: 200:
23: 6: 31.1:

include the products of both the
foreign customers, some of these

nt

61

62
66
45
0

75

80

6o
50
12
81
15
0

67

46

81
92

80

65
1.2

6o
411

77
31
21
65

71

33

76

77
27

51
76
76
67
56
48
81

30

29
14.
72
83
20

39

11.
6

13

26
37

35
52

20
61
65
32

23
19

21

18
13

38
9
7

27
30
18
10
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Table A-8.--Manufactured products: Exports of U.S. merchandise, by or for the account of U.S. IUCs, to
majority-ovned foreign affiliates (HOFAs ) and to other foreign customers, by ductfz-, 1970

lAmounts in millions of dollars)

U.S. merchandise ixporte4

Industry

All manufacturini--

Food products-
Grain mill products ----
beverages---
Combi-nat ions~
Other ----..--.

Paper and allied products- --

Chemicals and allied products--
Drugs.---

Soaps and cosmetics----
Industrial chemicals --
Plastics materials
Combinations-------
Other .-----

Rubber-------------

Primary and fabricated metals---.
Primary--- - -
Fabricated, exeld. aluminum,

copper* and brass-------
Primary and fabricated

aluminum -------
Other---- ------

Machinery, except electrical---
Farm machinery and equipuent---
Industrial machinery and equip-

Lent-
Office machines -
Electronic computing equipment--
Other------

Electrical machinery-- -
Household appliances--
Electrical equipment and

apparatus
Electronic components, radio,

and TV ----
Other------- .... ..

Transportation equipment --
Textiles and apparel-------
Lumber, vood, and furniture-----
Printing and publishing g----
Stone, clay, and glass products--
Instruments ---
Other manufacturing---- .

: : NOFAs of U.S. Wes

SFroUcs of : roducta of other-*
Total :U.S. paent 1bh : U.S. firms 11

: Percent : : Percent
: :Auount : of :Amount. : of
* : : col (1): :ol (l)

21,718: 6,831: 32 1,996: 9:

1,062: 319 : 33 : 158: 15:
227: 105 : 16 : 29: 13:
58: U : 19 : 6: 10:
1.0 : T : 18: 33 : 83:
T: 737: 226 : 31: 90 : 12:

609: 11.1: 24.: 86: 11.:

2,31.2: 813: 35 : 82: 1.:
361: 135: 37 : 5: 1
130: 58: 45 : 31: 21.:

1,198: 176 : 15 : 19: 2 :
: 318: 271 : 85 : 11: 3 :

: 14 113 : 99 : 1 : 1 :

221: 60: 27: 15: T:

: 383: 121.: 32: 21.: 6:

-: 2,23T : 253: 11: 88 : 1.:
: 976 : 13: 1.: "39 : 1.:

551.: 18: 21: 1.5: 8:

: 27: : : 3: :
80: 39: 19: 49: 1 :

-: 3,795 : 1,632: 13: 88: 2:
392 : 191: 4.9: "1: 0:

1,694 : 1.29: 25 : 58: 3:
5: 576: *1.28o: 71 : 003: 1:

-: 399 : 0296s: T7. : *13 : 3
731. : 288: 39 : 013: 2:

: 2,060 : 509: 25 : 84.: 1.:
: 15T : 22: 11 : 23: 15:

: 78: 18: : : :

T: 31.: 185: 25 : 31: 4.:
-: 191: 151.: 81 : 6621.: 13:

-: 6,750 : 2,112 : 32 : 1,199: 18:
: 2414 : 78 : 32 : 21: 9 :

-: 352 : 29 : 8 : sell: 3 :
: 11.1.: 30 : 21 : 6033: 23-:

-: 267: 71 : 27 : 18 : 7 :
8: 88: 513 : 60 : 55 : 6 :

-: 625 : i1k : 23 : 49 : 8 :

Other foreign
customers I/ l

: Percent
Amount : of

: col (1)

12,891

555
93
1.1
0

121

3T9

1,1.47
221

1,003
36
0

116

235

!,89681.
391

571

2*OT
1022,075

*200

1,207
11.5
990
1.33

1,1.67
112

821.

518
13

3,109
115
312

81
178
280
h.32

59

52
411
TI

0

62

62
61
32
81
11
0

66

61

85
92

Tl

91
50

55
51

71
25
23
59

71
71

81.

71
7

50
59
89
56
67
33
69

1_ Charged on the books of the parent U.S. NNCs.
/, The sources of these exports are not known; they apparently may include

MCs" and of other U.S. suppliers. Also, although exported to other foreign
exports may have been charged to MOAs.

*Tariff Commission estimate for entry suppressed by the source agency.

the products of both the
customers, some of those

**Partly estimated by the Tariff Commission In..lieu of eattl_ oý enrIes suppressed by source
agency.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Sconomic Analysis, International Investmeat a ivDiios.

U.8. sercl•mdise •porte4
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Tabie A- .-- 1anufactured products: Chance in exports of U.S. aerohandlse, by or for the account of U.S. NK&I, to
majority-oned foreign atfiliates (NWA) sad to other foreign customer, by Industry, 1966 to 1970

(imote in millionse of U. dollars)
ZIcrease, or decree (-)

Amount Percent

Mes merohandis exported
I IHOFAC of U.S. MwCe WFA of U.S. WeI To:_tal I_ _ Other : Other

Products : Pro4ucts : foreign : Produts : Products foreign : Total
of UtS. : of other i customers : of U.S. : of other : customers i

.,2.S. ft ,. .S. ,ims:

All manufacturin---

Food products---
Orain sill produots--------

Combination s--
Other-

Paper and allied prodcts-.-

Chmicals ean a11led products-

Soaps and oometics,------
Industrial chi l ----
Plastics materials---. ..
Combinations ---
Other-. . -... ..

Primary and fabricated metLs--:

Fabricated, eeld. aluminum,
copper, and brass --..... :

Primary and fabricated
aluminum -s ----

Machinery, except electrical--:
Farm machinery and equipuent--:
Industrial uahinery andequiwt-mt

Office machines---..... .:
Electronic iomputing equip-

Met,
Other ...... ..

Electrical machinery---- -:
Uouee] appliances,
Electrical equipment and

apperatus--
Electronic components, radio,

andTV--. . ......- ..- :

Transportation equipwent-----:
Vt1iee and apparel

Iamber, wood, and furniture ----- :
Printing and publshing-. .... :
Stone, €cU ,-.Ad glaso

Instrumeant-- ---. :Other swnutact%&ing

-1

-2
-2

,-,1

-2
-2
-2

8,026

322
6

18
-41
339

196

386
127
27

291
51
22

-132

7,

1,095
1.85

198

351
61

1,182

8

127
393

250

616
67

230

221.
95:

2,968
120
311
50

59
130

216

2,781 : 757

2419: -21:
92' -331
2: ;

-•5 -36'
160: 55

98: .8:

219 : -109'
32 : -9:

2 281 1:
52 : -28'
79 : -21.1
37 : -1:
-9 : 31

1.: -21'

96: 26:
12' 29:

70: 23:

-18 3 -23'
32 : -3:

718 -32'
-8 -26

1T5: 17'
.U17: -6:

103 : -18'
131: 1

176 -8.:
-22: 7',:

-9 43:

91. 3:
113: .5

695 : 791 :
67: 2:

.26 : 4 :
5•: 27T

10 : -13 :
316 : 31 :
102 : 26:,

23
C

50

276
101.
-2

267

0
-89

02

9731.1.1.

105

392
32

1.96
1.2

235
82

19

lie118

82

252

127
-13

1,A79
51

281

62
80
88

U : 69: 61:

' 229'9 -12'
I' 708' -•53

I' 22~ -51.
12 -12 ' -52'

' 21.2: 157'
I :

: 213 126'

s 372 -..7 :
31: -64.'
93' 3:
1.2' -60:
1.1' -69'

1 -12' : -69 :
2 1 49

3 -l7:

2 61 1.2
39 : 290

11.6: 132:

-25' -88:
: .57: -650'

79: -27
S -4: -96:

69 4.1'
286 -67'

53 -58:
83' 82

53 _9:
-50' 44.1.

-6' -68:

103 11
276: -17'

4.8f 196'
609 : 11:
867 : 57

2 20' 1 150:

16 : -412
160 : 162
243 : 113

53

20
-36
128

0
1,2

15'

21.
89

36
-10

0
-38

61.

105
99

37

219400

31
27

130

27
38

273

32-50

77
51.

29

53
1.0
26

Source: Tables A-7 snd A4S.

'9

3

15

85

1.7

20
51.
26

"32
19
21

-37

21.

96
99

56

127
321

2

34
215

35
52

43
7L

31

99

97
759
53

28
10?~

-!
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Talle A-l0,--a-Iufactirej ;roducts: Worl4-vise sportss of aaJority-ovmed foresin affiliates (NOFAI) of U.:. WU~e, by aeridaeaion of cue.to"es, by industry, 1966
I(•n~ta is uttllplan af UAf. d~ta~laal

T to affiliated customers Ito uaffibtated a.Atoaersndutry Tr otal Paent U.61 No 3rd country I percent, total I A, ffill1Attl , sAmont APmecn I Pt of a a Peetrcent of: Amount 2 .1
I.. Col '(I )o Amoumt iaCt •l. (1)

All nanufaetUrin g------ I 8,849 a 5,479 a 62 a 2,197 I 2 3,282 a 3,310 38
Food products ---.-- 666 292 1. 153 23a 139 21 373 6Orain Mill product - 95 7/ 1 5a3/ a /? L 3 a' /3

Beverages ------------ -- I-- 59 3?j3 9 ~ a AaPa 3
59ver137,11 63/'729 1/49 1/78 ',k22 3" 3 1/ 39 1/ , 22 112 ' 2o 019 7

Oth r0 3 216 25 0 13 26 1 3 50Paper and allied products-------a 533 353 66 32? 61 26  
a80 31Chemicals and allied products----- 1.01? 2 a 105 10 a 3 65 a 56-- - - - 8 1 86 e 18 •1 7, h 2 52soaps eand osetic - 90 h6  5l 3 3 1 43 he 1. 49Industrial chemicals --.- 181 82 45 16 9a 66  36  

99 55Plastices terals-248 95 38  201 8 75s 30 15a 61Coabinations------a 155 90 58 h6a 30a 44 t 28 a 65 42Other-----.. ..... . 16 5 3  F 6 4 a 47 a 28 a 12 68Rubber-- - 16: 76 6 9 5 a 6 7 bla 1 a 51Primary and fabricated mtals---- 392 158. ho 30 8 128  32a 23% 60Priazry------ --- 114 82 72 12 11 70 61 1 32 28Fabricated, excluding aluminum, acopper and brass - 192 53 28 10 5 a 3 23 139
Primary and fabricated alua•lum---- 67 23 a a * a h3 21a

19: 1a 1a 63 73Machinery, except electrical.---.. 1 833 a 1,27a 69 a 2.3 a 13 1ai029g 5 a 31Farm machinery and equipment-.----a 279 76 a 9 a 1aIndustrial ma,:hlnery and equip- a2a ae i a a
sen - 1 581 1.3, 31a 29, 6a nlb 25a35Office machines --- : 221 a 167 76 53 a 4 114 52 315h aElectronic computing equipment-a 0605 a : 6  , 6 aaaOther- 182 683 :7 63 8 6a 79 104a 13Electrical machinery---..----.: 630 324 51 152 a 24 172 27 306 a 1Household appli1nce- . 159 122 7T 46 1 29 76 18 30 , 23

Electrical equipment and appara- : a3
t --------------- : 76 3: 49 12' 16 25 33 39 51Electronic components, radio, and I I aT.V -.- ....----------------- - 200, 123 1 62 751 38 481 24 17 38Other-------------------------, 9: 12 9 0 3 2 :S~ 78Ote0.............. 195 1 2 1 22 19 1 10 23 1 12ý 153 TO7

Transportation equipment ------ : 2,718 2,150 a 79 959 35 1 1,191 1 1.1. 58 a 21Textiles and apparel: 76 28, 37 21 28a 7 9 8 63Lumber, wood, and furnitWre-...... 163 40 1 25: 1.0 25 a 0 0' 123 75Printing and publishin4, - : 63 12 , 19 41 61 a 13a 51 81Stone, clay, and gles products- : 147 76 52 52 a 35 1 24 17 a 71 a 1Instruments --------- - 2 353 222 f 63 90' 251 132 38a 131 3Other9mnufacturtg- -- : 91 24 26 12 a 13 a I 13 a To 71

LI The value for "grain mill products" is included 'in the entry for "combination."
Source: U.S. Department of Comerce, Bureau of Economic Analysiet International Investment Division.

Note: saritff Comission estimate for entry suppressed by source aGency,

IV
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table 4-il.-41wsufctured productot World-wide exports of .aority-omed foreign affiliates (?OFAs? of V.e. WeCs, by offillation or
customers, by laduetry, 1970

anunm l mi111L05 of U.S. dollars)
:: To afftiliated customers ýo unaffiliated .ustomers

SI Foes U.. O 3rd country so recent
Industry To al n AC A, C mou.o

r ePerent oo Aunt
t Percent r Amout I I Col. (1).i I co. 10 Amous / nt: Percent of,Amount Col Col. (1) Col .(1)

I , I I

A U 17,035 10,782 63 4 ,827 s 28 5,955 35 t 6,&-53 37
Food produc ---- - --- 21.6' 3' 76 10 170 23' 4182 6b'r10n .1

....................... 1 071 20 8 9 27 1 1 51 72
M 1942 521 97 27 210 58

[,6;rr wA al..lied products ------ , 2,70 50 97 1.3 139 5 62' 8' 29h. 37
'here.eLs a ... A ,.lied Products-.- , 2,170 072 k5 203 9 769 36 1,198 55Drus --------------- - - - 1.l6 44 ' 5 10 157' 3 259 56
soaps and cosaet.Lea ----.- 192 62' 32' 1. 2' 58' 30' 130' 68
Zr.14stilal chc ict s-l - - 5 168 30 114 2 154 28 383 9 70

t~aat~smatsie~--- , 51A1 319 59 30; ' 29 53'22'
Vecblnations --- ---------- 258 98 38 36 14 62 2A 160' 62

-- -- -- -................ 167 123 7' '7h 44 9' 30 4' 26
Rubber-.. -....... .......... 311 202 65 62 20' 140 15 10 9 w 35r- ,• and fabricatod ,,t s--,-.. 893 197 22 37 4 160 i8 696 78

218 52 21 6 2 16 19 196, 79
Fabricated, excluding aluminum, 6copper and brass ---- 1  501 116 23 18 4 98 19 385 7
Drimary and iebricated -l5u1iun-.- #11a 12?0 16 5Cother ------------------- ee27  29 20 30 11' 11 80

'Mchinery, exetli electric....... 3,001 1,860 62 , 100 13 1,460 49 1,141 38Fe'- t.lch~nery an4 equipment-----. : *350 309 88 , 155 , . 151. 1.3 11 , 12Xniustria.1 mac)inury and equip- I
---,t-, 1,209 451 37 121 10 327 27 758 63Offiemac 1nes- 287 237 83 1.3 15 19w 68 50, 17

Eleoc:o.,1c covjluting equipment-. . es64
ether ------- .....-------------, 469 863 75 78 7 785 68 292 25

Eleqt,:cal Ir.a.cine-y - :-------------- 001,283 936 73 425, 33 '511 h0 31.7 ?7
Householl a& l'-eanes ------ 154 156 , 101 29 19 127 83 .2 -1
Electrical e-i,. dmnt and sptsre - :

tu - -------------------- 0289 20, 71 123 13 81 28 85 29
Electronic components, radio, and :

.v ........................... M 575 37, 76 253 1. 181. 32 138; 21
Other ------------- ------ : 265 135 52 20 7 119, 5 1266 40

Trsnsprt,.tion equip0ent- : p5,60 8  4,761 84 2,733 1.8, 2,028 36 887 : 16
Teetiles nnd apparel ---------- --- - 6279 175 63 101 37, 71 26 101., 37
LIober, nood, and rrntte -......-- 1 372t 102 27 95 25 7 2 270, 73
Printing v.4 p-b1sh1w.----------: 173, 95 55 41, 25 51 30 78 1.5
Jtone, clay, nno glass products---: 309: 57 18 , 23, 7 31 11 252 , 82
lnhtront.......-..-...... . 767, 1.86, 63 158 20, 328 ' 13 201, 37
Oor =u't''6------------ - 306 192 63 28 9, 161., 51., 114 . 37

1/.Tho value for "gain mill products" is included In the entry for "combinations,"

Sources U.S. Department of Comerce, Bureau of 1conosio Analysis, Intev"am"l Investment Division.

Note: #Tariff Comission estimate for entry suppressed by source &sendy.
eePartly estimated by Tariff Comission in lieu of entry or entries suppressed by source Agency.
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.'.,. Ao12.--hInufteet22o products: chaloe in world-uIde eqopta of asjority-onvd foreign affiliates (NO'Aj) of U.s, MMO., by affiliation
of ouatmewe, by Saduetry, 1988-70

Li.,,..t iln n1111a at U.B. dollarsI

leaws"e er decrease -)

Ae2a Percent

industry To affiliated oustmns to affiliated customers To
bran Grafand2otal Pavnt I I Mauaffiliatedi a I Parent I TO Mlrd uwte

2 I2 Total I U.8. 1 oointr I Cuwtmer I total I Totel U.S. I country at"e
L I ri C o affI t s .... 2 - mea : affiliat s customers

All manufaot%'iun8,* '.1o6 5,303 2,630 21•473 2,883 1 93 97 120 81 86
62 .1,6 -31 208 9 .16 -2 22 2 9,ip roducts---- 6, 63 " 1 9 ] 63 -

WB iniipodcta------ 63---, 12 2 -1 -10 .7 i 53Combinatins 122 12 3 -O -16 29 20 -16 34 "8 132
Cotbiih--iona-.---- .162 ,160 82 69 97' .76' 14, k9
Ptherw and ----prouct ---- ,267 -67' -51 -16 -3 -16' -31' .50 .-14 -1

Papenrs1 ,i& allied products--- 261 ' k 2 362 1k0 k'9 4I' 31'. 138 63
Chleal2nd al4ied2produots-.--- -,1S3 s202 98 2 633 113 15. 93 122 112

Dru --------- 283' 116 32 85 167 135 fi 118' 38a
Soaps and cosmettcs------, 102 2 162 1 5. 86 113 35 33 2t us 195
Industrial chalools --- 370' 862 -2' 88' 286' 20k' 1105 -13 133 28?
Plastics tezial -- 293' 22h' 10' 21k' 69 118' 236' 50 285 4'
Cobinations-103' 8' -10' 18 95'1 66 9i -22 11A 1k6
Other-.-...... .. a 2 70 68' 2' . 1 .l 1,133' 1' -61

- -r.......147 1 IM26 53' 73 21 90' 16 5 109 21
Primary Wn) fabricated metals----: 501 39 128 24

ria--- -- - 2 13k4 -30 2 -6 2 2 1Fabricated, excluding alusin-A, I 2 2 2
copper and brass-----i: 309' 63' 8' 552 2M6 W 1612 119 80: 1281 IT7

Primary and fabricated aluminum.--: 50' 6 ' 5 2' 52 752 26' 63 14 83
Other-----.. .----. . : 82 1 1 42 k 2 1008

NMchinery, except electrical.....21,168 1 588 2 157 31 2 580 ' 6 1 k6 1 65 42 a 10
Far machinery and equipaent----.: -171 30 572 -27' -. 7 .51 11 58 -15 53
Industrial machinery aad equip- I t 2 2 2 2

ment- ----- - 7512 3082 95 213 1 43 16AA 215' 328 187 141
Office machines- - -. ... 66' 70 -10 80s .- 1 30 k 42 -19 70 -T
lectronic computing equ•pment--' 8127 180 15is 165 188 13 26 2' 27 181Other----............ 24 eT 18

Electrical machinery.-..--.-.-: 653' 612 273' 339 k' A 10' 189' 180 197 13
Household appliances-........ .5 ' 31 -19 51 t -39 -3 28 ' -41 67 1 -105
Electrical equipment and appav. I 2 2 2 2 2 2

- -- .----- 213' 167 111' ' h6 2800 451 925 224 11O
electronic components, radio, and I I 2 2

7.V.---- 3752 314 178' 136' 61 188' 255 237' 283 79
t TO 97 12 961 .27 362 231 5 IT -.18

Transportation *quipmnt_-..-. '2,930 2,611 I 1,77k4 832 319 108 121 185 2 70 2 %
Textiles and ppe - ---- 203 17 83' 64 56 267 525 3952 914 117
L"bes, rood, andt urniture-.... . 2092 62' 55 7 2 11T 128 155 138 1 120
Printing and publishin.u ........ : 110 83 10 k30 27 175' 692 1,000 M 53Stone, Clay, andglas• products- 2 ' 162 -1. -2 1 10 181 110 -25' -56 kg 255
llstrkments : 21bX 68' 196' 150' 117 1192 76 149 115
Other anufacturing-. . ---- . 212 168' 16' 152' 1 k 226 To00' 133 1,267 63

I/ The value for "grain si11 products" is included In the .ntty for wembinations."

8ource: U.S. Department of Ccnerc,, Bureau of tGooai•c Analysis, Internationl Imeatamst Division.
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Table .-1g.--Menufactufld products: Vorld-vide exports of U v (4iCs end of their MOFAs, by affiliation of customer,
by industry, 1966

(ftg~o $A Missies *,S, dolas

IndusJtr

Orand total
I 8 .

lntra-cmpeny exports,
,Amount p ,Fercent O0,
I I Amunt 1/•, Col. (1) A
I

All manufacturinlg- ----- i

Food products --------------------
Orain &11 products----------- --
Beverages --------------------------....
Combinations -------------------------- I
Other ------------------------.-.....

Paper end allied products -----------------
ChemiceJo and allied products -
Drugs-.............
Soap eand coemetics----------------
Industrial chenicals- --
Plutics materials --
Combinations-- --
Other- -------.

Rubber----------
rimlM sad fabricated mtasPrimal?--

Fabricated, excluding aluminum,
copper end brass------ -

Primary end fabricated alilnum-.---.. .:
Other- ...... ...........

MachInerY, except electrical,-- -
Farm machinery and equipment- -..
Industrial machinery end equipment-- -:
Office machine - -
glectronic computing equipmsnt-----:

Ileetrii~al machinery ...
Household applianes- ---- -
Electrical equipment and apparatus----:
Electronic components, radio, end T.V.-:
Other-----

Transportation equipment-------
Textiles end apparel, ------. -
Lmber, vood, end furniture ------
Printing end publishi - - - -:
Stone, clay, and glass products------
Onstrument u u-8
Other sanufacturing-- . ..

Axpurs. e: U.. M 2
I I

To t a l s T o MO M IA

" Z . tPercent or:
!out: Col. (1) S

Exports of 14FAs

ITO parent V.3. W•i and
Toa )rd aountrz affiliates

A Iot ma n i erCent OF
SI Col. (1)

W89 5 ,479 62

666 292 1,
95 28 29
59 37 63
83 11' 13
629 216 50
533 353 6(

1,017 : '52 h.
178 8 a8
90 46 51

181 62 L5
21.8 95 38
155 90 58
165 52.: 32
161. 76 1.6
392 158 1.0
Il 82 72

192 53 28
61 23 P7
19

1,833 : 1,217Z 69
'361': 279 1 76
150 113 31
221 167 16

'605
182 683 87
630 321. 51
159 122 77
076 37 49
200 123 62

'195: 1I2:
2,718 2,150 79

76 28 37
163 1.o ;5
63 12 1,

11.7: 7 •

353: 22^: 63
9, 2: 26

I/ rigures in this column are the sm of fiPgUM in Cole. (5) ean (I).
VI Figures In this column ane the am of figures in Colo. (5) end (8).

Soure: U.S.' Department of Commerce, Brsse of Sconaic AnaV4sos, International n'vestmnt Division.

Jjgi 'Tariff Comdoilon estimate for entry sumppressed by source agency.
"°Partially estimated by the Yearff Commission In lieu of entry or entries suppressed by source agency.

I I

(1)22,51.1

1,1.06
316

162.
827
91,6

2,973
1.12
193

1,088
11515

2L7
518
h.72

1,531.
605

51.8
343
38

1. ,1..6

751
1,725

900
666

2,07h
21.9
821.
710
291

6,500
200
201.
15?
355
771
503

(2)
9,81.2

1.kl
68
50
26

297
1.22

1,113
195
97

211
296
170
11.2
213
329
i16

108

105

2,2031.80

283

1,036
699
170
197
225
107

3,640
52

38
115
41.a

(3) 4()1.1.

31
22
51
16
36
15
372,7
50
19
57
69
28
45
21
19

20
28
50
61
23
70
66
31
68
21.
32
37
56
26
22
2421.

55
16

(4) 1 (5) (6)
13,692 1.,363

71.0 11.9
221 10
o0 13

61 15
398 81
41? 69

1,956 661
231 109
103 51
907 129
267 201
92 60

353 91
308 137

1,11.2 171*9491 1 6034

356 55
:276'-: 0073
"19 lo:

2,613 931
0638: 21 '0
1,267 261
"183 "116'

0295 5195
"81 0 "158
1,..1. : 375

90 1.8
71.8 160
510 102

0"96 65
3,782 1,1.O

121. 21.
0041 "k
"91., t 26
208 69
.18: 199
409 58

. .9 .. . . ! --

III 

II
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?abloe A-.-oNaufaetured products: Vorid-vide exporto of U.3. SC. end of their MOAs, by affiliation of Customer,
by leduatry, 1970

(Amount is millions of U.S. doll"$e)
:M •I4 totLT I sports of U.S .IC Ixporte o0:

Industry : -•ro-OCIP' eport: To : DF. tAmount I/I Amun -]e1men or; 'ore", : montaeren If Total : Amount ........ or.

V ColIol. (4) 1 1 Col. (7)
All maufcturing ------------- I 8M 1 :9 (2 914,1 (3 3(41 7 It (1)35 a 14e3 35 1 10% 1

-- 3.13 8,.8 : 1: 1,18 07,
Food products .------------ 1,790 1 6081 341: 1,062: 362:1 341: 728: 1 246: 31Orai maill products- 3"05: 3 : V2 I 1 106. . .7 1 58t V I

SOMr4. . .. 12: 3 2U 11 19 1 1 0 SI
cobinations--, 100I 3 191 : A : 0 10 9: 3 3 061:0. V/17T V 36
Oter .1,096 3"5w 35 73T1 236. 32: 359 1 .ish

Paper and Al.lied roduots----- - -O- 1, 651 1 : 609 10 25: 195: 501 63
Chemicals and allied products------ 1,512 a ' 1, 14 1: 2,31:2 a r 815: 36 #$1,10 1 972 htDrugs - ----- 1 822: 310: 141 361 138 : 38: 61 1 202:

Soap andoo tc,- 322: 132 141 130 70 51:: 192: 62 32
Industrial chfficals- -- - -- - : 1,11.9 A 9 : 20 1 1,198 :181 1 1516 3Plastics eteri 859: 5981 TO 318 319:T59Combinations-. 312 212 3 t? Uh 1 100 25, 98 138
Otboe%- ..... 388 106 a8 g 61 1 . 16T 1 23 1Th

Primary and tabricatTd 3,130: 7: 15 I 2237 928 : 12 3 13 197 22
Primary -------. . ' 1,224 103 8: 6976 5 52 21
febricateo, excluding aluminum, I

copper and brsse - - 1,055 2:7 23 55: 31 : 1: 501 116 23
Priar and fabricated ala1nm---l----og 9 7I1 6IT e
Other --- -.-.--.-- - 10? 125: 153 0• 0 50027 T 1 20

machinery, except *lectrical - 6,796 3,5331: 52 3,795 1,611:: 1 3,001 : 1,860 : 62
Fen machinery n4dequipmnt--, -- 2 1 501: 68 *e392 :"192 1 h9 0350 V 309 88
Industrial machinery and equipment---.: 2,903 : 908 31 : 1,69k 1:57 2? 1,209 1:51 : 3?
Office achines.-----: 863 668: 77 eT576 :111311 75: 20? 231 83
Electronic computing equipuent.--.... 1,085 1 1 1 9 0298 1 7 15
Other--------------- - 1,203: 1,457.1 61: 0 7 1 : e" 2 96 1 .h 863 75

Electrical machinery ------ 3,383: 1,511 : 15 2,060 : 575 : 28 sell283 936 : 73
Household appliances.-. - 311: 195: 63 15?: 39: 25 1541: 156: 101
Electrical equipment and apparatus-----: 1,267 1 355 : 28 :"978 : 151 1 15:8 6029 2 80h1: 71
Electronic components, radio, and ?.-.: 1,309 : 6•:7 1 .9 : 7341 210 : 9 : 575 1:37 1 76Other-- --.--.-.. . 1:56 31: 56: 1191 175 : 2 9 0265 1 139:1 52Transportation equipment- 12,398 , 7,509 : 61 6,750 2,7018 ,1 1 05 6.8 4 761 : 81

Textiles andapparel....- 523: 272: 52 2kh1: 97: 1.0 279 T175: 63
Lmber, wood, adfrnitured 7k: 12 20 *e352 : "10: 11, 372 1021 27Printing and publishing. --- - 1 317 1 131 : 1 :1 "1011. 0 36 25: 173 953 55Stone, clw, an4 gl•u products, . 576: 11.3 25: 267: 06 32: 309 573T 18
lost ----------...... 1,615 1 ,008: 62: 838 : 522 62 " 0767: 186: 63Other nwututurn- .I 931: 338, 36: 625: 1146: 23 ee306 1192: 63

Figures nhi Column are the a%" of :figure$ in coil# 11 1. amd 17).figure this Colun ar the em of tigers In Co. () d8).

Source: U.8. Department of Commeroe, Bureau of Eoonomic Analysis, Internationel Invoet"nt Division,

e Tariff Comission estimate for entry suppressed by source agency.Ie Partially etimated by the Tarift Commisson in lieu of entry or entries suppressed by source agency.
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table A-IS.--.nuaftlAoid prodMoUte *ego i vowld-vio oeorto of Uo' . oo *ad of their NIAo by affiliation
ot etmr, by I10dutr19, 1974-1970

I II Now o I -n. mmLoL I I I alto or I or ofIrand taot :oado (- ot): : U. a was

I toal ttal otal:TeWFAMTota 'U" totall :Total:To 11OFAs Tatoal',U48 WCO

af iia: a a a aafflite

All mauataing--- 16..12 1 8,611 6 I,02 1 6 o 8,186 1 i 8' l or t a5 93 1 9?

Inut I I .| I • I I I I. t .I . I• -is.

food plod•.t.------------a 304 1 1a In 31 I 1 63: O* 1 I6 ila 36, l hhab 9 03 . -1 1
Orainnsill products--- $- 69 / a 6 a 18 63a 3/ a Ila 1 /a 3a1 165 1 66: 3/

Ieeas.-----a 30a 1i9 I 16 -a 1 1a -17 1 30 1 -18 1 45 -15a 1 0a -1,6
Combinationsn------- - 16 a 3/oi1 -hi a -6 a1 Sla 3 8 1 a1/10b: 1 - hO :0 61a • 97

2te------- 269 66a 339: 1 155 -70: -61 33a1 30 a 5 a 191 1-1 6 a -31
POperandallied produatl-i . ... 2 a 19 8 261, I he• a 1 4 1 1a ho 33
Coestteau and allied products-I 1,539 1 1a 386: S al1153a 520: 1? 30 63 k 10 I 1U3) 115

v,.--------- bl1 b10 1 14 ha71 2 263a ilU6alO1a 1 b Sh a 1 5 ai7 19 135
So•ps and.oe.etic-----t 199 a 35:1 19: 102: 16 a 6 1 36 1 -2a 3?1 i2a 35
Industrila•chmeicals---: 6A1a 130 291la 52 IO 1 0O6 61: 65 321 bo 1 1; 105
PlasticsU ateriabla---a ot 302: 311 7681 1293 t 2b8 67 102: ) 30a111a 236
Cosbinatilons---'---- 1 125: 1 i ila 2 3ba1 103 1 8 6a 1 Ias 43 b1 66:1 9
Other- -130 1 a -1321 -268 2 2 1 a0 Ia0 ? E9-37 -31 119 132

Rubbe r - M 13?ai , 75:1.. 1 1k?: 1 1, 1 6a b 663 a 6a 1 8 1 90 1
Primary and tfbricated ntule-.. 1,36. a k6 a109, a 10? a 501 a 39 1'1b a bb a 96 a1 63 128 15

Primary- -- - 619 13a b8r1 1. . 1 23 3 403 1 10'l -11: 99 50 11e -31
Fabricated,•ez•oliinga.. . . * Is 3 a 0 a a a a a

Slu p .copper and. 1 a a a a a a a a 1 1
bras--- -_-. 507: 13T 1 9T ia 76aT 3096 3 a 6 1a0 119

Primary xand tfbrl te t . a a a a a a a a I I a
m ............... 1---- -l ao 1 - 1: 5•:1011 al? -23a 1 -

Other--- ---- 69a 1 0  61:1 31: 1 a 8ala 12 a3Rl1 Ahb h2 :
Nechinea7, except electrical-a 2,350 a 1,331 a 1,162 a 7h3 a 1,166 a 568 a53 a 60 a 5 80 a6h a 46

Paris achinery and a a a a a a aI
eqUipmzt.-.----- -9i Ela2 6:1 -9a -17:1 30a1-1a ha4 2:1 -ha1 -S1 11

Industrial machinery and a a a aI a a a a a a a
equipment--------- 1,l16a 1~h hi?: 47 196:1 7513 306:1 68a 1 I~ 3h1A1 75a1164 : 215

Otfice machinesa------a 459 a 365:1 393a 31 5a 06: 1 70lh11 136a1215a1 272:130: hI4
Electronic computing a a a a I a a a a aI

equipment- d -a 165 a 2,,3 10b a 103: 61:8 : 21: al 35: 53: 13:12
Other----- a 53?: 21  250 a 1386a 28?: 160 S hit 7:156 :

Electrical machinery--a 1,269 a 612 a 616 a 200 1 653 612 a 63a 116 : 3 53 a0 :o 189
Household app ianoee-31 62:3 2$ : 6?: -9a1 -5:1 3b:1 25:1 15: 1 b: -19:1 -3:1 28

Electrical equipment and a a a a a a a 1
apparatus -- a 1 h 156a 230a1 -9:1 213a1 16?: Sb: 60:1 31:1 -6:28b: 1 51

Electroniccomponents, a aI
irato, and T.V.--a 599: hl E22 ba2 108: 3751 314a S8a 166:8 hh: 106:W88: 255

OtIker---------- 165a 1207:1 95:1 130 1 TOa 9?:1 57:s 193a1 99:1 169:136: 231
Transportation equipient- 1 5,698 3,869 a 2,966 a 1,256 a 2,930 a 2,611A 91 a106 a76 Sb 106 121

Textiles and oparei------ 323: 220:1 2903 1 T1 203a lh1?:162a b23 97: 30b:267a 525
Lumer$ vood,ad tuauiture-at 520: 96: 311 a 36 209:1 62:1255:1 223:759:1 900:1128: 155
Matitng and pvhlishing.---.1 160:1 93:1 50: 10:1 110: 1 63:1102: 1 245 53:1 38:1175:1 69P'

products-------- Ella -2:1 59:1 17: 162: -19:1 62:1 -11 2:1 25:1110 : -25
Instrumnats ------ 1 8ha 567: b 30a 323 : bib:1 206b109 1 lbO 1103a1 162:1117:1 119
Other mafatwring----- h2861 256:1 216: 66:8 1212: 168: 6 5: 312:1 53:1 152:1226: Too

Src:Tables AV-13 and A-it.
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Table A-lI.--Nan%.fc-ure2 products: Worid-vide Intra-cotpoAY trade I/ of maJority-owned reignn ari: te& a .*tWAP)
and the parent U.S. 161., by industry, 19t

(faounta sL at lidaa *1 U. A1laept

Total Exporte at NOUIPLatra- : I lsporlt of NOFM fros

Industry company Total To parent U.S. MC& I To affiliates In I parent U.S. Mb,I trj .. I rd countries Al i

Itr., / tPerent, t I tPeent of I n Pereqt ofI percent) t Amou% 13 Amont mount I
All 981 . C 4ol. ( a An : Cot, -t) 1 1 Col (s ~ ~ (3 1t) ) (4) () s(6) (7) 1 (8) ()

All fanut~turiq-- - 9,8- 2 5,479 1 56 2,197 1 10 1 3,182 1 60 1.,361 4:

'o1ud products-.. .-- - 4, 1.: 292: 66 153 5? 139 e8 119 44
Grain Bill praducts.---- ....-. .... 68: 28 1/ 7 . .0
lever aes.....-. 50: 3T 71 2; 78 8 : 13 1 :6
Coabinations ----- 26: 11 :/21 11 1:

-----...........8 2911 216: 73 103 35 113 6.: Si 7
P'.per a•d ullod productP .----: 122:1 353 81A: 327: 93: 26: 7 69 16
Cc..calol$ And allied products ---- 1,113 1 1.2 1 1.1a 105 1 23 31. 7 A 7 a It t 59

Dr -- - - 195: 86: 1.1.: 11 . 16: 72: 8O1. 109 56
OApi and o( uiwtlc t-- - -: 97 1 .6 " 17 3 : 7: 1 .3: 93: 51 5j

Industry LAl cht ie, a --- 211: 82: 39: 16: 20: 66: 80: 129: 61Plustics sattrtkae i 296 1 95 1 32 1 20 a 11 75 1 .79 1201 68
Ccabinutions - - - - 170 90: 53 1.6: 51: 1.. 1.9 80 17
Othwr - 11.: 1 53: 37: 6: 12 1 T 7: 89: 91 61

Rubber--- -...... . .: 213 76: 36: 9: 13: 67 87: 137 66
Primary and fabricated mtals- --- 329 158 1.8: 30: 19: 128 8e1 171 52

Primary--. -. 116 82 - 71: 12: 15: 70: 85: 103: 29
Fabricated, excluding aluminum, ' I I I I I I

copper and brass- -- 108: 53 1.9: 10: 19 1 .3: 79: 5: 51
Primary and fabricated alunmum---: 11 . : p73
Other -----.... .-. . 23 , 1 1 tog

Machinery, except electrical- -- : 2,203 1,272 : 58 213 a 19 : 1,029 1 81 931 1 16
Farm machirery W equi•jent----. : we0 279: 58: 98: 35 181 6: 201 1.2
Industrial machin:ery An equip- I I I I

ment- : 0, Ok 1.3 35: 29: 20 11 1. 80 261 6s
Office aabia --,- : 283 1 167 59 a 53 : 32 Ilk 1 68 n 64116 41
Electronic computing equipaent--: 1,036 683 66 63' 6 91
Other- - - - - - - - -- -

Lectrical aachinery--....--..-: 699 : 321. 16 1 152 1 17 1 172 : 53 375 1 5
Household eppliancee.-- -- 170 1 122 1 72 : k6 1 38 1 76 a 62 :8 1 28
Electrical equipment and appara, : I I I 1 1

t; 197 37: 19 12: 32, 25: 68: 160 81
Electronic components, radio, and : 1 1 1 1

T.V. ------------- : 225: 123: 551 75: 61 1 .8: 39: 102 15
Otbr- ............ .: 107 1 .2: 39: 19 1.5: 23: 55: 65 61

?Taz.aportation equipment--- : 3,61.0 2,150 1 59 1 959 : 15 1,191 : 55: 1,.90 41
T;2xt:le and 52 1 28: 514. 21: 75: 7: 25 21 1.6
Lunber,. oo, ar,j furnitwu.e -.... 1. 0 1. 91 1 .0: 100: 0: 0 1s.: 9

"Pritt and 381 12: 32 1 .: 33: 8 67 0026 68
Stuns, clay, end glass produot.--,-i 11.5 : 76: 52: 52 68 2%1: 32 69 : 1
lacntrusents - .-- ----. -- 1.21: 222 2 53: 900 1.1 132: 59 199 17
Other manufacturia#g.-..... .,..,. 82: 241. 29: 12: 55: 10: 15 58 72

- a/ tne total encompasses all intra-company trade, except tot the Imports by WAS from minoiY-n affiliate$ in 3rd countries and
the imports by ain-rity-ovied foreign affiliates from the Went U.S. corporationui data regarding imports by ouch affiliate. are not
available. Laporte by mlnority-ovned foreign affiliates are Included in the date on export. by parent U.S. M6CA to foreign customers
other tuanNOCAa (see Tables A-7 through A-9).

1/ Tot&ý trade is the sUN of total ei.ports in Col. 2 and total imports in Col. 8.
Column 2 is the sum of Columns 4 ad 6.

I/ Both majority- and minority-owned foreign aftiliatee are ielded.

source: U.S. DOPAment of Commrce, Bureau of economic Analyeis, Itrntratlonal Inveostment Division.

!t: 'Tariff Comission estimate for entry suppressed by ea4tce asgoer,
"Partly estimated by the Tariff Commisslon in lieu of entry or entries suppressed by source Aaenc

89-020 0 - 73 - 24
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STable A.17.--Mhnufaotured products: Vorld-vide intro-compeny trade L/ of maJority-ovned foreign affiliates (NOFAe)
and the parent U.S. C,9 by Industry, 1970

(4nuat in aflions of U1.5. dollars I
sTotall
Lntrow. EBporti of Mfte Im ports of MOFM from

Inoust.y company Total :o parent U.S. WO 2 To affil•otes in : parent U.S. MINe, : ?oal 5bpsnt .S D I• 3r countries V 1
, trade ta t 0 Peroent of Iof i sporoet of

Cal, (1  ) , Amount. : () 60jot o3) (3) . Amount Co1)

All manufacturing --- 18,1 10,782 1 5$8 1 ,827 4 h 5,955 53 7,707 42

Food products --- --- 608- 246 hO 76 31 170 69: 3621 60
Oraine ill products Vs V 30 •- 45 106 /
Beveraes--------- ---- ---- 31 20 65 19 95 1 11 35
Combipations -------- --- / 1 92 / 77 1h00 I 5 6: 27 9 1 / 60
Other: --- ..--. 385 149: 39 52 341t 9T 651 236: 61

Paper ad allied produotes---- : 651 501: 77: 439: 88i 62 12: 150: 23
Chemical$ end allied products----: 1oS,17 972 1 53 1 203 1 26 1 769 7 71 845 1 47

Drugse-: 3.0 I 01 59 1 .5: 22: 157 78 138: 41.
soaps dacond tice - 132: 621 h 4 h 6: 581 9: 70 38
Industrial chemicals---- ----- 349 168 : 18 1 8a 15h 92 181 52
Plastic materials - ------ t M5 319 53: 30: 9 289 91 279 47
Combinations ------- ------- 212 9 : 16 36 39 62 6f1 114 5h
Other ------.------- .......-------- : 186: 123: 66 7h 60 49 hO 63 34

Rubber- ------ --- 350: 202:j s8 62 31 140 69 118 42
Primary and fabricated metals------: 4751 197 hi: 37: 19 160: 81 278:1 59

Primary .......................... - 103 521 50: 6: 13 .6 88 51 55
Fabricated, excluding aluminum, I I I I . I I

copper and brass --- ---- 21 7 116: 47h 18 t 16 98: 65 131 53
Primary and fabricated alminuma----1 125 2 23 13 15 16 0:56 : 1

Machinery, except electrical---....: 3,531 1,860 1 53: hOO 1 22 1 1,460 1 78 o 1,67. 17
Yar machinery and equipmnt.-----. 501: 309 62: 155: 50 1541. 50 192 38
Industrial machinery and equip- :

-nt-. . 908 451 50: 124 27 327 73 157 50
Office machines ------------- 668 t 237 35 1 3 18 194 82 24h31 65
Electronic computing equipment---: 1"298 863 : 7: 785 4 19
Other --------------. -----..-- : ee9 71069

Electrical machinery ---- ---- - : 1,511 936 62 425 45 : 511 35 575 38
Household appliances - ------- : .195 156 80 29 19 127: 73 39 20
Electrical equipment and appa- :

ratue -: 355 201: 57 123 60 81 ho 151 1.3
Electronic components, radio, and :

T.V -- ------------- 647 437 68: 253 58 181 20 210 32
Other----..-.... ........ 314 139 k1 20 SA 119 86 175 56

Transportation equipaent - ..--------- : 7,509 4,761 63 2,733 57 2,028 13 2,748 37
Textiles and apparel -.. ...-----------: 272 175 64. 104 59 71 1: 1 97 36
L[mber, vood, nd furniture ---------- : 112 102: 72: 95 93 7 1 e.0: 28
Printing and publlshing-- --. : 131 95 73 1. 4.6 51 54 1036 27
Stone, clay, and gass products----: 143 57: 0 23 o0 34 60 86 60
Instruments- --------- : 1,008 186 18 158 33 328 67 5?2 52
Other' manufac turin- - - : 338 192 57 28 15 16S 85 1h6 1.3

LI This total eonco~ees all intra-ýcqMP trade, except feo the imorts byIMPA from aiaority-o 0 aftiliasetes • 3rdcoun-trie eand-
the Imports by minority-ovmed foreign aftiliates rem the Wuent U;8. corporatiomet data regarding imports by such affiliates are not
available. Imports by ainority-ovned foreiln affiliates are included in the data on exports by parent U.S. WCe to foreign custemeors
other than MOFAs (see Tables A-7 through A-9).

To1ta trade is toe sun of total exports In Colim 2 and total Imports in Colum 8.
Column 2 to the em of Colnas 4 sad 6.
/oth majority- and minority-woned foreign effiliates ere included.

Source: U.S. Department of Comerce, Bureau of Econndlo Analysis, International InveseetAt Uivision.

o T:ariff Gomsesion estimate for entry suppressed by source aegemy.
ePartly estimated by the Tariff Comission in lieu of entry or eatries suppreeeed by source agefty.
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table A-M.--.Nmutfeered products: • n vorlId-vide intre-a- ew &rade of m•joritON- me frolm affillatee (MOe)
ai Wea U.,. imltinatioeal upoeraties (WWI by Sdestry, M63.0,

IA-I o•.limq OU d0111A * )

SMint~j a ,,ret%.."
Industry , ota

I latra-
Strade

All "nufaatucring-----

Food produset - -
Grain &ill products---o--
Beverages~-----
Combinationii--Othor----- . - -

Paper and allied products--a
Chemicals ad allied pro- .

duaote ,
Drugil- - ,-
Soape and coametics--

aIdustrial cheioalca--.,
Plastics materials ---
Comblnations o ---
Otheb r----I

Rubber ~ _
Primary and fabricated a

metals-- -- -- a
Primary -
Fabricated, excluding I

alailnm, copper and
braa-------

Primary and fabricated I
SliMnCUM---- I

Other er--
Nachinery, except electri-

eal-
twm machinery and equip-

Industrial machinery and
oquipeent ----

Office hmacinoe- - I
Electronic computing a

.qui5m~t.ent_~.--- a
Otbor -

Electrical mabinary- -- '
ouibehold applianes-- '

E1letrical equipment and a
apparatus ---

Electronic compo wnto a
radio, and ?.V.- a

Other -I
Tranportatioo equipm-st.-i
Textiles sad appareol---
Liuber, vood, and furai-

Printing and publishing-
Stone, clay, and glusse

product- --
instrumentes -
Other manufacturing-- t--

t

8O6AT

167
96

-19

229

701.
AS.
3IN

302
1.2
he2

137

11.6
-13

139

20

1,331

21

501.
385

1.21
812
25

158

1.23
207

3,869
220

98
93

-2
587
256

Sourest Tables V-IS sad A-17.

a IIkpet ot NOU Ae
l '-I P tI affiliates I

sU.. a 3rd I U.I

31 1
5,303: , 1630' 3,613:

34 1

a 3: -a 1.:a -17: .1-0: -Ta

a k 18 Ua 36'

a 9 520 98~ 1.22,1
116: 3 1: 85
16 : 1: 15
a : -I 88

a221. 10: 21h.
8 -10 18

70 68 2
a 2: 53: 73:

39 7: 32,
-30 -.6: -2ba

30 57 "27

308 95 213a O 16 88 5

180 15: 165

314 9:8 2136
" I 96

a'6 70 7 -10 83a

a 2 a 165

83 40 431
391' -19: 50:
26 68 1 19
168 16 1 Ish

a ia a 2,

311. li ~ ,136

ar
!75 ti

I

213"a

52 a

-62
155
81 1

29:
19

78
31

-209

11

2IT100:

"9706

110

73

36
105:

3230
8-a
-9.

I Imports of
tramI

ital' o of NOVAea ITo
rode Tot parent I iMa 1io I

a o U.S. t im3rd I
I I HOC a cOuatries a

Oas 97, 120: 8a:

38 -16: -50: 22:
104 o 300

30' -31: * 50. -14.
54 42 31 : 138

63 115:1 93 12
126 135: 221 118

37 35: 33 35
'65 105' -13 I3a
102:1 236,1 50: 5:
3 5 9: -22 1:

132 1,133 4
166 589 109

1.1: 352 23: 25a
-11: -37 -50 -3h

122 119 80 128

19 26 63:

60a h6: 65: 0~

S 11: 58: -15

1252 215 328 1 187
136a 41 -19 o70

k1 26 214 2

16 169 180 197
15 28' i 1.1: 67

106 0 121: 3 85: a
03 525 395: 91

223, 155' 135a-
21.5 692: 1,000:t 538:1

-1:t -25: 1 4a 1.2
139:1 119: 76a 11.8
312: 700: 133: 1,267:

7i
113
165-15
-1.0
191
11t

28
27
37

39
4.3

-31
8

63
50

138

17

80

_h

i5
272

68

53
-19

-6

106
169
81

30h

900
38

25
162
152

[ II



Table A-19M.-Uinte,,, Stat..:: Eports of ,€nufuctured products. total and UPC-related, by Industry, 1966 and 1970

(In millions of U.S. dollars)

1966 1970 Increae. or de-r-.s C-)

NB IC-related - UC--elstd A:
Industry Total : y. or thr Totl : by, or thru : Iq-3l. :

: U.S. IUC pe.-, : U.S. : : p Wet s_:
total P : total : U.S. : : Dr, or : U.S. : : o, ro

* . o . : o Per total otal u total J" Amount. of U.S. A Imm; a •" : Amoun'.t of U.S. 1: at or w Iktal
t : t : :pmres : ::me

won

All -_facturift 21.22? 13,692 65 12.766 93 3.969: : 62: 6 20.59 : 23.742 8.026 .832 1:

Food-- •e 558: T7O0: 132 610: 82 2,578 1,062 1. 917 86: 2,020 322 3K : 362 )A1: 90
Orai ,-411 too- : 221: 222: 100: 186: 8b: 578T: 227: 39: 199 88: 357: 6: 13 W: 3 : 71.:w.,.- . 2 .o0: 333: 31: T8: 87: s : 6T: O2 : 90 : T5: 18 : 22 : 624: 1.5:. ,8

•mJn.~m325 : 8 &: 15 : 9 : h,2 O: L : 9 : 23 : :-1,1 : -4; : :-53. : -..

Other 39: : 3T 95 : 1,913 0031 : a657 : 89a :i88 339 : 279 : as 85: 11t

S -• -617 : 1.13 61: 396: 96: 1,109 609: 5' 529 875: S32 196 131 : In7: 33

mawsf ea .wl 1.e p-.d..,. 2.6"7 : 1.956 : 73 : 1.832 : 9h 4,012 2,312 : 58: 2.292 : 96 : 1.335: 38: 60 50 20 25
269 : 231.: 87: 226: Sb 51. : 3 6l n 003"9: 99: 22: 127: 133M 90I 5h :

anidm , aomeic 93 1 203: 111: 9: 92 15. : 30 : 85: 111: 85: 61: 27: IT 6 26 : i8
Ia~trSa1 -- '- 1,03h1 90: : 88 : 5 : 95 1,702 : 1,196 : 70 :aml,18. : 99 : 668 : 291 : 3L9 : 65 32 : 3'
'aat~c&a IM : 26T: 6 : 2AI1: 90 941 : 0 33A8 : 31 : 0031 5 : 99: Me : 51: 71 : 99 19 : .31

,- , 92 5 : 80': 87 11, : 1- 11s k: 100 : : 22 34 : : 2 A 1: 3
353: 326: 92 ; 221: : 209 : 95 -"0 -32: -17 : -37 : -36

12T 306:• 2 26 91 31. 383: 111 383 100: -83 75 103 -19 2A V

,,a sd termt t.a.- - 1,181 not,11.2: 2 : 1,09 : 96 3.749 2,237 : 60 2,11T : 9T : 1.968 1,095 : 1.080 96 99
676 1.L: 73 : 130 k%: 99 1,T00: 976: 58: 9.5: 97: 1.0241: 18: 461 151 99 : 5

7m; 1..6. Mand-Ing amaoma.a c
,35p6: : 31 3: 96 : 1,356 551.: 1.1: 522M: 916 718 196 : 181: 113: 96: 53

Pry and fa1,nted alulm - 10 : a26: 59 252 : 91 : 336: 627= 187: If 2 T : 100. 17:O= 352 : 375 : 102 : M7 11,9
Ob- L : 00l7: 89: 358: 80: 22=: m6: M00: 57: 61 : 63: 19: 322: 3i1

-m,/, O]Wtca 5.5W 2.613 1T 2.510: 96: T.917 3,795 : 8 1.T,719: 99 2,309: .182 : .,239: 1.3: 1,5:
i .m M---aw end : t "380 : 6L: in 3 9 9

: 93 : 372: S 3 9 2 : 105: "392 100: -. : 6 : 33: 4a: 2: 9
Imiutrukel am mar emsWMi 2.9 : 1.2267 : 1.6 : 1.5233 : 9T : &.181: 1.691: 11 : 1.66s : 96 : 1.36: %2T7 : 1631L: 48: : 35
Or'e, a---b--- ir 2865: O]83 : 6i: O7T9: 96 : 358 : 576: 161 : 56: 100: T3 : 39 : 397: 26: 215 :
nectuvo ca g.eU --- 272: n29S : .06: M2ds : 90: 1,213: s 3 9 9 : 32: n388 : 9T: 971: 12k: 122: 357: 35: : b

* 151.3 :048. 31. : %T' 96 : 1.763: 731.: 1.2' 729 99 220: 250 : 256 : ' : 92 : 9%

U-ctu-amlr1,899 m1.1, 76 *t,. 3 9 : 97 : 3.0o7 : 2.060 : 69 :002.o02 99 1.106; 61 , : S 58 %3 : bg
I"ml1o-l u"1 - 130 : 90 69 : 78 87 : 172 : 157: 91 : 151 96 142 67 : 73 : 32: 1. : 9%

t1ectrcal --v % . -a 51A1.: TM78 138I T32 96 729: mM 8 : 131 09T 7  100z :85 0: X 2%3 : 31 L 31: 33
.ectromic o60100te raw*., mOt I

S 56 : 510 87 193 9 : 1.,628: m 7T34 1.5 4 72 8 99 : 1,61. 0 : 235 1"79 bb. he
.64l : 0096 15 91 95 : 1.78: 401 91 : 38 188 "96 : -163: 95 : 9' : 25 99 : I

lma•"tatiam'-Sm_---r 3,715 3.82 1202 3,120: 90 6,5"9: 6,75o0 : 103 :e406.157 91 : 2,821 2j.9 : 2M3? 7: 6 1: : s0
and. a i_ 1•-9 801: 12k : 15 118 95 721 : 24,1: 3 3 242 ; 99 : 80 1: 20 : 124 : 10: 9' 10

Xam1er, soo. tM, 2u56. : nl,: 16 in 3 5 85 7.1 : - 3 5 2 : 8 : 00 1 .85 :' 311 : 317 189 75 : 9 6 96
Plnt-a ,ma 1--=4"a';; [_ 262 : 0k: 36 "9 : 95 335 : 11.1: 13 : 8U :3: 50 : 26 2: 53 31
8rme. 27'8 : 208 7 "M5 !81 . 9 17TT: 267 : 56- 26 : 99 : 199= 59 : 79 : 72: 28 : .3
IF"---__-_-_ _ 738 : 1•.8 57 399 : 95 1.,315: 818 : 65: 802 : 95 : 57 1.30 : ,03 : 18 : 103 IM
O1r607 : 09 25 02: 96 2,.121 625 : 30= 578 z 92 : 511: 216 : 3-76 : 313: 3 1,3

qPU sbtdby Mw Wulff In'.10  1106 of at or enties emwicamied 57 ORaic em
wa ln ftre r 'otbw* aCblby 8 Iclauded In tbe MItry for 1•uiusratl m,-iury a -qalimwt.-

Since: 0,0 Commdity Trade: RKinrta: United Nations. World Trade Amend SotsialVms*wln 0. Vol. X.1 COMMd, Trade, StAtIftIe..
Msaid of••il statistics of tbe U.S. Department of ComarcF, c=aI"gS I wa of cth Cenme FA '75 .j. S. -fAr -o ,-t.imi nd -Cra

QM MC data source: U.S. Departmnc of Cmrce. urea of Iutematiomel Cammroe. Zatrmual.•.al ]vavtuent -Dileson.
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Tabl& *-20.-A factud Products: P-mtratlof @ fmoeam mst. by U.S.-mod fims. by Ip p. 1916

U.S. exorts

a Ul 0.S. porn-
Sratton of focefta 5, al Ifta
:muebets Cagums

Pa.rIa sales of all affiliates of r.S. m-ltimatiaual •' . b-.t.a. m..

Colum

*32. ~

Food ma a',.imd.r.
maralama al14 o roiuca-

lominauti-af tl

FastmLa:s uand&t. pow- -

somisa"aa ase2I96C i& n

eehayan rabe. -

soei or andtrms
lgmVa~m ma .osa-

Fý mmel iamwr ' madoepw

Uaactracla ooImp tuam.

5apdsimat mad q~m-

~ .~msma. mu, ma

snw.V=. Ja
pSbftft a"

shwi. lae & gum as ~
Stw~i Ia~.'

2 ls : : ,•lm-) :Amount :
:Coll

T.,06. :21.=2

6.335 58:
1.173 221

793 12:

t'369 32S

L.365 6T7:
10.799 2.677:
1.912 269:
1.T30: 93:
2.118: 1,039:
2,1:. 1S73:

2.1m :o
2.,613 : 127r:
6,808: 1.17m:1.,312= •676

s .m 1.,•" :

32.1,0:. 5,366:

22.90 : W.

2,.35: 80 :": 2

24,1M3 3.M15
2.•n: 606

1.057: JS'I 1: 29S:
2,40 21 :
2,309 738,
2.106: 1.W

Industry

*e~mporaw estimate ) 1 S aas I I- a a in me m u r a Sesma i ~gpmew 9 byh a" r Wc MI-

to . :Percem :
4' :AnnoI : of

29.16 13.692 65

8.8 7110 L
18.8 22: 100
1.5 : o 333

7.16 179 1A7

3.6 : 11 3 17
24.8: 1-956 : T3:
13.8: 234 867-

.b1.: 103: 3L1
42.8: 907 : a
23.1: 26T: 56

2O3: 3o0: z T2:
2L.2: ]L.IU: 6b•16.3 OMI'M T3

20.1

WS~ 2.&3 17'
10.3: 083bf a

"6.8 & . &-. .0

At.• z,, I/ -I

b.2' go '69
3.7' 1,-6 1:

69.6 : iaS : 125 b

2l1.2: Il: 16:
b0.T: 96: 36:
19.8: 206: 15:
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68.3: 40": 25:

- - -- -, IC ... t...
Pecn: Total soaalaaa~ es I.- 3r c alilgtot

Wettes o : Percn z
:cl. m I s. a of •]u" z. o f • . .- .

*coal aSinJ.L.... calum a
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952: 81.2: 9T: 96.8 : 83 90.16: so : 9.7: 30 : 3.'-
71a : 98.5: g 63 81.6 : 07 953. : 3. : is.?: A : Ia.:.

1.01A 92 6 3.93P: 97A"•3.5 90.9 635& 9. 2 2.
,.6" UA. 1.515: 09.8 " eoo 92.1 215 7.6 173 10..

. .301 s 6.w 883 853 116 : a 10.:

'.673 866.2 9., 8 9 0.,, :6' : 89.- 6.5 , -..

1.3 -h- I.: 9& " J"8 -e.6 ft$4 o I;

2-"h ST.2 1.155 83 1 1.000 86.6 : "I A 1..
1.8 VA 6.6 1.203 TI.? 1.001 ft8.? 1 96 1&.3 965 22.2

AM,0 69.9 2.7T2: 91-0 , .: 85. " 252 1..2 5 5.T
um 83.7 1.16 8.2 I'M51' 9 : 8. 3 : 17.8

5.02 1 .: 9 3,93 90. : 8 20 : 7 1.2
" 509 563: 80.9 b6" 83.0 96 t Ip.: 1" : 1.9

04. 7.7 3.75 8&7 3,55: 2.1 6:O20 &. 577: 1&33
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Tabl* A-2l.-Aedctread Prodcti.: IPeSaracIs Of fOV*o irkct bw 06--- ' fi.-- by l,-mstso. .1.0

, isam In lliHOM of U.S. dollar&,

Food Prdut
G8.1. m~ll produmst

owIas-4o

,andea si 234 SL.4A 9goduct.s-

moe al COC~t ac

pmzesar nodrm-

S...... ..

r.5*1 U.S.tio of B al
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31o7T : 23

3.¥6% : 1,23 :
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3.W : 653 :
3.2M7 : .ok2

arlm oU sad faheauid wtaia- : l.176:

"3

lfI Z 7-. ----- : 2.8
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ZL** sad Wt rnama :g aSem
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T.T. : 15316K

INaesp n e: 217' :
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.-. - : 31006:.T_.•._ •_, . 39.17,

mm -ns, 1. .521Sh16 IW 4249U- 2.2166

zw~rumme3.917
sa um~ewf 8."I1

t/
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2.061 • 2.6 : 1.0 : 75.9: W9 : 26.1 : 135 17..
2,6.2 T 18.8 : 1.692 : 17.0: 506 : .0 : " : 2.2
2,0g: 9..4 I 82.9 3,9 17.1: 101 : .6

a 2,12 82.2 2.263 : 89.3 : 260 : 3.05 : .

6.2041 : 8397-t : 2,': : :r. W88 m: T. : " : its

no : 8 8.5: 660 : 75.0: 2: 25.0: 91 : 35.8

5.32 1: 167%2 spa 5o : m 1.96 21.9

021 95.2: 8.M35: 77.2 2.b. 22. 0: 38 6A1
5 5: 97.0: 0 72.8 : : 3.1

1/5.716: 200.0: 4.367: 2175.6: .00 21Ab NA
4 , 2 7 •5.6 . 2 83 328

: 0,/l: 95l : 85: "f. :1/: u h Al2. : / 2.

4.m97: 80.0 M : 1.8 1:. 21 20.C
S f ,98: W6.~: 2 _W 173~ 7 l2.T 1~.&91 h33.6

I'M 93.9 : 1 a7,6: 88.9 ,,9 226 6.1
2.29h : 92.6 : 1.=: 81.2: 363 25.8 : I*: A.6

S t : v W : 0: W Y : V :
13.119: 839: 20.11: t. : -2.tgO 1&0o: 2-W : 16.1
1. 1.3t 5: 86. : 02h: 3.2 : 172 : 10.03.,b: 90.0 307 : 93.6 : 21: 6.1s: 81 : 7.3679 20.T 5o: "6.6: 5": 23.1V: N.A. .:679 200.0 1,180 : ai.s : 25% : •.5 : : 241-3

2,-72 : 7.8 618: 2-.2: N :
2.90 0 8: 20 23%6: %.T. l.3: 27.87,g~ 2.2 : : : : :
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Table A-22.-Muma1cture trowe: CW Is Pumtratlns, of trsiagl inrbsta W u.S.-mue fnzin b~w Im02wu7. 1966-39T

Clesrs.me or aecrems (-); amnto s In" a or U.S. 6no.lro)

U : 1.S. exportes : n sales of' all arr s or' MIes :U.S. amorto poraS• msls of &" afUil %In 4' :2 L

lahatry : total r t m : :: o s of : s oT otla(eqsl : :c : -: a~•tr-"i o•: : si.- : :;• w
Total : : Tol :_____ ____ ___r ulai ,:

; 0 . . : : 5 tO ari:i'qtaatea. e84, I l:luteat.• : : own :'s •30610 to :&rrm&,t-;:Plus~~ " saest-:rrlax

COLONEL: Total, : m : : ccmrtiTael smass::: ols: r

AU1 rna twin : 1A.006 10.515 : 8.C26. 33.,5f : 27-.3I1 22,337 5 9026 6210 61 50 So 66 61 56 82 9E

o .O.u. - * 1.1.01 b%' : 322 : 1,i3T 1.1 1,27 : A : -4N6 22 : 8 1.1. 23 26 26 3C -30
Onb aULU...-.._... 316 -24.: 6 338 %68 37 61 : ,Vm.A. Z -u. 3 36 10 37 % ; N.A.
no.... . 25. 31: 16 : 213: 219 199 220 : 2 32 92 &S 31 3 : 33 6,4
_am._ _ _ 833 570: 7%6 :r 6 " 79i 63 -6 19 " 62 2.9 22 22 16 -.

P ag es t a- -- ) 1,3.1• : : 196: 665 : 606 k li 135 p 1.: 66 : 37 h 0 35 =. 3

chSoOe =a 0321" pr--- . 5.7r : i2.1b : 366: L.6 : k.0o'9 2.991 1,o66: %.On32 : 5 3: 20: 5T 56: 1,6 66
a 1 : 31e: 327 : 1,21. : 1.100 : 672'2 226 b5 6 : T 6: 61 : 68: 71 : 63 1160 : 36
onqes 6 835: 2T: 27 : M06: T56: 655: 301: 52: he: 29 26: g: 4. : 1.3 216: 0

. .-- 16. 6 : 55 292 : 1.I3 : 906: 5 : 3%2: =06 : 69 54: 32: O: 78 : %k 22 : 90
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2s 2 9 : : 2,01 : 29: -2 - -7 %.68: .sw 11 -6 : 96 6.3 2 : 2 : : : : : : m: : 140

-600:S•,• • ,'I 58~k: 75: 5622,gZ 625l•: 5,112 111.: .83 233 11.: 21. : 25b: 35 : 5T 76• : 1
aWI • • d -- e- - 2 2 1 2 8 - : -T : -: : -3 2 .. J 2 3 O :* - : -82 , ] : , .•
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Table A-23 -Unted State: Imports of manufactured products, total sa from sajority-ovned foreign afflates of U.S. =s . by Industry. 19,o 1970
(Tn Cillitos oT U.S. dollar*)

1 1966 1970 Zacteaea, or decrease (-).

: IUC-relat :NC-relted Amout ' Percent
: TOAI : Dr, or thin, : : , or the, : : :

U.S. : M" parents : U.S. : W aC-r:
petotlent : Perc total C : Pernt : U.S. : my. or : U.S. : D or

: Amount or.. Amount "of " AMon* of U.S. " WC : total : T : ttl : tu 2 m
total t to total : . parent : parent

All msnufactuing 16.893 6.0T3 36: 2,197 36: 30.795: 10.T02: 35 6.027 115: 13.902: 1.629: 2.630: 82 : 76 : 10

Food products
Grafn &IIl prod aacu----
Beverages-
Cobbstluna1-
Otber---

Paper and allied products

Chemicals sad .Ulied producte-

Soa• pad commetics-
Industrial chemical.
Plastic amterials-
CO"Lastior-Otb~M2

PV-ar eand f•La-ed -metal-s-

ot". -sa4 am.
Campers and he-

P"rimr amdShlae eleniamo-

-=, -shimery anld

Zttrial ieanblry and eqet':-
argue amem-
UlectrOM en ttug aaqu -

laectrioel macaiawy-.
oumebod -ppunc . .

Xlectrical eoqj It and rsaftw:
xeCtmic coapseets, radi o

2rumsportatiou equiPornt-
24artiles a" apparel
Lumber. wood. a" enurnituce-&
Printing and publlshin - -
Stowe clW. and glass product t-:
Iastar,- e s--.4

Other ;mmwafctmrtu.. .-.-- :

1.671 : 677T :
23 : 030 130

1.98 ; -IT8 36
1.150 : .69 : 1

-1,.18 : T9 31

: 95 64.0 6T
75 .35 )T
: 9 95

: 79 250 52
60 : 14.12 237

.: 3: e. 1 9 5  60

: 170 : 00.08: 61.

3.26T 372: 11
1.905: 265: 1t,

3.2:
1,322: 025:

1,6Tr
325
666
119
T3

1,016
1.0

190

588
198

2.135
1.58o

788
97

292
397

1,427

5314
0207

*62

080250

2072

013
: 16

: 118

32
3345
52

6

39
21

1.3
2T

62
5

23
13

31T

13

153

29

103

32T

105

3

: 1.6: 20

6

9

30
12

108

243
97

29
53

" 63.

3152
12

T5
19

9,9
21
3.0

52
90
12

2.6

68

16
Ito

6

1 30

2T

6

a

21.

91

38
92
30

30
35

72
29
22
31
6

55

3.562 : 690
5: *:e38

723. : •el.O

2,781. -502

1,54. : 671

163 : ee0 0 1
26: -23

710 : 262
1: o185

372 : 0215

1.715 513
33 " 305

796: 121
233: W2
500: *62

3.102 : 8a6
308 " *128

/1.736: 225
566 ee00

2.625 -2
27I: *65
243 : *120

1.706 00490
3.05 : #67

6,362 :"3,802

1,230 : k26
176 : 0039
54.2 :001.208
A,11 21.1

2.011 4 310

19 T6 3.1a: : :8 9 : T6 -1

19 : 19 11

52

13 : .39 65

616 203 25
62 1.5 1.65
92 1. 17: 3.0: 13. ST

: 1 30 16:
36:

29:3/ : -:

1: 37: 7:
10: 6: 2:
1 : 1: 3.:15; is 15:
I: 13: 15

12: is:
29: 400: 1 :

32 23. 55.
17 33 : 43

2 21=
28 e: V/: :
2 : 29 45:
1. : 3
29 2-

60 2.T33 72
7 7: .T : -:

35: 95: 22:
: 11: 3/ : -- :

223: 23 :

20= 26 7:

1.690
30

1.634

130

299
W
T

231
323.

-152
-91S

1.93.

1,239

397
-61.

1.3.25
17

99T"kT

-2

1.609
231

53

1.118

20T

4.227766
442

79
250
264.
581

13: -77
18:

-38: -10
-1633: -.5l:

392 112:

167: 96:
66: 31:
6: 1:

32: -2 :
: 33: 10 :

20 -10:

38 2/

: .1.O -6:

79 8
0 0: :

: 22 5

252 157
21: _/

220: 95:
37: -10:

: -: l

328: /
1: -17:: 3: 3/

236: 2/
13:

2.k78 : I,77Tk
82: _/

24. : 55:
6: 3/

281: -29
2279:

:229 : 16:

113: 2135: 0lo
.5 : -,21 -3

132: T 50

9: 1.0 •

31: 26 93
117: 189 : .
37: 33 33
4.O' 13 : 1i

207: 30 !1
47: 10 -2z

2/

M69 35 23/3.3.: . 38: 3

59: 15 -0

16: 168 o0

63

65 : 66 5
-5: 20 33.35: 66 : .s3

135:
376w 60 -19

0. 238 2

1.56.: 82 3
578: 30 3T
28 : 160 !2/

190: 93 2
105: 23:

198 : 187 : 165
1. : 113 : 2/
56 : 133 : 13E
81 : h.6: Z:
86 : 30: -54
66 : heT V
1.1 : 127V :

WORMYf c~issloa slst
b&rift COMistiot estiaite fogr epty partially suppre"sad bY s8e,.t ae ic7.

1/The value for "grain sill products 1. included in entry for "camblaations."
not available.
no The value for "Electrofic comPutlpg equipment" included ta entry for .Judustrial machinery -ad *quipost."

Semrce: 2966 U.S. imports compiled •rom the following: OEM. $ariee C. Ceionlty Trad.e andofLftc1Il stattctics of the U1.S.

oparmt of Commerce. WK date ftr" U.S. DepsrtesLt oi Ciemtace. bureau of P:=,tqic Analysis. ln.aernae•ml tnveetment Divisioo.
1370 U.S. Imports compiled from U.S. fpVartan. . Cotmarse. Bureau of Ceues L 275 G.S. imoacts. flo..Comm~ptin s sod General import&.

C4
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4ils A-ZA.--:4:.i.tcture.: Ira;ucts. Lx;[rts of the Unite*. ta'- _.,; selected foreldr. -u:.wnries, by Industry, 1906

(In millions-:f U.". dollars)

X4nufacturing, all ----------------------
VcoA products -------------------------

5rain mill products -----------------
severdses ---------------------------
Combinations ------------------------
Other -------------------------------

Paper ebu allied products ---------------

Chemicals and allied products -----------
Drugs ..-. ------------ :
Soaps and counties -
Industrial chemicals-- ----
Plastic materials- ---
Comblnationt -- )
Other ----------

Rubber -------------------------

Primary and fabricated metals ... ..
Primary ----- -
Fabricated, excld. alualnum, copper,

and bras --------------
Primary and fabricated aluminum-----:)
Other ---------------

Machinery, except electrical--------:
Fam machinery and equipment ---------
Industrial machinery and equipment ----
Office machines. -------
Electronic computing equipent.-----:
Other - :--- ----- -

Electrical machinery
Household appliances
Electrical equipment and apparatus---:
Electronic components, radio, and

TV . . .. ..

Transportation equijent -
Textiles and apparel ------------
Lumber, wood, and furniture ---
Printing and publish - - -
Stqne, clay, and glus products --------
Instruments-
Other -anufacturi - -

73,788
2,720

51.
908

1.270

United
States

21,225
559
221
12

325

Total, :
Industry : selected

countries

2,715: 677

8,396 : 2,676
349: 269
393: 93

2,961. 1,031
1,417 : .73
2,65h ) 808

1,286 : 427

1O,940 :1. 81
6,037 : 676

4.901 :) 1,105

15.406 : 5.517
1,590 : 629
8,338 : 2,819

912 : 285
1.45 272

.,091 : 1,543

5,586 : 1,899
439 : 130

1,781 : 51.

1,606: 581
1,723 : 641

11,880 : 3,715
4,913 : 804
1,379 : 256

730 : 262
1,339 : 278
1,955 : 738
4.94 : 1.607

France•n mlltons 
:f b.•. dol;ars•

Y/ Less than 500 thousand dollars.
2/ Understated, because date are incomplete.
I/ Overstated because certain categories could not be excluded.

Source: Compiled from the following: OSCO, Sari" C. Commodity Tradej
and official Statistics of the U.S. Department of Ciommrce.

United Nations, Statistical Office, World Trade Annual;

Hex* CI
:United :

noded Kingdom

6,157 : 12,697
311 : 561
97: 19:

123: 383:
92:) 129:)

,1471 : 156

316 1,313
25 7
2: 88:

V 131 379:
21: 250

2j 174 ) 391 )

80: 193:

1.24 : 1,576
573: 858:

667:1 718:1

676 : 2,911.
161 : 397
197 : 1,511,
35: 152:

./279: 790:

273: 969:
13: 80:
52: 342:

101 : 285
106: 253:

978 : 2,217
8 : 937

559: 56:
11. : 11.1.

22: 229:
16: 300
85 : 1,133

8,758:

726
75

321 :
327 :

11.6

1,131.
7:

103
395
131.
311 :)

238

1,162
977

1,231.
93

663:
210

11
257

556
46

205:

1143
150:

1,212
1,031.

126
117
202 :
170
1.12

West Belgium-
Germany :Luxbrg:

18,420 : 5,830
191 : 16l,
58: 1.i:
L : 20
89:) 103

186: 101:

2,14. : 1.2?
8: 17:
81.: 23:

871.: 110:
166: 73:
732 :) :"3 :

270: 71:

2,807 : 1,921
1,583 : 1,246

1,22h 4 675 :)

4,564 440o

221.: 86:
2,888 : 240o

250: 1.:
90 : 3:

1,111 : 107

1,619 : 256
161 : 7
555 81:

371.: 115:
516: 53:

3,112 : 637
1,160: 863:~: 101 :

133: 52
376: 221:
618 : ill
763: 168:

I

I.

lco : Brs:tI

1.05: n6
10 : 103/ : I

103 :) 102
~:

61 : 27
11 : 5

26 : 15
1 /

16:) 9

1 : 6

128 : 21.
101.: 20

2. :) 1

8: 23

7 3 13
6
1

1 21 /3
9: 5

1.: 1

3: 1
1: 3

4. 5
h5: 16
6 69
8: -

10 : 1
12: 1

12 : 11.
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Iable A-25.--sr.ufsa•'*.ta |rc.u:ts: Lxpcrs o. the U'nited States and selected foreign countr!es, ty Industry, 1470

(In ilns of u.$. diller.)
Untd sted :Vest .Belgium-.Total, S United S~~ 2 :~~

Industry selected : States ?snsa 4: . 0ran*e V I Mexico BratilStaotntrie ing German .. Luxembourg:

Manufacturing, all :-- ------ 117,992 : 31,712 : 11,618 17,353 lk,801 31,327 : 10,020 :/ 622 21/ 500
Food product --- 3,881 : 601: 376 : 772: 1,180: 370: 297: 103: 182

Grain sill products ----------------- 1/ 624.t 197: 91 : 62: 127: 83: 61.: 4 / : 3/

?evera&e* --------------------- : 1,355 : 23 : 183 : 540 502 : 77 ) 25 : 10 " 1
Ccrtl.sticr.s ------------------- :) 1,908 :) 382 :) 103 :) 170 ) 552 :) 211 209 Al 101 1 180

.&;er a•d allied products .------------ : 1,908 : 1,1232 1,980 : 221 : 251 : 382 2 226 5 6

Cei=ccls a.d allied products--------: 13,098: 3,826 : 553 1,887 2 1,633 4.,093 : 985 99 : 22
Dru4s --------------------------- - : 1,615: 120: 33 3352 230: 491: 83 18 5
scaps and ccstic, --------.......... : / 607: 120: 3 126: 159 : 1. 6 1 -/ 1
Ir.distrial cie nical--: 3/,972 1,590 : 215 % 568 : 19. : 1,54 2 366 V, 15
Plastic materials - -: ,/ 2,495: 653 : 30 : 315 : 286 : 956 : 224 : ) 1
:c.tir.*'acr.s --------------.... ------ -) 3,506 :) 1,012 ) 271 :) 512 :) 161 :) 918 269 6 _ C

Ptbber ------------------------ 1,968: 185: 97: 318: 436: 193: 133 1 5

Primary and fabricated settle ...... : 17,785 : 2,985 : 2,105 : 2,306 : 2,.12 : 4.,486 : 3,227 152 112
Primary - - --- : -/ 10,567 2 1,518 : 1,058 : 1,309 : 1,652 : 2,736 : 2,191 • 103
Fabricated, excld. aluminum, copper,

Pricaryland fabricated aluminm--- ) 7,066 :) 1,167 :) 1,017 :) 997 :) 760 :) 1,750 :) 1,036 :) 6/ :) 9
Cther .. ..- ) : : ) : ): ---- --

:,schinery, except eleetrical - : 24,210 2 8,372 1,218 3,941 2,218 : 7,621 763 : 1 6

Farm machinery and equipee..t--------: 1/ 1,720 628 151 4 385 : 112 : 318 : 93 : 6J 6/
Industrial &achinory and equipment---: / 19,.17 :VJ 6,196 1/ 938 : 1V 3,191 ,7J1,785 .VJ 6,678 : 1629 /
Office eachinee..---......... 3/2,185 : 978 117T 2852 304 : 2 57, : 26
Electronic computing equl;oent----: 1/ 812 : 570 10 : 80 : 17 : 150 : 15 6
Cther --.- -.. .] : / : / 2 7/ 2 7/: 7/ 2 7/ : - - _

Electrical machinery. -- -- - : 9,512 3,000 2 533 1,390 1,092 2,946 : ,75 2 58 18
Household appl1iances --- ---- -_ '/583 2 119 : 15 110 TO0 253 : 16 2 6
Electrical equipment and apparatue : 2,759 : 700 : 120 4 35 : 09 : 939 : 156
Electronic components, radio, and 3 1 3 3 1 8 :

TV.... 3,1T6 : 1,203 : 234 : 18 289 : 802 : 204 2 6/6

Other ------------.-- ------ : 2,942: 978 16.: 1. 27 323: 951: 99

Transportation equipment---- : 21,727 : 6,50 3, 501 2,592 2 2,525 : 5,332 : 1,229 2 29 15
Textiles and 70pr al. - 7,302 1 927 1 173 : 1,361 1,121 : 2,117 1,222 : 12 36
Lumberveood, andfurniture -: 2,180: 397 803: 90: 177: 112: 199: 132 107

Printing and pblishi n -- - 3/1,065-: 327: 31.: 2162 159: 239 : 72: 18 : /
Stqne, la,and lus products -- : 32,021: 350 t 50 310 335: 620 : 339 17:17:
Instruments~ ~ 3,181: 1,127: 38: • .81: 322: 1,041.: 172 §/
Other manufacturing 5,81. : 1,736 15 : 1,170 : 607 : 1,175 : 682 : 18

_/ Preliminsay data. The total tS understated, because data are inlcoplete, Also, the breakdown by industries is not always
strictly in accord with that for other.countriee considered here.

SUnder~ted, as information is not available on several manufacturing industries.
Incomplete; does not include a value few MaxiCe, or SrCUtL, or both.
Value for "Graid mill products" included Is estry "Combinations" cAd "Other."
Les than 500 tbousand dollars.
Not available.

V Value for "Industrial machinery Nan equipment" and "Other" combined.

Source: Com11ld from the following: United Nations, SPatistical Office, Statistical Papers. Series I. Vol. 11. Comndity Trade
Statistics. fl and official statistics of the U.S. Department of Comerce.
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Table A-26.--NWW&cturfei products: Expoate of U.S. MICe ad of their majorlty-ovned torelp affiliates (wOFrA, in
eo, ecttd foroelg countries, .b Industry, 1966

(In millions of U.S. dlla're)
Total, all Unitd I : Besiu: m i

Industry Can Totd 1 tated :a l exeka Framee O Mexico : Draoil

AIA ae.ufacturin ------ : d0,627 PM
1

3,692 2,1•25 2,086 54h1. 1,213 561 : 63 : 3
I * : :

Food products ------------- :-- 1,026: eei040 131:N 67 19: 25: 10: o18 16Grain sill1 produette 28h 60.221 0k1 4 17 0 : 0 * 1 0 2 e

90 : ho 017 : 2: e1.: ok *l: '0: 0
Coabinations --- - ----------- - --- 1: e11 go: 6 e61  0 e 0Other --------.-.- .......------------- - 535 :"398 65: 22 9: 1.: 7: 16: l01

Paper and allied products :-------- 9811: ee 1 3  459: 045: * 2 : 2,9 0: *2
* . : S :

Chemicals and allied products------- : 2,627 :601,951 197 : 213 79 : 19 : 118 : 15 5
Drug@ ------------------ : 32: "s232: 6:6 59: 13: 5: 11.: 9 '2
Soaps and cosmetics-- 158 : 00103 "6*6 23 : *15 : 4 : 66 : e 0  ol
Industrial chmicals--: 1,029 : ee907 A 8t 35 : 18 : 11 035 : 5 0
Plaetic aterials----- 21. : "62: 86 1 30: 9 : 11: 45 " 01 0
Conbination -- - : 192 : 992 3 61: t 17 5 : 02: 15l: 00 40
Other---- 461 : "353 20: 1.9 19 : 15: 63  10 '2

Rubbr. 427: "308: iT 30 30: 0: 11: 01 0

Primary and fabricated metals-- : 1,392 :"l,1.2 ; 53 : 144 11 : 31 : 7 : 9 e0
Prmlary'--.-..-. --.-.-. ... : 530: 941491: 15: 9 5: '1.: 2: 1. '0
Fabricated, excluding alumim, copper, : : : : : :

and brassa------- - --- : -500: "351.: 27 92 03  19: '5: '0 0
Primary and fabricatedalamima..- : 327: 0e277 : : 3 7T 0: e5: e00: 0 0
Other-: 31: 0619: 03: 06 03 '3: '0: 0 '0

* : : : :
Machinery, except electrical- : ,127 :02,.613 : 156 : 600 : 282 : 307 : 161 : 0O 5

Farm machinery and equipment ----- : 72 : 00391 : 068 081: 035 : 036 : 0110 : 00 0
Industrial machinery and equijuet- -: 1,609 :0l,267 : 36 : 215 t 51 : 30 : 7 : 0 03
Office machines : 368 : 61183 : 65 118 : 08 : 16 : 88 : '0: 0
Electronic computing equipment : 795 : 0295 : 030 : 86 : '180 : 193.: 09 : 00 : 2
Other: 638 : "1.8: ; 7: T 67 8: 32: 30: 0 '0

Electrical machinery--- : 1,900 :001,444 103 : 197 : 2 : 71 : 03, : 05 01
Household Appliances : 203 : "90 023: 051: 16: 16: 0: ': 0Electrical equipment &d apparatus , 805 : se6Th 21.: 23 : 6: e6: 00 : 0 *0
Electronic components, radio, and TV--: 621 : "510 30 : 25 : '16 : 06 : 032 : 1 a
Other 271 : 97T 626: 095 '1.: e: 64: '5: '0 '0* . , : :

Transportation equlywent-: 6,290 :03,782 : 1,016 : '662 : 19 0 16A : 0130 : 11 '6
Textiles and apparel----: 18: 11121: 9 : '. 03: f1: 8: *1 01
Lumber, vood, and furnitur - 195: @Ohl: 112 : th o3 : 03: 0 '2 02
Printing and publishing- : 130: 191.: *1 : 20 '1.: 0: 69: '1 e1
Stone, clay. and &lass products : 323 : "208: 53 : '25 '15: 8a: 11.: 60 0
Instruments - ------------ -6-T -5: 18: 69 : 85 29: 1.2: 69 63 '2
Other manufacturing---- - 191: ee1.17 : 19 : 31 03 : 12 : 05 : o2 '2

. : : : : : :
l6LLlff '•6L6... ... eurys....... s~sc aeny

espartly e 0stiae bn Tsarf for esity supprleied of source agency.**Partly estimated by Taritff Commission in lieu of eat17 or entries
suppressed by source agency.

Source. U.S. Department of Comerce, uareeu of 3conaic Analysis, Internatiomal Investment Division.
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Table A-27.--Wnutaculr-1 ,r c•atsv ftprts of U.S. IMCg and of their MWAe in selectodforeisg countries, by industry, 1970

(Awcmt In ulliops of U.S. dollars)
:Totnl, all' U : : United: West Belgium-

Industry Countrieu : States Canada Kingdom frae G ermany Lumbourg : Mexico : Brazil
:L ot d : : : : : ' a

All manufacturing- ------ 35,311 21,718 : 5,131. 2,836 : 1,115 : 2,523 a 1,35? : 188 : 115
* : : : : :

Food product ----- ----- : ,1.61: 1,062 095: 101: 81,: 56: 29: 23: 11
Granmins products---: 271.: 227: OA6: 021: 0: 0: '6: 3: 1
Bererag;e 116: '58: '98: 11: 4 3: *2: #1: 02: 0
Combinations ------- : 130: W0: '15: *20 : el5: *32 : 5: 2: 1

---------------..- : .T1l: '737: 55: '19: '66: '22: '17: 16: 9
* . a : : : •:

Paper erad allied producto-------- : 1,293 : 609 : 598 : '15 : 17 : 17 : '32 : 0 : 45
* a : :

Chemicris -rd allied products---- : 3,699 : 2,312 : 162 : 405 : '132 : 0187 : TO0 : 2A : 47
r--,,- ( 65: 0361: 039: *153: '16: *6: '37: '12: '21

i ,',rdce-:e.-'-- : 217: 0130: '5: '1 .: '16: 03: 016: '2: '5
.J ------- 1,597: 1,198: 020: '127: 032: '96: '122: 2: 00

.tic matcri , -- - : 618 : 1318 : 033 : '50 : '13 : 70 : '129 # 05 : 00
L atie's- - .-: -78: 111.: '60: '13: '5: '2: '76 00: '8

- ------------ : 311.: 221: '5: '22: '20: '10: '20: 3: '13

-------------..--..-: 589: 383: '1.1: 56: '35: '15 51.: '2: '3* | : : : .

Pri.•iry and fabricated metals -: 2,835 : 2,237 : '125 1 '137 : 11 : '138 : 0158 : '23 : #3
Primai".. . . : 1,112: 0976,.: '1.: 19: '6: 1: '53: el'k: '2
Fabric. Led, excluding aluminum, : : : : : : :

copper, and bras--: 921: 551.: 71: 1.1: 6: 136 : 101: 9: 0
Primary and fabricated alumlnum---: 701 .: "627: 1: 71: 0: ' : 1: 0: 0
Other 98 : 80.: '9: 3: 02: '0 : '3: 0: 01

Machinery, except electrical------: 6,258 : 3,795 : o09 : 716 : 466 : 529 : 0255 : e 15 : 013
Farm machinery and equipaent- -: 639 : "392': '88 : 08 : 57 : 69 : 020 : '5 : 0
Industrial machinery- -: 2,705 : 1,691 : 231 : 455 : '108 : 615 : 13 : oil
Office machines -- : 801 : Of5T6## '1 : 83 : 02 : 113 : '12 : 03 : Oil
Electronic computing equipment------: 976 : '399.: '10 : '12 : '261 : '229 : 69 : 03 : '20

S--.. .: 1,137 : "0734.-: .6 : 188: 35: '72: 060 : 1: @

Electrical machinery- ----- -: 2,869 : 2,060 : '138 : 231 : 76 : 193 : '125 : 'l : 5
Household appliances-,: 261.: 157 : ' : '52: '7: '1.: : ' 0: '0
Electrical equipment and apparatus--: 1,131 : "978•: 70 - 1. : '15 : 020 : '6 : '0 : *1
Electronic components, radio, and TV--: 1,061 : 073 : 19 : '90 : '38-: '26 : '81 : '12 : '2
Other - --- --- : -. 13 : "191": '12 : 1e8 : '15 : '107 : '38 : '0 : 02

Transportation equipment -- 12,250 : 6,750 : 2,967 : '825 : 0120 : '1,175 : '75 : '32 : '6
Textiles and apparel- - 197: 2kh 1: 59: '5: 3: '13 : '169 : '3: 1
Lumber, rood, and furniture-- -- : 652 : 352',: 270 : '8 : 02 : #7 : '0 : '7 : '6
Printing• and publishing- 191 : "14.1: '10 O '17 : '6 : 'h : '6 : '2 : '2
Stone, clay, end gls products -- : .56 : 267 : 37: '0: '35: 020 : '37 : '1: 09
Instruments 1,398 1 80. : '168 : 218 : '62 : 91 : '6 : 03 : '2
Other manufacturirp .-- : 863: 6• : '55: 032: '63: 78 : 6 : '2: '2

. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . " .. .. . .• L _ ; . . •: ::J

-lariuf Comszon estimate for entry uppise. by the source qisy.
"Pertly estimated by Teriff Commission in lieu of entry or entries suppressed by source agency.

Source: U.S. Deptrtaent of Comerce, hBrenu of Economic Analysis, International Investment Division.
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tlils A-2I..f. '..4h~s ~rs. ,r. •-... - .c';s. , • -rle 1-) In tkh e Worts ot U.S. MOK sad their WVAS to selected coantrtes. by
InJugtrv, 196r-70

k,.&, At I 1.Li~ %tllna dollars) - - _ ____- -

.Total all coun- . ., . MiteJ I . * t - , vldvmo- :: til
ina..stry rIe lIstd Klun uva'r

: _• -t 4 0'ercent fio n . . ,w t :Fercent: Am un: ni P rre:Vnt: no ;Percen ýtl•-et c• nt: t_:wj:pqree,%

:t a:actutng :
da l - -----------: 1i .C : 11 A.O2G 59 2.709 ii,) 75u 36 371 160 :1,30 ,.o 7 : 791 1 : 125 : o 1• :37.3 k 2 16 28 k . .

Food pro51ct*---- 4y 42 32, : - 28 34 51 65 142 31 : 124 19 : 190 5 : 28 . -Grain mJit:. • J
prml ... ts--.... .. : -. : 6 3 -::25: -6 : 2k 0 0 0 : ., .

*rverages ------- 29 e .5 : 47 17 -25: -2 -50. 0. 0: • 5: : 0
',abiy5-- 29: -41: *5: : : :: 13 10" : ' -: :: : 5: 1I : 0
,63r 3 1--------- 9 : 6 : 196 : -13: : : 57 633 18 0 0 0

': i:; 3: 56:•: 0 1: ,)
Preier and allied I

bs, :sad
SLIIed prod- : : : : : : : : : :
.,cts--- -- : 1,067: 41 :36 : 20 -35: -18 192: 90 53 67 138: 282: 262 239 9: 60 2:

L,rugs-----.. : 303: 89 12 : ,54 )3: 50: 9 159 3: 23 1: 2o" 23 164 3 33 19 : 09
"keaps e : : : : : : : 0

~nsiu~---:56: 5:91 3: ::1:922621: 8'8,37st te - : : : : - : 27 1 7 -1 : -2 : 1o0 167 : 2 : 40
:nmc~s ... : 55 291 : 2 2: 11 : 92 : 263 Ik 187 85 : 73 87 : 249 i - 6

materials-.... 199: -k : 51: 19 -53 -62 20 : 67 A 378 59 : 536 , 86 . 187 : 0 : 0 0
•'eb ion s-6-: 45: 22: 22: 2k -: 22 : - . -24 0 0 0 " 07. 0 : 0 : 8:

,)tnr ----------: -18: -32 :-132 -37 1: -1 : -5 -27 55 - -33 117 56 3 1/
: : : : : a : 2 - 3. 1 :-- 3 :1 . 3o

Pubt ---------:- 162 38: i: 24 24 141 26 87 ,.
....... : :: 13 : : . . U : 13 32 1: 100: 3: 10/

Priees end : : : : :S : .

rabricated I : : : : : : . : : :
metals-1,553: 10k:1,0,: 9: 72:-1-6--: -: 1107: 355: 1502 :109 199:k T2 : 3 :

Prim.7-------: 582: 110: 585: 99 26: 1734:8: 1 1 2o:-3:.i-. 1. :
Fabricated, eM-: : : : : : :

capper. : : :end
brs.se-----: k19: 83: 198: 56: :163 -a: -2 3: 100 117 66 96 . 9 0

Primeyaad : : : : &W a : : 6 . 0
fabricated : : . . : 2:.: : :

378 116 351 127 .4 .50 .0 92 0 a -k -80 1:
Otber---.: 64 :188: 61 :321 6 : : - -0 -i j -3 -100 3•/: 0: 0:0 0

re: . : : : : m5 1 : :
and eqaip- : : : : 2 . . . .: : :

met---- : -78 :.11: 8: 2: 20: 29 :.*i6 -90 22 63.33: 2:-go: -86 2 :0 0Inasvtrlal .' : : : : : : : •: .

mebiAory end . : and ::: . .
.qaaiPmAt ---- 1.096 68 427 196 16550 2ko0 112 ST112 16 . a.AOffice -654, - -6 -:5 97 606 ., 100 : 50 8 .t/
S"hin . .- : - 33 : 118 : 393 : 215 -4 : 380 1/: 3

Electronic eos-: : : : : : co:w:::.: :.:
pitin4 equip-:
e t-.... . . 181 ' 23 104 3: 10 : 3 -7h -86 8 4 7 6 9 : 1 0

Other -. . : : : ----- 0 0: 3 U g8. 9
Sea : fotoe pap.

See fotnotes t ftllovda4 9eq.
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Table A-28.--Nanufactured products: Increase. or decrease (-)in the exports of U.S. NW* and their 6OFAs in selected countries, by Industry,
1966-70-continued

(Amount in wi~llons of U.S-. dollars)

.Industry

Okwaufaturing-
l ontinu.4:

Electrical
machinetry-:

ousebald
qpyliances-:

Eectrieal
*Wimsnt end:

Electronic crnt-:
po--nts,
radio, and

bspacvotatios

•i•e efl-:-tl,

.er. wod. and:
furniture-:

Printing and
publishing-:

Otam , claW, end
gls pro&

Othr mnr-
fmcturing-t:

Total all coun- :
tvl. • 14.raAt

969
61

5'

i/ Nat ca•utable,

325:

440
1463

.960:

346:

4657

61:

133

741

380:

becse

United
StAtes

Canada United France
Kincdom

West
Germanv

Delgiumi-
JLaxeaurae

: AIRounM :Percent:Amount:Percent : Amount : Percent 6ount Percent Amount :Percent: Arunt:Percent: Amount :Pereent Aw

51

30

40

71
53

:616: 43: 35: 34: 34: 17: 34: 81 :122: 172:

67: 74: -16: -70: -2: -4: -9: -56: 25: 156:

230

224
95

95 :2.968

229 : 120

234 :311

47: 50

1.1 59

113: 430

79 : 216

31:

99:

78

97:

759

53

28:

103

53

19:
-14:

1.951:

50:

9:

-16:

99:

36:

192

63
-54

192

556

90:

90:

-30

143

89

18:

65 :
-47 :

163

1:

4:

-3

15

133

1:

78

260
-.49

25

25:

100

-15

60:
156

3:

9:

22
12

401

0:

-1

2:

20:
33

60:

150

138
300

2111

0:

-33

50

133

114

2000

15

20
62

511

12

6

4

12
49

66

300

: 333 :
S141 :

* 77:

: 1200

600

150

: 117

: 550:

88:

0:

6:

49
33

-55

161

0:

-3

23

-3

1 :

238

0:

153
660:

-42

2012:

0:

-33

164:
-33

20:

Mexico :brazl

tnt :Percentut :Percent

36: 720: 4: 400

-4: -100: 0: 0

0: 0: 1: j/

40: 4O00: 1: 100
0: 0: 2: _/

21: 191: 0: 0

2: 200: 0: 0

5: 250: 4: 200

1: 100: 1: 100

11:1 U° 9: U

0 0 0 0

0: 0: 0: 0

the iW 66ýt was indicited to beW nil.

tuarce: Ccnputed from fti•rros given in tables 1-26 and A-27.

"I" listed : States Ki ned s

,, , i --m----.--..L...----
the 1966 Imoun% m :Lnd.tcat, ed to be nil.
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table A-29. --Nnmufactured products: U.S. exports, by country of destinsaticn, selected countries, by industry, 1966

(n-aillions of U.S. dollars)
Total, I :: ?ra, :United : :v

Indu~r: selected Ca • id rance
countries: . , _ ;

IManufacturing, all
Food products-

Orain mill producis-fevaragose
C:=bin ations ------- :

Other---- -- __ __

Pawer ard allied products

CteLicals and allied products-------:
Drugs-- -------

Irz.atrial chemicals ------
Plastic raterials------------
Cc..birations ----------------
Other ------------. :)

Prirawy and fabricated total-
Pr 1:-ry -------------
Fabricated, excid. alumimm, copper,

ard bras----)
Pricary and fabricated alivaim-- :)
Other----

Machlr.ery, except electrical
Farm machinery and equipment-t-
Ird-strial machinery and equliment- :
Office machinesi--- -
Electrcnic computing equipment t:
Cther ------

Electrical machiner e---
Hoasebold ap;liance-- - -
Electrical equipment and apparatus---:
Electrcnic components, radio, and

TV ----
Other -----------

Trans~crtation equipment.-----. -
Textiles and apparel--
Lumber, wood, and furniture-------:
Printing and publ i shn•-
Stone, clay, and glass products t :
Instriments-- -
Other cAnufacturing

0,059 :

16 :
6:

16h:)

295

1,139
80:
38:

hgo :

236 :
29h..

219

985:
376

609:)

2.896
399:

1,373
187
162
775

962:
61:

257

281
362:

1,897
311
14.0
172
171
389
298:

50

1,

1

93
33

70 :)

97

4.10
25
18•

165
99:

103 :)

107:

233

293:)

.591.:
308 :
741 :

69:
15

1.31

1.99
1.5:

126 :
181 :

,291 :
180:z

85 :
118 :
120 :
173 .3
125 :

1e127
1.5
1:

1.1. :)4)

65

171
7
5:

65
52
1.2 :)

17

119 3

38

81:)

316
9:

153
13
1.0
72

129:

29:

1.8

58:
302
23
30:
8:

51

778

1/ '
6 :)

31

98
7:
3:

42 :
16 :
30:)

25

71.
15

59:)

21.8
15

102
36 :
32 :
63 ;

113
1:

20:

1.6
13

63
18:

6:
1.:

7:
1.5
39

many .Luxmbourl :

953 ' 138
25 : 10

24: 110
1: y

2. :) 10 :)

55 : 11.

121 : 101
8 : 173: 1.:

1.45 : 15
19: 203
16 :) 15 :)

33 : 13

87 : 25
31 : 13

56:) 12:)3) :

238 : 103
U1: 1.:

96: 60:
29: 2:
32: 1.
70 : 33

100 3 21.
2: 2:

17 : 6

36: 6:
1.5 : 10 :

138 : 73 1
323 28:
15 : 1 3
1. 23

11 52
50 : 17 :
41.: 22:

I : .
L/ Lees tMe 500 tbusand dollars.

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Comerce.

Mexico : I

931

9:

2?:

151.
11
3:

8:)

21.
30:)

17

33

2i2 :

27 :
158t

1:)
1. :)

79

62:

23

12 :
23 :

219
20 :
10

8:2a :

11.:

219

•aztil

425
6
5

1

6

83
5
2

1.2
6

28

7

8o
13

67

121
25
63

21

*35

18

7
9

55
3

6
6

11
3
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Table A-30.--Kanufactured products: U.S. exports, by country of Jest ina'icr., selected countries, by industry, 1970

(In Million of U.S. o'liars)
a Total, : : vest I Blgium- : IIndustry : selaecte4 : Canada :3 *t FaeI Mexico t Bazil: :..countries : K " * : trOerma Laxembourg,

Manufacturing, .- --- : 15,211 : 7,323 : 1,934 : 1,195 : 1,851. : 892 : 1,319 : 691
Fcod products - ---- : 227 : 98 : 56 : 7: 33: 9: 16 8

Grain t-11 rrcducta - - : 19 : 9: 1 : - I: : I : 7
3kverages ----------------- : 11 : 1.: 1 : 1: 1. 1/ 1/ i :
CC:'tc. - ------- ) 197 :) 85 :) 51 :) 6 :) 28 :) 8.) 1 ) 1

.aier ar.d allied prciucts ------------- : 1,88 : 118 118 : 61 : 103 : 27 a 52 • 9

Ch#ei:las aird allied rc'ct--- -- : 1,639: 551: 226 : 107 : 215 : 220: 171 : 11.6
Zriv --------------------------------- : 133: 36: 11.: 15: 17: 31: 13: 7
sca;1 an! ccacetics ------------------ : 9: 23: 5: 3: 5: 6: 1.: 3

-cemicaI------------ -: 687: 209: 89: 37: 61: 111i: 96: 61
.. as:ic :aterals ----------- : 326 : 133 a 55 : 17 : 1.2 : 36 : 25 18
c-t. I ci ------------- : ) - :) 153 :) 63:) 35 :) 70 ) 33 ) 33 :) 57

a : : : : : : a

Fber-- --------------------- : 269 : 11.6 a 22 : 24. 36 : 13 1 11 2 9

Pri.-ary and fabricated netlsi, - I 1,522 : 631 : 237 : 167 : 228 : 81 : *5 : 83
Pri-ary -----------------. 860: 286: 139: 81.: 136: 381 50 27
FT'ricated, exc.d. alu=numa, copper, : : : : : a a

a brss ------------------- : ) ) :) ) ) ) ) )
Pr1.ary and fabricate! aluminu----:) 762:) 3h5 :) 98 :) 83 ) 92 4) 1.3 :) 1) 5 h ) 56

!'!c"..r.ery, except electrical ------ : h.,153 : 1,837 a 578 : 395 508 1 221 : 367 : 217
Fa cmacbinery and equipent-----: 312 : 176: 13: 20: 13 S 52 .0: 15
Ir.ustrial achinerand equiment-: 3/ : V/ : V V/ : 3/ ,: /
Office r.acbines---: 60: 138 19: 101 10Z 30: 21 : 12
Electronic cmaputing *qui jant----: 311 : 76: 8 1: 1.8: 60 : 8: 17 : 18
Cther --- -----.--- .---- .-------- : 22,9 : 1,1.7 : 3/ 332 : 226• / 285 : / 178 :/ 29 : 172

Electrical aach inr. .. . .: 1,1.93 a 603 : 221 : 136 237 : 52 : 195 : 19
Ecuscld a;pliances --------------- 62 : 1. : 1.: 3 2 : 1 1.: 1
Electrical equijaent and ap;aratus---: 353 : 16h : a i15: 27 30 : 13 : 58 : 16
Elec'r:nic components, radio, and : a : : :

T -----------...... .....------ - : 558 : 1.7 : 103: 56 125: 19: 95: 13
Other ------------- --- -: 520 : A215 : 69: 50 80: 19: 38: 19

• a : :
Transportation equijueit-: 3,5108 : 2,1430 : 211 : 180 261 : 139 239 : 88
Textilesa•a ndApral : 361 : 168 : 16 : 13 29 : 51.: 1.1: 10
Lumber, vood, andt urlture-- : 161 : 91 : 22 : 1. 25 : 2: 16 : 1
Printing and publihi-l .--..--- .- : 207 : 153: 29 1 . 6: : 9 1 .
Stone, clay, Ad glas products- --- : 218 : 1-0 : 11 : 13 20 : 7 : 19 2 5
Instrum-entas- : 517 : 219 101 f he8 90 : 21: 42 : 26
Ciber aanufacturit -- - - 378 135 a 53: 36 3 63 : 1. 38 t 9

Value for "Industrial machinery ad equipment" is included in entry for "Other."

Source: Compiled trcI official statistics of the U.S. Department of Coerce.
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Table A-3I.--Ihnufactured products: U.S. WC related, exports, by country of destination, selected countries, by
industry, 1966

(In millions of U.S, dollars)

Industry

All manufacturing,

Food productss. ...-"
Grain @ill products- - -
bevoerages. ==-..

Combinations- -...-
Other- -. . . . . . .. . _-0,4

Paper and allied products----..--
Chemicals and allied products-----..:
Drugs----
Soaps and cosmetic-..--.---. --
Industrial chmicals --. -.. .
Plastics materials- -:
Combinations --- - "
Other r--- -------

Rubber-------
Primary and fabricated metals- -- :

Fabricated, excluding aluminum,
copper and bras-- - --

Primary and fabricated aluminum---

Machinery, except electrical-----
Farm machinery and equipment---.
Industrial machinery and equip-

mont--
Off ice "tchines-
Electronic computing equipment- - -3

Electrical machinery- -----
Household appliances-. .-....
Electridal equipment and appara. I

tus - ------ I
Electronic composats, radio, and

Other-....

Transportation equipmt-
Textiles and apparel - ...--- s
Lumber, wood, and furniture-------
Printing ad publishing8.......
Stone, clay, and glass product$----'.
Instrume-ts-
Other manufacturing, n--._ --

l Total,
selected
countries

6,804

287
57
19
63

148
174
875

85
46

341
182
68

153
106
428
197

125
89
17

1.478
271

602:
99

227
279
661

60

289

266
46

2,211
61 :
20 a
42 ,
116

236 :
107.:

*Tariff Comission estimate for entry suptresued by'source aogecy.
"Partly estlmated by the V.riff Comission in lieu of emtry suppressed by source agency*

Source: U.S. Department of Comeerce, Bureau of ieonemic Aalyi, International Investment Division.

00-02 0 - 12 - It

Cauada

3,779

106
0019' :
a11

8614'
"062 .:
0*46":

347
**27-.:
"20- 1

00117 '1
6673 .

650..:

60:
"66

245
65118..:

86
*0 32

69
677 a

9154':

269
" 36

094":

00297 :
0039'

00133'

101
0024. :

1,707 :

oe11.'s

4024. -

" 76';
098."

39 ,

Uni ted
Kingdom

783

0*64
0011

62
0025.
9*26.
0650

140
0610

065
eo55
6*36

66e8

026
045

0034.
009

10010
0014
061
200

0011

0069
0038.

635
0047
0094

64

0037.

6046
07

0 82
007
##3

007.

0070

"1i8

West
France : cGtany :

480: '1:

: 025 : 647
• 04.: '7:

0: 000..: 62
': ll : Oil-:

.. : o , a : 0 2 7' :
1: 8 : o31:

S58 ": 0067':
•: 6 007.-

• 0• 4 .: Is:

0031 90381
' 6.: 006 :

02: so0:
S 

09.: o 11.:
• 14 : e8e
0026 *: 637:
009': 15.:

017 : t0o-:
9: 00 12.:

: 01 : **2 .:
00141: o 120":

0618-. '21

0 644 .: 029
tg9.: 006.:

4050: 0037
6020 , 0027
4689.: 0083
004: 004:

9038' 6035.

043 0404 :
: 4: rat's

: 061 : 6135':
a 002 : 904"'

ag o0 : 002 ,
• AsI 1 46.1-

," . lO , 06.:

0023 : 9031. :
0412 o *19":

Belgium :
Luxembourg ,Hexico , Brail

345 : *592': 234

021-: 012-:. 412
09 : 066: 001.
0 : 0"01: 03
00',. 00O.: 662

6012'': 05.: 6
0a0 "s15' *: 006

00110 : .00104.: 6049

668 a 0017.: 0010
"7: 003: 02
049 : 034 & 0017.
#34 .: 118 .: 09
05: 0l : 002
007 : 631.: 09
04.: 04.: I5

e24 .: 0048 : 14
013-: 9033 : oo

003": 00 : 001l1
*7': 0 0s15 ": 000

841.1 00.': 003

I 49 : 0199.: 0492
003 1 0043..: 0021

0020 : 00107..: 0664
061 1 6m 5.,, 64

03 : 05.: 003
0022 1 0039".: 600
"922 : 46.: 0030

000 : 004 : 665

6014 : 017 : 915

008 : 0022 : 06
go0: 003 1 004
084 : '131 : 1l1
004 : 004 : 0o0
go0 000 : 404
°3: 064 1 *O
07 : 007 : *s

062 : 06 : 06
607': 0012 2 000

al
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Table A-33.--Ninufactured tedmatas UI.V. S - C C4"e experts, by country of destination, elected countries, by industry,
1970

(In mlliems @0 U1.S. ftllers)
: Total, a n I Can d e I W ten d r 4WA I V ast : Belgium- I Mexi co I Bra il
I co4untlries I |._inpm-a 1 3 hri I 1--m•OrE S

All imuadcturin .- 11,707 1 6,122 I 1•43 : "6 -0": 01,072-' "0615 "1 "918': 00497S : a a :
food products 483 209 0 85.: 06864": e18.': 07": 4075.': 05Grain mill products 98 1 039"g og69' 63.1 '3.: *1-: '41': 02'

Beverages 38 : 024 's 1tl..I 442.': "4". •1-: 4': *2*.
Comintion& 38 "436 1 *00 ': 2. 00": Ot0': ee0"0. 0*
Other-- -. 309 : 04110"! *75 6677..: 0011..: 605': "30': 601

Paper d allied products-- 310 : "137t: *040: '32.: 030': 0017".: 448*: "*6
Chmicals and allied products -- 1,069 : 333 : 159 a 0060- : 00132"-: "169": "1118 ": 198

Drugs 130 : 42 : 7 1 "010' : I'l'.s 0014--: "026.'S "620Soaps and cosmtica - - 70 1 25 : 67 : 099': "7".: "69"n 07 : 6
Industrial chemicals 501 t 0156..: "72", 9021": '40 : 092': 0'64 a 's56Plastics materials 218 0072"': "040": '10': 0056 1 021': 0013 : '6Combination s 46 1 622": -" 010": '3 : 02'1 068: 0': 0*1
Othbo ---!" 104 1 16 : 0023": 07 : 16.: 1025"': *'a: 09

rubber 610 : "83 : *433"1 119.: ee1 9'.: S6': '6': 012
Primary and fabricated metals- ---- ' 924 : 250 : '212': 949 4 - "0162"t '65 : '86': 455

Pri3ry , 3 1210: 55: 34": 64-: 23': 31 : 15
Fabricated, excluding aluminum, I 1 :

copper and brua-s s1 : 72 : : : "" *29 : *38
Primary and fabricated al.umnu--- 592 1 0e52" 1 84": "60': "98 : "42': 126,: "0
Other- S e7.06 "1: : : : 0*0 "2Machinery, except electrical - 2,228 1 702 : 519 : "210 "0241 : 0146-: 00185.: "0225
fare machinery and equipment --- t 267 0110: "o10.' "0286: '28 : "7: '57': "26
Industrial mchinery d equip- I : :

ment - 1,310 293 : 0184 -:901/ 89:"1/ 86,: 001/ 119 : "73' 0"161
Office machine" - 363 4170": "0177 : 0024.: 0075': "14 : : "022Electronic computing equipment--- 268 0686: 056 : '069: "053": "O5 : 1 16.

'Other 3 1/ I"161", "092-: 1t: 1/: 1/ : "53: 66
Electrical machinery -..4 958 "0313-: "35 : 04126"': '1163 -0"48 : "e145 : 0028
Household appliances---. --.. - - 1.11 e "60: "2': ": "2': "0 : '46 : 046
Electrical equipment snd uppera- a : : :I

tus - 330 t 0oO7 t 53 1 "951": "0786: "23": eel : 017
Electronic compoomts, radio, and t 1 5 :I

T.V. 441 1 96 : "72"': '73': "6l: 0"24 - 085 : go
Other 76 1 "48": 0*-1 '2.: 02 : 46l" 013 : 002

Transportation equipueat t- -' 4,243 1 3,396 t "0207": 0125.: 9188: '104.: '0187-: 036
Textiles and appael-- 168 1 "96": "25"- "92-": "09 : #014, 019.: "93
Lmber, vood, and fiuiture----------; 107 t 66"' 15 9 "3"- "1 : *1"1. "0 0 "1
Printing and publishing -t 47 0026 : e3": ".0': 0 : eel : '17 : 'sO
Stone, clay, and glase products- ' 174 : "9'% "017' 6615 " 610 : '4.: "022 67
Instruments .. 562 "4362": 69498 "1 0654 : "40 : "92-: "62 : 054
Other maufacturtn... ... .: 254 t 50 i 95 t 016 : 0039 : 029' : "08 : "117

-/ Values for'Qther Machinery, except electricalPm combined with"zedustrial meebhnery and equipment.
'ariff C08asion estimte for entry suppressed by source agency.
"Partly estimated by the Tariff Commisslon in lieu of entry or entries mWplneesed by source agency.

Source: U.S. Deparient of Comerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, International Investment Division.
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(An•Mt in millions of U.S. dollars)
STotal - =
: selected : Can&a Unilted France : West : Belgium : eico Brszil

Industry : countries ; : Kngdom Germany : Luxembourg :
: Amut per- A t: Per- :A mt Per- FoPr- zPer- : : Per- : :Per- : Toe -AMICUmnt Amount: Am Amount : cent amt : cent t ¢ Amount Cent.

cant : : cnt cent cant cent : :

Nanufacturing. all

Fo6d prodlc•s . .
Grain n.11 Iproducts
Beverage
Combine••.

Paper and aied products
Centcals ad sliced products, ,

Somps and cosmetics
Idu trial chwancals
Plastics mater , -

CAin~atlo

Pr.mmx7 and fabricated metals-:
Prion'
Fabricated. excluding &amnm,

co-,, er and br•
Primary and fabricated alutmnm-:
other-

Machinery. except esc-tricsl
FPrm machinery and equipment. --
Industrial uschInery .nd equl-

weint,

Office machines
Electronic computing equipment

Electrical ch-
loesehold applimances
Klectrical equipment and apparat-

Electrounc ts* Ij4L. 41

Tr•nportaslo o\equipmeat
Textiles and aSarel

,Lumber, rood. aklfurrier=
Printing end- pub lis-
Stowe, clay and Blame product*
Instruents
Other vmnfactur I

4.903

196
41
19

-25
161
136

45
24

160
36

-20:
-49

74
496
135

361
361 :
361 :
750 :
•-4 :

1j/ 614-:
284=

41
_1/,

297
51

41.:

215 :

30:
2,032 :

107 :
87 :

5:
56

326
147

74

68:
72

100
-40:
109

78
22
53
52
47
20

-29
32
70=

116
69

".56
156 :
156 :

51 :
-1

88:

287
18 :

45
85

14

66
6S
92

175
435
12:

47
138
137

1 Amount for-Other Ihchinery, except electrcaarl is
2/ Not computable, as the exports In 1966 were nil.

2,343

103
-20:

13:
22
48:
91

-14
15:

5:
39:
-1

-28

17=
5:

-8:

-5
13:
2:

25
-44b:

24
34:

-26
37
16
21

-26

-3
24

1,689
56:
55

2:
23 :

264 :
11:

coebinad

62

94
-105

118 :
157 :
77 :

198 :
-4:
56:
25 :
33:
-1

-56:
-73

26
2•

-7

-6
10=
22

4:
-29:

9:
94

-28:
30:

5:
54:

-20:

-3 3-
100:
99:

140
500:

8:

30:
269

28=

vIthJ

860

21
-2
-1

-25
49

-10
19
-3

2
17

4
2

-3
28

176
46

62
132

0
319

-1

115
139

21
45
41
-2

16

26
1

125
18
12
-6
10
28
77

110

33
-18

50
100
188
-20

14
-30

40
31
11
25

-12
560
518
511

620
528

0
155
-9

167
3*6
60
96
44

-50

'3

57
14

152
257
400
-67
143

40
428

360

59
-1

2
-9
67
14

2
4

-10
4
1

-2
5

68
25

43
43
43
69
10

1/ 25
15
19I/
37
-4

13

30
-2
64

0
3

-1
5

31
4

75

236
-25
2/

82
670

78
3

67
125
-32

67
50

-22
36

262
278

253
253
253

49
56

LI39
167

38
1/

42
-100

34

70
-50
105

0
2/

-100
50

135
33

481

-29
-4

2
-11
-16

-1
65

4
2
2

50
2
5

11
125

49

76
76
76

121
7

1/ 29
69
16
8O

2

43

41
-2
53

S

19
-1

4
9

20

: 81

: -62
: -57
: 100
* -100

:-59
* -3
- 97
: 57

* 40
: 5
: 833

* 45

* 338
: 327

* 3"5
: 345
: 345
* 101
: 33

* 1/52
.1.1.50

: 43
1/

: 96
: 50

* 123

: 103
.- 50
: 39
: 125
: 950
* -100
= 67
: 29
: 105

Lndustrlal machinery and equipment

Source: Computed from figures given in Tables A-31 and A-32.

Table A-33.-Nnnufactured products: Increase, or decrease (-) in U.S. At0 related ezports,. by country of destination, selected countries. 196* to 1970

270: 78

-14: -67
-8: -89

: 1: 2/
: 0: 0
: 3: 150
: 9: 1.13

59: 54
: 6: 75
: 2: 29

43: a8
-13: -38

: 3: 60

18: 257
: 4: 100

41= 171
: 10: 77

31: 282
31: 282
31: 282
97: 198

: 5: 167

1/ 77: 183
13: :.,300

: 2: 67
I/
26: 118

= 0: 0

16: 200
* 1: 2/

20: 24
10: 250

: 1: 2/
= -2: -67
S -3: -43

* 0: 0
22: 314

: 326

: 63
: 35
* 3
* 0
: 25

33
: 14

3 9

: 30
* -5

: -23
: 2
* 38
: 2

= -29
: 11

* 0
* -14
: 14

* 34
: -4
* -4
: 14
: 99

: 142

* -16

: 63
* 10

* 56
- 15
* 0
* 13
* 21

-4
* -4

55

525
583
300

0
500
220

12
53

133
88

-28
-100
1-74

50

79
6

-1100
73
0
7

33

32
-80
-80

36
215

3.550

-94

286
333

43
375

0
325

2,100
-67
-33

'263
3

-7
= 1

: -l

-2
3 -5

0
49
10

: 39

-3
-1
0

3 7
41
15

27
: 0

-1
133

5

97
18
13
0

-2
-4

2

2
-2
25

3
: -3

0

2
-2

S 17

Other

112

-240
N00

-33
-100
-83

0
100
200
200
229
-33
-50

0
140
293

2/

24S
0

-33
145

24

152
450
433

0
-7

-80

13

33
50

227
2/

75
0

40
-33

2/

f,,;QmD 

I.I•I,€],,OR8

O8•hdbl" 

,,



Table A-34.--ftnufactured products: 3xporti to the United States by NOAs of U.S. NKCs by country of origin, selectedcountries, by Industry, 196

lignA of U.S. dollars)(in KUl

ndustr~y a oeg ct.
COt. 10

mtufacturing, all --
Food product - -

Grain mill products
Beverages-----
Combinations -------
Other--..,

Paper and allied products ------ :

Chemicals and allied products t
Drugt - - ---------------- :
V: a. 3 and Cte;C

I.d..- 'Frie chemical -------
rnstic lp

!,er ---------- .

Rut er r-

Primary and fabricated metal - I
Primary --------... .- I
Fabricated, exeld. aluminum, copper,

and brass.-
Primary and fabricated alusinu-a---:
Other ----- _

Machinery, except electrical----- :
Farm machinery and equipsent--
Industrial machinery and equimaot--:
Office machines - " - -:
Electronic computing equliment-------:
Other-

Electrical achin ery-..-.-.-.
Household appliances-
Electrical equipment and apparatus-:
Electronic componea•e, radio, and

Other

Transportation otui at --
Txtiles and apparel
Lumber, wood, and tumItur.
Printing and publiohiag----.---
Stgns, clay, and glass products-.---..-
Instruments-
Other manufacturin•g

2,355
80
3

2T
3

57

109

136
9
1

13
50
1.1.
18

13

37
lt

13
17
3

216
97
39
29
34
17

121
41
19

2T

1,056
7

138
7

53
7e
10

I ICanauda 2 K
t 1UM&

20 1:0t

0 13:
: 2;0

30:0

1.06:

112:

, 3

:o 5:0•

: 12 :
I S:0 12'o

1 2T:
:0 1'1
$ I

110:
:0 3:0
g0 1: a

: 118 :
:* 65:6

27:
:0 2:

10:

67:
: 20,

21:0
:0 11:0

:6 2o2
1350

s .1.7I

s0 578"
:0 2:

United

173
16
0

1A
0
1

0

5
0
0
1
0
0
4

0

9
0

3
5
2

45
6
7

14

38
15
3

10
10

36
1

6
7
2

Tariff Commision astimaae for entry euppreossed by source sagecy. t"..

$4'renoe Vest
owemany

27' 77
S 3s 0

30 00: 0
20 O:0 0
10 1:0 0

. 0:0 0

0 3: 1
3. 0:0 0

10 3: 0
00 0:0 2

0 O:0 0
0s 0:0 0

:0 00 o

00o: 0

S I

0 0: 0
*0 0: 0

U: 12

:0 Ore 1

2 3

:0 O.: 7
Z0 O:* 0

: 01:0 12

1: 8

Se 2:0 3

:0 0 0

0 O.:' 13

I, 00 0

I o:

: 1 0

0:0 1

I I k8I

source: U.S. be~irtmant of Conorce•, Durew of Iconomic hAloiS8 e, InteruatiulIn

exico
I I

, Luxembourg'

: 1.1
:o 0:o

0 0 :
10 0 0

:o 0:
20 0:

S I 0 •
:0 0 :

1.:

to 0
10 0

0 0:e
:a 0•0

so :

:0 0
:0 0:0
:0 0:0

:0 o:•

0:0
:0 :0

:0 2

:• 2:2
:* 0:0
:0 0:0

:0 2:0
2

3:0
s 0 3:0

s0 0.50

•e 0 0
20 0 1
t t

35
11
2
0
0
9

0

6
4
0
2
0
0
0

1

1
1

0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0
1
0

00

11
0
I
1
0
I
1

raih'a

10
0

0
20

20

10
0

30
20

30
20

:0

~0

:0
~0

0

~0

:0

:0

tO
20

3 0*
20

i0
gO

16
2
0
0
0
2

2

2
0
0
0
0
0
2

0

0
0

0
0
0

1
0
0
0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0

5
0
1
0
0
1
1

hlvestl~t Division.
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Table A-3$.--41anufactured products: Exports to the United States by MOFAs of U.S. WMIC by country of origin, selected
countries, by industry, 197U

(In Billions cr U.S. dollars)

Indus"r

Manufaeturing, sp -----
Food products -------------

Grain miUl products- ---- -
Beverages- - ---
Combinations
Other---

Paper wad allied products--------

Chenicals and allied products---------Drugs----

Scaps and cosmetics-- ----------
Industrial chmica l--
Plastic materals-----------
Combinations ------
Other-- -.. .. . . .. ..

Primary ane fabricated etal -

Fabricated, excld. aluminum, copper,
and brans--

Pricary and fabricated aluminum-.. -
+ -k-.. -

Machinery, except elect~rical,Farm wehinery and equipment- -
Industrial machinery and equipment-....
Off ice acie
Electronic computing equipment- ----
Other -..-------- ...... .

Electrical chnr . . ....
Householdaplnes
Electrical equipment and appmrtus----
Electronic components$ radio, and.

Other ----------. --.----. -

Transportation equipment-
Textiles and apparel---
Lumber,.vood, and furnture.-
Printing and publishwing -
Stone,. clay, and glass pr(.4cts .....

Other manufacturing--

Source: Vote• ftpartm-nt of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, International Investment Division.

.I/

lqtlhhmP

qmq • JLIIE J[ ...... •,

*Tariff Commission qatimate for entry

: Total$ : : United: selected : Cans," Kingdom -
: countrits :

: 5,249 4 ,401 : 228
:7 TT: 0 : 14
:T 6: 0
: 27: 8: 11
: 10: 8: 0
: :39 : 8:3

: 54 : 537 : 1

: 131 7 6 : 9
: 39: 25 : 3
: Io e 00 0
: 18: 13: 1
: 28: 13: 0
: 32 : 25 :• 3
": 10: 0: 2

: 1 :• 36 :3

87 8 : 69: 8
: 28 : 21 : 0

: 1 36 : 5
:5: 3: 1
: 13: 9: 2

: 73 It 309 : 60
: 106 a: 0 88 : 0
": 181 ,t 148 : 18

44~k: 1 : 13
-: 64~ 35 : 0
": 74 37• : 29

-: 147 ;:• 8o : 29
: 21 it 0 5 : 0 6
-: 51 1: 38 : 0 7

: 59 : 2T : * 16
: 12 s• 10 : a 0

-: 3.163 : 2,768 : 4 75

55 440 :r s 3
: 2930 2TO: 3

13 52 : a9 3o
5 2 29 03 0 5

suppruesed by soursm agency.

t

50

0:

0

2

• 10

S 1
• 1
s 7:
S 0:
• 0

s 3:
s 2:

S 1:

13:

• 8
2:

3:
• 2
• 0:

S 1
• 0

S 5
S 0
• 28
S 1

• 2:
S 3

vast : Belgium-"German Luxombour8 Mexico , 6211i

3814 39 : "9 " 68
7 2 : ' 5
0 0: 1 0
0 0: 1 0
0 0 : 1 : 1
7 2 : 5 : I

2 2: 0 0

• 12 '7 : 6 : 11
4 2 4•h: 0

• 2 e 1 :e 0 : 0
• 1 1 :• 1 :• 0
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Table A-36 .-- Domestic and foreign investment variables, 1970

(Hillions of dollars)
Doei Net fixedDomestic assets ofcapital stock,: ast or

all firms : ZNC foreign: affiliates

All manufacturing ------------------------------------------ : 260,101 : 30,915
Food products- --------------------------------------- : 25,551 : 1,853

Grain mill products -------------------------------- : 3,098 : 289
Beverages ------------------------------------------------: 5,276 : 451
Other food products- -----------------------------------: 17,777 : 1,113

Paper and allied products ----------- -------------: 19,357 : 2,007
Chemicals and allied products- ------ ------------------: 36,037 : 6,868

Drugs ------- ---------- ----------- ---------------- - -2,693 : 681
Soaps and cosmetics -------------------------------------: 1,748 : 478
Industrial chemicals ------------------------------- : 18,620 : 1,929
Plastics materials --------------------------------- --: 8,559 : 2,204
Other chemicals ---------- ------------------------- : 4,417 : 1,576

Rubber products---: ----------------------------- 7,--------- -7977 : 974
Primary and fabricated metals ------------------------------: 57,383 : 2,619

Primary metals (except aluminum) ------------------------ : -33,860 : 682
Fabricated metals (except aluminum, copper, and brass)---: 14,998 : 1,030
Primary and fabricated aluminum ------------------- : 6,609 : 902
Other metal products --------------------------- 1916 : 5

Non-electrical machinery ------------ -------------------- : 20,367 : 3,798
Farm machinery and equipment -----..-.---------------- m.--: 1,388 : .204
Industrial machinery and equipment ------------------- : 1/ : /
Office machines ----------------------------------- : 832 : 416
Electronic computing equipment- ------------------- : 1/9,765 : 2,732
Other non-electrical machinery ---------------------- : 8,382 : 440

Electrical machinery and apparatus ---------------------: 16,107 : 2,613
Household appliances --------------------------- : 1,656 : 295
Electrical equipment and apparatus -----------------------: 3,518 : 1,068
Electronic components, radio, T.V.- - --- : 8,356 : 606
Other electrical machinery -------------------------- : 2,577 : 644

Transportation equipment ------------------ ----------- : 20,418 : 5,131
Textiles and apparel ----------------- -------------------: 13,945 : 625
Lumber, wood products, and furniture ------------------- : 8,554 : 1,296
Printing and publishing ----- ------------------- : 10,105 : 138
Stone, clay, and glass products ----------------------- : 13,237 : 1,046
Instruments ---------------------------------------- : 4,084 : 1,345
Miscellaneous manufacturing -------------------------- : 6,979 602

Note:
1_/ Industrial machinery and equipment included under electronic computing equipment.

Source: U.S. Census of Manufactures and U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic
Analysis, International Investment Division.
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CHAPTER IV

IMPACT OF THE MULTINATIONAL FtRM ON WORLD PATTERNS OF INVESTMENT.

Introduction

U.S.-based direct investors have had a major impact on both the

rates and patterns of gross fixed capital formation in host countries

around the world. U.S. investors iA particular are among the principal

suppliers of private capital to the less developed countries (LDCs),

where low rates of saving and undeveloped capital markets prevent rapid

domestic accumulation of the wherewithal for heavy investment. That the

large U.S. petroleum and mining companies have had an important role in

the development of mineral resources in countries fortunate to have been

endowed with them by nature is well known. The role of U.S.-based multi-

national corporations (MNCs) in the manufacturing industries of some

LDCs also has been pronounced. Perhaps less understood is the importance

of the American MNC as investor in the highly developed, industrial

countries. In the industrial West many of the most important industries

in fact depend heavily on capital formation by U.S. owners as a principal

source of growth and change.

This chapter attempts to put into focus the impact of the MNC on

investment patterns and rates. It is concerned not only with the "real"

aspects of investment--the actual installation of brick, mortar, and

-machines to. generate productive actitity--but also with the financial

flows which allow capital formation to take place, and with how these

flows affect capital markets in host countries, the United States, and
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third countries. Throughout, emphasis is placed on the United Statcs

and seven key nations which account for about two thirds of the book

value of U.S. direct investment abroad in manufacturing: the United

Kingdom, West Germany, France, Belgium (and Luxembourg), Canada, Mexico,

and Brazil. This sample of countries covers a significant proportion

of the industrialized free world, along with the two nations bordering

the continental United States, where contiguity has raised special

problems related to direct investment, and Brazil, a fast-growing LDC in

an area where U.S. direct investors have long been important. Attention

is given almost exclusively to the manufacturing industries of these

countries because the MNCs' activity in manufacturing is the principal

concern of the study as a whole as well as the source of the main issues

that arise with respect to their behavior.

The chapter begins with some background material in the form of a

brief survey of overall rates of capital formation in the manufacturing

sectors of the United States and the seven countries under review. This

is followed by an analysis of the patterns and growth--in terms of both

geographic and industrial distribution--of the plant and equipment

spending of U.S. direct investors. The data are then combined in order

to highlight the role of the U.S.-based MNC in the investment patterns

of host countries. The results are startling, showing a higher order of

dependence on U.S. capital, even in the most advanced countries, than

has commonly been thought to be the case.

The foregoing material completes section A of the chapter, on the

effects of MNC operations on 'patterns of "real" investment in the
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United States and abroad. Section B explores financial relationships,

integrating them with the material already covered. It analyzes the

sources of finance for the physical investments surveyed in section A

and evaluate& the roles of capital transfers to and from the United

States, and of borrowing abroad (in host and third countries). It also

analyzes changes in capital sourcing, assesses the stability of the MNCs'

behavior in this respect,and discusses the overall financing strategies

of the multinational firm. Finally, Section C presents an accountant's

look at the profitability and other performance characteristics of the

MNCs.

A. Physical Investment and the MNCs' Role in Generating it

Aggregate fixed capital spending in. eight countries

In the years 1966 through 1970, national accounts and the capital

spending data of the eight countries under review indicate total capital

outlays of more than $245 billion in manufacturing (see Table I).

Almost exactly half of this--$122 billion-occurred in the United States,

where investment outlays, in other words, roughly equaled those in the

other seven countries combined. France took second place, with $35 bil-

lion or over 14 percent of the total; it led a group of three large,

highly developed countries which also included West Germany (13 percent)

and the United Kingdom (10 percent). Canada and Mexico together

accounted for over 9 percent, leaving under 4 percent to be shared by

Belgium-small but industrialized-and Brazil--giant but underdeveloped.
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Table 1.--Gross fixed capital formation in manufacturing
in eight countries., cumulative, 1966-1970

(Billions of U.S. dollars)
Country Amount : Percent of

total

Total ------------ --------- : 245.22 : 100.0

United States ------------ 122.44 : 49.9
United Kingdom ---------- : 24.62 : 10.0
France ------------------------- 35.00 : 14.3
West Germany ------------- 31.59 : 12.9
Belgium----5.62 2.3
Canada ---------------- 12.47 : 5.1
Mexico ------------ 1/ 10.20 : 4.2
Brazil--- --------- : 3.28 : 1.3
Total, excluding U.S.-: 122.78 : 50.1

l/ Estimated.

Sources: Tables A-i through A-7 in Appendix to this
and Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1971.

chapter,
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Ostensibly, the United States was an underachiever in the invest-

ment-growth sweepstakes during the four-year period 1966-70. Total in-

vestment in manufacturing in the United States rose by only 12 percent

in that period, compared with an average of about 31 percent for the

other seven nations in the group (30 percent, excluding Mexico and

Brazil). However, this comparison is misleading, because the U.S.

figures for 1970 are depressed by the recession which was in full swing

by that time, whereas the big European'countries--especially West

Germany--were just nearing the peak of a spectacular boom. The more

appropriate comparison, which would place the United States in roughly

the same phase of the business cycle as the Europeans, would use U.S.

capital spending figures for the period.1965-69; in this period, invest-

ment in U.S. manufacturing industries rose 34 percent, which slightly

exceeds the comparable 1966-70 figure for the other seven countries.

Overall, the appropriate conclusion is that the rates of growth in capi-

tal formation, while varying considerably among countries and industries,

were roughly the same in the United States as in the other seven coun-

tries combined during the period under consideration.

Table 2 takes a closer look at average annual, growth rates of in-

vestment in manufacturing, by broad industry group, in the eight coun-

tries. Investment is an economic activity which tends to show much

more volatility and variability over the business cycle--and across

industries-than do other measures of aggregate activity, such as output.

Accordingly, these figures should be taken as rough indicators only,

showing general patterns of investment growth rather than precise meas-

urements of year-to-year changes.
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Table 2.--Growth rates of fixed capital formation in manufacturing in eight countries, 1966-1970

(Average annual percent change)
West :Belgium-. : : Average, : Average,

:U.S. .!/: U.K.: : France* -Canada:Mexico 2/:Braz'I: Average:exi : excl. U.S.,: Germany :Luxemourg. exl U.S. oBrzi: : .: : ::Mexico. Brazil

All manufacturing: 7.6 4.7 : 6.4 , 11.3 4.9 : 4.8 8.3 : 9.8 7.2 7.2 : 6.4

-Food- 9.1 :4.1: 8.1: 17.9: 7.0: 5.3: 6.1 :13.0: 8.8: 8.8: 8.5

Chemicals l--: 4.3 :4.7: 3.3: 1.5: 2.9: 1.7 18.7: 53 .J: 5.4 :2.8

Primary and fabricated : : : : : : :
metals .... . 9.8 :15.8' 9.3: 13.0: -: -: -12.5: 2.3 3/ 5.9: 3/ 5.3: 3/ 9.5

Nachin.-ry...- .: 16.8 : 1.4 : 10.6 : 10.8 : 4.0 : 5.4 : -8.5 ' 13.5 : 3/ 6.8 = 3_ 5.3 3/ 6.4

Transportation equipment- : 2.1 : 3.3 : 4.9 : 14.2 : - ' - : -9.0 ' 14.3 : 3/ 4.9 : 3/ 5.3 : 3/ 6.4

All other manufacturing -- : 11.6 : 1.3 : 4.4 : 4.6 = 6.1 : 1.1 58.8 9.4 13.5 : 13.8 7.0

notes:
1/ 1965-1969.
S196-1969..

3/ Based oan average values shown for all three industry groups in Belgium and Canada.

Source: Tables A-1 through A-7 in Appendix to this chapter, and Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1971.

W
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With the foregoing caveat in mind, however, one still can uncover

some interesting points in Table 2. Among individual countries and

industries, certain convergences are in evidence. Industry groups which

showed average growth in investment greater than the mean for manufac-

turing as a whole in the United States tended to show the same tendency

in other countries (i.e., faster growth relative to the average for man-

ufacturing in each country), with certain exceptions, most notably in the

United Kingdom. In general, this is truer of the heavily industrialized

countries than of Mexico and Brazil, whose patterns of investment growth

are more erratic, both because new investment spending often is grafted

onto a low base--which distorts measurements of percentage change--and

because investment priorities tend to shift more rapidly among industries.

The data in Table 3 shift the focus from rates of change to the

industrial distribution of actual capital outlays in 1970 in the eight

countries surveyed. Here again, there are close similarities between

investment patterns in the United States and those of the other seven

countries taken as a group. Not only are the proportions of total in-

vestment accounted for by each major industry group rather similar in

magnitude, but also the rankings of industries as spenders of capital

funds are nearly identical. There is one major exception within the

rankings: the positions of machinery and chemicals in the United States

and the other seven are exactly reversed. In the United States, invest-

ment in the machinery industries is predominant, whereas in the other

countries chemicals take the superior position.



Table 3.--The industrial distribution of fixed capital is.,•
in manufacturing, eight countries, 1970

-11nc-

(Amounts in millions of U.S. dollars)
United States :Seven key countries 1/ :All eight countries

Amount:Percent of: Amount : Percent of : Amot:Percent of
: Total : : Total : : Total

All manufacturing ---- :2 6 ,34 0 : 100 : 29,739 : 100 :56,079 : 100
Food--------- - - - : 2,840 : ii : 4,200 : 14 : 7,040 : 13
Chemicals-: 3,440 : 13 : 5,155 : 18 : 8,595 : 15
Primary and fabricated

metals ------- : 4,340 : 16 : 2/ 4,445 : 15 : 8,785 : 16
Machinery-------.-......: 5,740 : 22 : 2/ 4,260 : 14 :10,000 : 18
Transportation equipment---: 2,430 : 9 : 2/ 2,775 : 9 : 5,205 : 9
All other manufacturing -- : 7,550 : 29 : 8,904 : 30 :16,454 : 29

1/ United Kingdom, West Germany, France, Belgium-Luxembourg, Canada, Mexico, Brazil.
_/ Partly estimated.

Sources: Tables A-1 through A-7 in Appendix to this chapter, and Statistical Abstract of
of the United States, 1971.

/1

003
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Capital spending by the U.S.-based .NCs

In 1970, total foreign plant and equipment spending in manufactur-

ing by U.S. direct investors reached $6.5 billion, up more than 42 per-

cent from $4.6 billion in 1966. As indicated in Table 4, 64 percent of

the total was spent in the seven countries under discussion in this

chapter, a slight drop from the 66 percent share in 1966. However, a

rather precipitous drop in Canada's share of the total is the exclusive

reason for the small decline. Investment spending in Canada fell slightly

in absolute terms and heavily as a proportion of the total, reflecting

a tendency. since the mid-1960's for U.S. investment in Canadian manufac-

turing to level off while investment in the rest of the world continued

to grow rapidly. However, in the other six countries of the group, cap-

ital outlays by U.S.-owned affiliates rose half again as fast as affili-

ate spending in the world as a whole, climbing by roughly 65 percent

from $1.9 billion to $3.1 billion and increasing their share of the

world total from 41 percent to 48 percent. Of the other countries and

areas shown in the table, Japan's share doubled, but from a very low

base; in 1970, U.S.-related affiliates still spent only $374 million on

new plant and equipment in Japan, a mere 6 percent of the world total.

The expansion of investment in European countries other than the four

key nations of this chapter's seven-country sample also showed consid-

erable strength, but capital spending by U.S.-owned affiliates developed

sluggishly in the Latin American countries other than Mexico and Brazil,

as political changes and rising nationalism in countries like Argentina,

Peru, and Chile, began to exert their depressive effect. In all the
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able :4.-The geographic distribUtion of plant and .equipment expendi-
.turs of U.Stmmed MNCs I-nunuuftactuin&, 1966 .and 1970

,isounts n in.LUons of dol1lurs)

: 1966 : .1970

:Percent .of: IPercent of
:Amount: morld :Anount: wotld

total : : total

World -tot•l------- --l-l---------.. 4 , 58 3 : 100 .:6,524 100

!Seven key.countries .1/- ..--- :3,01A : 66:4,152 : 64
IReut ofworld- .............- '1,569 : 34 :2,372 : 36

-I•atin,Aaertca .. .. : ,453 1 0 : 66J9 :10

Brazil.and Mexico- ---- : .200 : -4 : 386 : 6
Other Latin merica----------: .253 : .6 : .263.: 4

'Europe- 2,2 24 : :48 :.3,6U1 : 55

Four key -cauaries -.2/-------:, 7 0 9 : .37 -:2.,60 : 42
(kther Europe- . . ... : 515 : 11 : : 13

C a n tdat a . . . . . - • • - • : 1 9,1 0 5 .:. 4 -.', w, h6 1 5
,: . .0 ..

Japan-. . - .-- .. .----- : .033: 3.: 3-47 6

wWor.i, -.exc1udtg: i•attn.AAmeiea, A
kRurope, ' NmIAda, J*sk--------': M : .,15 : "86.1 : 14

Notes:
*1/ Ibneda, .btiOd -.Xndom, .Wgitmn-Luxembarg, "Ftnoe, .R. leruwny,

Mexico, -Dr: •il.
2/ -United :Kingdom, :Ttfium-l ug, 'France, W. .Germany.

:Sources: 1) -SuRvMy.of..Current -•muiness, Vol. .51,,.No. .9, eptember 1471,
Supplemented rby .reVt1ed Aata aronm .Aukeau of :Bconwic
Aumltysis, U..S. Department of .Cometee.
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rest of the world (Africa, the Middle East, Asia (excluding Japan), and

Oceania), affiliates' investment spending rose moderately but not enough

to avert a slight drop in the area's share of the total.

Table 5 contains the material of Table 4, reworked to highlight the

regrettably sparse amount of industrial breakdown information available

on manufacturing investment outlays by the U.S. MNCs for the world as a

whole. However, despite its sketchiness, it reveals several interesting

points. It shows that only three industries--chemicals, machinery, and

transportation equipment (which, for the MNCs, may be defined essentially

as motor vehicles)--account for 66 percent of total investment outlays

by affiliates. For the seven countries under review (hereafter referred

to as the seven), the proportion is even higher--70 percent. Note also

that the machinery and automotive categories bear greater weight in the

Seven than the average for all industries in those countries. By con-

trast, investment in the chemical, machinery, and transportation equip-

ment sectors by all firms (MNCs and others) in the United States amounts

to only about 45 percent of total annual capital spending in manufacturing.

In this respect, the pattern of affiliates' investment abroad differs

substantially in emphasis from the pattern of gross investment in manu-

facturing in the United States, and the difference is most pronounced in

the seven key countries with which this chapter is concerned.

A much more complete picture of the industrial distribution of MNC

investment abroad can be obtained from estimates of the stock (rather

than the annual flows) of direct investment capital in the several coun-

tries and industries of concern. These data are summarized and analyzed

10-020 0- 73 - 23
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Table 5.--Summary of plant and equipment expenditures of U.S.-owned MNCs in manufac-
turing industries in seven key countries 1/ and rest of world, 1966 and 1970

(Amounts in millions of dollars)

:Total, all:Seven key countries i/: Rest of world
Industry description : areas (Percent of: :worcd of

:(Amount) :(Amount) :world total): t):world total)

1966 :
All manufacturing-g.--- : 4,583 : 3,014 : 66 : 1,569 : 34

Chemicals 1,040 : 561 : 54 : 479 : 46
Machinery- .... : 1,046 : 748 : 72 : 298 : 28
Transportation equipment --- : 966 : 831 : 86 : 135 : 14
All other manufacturing- : 1,531 : 874 : 57 : 657 : 43

1970 :
All manufacturing- : 6,524 : 4,152 : 64 : 2,372 : 36

Chemicals- 1,294 : 691 : 53 : 603 : 47
Machinery---. . : 1,920 : 1,292 : 67 : 628 : 33
Transportation equipment----: 1,060 : 870 : 82 : 190 : 18
All other manufacturing- : 2,250 : 1,299 : 58 : 951 : 42

Notes:
1/ Canada, Brazil, Mexico, United Kingdom, Belgium-Luxembourg, France, West Germany.

Source: Survey of Current Business, Vol. 51, No. 9, September 1971, supplemented by
revised data from Bureau of Economic analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce. Also see
tables A-i through A-7, in Appendix to this chapter.
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in Tables 6, 7, and 8 on the following pages. Table 6 is designed for a

quick look at the geographic and sectoral distribution of all net fixed

investments by all affiliates, in all industries. It makes two simpler

main points: (1) that manufacturing and petroleum, with a combined total

equal to 78 percent of the net fixed assets of all affiliates in all

sectors, heavily dominate the pattern of American foreign direct invest-

ment, and (2) that the seven key countries which are the principal focus

of this study account for 56 percent of total U.S.-owned nft fixed assets,

worldwide, in all sectors. Their share is 67 percent in the important

manufacturing sector, 61 percent in mining and smelting (almost all of it

in Canada), and 56 percent. in public utilities-but considerably less in

the other sectors. The most important type of activity in which the

Seven do not count especially heavily is the petroleum industry, which,

of course, is greatly skewed toward basic extractive investment in the

Middle East, Africa, and Venezuela.

Table 7 contains a more important breakdown of net investment stocks.

It is constructed exactly as Table 6, but presents more detailed infor-

mation on the manufacturing sector and its branches. These estimates

highlight the cumulative impact of sizeable annual flows of direct in-

vestment into the "heavy" industries-chemicals, metals, machinery, and

transportation equipment--which together account for 67 percent of the

worldwide stock of net direct investment capital owned by Americans. The

Seven again show their prominence in these industries, with 60 percent of

the world total in chemicals, 78 percent in transportation equipment

(motor vehicles), 72 percent in nonelectrical machinery, 51 percent in
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Table 6.--The geographic and sectoral distribution of U.S.-owned foreign
affiliates' net fixed assets in 1970, all industries

(Amounts in millions of dollars)
: A : Agri- : Mining : : Public

industriesculture: and :Petroleum:Manufac-:Utilities,: Trade :Finance:Insurance: Other
:smelting: :turng etc. 1 /

World totals
Amount-. . . .... .

Percent shares, by industry --- :
Canada

Amount-- - ----. -:--- - -

Percent of world total 21------:
Percent shares, by industry 3/--:

United Kingdom
Amount--. .. .
Percent of world total 2/----:
Percent shares, by industry 3/--:

Belgium-Luxembourg
Amoumt---.. . .. .

Percent of world total 2/-----:
Percent shares, by industry ------

France
Amount-
Percent of world total 2/------:
Percent shares, by industry 3/----."

West Germany
Amount t------
Percent of world total 2/-
Percent shares, by industry 3/--:

Brazil
Amount . . . .
Percent of world total 2/------:
Percent shares, by industry 3/---:

Mexico
Amount.
Percent of world total 2/-----:
Percent shares, by industry 3/- :

69,012 : 258
100 : negi.

18,723 : 54
27 : 21

100 : negl.

7,680 : 2
11: 1

100 : neg1.

1,548 : n.a.
2 : n.a.

100 : n.a.

2,680 : 4
4: 2

100 : neg1.

4,825 : n.a.
7 : n.a.

100 : n.a.

1,977 :
3 -

100 -

1,717 : 7
2: 3

100 : negl.

3,337
5:

1,916
57
10

121
4:
7:

22,696 :
33 :

6,531 :
29 :
35 :

1,452
6:

19

308
1:

20

506
2:

19

1,113
5:

23

83
negl.

4:

8:
negl.
negl.

30,915
45

6,945
22
37

4,145
13 :
54 :

1,142

74

1,788
6:

67

3,443
11
71

1,811
6:

92

1,44I1
5:

85

6,130
9:

2,233
36
12

1,256
20
16

n.a.
n.a.
n. a.

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

2,531:
4:

654
26

4

n.a.
n.a.
n.a. :

59
2:
4:

157
6:
6:

178
7:
4:

58
2:
3:

94
4:
5:

1,038
1:

17
2:

negl.:

19
2:

negl.

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

58
6:
2:

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

5 : 2,122
negl. : 3

- : 373
- : 18

- : 3

n.a. : 224
n.a. : 11
n.a. : 3

n.a. : 31
n.a. : 1
n.a. : 2

n.a. : 147
n.a. : 7
n.a. : 5

- : 17
- : 1

- : negl.

n.a. : 25
n.a. : 1
n.a. : 1

n.a. : 26
n.a. : 1
n.a. : 2
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Table 6.-The geographic and sectoral distribution of U.S.-owned foreign
affiliates' net fixed assets in 1970, all industries--Cont.

(Amounts in millions of dollars)
: All : Ar- : Mining : : Public :
ic : and :Petroleum:anc.a-:Utilitiesj Trade :Finance:Insurance: Other.:industries .culture':mlt• turing t.1

:am lting: t n etc.1

Total for seven key countries above: :
mount - 39,150 : 67 : 2,037 : 10,001 : 20,735 : 3,489 : 1,200 : 94 : - : 843
Percent of world total.2/---: 56 : 27 : 61 : 43 : 67 : 56 : 43 : 10 : - 40
Percent shares, by industry 3/- : 100 : negl. : 5 : 26 : 54 : 9 : 3 : negl. : - : 3

Rest of world and international : : : : : : :
Amount-..4/- .. -- : 29,862 : 191 : 1,300 : 12,695 : 10,180 : 2,641 : 1,311 : 944 : 5 : 1,279
Percent of world total/ -- : 44 : 73 : 39 : 57 : 33 : 44 : 57 : 90 : 100 : 60
Percent shares, by industry3/-: 100 : 1 : 4 : 42 : 34 : 8 : 4 : 3 : negl. : 4

0

Notes:
'Y Includes transportation, cOu ication, other public utilities.

2/ Percent of world total in each industrial sector.
I/ Industrial sector shares of total investment in each country or area.

4/ Includes any mounts properly allocable to the "n.a." entries for individual countries above.

Source : U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, International Investment Division.
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Table 7.--Tbe geographic and sectoral distribution of U.S.-owned foreign affiliates' net fixed assets in manufacturing industries, 1970

(Amounts in millions of dollars)
TranTs- Mach inery :Mnz and Fod Paper anid:etieAll mw- :Cemical :portation: Fod stated .lied *nstruents and rubber All

factoringg: I*on- : Product :pr-tuci v: other
: : : cal: metals ;: : :

World totals : : : : :
Amounts - --------------------- 30,915 : 6,868 : 5,131 : 3,798 : 2,613 : 2,619 : 1,853 : 2,007 : 1,345 : 625 : 971: 1,?qS 1,706
Percent shares, by Indmustry----: 100 : 22 : 17 :- 12 : 8 : 8 : 6 : 6 : 4 : 2 : 3: 14: 8

Total for 7 key countries (below) : : : : : :
mount -- ----- 20,735 : 4,139 : 4,020 : 2,733 : 1,320 : 3,625 : 1,235 : 1,607 8 830 : 39 : M 1,233 , 1,081.
Percent of world total -.... : 67 : 60 : 78 : 72 : 51 : 62 : 67 : 80 : 60 : 53: 61 : 95: 61
Percent shares, by industry ?--: 300 : 20 : 19 : 13 : 6 : 8 : 6 : 8 : 1 : 2 : 3: 6 5

Best of world and international : I : : : - : : : t
A2ount - - : 10,.80 : 2,729 : 1,111 : 1,065 : 1,293 : 994 : 618 : .00 : 535 : 295 : 375: 63: 702
Percent ofw orld total •1-------.- 33 : 40 : 22 : 28 : 49 : 38 : 33 : 20 : 40 : 47 : 39: 5: 30
Percent shares, byIndustry ?--: 00 : 27 : 11 : 10 : 13 : 10 : 6 : 4 : 5 : 3 : 4 1; 6

Canada : : : : : t
Amo -- ---- : 6,945 : 973 : 1,055 : 474 : 378 : 367 : 520 : 1,274 : 1144 : 78 : 197 1,200 . 2Pr
Parcntof world tata1/. .. : 22 g 14 : 21 : 22 : 14 : l:t 28 : 63 :. 1: 32 : 20: 93: XL
Percent • aresb Indstry/--: 100 : 14 : 16: 7 : 5: 5: 7: 19: 2 : I : 3: 17 4

•t~nted K•go I I- 1. 1. "
Amount ----- : 1- .4145. 639 : 1,090 : 692 : 4145 : 279 : 252: 78: 2114• 33: 139: 15: 289
Percent of world total.j/ -...... : 13: 9 : 21 : 18 : 17 : U : 114: 14: 36 2: 114: 1 : 1
Pucent sbare, byIndustry/---: 10: 15 : 26 s 17 : 1U: 7 : 6:. 2: 5: negl.: 3: negl. 8

h, mt-- ---- : 1,l142 293.: J/ 75: l714: 1014: 153: 86: 77: . /5: 86: 53: -: 36
Percent of worid ...... : ta: 14 : I : 5 : 14: 6: 5 : : negl. : 11 : 5: -: 2
Perent shares, by industry_/--: 100: 26: 7 : 15: 9: 13: 8 : 7 : ngl.: 8 : 5: - 2

Amoun : 1,788 t 382 : 1f250 554: 93: 50: 151: 27: 96, 2 : 75: 4 f :2 104
PercentofworldtctalI/-----:--.t 6: 6 : 5: 15 14: 2: 8: 1: 7: neg. : nass. t 6
Percentsire, byindustry2/---: 100 : 21 : 114: 31: 5: 3: 8: 2: 5 nelr.: 14: megl. : 7

west erin : : : : : : : : 5 : : :
mount-- ------ : 3,1443: 587: Q/1,050: 654 : 137 : 4141: 101: 61 : 73 : 108 5 : : 14: 172
1' €ent of•worldtotal2/-- : U.: 9: 20: 17: 5 : 17: 5: 3: 5: 17: 5:ago.
Pmrot sares, by dustry2_---: 100: 17: 30: 19: 4 : 13: 3: 2: 2: 3: 2: becL: 5

Brazil t S : t
Amoun-: .811: 953 : 41l: 122 : 80 : 42 14: 143: 16 : /15: 21 : /5: 59
Percent o worldtata• /------: 6 1 14 : 8: 3 : 3: 2: 2: 2 1: 2: 2: macl.: 3
Percents bM s, by industry 1---: 100 53 : 23: 7 : : 2: 2: 2: 1: .: 1: egl. 1 1 e

qaio : : : : : : : : : : : S

Ao-: -, :461 332 : 89 : 63 : 83 : 293: 81: 1114 262: 28 : 62 5 '5: 139
Percent ofwor total/.. .: 5 : : 2 : 2 : 3 : 11 : 4 : 2:- 19: 4 : 6: meg.: 8
Petceat frents, by .nustry 2/---: 100: 21 : 6 : 4 : 6 : 20 : 6 : 3: 18: 2 : 14: niL..: 10

S : :: : : 5.
Notes:

2/Percent of world total in each industrial sector.
Industrial sector shares of total investment in each country or
2fts entry vas saressed for reasons of confidentiality by the source Agency. The figure shown is a Tariff Ccaumdin estimate.

Source: U.S. Depnotmnt of Comrce, Bureau of Zconomic Analysis, International Investment Division.

4t
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Table 8.--Comparisons of domestic and foreign
capital stocks of U.S. firms, 1970

(Amounts in millions of dollars)
0u.s. domestic:Direct investment
: capital 1/ : abroad 2/

A mount :Rank: Amount :Rank

All manufacturing --------------- :260,101 : - : 30,915 : -

Chemicals and allied products ----: 36,037 : 2 : 6,868 : 1
Transportation equipment --------- 20418 : 4 : 5,131 : 2
Non-electrical machinery -------- : 20,367 : 5 : 3,798 : 3
Electrical machinery ------------: 16,107 : 7 : 2,613": 5
Primary and fabricated metals ----: 57,383 : 1 : 2,619 : 4
Food products ------------ : 25,551 : 3 : 1,853 : 7
Paper and allied products ------- : 19,357 : 6 : 2,007 : 6
Instruments ---------- ---- : 4,084 14 : 1,345 : 8
Wood products -------------------: 8,554 : 11 : 1,296 : 9
Rubber ----------------------- 7,977 : 12 : 974 : 11
Textiles and apparel ----------- : 13,945 : 8 : 625 : 12
Stone, clay and glass-----..---: 13,237 : 9 : 1,046 : 10.
Printing and publishing ---------- : 10,105 : 10 : 138 : 14
Other ------------------------ : 6,979 : 13 : 602 : 13

: 0 0 0
*

Notes:
1/ Gross book value of depreciable assets.
2/ Net fixed assets of foreign affiliates of U.S. parents.

Sources: U.S. domestic investment from Bureau of the Census,
Census of Manufactures, foreign investment from U.S. Department
of Comnerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, International Investemt
Division.
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electrical machinery, and 62 percent in metals ad metal fabrication.

Their prominance, however, is not limited to these key branches. Of the

branches which play a more minor role in the world total, the share of

the Seven is lowest-at a still-kigh 53 percent-in textiles and apparel,

and it'runs as high as 80 percent for paper products and 95 percent for

lumber, furniture, and other wood products. In the latter two indus-

tries., U.S. direct investments in Canada take first place, which is a

direct consequence of the resource orientation of the two branches of

activity, and of Canada's rich endmment of forests.

Nwerthelesa, significant divergences begin to appear among the

Seven. Fundamentally, the "hemry" industries still dominate. in the

American capital-ownership patterns in each country, but the extent to

which each industry shares in total U.S. direct inveatment in each

country tends to vary quite considerably. For examle., the share of the

chemical. industry ranges froma bigh of 53 percent of all U.9S4 nst f ied

manufacturing assets in Brazil to a low of 14 percent in Canada, although

the absolute values of these assets are nearly the same at $953 mill ion

an& $973 million, resectively. In Germany and the United Kingdom,

transportation equipment accounts for 30 percent and Z6 perc t,, respec-

tively, of the total for each country, while the comparable figure for

France is only 14 percent, for Belgium, 7 percent, and for Mexico, 6 per-

cent.

These kinds of differences run through almost all of Table 7. They

signify that, although the MNCs' investment' patterns tend to show con-

siderable consistency for the world as a whole and the Seven as a group,
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they vary rather widely among individual countries. In the absence of

aggregate capital-stock figures for the countries themselves--such data

are not available--it is not possible to judge whether these variances

can be explained by a general tendency to conform with investment pat-

terns in the host countries, or whether the HNCs tend to step where no

one else has trodden, placing their capital in precisely those industries

in which host-country performance has been weak. In the following sub-

section, which returns to analysis of flows of capital (new expenditures

on plant and equipment), this question will be explored further.

One set of capital-stock comparisons which can be made, however, is

that between domestic capital in the United States and capital owned by

Americans abroad, in each branch of manufacturing. This is the purpose

of Table 8, which ranks fourteen manufacturing industries according to

values of U.S.-owned capital (a) invested domestically in the United

States and (b) invested directly abroad. Generally, the rankings indi-

cate that those industries which are stronger in terms of domestic in-

vestment in the United States also are stronger in terms of their foreign

direct investment positions, while the weaker domestic investors also are

the weaker foreign investors. 1/ Such figures suggest that foreign

direct investment has not inhibited the MNCs from continuing to invest

heavily in the United States; this point was treated more fully in the

preceding chapter (Chapter III) on trade patterns. Here the intention

is only to show that the patterns of foreign direct investment by U.S.

firms tend rather closely to follow their patterns of investment in the

1/ For the two rankings, the Spearman coefficient of rank correlation
is 0.754; the Kendall coefficient is 0.604.
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United States. Thus, if U.S. foreign direct investment has any impact

at all upon the structure of host-country manufacturing, that impact will

tend to produce conformity with the relative rankings of the several

branches of manufacturing in the United States.

Impact of the MNCs on national capital formation

outside the United States

With the foregoing material as background, it now is appropriate to

combine the relevant data in order to measure the actual influence of the

U.S.-based MNCs on capital spending patterns in seven key countries of

concern. This is done in detail, by industry sector in manufacturing for

1966 and 1970, in Tables A-1 through A-7 in the appendix to this chapter.

The information revealed in these tables is summarized below in Table 9,

which shows the shares of plant and equipment spending by U.S.-owned MNCs

in gross fixed capital formation in the manufacturing industries of the

seven key countries, for the two years on which the study is focused.

The results are interesting. They show that, in 1970, out of total

capital expenditures of $29.7 billion in the seven countries combined,

affiliates of U.S. firms accounted for no less than 64.2 billion, or 13

percent. In the industrial "backbone" sectors--metals, machinery, and

transportation equipment-the proportion was far greater, estimated at

over 20 percent. With capital spending at these rates, the U.S.-based

affiliates clearly exert a major influence on both the size and pattern

of capital outlays in the manufacturing sectors of the seven countries.

In the absence of the Americans, these countries sight be hard-pressed to

maintain capital formation at "normal" rates consistent with the pace of
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Table .9.-Sumsry of shares of plant and equipment spending by U.S.-oamed UtCa in gross fixed capital
formation in the manufacturing industries of seven key countries, 1966 and 1970

: Plant and equipment spending byA g its percent of : Ag8egate for all 7 countries
gross fixed capital fomation

industry description : : : :1&K spendig: GFCI 1/ P&E as
*nie Frace, W. Geegiany 'Cnd 'Mzc :Bai 6/*(llinpreto

:.lngdo. : : .. : . . -- (mLll~on : do 8)" 7/illion ( ofdl:ars) : dollarss: GFCF 7/

1966
All maufacturig-: 16.3 : 4.3 : 9.2 : 17.0 : 42.7 : 6.7 : 12.4 : 3,014 : 22)407 : 13

oo 4.6 : 1.9 : 1.4 : 2/ n.a. : 22.5 : 2.7 : 2/ n.e. : 3/ 109 :3/ 2,670 : 4

Oim ic--s-: 15.8 : 1.9 : 5.1 : 23.3 : 86.6 : 20.8 : 16.8: 561 : 4,348 : 12

MAluryand fabricated mtals-: 11.3 : 1.7 : 1.8: : 4.0 : 2/ n.. : 4/195 :
a i :- 21.5 : 15.4 : 19.4 : 19.3: 64.0: 5.3 : 50.8: 748 :4/ 8,579: 20

Transportationequipm et-t 47.6 : 8.8 : 37.8: : : 3.1 : 28.2 831 ::
All other mmufacturinr : 11.6 : 1.0 : 1.1 : 10.6: 23.6 : 8.2 : 6.7 : 570 : 6.810 : 8

1970 : : : : :

All manufacture g : 20.9 : 5.8 : 12.3 : 14.1 : 32.2 : 9.3 : 18.3 : 4.152 : 29.739 : 13
Food - : 4.4 : 0.9 : 2.0 : 2/ n.a. : 23.5: 3.1 : 11.1 : /163 :./ 4.030- : 4
CheOmicals 17.9 : 2.1 : 10.4 : 24.9 : 68.1 : 10.7 : 27.4 : 691 : 5,155 : 13
Primary and fabricated metals-: 21.1 : 1.0 : 8.4 : : : 8.3 : l1.9 : 457
Kochiwery---- : 29.0 : 23.3 : 27.8 : 12.0 : 57.8 : 13.9 : 57.1 : 1,292 : 11,482 : 22
Transportation equipment -: 45.5 : 9.8 Z 27.8 : : 17.9 : 25.6 : 870
All other manufacturing- : 18.2 : 2.8 : 2.7 : 10.8 : 20.5 : M3,0 : 5.9 : 679 : 9,072 :7

1/ %ross fixed capital foxmatiou/"
Included in "all other industrues."

3/ Excludes food processing in Belgium-Luxembourg and Brazil. Figures for these
Excludes primary metals & fabricated metals in Brazil. These figures are inc3
Excludes food processing in elgLumr-Luxaourg, for which the relevant data az
Figures for 1970 are based =n 1969 data for GFCF.
Plent and equipment expenditures as percent of gross •txed capital formation.

Sources: Tables A-i through A-7 in A4endix to this chapter.

countries are Included in "all other umovacturiug.m
.uded in "all other maumacturing."
e included in "all other .minacturin8."

11 A
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economic growth to which they have become accustomed. Furthermore, the

sectoral distribution of U.S. affiliates' capital spending--which is

concentrated in the more dynamic industrial branches--suggests (but does

not prove) that the affiliates' input may be an important, perhaps indis-

pensable, source of change and innovation in the key industries of these

countries.

A country-by-country look at the data revedla other points of inter-

est. The role of U.S. enterprise in Canada, for example, is well-known.

It is an historical phenomenon based on many decades of what amounts to

close economic integration between the two countries, although recently

publicized Canadian studies of U.S. investment (North of the border) have

fanned into life certain smoldering fires of nationalism that never have

been entirely absent. At present, nevertheless, U.S. capital remains

little inhibited in trekking to Canada, perhaps because its economic

influence is so pervasive that Canada, among the Seven, could least af-

ford to restrict it, except at the cost of serious economic problems.

One might also expect to have found an important North American in-

fluence over capital spending in Brazil, a rapidly developing country

which has been squarely within the traditional orbit of U.S. overseas

business, with a political constellation that (at the moment) is extremely

friendly to the U.S. investor. In Mexico, however, the U.S. MNCs' share

of fixed investment is surprisingly small--less, for example, than in any

of the big European countries except France. The experience of this

"border" country contrasts rather sharply with that of Canada. However,
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the U.S. share of total Mexican investment is rising, and it clearly is

of considerable importance in the key chemical, machinery, and transport

equipment (automotive) sectors.

The MNCs have a substantial impact on investment in Europe, in the

highly developed, large, diverse economies which by most measures are

rivals to the United States in industrial sophistication. In three of

the four countries in the sample, the U.S.-based INCs' share of total

capital spending runs well over ten percent. Even in France, the fourth

country, it is close to six percent despite long-standing French poli-

cies of careful screening and regulation of the entry of U.S. direct

investors. Belgium's friendliness toward and encouragement of U.S.

investment has had predictable results; the stock of U.S. fixed capital

in Belgium is the highest, per capita, of any nation in Europe, even

though the U.S.-based MNCs' share of total Belgium investment declined

between 1966 and 1970. The Germans historically have been neutral

toward the nationality of investors in their economy, partly on the as-

sumption that their own, national industrial establishment is so strong

that it is impregnable to foreign investment influence. The numbers

belie that assumption as far as American investors are concerned. The

influence of U.S. affiliates is most pervasive in Britain, where the

Americans' share of more than a fifth of all manufacturing investment

tends to spread more thoroughly across the entire spectrum of industry

(except in food processing) than is the case in the other countries.

During the period covered by these data, the U.K. economy generally has

been in the doldrums, with slow growth and weak rates of investment. In
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this context, the capital spending of U.S.-related affiliates has been

especially important, a key source of the inputs that kept the British

economy from slipping back into negative rates of capital formation and

possibly even severe economic contraction.

Among the individual sectors of European industry, the role of the

Americans stands out starkly in the machinery category-a vast amalgam

of engineering activities that ranges all the way from heavy industrial

machinery to household appliances, TV sets, and telecommunications equip-

ment. Here, the Americans account for about a quarter of total capital

investment.

The productivity of MNC capital

The foregoing discussion establishes that U.S. foreign direct in-

vestors exercise a significant influence over rates and patterns of

capital formation in the seven key countries surveyed. It remains to

explore why this influence may exist.

One way of approaching this question is to examine how the plant

and equipment owned by Americans performs, as compared with the capital

stock of domestic firms in the host countries, in accomplishing its

ultimate purpose: the generation of new output. The calculations shown

in Table 10 represent an attempt to make such comparisons. The two

columns in the table, which are based on data for 1966-70 for all manu-

facturing, measure, for each country, the number of dollars' wotth of

capital that was put in place over the period to yield an additional

dollar of sales, first for the U.S.-based MNCe (column 1) and second for
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Table 10.--Capital productivity in manufacturing
in seven countries, 1966-1970

of new sales
:By MNCs :By all firm

(Dollars): (Dollars)

Canada ------------------: $0.80 : $1.20

United Kingdom---------------: 0.65 : 3.39
* :

West Germany---------------: 0.70.: 0.70

France ---------------- : 0.87: 1.14

Belgium ------------- 0.84 : 1.03

0.66 : 1/ 1.74

Brazil ---------------- 0.49 : 1/ 0.99

Average for all seven
countries -------- - 071 : 1.45

1/ Based on data for 1966-69.

Sources: For investment data, see sources cited in tables
A-1 through A-7 in the appendix to this chapter. For sales
data, see Chapter VII of this Study.
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all firms in the host country (column 2). "Additional" sales were

measured as the difference, for each group of investors, between 1970

sales and 1966 sales. These calculations have an "incremental" flavor,

inasmuch as they measure the productivity of increases in capital stock

rather than of the stock itself.

1he figures suggest that, with the exception of West Germany, U.S.

investment is more productive (on average) in the host countries than is

new capital formation in general. In West Gepmany, the ratios are equal--

the productivity of U.S.-based investment roughly matches that of local

new investment.

On the basis of these calculations, it is tempting to come to

the conclusion that a key reason for the movement of U.S. capital

abroad and for its influence on foreign patterns of capital formation

is its superior productivity relative to local inds try in the host

countries-a conclusion which would be all the more dramatic inasmuch

as it makes no reference to productivity conditions in the United States.

That is, the calculations. indicate that., even if no productivity edge

over U.S. experience were gained by the movement of U.S. capital over-

seas, the superior performance of the MNCs relative to local conditions

would suffice to explain the flow because small incremental costs of

another sort--e.g., transportation costs or tariffs--would be sufficient

to set up a cost differential between production in the United States and

production abroad.

However, a conclusion such as' the foregoing must be considered

highly tentative on the basis of this evidence. The reason is that the
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comparisons made in Table 10 may be comparisons of unlike numbers. It

is likely that the "mixes" of inputs in the two sets of figures-the

all-firm data, on the one hand, and the MNC data, on the other--are

different. The MNCs do not tend to invest heavily in the less produc-

tive foreign industries, but rather concentrate their activity in the

more productive, more dynamic sectors. The all-firm figures are more

heavily weighted by investments in the less dynamic sectors. Hence, the

more appropriate comparison would be one between the MNCs' performance

and all-firm performance, industry by industry, in host countries. While

MNC data are available for such a comparison, aggregate foreign data on

comparable definitions of "industry sector" would require more research

time to secure than was available for the preparation of this chapter.

In order for the conclusion suggested above to hold up, therefore,

it would be necessary, lacking the requisite industry-by-industry

analysis, to make the assumption that the MNCs in each industry abroad

show productivity superior to that of their local counterparts. Such

an assumption might not be valid.

A conclusion that can be reached on the basis of the evidence at

hand, however, is that the tendence of the MNCs to concentrate their

capital in the more dynamic sectors of foreign manufacturing, with their

resultant better productivity performance as a group relative to host-

country manufacturers as a group, can serve as part of an explanation for

the MNCs' heavy influence in those sectors. U.S.-based and host-country

investors at any time have finite amounts of capital at their disposal.

As both groups proceed to invest, the group with the greater flexibility

89-020 0 - 73 - 29
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in deciding where that capital will go--i.e., the group more able to

direct investment toward the more productive applications--will show the

better productivity record. The HNCs form this group. Local investors

continue to allocate capital resources to industries that are not dynamic--

good examples being the large textile industries of the United Kingdom or

France. Thus, the MNCs, better able to focus their investment in com-

parison with host-country investors as a group, not only show a better

productivity performance but also tend to become more important investors

in the fastest-growing and most productive industries of the host

countries.

Financial Strategies of the MNCs

The sources of investment capital

For the affiliates and parents within the orbit of a multinational

corporation, there are three basic options available for finding the

financial wherewithal to support a direct investment operation: (1) to

depend mainly on injections of capital funds, as and when needed, from

the parent organization in the home country; (2) to put the affiliate in

the host country on its own as fast as possible, with the parent firm

making minimal repatriations of profits and requiring its affiliate to

accumulate and plow back into expansion as much of its earnings as

possible--i.e., affiliate financing out of "internally-generated funds;"

and (3) to send the affiliate into foreign capital markets, often backed

by the prime name of its parent firm, to borrow on its own account the

necessary foreign funds with which to finance its expansion. Only the
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first of these options need represent a significant balance-of-payments

outflow from the home country-and it may not necessarily be a large out-

flow. A net debit entry to the balance occurs when the parent firm sends

abroad for the use of 'the affiliate either its own funds or money borrowed

in its domestic capital market. The size of the net debit is reduced by

the extent to which the headquarters firm borrows abroad--perhaps through

now-famous Netherlands Antilles subsidiaries which exist principally for

this purpose-and leaves part or all of the proceeds of the loan outside

the home country for affiliates' use. In the case of option (2)--forcing

the affiliate onto its own resources--there may be a balance-of-payments

cost in the sense of profit repatriations foregone in favor of building

a foreign business out of its own resources.

How have the U.S.-owned HNCs handled these three options? The esti-

mates in Table 11 attempt to answer this question. The table is a compil-

ation of the identifiable sources 3f funds at the disposal of the MNCs

affiliates, along with a listing of the principal uses to which these

funds were put. It provides a rough indication of the total amount of

funds engorged and disgorged by MNC affiliates in one way or another

over the five-year period covered--about $130 billion. This number aione

should put to rest decisively any argument that the MNCs are insignifi-

cant on the international financial scene.

The MNCs' appetite for money is prodigious, although their tastes

in consuming the funds that come to them do not quite conform to popular

perceptions. Profit repatriations, for example, pale in significance

before other uses to which available funds are put, being a mere 16



Table ll.--Estimated fund flow of U.S.-owned MNC affiliates af'road, 1966-19"'1 "e"='zat "

(Amounts in billings of dollars)

Percent of total sources/uses

All indus-
tries

Sources of Funds:
Depreciation, depletion, and

related charges--------------
Net income of affiliates after :

taxes- - --

Net affiliate borrowing out-
side the United States 1/---:

Net capital flow from parents :
to affiliates----------:

Unallocated 2/-----

Total sources-------------

Uses of funds:
Investment in new plant and

equipment-- --
Remittances of dividends and

branch profits to parents -.-- :
Increase in non-fixed assets---:

Total uses--

26.0

42.1

34.1

21.3
6.2

129.7

51.2

21.3
57.2

129.7

All manu
facturing

13.9

14.8

18.7

6.5
-0-

53.9

24.8

6.1
23.0

53.9

Other

12.1

27.3

15.4

14.8 :
6.2:

75.8

26.4

15.2 :
34.2 :

75.8

All in
trie

20

32

26

16
6

100

39

16
44

100

dus-
s

All manu-
facturing

26

27

35

12
-0--

100

46

11
43

100

Notes and Sources: See attached page.

Amounts

Other

16

36

20

20
8

100

35

20
45

100

Notes and Sources: See attached page.
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NOTES AND SOURCES FOR CASH FLOW TABLE (Table 11)

Notes:

1/ Net of borrowings used to liquidate liabilities to foreigners, and
excluding foreign borrowing by parents.

2/ A principal item here consists of sales, retirements and similar
disposals of fixed assets - the remaining component of internally-
generated funds besides retained earnings and depreciation/depletion
charges. The cumulative value of this item, comparable to the $6.2
billion "unallocated" amount shown, is conservatively estimated at
$4.0 billion. Allocation of this amount has not been made because
data are not available for its two components: sales of fixed assets,
the net proceeds of which should have appeared in the income state-
ments as extraordinary income (non-operating income); and ordinary
writeoffs (retirements), which are not reflected in net income. The
former of these components, to the extent that it has importance,
already is reflected in the "net income" source of funds. The latter,
however, cannot be specifically identified and allocated.

3/ Excludes estimated interest remittances to parents. While relevant
for measuring balance of payments flows, interest remittances are
entered as costs in income statements, with the result that these
remittances should already be reflected in the "net income" source
of funds above, as deductions from that source.

Sources: Based on data for 1966 and 1970 supplied by U.S. Department of
Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, International Investment Division;
and supplemented by information from Survey of Current Business,
September 1971 and October 1971.
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percent of the "total uses" figure for all industries, and only 11 per-

cent in the case of manufacturing firms. In the five-year period covered,

the MNCs as a group chose to leave almost exactly half of their affili-

ates' net income after foreign taxes, "in the business" abroad, the rest

being repatriated; for manufacturing firms the proportion of after-tax

net income not repatriated ran close to 60 percent. On the other hand,

pride of place in fund usage for all firms went to increases in non-fixed

assets, which absorbed 44 percent of total funds available. Such assets

include current assets (cash, inventories, receivables, short-term

investments), as well as smaller amounts of non-current financial invest-

ments and miscellaneous deferred itma. This figure is swelled by the

presence of many kinds of financially-oriented businesses in the "all-

industries" group, such as banks and insurance companies, which operate

with fewer fixed assets and more financial assets on their balance sheets.

Among manufacturing firms, investments in new plant and equipment

take the spotlight as users of company funds, with a 46 percent share of

the total. Manufacturing industries in general, and the heavy, capital-

intensive ones in particular, are under perpetual pressures to increase

"cash-flow" as a means of financing both new fixed investment and steady,

large increases in current working capital. The estimates of fund usage

in Table 11 reflect this, and explain the tendency for home-bound profit

remittances in manufacturing to lag behind those of overseas direct in-

vestors in general.

Among the sources of funds available to the )ONC affiliates, net

capital flows from parents to affiliates stand out as by far the
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smallest--16 percent of the total for all industries and i2 percent for

manufacturing. All the rest, therefore (84 percent for all firms, 88

percent in manufacturing), was local money generated or borrowed by the

affiliates on the strength of their own operations and from the finan-

cial resources of host countries. For non-manufacturing firms, the most

important source was the income account; for manufacturing companies,

local borrowing played the key role. For all firms, however, depreci-

ation and similar reserves were by no means without importance; they

accounted for about a fifth of total sources of funds for all firms, and

for about a quarter of the total for manufacturing companies.

Depreciation and depletion writeoffs represent but a part of the

funds that a firm can accumulate in reserve accounts and use as sources

of financing for its operations. Total "internally-generated funds" are

comprised of depreciation and depletion reserves, plus retained earnings,

plus such funds as may be realized from the sale or retirement of fixed

assets. In the aggregate, internally-generated funds over the five-year

period were large enough to have accounted for about 80 percent of total

investment in new plant and equipment; depreciation and related charges

alone were about half the total. However, borrowing outside the United

States by affiliates was about two-thirds as great as total fixed invest-

ment, and net capital flows from parent firms were 40 percent as large.

The generation of more than enough funds to finance capital expendi-

tures is not "overfinancing," but merely a reflection of firms' need for

working capital other than fixed investment, a need which, on the basis

of these estimates, was roughly as large as that for fixed capital
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finance. There is no way of directly tracing funds from different

sources to the final uses to which they were put, but a reasonable

scenario can be suggested. It is likely that a large part of the "flow

capital" from parent firms was seed money for new or faltering enter-

prises, and that most of it went into fixed investment in some form-

eithr'" as a direct transfer to finance purchase of plant, machinery and

equip.-cnt, or as funds used to buy existing assets in the case of

acquisitions. The remainder of fixed investment was financed partly

from internally-generated funds (pre-eminently depreciation charges) and

partly through long-term borrowing in foreign capital markets. Working

capital requirements probably were met mainly from internal sources and

by shorter-term financing abroad, through bank loans and trade credits.

Also in the picture were unspecified amounts of short-term capital

flowing between parents and affiliates; these could take the form either

of direct loans or of transfers generated by alterations in their timing

of regular operating payments between parents and affiliates in the

course of intra-company transactions.

In sumary, the broad outlines of financing strategy which emerge

from Table 11 and the foregoing discussion indicate that, in large

measure, foreign affiliates of U.S. firms are independent of their

parents for financing. Most of their financial life is conducted out-

side the United States, and net flows of funds between parents and af-

filiates are but the tip of an enormous iceberg of churning funds.

In this chapter, the focus of the analysis has been on physical

capital formation, working capital requirements, and how they are
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financed by the MNCs. In other words, the discussion has concentrated

on the "ordinary" conduct of business-the processes of acquiring or

building plants, making things, selling them, turning a profit if pos-

sible, and using that profit to expand the business and recompense the

stockholders. In the multinational context, however, all these processes

are overlaid by yet another dimension of great complexity, namely that

of international financial management. Because the MNCs move money daily

across international boundaries and the foreign exchanges, and into as

well as out of different money and capital markets with varying interest

rates, financial management takes on a nev aspect. It becomes a source

of potential profit or loss that itself is independent of, and some-

times in conflict with, the "ordinary" or "operational" part of the

business on which this chapter has focused. No matter how operations-

oriented a company may be, a certain minimum of this kind of financial

management must take place; to ignore it could place the operations

themselves in peril. Exchange risks alone dictate as much. In a world

where devaluations really happen, tiny errors in placing funds in the

wrong places at the wrong times can cost the MNCs collectively billions

of dollars; not infrequently, these "errors" may be correct decisions

from the viewpoint of the "operational" side of the business. The

amounts involved are truly huge, especially when the operations of the

multinational banks are included. Table 11 showed that the MIC funds

which flowed over a recent five-year period came to around $130 billion,

or roughly $25 billion a year. These were only flows; the stocks of

movable assets were much larger. In 1970, the non-fixed assets of U.S.-
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owned foreign affintes--soet of tham hig-ly lid"--reached $134

billion.

A discussion of the techniques and Implications of international

money management by the MNCs is reserved for Chapters V and VI of this

study, which follow. In its own right, the orientation of the present

chapter toward the "operational" aspects of MNC affairs is useful and

important. However, it should be stressed that the functions of the

cmpsey's treasurer ad its bankers as they secure and move funds to

finance fixed Inveatment, have a strong influence on worldwide patterns

of capital flow.

, foreiganers ave tithed.theJOIiV' ioiutisent

At the conclusion of Chapter I, the important question vas raised

whether U.S. foreign direct Investment is a "complement" or a "substi-

tute" for tuvestuent at home. One sub-qoetlen which lie* behnd 4his

query is whether, in the absence of the U.S.bAsed MNC, the foreigner

would have stepped in to fill the gap. The MBCs, in their own defense,

tend to argue that the foreigner would have done so--that, if Americ~an

capital had not gotten there first, foreign capital would have preempted

the market. *This in turn would have cost the U.S. economy more in the

end than it may lose from the exodus of U.S. capital, because less MNC-

Velated U.S. business would have developed. On the other hand, the foes

df the MNCs would prefer the opposite argument-that most U.S. invest-

ment abroad fills a vacuum that could just as well be filled from output

generated at home, there being few grounds for fear that tLe foreigner
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would enter the competitive picture in any significant way.

One cannot answer this "vhat might have been" question in any

definitive way. But some of the numbers presented previously in this

chapter-particularly those in Table 11-suggest strongly that there

was no deficiency in foreign savings with which a duplication of the

MNCs' investment might have been financed. A crucial question hinges

on how much of the investment of U.S.-based firms was financed abroad

anyway, and the estimates in Table 11 fairly well settle this question

by showing that sources other than the United States provided well over

80 percent of the fixed and working capital requirements of all U.S.-

owned affiliates in 1966-70, and nearly 90 percent of the requirements

of manufacturing firms. Therefore, it seems that, in terms of the sheer

numbers involved, foreigners would indeed have had or have been able to

borrow outside the United States the resources with which to stamp their

ownership on what the Americans now own instead, without seriously up-

setting or straining their economics. In brief, the Americans have done

it largely with foreign savings, a point which is by no means lost to

some Europeans who view the growing presence of the U.S.-based NNCs with

apprehension, if not alarm.

Nevertheless, the defensive argument of the MNfCs, in contrast to

that of their domestic opponents, is not clinched. Perhaps the

foreigner could have replaced U.S. direct investment almost dollar-for-

dollar, but that does not mean that he would have. Many observers have

attributed the U.S. HNCs' unique success to their technological leader-

ship and their exceptional management systems, which are claimed to be
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unmatched elsewhere. The international financial press is jammed with

commentaries on the revolution which American financiers have wrought in

the money and capital markets of the world--a revolution which has in-

creased the efficiency of the markets, generated more saving, and made

the real saving that there is go farther in the service of financing

economic needs, those of the U.S. HNCs being important among them. To

the extent that, after all the numbers are recorded and analyzed, one is

prepared to think that traits peculiar to American business and finance

are important factors in the ?dNCs success abroad, he may be tempted to

go rather too far towards an argument that U.S. nationality is a sine

qua non or at least a primary ingredient for success in international

business, even if he happens to be an MNC executive. Such an argument,

of course, would lead to a conclusion that the foreigner could not have

duplicated the MNCs' performance in any significant degree.

The error in this line of reasoning is its xenophobic element, which

proceeds from recognizing certain characteristics that have contributed

to the HNCs' success, to falsely claiming too much exclusivity for them.

Evidence to the contrary abounds. A study of the fortunes of U.S.

foreign trade quickly reveals that foreign competition is real. Foreign-

owned MNCs' investment in the U.S. economy, in direct and successful

competition with U.S. firms, has commenced to grow faster than U.S.

direct investment abroad. In many of the LDCs, foreigners--especially

the Japanese-are turning in a performance, as MNCs, that is decidedly

superior to that of the Americans. Finally, the bankers of London are

never far behind their New York counterparts as financial innovators.
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On balance, therefore, the evidence seems to weigh rather heavily in

favor of the companies' argument that a substantial portion of the MNCs

direct investment overseas could and would have been made by foreigners

in the absence of the Americans.

C. An Accounting Analysis of the MNCs' Income Statements and

Balance Sheets

The broad aggregate of financial and operating data for both parent

firms and affiliates reveal a number of interesting features about

relationships--at home and abroad--between assets, sales, and net profits

of the MNCs. The relevant data for the affiliates are set forth in

detail, by industry, for worldwide operations and for each of the seven

key countries under review, in Tables A-8 through A-16 in the appendix

to this chapter. The discussion which follows here takes a broad, ana-

lytic view, selectively summarizing certain information from the tables

in order to point up the key conclusions.

Sales of goods and services of all U.S. MNC affiliates abroad in-

creased by 66 percent from 1966 to 1970, rising from $109 billion to

$180 billion. Manufacturing accounted for about half of the total in

both years. In the aggregate, the manufacturing subsectors reported a

68 percent sales increase over the period, from $54 billion in the

earlier year to $90 billion in 1970. Within the manufacturing-grQup,

transportation equipment (essentially the automotive industry) showed

the fastest sales growth--56 percent--from $12 billion to $19 billion.

Affiliates' foreign income tax payments increased over the period by

57 percent--somewhat less than the growth of sales volume-from $5.4
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46 percent of their pre-tax earnings in foreign income taxes; by 1970

this imputed rate had dropped slightly to 43 percent. Among the manu-

facturing industries, foreign tax payments rose rather more slowly than

was the case for all industries combined; such payments increased by

roughly a half, from $1.9 billion to $2.9 billion. The non-electrical

machinery industry realized the largest increase (103 percent), while

the largest industry in terms of sales (transportation equipment)

reported a much smaller increase (only 31 percent).

Net profits after taxes for all affiliates combined increased from

$6.2 billion in 1966 to $11 billion in 1970. In manufacturing the com-

parable figures were $2.3 billion and $3.6 billion. The profitability

of all affiliates as a group, measured as the ratio of after-tax income

to sales, increased slightly, by 0.4 percent, from 5.7 percent in 1966

to 6.1 percent in 1970. Among manufacturing firms, however, the experi-

ence was exactly the opposite: these industries, in the aggregate,

showed a slight decrease (also of 0.4 percent), from 4.4 percent to 4.0

percent. Among the manufacturing subsectors, the paper products indus-

try was the most profitable, 4ith an after-tax profit ratio of 6.8 per-

cent in 1970. The transportation equipment industry sustained a fairly

healthy drop in profitability, its ratio declining from 3.3 percent in

1966 to 2.3 percent in 1970. Some of the more minor industries in terms

of total sales and total foreign investment showed even lower rates of

profitability, however. For example, in 1970, the average profit rate

in the "other" (miscellaneous) manufacturing category was only 2 percent;
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in wood products it was a mere 0.2 percent; and the printing-publishing

subsector actually showed a net loss of 0.6 percent.

Profitability also can be measured in terms of total assets.

Ratios thus derived indicate experience that runs generally parallel

with the evidence of the profits/sales ratios. Worldwide, all affili-

ates realized a 5 percent return on total assets invested abroad in

1966; this ratio increased slightly to 5.4 percent in 1970. Hanufac-

turing affiliates, on the other hand, showed somewhat less profitability

and it remained essentially stable at 4.8 percent for 1966 and 4.7 per-

cent for 1970. Within manufacturing, asset-based profit rates for

individual industries conformed fairly closely to the pattern estab-

lished by the sales-based calculations, except that non-electrical

machinery edged out all others in taking first place in profitability.

The profits-to-assets ratio in this industry was 6.6 percent in 1970,

up smartly from 4.5 percent in 1966.

How does the general experience of the affiliates, described in the

foregoing pages, compare with the domestic operating results of their

parent firms? The necessary information to get at this question is

summarizEd in Table 12, which gathers in succinct form some of the infor-

mation contained in the more lengthy appendix tables. The information

covers only manufacturing firms, which constitute the principal focus of

this study. Also, the information on parents is based on the sample--

albeit a large one-of firms which reported as !NC parents in the

Commerce Department's 1970 survey of direct investors. 1/ The affiliate

i,- This sample includes 298 enterprises with 5,237 affiliates owned
abroad. Of these 223 (3,752 affiliates) were in manufacturing industries.
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Table 12.-- A summary of financial and operating data for parents and
affiliates of U.S.-based manufacturing firms, worldwide, 1966 And
1970

(Amounts in millions of dollars)
Percent

: 1966 1970 change
1966-1970

Parent firms 1/:
Total assets --- : 131,102 : 188,498 : 44
Sales ---------------------- : 163,874 : 207,780 : 27
Net income before taxes --------- : 19,785 : 15,517 : -22
U.S. corporate income taxes---: 8,569 : 6,494 : -24
Net income after taxes--------: 11,216 : 9,023 : -20

Ratios (in percent): : :
Taxes to pre-tax earnings----: 43 : 42 : -

After tax income to sales----: 7 : 4 : -
After tax income to total

assets --- . . ..- 9: 5 :

Affiliates :
Total assets--: 49,156 : 78.000 . 59
Sa-es: 53,681 : 90,431 .: .68
Net income before taxea------: 4,260 : 6,156 : 45
Foreign income taxes paid-- : 1,922 : 2,878 : 50
Net income after taxes-: 2,338 : 3-,638 : 56

* 0 .0

Ratios (in percent):
Foreign taxes to pre-tax

earnings :---- 45 : 59: -

After-tax income to sales---- 4 : 4 : -

After-tax income to total : :
assets ------------------- : : 5 -

1/ These data cover only the sample of firms which reported as
parents in 1970. In manufacturing, the sample included 2 98 enterprises with
5,000 affiliates. It covers well over half the "universe-' of direct investors.

Source: Tables A-8 and A-9 in Appendix to this chapter, and Inter-
national Investment Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce.
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data, on the other hand, are "universe" figures (estimates for 1970),

covering all manufacturing branches and subsidiaries of U.S. firms.

Differences in experience as between parents and affiliates stand

out starkly, but they can be explained fairly easily. Assets, sales,

income, and tax payments of manufacturing affiliates all increased much

more sharply over the period (1966-70) than did those of parent firms.

In fact the incomes and tax payments of the parent firms actually

declined rather sharply. "The business cycle" turns out to be the prin-

cipal explanation for these results. In the United States, 1970 was a

recession year, and, with the economy in its cyclical trough, business

conditions--especially profits and tax liabilities-showed a sharp sag.

Abroad, however--and especially in Western Europe which dominates these

figures--operations were going on at the other end of the cycle: Europe

was at or near the peak of a substantial boom, with sales, profits, and

tax collections all rising handsomely in 1970.

These results point up one of the great advantages to the inter-

national firm of operating many businesses in different locations--

namely the increased ability of the firm to insulate itself, by geographi-

cal diversification, from the vicissitudes of recession in any one country

or region. It is well-known that'some of the largest American corpora-

tions were able to show acceptable results on their consolidated income

statements for 1970 only because of the buoyancy of profits in their

operations abroad. In many cases, profit, interest, and cash remit-

tances of other types from affiliates to parents were stepped up well

past "normal" rates in order to dress up the parents' annual reports at
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year-end in 1970.

The popular view of overseas affiliates as considerably more profit-

able-exhorbitantly so, some think-than their domestic parents is con-

tradicted by the evidence shown in Table 12. Even in 1970, the reces-

sion year at home and the boom year abroad, average profitability in

manufacturing for the affiliates was virtually identical with the

parents' experience. In 1966, when the business cycle phases were

roughly the reverse as between the United States and Europe, the profit-

ability of the parent firms at home was clearly higher than that of

their foreign branches and subsidiaries.

Still another aspect of this table-that relating to the relation-

ships between corporate income taxes and earnings of the parent firms

and their affiliates-bears close scrutiny. Admittedly, comparisons of

the tax load borne by U.S. parents and their foreign affiliates are dif-

ficult because of differences in tax structures, definitional variances

respecting taxable income and the bases on which taxes are computed, and.

so forth; the tax "rates" shown are imputed figures taken from income

statement data. Nonetheless, these data tend to show that, quite aside

from any tax incentives that may be accorded to the affiliates by host

countries at the outset, the average foreign tax rates applicable to the

earnings of manufacturing affiliates tend to be somewhat higher abroad

than the average rates paid by parents in the United States. The

numbers, which are based on corporate records that tend to reflect U.S.

accounting standards and conventions, indicate a fairly large divergence

for 1970, but this should be viewed with caution because factors unrelated
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to actual tax "rates" may be affecting the results. Nevertheless, it

could be inferred from the data that there is little incentive--from a

corporate tax point of view--for the U.S. MNCs to declare their profits

abroad, and pay taxes on them there, as a means of minimizing tax lia-

bilities in the United States.

Information on corporate foreign income tax payments as a propor-

tion of pre-tax income for each of the seven key countries (which

together account for over 70 percent of affiliates worldwide after-tax

income) bears out the point that the incidence of corporate tax liabil-

ity is roughly the same in the United States and abroad. The following

tabulation, drawn from the appendix tables, shows how tax payments as

related to pre-tax income varied among the Seven. The average for the

group, as well as the comparable figure for parents' experience in the

United States, are shown for reference. The figures, in percent, refer

to manufacturing firms only.
1 1966 1970

Canada ------------------- 48 41
United Kingdom ----------------- 41 51
Belgium-Luxembourg---------- n.a. 38
France---------------------- 57 49
West Germany -------------------- 57 49
Brazil--------------------- 53 47
Mexico---------------------- 46 57
Average for the Seven ----------- 50 47
United States ---------------. . 43 42

These figures permit a tentative inference that, as far as tax consider-

ations are concerned in the group of countries which account for the

bulk of MNC operations abroad, there may be a slight incentive--in some

cases a substantial one--for the MNCs to maximize the proportion of their

worldwide income that is declared, and on which taxes are paid, in the

United States.
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STATISTICAL APPENDIX
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Table A-l.--Plant and equipment expenditures by U.S.-owned MNCs and their share of gross
fixed capital formation in manufacturing industries, Canada, 1966 and 1970

(Amounts in millions of dollars)

1966 1970

Industry description 1/ : / P&E as :: : P&E as
P&E GFC :percent of:: P&E - :GFCF 2/ 3/:percent:perentof

: : : GFCF :: : : GFCF

All manufacturing --------: 1,105 : 2,583 : 42.7 :: 1,006 : 3,119 32.2

Food 45 " 200: 22.5: 64: 272: 23.5

Paper & allied products---: 245 518 67.2 :: 162 : 408 : 39.7

Chemicals 221 255 86.6 186 273 68.1

Primary & Fabricated : : : •.:

metals------- 91: 93:

Machinery----- 186 - -830 64.0 :: 212 : 1,026 57.8

Transportation equipment---: 255 "" 289

All other manufacturing---: 62 780 7.9 .. 156 : 1,140 : 13.6

1/ "'Plant and equipment expenditures" of MNCs.
_/ "Gross fixed capital formation". These are capital spending

slightly from comparable National Accounts data.
3; These are "intentions" data from Canadian surveys.

figures, which differ

Sources: P&E figures from Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commrce.
Aggregate investment figures are from Dominion Bureau of Statistics (Canada).
Canada Yearbook, 1968 and 1970-71.
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Table A-2.--Plant and equipment expenditures by U.S.-ovned HNCs and their share of gross
fixed capital formation in manufacturing industries, United Kingdom, 1966 and 1970

(Amounts in millions of dollars)

1966 1970

Industry description I P&E as t : : P&E as
P& I/ :GFCF 2/ :percent of:: P&E 1/ GFCF 2/ :percent of

• GFCF ... FCF
- c• c :: - : FC

All manufacturing-----.. --- : 698 : 4,259 : 16.3 :: 1,076 : 5,129 : 20.9

Food ----------------- 26: 554: 4.6:: 29: 650: 4.4

Chemicals-- 115 : 725 : 15.8 :: 164 : 914 17.9

Primary and Fabricated :
metals 60: 529: 11.3:: 201: 3/ 950: 21.1

Non-electrical machinery---: 116 : 762 : 21.5 154 806 29.0

Electrical machinery-----.: 8 :1 80

Transportation equipment--: 180 : 378 : 47.6 :: 196.: 430 : 45.5
All other manufacturing--: 153 : 1,311 : 11.6 :: 252 : 1,379 : 18.2

1/ "Plant and equI, nt exp*&d1tu7esw of tiCa.
2/ "Gross fixed capital formation".
3/ partly estimated.

Sources: P&E figures from Buteau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce.
Aggregate investment figures from U.*', National Income and Expenditures, 1969, and
Statistical Yearbook, 1971.

'ý 4
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Table A-3.--Plant and equipment expenditures by U.S.-owned MNCs and their share of gross
fixed capital formation in manufacturing industries, Belgium-Luxembourg, 1966 and 1970

(Amounts in millions of dollars)

1966 1970

Industry description

All manufacturing -------

Chemicals ---------

Primary and Fabricated
metals -------------

Non-electrical machinery---:

Electrical machinery --------

Transportation equipment---:

All other manufacturing----:

1/ "Plat and equipment expen
2/ "Gross fixed capital forma

P&E 1/ :GFC

185

55

4:

}24

60

42

ditures" of M
tion".

P&E as * :
:F 2/ :percent of:: P&E 1/

GFCF

1,085 : 17.0 :: 186

236 : 23.3 :: 66

: : : 19

455 : 19.3 :: ) 38

*w .: 7

394 : 10.6 :: 56

:GFCF
: P&E as

2/ :percent of
GFCF

1,313 14.1

265 : 24.9

533 12.0

515 : 10.8

INCs.

Sources: P&E figures from Bureau of Fconamic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce.
GFCF figures from Belgium, Institute National de St---n -qm, Bulletin de Statistique,
No. 7-8 (July-August), 1971, Brussels, 1971.
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1966 1970
Industry description

All manufacturing-------------

Food------------------------

Chemicals---------------

Primary and fabricated
metals-------

Non-electrical machinery ---- :

Electrical machinery-------:

Transportation equipment----

All other manufacturing -----

P&E l/ :GFC

265 :4/

14

31 :5/

12 : 4

139

44

25

: P&E as
F 2/ :percent of::

GFCF

6,031 : 4.3

732 : 1.9

1,570 : 1.9

/ 697 : 1.7

897:} 15.4

500 8.8

2,367 - 1.0

: P&E as
P&E 1/ :GFCF 2/ 3/:percent of

GFCF

542 : 4/ 9,250 : 5.8

13 : 1,415 : .9

36 : 5/ 1,665 : 2.1

12 : 4/ 1,138 : 1.0

S315 : 1,351 :} 23.3

84 - 851 9.8

82 2,830 : 2.8

I/ "Plant and equipment expenditures" of MNCs.
2/ "Gross fixed capital formation".
3/ Estimated.
4/ Includes mining operations in metal industries.
5/ Includes rubber.

Sources: P&E figures from Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Comerce.
Aggregate investment figures from INSEE, Les Compes de la Nation, 1970, Paris, 1971.

Table A-4.--Plant and equipment expenditures by U.S.-owned MNCs and their silare of gross
fixed capital formation in manufacturing industries, France, 1966 anJ 1970

(Amounts in millions of dollars)

o
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Table A-5.--Plant and equipment expenditures by U•S.-owned MNCs and their share of gross
fixed capital formation in manufacturing industries, West Germany, 1966 and 1970

(Amounts in millions of dollars)
1966 1970

Industry description : : : P&E as :: : : P&E as
P&E 1/ :GFCF 2/ :percent of:: P&E 1/ :GFCF 2/ 3/:percent of

: : : GFCF :: : : GFCF

All manufacturing-..... -.... : 561 : 6,039 : 9.2 :: 956 : 7,740 : 12.3

Fo odod 9: 622: 1.4:: 17: 850: 2.0

Chemicals 60 : 1,161 : 5.1 :: 138 : 1,320 : 10.4

Primary and fabricated. - .
metals ------... : 15 : 812 : 1.8:: 98: 1,160 : 8.4

Non-electrical machinery---: 191 982:} 19.4 :? 409 : 1,470 : 27.8

Transportation equipment---: 266 : 703 : 37.8 :: 237 : 850 : 27.8

All other manufacturing----: 20 : 1,759 : 1.1 :: 57 : 2,090 : 2.7

1/ "Plant and equipment expenditures" of MNCs.
2/ "Gross fixed capital formation".
3/ Estimated.

Sources: P&E figures from Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce.
Aggregate investment figures from West Germany, Statistische Bundesamt, Statistisches
Jahrbuch fur die Bundesrepublik Deutschland. 1971, Wiesbaden, 1971.
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Table A-6.--Plant and equipment expenditures by U.S.-owned MNCs and their share of
gross fixed capital formation in manufacturing industries, Brazil, 196b and 1970

(Amounts in millions of dollars)
1966 1970

Industry desctiption : : P&E as :: &E as
: P&E 1/ :GFCF 2/ :percent of:*: P&E 1/ :GFCF 2/ :percent of

GFCF :: : : GECF

All manufacturing---- 84 680 12.4 181 988 18.3

Food n.a. : 93: - :: 19: 171: 11.1

Chemicals - : - : - -

Primary and fabri- : : :
cated metals - • 19 : 113 : 16.8 :: 40 : 146 : 27.4

5 5 *0 5: 4

Non-electrical : : :
machinery---- : n.a. : 122: - :: : 34: 11.9

Electrical :
machinery-----" 30 : 59 : 50.8 :: 56 : 98 : 57.1

Transportation :
equipment 20 71 28.2 31 121 25.6

All other manufac-
turing3/--: 15: 222: 6.7:: 19: 318: 5.9

1/ "Plant and equipment expenditures".
T/ "Gross fixed capital formation".
X/ Inlcudes food and primary and fabricated metals in 1966.

Source: PRE figures from Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce,
GFCF figures from Producao Industrial Vol. 1, p. 38, Instituto Brasileiro de
Estatistica, (1969).

AI
I -ý
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1/ "Plant and equipment
2/ "Gross fixed capital

expenditures".
formation".

*1969 figures ( 1970 data not available)

Sources: P&E figures from Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce.
G figures from Cuentas Jiacionailes y Acuereos de Capital, Cousalidades y por Typo le
Actividad Economica (1969), Banco de Mexico S.A.

Table A-7.-Plant and equipment expenditures by U.S.-owned MNCs and their share of gross
fixed capital formation in manufacturing industries, Mexico, 1966 and 1970

(Amounts in millions of dollars)

: 1966 1970

Industry description : P&E as : : * P&E as
: P&E 1/ GFCF 2/ :percent of:: P&E 1/ : GFCF 2/ :percent of
: : : GFCF :: : : GFCF

All manufacturing ----: 116 : 1,730 : 6.7 :: 205 : 2,200 : 9.3

Food---15 : 562 2.7 :: 21 : 672 : 3.1

Chemicals-: 60 : 288 : 20.8 :: 61 : 572 : 10.7

Primary and fabri- : :
cated metals-----: 13 : 326 : 4.0 :: 18 : 218 8.3

Non-electrical)
machinery-- 14 263 5.3 28 201 13.9

Electrical
machi[,iery-...-.: . :

Transportation : :
e•lipment --- -- : 6 : 193 : 3.1 26 : 145 17.9

All other manufac- : :
turing---. -.- : 8: 98: 8.2: 51: 392: 13.0
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Table A-8.--Financial experience of all U.S. multinational aftf'latcs abroad

(In millions of dollars)
1966

All industries--
Agriculture------------------
Mining and smelting-----------
Petroleum- --------------
Manufacturing----

Food products -
Paper and allied products---
Chemicals and allied products-
Rlubbe.

Primary and fabricated metals-
Machinery, except electrical-
El~ctrical machinery-

Electronic components--
Transportation equipment----
Textiles and apparel----
Lumber, wood, and furniture---
Printing end publishing----
Stone, clay and glass

products c -
Instrum n - - -
Other manufacturing---

Transportation, communication,
- and public utilities------
Trade-

1Iqauran
Other

=Foreign Net income : Ratio of
Sales " income after foreign net income

tax paid:income taxes to sales

:108,659 : 5,363 : 6,180 : 5.7
403 : 21 : 41: 10.2

2,228 : 421 : 418 : 18.8
: 28,987 : 2,374 : 1,923 : 6.6
: 53,681 : 1,922 : 2,338 : 4.4
: 5,966 : 195 : 251: 4.2

2,106 : 102 : 159 : 7.5
8,286: 364 : 436 : 5.3
2,204: 67 : 106: 4.8
5,075: 181 : 198 : 3.9
6,884: 315 : 298 : 4.3
5,157: 169 : 205 : 4.0

: 1,327: 43 : 49 : 3.7
: 12,152 : 292 : 404 : 3.3

S- 84- 18: 29: 3.4
944 : 53 : 63 : 6.7
390 : 15 : 16 : 4.1

1,181 : 54 : 53 : 4.5
1,583 : 71 : 90 : 5.7

910 : 26 : 30 : 3.3

1,997 : 70 : 382 : 19.1
14,851 : 299 : 520 : 3.5
1,198 : 96 : 223 18.6
1,252 : 26 : 97 7.7
4,062 : 134: 238: 5.8

1970

S :Foreign :Net income : Ratio of : Increase

Sales : income :after foreiSn net Income ses
: tax paid'income taxes " to sales :for sles

:1966-1970

:180,027 : 8,420 : 11,006 : 6.1 : 65.7
517 : 36 : 21 : 4.1 : 28.3

: 2,443 : 467 : 468 : 19.2 : 9.6
: 48.350 : 3,886 : 3,675 : 7.6 : 66.9
: 90,431 : 2,878 : 3,638 4.0 : 68.5
: 7,241 : 220 : 262 = 3.6 : 21.4
: 2,898 : 91 : 197: 6.8 : 37.6
: 12,972 : 501 : 805 : 6.2 : 56.6
: 2,779 : 116 : 136 = 4.9 : 26.1
= 8,282 : 253 : 331 = 4.0 : 63.2
: 12,094 =. 638 : _751__Ž 6.2- : .75.7.
: 9,364 : 208 = 321 = 3.4 : 81.6

2,695 : 56 = 137 = 5.1 : 103.1
: 18,951: - 382 : §36 2,1.: 55,9
: 1,796 : 64 : 77 :. 4.3 t 113.0

1,493 : 26: 3 : .2 : 58.2
682 : 20: -4 : -. 6 : 74.9

1,954 : 63: 100 : 5.2 : 65.5
2,887 : 164: 77 : 2.7 : 82.4
7,038 : 132 : 144 : 2.0 : 673.4

4,308 : 178 : 1,536 : 35.7 : 115.7
23,570 : 470 : 862 : 3.7 : 58.77
2,320 : 173 : 432 = 18.6 : 93.7
1,288 : 5 : 54: 4.2 : 2.9
6,800 : 327 : 320 : 4.7 : 67.4

Percentage

S.: Increase
: Increase :(decrease)
: (decrease) : of ratio
: of foreign : of net
:income taxes: income

1966-1970 •. to sales

: 57.0 : 0.4
: 71.4 : -6.1
: 10.9 : .4
: 63.7 : 1.0
: 49.7 : -. 4
: 12.8 : -. 6
: -10.8 : -. 7
= 37.6 : .9
: 73.1 : .1
: 39.8 : .1
* 102.5 = 1.9.
: 23.1 : -. 6
: 30.2 : 1.4

30.8 : -1.0
: 255.6 : .9
* -50.9 : -6.5
: 33.3 : -4.7

16.7 : .7
: 131.0 : -3.0
: 407.7 : -1.3

: z
= 154.3 = 16.6

57.2: .2
80.2: -

-80.8 : -3.5
144.0 : -1.1

Source: International Investment Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce.
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Table A-9.--Total assets and profits of U.S. multinational affiliates abroad for 1966 and 1970

(In millions of dollars)

Total assets Profitstio of profits to

Type of industry : Percent of Assets
: 1966 1970 increase or:

(decrease) : 1966 1970 1966 1970

All Industries ------------------- :124,792 203,076 62.7 : 6,180 11,006 : 5.0 5.4
Agriculture -------------------- : 560 531 (5.2): 41 21 : 7.3 4.0
Mining and smelting----------: 3,599 6,083 69.0 : 418 468 : 11.6 7.7
Petroleum ---------------- : 27,280 43,871 60.8 : 1,923 3,675 : 7.0 8.4
Manufacturing total ------------ : 49,156 78,000 58.7 : 2,338 3,638 : 4.8 4.7

Food ------------ : 3,953 5,050 27.8 : 251 262 : 6.3 5.2
Paper----------- ------------ : 2,634 3,733 41.7 : 159 197 : 6.0 5.3
Chemicals ------------------- : 9,444 14,780 56.5 : 436 805 : 4.6 5.4
Rubber ------------------------ : 1,884 2,358 25.2 : 106 136 : 5.6 5.8
Primary and fabricated : .

metal --------------- 5,212 6,585 26.3 : 198 331 : 3.8 5.0
Machinery not electrical----: 6,655 11,345 70.4 : 298 753 : 4.5 6.6
Electrical machinery ------ 7-: 4,649 8,640 85.8 : 205 321 : 4.4 3.7

Electronic components-----: 1,294 2,354 81.9 : 49 137 : 3.8 5.8
Transportation equipment----: 8,886 12,369 39.2 : 404 436 : 4.5 3.5
Textiles--------------- 840 1,763 109.9 : 29 77 : 3.5 4.4
Lumber --------- : 1161 2,356 102.9 : 63 3 : 5.4 .1
Printing- ----------- : 331 654 97.6 : 16 (4): 4.8 -
Stone, clay and glass

products--: 1,377 2,220 61.2 : 53 100 : 3.8 4.5
Instruments ------- : 1,341 3,177 136.9 : 90 77 : 6.7 2.4
Other ------- - ------ : 789 2,972 276.7 : 30 144 : 3.8 4.8

Transportation, communication, :
and public utilities - : 4,945 9,257 87.2 : 382 1,536 : 7.7 16.6

Trade-- -- - - : 9,050 13,504 49.2 : 520 862 : 5.7 6.4
Finance --------------------- : 21,601 38,279 77.2 ' 223 432 : 1.0 1.1
Insurance--: 4,122 3,758 (8.8): 97 "54 : 2.4 1.4
Other -------- : 4,479 9,793 118.6 : 238 320 : 5.3 3.3

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce,
Investment Division

Bureau of Economic Analysis, International

'I
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Table A-l0.--Financial experience of all U.S. multinational affiliates in Canada

fIa ktlliefs of dollars)
1966 s1970 Percentage

SS : 3 .3 : Increase
-oreign .. m : Asti* : Fatio No : lue*'eaae : Increase :(decrease)

Sales : Incomb :aier f&iz**:ntet Ifteb Sales : eame :a"er fbteign:net t (d'eOeh..k) (Odcrease) : of ratio
*tax #old in.11et taxes to slaleM tax Vdid~iucbme tax"s to sales fo salE. of foreign : 'of met

:1966-1970 :Income taxes: Income
: : :1966-1970 :to sales

Indusres. : 25,230 : 949 : 1,346 g 5.3 g 37,614 : 1,245 : 1,673 4.4 1 49.1 : 31.2 : -. 9
ic-tc-'----- : 24: : 0t 0: 36: : 0: 0 $0.0 : 0 : 0

1l2ni and smelting ----- 334 : 12 51 1 15.1 t 936 : 277 : 124 13.2 : 176.9 : 2,208.3 : -1.9
etarolR ----- -- 2,973: 89': 238: 8.0 5,649: 178: 361 : 6.4 90.0;: 100.0 : -1.6
Maufactur iang --- : 15,682 . 647 : 708" 4.5 : 22,128 : 592 : 840 : 3.8 41.1 -8.5 : -. 7

Food products ---- : 1,737: 65 : 5: 3.7: 2,220: 190 73 : 3.3: 27.8: 21.5: -. 4
Paper and allied productS---: 1,242: 70 : 109 : 8.8 : 1,505 : 49 : 137 : 9.1 : 21.2 : -30.0 .3
&micals dad allied 0Oducts--t 1,740 : 99 i 102 : 5.9 : 2,124 : 80 : 15 5.4 : 22.1 : -19.2 -. 5
rubber . .......... 486: 46 4 14 2.9 713: 17: 14: 2.Pl: 46.7: 21.4: -. 9
Prmaay and fabricated metals-': 1,980 : 86 61: 4.1: 1,964: 54: 33 1.7: -. 8: -37.2 : -2.4
Nachinery, except elictrital--: 1,532 : 69 : 72 : 4.7 : 2,222 : 77 : 94 : 4.2 : 4S.0 : 11.6 : -. 5.

- .itrir.cal machinery----.-. : 1,442 : 50 132- •.6. . 1,822 2- 39 2- - : 48.0 : -1.5
klelprooe components-------.: 292 : 8: 6: 2.1: 453: -4: 6: 1.3: 35.1 : -150.0: -. 8

gresportation equipment-------: 3,383 : 89 s 91 1 2.7 t 5,677 : 70 : 133 : 2.3 : 67.8 : -21.3 , -. 4
Textiles and apparel-----: 218: - *3.2j- -- 33Z-. 0t 4 9.2-- 144.0-: 566.7 : 6.0
Limber, wood, and furniture---: 812 : 50 t 58 7.1: 1,322: 22 : 25 1.9 62.8: -66.0: -5.2
PrIntI and publishing -.. .: 96 : 6 3: 5.1 : 176 : 8 : 10 : 5.7 79.6 : 33.3 : .6
Stona. elay andlsa : : : : : :ga 00

products : 325 15: 19 .8 406 9g: 19: 4.7 44.9 -40.0 s -1.1
I=-trumants : 353: 19 20: 3.7 : 563 : 26 : 28 5.0 : 59.5 36.8 : -. 7
Other manufacturing-- : 334 9 12: 3.6 882 : 35 : 71 8.0 : 164.1 : 288.9 : 4.4
Saniportation, communication, : : : : : : : :
-sad public utilities . 486: 36 : 54 11.1 : 918 : 55: 174 : 19.0 : 88.9 : 52.8 : 7.
cad ,- - : 3,457 79 71: 2.1 : 5,290 : 109 : 124 : 2.3 53.0 : 38.0 : .2
g;. . 28 30: 82 28.6: 442: 3?,: 8: 1.:8 54.0: 13.3: -26.8

1Mu .a ce e 954% 23- : 8.9 : 1,000 * 0 34 3. : 4.8 :U -5.5
1,029 3: 33: N.5. 1,215: 0.: 8: .7: 18.1 0 : -4.6

t ! : : . : : : I U oonree: IntetnatiOnal I•,est~men Divisiob, Butelu bf Eeoamie~c Analysis, U.S. Departmnt of Commerce.



Table 11.-Financial experience of all U.S. multinational -fflUate in .tbe United Kingdom

(In millions of dollars)
:" 191 2970 pertqp

S : 2 : : :: : : increase)
, m--o € ".*o,, : Net lame Ratio of Idecrease): Idcreae,-,-- of ,r,

Sales Inoeafter foreign net Sal: inom afe foreign :net Income:(dree)(draeY OfrL
:tez~~ ~ na ~s~for sales : of foreign :of net

;Incom tae t:~ia ta :in-1com taxes to sales :1966-1970 :Income camest Income
2 : :19-1970 to "Is

All Industri- : 15,200 : 372 t 510 : 3.4 : 24,511 s 616 : 1,312 5.4 : 61.3 t 65.6 S 2.0
icm lt.e-: 3 : 0:. 0 : 0.0 : 3 : 0 0: 0.0 : 0 : 0 t 0

ning sm•lt : 0: : : : 0: : 2 : :
Petroleum--: 2,484 : -1: -49: .- 2.0 : 3,539 : -2: -61: -1.7 : 42.5 : -100.0 3 .3

factt•- .- : 9,634 : 278 : 403 : 4.2 : 16,246 : 489 : 479 2.9 : 68.6 : 75.9 t -1.3
bod products : 956 : 28 : 41 : 4.3 : 1,054 : 23 : 32 : 3.0 : 10.3 : -17.9 t -1.3

Paper and allied products-: 113 : 6 10 2 8.8 : 141 : 3 : 5 : 3.5 2 24.8 : -50.0 : -5.3
Cbi cals and allied products-: 1,526 : 58: 86: 5.6 : 1,918 : 77 : 106: 5.5 : 25.7 : 32.8 : -. 1
'b e r - : 273: 5: 7: 2.6 t 373 : 5 : 17: 4.6* : 36.6 : 0 : 2.0

Primary and fabricated metals-: 968 : 40 : 38 : 3.9 : 804 z 22 : -7 : -. 9 2 -16.9 : -45.0 : -4.8
Machiner, except olectriLcal-: 1,530 : 62 95. 6.2. .2,49.6 2 134 : .137 5.5-_: 63.1 161.1

electrical maciey--1,181 -- 34 51 2 4.3 : 1,607 : 29 : 39 : 2.4 : 36.1 2 -14.7 -1.9
Lactramic c€ompoents - -: 128: 3: 4 : 3.1: 390 : 12 : 10: 2.6 : 204.7: 300.0 -.5

Transportation equipment- : 2,174: 10; 25 : 1.1: ,•43Q: 3- : .- 4*= -. 1. 57.8 : 420.0 2 -1.2
Ttiles a apparel : 92: 2 : 3 : 3.3 2 77 : 2 t 3 : 3.9 2 -22.2 0 : .6
Lumber, ood, and furniture-: 15 : 0 a 0 : 0.0 3 35 : 0 : 1 : 2.9 : 133.3 3 0 t 2.9
Printing and publiashn• -: 75 : 5 : 4 : 5.3 : 125 : 4 : 6 : 4.8 : 66.7 : -20.0 t -. 5
Stone, clay nd glass 9 :. t : : : 3 : 1

products : 125 : 5 : S : 4.0 : 242 : 5 : 25 a 10.3 : 93.6 : 0 2 6.3
InstmrIt a 438 : 19 2 30 : 6.8. : 739 : 41 : 58 2 7.8 : 68.7 : 115.8 : 1.0
Otber mmnufacturig-: 168 : 4 : 8 : 4.8 2 3,205 2 92 : 61 1.9 : 1,807.7 220.0 : -2.9Trnprtto, canctio, : a a : : :. : : 3

and public util it ies-: 60 : : 17 : 28.3 : 1,481 : : 785 : 53.0 2 2,368.3 : 9 24.7
:2,031 : 60: 81 : 4.0 :1,942: 62 : 72 : 3.7: 95.6 : 3.3 : -. 3

: 311 : 12 : 24 : 7.7 : 334 a 0 : -7 : -2.1 : 7.4 : 0 : -9.9
64: : 0: 0.0: 0 : 0 : 0: 0.0: : 0 : 0

0the-. ... ,.. : 613 : 23 a 34 : 5.5 : 966 : 67 : 4 : 4.6 : 57.6 : 191.3 : -. 9

Source: International Investment Division, Bureau of Economc Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce. /

f'k



Table A-12.-Financial experience of all U.S. multinational affiliates in Belgium and Luxembourg

(In millions of dollars)

1966 1970 Percentage

I: increase

: Foreign Net income Ratio of : "Foreign Net Income Ratio of : Increase): Increase s(: oerast)
Sales income after foreign net income: Sales i income :after foreign :net Income rese) of ratio:tax pa: :income taxes to sales : tax paid:income taxes to sales :for sales : of foreign : of net

:1966-1970 :Income taxes: Income
1966-1970 : Co sales

£11 Industries 2,190 : 34 : 41 : 1.9 4,227 : 82 125 3.0 : 93.0 : 141.2 : 1.1
Agricult•

NiSa- a d and lln : : 0 : 0 : : : : 00: 0.0: : 0 :
Petrolem-- : 372 : 1 : -2 : -. 5 : 595 : : 5 : 0.8 59.9 : 0 : 1.3

infetu : 1,158 : 23 : 3 : .3 2,608 : 61 101 : 3.9 : 12.5.2 : 165.2 : 3.6
rood prodI-ts - 109: 2: 3: 2.8: 121: 1: 1 .8 : 11.0 : -50.0 : -2.0
Pap= anralied producti- : 38 : 1 : -9 : -23.7 : 96 1 : 35 : 36.5 : 152.6 : 0 : 60.2
Musicals and allied products-: 238 : 5 : 0 : 0 : 654 : 20 : 3 : .5 : 174.8 : 300.0 : .5

: 61: 4 : 0 0: 79: 1 1 2 1.34 : 29.5 : -75.0 1.3
PrImery ad fabricated metals-: 63 = 1 = -3 = -4.8 252 11 = 16 : 6.3 = 300.0 9 1,000.0 11.1
Machinery, except electrical-: 248 : 1 : 6 2.4 : 429- 15_ .16 3.7:_-"3,0 .1 1,400.0 : 1.3..

cr~ial wichi --- " 125-: 1: 8: 6.4: 425: 5: 9 : 2.1: 240.0: 400.0l: -4.3
zleceromlc components : : : : : ::

Transportation eq•lpent : 215 : 3 : 0 : 0 : 275 : _1 _ 4 : 1.5 : 27.9 : -66.7 : 1.5
- tils and appazre . : 15":- 0 00 : 0 207 6 9 t 11 : 5.3 : 1,280.0 : 0 : 5.3
Lumber. wood, and furdture--: 0 : 0: 0: 0: 0: 0 : 0 0 : 0 0 :
Prir•nti and pubisi n : 5 : 3 : 3 : 60.0 : 5 : 1 : 5 : 100.0 : 0 : -66.7 : 40.0
Stina, c•y nd glass

produc.. : 27 : I : -9 : -33.3: 45: -5: -5: -11.1 : 66.7: -600.0 : 22.2
Ins•- 9 : 0 : 0 : 0: 15: 0: 0: 0: 66.7 : :
Other, MdMufa:•csz--& 5 : 1 : 4 : 80.0 : 5 : 1 :5 : 100.0 : 0 : 0 : 2. It.

Transportation. comicso. : : : : .n: : : : ::o:
and ublI utIlitiAs : 5 : 0: : : 0: 0 :_ .-.- 0:

Tred - : 590 : 9 : 20: 3.4: 850: 9: 27: 3.2: 44.1: : -. 2
Fi nan -c e : 32 : 1 : 6 : 18.8 : 65 : 9 : -8 : -12.3 : 103.1 : 800.0 : 31.1
Insm~arn -: 3: : : 0: 0: , 0:
Othber -: 30: : 14: 46.7: 109: 3: 0: : 263.3:

C: : : : : : :
orce: Interna•tional Invemsnt D: soBra fEooi -nalysis, U.S. Department ofGonec"
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Table A-13.--Financial experience of U.S. multinational affiliates in France

(In millions of dollars)

1966 1970

All Industries~ - -- ---
Agriculture--
Mining and smelting--- --------
Petroleum--------

Manufaccuring~-
Food products
Paper and allied products----:
Chemicals and allied products-:
Rubber

Primary and fabricated metals-:
Machinery, except electrical---:
El•ctrical machinery

.Electronic components---:
Transporttioc equipment- -:
Textiles and apparel-- :
Lumber, wood, and furniture--:
Printing and publishing
Stone.. clay and glass

product•s-
In~striments--

Other manufacturrng-
'Tran-o6rtati:'on, comunication. i

Trade e
Finance
.Insurance
Other-

:Foreign Net income : Ratio of :
Sales " income :after foreign:net income:

"tax paid :income taxes to sales

6,126 : 157 : 104 : 1.7
4: 0: 0:
0: 0: 0: 0:

1,418 = 21 = 1.5
3,644: 121: 90: 2.5:

292 : 10 : 10 : 3.4
80: 1: 1: 1.3:

558 : 25 : 21 : 3.8
111: 5 : 5 : 4.5
170 : 6: 6 = 3.5
929 : 23 : 10 : 1.1
325: 10-: 3: .9:
126:
739 : 15 : 19 : 2.6

1• : -l : (3.1)-:

15: 0: 0: 0:
36 : 0 : -1 2.8

145: 9: 9 : 6.2
194: 15: 4: 2.1:

18 1 : 4 : 22.2

22-:
737 = 13 : -9 : 1.2
65: 3: 2 : 3.1
10: 0: 0: 0:

226: 20: 0: 0:

Source: International Investment Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S.

Foreign
Sales : income

:tax pai

9,223 : 264
3:
0 0

1,771
5,641 : 208

473 : 12
183 : 2
971 : 41
119 : 11
208 : 4

1,439 : 83
514 : 15
260 :
936 : 1

21 : 1
15: 0
51 : 0

252 : 7
399: 30
60: 1

3:
1,233 : 21

0: 0
0: 0

572 : 35

Department of

:after
I income

mierce.

: Net income Ratio of :."crease:
foreign :net income
taxes to sales

277 : 3.0
-2 : 66.7

0: 0
14 = .8

214 : 3.8
13 : 2.7

5 : 2.7
49 : 5.0
15 : 12.6
5 = 2.4

49 : 3.4
9 : 1.8

.25 : 2.7
0: 0
0: 0
5 : 9.8

6: 2.4
25 : 6.3

8 : 13.3

4 : .3
2: 0
0: 0

45 : "7.9

:for sales
:1966-1970

50.6
-25.0

24.9
54.F
62.0

128.8
74.0
7.2

22.4
54.9
58.2

6.3
26.7

-34.4
: 0
* 41.7

: 73.8
: 105.7

233.3

-86.4
67.3

53.1

: of foreign :
:income taxes:

1966-1970

68.2

: 71.') =

20.0
100.0

64.0
120.0
-33.3
260.9

50.0

S -93.3:
0:
o 0:

= 0:

-22.2 :
100.0

0:

61.5
0:
0:

75.0

A i.ý

Percentage

: Increase
Increase decreasese)

(decrease) : of ratio
of net
income

to sales

1.3

-.7
1. 3
-. 7

•.4
1.2
M. I

-1.3
2.3

.9

.1
3.1

7.0

-3.8
4.2

-8.4

-. 9
-3.1

7.9

: toecrease; :
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Table A-14.--Financial experience of all U.S. multinational affiliated in ,C:: .in

(In millions of dollars)

1966

£11 industriess ----------
Agriculture

Mining and smelting-------------

Manufacturing---------------
Food products----
Paper and allied products----.:
Chemicals and allied products--:

Primary and fabricated metals-:
Machinery, except electrical--:

Zlectronlc components ------- :
Transportation equipment-----:
Teztles and apparel ------ -
Lumber, wood, and furniture---:
Printing and publishing ----- :
Stone, clay and glass

products ------
Instrulme t- -
Other manufacturing--

Transportation, comunication,-
. -and-pub.1c tr.lities- ------

1970

S Foreign : Net income Ratio of
Sales income :after foreign :net income Sales:tax paid income taxes to sales",

8,546 : 260 : 226 : 2.6 = 16,014
3: 0 0 0: 3
0: 0 0: 0: 0

2,180 : 20 : -28 : -1.3 : 3,350
5,238 : 218 : 196 : 3.7 : 10,788

430: 14: 22: 5.1: 634
68 5 5: 7.4 : 69

486 18 : 10 : 2.1 : 963
157 : 2 : 1 : .6 t 211
327 : 6 : 3 : .9 : 1,821
911: 70: 45: 4.9_: 1,742
409 8 6-:- 1.5 876
58: : : : 202

1,950 : 70 : 77 3.9 : 3,250-73T -5-- 37 , : 100

13 : 2 : 0: 0: 33
20 : 5 : 5: 25.0 35

143 : 5 : 5:. 3.5: 239
192 : 6 : 7: 3.6. : 406

59 : 2 : 5: 8.5 : 409

808

67

250

15 3
3:
0:
4:

22:
3:

33

r

: 1,552
32.8 : 25

13.2.: - 296.

Perc,.:

incrv.s
ign Net : Ratio : Inc-ease : Incr-i. e :(d.r:, , IIncome after foreignnnet inoo 0:(dec.e:sse); (decreg.e) cl 1, *

:tax paid:income taxes to sale:for sales of foreign :of net
. . :1966-1970 :income taxes; income

* . : 1966-1970 to sales

: 640 : 1,023 6.4 87.4 : 146.2 3.9
= 0: 0: 0: 0:
= 0: 0 0 0
= 24 = 69 = 2.1 = 53.7 = 20.0 : 3.4
: 580 648 6.0 : 106.0 : Jb6.1 : 2.3
* 16 4 : .6 : 47.4 14.3 : -4.
* 3 : 5 : 7.2 : 1.5 -40.0 : -. 2
* 53 177 : 18.4 : 98.1 : 194.4 : 16.3

15 : -5 : -2.4 3 34.4 : 650.0 : -3.0
* 168 -10 3 -. 5 g 456.9 2,700.0 : -1.4: 125: 187 : 1.0.7 .,: 76.1 : 5.8..
: 32 : 37 : 4.2 : 114.2 : 300.0 : 2.7
S : : , : 248.3 :
: _125__ 165: -0.1_:_ _67.-.: 78.6 : 1.2
: 1 -2 -2.0 g 37.0 : -80.0 : -8.8
* 1 : 0 : 0 : 153.8 3 -50.0 :

1 : -1 -2.9 : 75.0 : -80.0 : -27.9

15 25 : 10.5 67.1 3 200.0 7.0
J :3L7 61 15.0 111.5 183.3 " 11.4

- 8 = 5 = 1.2 593.2 300.0 3 -7.3

-- ...-t. "-3:: .

= 25 43 2.8 3 92.1 = 66.7
= 2 : 0 : 0 = -63.2 -33.3

0: 3
- ..:. -. 263 & 88.9 18.4 : 100.0 : 75.7

• C: InternatLonl Investrment division, Bureau Ox Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of C4merce.
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(In millions of dollars)
:1966 :1970 :Percentage

: : : :" : :Increase
* Foreign: Net income Ratio of : :Foreign Net income Ratio of I.ncrease I ncrease :(decrease)

:(d-tecrease): (decrease) : of ratio
Sales "income :after foreign'net income' Sales "income :after foreign'net income"

:tax pai,:.Income taxes "to sales " tax paid':income taxes "to sales "-f6r sae1 :o970ig o e
: : .:1966 : 19: 0 :Income taxes: income

: :: :: :: :: :1966-1970 :to sales

-All Industrie, 2,501 : 70 : 158 : 6.3 :4,675 : 174 : 212 : 4.5 : 86.9 : 148.6 : -1.8
Agriculture. 7 : 0 : - :: 0 : 0 :-::::
Mining and smelting. 7 : :-:: 6 ::-::::
Petroleumt : 572 : 7 : 16 : 2.8 : 885 : 11 : 32 : 3.6 : 54.7 : 57.1 : .8
Manufaturing 1,578 : 55 : 119 : 7.5 : 3,382 : 103 : 133 : 3.9 : 114.3 : 87.3 : -3.6

Food products -: 198 : 5 : 12 : "61: 107 : 3 : 8 : 7.5 : -46.0 : -40.0 : 1.4
Paper and allied products -- : 46 : 3 : 6 : 13.0 : 65 : 5 : 8 : 12.3 : 41.3 : 66.7 : -. 7
Chemicals and allied products-: 307 : 14 : 29 : 9.4 : 623 : 11 : 9 : 1.4 : 102.9 : -21.4 : -8.0.
ýnbe : 125 : 5 : 15 : 12.0 : 175 : 15 : 35 : 20.0 : 40.0 : 200.0 : 8.0
Primary and fabricated metals--: 120 : 4 : 12 : 10.0 : 262 = 4 : 7 : 2.7 : 118.3 : 0 : -7.3
Mahier, except electrical--: 112 : 4 : -8_ : 7, " _. •_V4 : .28 " 36 : "l.&. -= .11.4-: .600-0 : 4.2 .
Wo-iti-Lial machinery - - -: 166 : 8 : 10 : 6.0 : 246 : 19 :10 : 4.1 : 48.2 : 137.5 : -1.9

glectronic compoents-----.: 51 : :2 : 3.9 : 62 ::-:: 21.6 : 0 :
Transportation equipment --- : 352 : 3 :15 : 4.3 :1L71: 9 : - 4= 232.7 ; 200.0 : -3.9
Tmitiles and apparel--- 35':" -3.3 : 8.6 : 124 : 2 : -5 : -4.0 254.3: -33.3 : -12.6
Lumber, wood, and furnilture ---- : 5 : 0 : 2 : 40.0 : 5 : 0 : 5 : 100.0 :0 0 : 0.0
Printin and publishing- - : 7 : 0 =0 = 4 = 0 = 0 = 0.0 = -42.9 =0 =
3to~n, clay and glas:s :::

products 52 : 3 :2 : 3.8 : 76 : 2 : 15 : 19.7 : 46.2 : -33r.3 15.9
Instruments : 43 : 3 :3 : 7.0, : 91 : 5 : 5 5.5 : 111.6 : 66.7 -1.3
Ote manfaturing - - : 10 : 0 :2 : 20.0 : 129 : 0 6 -5 : -3.9 : 1,190.0 : : -23.9

Transportation, comuncation,
and public utilities : 23 : :0 : : 6 : 0 4 '4 "73-a-*-•

Tr : 277 : 5 :7 : 2.5 : 347 : 16 :13 : 3.7' t 25.3 : 220.0 : 1.2
1Pm•: 3 : :: 6 :34:: :
Ins-urance :: 0 :0 ::: 0 :0: ::
Other ... .: 37 : 3 :13 : 35.1 : 49 : 38 :0 0 32.4 : 1,166.7 : -35.1

Sourc: Iternatioa Evestment DvsoBraofEnmiAaliU..epartment ofComrce.

Table A-15.--Financial experience of all U.S. multinational affiliates in Brazil



Table A-16.--Financial experience of all U.S. multinational affiliates in Mexico

(In millions of dollars)
1966 1970 Percentage'

t Ra i of :: : In creaseas
: :Foreign Net income Ratio of : :Foreik Set Income : Ratio of IIncrease : increase :(decrease)

Sales income :after foreign net ibcowe: Sales " ice "after dforeikn'net Lome("ecrease): (decrease) : of ratio

etax pkid:income taxe" to aales : 't pi8a'c .. t . -oro sales : of foreign: of net: :1966-1970 :Income income
= = 1966-1•70 to sales

U Industrie• -- : 2,751 115 145 5.3 5,626: 246 : 227 4.0 : 104.5 : 113.9 -1.3
JrrJ u1cul- : 178: 0: 0 0 : 0 0: 0: 0: 0

2-n and 178, 11: 13 7.3 255: 29 47 18.4 43.3 163.6: 11.1Patrolls-: 27 : 0 :1 : 3.7 : 20 . - :-8 : -40.0 : -25.9 :0 :-43.7
: 2,105 91 : 109 : 5.2 : 4,715 : 202 : 154 : 3.3: 124.0 : 122.0 : -1.9

Food product . : 334: 11 : 9: 2.7: 487: 16 : 8 : 1.6 : 5.8 : : -. 9
Pepin and llI&t product*. -: 63 : 4 : 5 : 7.9 : 121 : 8 : 10 : 8.3 : 92.1 : 100.0 : .4
Cbmulcals abAd illed products--: 533 : 28 : 29 : 5.4 : 764 : 52 : 72 : 9.4 ; 43.3 : 85.7 : 4.0

111.: 5: 5: 4.5 108 5: 5 : 4.6: -2.7. 0. .1
Primary ed fabricLted ietals-: 184 : 9 : 13 : 7.1 : 749 : 25 : 37 : 4.9 : 307.1 : 177.8 : -?.2
Machinery, emeept eLbctrical--: 120 : 5 : 4 : 3.3 : 208 : 8 : 7 : 3.4 73.3 : 60.0 : ..ealwhi, y--y...... -__-=. 174 11 : -: --2 : 7,8 i" -. : .• 174.7 : 72.7 : -4.8ctroia, eomeic14- -: 39 : 3 : 1" : 5.1 : 60 : 3 : 1 : 1.7 : 53.8 : 0 :

?mrsvprtalea equiment-- : 390 : 7 : 13 : 3.3 : 567 : 51 : 20 : 3.5 : 45.4 : 628.6 : .2
8imaes . . 35-: 2= 3: 14.3 66- 3- 7 .6 88.6 : 50.0 : -6.7

Lumber, wod, and furniture--: 5: 0: 0: 0: 5: 2: 0: 0: 0: 0: 0
.Nrit1Inubfshbn .and : 15. 0: 3: 20.0: 5: 2: N.A. : N.A. : -66.7: 0: X.A.
Stane,easycdgla• : : : : : : : :il
po-ts -O.: 74 : 4 : 4 : 5.4 : 191 : 10 : 35 : 18.3 : 158.1 : 150.0 : 12.9
astwumt - : 22 4 : 2 i 9.1 : 76 : 5 : N.A. : N.A. : 245.5 : 25.0 : N.A.

Other manufacturing ---- : 45: 1 1: 2.2: 890 : -4 : 32 : 3.6: 1,877.8 : -500.0 : 1.4
.- mud -~1mbcAuti111&s_-_ .... .5 : 0 :5 : 8.6 0 : 0 :0 :0 ::0 :-8.6
Lra.- ---------- : 303 8 7 : 2.3 : 546 : 5 : 13 : 2.4 : 80.2 : -37.5 : .1

:. 8 : 1 : 5 62.5 : 10 : 0 : 14 : 140.0 : 25.0 : 0 :77.5
Irmsuraa . 8: 0 0 0: 7: : 1 : 14.3 : -12.5 : : 14.3
n 1 64 : 4 : 7. : 73 : 10.: 6 : 8.2 14.1 : 150.0 : .4

Sues: International Invetment Division, Bureauto Econciuc aklysis. U.S. Department of . ommrce.
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CHAPTER V

MULTINATIONAL FIRMS IN INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

Introduction

The present chapter is market-oriented. That is, it explores the

international financial activities of the MNCs in the context of the

money and capital markets, and the foreign exchange markets, in which

these activities take place. It makes only a few explicit references

to "The International Monetary System," the establishment and regula-

tion of which are the province of governments acting separately or in

concert. Thus, the emphasis in this chapter is on the modern-day markets

which the MNCs have had a large role in framing and which constitute the

realities around which policies and whole "systems" have to be built. The

chapter concludes with an assessment of how the MNCs have or have not

altered the realities and therefore the policy needs which stem from

them.

Some definitions

Throughout the chapter, several technical terms recur. These are

defined below.

Capital markets

Capital markets are markets for long-term investment funds. The

instruments used in them may be debt securities (bonds and notes), or
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equity securities (stocks), or combinations of the two--such as bond

issues which are partly or wholly "convertible" into equities. By con-

vention, capital funds usually are thought of as those having maturi-

ties longer than a year. "Medium term" generally denotes periods of

from 1 to 5 years; medium term loans of fai.-ly short maturities often

can look more like "money" transactions than "capital" ones. "Long

termi" issues usually are those whose maturities run beyond 5 years.

Any sort of capital market issue can be either "publicly" placed (on

securities exchanges or through consortia of underwriting concerns) or

"privately placed" (sold to one or a small group of institutional

buyers with no public offering or notice taking place).

Money markets

Money markets are markets for short-term funds, usually at matu-

rities of a year or less. Instruments traded in the money markets can

be bank deposits (demand or time), treasury bills and similar types of

short-term government paper, commercial paper (public or privately

issued notes of nonbank concerns), or trade bills (which can become

"acceptances" when they bear proper bank endorsements). A "certifi-

cate of deposit" or CD is merely a piece of paper which denotes the

negotiability of a time deposit at a commercial bank. Ordinary

short-term bank loans, too, are money market instruments. In general,

the capital markets finance fixed investment; the money markets

finance working capital needs.
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Eurocurrencies

Eurocurrencies--including Eurodollars--are bank deposits, usually

time deposits, denominated in currencies other than that of the

country in which they are held. A Eurodollar deposit is identical

with a dollar deposit in New York, except that it is held outside the

United States.

Eurobonds

Eurobonds, capital market instruments, are debt securities. They

are issued through international underwriting syndicates and sold

mainly in countries which have currencies different from those in which

the issues are denominated. "Foreign bonds" also are sold outside the

country of the borrower, but they traditionally have been issued by

foreigners in some key financial center, in the currency of that center,

and sold through underwriters of that center, chiefly to buyers of that

country. "Eurobonds" and "foreign bonds," when discussed together

without distinction between the two, are termed "international bonds."

An "international bond," therefore, is simply any issue sold outside

the borrower's country. Because of the U.S. Interest Equalization Tax,

international bond issues are sold in the United States only in small

amounts.

Foreign exchange markets

Foreign exchange markets are used whenever it becomes necessary to

make or receive payments in a currency other than one's own. Ordinary

purchases or sales of foreign exchange for current use are "spot
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transactions. If a person owing a debt to a foreigner can persuade

the foreigner to accept his, rather than the foreigner's currency, no

exchange transaction takes place and there is no effect on the spot

rate. This happens, especially in the case of the dollar, which is

widely used as a "vehicle" currency for transactions outside the

United States. Going further, if the foreigner accepts this arrange-

ment, he can accept a deposit of foreign exchange in the country of

the original debtor--say, a dollar deposit in a New York bank. How-

ever, if he then places that dollar deposit in a bank of his own

country--say, London--the deposit becomes a Eurodollar deposit. The

chain of dollar claims now runs backward from the original foreigner

to the foreign bank in which he has placed the deposit, to the U.S.

bank which always did owe the money--first to the original U.S.

citizen who dealt with the foreigner, then to the foreigner himself,

and lastly to the foreigner's London bank. As this dollar deposit is

lent and relent outside the United States, the chain can lengthen

ad infinitum--but there will be no effect on the foreign exchange

market unless or until someone "converts" those dollars into another

currency.

The foreign exchange markets obviously must be able to handle

more than current or spot transactions. They also must accomodate

transactions which involve credits, debts, and the dimension of time.

Such transactions are forward exchne transactions, which merely

are contracts--like futures contracts in commodities--to deliver

specified amounts of currency to a buyer at a given future date, in
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return for specified amounts of foreign currency. Forward exchange

rates depend on two things: (1) spot rates, or the market's expec-

tation of where spot rates will be at maturity of a contract; and

(2) because time is involved, money market interest rates in the

countries of both buyer and seller for obligations with maturities

the same as that of the forward contract. A forward transaction is

a way of transferring the exchange risk onto someone else. The

decision to undertake such a contract depends on the tradeoff

between the possibility of earning a return on one's money abroad in

the meanwhile (by buying spot exchange now and investing it abroad

until the debt is due) and the possibility of a rate change (which

would have to be risked if one invested at home and bought exchange

three months hence). The "going" forward exchange rate for that

maturity is the market's judgment about this tradeoff. If one agrees

with it--or if he disagrees by thinking that forward exchange is

available "cheap"--he will enter a forward contract. If he disagrees,

thinking that the market overestimates the forward risk, he will sit

tight and enter the spot market when his debt is due.

Money and Capital Market Integration

One of the great historical developments of the past 15 years in

the Free World economy has been the progressive intermingling of its

money and capital markets. This phenomenon is well known and has

often been commented upon, but it needs mention ard- dscription here

because it is one of the foundations upoz ,hich-theltkncial role of

the MNCs rest.
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This integrative development is a sharp break from traditional

patterns. Its closest analogue is to be found in the nineteenth

century, when London was in its heyday as a financial center serving

the entire world. In those times, London handled a sufficiently large

proportion of the capital-and-money-market financing of the internal

tional community that its interest rate structures and its ways of

doing business had a measurable leading effect on other money and

capital centers, including those on the Continent and in America.

Most nations felt the impact of changes in British monetary policy,

and responded to them.

The analogy is only approximate, however, because modern money

and capital markets have become more internationalized, and less

directly responsive to developments in any one large and powerful

place. The responsiveness is not gone--the United States now plays

London's former role--but it has a different character.

The essence of the integrative developments which have occurred

is that it now is possible, easy, and inexpensive--to a greater extent

than ever before in modern times--for nationals of one country to lend

and borrow in money and capital markets other than their own. As

recently as the early 1960's, it would have been rare for a mid-western

U.S. manufacturer, with little or no forelkn business, to tap the

Eurodollar market for working capital during times of tight money in

the United States. Now, it can be done, Just as domestic U.S. firms

with spare cash between tax dates may consider, on the advice of their

bank, placing their funds on deposit in London rather than in
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traditional U.S. domestic money market instruments. Similarly, a

domestic German firm, beset by stringent monetary policy and high

interest rates at home, may easily tap the international money market

for a Eurodollar loan--which it can use in dollar form for many

purposes, or convert to DM to meet payrolls and other domestic obliga-

tions. Much of the capital funds obtained through Eurobond issues by

American firms is brought back into the United States for domestic

investment purposes; these issues thus can substitute for more

traditional equity or debt issues floated domestically through Wall

Street underwriters. The underwriters themselves have become interna-

tional houses to a greater extent than ever before.

" In the nineteenth century, when London and the pound sterling

ruled the international financial world, the central role of this single

financial center was all-important. London served as the efficient

haven for foreign savings, and as an equally efficient redistributor

of them through issues floated on the London market. In contrast, a

person, firm, or government that now wishes access to foreign money or

.capital markets gains that access through a truly international market.

Enormous amounts of long-term funds are allocated through the Eurobond

market--or the international bond market generally--while short-term

funds churn in the Eurocurrency markets, preeminently the Eurodollar

market. Neither of these markets is located in or controlled by the

United States, even though both deal chiefly in dollar-denominated

instruments.

/
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Part of the reason why Neo York has not assumed London's former

role relates to two keystones of U.S. balance of payments policy during

the 1960's. The Interest Equalization Tax (IET), now about a decade

old, aimed for the short-run objective of stemming foreign borrowing

in the United States, which was contributing to large outflows 6n

capital account. It raised the cost of borrowing in New York by

foreigners to the point of unattractiveness, and forced foreign firms

and governments to seek long term funds elsewhere--i.e, in the nascent

Eurobond market, which until 1965 or so was thoroughly dominated by

non-U.S. borrowers. Until the Americans arrived, the international

bond market did not begin to show the phenomenal growth of recent

years. But as a result in major part of the lET, it was able in these

formative years to begin to develop the institutional structure which

enabled it to handle the huge demands placed upon it a few years later.

Voluntary, then daazdftbry, controls on outbound direct investment

capital flows were instituted by the United States in 1966 and 1968,

respectively. These controls pushed American direct investors deeply

into foreign capital markets to finance their capital investment

abroad, and the Eurobond market responded with alacrity, serving not

only their needs but the growing requirements of foreign governments

and firms as well.

Despite the IET and the best efforts of the Office of Foreign

Direct Investment (OFDI), however, U.S. balance of payments deficits

persisted, and more often than not, grew. Indeed, without these
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aeficiLts, 't iL highly unlikely that the dollar-denominated portion of

te 1"Xrobond market, and the Eurodollar market at the, short-term end

cf the financial spectrum, would have been able to expand as they did

during the 1960's. It is important to note that most of the cumulative

outflow of dollar funds generated by U.S. payments deficits did not

end up in foreign official hands as reserves. From 1960 through 1970,

U.S. deficits on the liquidity basis of calculation aggregated to some

$35 billion. In the same period (from the end of 1959 through the end

of 1970), dollar liabilities cotmted as reserve items in foreign

official hands by the IMF rose by only $14 billion. Thus $21 billion,

or 60 percent of the cumulative deficits, accumulated in private hands

abroad as the nest egg with which the international money and capital

markets were built during the last decade. This accumulation did not

occur by default. It occurred as a result of steady private demand

pressure which prevented the movement of all those dollars into

official reserves. V

12/ The integration of the world's money and capital markets over the
last decade or so also has had a technological dimension. Firms and
banks which wish to be participants in the vastly expanded milieu of
international finance require two necessary technological backups:
(1) Rapid, high-capacity communications systems, with which to gather
and disseminate information and decisions; and (2) Machinery able to
process into usable form the masses of information which flow into and
out of a decision-making financial center. Therefore, without the
postwar development of communications and computer technology that has
taken place, the large-scale international integration of world
financial markets probably would not have been possible.
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One of the important results of progressive intermingling of the

world's major money and capital markets has been a tendency for both

long and short-term interest rates in different markets to come

together--for differentials among them to narrow, often almost to in-

significance. Of special economic interest is the cost of long-term

capital funds. A tendency for such costs to become more uniform across

international boundaries is evidence that capital is becoming more

mobile, and that institutional and other barriers which inhibit the

creation of what amounts to a "world" capital market are coming down

or being surmounted.

The figures in Table 1 show the movement of key long-term interest

rates since the mid-1960s. The table compares yields on U.S. domestic

corporate bonds with comparable yields on both international bonds

(dollar-denominated issues of U.S. companies) and domestic corporate

bond issues in nine individual countries. At the beginning of 1966,

the difference between the U.S. rate and the average of the other ten

was significant--l.61 percent. By the end of 1968, the difference

had narrowed to a mere 0.22 percent. In 1969 and 1970, which embraced

a period of fairly restrictive monetary policies in many of the leading

countries, the differentials widened, but relatively slightly, consid-

ering the divisive forces that were at work in the monetary system at

the time. By the end of 1971--which was another year of international

monetary upheaval--the average differential had again narrowed, to only

0.38 percent. The persistence of this trend in a period of extreme
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Table 1: International comparisons of long-term bond yields, 1966-1971

(Yields in Percent Per Annum)

1966 1966 : 1967 1968 : 1969 1970 : 1971
Jan Dec Dec Dec Dec Dec Dec

U.S. Domestic Corporate Bonds- -- 4.95 5.70 6.74 : 7.014 8.95 7.90 7.30

International Bonds 1/--: 6.33 6.38 6.87 7.25 8.13 : 8.08 7.b4

Other Domestic Corporate Bonds: . . . .

Canada-----------: 6.03 : 6.83 : 7.59 : 8.18 : 9.29 : 8.83 : 8.24
7.82 : 7.54 : 8.57 : 8.66 : 9.07 : 9.20 : 7.38

Belgium -------- ------- 5.68 : 6.05 : 6.05 : 5.92 : 6.96 : 6.92 : 6.12
France--------- - ---- : 7.25 : 7.71 : 7.52 : 7.76 : 8.71 : 8.83 : 8.69
Germany------: 7.50 : 7.80 : 6.95 : 6.43 : 7.60 : 7.77 : 7.59
Italy ------ --- -- : 6.63 : 6.71 : 7.15 : 7.12 : 8.51 : 9.74 : 8.46
Netherlands-: 6.44 : 7.12 : 6.71 : 6.98 : 8.54 : 7.88 : 7.91
Switzerlandr: 4.60 : 5.19 : 5.11 : 5.13 : 5.58 : 6.09 : 5.42
United Kingdom--: 7.27 : 7.63 : 7.97 : 9.16 : 10.70 : 10.84 : 9.19

Average of all non-U.S. Issues : 6.56 : 6.90 : 7.05 : 7.26 8.31 : 8.42 : 7.68

Deviation of average from U.S. yield-: +1.61 : +1.20 +0.31 : +0.22 : +0.64 : +0.52 : +0.38

i/ U.S. Companies, dollar-donominated issues.

Source: Morgan Guaranty Trust Company of New York, World Financial Statistics, March, 1972.
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unrest in the financial markets is, by itself, strong evidence of the

integrative forces that were at work in the system. 1/

1/ Comparable data are not available to carry the series used in
Table 1 back to cover a longer time span. However, in order to verify
that the large differentials shown for the beginning and end of 1966
were not freak occurrences, a comparison similar to that in Table 1
was made for several series of yields on long-term central government
bonds, for the United States and nine industrial countries. These
series "splice" well with the corporate bond yield series used in Table
1. For the years 1959-66, the differentials calculated from them were
as follows:

1959....0.75%
196o....1.04%

1961....1.17l
1962....1.07O

1963... .0.99%
196. ...1.49%

1965....1.66%
1966.... .159%

Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics.
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Generally similar developuments occurred in the money markets--

the markets for short term funds. To demonstrate changes in money

market rates during the 1960's, rates for three-month Eurodollar

deposits in London, as well as treasury bill or call money rates for

the United States and eight important foreign countries are compared

in Chart I. The data behind the chart come from Table A-1 in the

appendix to this chapter.

Part A of the chart shows the general movements of three series:

the Eurodollar rate, the U.S. Treasury Bill rate, and an average of

the eight comparable foreign interest rates. The first point to note

from this display is that the period covered 'as one of considerable

general movement and change. Short-term interest rates everywhere

were rising through most of the period, with the rise culminating in a

demonstrable spasm in 1969--a year of very tight money in the United

States, when interest rates hit unusually high levels and induced

similar rises throughout the developed world as dollars were pulled

out of foreign money centers and into the United States.

Part A also shows clearly a tendency for the average series for

the foreign rates and the U.S. rate to merge and to stay merged as

the twelve-year period covered by the data wore on. Again, this

tendency persisted despite the severe strains which events were

placing on the international monetary system as a whole during the

late 1960's--which is good evidence of the strength of the integrative

forces that were at work.

N-00 0 - 13 - 32
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CHART I,

Movements of Basic Money Market
Interest Rates, 1960-1971.

Source: Table A-1 in Appendix
to this Chapter. See Source for
description of series and de-
tails on eight rates used to
calculate average series shown

below.
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,nr -e evidence of Part A, the Eurodollar rate appears to be a

maverick with respect to the integrative trend. It moves away from,

rath.-r than closer to the others. Such a conclusion, however, would

.t properly describe the function of the Eurodollar rate and the

Eurodollar market in the system. One should view the Eurodollar market

as tI!e market through which equilibration or integration takes place,

"hus, the Eurodollar rate has to be a generally high one with respect

to the others, because it governs the mechanism by which fund are bid

,way from low-rate centers where money is relatively plentiful and

cheap, and into markets where it is scarce and therefore expensive.

Until about 1966, the U.S. rate was considerably lower than the

average cost of money abroad, with the result that there was a net

incentive in the system to move funds out of New York and into foreign

money centers. Since the movements involved were primarily dollar

movements, the "equilibrator," the Eurodollar rate, would therefore

tend to be higher than, but move generally in concert with, the basic

U.S. short-term interest rate. This happened. Through 1968, in fact,

Eurodollar rates held remarkably steady at very nearly 1 percent above

the U.S. Treasury Bill rate, and in every year of the twelve covered,

the direction of change in the Eurodollar rate was precisely aligned

with the comparable change in domestic U.S. money costs.

The U.S. credit crunch of 1969 produced a strain that partially

changed these relationships. This strain was the emergence--really

for the first time--of a strong pull of funds toward the United States
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rather tl.ar. tr. the other direction. The unusually wide disparity

between the Eurodollar rate and all the others that resulted can be

explained partly by the sheer severity of restrictive monetary pclicy

in the United States at the time, and partly--perhaps mostly--by a

quirk in the machinery that operated to transfer the funds. Dollar

funds pulled from Europe in this period did not arrive as deposits;

they arrived as loans to their head offices by the foreign branches

of U.S. banks. The reason was simple: loans, unlike deposits, 1rert

not subject to reserve requirements, and hence U.S. banks wev•,. wil.lin

to pay a premium interest rate on any money their foreign hrurvhes

could find--a premium equal to the exceptionally high rate of interest

&at could be earned on the 'portion of these funds that did not have

to be tied up in required reserves and therefore could be loaned to

customers. Thus victimized by international financial integration,

in a manner to which past experience had not accustomed it, the

Federal Reserve finally attempted to plug this loophole by a change

in its regulations which subjected borrowing from foreign branches to,

reserve requirements.

During this episode, movements of funds to the United States were

massive. U.S. banks' liabilities to their foreign branches hit a peak

of '15 billion in October 1969. Some of the money that arrived by

this route actually had taken a circular path from the Uniter Strtec

itself. Due to another quirk--Regulation Q, this time, -v~ich gcverns
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maximum rates that can be paid by banks on time deposits-U.S, firms

found it attractive to run off relatively low-yield time deposit (CD)

accounts and to invest the funds in Eurodollars which, of course, wee

loaned by U.S. banks' overseas branches directly back to their parent

houses.

In the context of perennial U.S. balance of payments deficits,

there is another way of interpreting the equally perennial premium of

the Eurodollar rate over the comparable U.S. domestic short-term rate.

This is to view it as the price which the international market was

willing to pay to discourage private foreigners from moving their

dollar proceeds across the exchanges, and thus from entering the

equivalent funds into their domestic money markets or, as otherwise

would have happened, inserting the dollars into foreign official

reserves. Thus viewed, the Eurodollar premium over the cost of U.S.

dollars at home can be considered as the price of creating a large,

flexible, easy-to-use international money market outside the control

of any central bank. At a steady one percent or so, this seems cheap.

To be sure, the premium roughly tripled during 1969--but that was the

price of prying out of foreign reserves dollars that were already there,

a movement which occurred in large amounts during that year.

In 1970 and 1971, U.S. interest rates sagged, then broke sharply

downward as monetary policy eased. When the break came, an immediate

and massive "backflow" of dollars from the United States to Europe was

widely expected. It was several months before it actually developed,

but the foreign money markets soon found themselves inundated.
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Central banks recouped the outflows that had occurred earlier, and then

some. In the process, however, the gap between the United States and

Eurodollar rates never narrowed to the old one-percent level during

the period covered by Chart I, despite a generalized, rapid fall of

interest rates almost everywhere--except in a few countries that were

using officially-induced high interest rates to attempt to stem

inflation. This was preeminently the case in Germany, where specula-

tion on a revaluation compounded the incentives to move in funds. The

result was an unstoppable and undigestible inflow of dollars by the

Germans--usually called a "run" on the dollar but just as accurately

assessable as a mad scramble for DI induced by Germany's disequilibrat-

ing interest rate policies--which soon produced a crisis and, finally,

the unpegging of the German exchange rate.

The presentation in Part B of Chart I supports all of the points

made above about the roles of the various interest rate measurements,

but it makes some of them clearer by focusing on the gaps among the

different rates rather than their levels. The bottom line on this

chart clearly shows the principal, general tendency for the national

money market rates to come together, in the form of a trend toward,

and then movements around the zero-gap base line. The other two sets

of plots compare the Eurodollar rate with the U.S. rate on the one

hand and the "average" foreign rate on the other. Through 1968, the

narrow fluctuation of Eurodollar interest around a 1 percent devia-

tion from U.S. Treasury Bills is apparent. It is also clear that,
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until 196C, the Eurodollar rate was farther away from the U.S. rate

ti.w, :'r'oni the average foreign rate--which suggests that the chief

"puil" at work was one which moved fundE from the U.S. market to

foreign ones, via Eurodollars. In 1966 and 1967 this phenomenon

essentially disappeared; but then, in 1968 and 1969, it reversed.

The direction of the pull had shifted toward the west. Finally, in

1970 and 1971, another reversal was in evidence, with the relationship

of the first half of the 1960's restored.

The use of an "average" foreign interest rate is a fiction,

adopted for purposes of clear exposition. Obviously, nobody lends or

borrows against a hypothetical "average" interest rate, and hence this

analysis cannot be complete until a check is made to ensure that the

"average" correctly represents what actually happened. I

Chart II provides such a check. It indicates gaps between the

U.S. Treasury Bill rate and each of the foreign rates that vent into

the average, expressed in terms of deviations of the U.S. rate from

the foreign ones. In this chart, it is less important to identify any

particular rate than to observe how they al. moved in relation to each

other and to the U.S. rate.

Visually, the chart overstates the case by including the Japanese

call money rate, which moved from "very far out" to "very far in" over

the period. In the early 1960's, a discussion of the international

financial system could safely disregard the Yen because it was safely--

and independently--ensconced behind a wall of policy controls not found
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in the West. Not all of these controls are gone but, in present-day

discussions, it is not appropriate to forget the Yen, because it too

is subject to at least some of the forces affecting the other currencies

of the system. At the other end of the chart, on top, the Swii* call

money rate moves "perversely." Throughout the period, it was well

below the U.S. interest rate and most of the others as well. The Swims

domestic money market is probably the least "integrated" with the rest

of the world. As it is so small in relation to the amounts of foreign

funds that flow into and through the Swida banking system, the Swiss

have developed elaborate and largely effective mechanisms for insulating

their small domestic economy from the massive foreign monetary influ-

ences which could be, but are not permitted to be, transmitted through

their own banks.

As for the rest of the chart, the first point to be made is that,

-'in L960 and 1961--the beginning of the period of progressive inte-

gration under exbmination--the several rates were fairly evenly spread

across a 3 percent-4 percent total gap, from top to bottom. For the

next several years, a fairly general tendency for most of the separate

rates to narrow the gap vis-a-vis the United States is apparent; the

various plots cluster most tightly in 1966, when, including the United

States, five of the observations were small fractions of a percentage

point apart, with two others having pulled in closer to the U.S. rate

as well. Subsequent movements were more disparate, and it is important

to note that the widest discrepancies between U.S. interest rates and

the others occurred in 1968, not 1969, the year when U.S. rates peaked
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at historic levels. The U.S. rates already were rising in 1968, and

there was a lag in the foreign response. By 1969, however, the

response was working and the pattern of plots was pulling closer

together again. Despite the subsequent reversal of interest rate move-

ments in the United States, this trend continued through 1970 and 1971,

with the result that, in the latter year, the overall spread of the

plots (excluding the Swiss) was the same as or slightly narrower than

in 1960--but with Japan in the fold now, rather than far out of it.

There was one important difference, however. Instead of being

evenly spread, the plots for 1971 formed two clusters. In one group

were the Canadian, Belgian, and Dutch rates, against which the U.S.

rate was only slightly higher (identical in the Dutch case). In the

other group were the rates of four countries--France, the United

Kingdom, Japan, and Germany--against which the U.S. rate was sharply

lower. Each of these countries was defying the markets in one way or

another. France devalued in 1971, and by yearend was busy absorbing

the effects of the move, while combatting inflation with tight money,

behind a barrier of exchange controls that inhibited at least partly

the efficient inflow of funds that would otherwise have occurred.

The other three countries were employing high-interest-rate policies

also--and receiving heavy inflows of funds as a result.

For one of these countries--Germany--the defiance of the system

proved to be untenable, as described above. Indeed, the net effect

of German interest-rate policy since 1966 had been to induce greater

swings vis-a-vis U.S. interest rates than in the case of any other
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country. From 1966 to 1968, the U.S. rate moved from a pcint about

half a percent lower than the German rate, to a level nearly 3 percent

higher. Germany was in or coming out of a fairly severe recession in

1966 Cnd 1967, and in only the early phase of a new boom in 1968, so

that easy money was the rule. By 1969, the Germans, focusing hard on

domestic rather than external policies were beginning to think about

cooling the boom slightly. They put up their rates and, happily for

a change, narrowed the gap against the U.S. rate. Heavy reserve out-

flows from the Bundesbank were continuing that year, however, as the

Eurodollar market sucked funds up for transmittal across the Atlantic.

But then, in 1970, Germany was again moving perversely with respect

to the trend, and the U.S. rate moved sharply against the German rate,

the gap shifting by better than 4 percentage points. That year, and

in 1971, the results came swiftly in train. The German central bank

was swamped with funds and in practical terms lost control of its own

monetary policies." In that situation, the only alternative was to

allow the exchange rate to float and, ultimately, to alter the parity

of the DM permanently.

Three main points are clear from the foregoing discussion of

money and capital market integration during the 1960's. The first is

that the Eurobond market for long-term funds and the Eurocurrency

mavrets at tte short-term end play a crucial role as the mechanisms

through wh._ch integrative developments take place. Thus, a single,

powerful national financial system does not-play the role of integrator;

this role is played by a pair of international markets that stands
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outside and largely uncontrolled by the authorities of the separate

national economies that are affected by the process. Secondly, strong

tendencies for an international equalization of interest rates emerge

as both result and symptom of the integration process. Third--and this

is a consequence of the entire integration process--it has become

increasingly difficult, sometimes impossible, for the central bank

authorities of any one country to move in directions which run counter

to international money and capital market trends, because the markets

react with inflows (or outflows) of funds that most domestic monetary

systems cannot stand for long periods. Thus, even if a currency's

exchange parity is not in serious disequilibrium, a perverse movement

of national interest rates can force such a change because of an

economy's vulnerability to massive, highly volatile flows of short-

term funds.

The International Bond and Eurocurrency Markets

Because they have come to play such a crucial role in the inter-

national financial system, the markets which have been described in

this chapter as the "integrator" markets--the international bond market

and the Eurocurrency market-require separate and extensive discussion.

Both are markets in which the MNCs, as well as the multinational banks,

(to be described later), have important influences.
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The international bond market

International capital issues, 1/ in the form of foreign bonds

sold outside the borrower's country, have been an important feature

of international finance for centuries. Yet the Eurobond, which in

a few years has come virtually to dominate the international bond

market, is barely a decade old. Its history began in the early

1960's, when groups of European investment bankers--chiefly in

Belgium and Luxembourg, in the beginning--started to organize malti-

national syndicates of underwriters in order to market long-term

bond issues simultaneously in a number of financial centers. Many of

these first issues were denominated in unfamiliar monetary units,

such as the European "Unit of Account." These were nothing more than

rather complicated combinations of the major currencies, which per-

mitted the lender (purchaser) the option of choosing the currency of

ultimate repayment, as a protection against possible exchange rate

changes. The advantages of such combinations were overwhelmed by

their complexities in the eyes of borrowers and lenders, however, and

soon Eurobonds were mainly, almost exclusively, in fact, denominated

in single currencies. Chief among these is the dollar.

Spurred by the Interest Equalization Tax and later by the U.S.
I-.

investment restraint programs as well as the innovative efforts of

London bankers, chiefly the merchant bankers, the Eurobond market

1/ 3ee definitions of the various types of bonds discussed here
on pp. 4`1 3-455.
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grew at a staggering rate, with volume of new issues climbing to

heights that experts had deemed impossible. New issue volume was a

mere $164 million in 1963. By 1968, it had reached $3.6 billion

whence it dropped to about the $3 billion level in 1969 and 1970,

moved to over $3.6 billion in 1971 and, in the first 10 months of

1972, pushed strongly upward, to $4.9 billion (see Table A-2 in the

appendix to this chapter).

Meanwhile, the foreign bond market--handling the traditional type

of issues that are not internationally syndicated and are sold mainly

in one center in the currency of that center--has not fallen into

disuse. The growth in the volume of new issues in this market has been

rather more variable than the growth of Eurobond issues but, overall,

it has risen strongly. In 1963, new issues of foreign bonds were

$389 million. Since then, volume has climbed erratically to $1.1

billion in 1968, $1.5 billion in 1971, and $1.7 billion in the first

ten months of 1972 (Table A-2).

The international bond market as a whole, therefore, has undergone

great expansion during the past decade, led by the strong performance

of its Eurobond sector and aided by fast growth in new foreign bond

issues. The following tabulation illustrates this growth, showing

total new issue volume outside the United States (in millions of U.S.

dollars) from 1963 to the present.
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Year Volume Year Volume

1963 553 1968 4,708
1964 983 1969 3,983
1965 1,417 1970 3,344
196( 1,520 1971 5,153
1967 2,405 1972(Jan-Oct)6,632(preliminary)

Source: Morgan Guaranty Trust Company of New York, World Financial
Statistics, March 1972; and World Financial Markets, Oct., 1972.

No market oi' this size can survive without the presence of a strong

and flexible "secondary" market, in which holders of bonds and investors

can trade, with little effort, securities that have been issued in the

past. Such a market has been developed by a large group of financial

houses with multinational connections. These houses generally are

also the principal underwriters of new issues. Among them are the

major European banks, including the London merchant banks, as well as

European subsidiaries of many of the United States' most important

financial institutions.

Certain data from the appendix Table, A-2, are pulled together in

summary fashion in Table 2, to point up some of the important

characteristics of the international bond market. Table 2 focuses on

two years of peak issue volume (1968 and 1971) for which full-year

data are now available. It shows clearly the extent to which the

Eurobond sector dominates the market--to the tune of 76 percent in

1968 and slightly less, 70 percent, in 1971. This small decline in

the share of Eurobonds in total new issues testifies to the

continuing strength of the traditionel form of foreign bond in world

capital markets.
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Table 2: Some structural characteristics of the International Bond
Market in 1968 and 1971

(amounts in millions of U.S. dollars)

1968 1971
mount : Percent :mount : Percent

: : of total : : of total

Total International Bond
Issues--------------- : 4,708 : 100 : 5,153 : 100

Eurobonds ---------------- : 3,573 : 76 : 3,624 : 70
Foreign bonds ------------ : 1,135 : 24 : 1,529 : 30

Types of borrower:
U.S. companies ----------- : 2,235 : 47 : 1,290 : 25
Other companies ---------- : 659 : 14 : 1,327 : 26
State-owned enterprises ---- : 361 : 9 : 996 : 19
Governments --------------- : 817 : 17 : 733 : 15
International organi-

zations ----------------- 626 : 13 807 : 15

Currencies:
U.S. dollars ---------: 2,554 : 54 2,203 : 43
German mark -: 1,588 : 33 : 1,094 : 21
Dutch guilder ----------- : - : - : 298: 5
Swiss franc ------------- : 238: 5: 661: 13
Italian lira ------------- : 72: 2 : 32 : 1
Pound sterling ----------- : 19 : 1 : 138 : 3
Other ------------- : 237: 5 : 727 : 14

Tpes of security: :
Long-term straight debt ----: 2,064 : 43 : 3,829 : 74
Medium-term straight debt--: 659 : 14 : 999 : 19
Certificates of deposit ---- : 75 : 2 : - : -
Convertible issues -------- : 1,910 : 41 : 325 : 17

Source: Table A-2. See notes to that table.
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Among the important bocrrwers, business firms (including both pri-

vate enterprises ar.c state-owned corporations such as some of the large

Italian conglcme.',t<-1) hold a commanding position as borrowers; in both

years, they accounted for 70 percent of all new issues. However, the

relative positicri of American and non-American interprises changed

rather radically between the two years, with the share of U.S. firms in

total borrowings falling from just under half to one-fourth and the

proportAc, ns accounted for by other types of enterprises rising accord-

ingly. The 30 percent of the market which remained after business

enterprises had their fill was shared about equally in both years by

foreign governments and international organizations (such as the World

Bank--IBRD--and its affiliates).

Not shown in Table 2 is the distribution of international capital

issues by country or area. The United States--i.e. U.S. companies--

took up exactly a quarter of all new issues in 1971. Entities in other

developed countries had the lion's share--58 percent--of which 43 per-

cent fell to the Europeans. The international organizations' 15 per-

cent already Is reflected in Table 2. A considerable portion of these

funds, of courxe, are destined to finance capital projects of one sort

or another in tLe LDCs whose share of the market otherwise was a mere 1

percent, or $52 million in 1971. Their access to the market never has

been great. It peaked in 1968, at $256 million, or roughly 5 percent

of total new-issue volume in that year.

On the evidence of Table 2, there has been a significant increase

in the usage of currencies other than the dollar in the international

bond market. 1-Tile the dollar still reigned supreme as the currency

SS-020 0 - 73 - 33
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with the largest single share of the market in 1971 (43 percent), this

share was well under the 54 percent of 1968. This drop is due partly

to the weakened reputation of the dollar in the international monetary

system and partly--probably mainly--to the lesser demands of U.S.

companies on the market. At the same time, and despite its strength,

the Deutsche mark also saw its share of the market reduced, from about

a third in 1968 to just over a fifth in 1971, as greater usage of

several other currencies became popular. Consequently the combined

shares of the market's two principal currencies, the dollar and the

DM, fell sharply from 87 percent to 64 percent--the difference being

accounted for by a significant increase in the usage of a number of

other currencies. There also has been some revival of interest in

combination packages, which allow the lender options on the currency

of repayment as a protection against exchange parity changes. Such

developments are natural in periods of severe unrest on the foreign

exchanges such as 1968-71. Overall, the flexibility of the market in

adapting its rapid growth to very restive environmental conditions is

impressively demonstrated by its willingness to shift into a wider

range of currency denominations for new issues.

Among the different types of securities issued, there is clear

evidence of a great revivial of interest in ordinary straight debt

bonds. These accounted for almost three quarters of the market in

1971. as against only 43 percent in 1968. The most important -Eazon

for this change was a steep decline in convertible issues of U..

companies--i.e. bonds convertible into the common stcck of the .
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Convertibles had been popular in the mid-196 0's, often allowing firms

to borrow in the market at significantly lower interest costs. How-

ever, the coming of less than buoyant fortunes to the U.S. stock

markets destroyed much of the attractiveness of convertibles to the

FLropean lender, and their usage dropped apace.

Publicly-announced, medium-term, straight debt issues increased

considerably over the period. However, the increase in medium-term

loans no doubt has been much greater in the aggregate, because much

of this debt is privately placed with banks and institutions such as

insurance companies and this never enters into the published record.

The entire medium-term market is of fairly recent vintage. It

represents in many cases a bridge or filler for the gap between the

long-term "Eurocapital" market and the short-term Eurocurrency or

"Euromoney" market. Very often, a bank will use this market to borrow

short--through Eurodollar deposits--and lend long--against medium-term

notes. For borrowers in general, it represents an important new source

of funds. Loans of this type also are discussed in the Eurocurrency

section (pp. ) below.

The data in Table 3 focus on a narrower subject, the activity of

U.S. companies alone in the international bond market in 1968 and 1971.

The table reflects the roughly 50 percent drop in U.S. firms' share of

total neli-issue activity. Virtually all of this drop occurred in the

Eurobond sector, where their share fell from 59 percent of total new

issues to 30 percent. The drop in relative position was spread across

botn of the major currencies in which issues are denominated--the dollar
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International Bends,
Total. ------- 4,708

Eurobonds -------------- 3,573
Foreign bonds-----------: 1,135

Straight debt----------: 2,798
Convertible--------.: 1,910

U.S. dollar ------------. 2,554
German mark-----------. 1,588
Swiss franc ------------. 238
Dutch guilder--- -----
Other currencies------: 328 :

U.s7. company issues

Percent Per,: enSU
Amount :T_ : of type: AmountC&f I,. S.: -ofL all shown of U.S.: o0: a!l
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139 : 6 : 12 : 1,529 : 200 : 16 : 13

593: 27: 21: 4,828 : 1,116 : 86 : 23
1,642 : 73 : 86 325 : 175 : 14 : 54

1,915 : 66 : 75: 2,203 : 995: 77 : 45
226 : 10 : 1'4 : 1,09.4 : 82 : 7 : 8

94 : 4 : 4: 661 : 170: 13 : 26
- : - : - 298 : 14: 1 : 5
-: 0 : 0 : 897 30 : 2

Source: Morgan Guaranty Trust Company of New York, World Financial

3

Statistics, March 1972.
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and the DM--and the Swiss franc as well. U.S. firms increased their

shares of new issues denominated in the other currencies.

This decline in U.S. firms' relative dominance of the market, it

should be stressed, occurred in the context of a rapidly rising

volume of new issues in general. While it also represented an absolute

decline of some magnitude for the U.S. firms, the real significance of

this development is bound up with the market's ability to adapt

increasingly to the long term financial needs of the international

community as a whole, rather than those of U.S. firms alone. That

three-quarters of the market's new issues in 1971 were those of non-U.S.

entities (including business enterprises, governments, and international

organizations) is extremely significant. It should allay fears often

expressed during the 1960's that the Americans had found a way to

advance upon European capital markets in a manner that would effec-

tively freeze out other borrowers on their own home ground. Instead,

it appears that the new institutions and the new technology of the

international bond market have been able to increase the efficiency

with which savings are mobilized to the service of those who require

borrowed financial capital--and probably to increase the volume of

savings so mobilized as well.

In both of the two years covered by Table 3, U.S. firms relied

most heavily on the Eurobond sector of the market. Despite their

declining share of total issues in that sector, they still obtained

84 percent of their international long-term financing through it in

1971, as against 94 percent in l198: Nevertheless, their usage of
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the foreign bond sector did increase somewhat, from 6 percent to 16

percent of their total issues. At the same time, their switch away

from convertibles to straight-debt issues is clearly apparent Of

all U.S. company issues floated in 1968, 73 percent were convertibles

and 27 percent were straight-debt; in 1971, these proportions were

substantially reversed, at 14 percent and 86 percent, respectively.

Although American companies accounted for less than half of all

new dollar-denominated issues floated in 1971, the dollar remained the

currency of issue that they favored; it accounted for over three-

quarters of their flotations in that year, as against 86 percent in

1968. This is not surprising. "Multinationalism" goes only so far,

and for even the largest MNCs, the dollar remains their "home"

currency, their currency of account, and the currency in which most

of their cash flow is generated. As debtors, they also should clearly

prefer to have their obligations denominated in a currency which has

not been among the strongest over the period under review. The

market's continued willingness to accept that dollar-denominated debt

without excessive interest premiums reflects in part a collective

Judgment that the dollar is a strong currency in the long run.

Indeed, with the possible exception of Swiss franc bonds, the position

of U.S. firms in the markets for new issues denominated in currencies

other than the dollar is of little significance. These markets

remain dominated by non-U.S. borrowers.
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Eurocurrencies

Euroci-rrencies may be defined as bank deposits denominated in

currencies other than those of the countries in which they are

deposited. Eurocurrency operations can take place in any national

currency so long as it possesses convertibility and is deposited

outside of the country from which it comes. For example, when U.S.

dollars deposits are placed in a bank not within the territorial

boundaries of the United States, the result is the formation of

Eurocurrency, in this case Eurodollars.

Mechanics of the market.--The initial deposit described above

is the first step in the Eurocurrency market cycle. This deposit

does not involve a foreign exchange transaction; rather, it involves

a loan of foreign currency repayable in the same currency. It

entails the owner's lending and the accepting institution's borrow-

ing of the foreign currency deposit, which is now in Eurocurrency

form. From its acceptance into the system until the time of its

removal, the deposit may be subject to numerous loan transactions

which could involve banks of the same country or different ones.

Once accepted by the bank, this Eurocurrency deposit may then be

used to improve the bank's general position in one of several ways.

The bank may use it for the purpose of extracting a profit through a

transaction; or to alter its liquidity position; or solely for

expansion. The bank can make a profit either by lending the deposit

directly to a customer or, more often, by acting as an intermediary
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to another bank, either domestic or foreign. Due to the minimum risk

involved in the intermediary position, the interest rate differential

between the borrowing rate which the bank accepts and the lending rate

which it dictates is quite small. The major reason for a bank to act

as an intermediary is to reduce its risks while still realizing a

profit.

Whether the Eurocurrency cycle continues is determined by whether

this intermediary position is taken. If the bank finds it more advan-

tageous to lend the currency directly to a customer who eventually

removes it from the bank for daily operations; if the bank uses it to

buy exchange for a domestic loan in local currency; or if the bank

uses the currency to increase its reserves--it will then have removed

the currency from the Eurosystem and the cycle will be completed.

Thus, there are three types of participants involved in the Eurocurrency

system: The "Original lenders" who are those institutions, whether

financial or nonfinancial, which make Eurocurrency deposits; the

"intermediaries", which are commercial banks that relend deposits to

other commercial banks both local and foreign; and the "Final Borrowers"

who in numerous ways extract from the system currencies which earlier

had been injected through deposits. The Eurocurrency system may be

viewed "as a series of chains along which the deposit of an original

lender is transferred to a final borrower via the intermediation of

commercial banks." l/

I/ Swoboda, Alexander K., The Eurodollar Market: An Interpretation,
essays in International Finance. No. 64, Princeton University, 1968, p. 2 .
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These transactions, essentia.1y irnte:national borrowing and

lending, would appear to be a part of the responsibility of a bank's

credit department. However, tney are nc"i:y conducted through

foreign exchai.ge dreartme.n" ", 1kr at lea't two reasons. One is that

credit departments, tcnc-vo:ay organized for transactions in local

currency, do not focus on conditions abroad and therefore are less

able to determine risk. Also, Eurocurrency operations often involve

foreign exchange transactions, since foreign deposits frequently are

accepted "...solely for the sake of swapping the proceeds into the

local currency or into a third currency." 1/

Suppliers of Eurocurrencies.--The creation of Eurocurrency

deposits is due largely to dissatisfaction with the yields obtainable

in national money markets. Individuals, organizations, and governments

holding foreign currency deposits may choose to invest in either

national money markets or the Eurocurrency market. As pointed out in

the preceding section ýp.467-471 ), Eurorates, being those which

serve to pull funds from low-rate money centers to high-&rate ones,

generally are higher than most deposit rates in national money markets.

Therefore, they are attractive to lenders.

There are three major suppliers of Eurocurrency: Official

institutions, commercial banks, and non-banks. Official institutions,

the major suppliers of deposits until 1963, are thought to be the

1/ Einzig, Paul, The Eurodollar System, London, Macmillion, 1970
(4th ed.), p. 12.
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originating force behind the Eurocurrency market, with official dollar

deposits having served as the initial resource. These institutions,

consisting of central banks, governments, and international organiza-

tions, can supply deposits in many ways, both direct and indirect.

Central banks may supply deposits by placing foreign reserves in

eoom,,ercial banks located outside of the country where the currency

originates. These deposits can be in the form of either swap agree-

inents or direct deposits. The first requires the borrowing bank to

surrender or "swap" domestic currency for the Eurocurrency deposit

the central bank, often with a repurchase agreement for thb authorities

to buy back the deposit at a specified date. By varying the spread

between the spot rate at which it sells Eurocurrencies to its banks

and the forward rate at which it repurchases them, the central bank

can create an incentive for the banks to deal with it. This has been

done, notably by the Germans, who used the technique to push their

large accretions of dollar reserves back out into the market, soaking

up DM liquidity in the process. Only too often, however, these

dollar funds wound up back in the Bundesbank's coffers. In addition

to swaps, central banks also can make direct deposits of Eurocurrencies

with any commercial banks (in any country) that will take them on the

terms offered. Finally, the depositing procedure can be less direct,

the foreign currency deposits being placed with an international

organization that redeposits them in commercial banks. Both the Bank

for International Settlements (BIS) and the European Investment Bank

(EIB) have played this role.
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Foreign central banks have continued to have a fairly important

position as suppliers of Eurocurrency, particularly Eurodollars.

Because of generally high interest rates available, the Eurodollar

deposit represents an attractive form in which to hold a nation's

official dollar reserves. Through most of the 1960's--through 1970,

in fact--the most important suppliers of the market in this fashion

were the central banks of the industrial countries. Eventually,

however, the logic of their activities penetrated the central bankers'

thinking, when they saw funds which they had placed in the market

returning, with obvious inflationary effects. The placing of dollar

reserves as Eurodollar deposits merely recycled them along paths by

which they had arrived in the first place. An agreement was reached

among the central bankers of the developed countries to cease and

desist, and to "wind down" their placements in the Eurodollar market.

At the same time, however, the LDCs as a group began to experience

heavy additions to their dollar reserves, especially in 1971. Having

no reservations about the Eurodollar market, which affects their

monetary systems much less directly than those of the developed

countries, they began to make heavy placements in the market. As a

result, the total of estimated official holdings in the Eurodollar

market has risen virtually without interruption since at least 1964.
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The following tabulation shows IMF estimates of official holdings of

Eurodollars and "unidentified" foreign exchange reserves which may

have a Eurodollar component (in billions of dollars):

1964 1966 1968 1970 1971

Identified Eurodollar holdings:

Industrial Countries 0.8 1.4 2.3 4.9 3.5
LDCs 0051 1.3 4.2 .§

Total 1.3 2.0 3 9.2 9.3
U leatified item -0.6 -0.4 -1.1 2.8 8.0

3ource: International Monetary Fund, Annual Report, 1972, p. 30.

The second major type of supplier in the Eurocurrency market is

the commercial bank. While commercial banks are primarily intermediary

borrowers of Eurocurrency, they may also act as suppliers by purchasing

foreign currency in the exchange market. The swaps described above

are a variation on this. These funds may then be used for intermediary

purposes or to finance foreign or domestic trade. Commercial banks

also may supply the market through their foreign branch banks. In

this case they place domestic funds with overseas branch banks. The

principal motivation for commercial banks supplying funds to the

market is the likelihood of a gain in yield with little or no loss in

liquidity and safety. Commercial banks normally act as suppliers only

when an interest arbitrage differential is present. This differential

may exict between Eurocurrency rates and those of domestic currency

or, possibly, between different types of Eurocurrencies. Although

banks employ. ' these funds fcr arbitrage purposes this does not result
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in a weakening of the commercial banks' liquidity, because Eurocurrency

deposits at call or with short maturities can be retrieved easily.

The final category of Eurosuppliers consists of non-bank institu-

tions such as corporations and individuals. As international business

expands, so do the foreign deposits held by corporations and indi-

viduals. These deposits, whether used for operations or reserves, may

enter the Euromarket whenever placed in a commercial bank which is

foreign to the currency. The most notable examples of firms acting

as suppliers are non-U.S. firms holding large dollar reserves for

liquidity as well as yield purposes, and foreign subsidiaries of U.S.

firms generating and holding large balances of dollars abroad.

The demand for Eurocurrencies.--Demand for Eurocurrency is broken

into two major categories. The first category consists of those demands

placed on the market by banks, whether for redepositing or final usage.

Banks acting as intermediary users borrow funds only to redeposit them.

Aj final users, however, banks demand funds which they will eventually

remove from the Euromarket. The second category covers those demands

l J.ced on the market by non-bank institutions, generally in final

ussge •)rm. Non-bank institutions are federal and municipal authorities,

business enterprises, and, on occasion, very wealthy individuals.

Governments, while active suppliers of EuL'ocurrency, are relatively

small users. However, they do borrow on occasion for various purposes,

perhaps to cover budget deficits or benefit from interest rate

differentials. The business enterprise uses Eurocurrency to help

supplement both domestic and Toreig.n operations. Individuals seldom
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undertake transactions in Eurocurrency even though the opportunity is

open to them, because transactions generally are conducted in very

large standard amounts.

Commercial banks of various size in various countries welcome the

opportunity to borrow in the Eurocurrency market. Although the inter-

est rates paid on these loans may be considerably higher than those

allowed on domestic currency deposits, the availability of these

funds, along with the relative ease with which they can be negotiated,

make them increasingly important. Obtaining traditional bank credit

in a foreign country, even for banks in good credit standing, is a

complex process, demanding time and commitment. Often credit is

totally unavailable at prevailing rates. However, banks of first-class

standing can borrow Eurocurrency deposits in minutes if standard

maturity dates are followed. Eurocurrency availability to banks is as

flexible as the banks' willingness to pay. Although borrowing limits

between banks do, exist, a bank can borrow simultaneously from a

number of different lenders; therefore, the total available is almost

unlimited. Although when acting in a redepositing capacity, a

commercial bank needn't borrow the Eurodeposits from another commercial

bank, it must lend to another commercial bank or to someone who will

allow the deposit to remain in a commercial bank in Eurocurrency form.

The purpose of this lending is to reduce risk while still realizing

an acceptable profit through slight interest differentials.
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In recent years there have been several new developments in this

type of intermediary lending. Occasionally banks will borrow and then

re-lend with no apparent attempt at profit for the sole reason of

keeping their name in the markets' eye or to maintain and strengthen

some desirable relationship. Also, and of much greater importance, is

the trend towards borrowing at short-term and lending at medium-term

which has recently gathered considerably strength. The movement in

this direction appears to have been stimulated through pressures placed

upon commercial banks by business borrowers to provide them with term

loans. The inherent risks of such operations are in question, the

major worry being the increased possibility of a liquidity crisis.

Where such actions (in domestic monetary systems) in the past have

resulted in a loss of liquidity on a domestic scale, there is little

more than speculation as to how they will affect, or if they will

affect, an international market of this size. Finally, with the

introduction of medium term loans there has been an increased number

of loan agreement clauses providing for renegotiation every few months

of the rate at which the funds were extended. These renegotiations

offer the lender a protective device against upward movements of

interest rates. It also acts as a protective device for the borrower

when rates fall.

Banks also use Eurocurrency credits to finance foreign trade

operations. Since the banks' total credit base is increased by Eurocur-

rency deposits, they are able to increase lending in both domestic and
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foreign currency. This also provides a greater ability tc meet

customers' foreign currency needs. The customer, who previously was

required to make payment in foreign currency and had found it nearly

impossible to gain credit abroad and too costly to buy forward, now

can borrow foreign funds in Eurocurrency form directly from a domestic

commercial bank. Another operational advantage granted banks through

t•..ir access to the Eurocurrency market is that they are able to

balance their foreign exchange commitments more efficiently than by

conventional borrowing. This enables them to avoid buying currency

when the exchange market is against them.

The further expansion of the Eurocurrency market over recent years

has done more than Just offer an efficient lending instrument to

commercial banks; it also has increased the volume of funds available

for different arbitrage purposes. In past years the lack of substan-

tial funds available for these purposes has allowed large discrepancies

to arise between forward rates and their interest parities. These

funds were at a minimum since foreign exchange departments were

allocated only a small amount of working capital for arbitrage purposes,

and increased allotments come only with a very high bookkeeping

interest rate on the amount. The availability of Eurocurrency deposits

thus has had the tendency to reduce interest rate differentials by

increasing the market's ability to conduct arbitrage among them,

through the Eurocurrency market.
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Traditional interest arbitrage occurs whenever a holder of

currency deposits converts them into Eurocurrency deposits, or the

-everse, in order to take advantage of a rate difference. There are

other types of arbitrage which have riser, in importance since the

expansion of Eurocurrency. Short-borrow/medium-lend, discussed

earlier, is considered a time.arbitrage. Whether it is carried (.t

in one currency or between several, its basic Justification still rests

on the fact that short maturity rates are lower than long maturity

rates. Thus, if funds can be borrowed and reborrowed at short

maturities and lent on one long maturity loan, a profit can be realized.

Another type of arbitrage worth mentioning is space arbitrage, which

involves taking advantage of the discrepancies between various

markets' quoted rates for a certain Eurocurrency. This type of

discrepancy exists because Eurocurrency rates are occasionally affected

by local factors in various markets.

Eurocurrency deposits also serve as an excellent bridge between

the first and second categories of demand, banks and non-banks. They

help meet the domestic liquidity needs of banks, aiding them in

meeting the demands placed upon them by non-banks. Originally,

Eurocurrency deposits were used almost exclusively for financing

foreign trade. Later, they were found to be more and more useful in

indirectly meeting demands for domestic currency by acting as part of

the banks' credit base. Eurocurrency may also serve only for window-

dressing purposes, when it is periodically borrowed by banks for a

ll-O30 0 - 1I - 34
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short length of time to generate large reserves, only for appearance's

sake. This permits the ability to gain additional liquidity at year-

end to give strength to financial statements without disrupting other

investments.

The second category of demands consists of those placed on the

market by non-bank institutions. Governmental borrowing of Eurocur-

rency has been of little magnitude. In the cases where it has

occurred, specific reasons have:ralways been quite clear. For

instance, the United Kingdom local authorities, among the more con-

sistent governmental borrowers, employ the market for interest arbitrage

purposes. After they borrow Eurodollar deposits, swaps are made for

sterling thereby generating the same results as short-term domestic

loans. This type of operation can be recognized as arbitrage between

Eurodollars and the domestic money market.

Another non-bank institution which generates heavy demand for

Eurocurrency is the business enterprise. Whether acting in an

importing-exporting capacity, or in a far more internationally developed

form such as a multinational corporation, the business enterprise still

has Eurocurrency available for financing purposes. It uses Eurocur-

rency to finance both foreign trade and domestic business, the later

use having grown rapidly in importance in recent years. Since the

beginning of international trade, there always has existed the problem

of currency acceptance, since the seller of a commodity wanted payment

in his local currency and the buyer had the inconvenience and cost of
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Cr.::.; .. In the past, unless the buyer was willing to buy and hold

spot excharage (with its attendant risks), he depended upon the ability

to obtain currency credit abroad, which was often difficult, or the

ability to buy forward currency for a particular date, which was often

expensive. However, the expansion of the Eurocurrency market provides

a third means. The borrowing of Eurocurrency enables firms to make

payment in those currencies and thus postpone covering requirements

until exchange rates have adjusted more to their liking.

Several factors may entice an enterprise to follow the

Eurocurrency path of financing. The prima-7y factor is the presence

of a sizeable interest differential between Eurocurrency loan and direct

currency credits of similar denomination and risk. Even though firms

of immense size and of multinational stature cannot obtain Eurocurrency

loans at market rates (they have to pay, in normal conditions, anywhere

from 1/2 percent to 2 percent more than deposit rates) they still are

able often to borrow at favorable rates compared with those on direct

foreign credits. This is true in English and American currency, and

possibly to a greater extent in other currencies. Many experts feel

that this aspect of the Eurocurrency markets, made feasible by Euro-

banks' acceptance of smaller margins between deposit and lending rates

than is customary in domestic markets, has acted as one spark which

induced the rapid expansion of the market over the last few years.

A second factor, crucial in generating business demand for

Eurocurrency, has been the commercial bank's inability or unwillingness
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to make available the volume of credit sought for foreign lending.

For example, U.S. commercial banks have been limited in their freedom

to make foreign loans by the imposition of the United States credit

restraint programs. Foreign firms and U.S. subsidiaries had previously

used U.S. credit abroad for reserves and operations. With restraints

in force, they may be forced into the Euromarkets even when the U.S.

is in an easy money situation with no shortage of credit and low

interest rates. As a result, the interest differential between Euro-

dollars and national interest rates has lost some of its importance

in governing the demand for Eurodollars by firms operating abroad.

A third factor increasing the demands upon the Euromarkets is the

availability of domestic credit to domestic firms--or the lack of it.

When domestic industry finds it hard to obtain credit due to a tight

monetary policy, it may turn to other sources, including the Euromarket.

Firms have found it advantageous in times of tight money to locate and

obtain currency in their local denomination in the Euromarket abroad.

Another similar operation is the increased domestic usage of foreign

currency by firms. While in the past all Cimestic business was con-

ducted in domestic currency, it now is desirable and possible in some

cases to buy and sell with a foreign currency, when that currency is

is acceptable to both parties involved. The currency used most

frequently for such operations has been the Eurodollar. Such actions

have raised the question whether national monetary policies may not be

irreparably eroded by this escape mechanism. That some such erosion

has occurred is beyond question.
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Estimated size of the 2%rocurrency market.--Measuring the size

of the Eurocurrency market is a complicated task. The data most

needed for measuring the market are those involving the foreign cur-

rency positions of banks vis-a-vis non-residents. In addition to the

difficulty of gathering these data from diverse banks throughout the

world, a number of conceptual problems arise. In the first place,

prior to the establishment of the market, commercial banks always had

maintained some mutual foreign currency accounts with correspondents

in other countries in the normal course of economic activity. The

extent to which the market is composed of these balances is not

known; it is clear, however, that banks may have foreign currency

assets and liabilities that are not connected with their Eurocurrency

activities. Secondly, due to the intermediary position frequently

taken by banks, there is the problem of double counting. When banks

redeposit funds over and over, there is a need for adjustment of

statistics. Finally, adding to these inadequacies, there is a com-

plete lack of data reflecting Eurocurrency transactions between a

commercial bank and residents of the country in which the bank operates.

In the absence of any definitive statistics, the annual reports

prepared by the Bank for International Settlements give, probably, the

best measure of the size of the Eurocurrency market, including specific

statistics on the Eurodollar market. The BIS gathers and compiles

asset and liability figures in such a way as to indicate the role of

the sources of the foreign currencies, which are, for the most part,

bank liabilities, and the uses of the foreign currency, which are

bank assets.
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Table 4 presents the latest BIS estimate of the Eurocurrency

market, stressing the origins and destinations of Eurocurrency flows.

It attempts to correct the inadequacies and distortions stated above,

depending however, to a large extent on estimates. Considered in the

formulation of Table 4 were: (1) the downward adjustments of trans-

actions vis-a-vis the United States, which were separate from Euro-

currency activities; (2) the double counting which arises when funds

pass through more than one reporting bank on their way from original

suppliers to final user; (3) the banks positions vis-a-vis domestic

non-bank residents; and finally, (4) on the sources side, the Euroeur-

rency funds supplied by the banks themselves by switching out of dom-

estic currency; and, on the uses side, the Eurocurrency funds employed

by the bank for switching into domestic currency.

The estimated size of the Eurocurrency market as of December 1971

was $71 billion. This was a 26 percent increase over the previous

year's estimate of $57 billion and representative of the rapid expan-

sion over the last decade. These estimates, comparing the "inside"

or European reporting area with the United Staic> and the rest of tht.

world, makes it possible to determine geographic movements of funds

and fluctuations in these movements. It c:in be seen that a shift in

the structure of the Market lis been takitig place during the three

year period shown. Initially, the United States was clearly a net

user of funds, to the extent of $16.8 billion in 1969, or 38 percent

of the total market. On the other hand, the United States that year

supplied only $4.1 billion, or 9 Dercent of the market. By the end
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Table 4.--Estimated Euarocurrency market size

(billions of U.S. dollars)
:969 1970 1971

Sources:

Outside area 1/:
United States --------------------- 4.1 : 4.5 : 6.1
Rest of world ------------------ : 17.6 : 24.0 : 31.5

Total ----------------------- : 21.7 : 28.5 37.6

Inside area i/:
Banks ----------------------: 10.7 : 15.0 18.2
Non-banks ----------------- :a/.1.6 :2_ 13.5 : if 15.2

Total ---------------------- : 22.3 : 28.5 : 33.4

Grand total ------------------- 4.o 57.0 71.0

Uses:

Outside area V/:
United States --------------------- 16.8 : 13.1 8.3
Rest of world ------------ : 12.0 : 19.0 : 29.1

Total ------------------- -- : 28.8 : 32.1 : 37.A

Inside area 1/:
Banks ------------- ------- 7.1 : 9.8 : 14.5
Non-banks ---------------------- : 8.1 : 24.l : 19.1

Total ------------------------ : 1.2 : 24.9 : 33.6

Grand total- -44.0 --. 0 -71.0

I/ The BIS reporting area consists of eight countries: Belgium,
France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, and
the United K(ingdom.

2/ Including trustee funds to the extent that they are trans-
mitted by the Swiss banks to the other banks within the reporting
area and to the extent they are not reported as liabilities vis-a-
vis non-banks outside the reporting area by the Swiss banks them-
selves.

Source: Bank for International Settlements, Annual Report, Basle,
June, 1972, page 155.
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of 1971, due to the large backflow of funds to the market in response

to domestic monetary ease in the United States, the United States be-

came much more balanced in the "source" and "use" columns ($6.1 billion

vs $8.3 billion). Although the 1971 column shows that the European

reporting area is almost in balance, this is not indicative of the

individual countries in this area since the United Kingdom, Germany,

and Belgium are very large net users while Switzerland is a large net

supplier.

Eurodollars.--The Eurodollar, the first Eurocurrency to develop,

has always had the largest individual market in the Eurosystem. 1./

The dollar component of the system rose to $54 billion in 197i, thus

representing 76 percent of all Eurocurrencies outstmading. The market

iS not geographically located in any one area, although its major

financial centers have tended to locate in large European cities such

as London, Paris, Geneva, and Frankfurt. London, already possessing

highly developed money and foreign exchange markets, is the only mar-

ket in which large Eurodollar transactions can be made at any time in

both directions.

Early major stimuli to Eurodollar market growth were the United

States balance-of-payments deficit and Federal Reserve Regulation Q.

The balance-of-payments deficit made available to the world a large

quantity of U.S. dollars. These dollars--to the significant extent

to which they did not move into official reserves--created an excellent

I/Other significanteurocurrencies are Sterling, DM, French and
Swiss Francs, and Dutch Guilders. Of these, Eurosterling is the
most important.
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,a•:e for th- development of the market. Regulation Q prohibits the

payment of interest on bank deposits of less than 30 days and sets

maximum permissible rates of interest that can be paid on time and

savings deposits in the United States. It thus prohibits U.S. time

deposit rates (including CD rates) from responding to demand and

supply after the maximum ceiling point has been reached. Since inves-

tors have been limited in interest compensation by a fixed ceiling,

they have tended to look for more attractive markets to invest in,

and the Eurodollar market was a result. In October of 1962, in an

attempt to reduce the flow of funds from U.S. banks to the Eurodollar

market, there was a partial relaxation of Regulation Q. Time deposits

made by foreign governments and certain international financial insti-

tutions were made exempt from the interest ceiling. Although Euro-

dollar rates have their ups and downs, they generally remain substan-

tially higher than any domestic rates offered. Hence, the incentive

for U.S. residents to move dollar funds into the Eurodollar market

has persisted almost without interruption.

Whereas most transactions denominated in other currencies can be

explained by risk and return factors, or by specific inadequacies in

domestic money markets, the overwhelming acceptance of the Eurodollar

is traceable in large part to its use as a vehicle currency, a currency

used in financial transactions between -ountries which are foreign to

it. Theoretically, any convertible currency can assume this role, but

widespread acceptance depends on several characteristics which presently

make Eurodollars the most satisfactory. The first characteristic is
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that the supply of a vehicle currency must be large enough to meet

both domestic demands as well as vehicle currency demands. Second,

the costs associated with the vehicle use of a currency will be low

enough and sufficiently stable only in the case Ahere that country's

money market is large enough to handle erratic demand movements with-

out undue disturbance of domestic monetary conditions. Instability in

demand could be fatal to an economy of a small nation, with a small

money market that might be unable to absorb the change.

One final aspect exclusive to Eurodollars is the ability of their

rates to affect other Eurocurrency rates. Because of their relatively

small size, other Eurocurrency markets tend to have rates which are

largely determined by their own forward rates plus the Eurodollar rate.

More specifically, most Eurocurrencies' rates are calculated by adding

(or subtracting) the currencies' forward discount (or premium) to (or

from) the Eurodollar rate. This, In fact, can lead to Eurocurrency

rates moving in the opposite direction from that of national interest

rates, which is visible evidence of the Eurodollar market's "integrator"

function.

The Growth of Multinational Banking

The progressive integration of the world's major money and capi-

tal markets during the past decade or so may be interpreted as an econ-

omic phenomenon. It has its insititutional counterpart in the rapid

expansion not only of multinational business, which has been a major

force in the stimulation of truly "international" finance, but also of
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mul'Inational banking. The focus here is on multinational commercial

banking, but it should be borne in mind that the investment banking

field, too, has undergone a similar development. Merchant banking, a

kind of cross between the two types of banking enterprise in which the

British excel, always has been a largely international business. Per-

haps "multinational" before their time, the merchant bankers have

reaped great benefit from the fast growth of international business

around them. The simultaneous, parallel growth of both business and

financial firms into international "space" has important symbiotic

elements, of course. The one serves the other.

The overseas movement of U.S. banks and U.S. firms, both of which

proceeded at a pace t!,at quickened notably in the second half of the

1960's, exemplify this symbiosis best. A key reason for the widening

of the international branch networks of the major U.S. banks has been

to serve the banking needs of similarly expanding U.S. business firms,

especially those in the manufacturing sector.

As recently as 1960, overseas branching was not a predominant

characteristic of the international business conducted by most of even

the largest U.S. banks. At that time, only two large banks--the Bank

of America and the First National City Bank of New York--had decisively

moved in the direction of setting up foreign branch coverage that could

accurately be called "networks." Other banks had foreign branches--

sometimes multiple ones--but their structure of branch operations did

not yet reflect a commitment to use branch operations as the principal

path of international expansion. Most banks, even those with enviable
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reputations in international banking, still preferred to develop their

foreign business through widespread correspondent banking that had been

developed in a time when most international banking activity was con-

cerned with financing foreign trade of the traditional, arm's-length

variety. Through correspondents, a bank could process collections,

letters ,.f credit, and a certain amount of' foreign loan activity with

reasonable e1'fiiency.

Two developments changed the background to international banking

during *,ne 1960's, however. The first was the increasingly sophisti-

cated development of international business itself. This generated

new corporate financial needs which were not best serviced through the

correspondent banking system. Companies with coordinated international

financial operations needed similarly coordinated banking support. At

the same time, multinational business bred a new generation of corpor-

ate treasurers who are well informed about international banking.

They began to see traditional international banking procedures as

unnecessarily time-consuming and costly. They balked at transfer delays.

Knowing that a customer--possibly their own affiliate--had pail a debt

with "good funds" in London last night, they wanted "good funds"

credited to their account in New York tomorrow--not next week--and they

did not care to see these balances eroded away in transit by "banking"

charges that could aggregate to a sizeable amount relative to a trans-

action's value. As a result, pressure was put on the banks to stream-

line their operations. In fairness, it should also be noted that many

innovative bankers helped push this process along, often providing the

spark which alerted company officials to the possibililýe.s of cutting
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the costs of international financial transactions.

The second development that altered the international banking

climate was the growth of the Eirocurrency market itself. The only

way for a bank to obtain a proper piece of that action was to be

there. Moreover, as the events of 1969 showed, the ability to use

foreign branches as a source of dollar funds when monetary conditions

were strongest in the United States led to demonstrable advantages,

and set off a boom in branching activity.

These two developments went together. Neither one was primarily

causal in the sudden growth of multinational branching by U.S. banks.

In fact, the rapid speedup of the branching process itself led to new

kinds of business and new developments, so that the entire process of

increasing multinationalism on all fronts fed upon itself. In Europe,

for example, the U.S. banks were practically the only ones which have

had a branch "presence" in nearly all the important countries. As a

result of this, they found it much easier than did local banks to move

money around the continent to where the needs--and banking profits--

were. Thus, when money was tight in Germany and loan rates were high,

the Frankfurt branch of Bank A could arrange with its Brussels sister

to loan dollars to a German customer direct. Bigger German banks,

without Brussels branches, could not match this service.

The result of all these developments has been a vast increase in

the nwaber and financial resources of U.S. banks' foreign branches--

along with a wholesale shift in American bankers' outlook, towards

using branching as the principal device for expansion of their foreign
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business. Banks Joined the other MNCs as heavy direct investors

abroad. Data shoving the developlment of foreign branch banking be-

tween 1966 and 1970 indicate that the number of branches of U.S.

banks abroad more than doubled over the period, from 244 to 536 (Table

5). At the same time, total assets/liabilities of the branches, world-

wide, more than quadrupled, from $12.4 billion to $52.6 billion. In

1970, three quarters of the total asset figure was accounted for by

branches in Europe. Also notable was a substantial expansion of

branch activity in the Bahamas, which is close to the U.S. geographic-

ally, close to Europe technologically and institutionally, and has a

minimum of regulations and restrictions.

Some $36.5 billion, or nearly 90 percent, of the foreign branches'

total deposit liabilities in 1970 took the form of time deposits, the

form in which Eurocurrencies normally are held. This testifies to the

heavy activity of the branches in the Eurocurrency markets, especially

the Eurodollar market. Time deposit liabilities accounted for nearly

70 percent of the total liabilities of the branches of U.S. banks in

1970, and about 80 percent of these were held in U.S. banks' European

branches.

There are some important differences between the asset and liabil-

ity structures of U.S. branch banks overseas and those of commercial

banks generally in the United States. These differences are attribu-

table mainly to the heavy activity of the branches as intermediaries

in the Eurodollar market. In general, such activity leads to heavy re-

liance on time deposits relative to other deposit liabilities, strong
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Table 5.-A profile of U.S. Banks' expansion abroad, 1966-1970

(amounts in millions o Idollars)
RestUnied OterLatin Far:Total Unte thr: Bahamas : atn :Fr: of

: oal Kingdom I_/! Europe : America East World

Total number of branches:
244 : 22 : 26: MA 102: 57 : 37

1970 536 : 44 : 72: 61: 223: 79 : 57

Total assets/liabilities: : : :
1966--: 12,384 : 6,445 : 2,022 NA : 1,052 : 1,808 1,057
1970-: 52,611 : 29,668 : 9,496 49,421 : 2,055 4$,423 : 2,548

Of which cash:
1966--: 1,732 : 1,057 : 318 : NA : 173 : NA : 184
1970 ------- : 13,625 : 8,934 : 2,826 : 1,306 : 265 : 157 : 137

Loans:. . .

1966- : 4,951 : 2,169 : 753: NA : 576: 845: 608
197 -- : 20,414 : 11,340 : 2,604 : 2,217 : 1,129 : 2,152 : 972

Amounts due from head
offices 2/: : : : :

1966-: 4,951 : 2,613 : 360 : NA : 85 : 395 : 1,498
1970- -.- .. : 8,565 : 5,653 : 1,145 : 422 : 38 : 437 : 870

Demand deposit liabilities: : : :
1966-: 2,669 : 895 : 589 : NA : 437 : 402 : 346
1970- : 14,931 : 1,816 : 1,082 : 115 : 684 : 769 : 465

Time deposit liabilities: : :
1966-: 7,411 : 4,832 : 976 : NA : 342 : 717 : 544
19=: 36,548 : 23,568 : 5,976 : 3,779 : 438 : 1,276 : 1,511

Amounts due to head : : : :
offices ./: : .

1966- -- :- 607 : 55 : 47 : NA : 92 : 259 : I5
1970 -: 1,745 : 1,194 : 35 : 92: 78 : 178 : t CX

1/ Including Ireland.
_/ Includes amounts due to/from other branches.

Source: Federal Reserve Board, as reported in Journal of Comnerce.

/1
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cash positions, and weak loan positions, as Eurodollars may be lent

in the interbank market simply as placements of deposits with other

banks. Whereas the branches as a group show time deposit liabilities

as nearly 90 percent of their total deposits, the comparable figure

for commercial banks in the United States is only 48 percent (1970

figures). Similarly, the branches in 1970 held 33 percent of their

assets in the form of cash; the comnarable figure for U.S. domestic

coijmercial banks was only 19 percent. About 55 percent of the branches'

total assets appeared in their loan accounts, a proportion not much

different from the 54 percent reported for domestic banks. However,

a large proportion of these loans was "captive" in the form of loans

to head offices in the United States. Excluding these, the proportion

for the branches of loans to total assets drops to under 40 percent.

In addition-to the ordinary elements of commercial banking, the

U.S. banks operating overseas have engaged in an immense variety of

new services and activities. As the expansion of multinational busi-

ness proceeded, often on the part of nonbank firms with little prior

exposure to international business or foreign investment, the banks

began to offer their services as consultants, investment counselors,

and promoters in general, particularly y to advise multinational corpor-

ations on the techniques of International Money Management (1MM).

Taking advantage of relaxed banking laws in some countries and

the Edge Act in the United States I/ the banks have become involved in

j/ The Edge Act permits U.S. commercial banks to establish domestic sub-
sidiaries strictly to conduct international bu:lness, with considerable
relaxation of restrictions on the kinds of w:tivity in which they can en-
gage. Edge Act subsidiaries have proliferated in recent years, although
the enabling legislation has been on the books 'or many decades.
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many species of investment banking operations, including both medium-

and long-term financing of capital projects. They have led in the

development of leasing techniques abroad. Finally, the U.S. banks

operating abroad have become major purveyors to customers of economic,

financial, and credit information--intelligence organizations of some

skill.

Foreign bankers have responded competitively. Including branches,

representative offices, subsidiaries and shareholdings in foreign banks,

the U.S. banks have a presence in an estimated 2,000 foreign banking

offices of one sort or another. British bankers, with the legacy of

their own banking system's strong international position, have a simi-

lar presence in around 5,000 places. Elsewhere, foreign banking tradi-

tions, especially in Europe, put a strong brake on multinational bran-

ching or mergers. But tie-ups of various sorts among foreign banks

have begun to increase in recent years. They range across the spectrum

from gentlemen's agreements on "close cooperation," to the establish-

ment of new multinationally-owned banks which--notably indeed in light

of the development of the Eurocurrency and Eurobond markets as hall-

marks of international financial integration--are strongly oriented to

medium- and long-term financing as well as investment banking, plus

services specifically geared to the requirements of multinational

enterprises.

Table 6 is a partial listing of 18 of the more important, truly

"multinational" banks--i.e., banks with ownership by persons of more

than one nationality. All are creations of other banks in different

60-020 0 - Is - 35
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Table 6.--A listing of 18 banks with multinational ownership

1. Midland and International Banks Ltd.

Founded --------------------------- 1964
Headquarters ----------------------- London
Participating nationalities ---------- British, Canadian, Australian

2. Ameribas Holding S.A.

Founded --------------------------- 1966
Headquarters ----------------------- Luxembourg
Participating nationalities ---------- American, French

3. Societe Financiere Europeene S.A.

Founded --------------------------- 1967
Headquarters ----------------------- Paris
Participating nationalities ---------- American, British, German,

French, Italian, Dutch

4. International Commercial Bank Ltd.

Founded --------------------------- 1967
Headquarters ----------------------- London
Participating nationalities ---------- American, British, German

5. Compagnie Internationale de Credit a
Moyen Terme S.A.

Founded ------------------- 1967
Headquarters -------------------- Lausanne
Participating nationalities---------- American, British, German

French, Belgian, Italian,
Swiss, Luxembourgeoise,
Swedish, Norwegian

6. Banque Europeene de Credit a Moyen Terme

Founded-------------------------- 1967
Headquarters----------------------- Brussels
Participating nationalities ---------- British, German, French,

Italian, Belgian, Dutch

7. Manufacturers Hanover Bank

Founded ---------------------------- 1968
Headquarters ----------------------- London
Participating nationalities----- American, British, Italian
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Table 6.--Listing of multinational banks (cont.)

8. European-American Banking Corporation

Founded --------------------------- 1968
Headquarters ----------------------- New York
Participating nationalities ---------- British, German, French,

Belgian, Dutch

9. Partnership Pacific Ltd.

Founded --------------------------- 1969
Headquarters ----------------------- Sydney
Participating nationalities---------- American, Australian, Japanese

10. Union Internationale de Financement et
de Participation

Founded --------------------------- 1969
Headquarters ----------------------- Paris
Participating nationalities ---------- American, British, German,

French, Italian, Belgian,
Swiss, Canadian

i1. Atlantic International Bank Ltd.

Founded --------------------------- 1969
Headquarters ----------------------- London
Participating nationalities ---------- American, British, French,

Italian, Dutch

12. Rothschild Intercontinental Bank Ltd.

Founded --------------------------- 969
Headquarters ----------------------- London
Participating nationalities ---------- American, British, Belgian,

French, Dutch, Swiss,
Japanese

13. London Multinational Bank

Founded --------------------------- 1970
Headquarters ----------------------- London
Participating nationalities---- --- American, British, Canadian

14. United International Bank

Founded --------------------------- 1970
Headquarters----------------------- London
Participating nationalities ----------- American, British, German,

French, Italian, Dutch,
Canadian
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Table 6.--Listing of multinational banks (cont.)

15. Orion Bank Ltd., Orion Multinational
Services Ltd., Orion Termbank Ltd.

Founded ----------------------- 1970
Headquarters -------------------- --- London
Participating' nationalities ---------- American, British, German,

Italian, Canadian, Japanese

16. European Banks International Co.

Founded ----------- ---------- 1970
Headquarters --------------- Brussels
Participating nationalities ------------- British, German, Pw.gian,

French, Dutch, Austrian

17. Euro-Pacific Finance Corporation

Founded ------------------------------- 1970
Headquarters -------------------------- Melbourne
Participating nationalities ------------- American, British, German,

Belgian, Dutch, Australian,
Japanese

18. Centrofia

Founded ------------------------------ 1971
Headquarters -------------------------- Vienna
Participating nationalities ------------- British, French, Italian,

Japanese, Spanish,
Austrian, Polish

Source: K. Saito, "Internationalization of Banking," Fuji Bank Bulletin,
October 1972, pp. 178-179.
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countries. Americans are represented in 13 of the 18 institutions

listed.

The MNCs' Financial Needs and IMM Practices

So far in this chapter, the MNCs themselves--i.e., U.S. corpora-

tions with direct investments abroad--have received scant mention so

far as their activity in the international financial markets is con-

cerned. The objective of the discussion so far has been to establish

and describe part of the framework within which the MNCs operate--and

which they have themselves had a large hand in creating. As indicated,

it comprises a steadily more integrated world of international finance,

supported by a fast-expanding network of international--not to say

multinational--banking institutions. The questions now at hand are,

"What kinds of activities do the MNCs engage in, within this frame-

work?" and, "Have they changed the framework itself?"

The large multinational corporation is involved in a multitude of

financial activities that transcend national boundaries and involve

dealings in both long- and short-term funds. For purposes of exposi-

tion, however, it is better to think in terms of a process which begins

with planning and ends with involved activity. This process begins

with some form of strategic thinking on the part of management. It

usually takes place at least once a year, and can vary from "budget"

discussions to full-fledged plannifig of a very sophisticated sort.

For any firm with international production facilities, one funda-

mental decision--an operating decision with strong financial implica-

tions--has to be made and held to for fairly long periods. That
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decision concerns the firm's locus of profit responsibility. Is final

accountability to be placed with the manager or head of each local

branch or subsidiary; with a regional headquarters; or with the corpor-

ate headquarters in the United States? From a financial point of view,

much hangs on this decision. On the one hand, if the firm decides to

grant maximum autonomy to its local managers abroad, then it forecloses

the possibility of centralized financial management in the interests of

the corporation as a whole, except possibly for the most fundamental

investment decisions. Obviously, if the local manager's performance

is to stand or fall on his contribution to profitability, he will

demand--and should get--nearly total control, including financial

control, of his operation, lest hi's position become untenable. On

the other hand, the corporation can maximize its control over its

far-flung financial activities only if it centralizes profit respon-

sibility, so that the performance of the corporate treasurer and his

finance department is integrated into the overall profit performance

of the firm as a worldwide whole.

Many firms do not yet practice centralized control although the

trend is in that direction--as any big bank's IMM consultant staff

will quickly point out. Centralization is more or less a matter of

corporate maturity and corporate size. Small firms with small head-

quarters staffs and only a few direct investments usually will pre-

fer to hire a good manager and let him go, with full profit respon-

sibility. The same often is true of very rapidly expanding firms,

on a path of fast overseas growth, which have not yet taken the time
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*o reorganize their corporate management structure sufficiently to

provide for centralized control.

A large, mature corporation, however, one with a fairly sizeable

network of overseas branches and/or subsidiaries and with considerable

international experience usually begins to think In terms of central-

ized management. Its objective becomes the profitability of the organ-

ization as a whole rather than the individual performances of overseas

holdings engaged in unseemly and possibly unprofitable competition

with each other. From this viewpoint, centralization becomes a sine

qua non for efficient IMM.

Assuming that the decision to centralize has been made, the pro-

cess of corporate planning typically involves detailed inputs from the

foreign subsidiaries, including sales forecasts, related production

plans, and investment plans. In very large MNCs, these plans are co-

ordinated and cleared by regional management staffs before being

brought to the corporate headquarters in the United States. Finally,

however, the process leads to detailed plans which are approved at

headquarters and become the operating Bible for the firm over the

course of the plan period--which usually has linked phases extending

from the operating year (for which plans are most complete) out to

three, five or ten year horizons.

The financial aspects of the plans are complex, for a large firm,

with each subsidiary having an operating budget to which it is expected

to conform. One of the primary targets of the firm as a whole concerns

capital investment. Investment decisions are taken fairly far in ad-

vance, whence they are built into operating goals. Decisions about
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capital spend: ..g obviously are built into the planning process. 7f

investment is to be financed out of internally-generated funds, it

must be decide,.l where these funds are to be generated within the over-

all corporate structure, and whether the source is to primarily depre-

ciation charges, retained earning.,, or some combination of the two.

If retained earnings are involved, the profit remittance policies cf

the company clearly are affected. Decisions also must be made on

h~w mnv,-h capital is to be transferred from the parent organization,

how much is to be borrowed in the parent country, and how much abroad.

Guidelines are required for changing these decisions in the course of

the plan period, should capital market conditions change, and systems

must be set up to effect such changes. All of these, essentially, are

questions about "cash flow" which, in the centrally-managed corporation,

is planned, watched, and manipulated by the headquarters organization.

In sum, the long-term planning of investment merges with the

short-term management of cash flow in the ongoing financial life of

the firm--and it is the Job of the corporate treasurer's department to

watch over it all. It is important to note, however--and this often

is overlooked in discussions of IMM practices--that most modern cor-

porations work against fixed plans covering all aspects of the busi-

ness over a fairly long term. The plans are flexible, and they allow

for much reaction to current developments, but they are there, and

corporate management generally has a clear notion of where it wants

to go.

The financial sides of corporate operations are closely inter-
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twined with the firm's banking relationships. Typically, a large

corporation will have a "lead" bank, with which it maintains large

balances; and on which it depends for a variety of financial services.

It also will have accounts with one or more other banks--each vying

with the others and with the lead bank for a larger share of the firm's

business--which gives the firm some optional control over the institu-

tions through which transactions will flow. Each of the firm's subsid-

iaries will have similar banking relationships, and one of them is

likely to be with a foreign branch of one or more of the firm's banks

at home. It is obvious but often forgotten that, except for some

intracompany transactions treated as offsetting bookkeeping entries,

any transaction made by a firm or its subsidiaries is made through one

or more banks.

At one end of the financial spectrum, the firm borrows capital

funds, to the extent that it has decided not to finance expansion out

of internally-generated funds. There is a choice here, among three

options: (1) to use the parent's domestic capital markets, thence

transferring direct investment capital to desired locations abroad;

(2) to use one or more of the local capital markets in which the exis-

ting subsidiaries are based; or (3) to borrow in the international

market, perhaps through a "finance subsidiary" created by the firm

specifically to float such issues. The actual route taken depends in

the first instance on relative interest costs, net of any applicable

taxes and underwriting costs. It always makes sense to borrow in the

cheapest market. However, other factors enter. Regulations, such as
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capital controls at home, may put a physical limit on the amount of

capital that can be transferred abroad to a given location. Local

capital markets may be too narrow to support a large borrowing. The

international.*market may be insisting on sweeteners such as convert-

Able issues, or it may prefer DM issues over dollar issues, which

brings up for decision the question of whether the firia wants to risk

a long-term debt in a currency that the market thinks is likely to

appreciate. It is likely that, in the process of choosing from among

these options, the firm will have coordinated closely with an invest-

ment banking house that has wide international connections and that,

if an international issue is chosen as the path to follow, ultimately

will put together a large, multinational underwriting consortium.

Still another factor may be involved. The distinction between

"long-term" and "short-term" is not nearly as sharp as described so

far. Medium-term financing has risen considerably in popularity. This

usually means bank financing, probably abroad, and often with funds

related to the Eurocurrency markets. It may involve term loans, or a

portfolio of notes spread around to a number of banks (and possibly

other financial institutions). It could take the form of simple

short-term financing that is rolled over and over until it has that

long-term look. It represents another choice for the firm in its

financial planning. Often, this kind of financing is "privately
I

placed" with little or no publicity. If so, observers cannot count

it when they go about guessing how large the international financial

markets really are.
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Once a borrowing decision is made, the firm comes into possession

of large amounts of funds which it must put somewhere until they are

spent for their designated purposes. These now have become, from the

firm's point of view, short-term or money market balances, and they

thus merge with the other operating cash flows of the firm. What

happens from now on essentially becomes the subject matter of I.

A distinction should be made here between "stocks" of funds and

"flows" of funds, The "stocks" are the balances under the command of

the firm at any moment. The "flows" are compounded of the movements

of these stocks as well as the patterns by which the stocks are in-

creased or decreased in response to the firm's worldwide operations.

For simplicity, the operational flow-generating mechanisms of

the firm--i.e., payrolls, sales, payments for materials and components,

interest flows, intraccmpany payments and all the rest--will be ignored

temporarily in order to foous without distraction on what happens to

the stocks which exist at any given moment. Since the stocks or bal-

ances of the firm are likely to be quite sizeable, financial officers

are highly unlikely to hold them in idle, non-interest-earning forms,

except for the necessary demand deposits needed to support current

operations, which have just been assumed for the moment to have

fallen to zero.

In deciding where to hold its balances, the firm has at least

half a dozen money markets to choose from, as well as a much larger

number of forms in which the balances can be held. Three factors

will govern decisions about where the stocks will be allocated. First,
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exchange rate, one so strong that a finance officer who knows the mar-

kets will see clearly that "speculative" pressures are building up for

a possible revaluation on which a profit might be made--a profit possibly

bigger than the interest earnings foregone.

In both these cases--high-interest-plus-weak-exchange-rate, as

well as low-interest-plus-strong-exchange-rate--the final decision

about where to place funds depends in the end on a weighing of risks

against potential gains. It is subjective. Most corporate finance

officers "go with the market" which is the ostensibly safe thing to

do, unless the market is wrong, which usually is not the case. The

more courageous but less numerous ones will follow their subjective

instincts.

Financial decisions sometimes are easy to make. Weak-currency

countries with low interest rates repel funds, while strong-currency

countries with high interest rates attract them, and objectives do

not conflict. The latter situation applied to West Germany in 1970-

71. In retrospect, it seems hard to understand why anyone with

available fun-is would not have placed them with the Germans in that

period.

One reason for ignoring operational flows for the moment in this

analysis has been to make the obvious point that decisions about where

to put stocks of funds lead automatically to flows which can be sig-

nificant, even before one begins to consider the effects of flows gen-

erated by the firm's day-to-day operations. The simplified analysis

also serves to reveal the basic principles which govern the movements
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because the operations of the firm come first (it is not a bank, but

a business),the money ought to be put where it is going to be needed

for future use, i.e., for future flows. This may not be an especially

important factor, because transfers between and among money markets

have become both simple and fairly low in cost in the modern world.

.One real constraint, however, is the element of time--one cannot in-

veAr one's balances for six months when he needs to spend them in

three, except in the extraordinary case where he can earn more on the

investment than it will cost him to borrow at short term to meet the

three-month obligation. 1/ Second, relative interest rate levels on

different kinds of instruments in different money markets will influ-

ence both the locations and the forms in which balances are held.

Other things being equal, the firm clearly will go for the highest

possible interest return on its balances.

Third, however, exchange risks intervene. The high-interest

country may have a shaky exchange rate, which not only increases the

risk of a loss on moving the funds ultimately into a needed currency,

but also increases the risk that, to defend its exchange rate, the

country in question may offer inducements for short-term capital to

flow in, while placing controls on letting capital flow out again.

Conversely, the low-interest country may have an exceedingly strong

E/ Exchange risks have a bearing here. If one expects soon to make
a payment denominated in a presently weak currency, it makes sense to
hold off on that payment as long as possible in order to take advan-
tage of any exchange depreciation that might occur. 'On the other hand,
buying a strong currency now avoids having to pay more for it on the
exchange markets later.
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of the firm's funds: (1) the need to get funds to here they are

needed, vhen they are needed; (2) considerations of interest returns

available; and (3) foreign exchange market risks and opportunities.

These principles do not disappear when operational flows are re-

introduced into the analysis. They continue to function because they

govern where the firm will be holding its balances at any given

moment, this structure of balances being determined ultimately by. all

the flows which have taken place up to that moment. Thus, the discus-

sion almost could end here, except that there are some important side

issues to explore.

The flows generated by the firm's operational activities--as op-

posed to the flows produced by its D04-oriented financial managers--

may not necessarily be oriented in directions dictated by 1h4 require-

ments. INN is overlaid upon these operational flows. In some cases,

the firm is able to direct or redirect the flows as they occur--a

customer can be asked to direct his payments to any of the firm's loca-

tions, for example, provided that no additional costs for him are in-

curred. Similarly, all intracompmny payments can be controlled as

desired, vith offsetting bookkeeping entries. In other cases, how-

ever, vhen operational flows give rise to balances in one spot, Do6-

induced flow may well move these balances to other spots. The result

is an increase in the overall rate of turnover of the firm's fund

balances, so that the volume of transactions which passes through the

national and international money markets is increased.

At the same time, however, there are volume-minimizing forces at
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work. One of the primary objectives of IMM--an objective which has

little if anything to do with the balancing of interest rates against

exchange risks--is the rationalization of the structure of cash flows

in such a manner as to keep down its costs. This is accomplished in

a variety of ways.

Consider the firm which has no IMM procedures and no centralized

financial control. The parent organization, with its domestic business,

and the foreign subsidiaries--each operating with its own profits in

view--all are at work, busily generating flows of funds into and out

of national and international money markets, and across the foreign

exchanges. Some of these flows relate to dealings with outsiders, and

some are internal to the firm--i.e., intracompany payments. These

flows incur costs, in one or both of two ways. A movement of funds

through a bank or across the exchanges incurs a charge, generally a

small one, but a charge nevertheless, that, when aggregated with all

the others, can mount over a period of time to substantial amounts for

a large firm. These charges have nothing to do with interest rates

or exchange rate movements; they simply are the costs of making trans-

actions. Lower than in the past, they still remain generally higher

than the costs of transactions in a single, domestic money market.

The second kind of costs involved is concerned with time. Transfers

ft )m one place to another, especially if they are not coordinated, take

time. A payment ordered today could take a week to reach its destin-

ation as "good funds" in another country, depending on the route it

follows. Until these funds are "good"--i.e., until the firm can draw
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on them--there is a dead loss compounded of both the cash flow that is

unusable and the imputed interest eost of not having that money avail-

able as an interest-earning asset.

IMM procedures can reduce these costs by eliminating duplicative

transactions and by cutting down the time it takes to make them. The

techniques available for doing this are legion. Intracompany payments

are a prime target for rationalization. If detailed, frequent finan-

cial reports can be made to a headquarters from all the far-flung

enterprises that it controls, duplicative and costly transfers within

the company can be identified and eliminated by bookkeeping offsets

and consolidation of payments. If foreign branch A is to make a pay-

ment to branch B, while branch B owes money to branch C, then it is

a simple matter to cut the transaction flow by having branch A remit

directly to branch C. In actual practice, of course, matters become

a good deal more complex than this simple example, but the principle

is unaltered. Techniques for reducing costly delays can be illustrated

by the case of payments coming from outsiders such as customers. In

the uncoordinated situation, customers are making payments to the firm

from all over, to all over, depending on what branch of the enterprise

happened to sell the goods. These funds are "collected," in bankers

parlance, through many banks in many locations. In the coordinated

situation, it is feasible in many of these transactions to ask the

customer to remit his payment to a central address, whence the neces-

sary documents can be moved through a single bank and collected in an

organized way. Time delays thus are cut significantly.
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The use of IMM essentially as a cost-cutting, rationalization tool

has been termed the "tactical" phase of International Money Management.

On balance, it probably has a good effect on the international finan-

cial system, contributing to its overall efficiency. On the other

hand, tne "strategic" use of IMM, which embraces the movement of funds

as dictated by relative interest rates and exchange risk factors, may

not have such a good effect inasmuch as it could tend to magnify the

flows and send them in directions that are destabilizing from the

viewpoint of the system as a whole. The estimation of these possible

effects of "strategic" IMM will be considered in the next section of

this chapter; in"anticipation of that section, however, it is useful

to examine some of the techniques that are available to the firm,

acting as an MNC, for taking this kind of action.

It can be taken for granted that the MNCs operate in the inter-

national financial markets--the money markets, the capital markets,

and the foreign exchange markets--with much the same techniques that

all firms with international business employ. In this sense, the MNC

behaves no differently from the ordinary trader, for example, except

that it probably has bigger balances to play with. Thus, it reacts

to market developments in the same way as the "small fellow," but with

greater speed and with a heavier quantitative impact on the system.

It moves more money faster.

In addition to these "normal" sorts of transaction techniques,

however, the MNC (or a multinational bank), because of its unique

presence in a number of countries on a continuing basis, has certain

8g-020 0 - 73 - 36
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other powerful options available. With its far-flung operations, it

is continually generating payments into and out of different markets

and currencies, building up debt, liquidating it, and granting credits.

The range of its financial interests is large and, most important, a

considerable part of this range of transactions is internal to the

firm as a whole--or subject to some control through internal f irm

decisions.

"Leads and Lags" are a case in point. A non-MNC firm dealing with

foreigners has some opportunity to play this game, but it is limited.

He can delay his payments to a weak-currency country and speed his pay-

ments to a strong-currency one for a time; but he cannot do so indef-

inately unless he can find someone--with whom he must deal at arm's

length--to lend him the necessary resources as his debts fall due.

The MNC, on the other hand, can instruct its subsidiaries to go on

leading and lagging in their intrcompany payments for a very long

time. When the subsidiary in the weak-currency country runs short,

it can be told to borrow in its own domestic money market, which helps

the firm as a whole to inflate its debt position in the weak currency,

which is Just what is wanted. Similarly, the strong-currency subsid-

iary may shortly be swimming in funds, which it can place in its

local money market, thus building up the entire firm's assets in the

strong currency, which also is to be coveted.

Variations on the basic theme of altering the timing of intracom-

pany payments can be used across the whole spectrum of a firm's dealings.

Intrafirm trade payments are only part of the picture. Interest and
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dL ;idend remittances, royalties and fees, and even capital flows can

be affected. Moreover, as the above description of "leads and lags"

suggested, the manipulation of timing in intracompariy transactions can

affect the firm-'s net positions vis-a-vis outsiders by changing the

patterns of subsidiary borrowing and lending in different markets.

Again, however, no mystery attaches to the reasons for such behavior.

They result from the decisions taken by the firm to minimize interest

costs, maximize returns, and avoid exchange risk. These are the basic

motivations behind the behavior of any person or entity with balances

denominated in currencies other than his own. If the MNCs make a

difference for the system, therefore, it is a difference of degree

rather than kind. All the rest--the entire field of dazzling IMM

techniques and rituals--turns out to be mere technical embellishment

which increases the efficiency of the international financial system

but does not alter its character.

The Role of the MNCs in Generating Liquid Short-Term Capital

Flows and International Monetary Crises

Since 1967, the international monetary system has been subjected

to a series of shocks that have threatened its foundations, called into

question the utility of the Bretton Woods Agreements of 1944 on which

it is based, and, finally, forced the abandonment of the parity of its

lynchpin, the United States dollar. The only comparable period of

such strain on the system within living memory was that of the hectic

international monetary history of the 1920's and 1930's. Indeed, the

threat of. a return to the disordered conditions of those two decades'-

and the fear of it--lend urgency and fire to. the current debate about
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just what is wrong with the present system. It should be clearly

underlined, however, that despite the recurrence of severe interna-

tional financial crises in recent years (especially since 1967), the

economic troubles which beset the major countries in the 1920's and

1930's have been absent. Despite disruptions in the monetary sphere,

world economic growth, world trade, and international investment have

reached record levels.

The typical "crisis"

The international monetary crises of recent years have been more

alike than different. They have so many characteristics in common

that it is an easy matter to describe the "typical" financial crisis,

which begins with a balance of payments disequilibrium between one

country with a relatively large deficit and one or more countries with

large surpluses, the counterparts of that deficit. National policies

are applied with greater or lesser enthusiasm in order to correct this

disequilibrium. Generally, they are applied more severely in the

deficit country than in the surplus ones, and sometimes the policies

applied by the surplus countries turn out to be perverse, from the

balance of payments point of view. That is, they find themselves,

despite payments surpluses, in inflationary situations which they

attempt to combat with tight money and high interest rates. These

kinds of policies work to increase rather than decrease payments

disequilibr•a.

In any case, exchange rates begin to reflect the payments prob-

lems. The deficit country's rate becomes "weak" and the surplus
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coGtr *' rates become "strong." Under !1 par ralue system of the

Brettor. W,,nds type, exchange rates are fixed within the short run; in

practice, the monetary authorities of the developed countries have at-

tempted to keep them fixed in the long run too. Central banks have

bent every effort to defend existing rates. In this process, the

deficit country must sell off its reserves, while the surplus countries

accumulate them.

In fairly short order, this process has led to huge and heavily

disequilibrating flows of liquid short-term capital. Funds move away

from the weak currency and toward the strong ones. The deficit country

loses its reserves at a rapid rate; the surplus countries gain them

equally as fast. The deficits get bigger, and so do the surpluses.

Soon, the question of the appropriateness of policies to rectify bal-

ance of payments problems in the long run--or even the extended short

run--becomes academic. Capital flows have depleted the deficit

country's reserves and swelled the surplus countries' holdings to the

point of unwelcomeness.

The Accusation Against the MNCs

Opponents of the MNCs argue that they play a crucial, destructive

role in international monetary crises. The argument sometimes includes

an accusation that they bear responsibility for at least part of the

balance of payments problems that originally generate the crises, but

this accusation is not central to the argument. Rather, the central

point is that the MNCs are a source of the large flows of liquid short-

term capital that are the proximate cause of the wreckage. Moreover,

it is argued that these flows arise because the MNCs are predilected
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toward sustained, unstoppable "speculative" attacks upon exchange

rates. Thus, it is held, speculators, with the MNCs in the van, can

cause enough havoc within the system to produce the threat of devalu-

ations or revaluations of exchange rates even if underlying national

economic policies are appropriate and severely enough applied to

rectify the balance of payments disequilibria--if only the speculators

would give them the necessary time, which they do not. A/

The evidence

An evaluation of the allegations made against the MNCs should in-

volve an analysis of flows of liquid, short-term capital as they show

up in the balance of payments, isolating and measuring those flows

that are attributable specifically to the MNCs. Unfortunately, this

is not possible. Data for the flows attributable to the MNCs are not

available. In this respect, central banks and governments are tech-

nologically inferior to the 4NCs which, in their own operations, are

able to gather, analyze, and act upon the information necessary to

them.

There is a useful alternative, however. This approach, the one

taken in the following analysis, involves, first, an identification

of all those kinds of institutions--banks and business firms--which

have dealings in the international money markets, as opposed to

1_ Defenders of the MNCs are sen itive to these accusations and has-
ten to deny them. See, for example, The Economist, Oct. 31, 1970, pp.
54-55; Business Week, Sept. 25, 1971, pp. 82-107 (especially pp. 101-
102), and Newsweek, Nov. 20, 1972, pp. 96-104. For a statement of the
problem that is not necessarily accusing in tone, see Foreign Trade, A
Survey of Current Issues to Be Studied by the Subcommittee in Interna-
tional Trade of the Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, Washington,
USGPO, May 14, 1971, p. 4..
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strictly domestic ones. Once this identification is made, the next

step is to add together, as accurately as possible, the total resources--

assets and liabilities vis-a-vis each other--which these institutions

have at their command. Essentially, this procedure estimates the

amounts of short-term funds that can flow in a crisis situation. If

the numbers turn out to be small, then it can be concluded that these

institutions' financial muscle is overrated by the critics. If they

are large, then it can be concluded at least that the possibility of

disequilibrating behavior becomes strong. All that is left to ask in

the latter two cases is whether this behavior is speculative. That

is, do the MNCs speculate aggressively (by risking assets for finan-

cial gain), or do they merely react protectively, to guard their

assets against possible loss in value due to an exchange rate change

brought on by the underlying balance of payments disequilibrium?

At least seven discrete types of institutions can be identified

as significant Rarticipants in the international money markets. These

are:

1. United States commercial banks;
2. United States "nonbanks"--i.e., nonbanking business enter-

prises, including the parent firms of the MNCs;
3. Foreign commercial banks, not including foreign branches of

U.S. banks;4. Foreign governments, central banks, and international organ-
izations;

5. Foreign nonbanks, the counterpart of U.S. nonba n (2)
above;

6. Foreign affiliates of U.S. nonbanks--the MNCs' affiliates;
7. Foreign branches of U.S. banks.

Assets and liabilities of these groups should be included only to the

extent that they are connected closely with the international markets,
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either because of the nature of the institutions which hold them or

because of the kinds of transactions from which they derive. Also,

the balances measured should be defined as carefully as possible as

those short-term, liquid items that could and would move across inter-

national boundaries in times of crisis. Thus, one should exclude

reserve holdings of the principal central banks, even if they happen

to be held as deposits in commercial banks, because it is highly un-

likely that the major central banks would engage in speculation with

those assets; they probably would remain so loyal to their fraternity

that even protective movements against a weak-currency central bank

would not take place.

The appropriate estimates for the seven sets of participants ap-

pear in Table 7. In accordance with the guidelines described above,

tae estimates for each have been made as follows:

United States Banks-all short-term balances with all foreigners,
excluding foreign central banks and including foreign branches
of the U.S. banks. Also included are small liabilities to non-
monetary international institutions such as the IBRD and IADB.

United Sttes Nonbanks--short-term assets and liabilities with
foreigners.

Foreign Banks--external (i.e., non-domestic) foreign currency pos-
itions of banks in eight European countries reporting to the BIS
(Belgium-Luxembourg, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Sweden,
Switzerland, and the United Kingdom), plus Canada and Japan.
These figures have been modified in two major ways. First, the
ten countries' banks' positions with U.S. banks were subtracted
and replaced in the totals by figures shoving assets and liabil-
ities of U.S. banks against all foreign banks. This extends the
coverage of the estimates. Secondly, on the assumption that most
foreign branch activity of U.S. banks is concentrated in these
ten countries, the worldwide asset and liability figures for U.S.
bank branches were subtracted from the totals and shown in a sep-
arate section of the table.
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Table 7: Estimated short .vrm *.sset and •asbillty positions ot rjluipal
i.at ional Money Markets. 1969-41

lastitutioms in Inter-

(9illon of U.s. dollars)
Denominated in : Denomlested as

Holier &,sets : dollars : foreign oerrnTleota
or I:tAe,. ities: eAseets Liabilities: Assets Liabilities Assets Liabilities

Ur.itt.4 :totes ',nklh . : :I
-'X --------------------------.: 6.9 26.1 0.5 0.2 9.A el8.3

1970 -------------------------- : 10.1 , 21.8 : 0.6 0.2 a 10.7 : 22.0
1971 ----------------- : 12.1: 15.8: 0.9: 0.2 J3.0: 16.o

UWited Ctast.' :,uobanks:I• ....................... - •- 3.5 1 .T 0.7 :OAk 4 .2 :2.1
1970 --------------------.--.. : 3.6 : 2.2 : 0.6 , 0.5 : 4.?2 2.7
1911 ---------------------------..1 : 2.2 : 0.5 : 0.1 : 0 .. : 2.6

Foreign banks .1i.
1969 ----------------------- :j. 6'..9 : W 2.3 :/ 10.7 1 0o.6 :1/ 6 ,. 63.0
1910 ------------- 143.0: 31.: 5.8: 15.8 1.8.8: 31.5
1971 .----- : L.3 : 38.3 : 8.14 : 8.2 : 2 : .6.5

Foreign governments. central : :
baiks, and intersinitiontl : :organizsti.,,ns •/" : : .

I'I9 ---------------------------- : .9: NA : 0.14: NA : 5.3: VA
1970 -------------------------- 10.0: A : .".8: NA : 12.8: NA
191 .------------------- : -0.1 : NA N A.0: 1A : 18.7: MA

i rifn nonbanks /: : : ::. 0)') .. . .. . U. .': •A : lA : .t :(.
i P70•-------------------------: 7.6 : 9.4 : 11A NA : 1.6 9.1.
•1:------------------------: - . : ,1..: NA : A : 6.8 : II.

reign affiliates or U.S. : :
nonbanks .l: • .
........................... NA : : NA : A " 9.9 : 3h.9

-97 .............------ : MA : A NA N A : 6O.6: 46.9
-A NA : KA NA : 110.0: 63.0

I rt.rlt branches or U.,. '.
banks at" .

1970 ------------------------ 34.6: 36.1: 12.7 : 11.3: r7.3 : 14.1
191 ------------------------ : 1-0. : 142.1 : 21.? : 19.1 : 61.1. : 61.5

: : : : . .

8--- .9.5 : 88.3 : 12.3 : 11.2 , 161.1 : 1314.5
1910 ...........-.-.---------- -: 106.9 : 10.: 22.5 : 17.8 : 212.0 : 165.9
19i 1-------------------------. 118.: 109.8 : 39.0 : 26.2 t 261.8 : 201 0

I/ l•te are total foreign steirt-term assets and liabilities of U.S. banks ts reported to U.S.
s,.ur'.es, less claims on anl liabilities t.. official monetary institutions.

./ LLaically. these date are thosv :-e;'•rttlr to the BIS Ly barks in eillgt burcpean -ountries (Belgium-
Luxw*t,.jurg, France, Germany, Italy. 1lo',hrrar.,us, Eveten, 8vwiterlland, tril the United Kingdom), plus
ianeJn 3t.1 Japan. Figures from U.... t*,.r c. eldting to Foreign branc-...s .f U.S. banks have been

aubtr4.rt-4 from, these figures and are sh.v:, 4lperately In thl.. *ablv rt,- . 70 end 191). a':,. the
,agtht F.ur-pean countries' asset %n4 .a*bil•tlis vIs-a-via Ih* U.S. (i.:.i;.:e. l io,.ars vera
re...ve., from the totalSi, an data from U.S. sources it, total lollar cialec ano liabilities against
e, reigr•cn. vere added.

I /includes forelgr tbranches of U.S. banks.
" Ot. cover (1) iet•tifie4 official boldlins of tbuodollars. (?) uniueetifld boldirgs of

tr.ur,:urrencivs plus residual sources of reserves-botb as estimated by the IMP--plus !3) claims on
U.S1. banks of nolsonetary official instituions such as the IMlD and lADA. "N.A." a not available.

Available data cover U.S. and foreign banks' claims on and liabilities to all foreign nonbanks.
:a.,i.,4ing foreign branches/afriliates 1,f U.;. nonbinks. To insure elimination of double-cowting,

1 :..i 4.ositions of the U.8.-arrftiat-i rirms are shown separately, the available data have been
,,,.'ed by 50 percent-i.e. it is assoil, that half of the asets and liabilities reported by U.S.

.,I foreign banks itagatm foreign nonb%ag. actually are liabilities and assets, reasps.tively, -i
r reign afTilhates of U.S. nonbanks.
6' Dats are estimated current assets and liabilities of non-financial affiliates of U.S. .".rms.
fi Included under "foreign banks."
I/ Figures are from U.S. sources ýiting t%.t assets and liabilities if branches. Thv.-eforo,

scme long-term items are included.

Sources: atmderQ i0, Mle t., Sept. 177-; U.,S. •Teailr jjlletiq, Rapt. 191?; lank cor
Internatior,al Settlemeate, Anm r, 1971 and 1972; International Monetary uni', Anniall feor%.
191;1; U.S. Commerce Departrent, Office of Foreign Direct Iavmtmat, Forelm ArilI at* YINgsida

a;.rvfey, July 1911 a• oremsn Direct Investment Proram, lted Statlstics, July 1971; ond 4lat
'%srnished by U.S. Department OT Cofierce, bureau of Eooic A lis, Foreign "Investment Div'sion.
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Foreign Governments. etc.--These data are restricted to foreign
official holdings in the Eurocurrency markets, plus small amounts
of claims held by nonmonetary international institutions on U.S
banks.

Foreign Nonbanks-seriously deficient in coverage, these figures
include only U.S. and foreign banks' external claims and liabil-
ities against nonbank firms outside the United States. The ori-
ginal figures obtained include all foreign nonbanks, including
foreign affiliates of U.S. firms, which are shown separately in
the table and therefore should not be double-counted. In the
absence of any hint of the share of U.S.-based affiliates in
these totals, the totals were reduced by 50 percent in order to
reduce the possibility of double-counting.

Foreign Affiliates of U.S. Nonbanks--estimates of the current
assets and current liabilities of all non-financial affiliates
of U.S. firms.

Foreign Branches of U.S. Banks--balance-sheet figures for total
assets and liabilities of the branches. These data include some
long-term, non-liquid items which should not be in the estimates,
but this deficiency could not be removed.

Table 7 contains some purposeful double-counting, in the following

sense: As the table in constructed the assets of any one set of factors

listed constitute the liabilities of all the others to it. The powers

of debtors as well as creditors should be borne in mind. The decision

to move a balance from one location to another depends not only on the

motivations of the balance's owner--who clearly can shift a deposit,

say, from a bank in one country to a bank in another--but also upon

those of the institution which owes the money; it can transfer its

liability with equal facility. The thrust of the analysis is to iden-

tify the decision points and measure the resources that are available

at each of then.

There is absolutely no doubt that Table 7 contains figures that

should not be there, either because they are not to be considered vol-

atile or because they represent balances of an essentially domestic,
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rather than international character. On the other hand, it fails also

to account for large balances that should be included, such as the

assets and liabilities of non-U.S. MNCs. On balance, there is an

error in the overall estimates, in one direction or the other. How-

ever, as the subsequent analysis will imply, substantial errors could

be present in the estimates without necessitating any fundamental al-

teration of the conclusions which are derived from them.

The key figures in the table are the overall total asset and

liability estimates in the lover right-hand corner. Thebe measure the

amounts of short-term funds that may have been capable of flowing with-

in the system at the end of each of the 3 years covered--$162 billion

in 1969, $212 billion in 1970, and $268 billion in 1971 on the assets

side; and $135 billion, $166 billion, and $201 billion respectively on

the liabilities side.

These indeed are very large numbers. They should lay to rest any

doubts that the seven sets of organizations involved are capable of

generating flows that could disrupt normal payments relationships

among countries and, in fact, help to generate international monetary

crises. Consider the total assets estimated as available at the end

of 1971-$268 billion. A movement of a mere 1 percent of these, or

$2.7 billion, in response to exchange rate weakness or strength is

quite sufficient to produce a first-class international financial

crisis.

The seven categories of institutions listed represent a diffuse

group. All are heavily involved in the international financial system,
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but all are not MNCs under even a very broad definition. The role of

the latter I/ can be estimated by adding only the assets/liabilities

of the U.S.-related groups: U.S. banks and their branches; plus U.S.

nonbanks and their affiliates. In 1971, these four classes of insti-

tutions controlled $190 billion--or 71 percent--of the total assets

of $268 billion shown for that year. Thus, the potential role--and

almost certainly the active role--of the U.S.-based MNCs (including

the multinational banks) is great. In fact, it dominates the system.

A question hardly has to be asked respecting their capacity for

disruptive movements of funds. Such a capacity exists. However, if

one is willing to presume that at least some movements of funds take

place for protective reasons, or alternatively, to admit that only a

small fraction of the corporate treasurers and bank vice-presidents

in the system tend to speculate, then one can give a clean bill of

health to most of the MNCs on this question. The total estimates are

so large that only small fractions of the potential flow (or large

flows generated by a very few firms) are fully capable of producing

monetary crisis. In other words, there is a choice between tvo con-

clusions, neither one of which is especially damaging to the MNCs as

a group. These are:

(1) That the MNCs react protectively, making only marginal
adjustments in their asset and liability, positions in
the face of crisis. These adjustments add up to an
enormous impact, but they do not redound unfavorably on
the motivations of the MNCs; or

1/ For the purposes of this analysis only, the definition of "MNC"
has been expanded to include U.S. banks.and their foreign branches.
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(2) That most MNCs hardly react at all, while a small minor-
ity, capable of generating heavy, disruptive movements
of funds do so. Some or all of these few firms may
actually "speculate" in the sense that, more than simply
taking steps to protect their assets in times of monetary
unease, they actively risk assets to gamble on the pro-
fits that can be made from exchange rate changes.

The estimates of Table 7, however, raise an even larger question.

They give evidence of the size of the independent, largely uncontrolled

monetary system that has sprung up within the comfortable old world of

domestic systems, central banks that manage them (or try to), and

stocks of international reserves used to hold things steady until bal-

ance of payments "adjustments" can work themselves out, largely through

the mechanism of international trade. Some comparisons are appropriate

here. The $268 billion asset figure shown in the table for 1971 is:

-- equal to nearly 60 percent of the U.S. money stock at the end
of 1971, defined as currency, demand deposits, and time depos-
its at commercial banks (excluding large CDs) ($465 billion);

-- about equal to the combined stocks of money (currency and de-
mand deposits) and quasi-money (time and savings deposits) of
the United Kingdom, Germany, France, and Belgium together at
the end of 1971 ($269 billion);

-- more than three times as large as the total international re-
serves of all the "industrial countries" (as defined by the
IMF) at the end of 1971 ($88.5 billion);

-- well over twice as large as total world reserves ($122 billion).

The comparison with total world reserves is perhaps the most

startling. During the long debate that ranged over the 1960's about

the adequacy of international uliquidity--i.e., levels of officially-

held liquid reserves--that culminated in the creation of Special Draw-

ing Rights (SDRs) as a new type of reserve asset, attention generally

was focused on the adequacy of reserves to finance the traditional
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types of international business, chiefly trade. Little attention
I

was given to the adequacy of reserves as a weapon to counter movements

of funds into and out of the international money market. Yet that

market now commands resources which overshadow those of the central

banks by a significant multiple. Because of this, a merely marginal

shift in the location of asset holdings in the international money

market--especially in a crisis situation where the shift is likely

to be reflected in reserve movements--*can produce a multiple effect

on the location of international reserves. Consider a concrete

example: In 1971, West Germany's reserves rose by $4.8 billion, of

which $2.4 billion represented an underlying balance of payments sur-

plus (on current and capital accounts). Assuming that the remaining

$2.4 billion, essentially composed of flows of liquid, short-term

capital, represented a shift in the locus of assets controlled by

the international money market, this implies a movement of 1.1 per-

cent of the total assets in the market at end-1970 ($212 billion).

But it also implies a much larger relative shift--2.5 percent--in

the locus of world reserves, calculated on the basis of world re-

serve holdings of $92.5 billion at the end of 1970. Actually, most

of the shift was concentrated among a relatively few of the indus-

trial countries. If the comparison were narrowed from a world per-

spective to include only those countries, the multiple effect clearly

would be far larger.

In sum, therefore, while it is not appropriate to judge that

speculative behavior characterizes the international financial
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dealings of the great majority of MNCs, it is appropriate to stress

that they have been' a primary creative force in the growth of the

international money and capital markets. This is the sense in which

the MNCs indeed have altered the international realities around which

policies of governments--and the international monetary "system" in

general--are framed. Indeed, if the large amount of privately-held

liquidity which now characterizes the international markets had not

been generated as it was by the MNCs, then the last decade's upsurge

in world economic growth, trade, and investment might have been more

restricted in the absence of some cooperative international effort to

act in the MNCs' place.

The size of the international money market which the MNCs have

helped to create would not, by itself, necessarily represent an effec-

tive change in the realities of international finance, were it not for

the parallel and complementary development of new institutions--espe-

cially the Eurocurrency markets--which give the market flexibility and

an ability to generate almost instant flows of funds among national

money markets. In an earlier time, central banks and governments had

more freedom to work out appropriate monetary policies because the

institutions of international finance were sufficiently underdeveloped

that national money markets remained partially isolated from one

another. The development of a strong, flexible international money

market has taken avay that advantage, allowing the international fin-

ancial community to focue its flows quickly and directly--a focus

which, as the recent international monetary crises have shown, has

caused serious problems for the world's central banks.
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Conclusions

Volatile, short-term capital flows are the chief proximate cause

of the crises which have racked (but not wrecked) the international

money system in recent years. It follows that some method of dealing

with these flows by either controlling them or neutralizing their

effects could have a beneficial effect on the functioning of the sys-

The flows in question arise from an international money marKet

o4 vast size, a market in which the MNCs (including the multinational

banks) have a key role. It will be recalled that the assets held in

that market--an estimated $268 billion--amounted to more than twice

the volume of world reserves ($121 billion) at the end of 1971. It

is clear also that a shift in the locus of only a small fraction of

the international money market's assets, of which the U.S.-based MNCs

control a large share, constitutes a movement large enough to generate

a crisis condition--and that a shift of this magnitude can induee a

multiple relative effect on the locus of central bank reserves.

Remedial steps, therefore, if they are to be oriented toward pre-

serving as many of the features of the present system as possible,

will have to be concentrated on the international money market as the

source of disruptive flows. Some countries--France, for example--have

toyed already with such remedial measures, in the form of controls on

capital movements. Exchange controls of this variety are not a new

thing. The United States has its own versions in the shape of the

Foreign Direct Investment Program (which attacks movements of long-
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term capital) and the restrictions under which U.S. banks now operate.

Most private businessmen could argue that exchange controls of

any sort are distasteful in the extreme and that they should not exist.

This argument begs the question of whether or not controls on capital

flows might not constitute a second-best solution which at least saves

the system for the preservation of freedom to conduct current trans-

actions. Those who apply the controls accept them as just such a

second-best solution, but there is ample evidence that the controls

are hard to administer, full of loopholes, and only partially success-

ful. The markets soon learn to evade them.

One of the striking conclusions that emerges in an analysis of

the IMM techniques of the MNCs is that they partake of a high level

of technology and management science. In particular, their systems

embody procedures for the fast development, dissemination, and action

upon an extraordinarily complete body of international financial in-

telligence. It is true that most of this information is about their

own internal operations on a worldwide scale, but it is impressive

nevertheless; it gives them a basis for decision-making and a scope

for independent action rather than mere reaction.

Contrast these systems with those of governments. It is unset-

tling in the extreme to see mach of a country's knowledge about what

has happened in an international monetary crisis listed under "Errors

and Omissions" in the balance of payments. One has to presume that

a handful of central bankers in the world possess some better knowl-

edge about the details--but this "better knowledge" cannot be very

89-020 0 - 73 - 37
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well organized, because the best that central banks can muster for

the struggle is a reactive, delayed defense rather than an offense,

and they often lose.

There is a need, therefore, for governments--primarily central

banks--to develop information systems at least as good as those pos-

sessed by the MNCs. Since the MNCs, at least the important ones,

already are developing such information for themselves about them-

selves, it would seem possible and not excessively costly for central

banks to require such information,on a confidential basis, from the

MNCs. Access to reports on short-term asset and liability positions

and where they are held would greatly enhance the perspective of the

monetary authorities respecting international financial problems as

they develop, and it would provide insights into the possible solutions

to sich problems before they degenerate into international monetary

crises. The U.S. Government already has such reporting programs,

although they presently fall far short of complete international

reporting systems covering all or most of the information item that

would be of interest. The greatest need, which is still unmet, is

for information which is comprehensive, collected by authorities in

the important Western countries in compatible formats, and then both

shared and acted upon in concert by the major central banks.
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STATISTICAL APPENDIX
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Table A-1.-Representative money market rates and deviations of U.S. rates from them, 1960-1971

(All fitures in percent %er annuSm)
1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

Rate levels: : : : :
U.S. Treasury Bills _/ 2.94 2.38 2.78 3.16 3.55 3.95 4.88 4.33 5.35 : 6.69 6.44 4:.34

U.K. Treasury Bills_/ 4.88 : 5.13 : 4.18 :3.66 :4.61 5.91 : 6.10 5.82 7.04 7.64 : 7.01 : 5.59
Bel call money 2/ : 2.79 2.56 2.13 2.28 3.34 3.14 3.89 3.22 2.86 5.30 6.25 : 3.72
French call money 2/ : 4.08 3.65 3.61 3.98 4.70 4.17 4.79 4.77 6.21 8.97 8.67 : 5.84
German call money 4/----- -: 4.55 : 2.94 : 2.66 : 2.99 : 3.29 4.•.1 : 5.34 3.35 : 2.58 : 4.81 : 8.67 : 6.10
Dhatch Treasury Bills 2/-- : 2.14 : 1.12 : 1.84 : 1.94 : 3.37 : 3.87 : 4.7• 4.57 : 4.46 5.55 : 5.97 : 4.34
Canadian Treasury Bills I/- : 3.32 : 2.82 : 4.00 : 3.57 : 3.74 : 3.97. 5.00 : 4.60 : 6.25 : 7.17 : 6.12 : 3.58
Japanese call money /-----: 8.40 11.44 : 10.31 : 7.54 : 10.03 : 6.97 5.84 : 6.39 : 7.88 : 7.70 : 8.29 : 6.42
Swiss call money ?/- : 1.10 : 1.03 : 1.33 : 1.75 : 2.35 : 2.63 : 3.18 : 2.71 : 2.25 : 3.28 : 3.33 : 1.23

(Average of 1 through 8)--: 3.91 : 3.84 : 3.76 : 3.46 : 4.43 : 4.35 : 4.86 : 4.43 : 4.94 : 6.30 : 6.97 : 4.60
London-Eurodollars. : 3.85 : 3.58 : 3.77 : 3.95 : 4.62 : 4.81 : 6.12 : 5.46 : 6.36 : 9.76 : 8.52 : 6.58

Deviations of U.S. Treasury Bill : : : : : : : : :
rates from: : . : : : : . : :

U.K. Treasury Bills : -1.94 : -2-75 : -1.40 : -0.50 : -1.06 : -1.96 : -1.22 : -1.49 : -1.69 : -0-95 : -0.57 : -1.25
Belgian call money- : 0.15 : -0.18 : 0.65 : 0.88 : 0.21 : 0.81 : 0.99 : 1.11 : 2.49 : 1.39 : 0.19 : 0.62
French call money -1.14 : -1.27 : -0.83 : -0.82 : -1.15 : -0.22 : 0.09 : -0.44 : -0.86 : -2.28 : -2.23 : -1.50
Gaman call money : -1.61 : -0.56 : 0.12 : 0.17 : 0.26 : -0.16 : -0.46 : 0.98 : 2.77 : 1.88 : -2.23 : -1.76
Dutch Treasury Bills-: 0.80 : 1.26 : 0.94 : 1.22 : 0.18 0.08 : 0.14 : -0.24 : 0.89 : 1.14 : 0.47 : 0
Canadian Treasury BI "1 -0.38 : -0.44 : -1.22 : -0.41 : -0.19 : -0.02 : -0.12 : -0.27 : -0.90 : -0.48 0.32 0.76
Japanese call money : -5.46 : -9.06 : -7.53 : -4.38 : -6.48 : -3-.02 : -0.96 : -2.06 : -2.53 : -1.01 -1.85 -,'.08

wiss call money 1.84 : 1.35 : 1.45 : 1.41 : 1.20 : 1.32 : 1.70 : 1.62 : 3.10 : 3.41 : 3.11 : 3.11
(Average of 1 through 8)- : -0.97 : -1.46 : -0.98 : -0.30 : -0.88 : -0.40 : 0.02 : -0.10 : 0.41 : 0.39 : -0.35 : -0.26

_/ Average tender rate for 3 month Treasury Bills.
2_/ Average
,3/ Average

of daily or weekly call money rates.
daily quotes for 3 month deposits.

Sources: IMF, International Financial Statistics.
Financial Statistics.

Eurodollar rates for 1960-62 from Morgan Guaranty Trust Co. of New York, World
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Table A-2.-Development of the International Bond Market, 1963-1971

(Issue volumes in millions of U.S. dollars)

1963 1966 1968 1969 1970 . 19T1

Foreign :Foreign: Eurobonds Forn Eurobonds :Foreign: :Foreign:• Eu ....s:Foreign
Bonds Bonds Bonds Bonds :.: Bonds : : Bonds

Totals, Each type -• 164 389 1.142 378 3.573: 1,135 3,156 827 2.966 378 3.6214 1:529
Totals, Both types (International Bonds)--: 553 1,520 1,706 3,9153 3,344 5,153

By Category of Borrower: : . . . . .

U.S. companies s- - : - : 439 : 24 : 2,096 : 139 : 1,005 : 223 : 741 : 55 : 1,090 : 200
Other companies -: 25 : . 376 : 71 : 603 : 56 : 817 : 128 : 1,065 : 83 : 1,119 : 208
State-owned enterprises - -: 80 : 41: 118 : 7 : 349 : 12 : 682 : 107 : 59 : 16 : 838 : 158
GovernentS : 53 : 183 : 108 : 76 : 500 : 317 : 581 : 98 : 351 : 53 : 479 : 254
International orga nizations -- : 6 : 66 : 101 : 200 : 25 : 611 : 68 : 2T1 : 215 : 171 : 98 : 709

By Currency of Donamination: : : : . : : : : : : : :
U.S. dollar- -.--.-- : 102 : 921 : - 2,55 : -: 1,723 : - : ,75 : - : 2,203 :
German mark - : 14: 147: -: 911 : 671 : 1,338 : 531 : 688 : 89 : 786 : 30e
Dutch Guilder -.. . . : - : : - : : - : - : 17 : -: 391 : - : 296 -
SvissFrane : -: 143-: -4: 94 : - : 238 : - : 196 : - : 193 : - : 661
Italian Lira -: 24: -: 139 : - : 72 : - : 2 : -: - : - : 32
Pound sterin---- -: 6 : 13: : 76: - : 193: - : 1 : 12 : - : 138

O62: 14: 74: 69: 105: 132: 78: 76 112: 8.4: 337: 390

By Type of Security: : : : : : : : :
Long-term straight deb t -: 92 : 362 : 675 : 376 : 1,108 : 956 : 1.852 : 641 : 1,995 : 345 : 2,623 : 1,206
Medium-term straight debt- : 52 2 7: 225: 2 : 48o : 179: 173: 120: 733: 33 : 706 : 293
Certificates of deposit : - : - : -: - : 75 : - : -: - -: : - : -Conve ibl- : : - : : - : 1,910 : - : 1,131 66 238 295 : 30
i Eurobonds include European unit-of-a4ccount issues, European Currency Unit (ECU) issues, and Z/DII option issues. Foreign bonds include Z/2 option

issues. Amounts included in "other" my include smal amounts of specific denoinations listed above and indicated by a dash (-) entry.

Source: Morgan Guaranty Trust Ccmpary of New York, World Financial Statistics, March 1972.
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VOLUME III

CHAPTER VI

TECHNOLOGY, R&D, AND THE MULTINATIONAL FIRM

Introduction

One of the paradoxes of U.S. foreign-trade performance during

the bulk of the postwar period--i.e. until the balance of trade deter-

iorated seriously in the latter half of the 1960's--was the persistence

of strong exports and a sizeable trade surplus despite the high-wage

cost structure of U.S. industry. There have been many explanations

of this paradox, the most orthodox being the view that U.S. trade

performance was attributable largely to the extraordinary productivity

of the American worker, which so surpassed that of the foreign worker

that much higher wages in the domestic economy were not only possible

but Justified.

Complementary explanations began to find increasing acceptance

during the last decade. One of these stressed that the United States'

position as a surplus trading nation and its high productivity levels

stemmed from ';he overwhelming technological superiority of American

manufacturing industry. This superior "fund" of technological know-

ledge--knowhow, in common parlance--was held to have its origin in

the enormous R&D effort which came to be institutionalized in the

postwar economy and which provided a continuous stream of new products

and new techniques that, by sheer size and quality, kept the nation

and its exports in the industrial vanguard of the developed countries.
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The foregoing argument has been challenged by the lackluster

performance of U.S. trade in recent years. There is question whether

U.S. technology and the R&D effort which generates it still can have

much influence on the patterns of trade, and whether, even if they

do, the United States may not be in the process of throwing away its

technological patrimony by dispending its techniques and expertise

too freely and too rapidly abroad. Historians will recognize in this

an argument which raged across Europe when the U.S. was a young

nation and the Industrial Revolution was likewise in its infancy;

many a process or design which formed the basis for fledgeling indus-

try in America had to be smuggled past stiff barriers erected against

the outflow of technology from the United Kingdom and other economic

powers of that age. The United States today.has few such barriers,

and its technology undeniably is spreading rapidly throughout the

world. Those who see American technological leadership dwindling

wonder whether barriers ought not be erected.

In recent years the overseas investments of the MNCs in techno-

logically advanced industries have raised deep concern because some

consider the MNCs to be the principal institutional conveyor for the

export of American technological knowhow. Ultimately, the allegation

runs, foreign industries owned partly or wholly by Americans will

combine U.S. technology with low foreign wage rates to threaten even

the strongest U.S. industries in domestic and foreign markets. The

critics believe that Japan and the large European countries already

have almost caught up with American technology not only 44rom their
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own efforts but also from the transfer abroad of vitak U.S. techno-

logy by the MNCs.

"Technology" is information or knowledge about physical rela-

tionships that permits some task to be accomplished, some service

rendered, or some product produced. Conceptually, technology can

be distinguished from "science", which organizes and explains data

and observations by means of theoretical relationships. Technology

translates scientific relationships into "practical" use.

The activities which generate and implement the technological

innovative process are labeled "R&D", which includes a range of

activities from research devoted exclusively to the disinterested

pursuit of scientific knowledge to work designed to improve existing

products and to find new uses for them. The three basic types of

R&D are the following:

Basic research:
Work undertaken primarily for the advance-

ment of scientific knowledge and discovery,
without a special practical application in view.
Scientific knowledge and discovery is the tiny
but essential core of all technological advance.

Applied research:
The same, but with a specific practical aim

in view.

Development:
The use of the result of basic and applied

research directed to the introduction of useful
materials, devices, products, systems, and pro-
cesses, or the improvement of existing ones.

In the United States the division of R&D effort has been about 65

percent for development, 20 percent for applied research, and 15
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percent for basic research. Except for the few unusual years during

and following World War II, the Europeans have led in the output of

useful scientific discoveries and basic research. American companies'

prowess has lain in quickly converting such results into commercially

successful products and processes. V/

Technological innovation cannot be satisfactorily measured.

Only the inputs of manpower and financial resources to R&D can be

measured. It has not yet proved possible to find satisfactory mea-

sures of the value of the output of R&D. Hence, comparisons of

inputs into R&D cannot be related to outputs or achievements of

R&D or to the entire innovative process.

The evolution of technological application, or innovation, h1as

led it to rival investment as the principal agent causing growth.

Increasingly, nations feel that they must develop, maintain and

exploit technology from a worldwide viewpoint. Many observers have

concluded that worldwide science and technology commitments are now

so great that no country--not even the United States--can develop

internally all the technology it needs for all its purposes. No

nation can achieve or maintain modern living and competitive stand-

ards solely on the basis of its own technologies and markets. Rather,

I/ According to a recent count made by the OECD, 38 of the 50 most
important inventions of the 20th century were developed or brought
to fruition in the United States. This record is the effect as well
as the cause of America's unique position in the world economy. Its
hfgh wage level fosters the invention of labor-saving machinery and
high per capita incomes encourage the type of consumer experimenta-
tion that makes the introduction of new products relatively easy.
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each nation must decide selectively where to concentrate its own

precious science and technology resources, and how best to secure

and apply the technologies it cannot effectively develop itself.

The adoption of this point of view has characterized the selective

economic-technical strategies of countries as diverse as Japan,

Sweden, and Israel.

In the free world, private companies are the primary holders of

Lceful (nonmilitary) technologies, and the MNCs unquestionably are

the dominant institutions transferring industrial technologies across

national borders. The MNCs combine superior management techniques,

better product or manufacturing technologies, worldwide research

activities, centralized authority structures, large financial.

resources, and good communications systems to bring technological

solutions found in one geographical area to bear on a problem or

opportunity perceived in another. They have sufficient worldwide

market and resource access to benefit from economies of scale in

many aspects of their business.

The Technological Prowess of the Multinational Firm

Two basic measures have come into general use as indicators of

technological effort in an industry: (1) funds spent on research and

development; and (2) professional labor (scientists, engineers, and

technicians) employed in R&D. For various reasons, the R&D employ-

ment series--which in most industries tends to follow P&D funding and

hence seems ostensibly comparable--is not conducive to accurate
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estimation of R&D effort. The most important of these reasons lies

in variations in the intensity with which non-R&D labor is used in

different industries. Some industries (e.g. fibers, textiles, and

motor vehicles, as well as some food processing) are inherently

labor intensive. Even if R&D is important in them, R&D personnel

would tend to represent a small share of total employment. At the

other end of the spectrum are industries like basic chemicals, with

large-scale, continuous-flow processes carried on in automated plants

where operating labor is almost absent and maintenance labor is

provided by outside contractors. In these industries, measures of

R&D employment as a share of total employment overstate R&D inten-

sity.

On these grounds, the comparisons employed in this chapter rest

on R&D funding figures. Unless otherwise specified, these numbers

measure total R&D outlays in the various industries--i.e., spending

funded both by private enterprises and by governments, primarily

the Federal govenment. The totals are used because the focus is

on how the ,NCs share in the spending rather than where the money

comes from.

Fairly hard data are available for R&D spending by all firms in

1966 and 1970, and by the MNCs (in the United States) in 1966. These

figures are displayed for a number of manufacturing industries in

table 1. The 1966 data indicate that, with few exceptions, the WCs

are overwhelmingly the most important spenders of R&D funds; non-MNC
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Table l.--R & D spending in all firms and in MNCs, United States, 1966
and 1970 (est.)

(Amounts in millions of dollars)
1966 1970

All : :MNCs as : All : •Csfirms : MNCs :percent of:firms: irms (est) ~
: all firms:

All manufacturing------. : 14,656 : 7,598 : 52 : 16,581 : 9,197

Food products -------------- : 153: 136: 89: 198: 176

Paper and allied products --- : 88: 64: 73 : 119: 87

Chemicals -----------------: 1,461 : 1,258 : 86 : 1,809 : 1,556
Drugs ------------ ---..- : 318 : 303 : 95 : 484: 460
Industrial chemicals ---- : 955 : 777 : 81 : 1,075 : 871
Other chemicals ----------: 188 : 178 : 95 : 250 : 225

Rubber - ------------------- : 178: 127: 71: 238: 169

Primary and fabricated :
metals --------------: 386: 312: 81: 448: 363

Non electrical machinery ------ : 1,300 : 743 : 57 : 1,727 : 984

Electrical machinery----,.--.: 3,586 : 1,814 : 51 : 4,324 : 2,172
Radio, TV., Comm. equipment,:

and electronic compon- : : : :
cents .. . . -. - : 2,216 : 685 : 30 : 2,683 : 827

Other electrical machinery--: 1,370 : 1,129 : 82 : 1,641 : 1,345

Transportation equipment-----: 6,786 : 2,537 : 37 : 6,648 : •/ 2,790
Textiles and apparel--------: 51 : 29 : 57 : 64 : 36
Stoneclay, and glass........: 128 : 103 : 80 : 188 : 150
Instruments--- - -------- : 434 : 371 : 85 : 694 : 590
All other manufacturing------: i/ 105 : 104 : o/ 100 : 124 : 124

* 0 0 0
* iiiii 0~ 0

1/ Estimated.
_/ Estimated on basis of 1966 percent shares of total.
•/ Estimated based on 10 percent growth of non-aircraft R &D, 1966-1970.

Source: All-firm data from National Science Foundation, Research and
Develo0nent in Industry, 1969 (NSF Publication: NSF 71-18), Washington, April
1971, and Highlights (NSF 71-39), Dec. 10, 1971; MNC data are from U.S.
Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, International Investment
Division.
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firms hardly count. For the industries shown, the MNCs' share of

total outlays for R&D averages 52 percent. However, this average

actually is pulled down by a few exceptionally low numbers in a few

industries. Excluding these, it would be higher--about 80 percent,

or high enough to preclude any doubt that the amounts and patterns

of R&D spending in the United States in general are governed primarily

by the amounts and patterns of R&D spending by the MNCs.

The atypical numbers require explanation. The most important

one in quantitative terms shows up in the transportation equipment

industries, where the MNCs in 1966 had only a 37 percent share of

total R&D spending of $6.8 billion. The aggregate figure for this

industry is heavily weighted by outlays in the aerospace industries,

which have few multinational connections. The MNC figure, on the

other hand, is dominated by motor vehicle manufacturers which,

although heavy R&D spenders, do not measure up to the aerospace

branch in terms of total outlays. Thus, the small share shown for

the MNCs results largely from the unavoidable inclusion of dissimilar

"industries" in the two data series compared.

The other important atypical measure is the exceptionally low

(30%) share of total R&D spending accounted for by the MNCs in the

electronics subsector of the electrical machinery industry. It con-

trasts sharply with the 82 percent share of the MNCs in the rest of

the industry. It probably results from two principal factors. First,

the electronics industry has an unusually low level of concentration;
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munly small firms, rather than a few large and dominant ones, charac-

terize its organization. Thus, much R&D in this industry is carried

out in small firms which do not have significant foreign direct invest-

ments and. hence are not MNCs. Second., the industry as a whole is

characterized by extremely fast rates of "diffusion" of technology

among competing firms. Proprietary control of a new bit of exclusive

.hnology is an ephemeral thing in this industry. Hence, it is

possible for firms--including the MNCs--to include newer technologies

in their products without incurring the R&D costs of developing them.

This factor is especially relevant in the case of consumer products,

which often incorporate technologies originally developed for space,

military, or industrial applications.

The "MNC" column for 1970 in table 1 contains derived figures,

based on the proportions of total R&D spending accounted for by the

MNCs in each industry in 1966. The purpose of these figures is merely

to indicate roughly how MNC spending may have looked in relation to

the generally expanded R&D outlays of all firms in each industry in

1970, assuming no great changes in the distribution of total spend-

ing among the various industries over the period.

Simple figures on R&D spending do not, by themselves, distin-

guish between laige and small industries, and therefore each must

be related to some indicator of industry size in order to measure

appropriately the "intensity" of R&D effort. Development of such

an "intensity" series is essential for making interindustry compari-

sons of R&D performance with other variables, such as investment or
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trade performance. The simplest way to proceed here would be to

calculate a set of ratios that compare total R&D spending in the

United States with total shipments generated in each industry; this

is a fairly standard procedure. However, the available data on R&D

spending of the MNCs contain a more detailed breakdown by industrial

sector than do the all-firm figures, while at the same time the

industry definitions are more strictly comparable to those found in

the other compilations of MNC data that-will be used in the compari-

sons. Therefore, "technological intensity" will be measured here

as the ratio of MNC spending on R&D (in the United States to total

(all-firm) shipments generated in each industry. Thus, the series

endeavors to measure..R&D intensity in terms only of the MNas' corntri-

butions to R&D. It would be more appropriate to cast the ratios in

terms of the MNCs' shipments alone, but data for the MNCs' sales or

shipments that would facilitate such a comparison are not available.

The ratios to be used will allow comparisons of the MNCs' investment

and trade performance with the degree to which the MNCs themselves

impact upon the technological intensity of their industries in the

United States, thus permitting a closer focus on the results of their

operations without the intrusion of the effects of R&D spending by

firms without multinational affiliations. 1/

It could be argued--the electronics industry beihg a case in
point--that the MNCs, because of rapid technological diffusion in the
United States, may have access to others' technology developed from
R&D in the United States, so that they can transfer it abroad for use
in their foreign operations. This would imply that all-firm figures
on technological intensity are the appropriate basis for comparison.

4,
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The basic series on the MNCs' R&D intensity in manufacturing

for 1966 (the last year for which solid data on MNC spending for

R&D are available) is displayed in table 2. The table covers twenty-

six separate branches of manufacturing, and shows ratios of MNC R&D

spending to total shipments. The ratios range from a high of 8.29

percent in electrical machinery to a low of 0.07 percent in textiles

and apparel. The series is arranged according to the degree to which

MNC R&D spending characterizes these industries as "high," "medium,"

or "low" technology industries.

Note that the two "exception" industries (transportation equip-

ment and electronics), discussed earlier as ones in which the MNCs

have a realtively light impact on total R&D spending, appear in these

rankings as "high-technology" industries. Relative to total ship-

ments, the spending of the MNCs in these industries nevertheless is

large and is a major factor tending to put them in the top rank as

spenders of funds on R&D. Their impact is all the more impressive,

considering that non-lNC firms bear a relatively greater weight in

total R&D spending.

Groupings of industries into "high," "medium," and "low" classes

usually are arbitrary, and those made here are no exception. The

distinction between "high" and "medium" is fairly clear; there is a

quite sharp break in the values of the R&D intensity ratio between

This argument was not considered strong enough to prompt the sacri.
fice of industrial detail that using the all-firm data would involve
(eleven subsectors would have to be dropped), especially because the
argument can be taken account of in the analysis. It is not lost by
use of the different series.
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'able 9',--The MNCs' i .,cr.oution to R & D Intensity in United States manu-

facturing industries, 1966
I

-(Millions of dollars)
STotalN R .... D DasTtal MNC D All firms' percent of

R&D ;shipments /: ship-
spending mental/

High Technology Industrile

Electrical machinery and apparatus, incl.
household appliances ................... - 11,100 : 13,267 : 8.29

Drugs --................................... : 303 : 4,826 : 6.28
Industrial chemicals ---------------------- : 777 : 13,857 : 5.61
Instruments -------------------------------- : 372 : 8,833 : 4.21
Transportation equipment ------------------- 2,537 : 71,650 : 3.54
Radio, T.V., electronic components . 685 : 21,009 : 3.26
Farm machinery and equipment ------------- : 119 : 4,322 : 2.75
Electronic computing equipment and

miscellaneous nonelectrical machinery ---- : 332 : 16,895 : 1.97
Office machines --------------------------- : 108 : 5,9614: 1.81

Medium Technoloay Industries :

Soaps and cosmetics ----------------------- : 66 : 6,108 : 1.08
Rubber products -------------------------- -: 127 : 11,976 : 1.06
Industrial machinery and equipment- ------ : 184 : 19,413 : 0.95
Miscellaneous chemicals not included

elsewhere--.---------------.-------------- : 81 : 8,585 : 0.94
Stone, clay, and glass products ------------ : 103 : 14,629 : 0.70
Primary and fabricated aluminum, plus :

misc. metal products ------------------: 1414 9,1141 0.48
Fabricated metals (excl. aluminum, copper, : *

and brass) ............................... : 138 : 30,508 : 0.45
Miscellaneous electrical machinery not

included elsewhere ------------- ------: 29 : 6,566 0.,44
Grain mill products ------------------- 141 : 9,2142 0.44
Plastics ---------------------------- M.------: 31 T 7,4014: 0.42

Low Technology Industries

Primary metals (excl. aluminum) ------------ : 130 : 37,960 : 0.34
Paper and allied products ------..---------- : 614 20,1414 0.31
Miscellaneous manufacturing (incl. ordnace,:

leather, and tobacco) -------------------- : 61 : 24,357 : 0.25
Lumber, wood products, and furniture ------- : 25 : 18,257 : 0.14
Miscellaneous food products (excl. grain

mills) -------------- M.------------------ : 95 : 70,509 : 0.13
Printing and publishing --------------------- : 17 : 20,201 : 0.08
Textiles and apparel ----- ----------- : 29 : 39,571 : 0.07

1/ MNC spending on R & D in the United States. / Shipments (sales) of all
U.S. firm; in each industry. •/ This series measures the MNC Qontribution to
technological intensity in each U.S. industry.

Source: Table 1 and U.S. Census of Manufactures.
N00 -00- 0812-8
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the two groups. But such in not the case fdr the distinction between

"medium" and "low", For example, there are five industries at the.

bottom of the "medium" range which could be candidates, on the basis

of the R&D intensity measurements, for a low-technology rating.

Another question to be explored in this section is whether R&D

intensity can be said to have any relation to either domestic invest-

ment in the United States or foreign investment by the MNCs. Is

there, in other words, any tendency for those industries which show

high technological levels as measured by R&D intensity to be also

the heavierAiivestors at home and/or abroad--and vice-versa for low-

technology industries?

Some measurements relating to an attempt to answer this question

appear in table 3. The table compares the R&D intensity series with

several different measures of domestic and foreign investment for the

26 branches of manufacturing. At the bottom of the table are sets

of correlation coefficients which reveal such assoications as there

are between the compared series. Two of these coefficients in each

group measure "rank" correlation--i. e., they result from comparisons

of the rankings of the several industries rather than their values--

while the "linear" measure derives from direct comparisons of the

values themselves. ,_/

The second and third columns of table 3 contain data on capital

stocks of all domestic U.S. firms (column 2) and net fixed capital of

~/See footnote on p-5614.
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Table 3: Camp-isAc of R & D Intensity in U.S. industries with domestic and foreign Investment variable-

(Value 4in milions of dollars, except as noted)
: : Change in Change in : l : c .atic 0? : Iatlo of

R . D Domestic Foreign domestic : foreign absolute -__ _ _ _:
I nat•n•iity . Capital _W Capital f Capital. : Capital. Domestic Crai-: Forein Cap--.":

_ . 1966-197o 1966-19•0 : tal, 1 -96&7o ta., 1966-7o : Cn i_' L,
:Vale ank: Va5lue: Bank: Value: Ran: Value: Bank Value B Valu ak Value: Rik: Value: Rank vajue bank

ZLectrical mhinaery and apparatus. : . : . : . . . : . . . : : .
Incl. ionsabo1A a al.a -: 8.29: 1: 5.1Tk : 18:1363: 8 : 1.678: 18: 992: k: k8.0: 8: 267.k: .91 : 3 : 5.570 : 2
Mr- 6.28: 2: 2.693: 22: 681: 17 : 966: 21: 271: 17: 57.8: 6 : 66.0: 12 : .27k : 7 : ".L3 : i8

Instrial 4 : 5.61: 3:18.620: 5 :,929: 5 : 5,308: k: 3: 6: 39.9: 17 : 61.8: 1k : .138 : 12 : 1.Lk : i.3
, -s . k.21: k : k,606: 20 :1,3k5: 9 : 1,51: 19 : 961: 5: 62.5: 3 : 250.2 : 2 : .611 : 2 : k.OO :
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U.S.-based MNCs abroad (column 3). Neither of these shows a very

strong association (correlation) with the R&D intensity series. The

correlation between the MNCs' stock of foreign capital and R&D inten-

sity is so weak that it signifies nothing. The domestic capital

stock series, however, reveals weak but statistically significant

rank correlations with the R&D intensity series--and they bear nega-

tive signs. Thus there is a feeble inverse relation between the

rankings of the various industries in terms of technological inten-

sity and their rankings as domestic investors. The higher ranked

industries in technological terms are the lower ranked ones as domes-

tic investors, and vice versa for the lower ranked R&D spenders.

The appearance of this inverse relationship between domestic

capital stocks and R&D intensity should not be surprising. Techno-

logical muscle and investment do not necessarily go together as

economic phenomena, and they may actually move in opposite directions.

While in some industries high levels of technology require large

stocks of expensive, complex capital equipment, it also is true that

relatively low-technology industries (e.g. basic metals) require some-

times even larger amounts of fixed capital because of the nature of

their production. Moreover, some industries, such as electronics,

get by on relatively little capital, while they depend heavily on

technology. This kind of assymmetry between capital intensity and

1/ Here, as in subsequent sections of this chapter, 1970 figures
fo7r various items of data are sometimes compared with the 1966 R&D
intensity series.
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technological intensity probably is the principal influence on the

domestic fixed investment series that tends to produce the inverse

correlation. The correlation is weak because there are some indus-

tries--e.g. industrial chemicals or transportation equipment--in which

the assymmetry is less pronounced so that the rankings match fairly

well.

Other factors muddy the waters when one tries to compare R&D

intensity with investment, especially domestic investment. R&D efforts

lead mainly to investment in plant and equipment to handle new pro-

ducts or processes, and the capital stock data make no distinction

between new-product or now-process investment and the larger sums

invested in old-line products or systems. Shortly, comparisons will

be made using changes in capital stocks--i.e., new investment--and

some of this problem may thereby be removed, inasmuch as new invest-

ment will tend to have a higher proportion of advanced technology

than the cumulative investment of the past. Additional complicating

factors are the amounts, directions, and results of R&D efforts in

leading foreign countries. A nonprogressive U.S. industry relative

to its foreign counterparts ought to be vulnerable to more efficiently

produced or more technologically advanced imports; but higher techno-

logy imports from abroad will dampen or preclude domestic investment

growth only if (a) the imports are not blocked or limited by U.S.

import duties or quotas (as in the case of steel and some textiles);

and (b) the foreigners have not been willing to license their techno-

logy to U.S. companies or to build the more efficient or new-product
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plait in the United States themselves (as they have done in steel,

plate glass, and certain comodity chemicals and plastics).

An interesting result of the calculations shown in table 3 is

that technological intensities and the stocks of foreign capital owned

by the MNCs are so poorly correlated. There are no grounds in this

result for alleging that high-technology industries have been associ-

ated with the larger stocks of U.S.-owned foreign investment capital,

with the implication that they have taken their technology abroad with

them. Nor are there grounds for a reverse allegation, that companies

which are strongest technologically (and thus perhaps more competitive)

tend to remain at home while the technologically weaker ones move

overseas in a search for lower costs to retain their competitive edge.

However--and this is important--these kinds, of comparisons take no

account of whatever association may be present in new investment, the

capital that has flowed abroad in recent years. Changes in capital

stocks may be positively associated with R&D intensity.

The remainder of table 3 is an exploration of what associations

may be present between different measures of change in domestic and

foreign investment and the R&D intensity series. Columns 4 and 5

of the table consider the absolute sizes of changes in domestic capital

stocks and the foreign capital of the MNCs, respectively. The domes-

tic.4.nvestment series shows no meaningful relationship with R&D inten-

sity, although the two rank correlation coefficients do retain their

negative signs. For the series on the MNCs' foreign investment, the
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rank correlations remain weak and statistically insignificant but,

interestingly, the linear measure emerges as a statistically signifi-

cant one although it is not very strong.

These results are basically indeterminate, but they cease to be

so when combined as in column 8. The combination takes the form of

a ratio between changes in foreign investment by the MNCs and changes

in domestic investment by all U.S. firms (which the MNCs dominate as

investors). Thus, this series measures recent (1966-To) flows of new

U.S. fixed investment into foreign locations relative to flows of new

fixed capital placed in U.S. industries. Somewhat stronger and stat-

istically significant positive correlations now appear between the

ratio series of column 8 and the R&D intensity series in column 1.

With respect to newinvestheat in the 1966-70 period, the data reveal

in the high-technology industries a tendency for relatively less

domestic investment and relatively more foreign investment, with the

reverse occurring in the lbw technology industries. The resulting

correlation coefficients are not especially large. The associations

uncovered here are rather weak, but they exist, nevertheless.

A look at relative changes (percentage changes) in the invest-

ment variables (see columns 6, 7, and 9 In table 3) would appear

to throw the foregoing conclusion into disarray. The series in

column 6 (1966-70 domestic investment as a percent of the domestic

capital stock in 1966) shows significant rank correlations with R&D

intensity, indicating that industries which rank high (low) in R&D

4
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intensity also tended to rank high (low) in terms of the percentages

by which their domestic capital stocks increased over the period. The

series in column 7 (1966-70 foreign investment by the MNCs as a

percent of their net fixed capital abroad in 1966) shows no really

reliable correlation with R&D intensity in the U.S.--and the same goes

for the column 7/column 6 ratios in column 9.

What sense can be made from these apparently contradictory bits

of evidence about how technological intensity in the United States

has affected foreign direct investment by the U.S. MNCs? It is easy

to see how, in the public debate over this question, each side has

found its ammunition. Critics of the MNCs can cite the kinds of

evidence revealed by the column 8 series in the table and assert that

in the high technology industries tendencies to move capital abroad

have been stronger than tendencies to invest it domestically in recent

years. At the other extreme, defenders of the MNCs can cite the

evidence of column 6--that the larger relative changes in domestic

capital stocks have tended to occur in the higher technology indus-

tries. A key point for the referee to note in this debate is that

neither of these positions necessarily excludes the other, arid both

make economic sense. One should expect that--as column 6 showc--the

technologically dynamic industires would rank higher as rpi1pAents

of new investment relative to existing capital stocks, if only because

they usually tend to be growing faster than less progressive induc-

tries. Similarly, dynamic, high technology industries will usually

invest more abroad relative to domestic investoert because they
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generally are the stronger industries. The weaker, lov technology

industries (textiles or footwear, for example) find themselves under

severe economic pressure at home. With the struggle for domestic

survival dominating their investment activity, only a small number

of more viable industry leaders are capable of generating the resources

to establish significant foreign direct investment enterprises.

In this context, the case of the textile and apparel industry

is worth examining in some detail. This industry ranks last--26th--

in the R&D intensity series. However, it is a large domestic indus-

try, ranking seventh in terms of the size of its capital stock and

in terms of the absolute value of new investment. Domestic rates

of new investment are low; the industry ranks 20th as a new investor

relative to the size of its capital stock. As a foreign investor,

the industry is near the bottom of the rank order--19th--in terms

of absolute value of net fixed foreign assets. Because the increase

($344 million) in its foreign capital stock from 1966 to 1970 is

large in relation to a base of only $281 million in 1966, it ranks

7th in terms of the relative change in foreign direct investment

capital; however, it ranks about in the middle (14th) in absolute

amount of new foreign direct investment. The industry's foreign

direct investment is less than ten percent as great as its relatively

low level of new domestic investment, placing it 19th in the final

tabulation of column 8, or in the same range as its last-place show-

ing in the R&D intensity series.
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MlC Activity and U.S. Trade in High Technology Goods

Has overseas investment by U.S. firms tended to reduce or

increase net U.S. exports of high technology goods? Are the MNCs

increasing their imports of high technology items (especially from

their overseas affiliates) and allowing their own foreign production

of similar goods to supplant U.S. exports in foreign markets?

The background to these questions lies in clear evidence that

the fortunes of U.S. export trade in general--like the export trade

of most industrial countries--depend heavily on high levels of tech-

nology. With imports of low technology items and raw materials

increasing rapidly, exports of high technology goods have been the

principal factor preventing the U.S. trade deficit from reaching

levels even higher than those recently experienced. The following

tabulation I/ highlights this point with some selected U.S. commodity

trade balances (in billions of dollars) across the twelve-year span,

1960-1971:

High technology manufactured goods ------ +6.6 +9.1 +9.6 +8.3
Agricultural products ------------------- +1.0 +2.1 +1.5 +1.9
Low technology manufactured goods----....... 0.9 -2.9 -6.2 -8.3
Raw materials .............. 1... .7 -2.8 -2.5 -.4.1

It is apparent from these figures that high technology manufactures

and agricultural products (which really are high technology commodi-

ties for the United States) have been holding up the trade accounts,

.. From a statement by Secretary of Commerce, Peter 0. Peterson,
before the House Subcommittee on Science, Research, and Development,
April 11, 1972.
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The results of the foregoing analysis are summarized in the

following tabulation, which groups some of the key figures from table

3 into the three classes of "high," "medium," and "low" technology

industires. Amounts are shown in millions of dollars:

Technology levels as measured
by R&D intensity

1966-70 H Medium Low

Change in domestic capital stock:
Amount ---.-- 23,530 22,169 29,500
Percent -------------------- 149 43 34

Change in MWCs' net fixed assets
abroad:

Amount ------------------- 6,420 2,378 2,908
Percent ------------ m.----- 86 31 72

Ratio of change (amount) in foreign
investment to change (amount) in
domestic investment----..-------- .272 .107 .098

The tabulation indicates the fairly close association between R&D

intensity and relative change in domestic capital stocks. New invest-

ment at home as a percent of total investment drops steadily as R&D

intensity moves downward. The same is true for new foreign invest-

ment as a percent of total foreign investment, except for the 72 per-

cent four-year growth rate for foreign investment in the low techno-

- logy group. Well over 40 percent of the new foreign investment in

this group occurred in the wood products and paper industries, which,

more than most manufacturing industries, are resource-based. They

send their capital to where the trees are and technology plays little

role in that process. Finally, the already-observed and close associ-

ation between R&D intensity and the ratios between foreign and direct

investment stands out clearly in the bottom line of the tabulation.
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while trade deficits in raw materials and, even more, in low techno-

logy manufactures are large and rapidly deteriorating. Aside from

the serious balance of payments implications of these trends, the

social implications of lost trade positions in the low technology

industries are severe. These industries also happen to be the more

labor-intensive sectors of U.S. manufacturing (as well as the less

multinational sectors), so that a given drop in net exports leads to

a greater direct loss of employment than would a similar deterioration

in net exports in the high technology and less labor intensive sectors.

There is a further, and not especially encouraging, dimension

to the background of deteriorating overall U.S. trade performance. A

recent study by the U.S. Tariff Commission 1/ looked fairly rigorously

into the relationships between technological prowess and U.S. exports

and imports of manufactured goods. While it confirmed that as

recently as the late 1960's U.S. exports remained more technology-

intensive than either U.S. imports or domestic production in general,

it also found that the technology content of U.S. imports was rising

faster than that of exports and that the last decade's changes in

the technology content of traded goods was leading to an erosion of

the United States' comparative advantage in high technology products.

~JSee U.S. Tariff Commission, Competitiveness of U.S. Industries,
first report to the President on Investigation No. 332-65 under Sec6
tion 332 of the Tariff Act of 1930, TC Publication 473, Washington,
April, 1972, especially pp. 151-162 and 193-201. This analysis was
in part merely an updating of an important study conducted by Donald
B. Keesing, "The Impact cf Research and Development on United '.ates
Trade," Journal of Political Economy, February, 1967.

1%
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Another analysis, by Harvey Brooks, i/ looks at trade in goods

of different technology levels from a geographic perspective. One

unsettling finding was that, although in 1970 the U.S. trade balance

in high technology products still was favorable by over $9 billion,

it was negative with Japan by $1.1 billion, positive with Europe by

$2.4 billion, and favorable with the rest of the world (excluding

Canada) by $7.4 billion. Thus, three quarters of the 1970 U.S. trade

surplus in even these products was largely with the less-developed

world.

With fairly solid evidence of the United States' declining

superiority in exports of high technology goods, it remains to ask

what role the MNCs may be playing in this decline. Statistics anal-

yzing this role appear in tables 4 and 5. Table 4 presents sets of

correlation coefficients measuring the degree of association between

the R&D intensity series developed in table 2 and a number of series

on MNC-related trade in manufactured goods. Table 5 presents several

ratios indicating trade performance by all firms and by the MNCs in

the three groups or classes of manufacturing industries characterized

by high, medium, and low R&D intensity ratios. In both tables, the

sample data include twenty-five sectors of manufacturing--all those

listed in table 2, except transportation equipment (mainly motor

vehicles). This industry is excluded because, as pointed out in

l/ Brooks, Harvey, "What's Happening to the U.S. Lead in Technology?",
Harvard Business Review, May-June 1972, p. 110 ff.

I
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Table 4.--Comparison of R & D intensity and trade variables for 25 industries j/

: Correlations with U.S.
: iR & D intensity series

Rank

MNC- Related U.S. Exports 2/
Value, 1970 ----------------------- :
Change, 1966-70T-O ----------------------- :
Percent change, 1966-70 ------------------- :

Exports to MNC Affiliates j/
Value, 1970 ------------------------
Chan,', 1966-70 -------------------- :
Pert ,.-, change, 1966-70 -------------

MNC-Related U.S. Imports g/
Value, 1970 ----------------------- :
Change, 1966-70 --------------------
Percent change, 1966-70--------------

Imports from MNC Affiliates 3/
Value, 1970 -----------------------
Change, 1966-70 ---------
Percent change, 1966-70--------------

Ratio: MNC-Related Exports to MNC-Related
Imports

Value, 1970 ---------------
Change, 1966-70 _/----------

Ratio: Exports to MNC Affiliates to all
MNC-Related Exports

Value, 1970-------------- ---------- :
Change, 1966-70 V_/ .......-------------- :

Ratio: Imports from MNC Affiliates to all
MNC-Related Imports

Value, 1970 --------- ---- :
Change, 1966-70 _/-

_/ Includes the 26 industries shown in table 2, excluding transportation equip-
ment.

V/ Exports or imports by parent firms to/from affiliates and others, plus
exports or imports by non-parents to/from MNC affiliates.

•/ Exports/imports by all U.S. firms to/from MNC affiliates.
•/ Changes are calculated in ratio form--i.e. 1970 value divided by 1966 value.

*Statistically significant at .01 level.
"Statistically significant at .05 level.
* Statistically significant at .10 level.

Source: R & D intensity series from Table 2. Trade data from U.S. Commerce
Department, Bureau of Economic Analysis, International Investment Division. See
also Chapter 11.

1
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Table5.--Aggregate and MNC-related trade performance in 25 U.S. industries, by R & D intensity class 1/

Eight High Ten medium Seven low
Ratio (in percent) Technology Technology Technology

Industries Industries Industries

Ratios based on levels of trade in 1970:
Total U.S. exports to total U.S. imports ------- 168 : 232 : 62
MNC-related exports to MNC-related imports 2/--: 396 : 191 : 142
Exports to majority owned affiliates to imports from majority

owned affiliates 2/--..- - - -- 473 : 294 : 88
Exports to majority owned affiliates ./ to total U.S. exports-----: 45 : 15 : 12
Imports from majority owned affiliates 2/ to total U.S. imports--: 16 : 12 : 8
Majority owned affiliates' sales outside U.S. to total U.S.

exports---: 169: 242: 185
Majority owned affiliates' sales outside U.S. to MNC-related

exports ,/ : 203: 536: 433

Ratios based on increases or decreases in trade, 1966-70:
Total U.S. exports to total U.S. imports 124 : 171: 81
MNC-related exports to MNC-related imports _/ - : 433 : 149 : 193
Exports to majority owned affiliates to imports from majority

owned affiliates .?/... 425 : 167 : 120
Exports to majority owned affiliates 2./ to total U.S. exports - 46 : 11 : 11
Imports from majority owned affiliates ,/ to total U.S. imports--: 13 : 11 : 7
Majority owned affiliates' sales outside U.S. to total U.S.

exports ......... .. - 229: 299: 180
Majority owned affiliates' sales outside U.S. to MNC-related U.S.

exports /- ....... 289 : 777 : 487

- -See table 2 for classifications of industries by R & D intensity. This table includes all industries
shown in table 2, except for transportation equipment.
?/ See table 4 for definitions of "MNC-related" and "affiliate" trade.

Source: Table 2 and chapter I I. Underlying trade data are from U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Economic Analysis, International Investment Division.

CA
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chapter III, its trade experience is dominated by a massive deterio-

ration in the U.S. balance of trade in automotive products with Canada,

a change directly attributable to the automotive agreement between

the two countries, a change which has little or nothing to do with

the level of technology in the U.S. motor vehicle industry.

The message of table 4 is fairly clear. With respect to the

ir..vels of MNC-related trade in manufactures in 1970, associations

between MNC-related exports and R&D or technological intensity are

considerably stronger than those for the comparable imports. In

fact, none of the correlations for the import series is statistically

meaningful, so that essentially no relationship between MNC-related

imports and technological intensity is visible. Generally, with

respect to the export series, the rank correlations--i.e., compari-

sons of how industries rank as R&D spenders relative to sales and

how they rank as exporters--are stronger than the linear correlations

(comparisons of the values of the series).

Thus, the statistics in table 4 suggest that the MNCs--especially

in trade with the U.S. generated by their overseas affiliates--still

retained in 1970 a strong bias toward heavy exports of high-technology

goods, with no apparent tendency for the MNCs in the higher techno-

logy industries to be contributing much if anything to imports of

higher technology goods. However, this evidence only validates that

the MNCs play a significant role in the superior position which the

United States still retains as an exporter of items embodying advanced

technology. It does not address the question whether changes in MNC-
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related ,trade during the 1966-70 period had any part in the observed

deterioration of the U.S. position. Here, in fact, the correlations

draw a blank. For the "change" variables--expressed either as abso-

lute changes in trade or as relative changes--the table is void of

statistically significant results.

The statistics in table 5 help to resolve this conundrum. They

show that with respect to both levels of and changes in trade, the

MNCs in the high technology industries lead the pack. On the one

hand, they exceed the comparable all-firm performance in the high

technology group and, on the other hand, are better than the perfor-

mance of the MNCs in the medium and low technology classifications.

Generally, the medium technology MNCs, while not performing as well

as the high technology group, still show better results than the

MNCs in the low technology class.

Of special interest in table 5 are the performance ratios relat-

ing sales of MNC affiliates outside the United States and U.S. exports--

both aggregate export shipments and those of the MNCs. As far as

levels of trade and sales are concerned, the ratios show, of course,

that affiliates' foreign sales considerably exceed U.S. exports in

all three technology intensity classes--but that the ratios by which

this excess is measured are lower in the high technology group than

in the other two. In all three technological intensity classes, the

ratios of changes in affiliates' sales outside the United States to

changes in either total U.S. exports or MNC-related exports all are

-. O30 0 • 71 - of
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greater than 100 percent--which indicates of course that the affili-

ates' foreign sales grew much faster than U.S. exports. Yet the

more relevant of these two change measurements--the ratio of new for-

eign sales by affiliates to new MNC-related exports--clearly indic-

ates that the growth of affiliates' foreign sales relative to MNC-

related exports was slowest in the high technology industries. In

these industries, affiliates sales abroad grew 2.9 times as fast as

MNC-related exports; in the medium technology group their growth was

7.8 times as fast; and in the low technology industries it was 4.9

times as fast.

It now is possible to move toward an overall interpretation of

how the MffCs have affected U.S. trade in high technology goods, with

emphasis on changes in trade between 1966 and 1970. First, aggre-

gate new US. exports of high-technology items were only about 1.2

times as large as aggregate new imports in this class, but the com-

parable ratio for HNC-related trade was 4.3: The M0Cs produced more

than four times as much in new exports as in new imports in the high

technology category, easily outperforming the mon-4C portion of the

econc=r in the process. The ratio of new exports to affiliates to

new imports from affiliates was about the same as that for overall

MNC-related trade. Moreover, new exports of high technology goods

to affiliates represented about half (46%) of aggregate new U.S.
a

exports of such items, while new imports from affiliates were only

13 percent of aggregate new imports. All told, therefore, the direct
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effect of MNC operations on U.S. trade in high technology goods was

favorable, and clearly superior to the performance of non-MNC firms.

This conclusion still leaves in question the indirect trade

effects--i.e., the erosion of U.S. export markets that may have

occurred through the sales of MNC affiliates in foreign countries.

That such sales rose considerably faster .than U.S. exports of high

technology goods is beyond question, although the rise was much less

steep than in the cases of medium and low technology industries.

Thus, there is prima facie evidence of an erosion of U.S. export

markets by foreign sales of MNC affiliates abroad. Whether this can

be considered "erosion" in an economic sense depends on how much of

the new market found by the affiliates abroad could have been retained

or obtained by U.S. domestic producers in the affiliates' absence.

The overall market that could have been eroded by the affiliates'

foreign sales may be defined as that measured by the sum of U.S.

exports and the affiliates' foreign sales. U.S. exporters of high

technology products held 43 percent of the market thus defined for

those products in 1966. The total market grew over the 1966-70

period by $12,396 million. If U.S. exporters had retained their

1966 share, they would have increased their exports by 43 percent of

the total market growth, or $5,330 million. The actual growth of

U.S. exports, however, was only $3,765 million. The difference

between projected new exports based on U.S. exporters' 1966 market

share and actual new U.S. exports may be taken as a rough measure of

the erosion which may have taken place as the market grew--on the
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assumption that U.S. exporters could have done at least as well as

in 1966 against foreign (non-affiliate) competition in markets for

the same kinds of goods. The difference amounts to $1,565 million.

The affiliates' foreign sales of high technology goods actually

increased by $8,631 million. If the affiliates had made no gains

over the period in market share, as compared with U.S. exporters,

their new sales would have been $1,565 million--or 18 percent--less

than they actually were. This 18 percent figure is the correct number

to focus on as the proportion of the affiliates' new foreign sales

of high-technology goods which might be said to have eroded the for-

eign market share of U.S. exports of such goods in the 1966-70 period.

It is a maximum and it implies that 82 percent, or about $7.1 billion,

of the affiliates' total increase in foreign sales of $8.6 billion

had no erosive effect whatever on U.S. exports' share of the foreign

markets served by them and affiliates' sales together.

Having narrowed the possible erosion of U.S. export markets for

high technology goods by new sales of the MNCs' majority-owned affili-

ates over the 1966-70 period down to this figure (18 percent of the

affiliates' new foreign sales), the analysis can go no further.

Whether one decides to attribute this 18 percent (or $1.6 billion)

of new sales to the MNCs as their "responsibility" depends on the

assumption one makes about whether U.S. exporters (including the

parent MNCs) could have held on to their 1966 market share in the

MNCs' absence, 'Such assumptions are articles of faith. The hard
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results of the foregoing analysis have been to show, first, that the

4NCa' direct impact on U.S. trade in high-technology goods has been

strongly favorable and much superior to the performance of the non-

MNC firms in the high-technology industires; second, that the direct

contribution of the MNCs has been more favorable to U.S. trade per-

formance in the high-technology sectors than in either the medium

or low technology industries; and, third, that the indirect effects

on U.S. trade produced by the MNCs' affiliates' sales abroad probably

were small relative to the size of the affiliates' total new foreign

sales.

R&D in the Multinational Firm

This section discusses the allocation of R&D functions and costs

among the MNCs' worldwide operations. It seeks to answer the follow-

ing questions. What are the MNCs' R&D policies? Can they be typified

for the MNCs as a group? Do they provide results for the foreign

affiliates at heavy cost to domestic R&D in the United States? Do

they transfer U.S. technology to foreign hands?

The actual expenditures on R&D abroad by the MNCs are but a

small fraction of the MNCs' R&D effort in the United States. Overall,

in 1966 the MNCs in manufacturing spent about $7.6 billion on R&D

in the United States and only $526 million abroad (or 6 percent of

their total expenditures--see table 6). The manufacturing total was

about 90 percent of the R&D expenditures by MNCs in all industries.

Most of the foreign R&D was conducted in three countires--Canada, the
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United Kingdom, and West Germany--with the remainder spread rather

thinly around the rest of the world. The following tabulation illus-

trates, showing the percentages of R&D conducted outside the United

States in various countries by manufacturing MNCs in 1966:

Canada ------------------- 27
United Kingdom ---------. . 25
West Germany----- -.--------- 20
France ----------------- 8
Other, including Australia,

Belgium, Italy, and the
Netherlands in particular-- 20

Table 6 contains two alternative estimates of the MNCs' R&D

expenditures in 1970. These are not intended to be definitive, but

rather to show simply that, even under fairly generous assumptions

about how fast the MNCs' foreign R&D spending may have grown after

1966, it probably still remained quite small compared to R&D outlays

by the MNCs in the United States and worldwide. Estimate A, which

is based on the notion that the foreign portion of the MNCs' R&D

outlays merely kept up with the growth of spending by the MNCs in

the United States, shows the foreign total for manufacturing MNCs at

$646 million, six percent of the estimated worldwide total, as in

1966. Estimate B posits that the foreign portion expanded at a steady

ten percent per year between 1966 and 1970; on this assumption, the

foreign share of the world wide total rises to a still-small eight

percent, or $770 million.

Table 6 outlines the distribution of domestic and foreign R&D

expenditures by the MNCs among industries. In most industries, the

foreign share of worldwide outlays is low, but in a few it rises rather

high. To facilitate discussion of R&D spending in these industries, the
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following tabulation lists those in which the foreign share is 10

percent or greater, with the recorded share noted:

"Other" electrical machinery --------------- 77
Lumber, wood, and furniture -------------- 71
Plastics ------------------------------- 28
Industrial machinery and equipment -------- 19
"Other" chemicals ----------------------- 16
Soaps and cosmetics --------------------- 16
Food products (excl. grain mill products--- 14
Farm machinery and equipment -------------- 10

Some of the relationships revealed by these figures are spurious,

and they can be ignored with a fair degree of confidence that they

result from misspecifications of where the R&D funds were spent,

especially on the U.S. side. This applies to the two catchall "other"

categories; lumber, wood, and furniture; and plastics. In each case,

domestic R&D expenditures properly allocable to these industries were

listed under other industries, so that the proportions of worldwide

expenditures "accounted for" by foreign R&D spending were inflated.

In all these cases, the misspecifications are not large enough to

alter materially the relationships shown in Table 6.

The foregoing eliminations leave for serious discussion the

industrial and farm machinery industries, soaps and cosmetics in the

chemicals group, and the food products industry. All have one essen-

tial characteristic which "explains" relatively higher levels of

foreign R&D spending than in the rest of manufacturing: the existence

of a high level of product differentiation based on special factors

that differ rather widely among countries. For soaps, toiletries, and
7,

food products this characteristic is especially important. Here,

"tastes"--meaning cultural factors that determine demand patterns--

play a key role and require heavy expenditures on tailoring products
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to meet local consumers' requirements (real or imagined) in the host

countries. In the two machinery industries listed, a similar kind of

phenomenon prevails but it is more fundamental than merely differences

in "tastes." Industrial machinery designs often need to be fitted to

the systems and production conditions prevailing in local plants, and

these can differ from those found in the United States. Similarly,

foreign modes of agricultural production different from those found

in the United States require altered--and sometimes entirely different

-- farm machinery designs. In all of these cases, the problems of

product differentiation are sufficiently large--and sufficiently

exclusive to the host country environment--that it is economic to

perform the necessary R&D, product-testing, and market testing on the

spot, under local conditions and probably with knowledgeable local

staff. Often, the "R&D" involves little more than the alteration of

a basic U.S. product--modifying the design of a machine or tractor,

for example, or altering slightly the formula for a laundry soap or

shampoo--but in other cases it can take more fundamental forms.

Surveys of multinational companies show that practically all of

the basic research of U.S. industry is done in the central research

headquarters in the United States. The few companies which have

established overseas laboratories do more development work there

than research. A few, notably IBM, farm selected research projects

out to the foreign affiliate. Duplication of efforts by the parent

and the foreign affiliates is shunned because of the high cost of

research.

Most of the development tends to be in the United States also,
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because the U.S. market is large and provides perhaps the best test-

ing ground for new products (excepting products like food and cosmetics

where national tastes and cultures are very different). European

companies with affiliates overseas have an even tighter centralization

of R&D efforts than American MNCs--with Royal Dutch Shell providing a

notable exception.

Centralization of research also is governed by the prevailing

view that R&D professionals work better when there is an aura of

success within the group. This feeling of success is more readily

gained within a large organization working on many projects, at least

some of which are successful. If one of the research divisions is in

another country and fails to produce, not only does the company fail

to attract good new men there, but also the estimation by the parent

of the desirability of continuing the work or maintaining the research

affiliate might be more negative than if it were located in the

central organization. At one time, research directors as a group

felt that the optimum number of professionals in an R&D unit was

between 1,000 and 5,000. More recent surveys have turned up several

companies which now feel that groups of as many as 6,000 are economic

and efficient.

There are other problems with having separated research units.

If a foreign research facility does produce some striking and useful

results, the problem arises of where they should be "innovated."

Should they be production tested first in the United States or abroad?

Where should they be market tested? To keep an elan in the foreign

country where the research was successful, some managers have felt
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it almost necessary to permit initial production and marketing there.

But that market might not be the best for testing in either the 3hort

or long term. Such problems are avoided by proceeding with the o•vel-

opment in the parent's facilities and then deciding where the -best

foreign location should be for later innovation or production.

Considerations such as the foregoing ones on the part of the 1NCs

have led to a pattern whereby new products are normally introduced

first in the market of the parent, and only later, usually after an

interval of several years, are they passed on to the foreign affili-

ates. Often, however, pressure by a host government or minority

partner of an affiliate may cause the transfer abroad of some part

of the innovative process.

The few companies which do maintain fairly sizable foreign re-

search facilities can cite several reasons for doing so. Pressures

and encouragements by host governments often are a deciding factor.

Many governments judge that creative, company-sponsored research in

their economies will accelerate efforts in other areas of scientific

activity and innovation. Indeed, the presumed possibility of the

injection of new technology into the local environment', with its

stimulative effects on the rest of the economy, often is viewed as a

reason for encouraging MNC activity despite disadvantages which host

governments see in such activity on other grounds (see Chapter I

where such viewpoints are listed and discussed). Many governments

even go so far as to offer subsidies to companies establishing re-

search facilities within their borders; Canada is a good example.
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Nevertheless, the view that MNC R&D activity is a positive contribu-

tion to the host country is not unanimous. Some countries (notably

France) have argued that MNC-sponsored research can stifle the crea-

tion of a domestically owned research base.

Conducting research abroad often costs less. Professionals and

technicians may work for lower pay, and subsidies--where they exist--

clearly have a bearing here too. However, lower direct costs can be

and often are offset by difficulties of communication and coordination

of research.

A final justification for doing R&D abroad lies in the simple

observation that the host country may actually have a more advanced

technology in particular industrial fields than that to which the MNC

has access domestically. The MNC has a better chance of obtaining

some of that technology if it has an R&D operation on the spot. More

broadly, a worldwide R&D network can widen the firm's scope and in-

crease the probabilities that innovations will be found. Good ideas

for new products or processes are scarce. Well-dispersed research

operations not only will contribute to their creation, but also can

perform intelligence functions by being alert to new ideas generated

in local universities, among customers on the local scene, and even

among competitors.

The costing of R&D within the corporation comes within the

province of internal accounting. Because neither law nor the stock-

holders or other influential groups require detailed revelation of

the R&D phase of a company's business, companies generally publish--
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or otherwise reveal--descriptions of only a tiny fraction of what

goes on. Company attitudes in this respect are similar to corporate

secrecy on other "internal" administrative matters such as salary

administration for supervisory and management personnel, or transfer-

price policies for products made in one division or affiliate and

"sold" or transferred to another part of the business.

As discussed earlier in this section, centralized R&D facilities

are the rule rather than the exception in large MNCs. This centrali-

zation tends to govern R&D costing policies. Inasmuch as the companies

themselves have difficulty in precisely matching the expenses of R&D

against the actual results and locations in which its fruits are

realized, there is a strong tendency to cover the costs of research

simply by fixed assessments--often based on sales volumes--against

all operating affiliates, domestic and foreign. In those cases where

previously developed technology that can also be well defined--such

as a product design or a process--is assigned to a specific operating

affiliate for production, the "overhead" fee for supporting the bud-

get of the central R&D organization may be supplemented by a fixed

royalty payment. In companies which disperse their R&D activities,

the operating affiliates usually share the total costs on the same

sort of basis as in the case of centralized research. It is possible,

however, that a firm which places strong organizational stress on

geographical differentiation, with "national" companies forming the

core of its organization, may give a measure of proprietary control

over R&D to its separate national or regional affiliates. Thus,
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the "French company" within the MNC's universe may set up and run a

research facility on its own, charging fees and royalties to other

affiliates or the parent only when usable technology is developed

and transferred.

As a general rule, management attention is not focused primarily

on R&D costing policies. Pro forma sharing of total R&D costs of the

worldwide firm continues to be a largely mechanical, non-policy matter--

until some "special situationt ' arises to demand management attention.

These "special situations" often have little to do with technology;

more often, management finds in royalty and fee arrangements a con-

venient way to extract profits from a subsidiary when other avenues

are closed. For example, if an affiliate is located in a high-tax

country or one that limits profit repatriations, inflated fees and

royalties (including "management" fees) furnish a simple way of getting

the profits home without calling them such. Another example: an MNC

whose affiliate is partly owned by foreign citizens or governments

could rig the profit split in its own favor by overcharging the affili-

ate for technology or management services. Royalties and fees remitted

abroad come off the top of the income statement as costs, thus reducing

the eventual declared profit on which taxes must be paid and out of

which foreign shareholders must be recompensed with dividends.

In the current state of knowledge about how R&D is conducted, it

is not possible to evaluate with even a semblance of definitiveness

the extent to which the R&D costing policies of the MNCs may or may

not have the effect of "giving away" U.S. technology. The best that
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can be done is to suggest some sensible approaches to looking at the

problem.

Perhaps the most important point is that in the MNC context, as

opposed to technology transfers under licensing and similar agreements

with unrelated foreigners, neither ownership nor proprietary control

of technology pass from American hands. To the extent, therefore,

that affiliates receive and pay for U.S.-developed technology, that

technology remains a possession of U.S. citizens. Thus, a clear dis-

tinction must be made between the ownership of technology and the

locus at which it is employed in production. Clearly, there are

greater direct economic benefits to the United States in cases where

ownership and production location are both domestic. But if technol-

ogy moves abroad, the loss probably is less if it flows to an affili-

ate than if it is sold or rented to a foreigner. The affiliate may

pay no more than the foreigner would in royalties, but (a) returns in

the form of profits from production using the technology accrue to

U.S. citizens; and (b) diffusion of the technology to the proprietary

ownership of foreigners is longer delayed than in the case of a

direct transfer to an unrelated firm. Thus, the U.S. firm, if it is

an MNC, tends to capture more of the fruits of technological advance

than does the non-MNC, while it can repidly achieve a greater presence

in the foreign market without rapidly turning over its technology to

foreigners for exploitation.

Because most of the MNCs, especially those in high technology

industries, conduct centralized research for their worldwide operations

in the United States, and because they usually finance R&D costs by
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parent 1,91C is available to its affiliates. In practice, this is

rarely the case. The foreign affiliates may have less immediate

access to U.S.-developed technology than do domestic operating

affiliates in the United States, so that, if they share R&D costs

equally with the domestic subsidiaries, they may pay for more than

they get. This can occur for several reasons. As a matter of

strategy, large firms with semi-monopolistic market positions (which

are characteristic of the important MNCs) will introduce new products

to their markets only when older products cease to generate accept-

able returns. If a firm is technologically superior to its foreign

competition, it may hold back on transferring its first-line technol-

ogy even to its own affiliates until either (a) a slightly older

technology ceases to provide sales growth at a satisfactory rate; or

(b) competition by foreign firms forces the introduction of the new

technology as a means of protecting a market share.

To sum up, in the interaction of the MNCs' affiliates' bearing

of R&D costs and the benefits that accrue to them in the form of new

products and processes, there is a possibility that the affiliates

(at least in some industries) may contribute more to R&D in the

United States than they take from it--and a virtual certainty that

their net withdrawal of technology from the United States (if it

exists) is not as large as the gross amount which is transferred.

Technology Transfers

Technology is diffused within and among countries through two

conceptually distinct channels. The first or "direct" route involves

89-020 0 - 73 - 40
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expansion of the enterprise which owns or controls the technology,

via direct investment in new production facilities and direct trans-

mission of the technology to the affiliate. The second or "indirect"

route involves the sale or rental of technology to an unrelated firm,

for a fee or royalty. It obviously entails the relinquishment of

more proprietary control over the technology than in the case of a

direct transfer.

At its minimum, technology transfer can be merely selling a

license to another company (related or unrelated) to manufacture a

product that has been patented by a licensor. At its maximum, it may

become a long, complex process. If the recipient firm is unskilled

in the technology or needs more information than is given in the

patent, it may pay a higher fee and buy the complete knowhoww" as

well. quch knowhow frequently goes beyond technology and mechanics;

it can include managerial and marketing skills and, in many cases,

some unique knowledge possessed by only one or a few individuals. In

other words, technology can be transferred in two basic forms. One

form is physical, consisting of items such as drawings, tooling,

machinery process information, specifications, and patents. The

other form is personal contact. If the technology is embodied in

people's expertise, a personnel transfer may be necessary--often in

the form of a technical-assistance program. Generally the extent of

technology transfers between U.S. companies and foreign firms--

affiliated and non-affiliated--is therefore related to the amounts of

royalties and fees remitted for patent rights, licensing arrangements,
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rentals, managerial services, research and development, and other

charges. The ease and cost of transfer, as well as the fees to be

charged, hinge on the industrial skills of the donor and the

recipient. 1_/

When international technology transfers are at issue, most firms

prefer direct transfers of technology to new or existing affiliates--

provided that they have the resources with which to create such

affiliates--chiefly because retention of the technology within the

firm is thereby insured. Several subsidiary or related reasons also

come into play. These include situations where (a) control over

1/ A firm skilled in the manufacture of some general line of products
will find it easy and inexpensive to obtain the technology for a new
product within that line. The opposite will hold if the transfer en-
tails a substantial advance in the technical level of the new producer.
The extent to which disparities in skill between donor and recipient
will come into play depends in large part upon the kinds of information
to be transferred. Following G.R. Hall and R.E. Johnson ("Transfers of
United States Aerospace Technology to Japan," in R. Vernon, ed., The
Technology Factor in Foreign Trade, MIT, 1970), types of technological
information can be classified as "general," "system-specific," and "firm-
specific" technologies. General technology is information common to an
industry; it is held by all firms in the industry, and hence is the
ticket of admission to the industry. It may be very difficult and
costly to transfer internationally because of its heavy confent of gen-
eral educational skills which are time consuming to impart and may be so
expensive to teach that societies as a whole must undertake the costs.
Systemh-specific technology is information that differentiates each firm
from its rivals and provides its competitive edge. It relates to the
manufacture of specific items. Firm-specific knowledge differs from
system-specific Laowledge in that, while unique to the firm, it may
not relate to a single product or system. For example, a firm may have
special capabilities in thin-wall casting or metallurgical techniques,
but these capabilities may not necessarily be attributable to any spec-
ific item that the firm has produced. Because firm-specific technology
is more likely to be embodied in people rather than patents and Other
physical forms, it is more costly to transfer than a system-specific
technology. Firms are most willing to transfer system-specific technol-
ogy because, being more physical in form, it is more easily duplicable.
They are least willing to transfer firm-specific technology because,
being based more on interpersonal dynamics than any other factor, it can
be retained as a proprietary asset for a longer period.
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present and future market development is desired, particularly with

products and techniques having a longer life cycle; (b) the firm

fears licensing will result in the giveaway of valuable knowhow or

will threaten its position in important established markets; (c) the

transfer would involve a broad line of products or is an integrated

part of marketing and financial management; (d) the technology is

complex to the degree that a long and sustained relationship would be

required to effect the transfer; (e) there is concern over protecting

the product standards; or (f) there is a desire to avoid certain

antitrust implications of licensing to non-affiliated companies,

particularly the attempt to include geographic or marketing limitations

in the licensing agreement.

Whether technology-flows via a direct or an indirect route, it

is quite certain that an MNC--i.e., a firm with direct investments in

at least some locations abroad--will be the transferror or recipient,

usually the former. This does not occur because the firms involved

are MNCs; it occurs because the MNCs happen to be technologically the

strongest firms in their domestic industries. As a result of this

strength, the MNCs are by far the principal vehicle for the transfer

of technology from the United States to foreign countries.

MNCs may favor licensing over direct investment where (a) the

market is too small to warrant investment, or the product cycle or

proprietary position is ephemeral; (b) the firm has a marketable

technology but lacks the resources or experience for more expanded

direct investment; (c) further direct investment is precluded by
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legal restraints or seems to involve high risk and uncertainties of

a political or economic nature; (d) reciprocal benefits are obtainable

through cross--licensing; (e) patent litigation or competitive technol-

ogical development may thereby be avoided; (f) it provides an entree

to foreign markets without as large a capital outlay as that required

for a direct investment; (g) royalty taxes are lower than corporate

taxes on business conducted through a permanent establishment; (h) a

firm can establish its trademarks and maintain its foreign patent

rights abroad through licensing arrangements; (i) licensees can ex-

plore the foreign market for a product, saving a U.S. firm money

which might otherwise have been invested unwisely; or (j) it is a

means of complying with governmental restrictions, both domestic and

foreign, on overseas investment without entirely giving up market

presence (e.g., there has been no alternative to licensing in Japan,

where incoming direct investment flows have been officially restricted,

and severely so, during the postwar period).

The procedures by which firms establish "prices" at which tech-

nology is transferred are almost notoriously non-economic. In the

case of direct transfers to foreign affiliates, "pricing" may depend

less on the value of the technology transmitted than on the overall

financial strategy of the firm. Yet the pricing of indirect transfers

as well is an imprecise art. The foreign licensee may be willing, in

the end, to pay a sum equal to his (secret) expectations of profits to

be earned by the use of the technology in an uncertain future. However,

the licensor's own calculations of what these profits might be are

likely to be lower; were they to be identical or higher, the licensor
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might very well decide to enter the foreign market via the direct

investment path (except in countries like Japan where regulations

preclude following such a course). Prospective licensors frequently

put such a low value on the prospective licensees' expectations that

the income from a license is viewed as a sort of windfall; firms with

such views will take what they can get for a license, without arguing

too hard for a higher price. The essential point, therefore, is that

technology transfers are rarely if ever priced according to rigorously

applied present-value discount techniques. Instead, both parties to

a transaction are likely to hew to going rates on past transfers of

similar technology, basing their agreements on old, but not necessarily

accurate, formulas.

As a result, there is little certainty that published figures on

inbound and outbound payments of royalties and fees actually measure

the value of technology transferred in the past. Our imprecise

knowledge of the technology transfer process suggests that royalty and

fee payments on "direct" transfers account may overstate the value of

the technology involved, whereas the "indirect" account may be an

understatement--but it is not possible to pronounce on the degree of

bias that might be present in either case.

In table 7 the available data on receipts and payments for

royalties and fees by the United States are outlined for the years

1960 through 1971. Net incoming payments, at $2,275 million in 1971,

were nearly four times as large as they had been in 1960. Over the

period, outbound payments have tended to run at about ten percent of
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Table 7.--Payment. and receipts on royalties and fees accounts, 1960-1971

(Amounts in millions of dollars)

Direct flows : Percentages
:_______,_____,._,_ _ : Total, : of total

Year
Total

R¢eepts:

1960-------------------
1961 --------
1963-------------------
196 ----------
1965-------------------
1966-------------------
196 ---------- -------

1968 -------------------
1969 -------------------
1970---------------
1971 ----------

Payments:
1960------------------
1961 ---------------------
1962 ------------- m--------
1963 -------
1964 ........................
1965---------------
1966-------------------
1967 -----------------------
1968----- --------
1969-- ------
1970-------
1971----- --------

Net flovs:
1960 -------
1961 --------
1962.---------
1963 ----------

1967 ---------- . .

1969--------- - -----19698----, -- ---

1970--
1971---------------

1403
1463
580
659
756
9214

1,030
1,110
1,246
1,391
1,620
1,8714

35
43
57
61
67
68
64.
62
80

101
111

91

368
4.20
523
598
689
856
966

1,078
1,166
1,293
1,509
1,780

Royalties,
license ftes,;&Ad r'entilsV

: A
NA
: 1A
: A

* ~261.
: 331

: 361
: 1.38
: 522
: 655
: 793: 91.0

: NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
RA
NA

NA
NA
NA
: A
NA
: A

NA
NA
: 1A
NA
NA
NA

: .NaIn snet : flove :direct and:: : Indirect : Direct : Indirect
feel:

: and
service

NA
MA
NA

NA
NA
NIA

* NA
* NA
* NA
* NA
* NA
* A
* NA
* NA

NA

* NA
* A

NA
* A

K A
* A
* A

NA
NA

* 1A
* A

492 :
593 :
669 :
702 :
721 :
739 :
826 :
931 :

21.7
214
256
273
301
335
353
398
1.514
501
579
621

1.0
4.6

51
60
67
76

105
106
120ilk

126

207
198
212
222
541.
268
21.8
292
334
387
4.65
195

_/ Exclude film rentals or ab u m fi nn .

Sources: U.S. Commerce Department, Policy AsP4cto of ?oreinn
January 1972 and Survey of Current Dusintes, various issues.

650
707
836
932

1,057
1,259
1,383
1,538
1,700
1,895
2,199
2,195

75
89

101
112
127
135
110
167
187
221
225
220

575
618
735
820
930

1,124.
1,211.
1,370
1,500
1,680
1,97ll
2,275

62 :
66:
70 :
71 :
72 :
73 :
75 :
75 :74e :

71, :

75 :

17 :
49 •
57:
55 :
53 :
51 S
16 :
38 :

1.6
50

.3

61.
68:
72
73
75:
77:
80
79
78
77
76
78

Investfient by U.S. Multinational Corporations*

38
314
30
29
28
27
25
25
26
26
26
25

53
51
1.3
1.5
•17
19
51.
62
56
51.
50
57

36
32
28
27
25
23
20
21
22
23
21.
22

i

ii • i ii i • i ii ii 1 1 II m
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inbound flows, so that the rise in the latter has dominated the

growth of the net flows account. Whereas, on the payments side,

direct and indirect flows each account for about half the total, both

the receipts and the net flovs come in greater proportion--ahout three

quarters--from direct transactions. The receipts on direct account

are about equally divided between "royalties, license fees, and rentals"

and "management and service fees."

In 1966 (the last year for which actual MNC figures are available),

the MNCs accounted for $1,074 million, or 88 percent, of the total net

receipts of $1,214 million recorded in table 7. Some $590 million,

or 55 percent, of these net MNC-related receipts arose in the manufac-

turing sector. The $966 million recorded for all industries in table

7 as net direct flows (which are, by definition, MNC-related) amounted

to 90 percent of the MNC-related total. This implies that $108

million of the $248 million in recorded indirect flows also was attri-

butable to the MNCs. Thus, these payments figures validate that the

MNCs overwhelm the non-MNCs as recipients of payments for technology

transfers.

In table 8, the $590 million in net receipts by manufacturing

enterprises in 1966 is disaggregated into figures for twenty-three

individual subsectors of manufacturing. These figures are than

compared with the level of affiliates' sales abroad and with the MNCs'

domestic R&D spending in the United States. The array indicates that

the receipts of the various industries are far from evenly spread;

the first seven industries listed account for $359 million, or 61

percent, or the $590 million total. Moreover, while the rankings of
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Table 8.--Net royalties and fees received by MNCs in 1966 compared with affiliates'
sales and XNCs' domestic R & D spending

Industry

Electronic computing equipment, office.
machines, farm machinery and equipment,
and miscellaneous nonelectrical
machinery -------------------------------

Transportation equipment -------------- :
Drugs ---------------------------------
Rubber products------------------------
Food products (excl. grain mill products)--:
Industrial machinery and equipment-------
Miscellaneous chemicals-----------------
Soaps and cosmetics---------------------
Instruments ----------------------------
Plastics ----------------------------
Miscellaneous electrical machinery and

equipment (incl. household appliances)---:
Fabricated metals (excl. aluminum, copper, :

and brass) --------------------------- :
Electronic components, radio, and TV ------- :
Paper and allied products -----------------
Industrial chemicals ----------------------- :
Stone, clay, and glass products----------
Miscellaneous manufacturing (incl.

ordnance,, tobacco, leather)---
Printing and publishing ------------------- :
Electrical equipment, and apparatus-------
Miscellaneous primary and fabricated metal :

products, incl. aluminum--------------
Textiles and apparel--------------------
Grain mill products---------------------
Lumber, wood, and furniture --------------- :

Total, all industries--------------

I/ Household appliances excluded in line 1

Net : Net royalties and fees
as percent of--

royalties : Affiliates' : MNCs' U.S.
and fees : foreign : R & Dreceivedre d: sales : spending
:Million:

dollars:

98: 21 : 17.6
82: .7 : 3.2
:46: .3 : 15.2
37 : 1.7 : 29.1
314: .7: 35.8
32: 1.14: 17.4
30 : 1.5 : 37.1
25 : 1.5 : 37.9
25 : 1.6 : 6.7
24 : 1.5 : 77.5
24• .8 : /62.0

22 : 1.1 : 15.9
18: 1.14: 2.6
15: .7: 23.4
15: 1.1: 1.9
15 : 1.3 : 14.6

11: 1.2: 18.1
10: 2.6 : 58.8

7: .2: 4.o
6: .7 : 20.6
4: .4 : 9.8
1: .1 : 4.0

590 : 1.1 : 7.7

1 and included in line 19.

Source: Basic data from U.S. Commerce Department, Bureap of Economic
International Investment Division.

Analysis,

Note: Data include an unspecified amount -- probably between 10 and 20 percent of
the total shown for net receipts in the first column -- of indirect payments
from unaffiliated foreigners. Thus, comparing total receipts with affiliates'
sales overstates the relative share of sales paid by the affiliates themselves.
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the various industries are broadly the same as these industries' R&D

intensity rankings (see table 2, p. above), there are some signifi-

cant exceptions. Food products (excluding grain mills), for example,

ranks as number five in terms of net royalties and fees received, but

it is down near the bottom in table 2 as a "low technology" industry.

Several of the high technology industries--e.g., instruments, indus-

trial chemicals, and electronics--rank much lower as royalty and fee

recipients than as R&D spenders. These anomalies suggest either that

(1) the data on international payments for "technology are but an

imprecise measure of 'he actual amounts of technology that have flowed

abroad in the past; or (2) to the extent that the figures do accurately

measure past flows of technology, some of the important high-technology

industries appear to have transferred less technology abroad than is

commonly supposed. Certainly, if the high-technology industries such

as electronics or industrial chemicals had transferred significant

amounts of technology abroad before 1966, the royalty figures for

that year indicate rather small payments for it, whereas the food

processors seemed to be profiting rather handsomely from teaching

affiliated or non-affiliated foreigners how to accomplish the technol-

ical marvels of putting soup in a can, spicy rice in a box, or vege-

tables in frozen packages.

For all manufacturing, net royalty and fee receipts in 1966

averaged a mere 1.1 percent of the MNCs' affiliates total sales. The

percentage rises above two percent in only two industries--the group

of nonelectrical machinery producers on the first line (2.1 percent)
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and the printing and publishing industry (2.6 percent). In the

latter case, the ratio clearly is inflated by a non-technological

item, namely ordinary publishing royalties. These comparisons suggest

that, relative to affiliates' sales, the levy put on affiliates by

their parents to bear the cost of technology developed in the United

States is rather small--unless, of course, the technology content of

the affiliates' sales themselves actually lags significantly behind

that of the parents' output, in which case technology transfers to

affiliates would not have been large.

In contrast to the low proportion of affiliates' sales accounted

for by net receipts of royalties and fees, these receipts turn out to

be rather large in relation to the MNCs' domestic R&D spending. For

all manufacturing, the average is 7.7 percent. Excluding four indus-

tries in which R&D spending is very large, especially in relation to

the payments from abroad (electrical machinery and equipment, line 19;

industrial chemicals, line 15; electronics, line 13; and transporta-

tion equipment, line 2), the average for the remaining nineteen indus-

tries rises to 16.1 percent. Eight of the 23 industries listed in

table 8 show net royalty and fee receipts equal to twenty percent or

more of total domestic R&D spending by the MNCs. These calculations

represent a different way of looking at the issue of technology trans-

fers: whereas the rather low figures for the MNCs' receipts on roy-

alties and fees account may or may not suggest less transfer of tech-

nology abroad than generally has been thought to be the case, these

receipts nevertheless could be viewed as offsetting the costs of a
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significant chunk of the heavy amounts of R&D which the MNCs them-

selves conduct in the United States.

Conclusions: The Consequences of MNC Activity

for U.S. Technological Leadership

An overall assessment of the MNCs' effect on U.S. technological

leadership can be suggested, although not conclusively validated, on

the basis of the analysis in this chapter. Up to a point, the MNCs

_em indicted by their clearly established roles as undisputed leaders

in the generation of new technology in the United States and, conse-

quently, equally undisputed leaders in the large net flow of technology

to foreign countries which has occurred in recent years. Yet the bad

effects on the MNCs' trade in high technology goods which one would

expect as the logical result of these roles cannot be found on the

evidence presented. Instead, the reverse seems to be the case, de-

spite good evidence that the MNCs in high technology industries are

placing more capital abroad, in comparison with new domestic invest-

ment, than are the MNCs in either the medium or low technology indus-

trial groups. The direct erosion of the U.S. comparative advantage

in trading high technology goods is concentrated in the performance

of non-MNC firms. The MNCs in this high technology class continue

to generate a better ratio of new exports to new imports than do all

firms in the same class, as well as a better ratio than do the MNCs

in either the medium or low technology classes. At the same time,

the indirect effect, via erosion of U.S. export markets by the foreign

sales of the MNCs' affiliates, is, at worst, small.
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CHAPTER VII

IMPACT OF THE MULTINATIONAL FIRM ON LABOR IN THE
UNITED STATES AND ABROAD

Part A. Introduction

General plan

This chapter has several objectives. The first section--Part B-.

assembles, organizes and compares a mass of information on employment,

wages, output, productivity, and unit labor costs, by industry, in

the United States and the seven key foreign countries I/ that form

the core sample of the study. Data for the MNCs and for all firms

in each country and industry are compared and contrasted. From these

discussions emerges a detailed picture of how foreign economies oper-

ate in relation to the U.S.--as far as the key variables affecting

labor are concerned--and of how the presence of the U.S.-based MNCs

has or has not had an impact on these operations, both at home and

abroad.

Part C attempts an assessment--under varying assumptions about

what the "real" world really is like--of the number of U.S. jobs that

may have been lost or gained as a result of the spread of multinational

business under the leadership of American capital. None of these

answers is definitive; each depends essentially upon the assumptions

that seem most reasonable to the reader.

Part D concludes the chapter with a review of the public

reactions of major trade union movements to the MNCs, both in the

_/ Canada, the United Kingdom, Belgium-Luxembourg, Ikance, West
Germany, Mexico, and Brazil.
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United States and abroad. These reactions are compared and then

evaluated, in light of the information and analysis developed in the

preceding sections of the chapter.

A note on the data

The reader should be aware that many of the numbers used in this

chapter are estimates. It was necessary to make such estimates at

several points because comprehensive data to support the analysis

required were not available in a suitable form. The estimates have

been checked where possible against similar compilations of figures,

and they are serviceable for the purposes at hand.

The figures used in the chapter fall into.three broad groupings.

The first of these consists of the aggregate, all-firm data on sales,

labor costs, employment, and the like, against which data relating

specifically to the MNCs are compared. These figures, for both 1966

and 1970, cover the U.S. and the seven key countries on which the

e alysis concentrates. All are estimates, in the sense that they

consist of data from various official sources, reworked to match the

industry groupings in which figures on the MWCs are available, and

revised to conform to uniform definitional standards. These estimates

were developed by the Tariff Commission and checked for consistency

against similar estimates prepared for the Commission by the Bureau

of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor.

The second major grouping of numerical information consists of

data on the MNCs for 1966. These figures, being based on a complete
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census of all U.S. direct investors in that year, may be considered

as "hard" figures, reported by the MNCs. They represent part of the

data collection provided to the Commission by the U.S. Department

of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, International Investment

Division.

The third group of figures is linked to the second. It consists

of the MNC-related data for 1970. These figures are based on a sur-

vey which covered a large sample of the MNCs, "blown up" to repre-

sent universe values comparable in definition to the 1966 figures. 1/

In some of the series--wage costs per employee, for example--the

sample data themselves were used on occasion, as they were considered

to represent the underlying true figures more accurately than "esti-

mates" which would have been derived by taking the ratio. of one blown

up number (e.g. total wages and salaries) to another (e.g. number of

employees). Because the sample is large--50 percent to 80 percent

of the "universe," depending on the particular data series involved--

this was adopted where possible as the more conservative and accurate

approach.

1 See chapter 111, pp. 267-268. for a description of the
blow up-procedure.
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Part B. The Employment Environment and the
MNCs' Impact Upon It

The impact of the multinational corporation on world employment

patterns

Employment-related issues rank high among those which generated

this study. The role of the MNC in terms of Job creation and Job

destruction is a center-stage controversy. As a first approach to

analyzing the issues, this section surveys the MNCs' impact on employ-

ment in the eight countries under review. With respect to the United

States, the survey is a preliminary one; the MNCs' role in the crea-

tion or destruction of U.S. Jobs is taken up in greater detail in

Part C. The principal focus in the present section will be on the

MNCs' impact on employment abroad, in the seven countries forming

the core sample for this study.

Basic employment information on the MNCs, as compared with all

firms in the eight countries, is laid out in detail in tables A-17

through A-33 in the appendix to this chapter. Tables 1 and 2 on

pages 60--610 represent an attempt to summarize and analyze this

mass of information with as few additional numbers as possible.

In the United States, the MNCs are neither minor employers nor

a special case which can be analyzed independently of the national

economy: they are the backbone of the demand side of the U.S. labor

market, the firms which not only have the biggest quantitative punch

in terms of the numbers of people they hire, but also--as will be

shown in a subsequent section on wages--generally lead their indus-

tries in terms of labor compensation. The figures shown for the
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Table 1 .- An analysis of the impact of employment by majority-owned affiliates of U.S.
fisms on aggregate manufacturig employment in Seven key countries. 1966 and 1970

Ite : ane.:United : elgl1Um- W est :
Ie -~s v :France: Brazil: Mexico: Total: Average* K1mad: luanwibourg: G ~ermany: :Aerg

A. Affiliates' sare of total : :
employment in manufacturing :
(percent):: : :
196,- : 35 : 6: 7 : 1 : 2 : 7 : 6 : - : 9
1970- : 34 : 8: 13 : 4 : 5 : 8 : 10 : - : 12

3. Affiliates' aloymn in each : : :
country as percent of total : :
aof;Ymti - nplyammt. world- : : : :

1966 - -- : 21 : 21 : 3 : 3 : 6 : 5 : 4 : 63 :
197-0: 16 : 20 : 4 : 6 : 12 : 5 : 5 : 68 :

C. Percent of total mmufacturIng : : : : : :
-lons)nt in 1970 accounted : : : : : :

for by manufacturing subsec- : : : : : :
tore In which affiliates, : : : : : :
share of subsector employment : : : : : :
roee or remained constant- : 54: 79: 90: 71: 97: 65: 90: -: 78

D. Percent of total manufacturing : : : : : :
employment in 1970 accounted : : : : : :
for by manufacturing sub- : : : : : :
sectors In which affiliates : : : : : :
led or kept up with aggregate : :
employment increases or : : : : : :
decreames ll---..: 43: 54: 55: 58: 53: 57: 53: -: 54

Z. Percent of aggregate change for : :
industries of Row D above that : :
was accounted for by : : : : : :
affilit... : 132: 26: 114: 18: 25: 35: 64: -:2/ 33

F. Impact Factor: Percent of total: : : : : :
manufacturing employment In : : : : : :
1970 which bad bean affected : : : : : :
in Industrial subsectors where : : : : : :
aff•ilates led or matched : : : : : :
trend of change/ : 57: 14: 63: 10: 13: 20: 34: -: 18

Notes:
1/ In these subsectors, the percentage change in affiliates' employment (1966-1970) van in the se direction as,

and equal to or greater than the aggregate (all-firm) change.
2/ Average calculated separately from sum of aggregate and affiliate-related changes.
3/ Equals row D figure multiplied by row R figure-i.e., for Canada: 0.43 x 132 - 57. Figure in "average"

column is calculated in the same manner.

Source: Tables A-19 through A-33 in appendix to this chapter.



Table 2 .- Manufacturing subsectors in which MNC majority-owned affiliates accounted for 10 perce-n or z'-
of total subsector employment in i5TO

(figures shown are oercentazesof total subsector eclovrt )
West United Belgium-

Industry Canada Germany Kingdom Luxembourg: Mexico .2

Food products-- 25 : - : - - : - -
Paper and allied products--: 36 : - : - 18: . -
Chemicals and allied

products-- 70 : - - 21: -: 18
Rubber 88 : - 26: 56: 25 28
Primary and fabricated .

metals 23 : -: -: - 18: -

Non-electrical machinery- : 80 :- - : 28 : 26 : 19
Electrical machinery - : 59 : - : - . 32 : 19 :34
Transportation equipment- : 65 : 17 : - : - -: 28
Textiles and apparel • - : - : - : - : - -
Lumber, wood, and furniture-: 15 : - - : - - -

Printing and publishing-- -: -- - : - : - -
Stone, clay,-and glass----: 27 : - . - : - : - -
Instruments - - 90 : - 27 : 67 : - : -
Other manufacturing --- . 19 : - - - : 76: -

Source: Table A-19 through A-33 in appendix to this chapter.
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United States in tables A-17 through A-33 in the appendix for each

industry are impressive enough, but they do not tell the whole tale

because they represent only the sample of parent firms which were the

"reporters" in the Commerce Department's 1970 survey of direct Inves-

tors. Roughly, they probably account for only about half of total

manufacturing employment that should be attributed to foreign direct

investors. In the aggregate, the MNCs provided an estimated 70 percent

or so (12-13 million) of all the jobs in manufacturing in 1970 (18

million). However, the sample coverage is much better in some of the

more concentrated industries, where a few giant firms--which almost

invariably also are MNCs--traditionally have provided the bulk of

employment. In other industries, with low concentration ratios (tex-

tiles and apparel, for example), neither the sample figures nor plaus-

ible estimates for the MNC "universe" reveal the MNCs as very signi-

ficant domestic employers.

There were no cases among the 14 industrial subsectors shown in

the tables in which MNC employment in the United States did not either

rise or remain stable as a proportion of total employment. Thus, in

the sample of parent firms--and, by sound inference, in the "universe"

as well--the HNCs, without exception, either led or kept up with

overall employment in their respective industries. In fact, the MNCs'

shares of total employment rose in all of the 14 industries except

two (primary and fabricated metals, and printing/publishing), where

their shares remained constant. In neither of these did total employ-

ment fall. Thus, the conclusions emerge that (1) in most U.S.
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industries, the MNCs took a rising share of rising employment over

the period; (2) in a few, the MNCs increased their share of falling

total employment, thus tending to offset increasing unemployment

generated among non-MNC employers; and (3) in no cases did the MNCs

lead in a situation of declining total employment.

Outside the United States, the majority-owned affiliates of U.S.-

based MNCs employed a total of 3.9 million persons in 1966, of whom

2.7 million worked in manufacturing industries. *By 1970, the total

had risen to slightly more than 5 million, with 3.5 million of these

employed in manufacturing. The Seven key foreign countries used as

the basic sample for this study account for by far the largest pro-

portion of the total in manufacturing. In 1966, their share was 63

percent; in 1970 it had climbed to 68 percent of the worldwide total

(see table 1). Canada and the United Kingdom take the honors as the

most important sources of affiliate employment, the former with 16

percent and the latter with 20 percent of the worldwide industrial

total in 1970. Germany was next, with 12 percent, and the remaining

four countries in the group rang up approximately equal shares of

around 5 percent each.

On average, the MNCs' majority-owned affiliates provided some 12

percent of total manufacturing employment in the Seven countries, up

from only 9 percent in 1966. As table 1 shows, Canada has experienced

the greatest MNC penetration of the industrial labor market. Here,

the MNCs' employ around a third of.the industrial labor force.

Belgium-Luxembourg takes second place, rather far behind Canada, with
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Mexico, the United Kingdom, Brazil, West Germany, and Ftance trailing,

in that order.

These numbers seem relatively small. However, being averages, they

hide a number of fairly significant penetration ratios for the MNCs'

employment in particular industrial subsectors--even in countries where

the MNCs do not have an especially large share in total manufacturing

employment. Out of a total of 96 industry/country combinations (among

the Seven) shown in the appendix tables A-19 through A-33, it is

possible to pick out 31, in which MNC affiliates account for 15 percent

or more of total subsector employment. These are listed by industry

in table 2. Canada, of course, has the largest number of cases (12).

Belgium-Luxembourg is next (six), followed by Mexico and Brazil (five

each), the United Kingdom (two), and Germany (one).

Although affiliate employment is a major factor in labor markets

for some of the key industries of the Seven, it still is an open

question whether the MNCs can be said to have played a causal role

in changes in overall employment patterns in the manufacturing sectors

of these countries. The last four rows of information in table 1

represent an attempt to examine this question.

The third row of the table (row C) indicates the percentages of

total manufacturing employment in each of the Seven countries accounted

for by subsectors in which U.S.-owned affiliates' shares of total

subsector employment either rose or held steady in the 1966-70 period.

Thus, it is basically a measure of the proportion of the industrial

labor market that was affected either by a rising affiliate employment
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influence or by an essentially constant MNC presence. For the Seven

countries, the average share of industrial employment impacted in this

way by the MNCs' was 78 percent.

This measurement indicates only that the MNCs tended in all Seven

c^,intries to maintain or increase their shares of total employment

in the great majority of cases and that most of the industrial labor

f.'r.-e was influenced by this tendency. It does not indicate what, if

alny, role the MNCs had in altering patterns of employment among indus-

tries, in shifts of employment from one industry to another, and there-

fore in changes in the industrial structure. The figures shown in

row D of table 1 begin to focus on these changes. They indicate the

proportions of total manufacturing employment accounted for by cases

in which the MNCs can legitimately be said to have led, or at least

kept up with, changes in pattern as well as volume, when such changes

occurred.

The figures in tow D of the table indicate that, in each of the

countries listed except Canada, the HNCs' affiliates led or matched

employment changes (from 1966 through 1970) in industries which

accounted for more than half of totalwmanufacturing employment. In

Canada, the affiliates led or matched the rates of aggregate employ-

ment change in seven of the fourteen industries, but these accounted

for less than half (43Z) of total manufacturing employment in 1970.

Across all manufacturing, declines in the affiliates' employment in

Canada roughly equalled increases, and the MNCs' share of total Cana-

dian manufacturing employment fell slightly, by one percentage point.
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Canada was the only country of the Seven in which such a drop occurred.

It reflects the MNCs' shift of the focus of their dynamic expansion

away from Canada and toward other areas, chiefly Western Europe.

The evidence of row D shows only that changes in MNC employment

were consistent with national trends in industries which provide a

livelihood for at least half of the industrial labor force (Canada

excepted). It does not show how strong the MNCs' influence was in these

industries. The calculations in row E of table 1, however, compare

the numbers of actual job changes (hirings or firings) generated within

the industries of row D by the MNCs, with the aggregate changes in

employment that took place in the same industries from 1966 through

1970. In two countries--Canada and Belgium-Luxembourg--the MNCs clearly

led, producing greater changes in employment than the all-firm averages

in the industries involved. In Mexico, their influence was important,

at 64 percent of the aggregate employment change. In the remaining

countries, it was more moderate.

In order to complete the analysis of the MNCs' impact on changes

in patternb of employment in the Seven, it is necessary to combine the

statistics of rows D and E in table 1. The figures in row F of the

table represent such combinations. Each figure shown measures the-

proportion of the industrial labor force that can'be said to have

been affected by the MNCs' presence--but only in those industries

where ckhnges in affiliate employment were clearly associated with

national trends in the pattern of employment. For example, consider

the case of France. MNC employment changed in the same direction and
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at least as fast as the industry-wide averages in industries whichh

employed 58 percent of the industrial labor force in 1970 (row D).

However, because the MNCs account for significant amounts of employment

in only a few French industries, their impact on changes in employment

in the industries where they were associated with the general trends was

small, at 18 percent of the total change (row E). Therefore, the pro-

portion of the manufacturing labor force which can actually be said to

have been affected by the MNCs' association with the trends in these

industries cannot be considered to be as large as 58 percent. Weighted

by the MNCs' 18 percent share in'the changes observed in employment

in these industries, the proportion of the industrial labor force so

affected becomes only 10 percent (row F).

The measurements in row F show the MNCs as having a strong associ-

ation with changes in employment patterns in only two countries--Canada

and Belgium-Luxembourg. In the former, declines in MNC affiliate

employment predominated. They were concentrated in two industries,

metals and transportation equipment, which lost 6,000 jobs in the

aggregate but in which MNC affiliate employment dropped by 20,000.

In Belgium, however, the MNCs' impact was on the positive side. Here,

three industries predominatedr-metals, non-electrical machinery, and

electrical machinery. Aggregate Belgian employment in these industries

rose by 29,000 persons over the four years covered; the increase in

MNC affiliate employment in the three together was exactly the same.

The "impact factors" calculated for row F of the table may be

compared with the figures of row A, which show the HNCs' shares of
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aggregate manufacturing employment in each of the Seven. In each

case shown in the table, the row F entry significantly exceeds the

row A entry, indicating that the MNCs' impact on changes in employment

that were associated with overall national patterns was considerably

greater than their share of the aggregate industrial labor force in

each country would suggest. Nevertheless, with.the exceptions of

Canada and Belgium-Luxembourg--and possibly Mexico, where the row F

figure is 34 percent--the MNCs' overall influence on changes in the

patterns of employment among manufacturing industries remains rather

modest, although not negligible.

The influence of the MNCs on manufacturing output

U.S.-owned firms--both parents and affiliates--account for

slightly more than a quarter of the aggregate industrial sales of the

eight countries forming the core sample of this study. Excluding the

United States the ratio for the Seven is abouba..fifth. It runs from

a high of 52 percent in Canada to a low of 6 percent in France.

These measures are based on 1970 figures. They establish beyond

much doubt that the MNCs are a significant force in world manufacturing.

Data for the actual values and key ratios involved in these estimates

are presented in detail, by country and industry, in tables A-43

through A-57 in the appendix to this chapter.

Estimates of the levels of output accounted for by the MNCs

understate the influence that these firms have had on the growth of

world output, especially that large chunk of it which is generated
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in the eight countries under review. Data to facilitate an explora-

tion of this issue are presented in table 3; they show the impact of

the MNCs on the growth of output (sales) in each of the eight coun-

tries. For all manufacturing, the average share of the MNCs works

out to slightly more than 40 percent for all eight countries; it

-I~S to a still substantial one-third among the Seven. The range

among the Seven runs from a high of 91 percent (sic) in the United

Kingdom to a low of 7 percent in France.

The data in tables A-43 through A-57 in the appendix represent

a total of 110 industry/country observations of MNC sales vs. all-firm

sales. Of these, exactly half--55--reveal the MNCs as having a 20

percent or larger share in the sales growth of particular industries

in particular countries. These are listed, by country, in table 3,

along with the actual share of aggregate sales growth realized by the

MNCs'. In slightly more than a fifth of the 110 cases--23 of them--

the MNCs share reached 70 percent or more. The incidence of strong

and usually dominant MNC influence on the expansion of output in the

key, dynamic, high-technology industries of the Seven is very high.

On average, among the Seven, the overseas affiliates of U.S. firms

accounted for 41 percent of the sales growth in the chemical industries,

50 percent in electrical machinery, 56 percent in nonelectrical machi-

nery, and 67 percent in transportation equipment.

The MNCs' impact on world output is considerably heavier than is

their impact on employment. The relevant statistics for manufacturing
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Table 3 .- The impact of the MHNCs on the growth of output in manufacturing industries of eight countries,
1966-70

(Percent of MNC's share of aggregate sales growth)
United : United: Belgium- Wes

Industry France West Brazil : MexicoStates 1/ Kingdom: Luxembourg Germany

All manufacturing : :
industries---: 51: 63: 91: 27: 7: 12: 33: 4

Selected industries in which : :
MNC's accounted for 20 : :
percent or more :
aggregated sales growth: : : : : :

Food products - : 24 : - - : - : -

Paper and allied products--: 49 : 29 : - 35 : 25 : - : - : 40
Chemicals a . 72: 68 : 57: 80: -: -: 38: -
Rubber . 33 : 98 : ./112: 64: -: -: 52 : -
Nonelectrical machinery..--: 66 : 88 : ?/ ill : 45 : - - :74
Electrical machinery ---- 2/ 106 : 77 : 65 : 72 : - : - 28 : 88
Transportation equipment - 3T/ : 96 : ?/ 136 : - : - 27: 2/ 157 : 38
Textiles and apparel 28 : 46 : - : 49: -: - : -
Lumber, wood, and furniture-: 21 : 82 : - - : - : - : - -
Stone, clay, and glass-- 45 : 36 : 42 : - - : - : - : 47
Primary and fabricated : : :

metals --- - : - : - - : - : - : - : 89
Instrumentse t - -. 89 : /17 : /314: 45: 38: 37: -: -
Other manufacturing -- : 38 : 44 : 2/ 395: -: -: : 71: 2/188

I/ Data for U.S. MNC's (parent firms) cover only the sample of enterprises which reported in the Camerce
Department's 1970 survey.

2/ A figure greater than 100 indicates that non-MNC firms in this industry suffered a sales loss (or that
U.S. based MNC's acquired firms counted as non-MNC's in 1966), with the result that MNC sales rose by more,
in absolute terms, than did aggregate industry sales.

3/ Total sales declined slightly in this industry. MNC sales rose, increasing this share of the total fr
67 percent to 77 percent.

Source: Tables A-43 through A-57 in appendix to this chapter.

om
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industries in the Seven are pulled together in table 4 to demonstrate

this phenomenon. They show that, on average for the Seven, the MNCs

managed to generate 16 percent of total output using only 9 percent of

the total manufacturing labor force in 1966. By 1970, the gap had

narrowed only slightly in relative terms; in that year, they generated

20 percent of the ouput with only 12 percent of the employed labor.

These comparisons highlight the point that the heaviest incidence of

MNC activity abroad is in the high-technology, capital-intensive indus-

tries which employ relatively less labor and relatively more capital

per unit of output than does the general ran of manufacturing.

Average compensation paid by the MNCs

The best that can be said about the MNCs' influence on wage rates--

both internationally and within the labor markets of individual coun-

tries--is that it is "mixed." In some countries, the MNCs tend to

pay their labor somewhat more than the average for the industries in

which they operate; in other countries, they tend to pay a little less.

Moreover, there is virtually no evidence that the strong influence of

the MNCs in the major industrial countries has led to any trend toward

international equalization of wage rates.

Estimates of average hourly compensation (wages plus fringes)

for both the "all-firm" and MNC groups of employers in the eight key

countries and the 14 important industrial subsectors are presented in

table A-42 in the appendix to this chapter. These numbers are displayed

for analysis in Charts I and II on the following two pages, The cau-

tionary notes appended to the tables should be stressed. These figures--
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Table 4 .-- MNC shares of manufacturing employment and output in Seven
countries, 1966 and 1970

Country and Year

Canada:
1966 -----------------------------------
1970 --------------------------------

United Kingdom:
1966 -----------------------------------
1970------------------------------------

Be 1 gi urn- Luxembourg:
1966 -----------------------------------
1970 -----------------------------------

France:
1966 -----------------------------------
1970 -----------------------------------

West Germany:
1966 -----------------------------------
1970-----------------------------------

Brazil:
1966 ------------------------------------
1970 -----------------------------------

Mexico:
1966 -----------------------------------
1970-----------------------------------

Average for the seven:
1966 -----------------------------------
1970-----------------------------------

iNI. share
of

nployvment

IPercunt

35 :
34 :

6:
8:

7
I3

1
4

2
5

7
8

6
10

9
12

Sources: Tables A-19 and A-43 in appendix.

MNC share
of

sales

Percent

49

11
16

10
16

6
6

6
8

12
18

16
25

16
20

mill- |INM

C
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especially those relating to the MNCs--are. estimates of varying accu-

racy. They are sufficiently accurate to support the main points of

this discussion, but ought not be pushed much farther than that. i/

The usefulness of the estimates lies in their revelation of general

trends and tendencies, and for this purpose they are adequate.

Charts I and II are constructed to facilitate comparisons between

.1-firm wages and MNC wages. In cases where the two are equal in a

given industry and country, the plots for those observations will fall

on a 45-degree line emanating from the origin of the chart. Given

the range of error possible in the estimates, this "line of equality"

has been expanded to a band, which is bounded by the straight lines

shown on the charts. Plots which fall within this band should, in

general, be considered as denoting little or no significant differences

between all-firm and MNC wage levels.

Chart I compares all-firm and MNC wages in 1966. It shows a

definite pattern. The plots in the upper-right area all represent

industries in the United States. Most of them are near the upper

boundary or above the band, indicating clearly that the MNCs tend to

lead the rest of U.S. industry in compensation paid to employees. This

is not surprising. The MNCs tend, even in industries where concen-

tration ratios are low, to be the larger firms that are the industry

leaders. Moreover, they either are fully unionized or are willing to

1/ See cautionary notes appended to table A-42 in the appendix
to this chapter.
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pay their employees handsomely to keep the union movements outside

their doors. The non-MNC firms, on the other hand, tend to pull the

all-firm averages down. These are generally smaller companies with

fewer, less well-organized employees, and which in many cases cannot

come up with the operating results that, in the end, permit higher

wage payments. They also may tend to be the less technologically

advanced firms in their industries and to employ the less skilled

portion of the labor force.

Moving downward and to the left, the next important scattering

of plots--those within the band--displays the Canadian experience.

Next to the United States, Canada is the highest-wage country among

the Eight but, unlike in the United States, the MNCs clearly tend to

conform rather closely to wage-rate patterns prevailing North of the

border. They pay neither more nor less than their local counterparts,

but this may be a reflection of their dominance on the Canadian labor

scene. Inasmuch as they employ slightly over a third of the Canadian

industrial labor force, affiliates of U.S. firms may be the major

influence on the all-firm figures. Hence, the string of plots indicat-

ing virtual equality between MNC and all-firm wages is to be expected.

Continuing to move downward and to the left, the lower-wage

Canadian industries begin to merge with plots for the higher-wage

European industries, especially those for Germany. However, the

European experience is concentrated in the rather closely-packed

cluster appearing directly above the $2-per-hour mark on the all-firm

scale and horizontally aligned between the $1 and $2 marks on the

No-020 0 - 73 - 42
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MNC.scale. Because of the high degree of integration among the

European economies, international differences among wage rates for

the European industries tend to be small--hence the tight cluster--and

the MNCs fairly well match that pattern. Most of the plots for

Europe fall within the band signifying rough equality between all-firm

and MNC wages, but they do lie closer to the lower bound line than to

the upper one, and a few points appear outside and below the band.

The appropriate conclusion is that, indeed, the MNC affiliates in

Europe do not quite come up to the all-firm standard. On balance,

they tend to compensate their employees a little less generously than

do local employers.

The last cluster of plots, that located at the lower left of the

chart, represents the industries of Mexico and Brazil. Here, a tend-

ency for the MNCs to pay somewhat more than local employers is clearly

apparent, although the amounts of the differences probably are over-

stated to a greater or lesser degree in the estimates. The estimates

for Mexico and Brazil probably contain a greater potential error than

those for the other countries shown. Nevertheless, the clear pattern

showing higher MNC wages than all-firm wages in general almost certainly

reflects a true tendency in the data.

There are at least three reasons why this result for Mexico and

Brazil need not be especially surprising--one of them economic, the

other two simply factors inherent in the data. In these two countries,

as in the others of the Seven, most MNC activity tends to be concen-

trated in the high-technology industries. These industries make
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relatively strong demands for both skilled production manpower and tech-

nological manpower (scientists and engineers), both of which are

scarcer in these countries than in Europe or North America. To find

such manpower--and to hold it after hiring--the HNCs may be constrained

to offer somewhat higher wages and salaries than their competitors in

those countries.

A problem of measurement, more pronounced in countries like

Mexico and Brazil than in the advanced industrial countries, is that

the MNCs and indigenous firms may be operating in environments so

different as to distort comparisons. Many industries have two sectors,

one advanced and small, and one not-so-advanced and large, with the

MNCs operating in the former (perhaps paying only an accepted higher

average national wage for workers in that sector), and local firms

operating for the most part in the latter, low-wage sector which

drives down the average compensation figures estimated by the national

statisticians. A classic case is the automotive "industry" from which,

in national statistics, it is almost impossible to remove all the

small garages and repair shops that creep into the data--even though

it is inappropriate to compare wages paid in such establishments with

those found in sophisticated automobile factories.

Another problem of measurement arises from the distribution of

industrial activity within subsectors; it may be different for the

MNCs than for all firms. Many of the 14 subsectors considered here

are quite broadly defined. Several contain a number of smaller

branches, and it is entirely possible--in fact, likely--that the
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activity of the MNCs is more concentrated in the high-technology,

high-wage branches while the reverse is true for local firms. The

electrical machinery industry in Mexico offers an excellent example.

According to the estimates, the average wage for the industry as a

whole in Mexico in 1970 was $0.63 per hour.. Yet the MNC figure--

again, for the industry as a whole--appears to be radically higher,

at $1.10. However, in the separate branch encompassing electronic

components, radio, and television manufacturing, the figure for the

MNCa is only $0.76, much closer to the Mexican national average for

the entire electrical machinery industry. MNC activity in this

electronics branch in 1970 accounted for only about 13 percent of

total MNC sales in the electrical machinery industry ($480 million),

Three quarters of the rest of the overall industry sales arose in

another branch--heavy electrical machinery and equipment. It was the

higher average MNC wage in this latter branch which doubtlessly drove

up the INC average for the "electrical machinery" industry as a

whole. Local-firm concentration in the lower-wage branches (e.g.

light manufacturing such as household appliances and "miscellaneous"

assembly and manufacturing operations) affected the national average

wage for the sector as a whole in the opposite direction.

One additional and important point emerges from examination of

Chart I--and Chart II as well. It is clear that, when one is attempt-

ing to evaluate the "low wage" argument as an incentive for the move-

ment of capital abroad, the appropriate comparisons should include
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not only differences between national average wage levels in one couh-

try and those in another, but also, differences in wages that the MNCs

themselves actually pay. Largely because MNC wage scales in the

United States are so much higher than the national averages for each

industry, the charts show clearly that the international gaps in wage

costs per man for the MNCs are considerably wider than those imp'ied

by the national averages.

Chart II displays wage comparisons for 1970. It may be viewed

exactly as Chart I; the plots for the different countries and regions

fall into the same relative positions in both charts and, if anything,

the differences between MNC wages and all-firm wages observed in Chart

I were more strongly accentuated in the latter year. One other inter-

esting diffence between the two charts, however, is a perceptible

tendency in 1970 for the several plots to break out of clusters and

spread more uniformly--and more widely--across the chart. This is

graphic evidence that international tendencies toward wage equalization

certainly are not easily visible--if they are present at all.

Productivity in the MNCs

The productivity data for the MNCs -- as measured in terms of

sales per man for both all employees and production workers--tell an

interesting and surprising tale. They indicate that, as expected, the

MNCs are vastly more productive than other firms in host countries.

Also, however, the evidence shows-that, relative to productivity-levels

in the United States, the MNCs' operations abroad fall far behind
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the" average performance of U.S. industry and, indeed, far behind their

own performance at home. In the 1966-1970 period, there probably was

some improvement in MNC productivity levels abroad relative to output

per man in their plants at home, but relative to competing firms in

host countries, the MNCs only barely held their own in productivity

terms, and they may even have lost a little ground.

Data on sales per man in all manufacturing as well as in the 14

industries under study are displayed in tables A-64 through A-80 in

the appendix to this chapter. Tables A-81 through A-97 tabulate

sales per man for production workers only. For convenient reference,

the summary tables for "all manufacturing" are reproduced here in

the text as tables 5 and 6.

The figures for the entire manufacturing sector are fairly repre-

sentative of the individual country/industry combinations in the

detailed appendix tables. In each of the Seven, the all-employee

figures show the MNCs to have a significant productivity edge over

local firms; for all Seven countries, the average by which MNC sales

per man exceeded all-firm sales per man in 1966 was almost 50 percent.

There were substantial changes in the ratios in individual countries

(see column 3 of table 5), but in 1970 the average percentage differ-

ence was the same as it had been 4 years before. Relative to "all-

firm" standards, the MNCs showed improvements in Canada, the United

Kingdom, and Brazil, but lost some of their relative productivity

advantage in the other four countries: Belgium-Luxembourg, France,

Germany, and Mexico. Thus, the sizes of the gains in the first three
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-abie 5 •c i anufactu'inC: ,,cs ror I-:,, Ji. employeeL;;
,:,pa:'izc.n of all-f-irm and ,.1C Qana, 1966 and 1970

Value Value

Country and year : for for
all : MNC's

Dollars : Dollars
U,,t.d States:

1966------------ ------
-9[0---------

Ca:':2•:

1970 -----------------

United Kingdom:
1966- ----------------
1970 -----------------

Belgium-Luxembourg:
1966----------------
1970 --. -.-.-- ...--.----- :

France:
1966 ---- --------
1970 ---------- -

West Germany:
1966 ------------
1970 --------------------

Brazil:
1966-...-..------...-
1970 --------------

Mexico:
1966----------------
1970 --..-- ....--------- :

Average for the Seven
(excluding the U.S.) :

1966----------------
1970 -------------------- :

$28,551
33,138

20,206
26,630

9,960
10,954

9,350
14,841

12,122
17,146

11,509
16,46o

7,154
9,135

7,935
10,280

S 32,798

*. 26,583
: 37,405

: 11,223
: 19,930

: 15,297
: 19,539

: 18,927
25,219

: 16,674
: 22,054

: 10,250
: 13,648

14,925 :
16,261 :

-0

MNCs as MNCs
percent :as percent
of all : of U.S.
firms : MNC value

* 98 : 10
99 : 10

: 132: 9
: 114o: 11

: 113: 4
182: 6

: 1614: 5
132: 6

* 156. 6
* 147. 7

* 1145: 6
: 134: 6

:3

1143:
: 1149: 4

.188
158

149
1149

0
0

5
4

0
J.

5
0

8
7

0
7

7
2

54
50

58
67

V_ U.S. figures for MIC' s
as parents in 1970.

are based on the sample of firms which reported

Source: Tables A-i through A-16 for national all-firm figures; tables A-64
and A-65 for MNC figures.
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Table 6.--All manufacturing: Sales per production worker ; comparison
of all-firm and M4NC data, 1966 and 1970

: V=..uc : VClue :MN~e as : M~

all

----: 37,
44,'

-------------------: 2,
'- ------------- : 137,

14,

c.~?. J;.m x-------------------20

196--------------------15
97---------------------21,2

196------------. 8

" , v- "h 1

197013--------------------: 14,

-- - -- - -- - -- - - 2 0 9

196-------------------: 1,5

1970----------------------: 212,

AvragezoiheSee

1966------------------- ; 8

19 --- ,,. -- - -- - -- -"-li

.Me • ..... ; 13,.
190,06- - - - - - - - - - : 19,2

1970 ----------------- : 1

A/rage f

(exluin th .. : : 0

19.66 -- - - - - - - - - -: 1 ,

19T6 ---- ---- ---- ---- :
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countries were considerably larger than those of the losses in the

other four; otherwise, the averages among the Seven for the 2 years

would not have been virtually equal.

Column four of table 5 looks at the MNCs' performance abroad

relative to their own domestic performance in the United States. The

divergence is great. In 1966, the MNC affiliates operating manufac-

turing establishments in the Seven were, on average, only 58 percent

as productive in terms of sales per man as were parent firms in the

same industries in the United States. There was an improvement by

1970, when the comparable ratio was 67 percent. The improvement was

generalized across all of the countries considered, except Mexico.

The data on sales per production worker tell a slightly different

story (see table 6). On average, the MNCs showed a decline in pro-

duction-worker productivity relative to host-country firms over the

1966-70 period. However, their average net advantage over the all-

firm performance--which amounted to over 100 percent in 1966 and over

80 percent in 1970-was considerably greater than the 50 percent aver-

age advantage revealed by the all-employee measurements. Does this

imply that nonproduction workers of the NNCs pull productivity ratios

down? Not necessarily. The MNCs, on average, tend to employ more

nonproduction personnel than most foreign firms. U.S. companies are

famous for being top-heavy with management and scientific/techqological

manpower. However, the effect of these employees is to raise the all-

employee productivity ratios above the levels they would otherwise

reach-which is part of the explanation for the MNCs' significant
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advantage over local firms-and, more importantly, to increase the

productivity of production workers whose techniques and processes

are supposed to be rationalized by high-priced management and technical

talent.

Table 7 takes a more detailed look at the NNCs' productivity

history (based on all-employee data) from 1966 to 1970 in the 14 manu-

facturing subsectors of the Seven and in the United States. It shows,

first, that the MNCs' parent establishments generally either held

their own or gained slightly relative to all firms in their industries

in the United States. Moreover, counting up the country/industry

observations in the appendix tables which fall into various classes

of productivity performance, it shows 42 cases in which the MNC

affiliates gained relative to their parents' domestic operations, 30

in which there was no change, and only 16 cases of deterioration in

the relative position. Comparing the MNCs with their local competi-

tion in host countries, however, one finds 37 cases of productivity

improvement, 45 of deterioration in relative terms, and 10 with no

change. Thus, there were more "worse" cases than "better" ones.

These results are symmetrical with the all-manufacturing averages

already discussed.

Unit labor costs of the MNCs

The unit labor cost performance of the MNCs -- derived from the

interaction of sales (demand), labor costs, and productivity--helps

considerably to explain why the MNCs find production in foreign
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locations attractive. On the evidence that will be presented in this

section, the muCs demonstrate considerable ability to operate in most

countries with unit labor costs that are lower--much lower--than both

the costs of their local competitors and the costs of their parent

firms in the same industries in the United States. This is an import-

ant conclusion, and it requires careful exploration.

Table 8 presents the necessary summary information for all manu-

facturing. It is backed by detailed industry/country figures shown

in tables A-102 through A-118 in the appendix. The first point to be

noted from table 8 is that the MNCs (parent firms) are high-cost

producers relative to the average for manufacturing in the United

States. This is a carry-over of the high-wage evidence noted in an

earlier section (pp. 624 -5). In both 1966 and 1970, the MNCs, for their

domestic U.S. operations, showed unit labor costs approximately 35

percent higher than the average for U.S. manufacturing.

Secondly, in each of the Seven except Mexico and Brazil, the

WeCs' affiliate unit labor costs are lower--significantly lower--than

those shown for all firms in these countries. For the group of five

countries that excludes Mexico and Brazil, the average difference was

about 40 percent of the all-firm level in 1970; for all Seven countries

together, it was about 30 percent. At the same time, the MNCs' costs

in most countries were roughly equal to or slightly lower than the

all-firm average for domestic U.S. industries. In other words, the

MNCs abroad do not perform very much better, in unit labor cost terms,

thw. in the standard for performance in U.S. manufacturing.
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Table .-- An1 asnurut rintl Avrag• it labor costs;
comarison of all-firm and & )C data, 1966 and 1970
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On the other hanmd, the affiliated very handsomely out-perform

their parents. As the fourth column of table 8 shows, the affiliates'

unit labor costs in each of the Seven are substantially lower than

the parent-firm M4C values in both years. Moreover, the gap increased

over the 4 years from 1966 through 1970, except for West Germany,

Brazil, and Mexico. In 1966, costs in the Seven averaged some 70

percent of the U.S. parent-firm level; by 1970, this figure had dropped

to under 65 percent.

The scenario which unfolds from these data is a curious one.

It begins with the key observation that all-firm unit labor costs

abroad (i .e., in the Seven countries where the MNCs' have taken most

of their capital) are generally higher than in the United States,

except for Mexico and Brazil. It proceeds to the evidence that the

MNCs, operating at home, turn in a significantly poorer unit cost

record than other firms in U.S. manufacturing . This is due to their

higher wage levels, because, as. was shown in the section on produc-

tivity (pp. 629-34 ),their productivity record is. about as good as the

manufacturing average in the United States. Then, one sees the 4Cs'

moving abroad to capture a cost advantage--and that advantage turns

out to be little more than the domestic "standard" for the United

States. In the process, they obtain a significant advantage over

their foreign competition and over their own parent firms; but they

do no more than achieve a sort of "par" with non-MRC American firms

with which they compete in U.S. and foreign markets.
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The evidence can be presented graphically as well as in tabula-.

tions, with the advantage that more industrial det-il can be shown

conveniently. Charts III and IV display unit labor cost information

in the same format as that for the basic wage data in Charts I and II

in an earlier section (see pp. 622-623). For each of the 90-plus coun-

try/industry combinations in the eight-country-by- 1 4-industry data

set, unit labor costs of the MNCs are plotted against the all-firm

figure. Plots on the 45-degree line indicate equality between the

two figures; plots above it indicate an MNC value higher than the all-

firm one; and plots below and to the right of it indicate lower MNC

values. There is one difference from Charts I and II: the plots for

the United States are indicated by an "x" rather than a point, for

easy identification.

In Charts I and II, most of the plots fell along a line or band.

The correlation between MNC wage levels and all-firm levels was so

obvious thAt actual calculations of correlation coefficients would

have been superfluous. It was rather easy to pick out the plots for

different countries merely by observing their locations on the charts.

Charts III and IV (each of which covers one of the terminal years,

1966 for Chart III and 1970 for Chart IV), show no such relationship.

Trial calculations showed absolutely no associative connection between

the NNC and the all-firm unit cost figures. Furthermore, the scatters

for 1966 and 1970 appear almost identically diffuse; there is no ground

for concluding that the MNCs had any effect of significance on local,

all-firm unit cost changes anywhere over the 4-year period. The
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* levelling influence of the ?NCs is absent.

The charts verify the story revealed by the more aggregated

figures of table 8. Note first that the vast majority of the non-U.S.

plots are below the 45-degree line, indicating, as the previous tabu-

lations of averages also showed, that the MNCs' unit costs generally

are well below the all-firm figures. Secondly, most of the plots fall

within the range of $0.10 to $0.30 per dollar of sales on the vertical

MNC scale. This suggests a fairly uniform performance by the MNCs ,

regardless of country or industry. Moreover, it is the same range as

that for most of the U.S. plots, viewed upward from the all-firm scale,

which is a complicated way of verifying that the previously-discussed

averages showing the MNC performance abroad to be roughly comparable

to the all-firm performance in the United States correctly represent

the experience of most MNCs in individual industries and countries.

Summary of Part B

The preceding sections have looked at the principal relationships

which affect unit labor costs, and at how the MNCs behave with respect

to each of them. They have shown that the MNCs, operating abroad in

the Seven countries that absorb the bulk of their direct investment

capital and account for the bulk of their affiliates', sales and employ-

ment, have a significant effect on levels of both employment and out-

put (sales) in the manufacturing industries of the host countries.

Because of their productivity edge relative to local firms, their

effect on sales is greater than their effect on employment. They
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account for a large (20 percent) share of total sales, but only a

smaller--but still important--share of employment. In the United

States, the MNCs, as employers and generators of output, are preemi-

nent. They are the country's industrial leaders.

In all eight countries, the MNCs tend to conform fairly closely

to local standards of labor compensation, with some variations. In

the United States, they are far and away the most generous relative

to all-firm standards. In Canada, their conformity with national

compensation standards is very close, probably because the MNCs so

heavily influence Canadian industry that they themselves set the

national standards. Canada is the highest-wage country of the group

under study, next to the United States. In Europe, the MNCs tend,

on balance, to pay their labor slightly less than the local-firm aver-

age The five European countries in the group of Seven studied here--

the United Kingdom, Belgium-Luxembourg, West Germany, and France--

show a tight bunching of wage levels, both for all firms and for the

MNCs; wages in the United Kingdom tend towards the bottom of the

European scale. Finally, in the two LDCs of the sample wage levels

in manufacturing tend, of course, to be much lower than in the other

countries of North America and Europe. Here, the evidence seems to

suggest that the MNCs pay, on average, somewhat more than their local

counterparts.

The productivity performance of the MNCs in host countries (as

measured by sales per worker) is much superior to that of local firms

in each of the Seven. It also is much inferior to that of the MNCs
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parent firms in similar industries in the United States. This is

equivalent to stating that it is inferior to all-firm productivity

standards in the United States, because the parent-firm MNCs show

roughly the same productivity as is the average in U.S. industry.

Several factors--employment and output levels, wages and salaries,

a~d productivity--mix and have their separate effects on unit labor

ts. These are the key figures to be used in evaluating the NNCst

performance at home and abroad. Leaving the MNCs aside for the

mement, all-firm data for the United States show unit labor costs to

be generally lower than in the Seven, except for Mexico and Brazil.

This is a direct consequence of the U.S. worker's greater productivity

edge, which is not quite offset by higher wages than those paid in

Canada and Europe. However, the MNCs, in their U.S. operations,

show unit labor costs about 35 percent higher than those for manufac-

turing firms in general. In these high-wage companies, the produc-

tivity edge is fully offset, so that the MNCs' U.S. operations show

unit labor costs roughly equal to those for all firms in Canada and

Europe. Operating abroad, the MNCs turn in a unit cost performance

that is better than that of host-country firms and better than their

own performance in the United States. In the end, it turns out that

they manage little more abroad than to attain parity with all-firm

unit cost standards prevailing in the manufacturing sector of the

U.S. economy.
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Part C. The Impact of the MNCs on U.S. Labor: Job
Creation vs. Job Destruction

Spokesman for U.S. labor have contended that the multinational

corporations displace U.S. employment by locating production overseas

through foreign direct investment. The analysis which follows is an

attempt to evaluate the actual impact of the MNCs on U.S. labor in

terms of the number of jobs lost or gained, at the finest possible

level of industry detail.

It is important to note in the very beginning that this estimate

of net impact on U.S. labor is a hypothetical result derived from

conditions best expressed as "what would have happened" if the MNCs

had not taken their capital abroad. Therefore, the reader must devote

particular attention to the assumptions underlying the argument. The

conclusion one chooses depends exclusively on the particular assumptions

adopted at the outset. In this exercise, one cannot "measure;" he can

only decide what seems to be the most reasonable way of looking at

the world, thence proceeding to estimate what that view implies.

Methodology

The principal difficulty in formulating the hypothetical construct,

"what would have happened," is the inability to specify quantitatively

the dynamic conditions which should be considered. Knowledge of these

dynamic factors is necessary to assure the authenticity of this hypo-

thetical world, so that legitimate comparisons can be made between it

and the real world circa 1970. The most direct way of providing a basis
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for such comparisons uas to frame postulates in a way that provides

reasonable boundaries within which the analysis could be conducted.

This task is accomplished by formulating sets of assumptions which

are both reasonable and self-evident to the reader, so that no ambi-

guity or confusion arises. The assumptions also have authoritative

precedent in this line of research. V/
The limits or boundaries imposed on the hypothetical world depend

on what effect 'foreign direct investment exerts on the investment

behavior of both the host and home countries. There are two possible

extremes: the foreign direct investment can be treated as an addition

to the host country's domestic investment and a reduction in domestic

investment; g/ or the foreign investment can be viewed as exerting

no effect on either country's domestic investment. I/ In addition,

a third situation is possible, which results in a net addition to world

capital formation. The foreign direct investment in this situation

increases the host country's domestic investment but no fall in home

investment takes place. _/

1/ See Overseas Manufacturtng Investment and the Balance of Payments;
G. C. Hufbauer and F. M. Adler, Tax Policy Research Study Number One,
U-.S. Treasury Department, 1968• Washington, D.C.; and Effects of United
Kingdom Direct Investment Overseas; Interim and Final Reports; W. B.
Reddaway, J. 0. N. Perkins, S. J. Potter, and C. T. Taylor, 1967 and
.1968, Cambridge University Press.

2/ This is the classical approach, to use Hufbauer and Adler termi-
nology, and it implies a net change in vorld investment of zero.
3/ Hufbauer and Adler call this the reverse classical effect.

This is the anticlassical construct.
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Since the question of assumptions is so important, the possible

alternatives ought to be restated in different language, for the sake

of clarity. Basically, there are two extremes to choose from, plus

a middle ground. Option One loads the argument heavily in favor of

the MNCs' critics. It says that, when a foreign direct investment

takes place, investment at home drops absolutely and host-country

investment increases absolutely; one country's investment falls, the

other's rises. If the MNC had not made the investment, nobody else

would have. The foreign investment substitutes directly for a domestic

one that was not made. Option Two loads the argument the other way.

It says that foreign investment causes no fall in domestic investment

at home, while it does substitute for domestic investment in the host

country. Investment is unchanged in both places. Note that the invest-

ment substitutes for one that the foreigner would have made. This

opens up the possibility of foreigners' competitive investment in the

absence of the MNCs. If this were the case, then there would be no

"Job impact" to analyze, except for a positive one. Any negative

effect that might be attributed to the MNCs is assumed away by allowing

the foreigner to take the MNCs' place and responsibility.

Option Three is in between One and Two but, in its effects on the

estimates to be presented here, it is somewhat closer to One than to

Two. It is the one that will be adopted as the starting point of this

presentation, so it needs to be taken apart rigorously. It is close

to Option One in the sense that it presumes no substitution in the host

country. Host country investment rises absolutely, and it would not
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have done so, had the MNC not come along. It is assumed with finality

that no foreigner would have made the investment abroad; therefore,

none of the potential bad effects of MNC investment are assumed away

by putting the onus on the foreigner. On the other hand, Option Three

does not assume an absolute drop in domestic investment in the home

ccux.try of the MNC. It says that investment there is unchanged.

It is assumed, under Option Three, that direct investment in

the host country generates a net increase in the host country's total

investment. Various arguments in favor of this assumption are: That

the investment takes place in productive facilities that native firms

or third country firms are unwilling or otherwise unable themselves

to put in place; that the presence of the U.S. multinational does not

deter any other form of local investment; and/or that the local govern-

ment does not take any neutralizing steps in the face of this autono-

mous increase in doemstic investment, but rather welcomes any such

augmentation of its capital stock.

All of these arguments describe host country conditions in much

of the real world. So long as the arguments are plausible enough to

prevent outright rejection of the assumption, the primary reason for

its selection is as follows: If one postulated that all the accumu-

lated MNC direct investment never took place, then there would be no

substitute output by native or third country firms to take its place.

In addition, it is assumed in this hypothetical world that U.S. exports

can entirely replace this lost production. These assumptions will

provide a basis on which to estimate the maximum displacement of U.S.

jobs, the limit or boundary on net impact discussed earlier.
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To complete the case, one must consider also the impact on the

home or investing country. It is assumed that foreign direct invest-

ment does not displace U.S. domestic investment. One could justify

this assumption by saying that monetary and fiscal policies operating

to achieve "full employment" tend to be largely successful in the long

run, I/ and/or that foreign investment only reduces idle corporate cash

balances such that only American dissaving is involved. ?/ Therefore,

the investment abroad has no effect on domestic investment in the

United States--or at least not a permanent one.

There also are empirical justifications for positing that an ab-

solute drop in U.S. domestic investment does not result from the MNCs

direct investment abroad, so that one can safely assume a zero net ef.-

fect on domestic investment when the foreign investment takes place.

This study is concerned primarily with the period after 1965. This was

a period of high and rising rates of foreign direct investment by U.S.

firms. It also was a period in which the United States went through a

domestic investment boom--a boom sparked by the very group of firms

which was also investing so heavily abroad--that ended only in the re-

cessionary period of 1970. One could argue that, if the foreign invest-

ment had not taken place, the boom at home would have been even bigger,

but that is a weak argument in the face of evidence that high rates of

I/ Monetary and fiscal policy must contend with cyclical and secular
changes in the economy. In a contractionary period when policy attempts
to bolster sagging investment at home, it is dubious that curtailed for-
eign investment would become domestic investment. See Reddaway, Appen-
dix C, The Macro-Economic Assumptions, Interim Report, pp. 165-175.
?/ See Hufbauer and Adler, Overseas Manufacturing Investment, pp. 52-

55, which is a development of H.G. Johnson's "The Transfer Problem and
Exchange Stability," Journal of Political Economy, June 1956." The impli
cations of capital financing abroad within the confines of the anticlas-
sical model are ignored for the present.
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foreign and domestic investment seem to go together--including the

evidence presented in chapter III (p. 328 ), which demonstrated

clearly that industries in which MNC investment abroad is high also

are industries which are heavy domestic investors. 1/

To sum up, the principal assumptions with which the analysis

begins can bear one :more restatement, they are:

(1) The MNCs' foreign investment increases the capital

stock of the host country. It does not substitute for an investment

a foreigner would have made, and the foreigner would nbt have made it

in the MNCs' absence;

(2) Domestic. investment in the U.S. is not reduced by the

MNCs-' foreign investment; and

(3) U.S. exports could have substituted completely for

affiliates' production abroad.

One other point has to be added. Fairness in this analysis

dictates that the employment effects of investment in the IUnted States

by foreign-owned MNCs be included. This is done, under assumptions

which are exactly symmetrical with those applied to the actiVity of

the U.S.-owned MNCs.

It now is possible to proceed to the first--and most pessimistic--

estimate of the impact of MNC activity on U.S. employment. Call it

Case 1.

-/ Examples have appeared in recent years of plant closiiigs attributed
to shifts of production.. abroad by MNCs. The assumption made here does
not deny that thaae occW1.1t denies that they are the general rule,
across the entire spectrum of industry that is here being considered,
and it denies that, when they do occur, they produce a permanent, net
decline in domestic investment.
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Impact on U. S. emPloyment-.-Casel1~

It has been assumed that American exports are able to substitute

completely for the affiliates' production abroad. There are no competi-

tive exports from third countries to these newly opened markets and

U.S. industry suffers from no competitive disadvantages in any of the

various subsectors of manufacturing. Column 1 of table 9 is an esti-

mate of the number of American jobs that would be required to produce

these exports. Therefore, it is an estimate of the maximum gross job

loss that can be attributed to all previous direct investment, given

the nature of the assumptions.

Against this maximum gross job loss calculation, however, it is

necessary to contrast a number of employment gains that can be estab-

lished as having occurred as a direct result of MNC foreign direct

investment operations. These are shown as deductions from the gross

loss figure in columns two through five of table 9. They are des-

cribed in more detail in the following paragraphs.

A multinational corporation must maintain a home office staff

to direct the various affiliates. The sizes of these staffs, and the

degrees to which affiliates are closely controlled or allowed relative

autonomy, vary greatly. They depend on the peculiar hierarchies and

policies of particular companies. Therefore, no estimate can be made

of this staff without going directly to the companies themselves. A

1/ Full descriptions of the methods employed to derive the figures
shown in this section are contained in a methodological appendix to
this chapter (pp. 809 through 817 ).



Table 9.-Eatization of net .mployment impact: Case 1, 1970

(Colums 1 through 6 show numbers of employees)

:: Offsets to potential .pos losm
:*: :__ __ :Ratio of

Potential effectt of :Incom effect: oet :net sweet
Industry Gross Job .C exports : of direct :t5.8. lCP : Impact to gross

loss :Headqurte2':to affiliates: Investment : Ewt of : (6) : lossC() employment abroad abroad-' : i mc" : (7): : (2) : (3) : W)

aufcui -2,379,.400 : 140,200 286,600 : 34,.40 : 621,200 : -lT,000 : 0.55
-99,700 : 1,700 6.100 : 1,000 : 77,900 - 13,000 : 0.13

Grain min products -10,600 : 300 : 1.000 :100 300 -4,.900 : 0.84
Sam0-18,00 300 : 1,.00 : 0 : 1T500: 4500 -0.03
VlAsellaneou and co ,inatioas -70,900 1,100 : 4,000 : 900 : 60,100 : -4,600 : 0.07
qwr and allied products : -66,800 : 4,400 : T,000 : 900 : 31,900 -22,600 -0.34

-20o4600 : 16,900 : 20,500 : 2,200 : 151,700 -13,300 : O.0T
ruw: -50,200 T,600 : 6,200 :200 : 1,00 -21,000 : 0.12

Soaps and cosmetics: -27,900 : 300 : 800 : 100 : ol.8, 311,900 0-43
Industrial organic and lnor rgaaci: -33,600 : 8,1400 : 11,500 1,000 : h3v00 +30,100 : -0.90
Plastics materials : -52,300 300 : 700 :600 : 26900 -4M3,00 : O.46
maeslloneoium and oobinations : -40,600 : 300 : 1,300 : 300 : 51,800 : 13.100 : -0.32
a - -77,800 : 5.200 : 1.900 :500 : 6,300 -63900 : 0.82

1UW7 sai fabricated metals L•-: -218,700 37,700 : 16,300 : 4,000 : 94,300 : -"941. : 0.30
PrIm 1_/ -39,800 : 5,200 : 4,000 : 1,600 : 37,100 : 48,.00 : -0.21
Fabricated, exc•uding aluminun copper and brass : -143.300 : 17,200 : 5,200 : 1,900 : 39,600 : -99"400 : 0.69
Priary and fabricated aluminum m : -35,300 : 11,000 : 4,700 : 300 : 20.800 : +1.500 : -0.014
Miscellaneous metal products -/ -300 : 4,300 : 2,000 : 200 : 16,500 : +22,700 : -75.67

uAcInery, except electrical-- -355,700 : 27,900 : 84,600 : 8,900 : 50,200 : -184,100 : 0.52
Yam machinery and equim nt- -- : -25,600 : 3,800 : 8,100 : 500 : it,800 : -81.00 : 0.33
Inftntrl'L machineryan eqidpmnt : -141,000 : 1T,300 : 21,500 : ,4w00 : 15,600 : -82,200 : 0.58
Office Ra "ian• : -44,900 : 1,300 : 22,700 : 00 : 9,500 : -11.200 : 0.25

electronic computing equimeu: -81,800 : 3,,400 : 24,700 : 1.800 : 4,000 : -1T.790 : 0.59
MIseel.aimo nonelectrical macbinery : -62,400 : 2,100 : 7,600 : 2,100 : 16,200 : -34,400 : 0.55
ectrical machinery -343,o00 : 12,700 : 31,300 : 4,000 : 63,400 : -232,000 : 0.68

oumsebold ap plli ae s : -141,800 : 1,900 : 1,400 : 300 15,200 : -23,000 : 0.55
Electrical equipment and apparatus : -90,300 : 3,500 : 13,200 : 1,200 10,600 : -61,800 : o.68
Electronic components, radio and T.V. : -117,900 = 4,000 : 14,400 : 2,100 : 33,700 : -.63,700 : 0.51.
Assce11aneous electrical machinery -93,400 3,300 : 2,300 : 400 3,900 : -83,500 : 0.9

.arsprtation eqnipmsn -388,200 8,800 : 79,400 : 6,100 : 20t100 : -273.800 : 0.71
=t1les and amael : -84,600 2,500 : 1,900 : 1,000 : 0,800 : -38,400 : 0.15
Wber, wood, and fuitt-s- : -56,100 : 3,000 : 2,300 700 : 23,00 : -26,700 0.18
lating and p u b lis h i n g - : -24,200 : 1,200 : 2,1400 : TO0 1,600 : -15,300 : 0.63
.one, clAy, and glass - -66,400 : 3,300 : 2,700 : 700 : ,200 : -43,9500 0.66
asnn-t-t s - : -91,500 : 5,500 : 23,300 : 1,600 10,100 : -51,000 : 0.56
.SCe9llaneos manufacturing, ordnance, leather, tobacco -: -301,700 : 9,140 : 6,900 : 2,100 : 30,330 : -253,000 : 0.81

Elues SIC 333 (Prmay ~Smelting and Refining of Non-ferrous Metals) Vhen relatd to mining operations In same country.

Sousces: Based on data from U.S. Department of Comierce, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
rvOs. See odolocal appendix to this chapter.

International Investment Division, and U.S. Tariff Comi-sioc
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telephone survey was conducted to determine the sizes of home office

staffs, the existence of whose jobs depended upon production facili-

ties abroad. Particular care was directed to exclude any staff in

support of domestic export operations. These jobs are jobs gained

by foreign direct investment and must be deducted from the gross job

loss. Their numbers are listed in column 2 of the table.

Production overseas generates exports from the Untted*States.

Setting up production abroad requires machinery and related equipment,

some proportion of which is exported from the United States. A more

constant factor is the export of raw materials and intermediate goods.

These exports to affiliates generate domestic employment which consti-

tutes another offset to the gross job loss from production abroad.

Estimates of its size appear in column 3 of table 9.

There is an additional export effect which must be considered.

Under the assumptions employed, foreign direct investment is an addi-

tion to the host country's domestic investment. It therefore generates

an income effect felt throughout the rest of the host economy. An

estimate of the total increase in income attributable to the original

investment permits an estimate of the host-country imports attribut-

able to this income. A certain portion of these imports would be

imports from the United States. Again, U.S. jobs can be tied to these

exports and must be deducted from the gross job loss, as shown in

column 4 of the table.

The size of the gross job loss is dependent largely on the assump-

tions of our hypothetical world. The job gains are dependent on the
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real world in which a given amount of U.S. foreign direct investment

controlled by U.S. multinational corporations has taken place. To

describe completely these real-world job gains, an inward flow of

direct investment from abroad must be acknowledged and its effects

studied.

Foreign multinational corporations have made substantial direct

investments in the United States. A complete picture of the multi-

national corporation employment situation should include the jobs

attributable to the production of U.S. affiliates of these foreign

corporations. However, care must be taken to apply to foreign inves-

tors in the United States the same regimen of assumptions as that to

which U.S. direct investors abroad are subjected in the analysis.

Strictly speaking, this amounts to a subtraction from actual U.S.

employment of the number of jobs created in the United States by

foreign-owned MNCs, because the analysis runs in terms of what would

have happened if the investment had not taken place. The "Gross Job

Loss" estimates in column 1 of table 9 essentially measure the number

of jobs in the U.S. that would-have been gained in the United States

if the U.S.-based MNCs had not invested abroad. Therefore, the

effect of considering the impact of foreigners' investments in the

U.S. would be a reduction of the column 1 figures, because it is

really an estimate of the number of U.S. jobs that would have been

lost if the foreign-based ?NCs had not invested in the United States.

Reflecting these considerations, the estimated numbers of U.S. jobs

accounted for by foreign direct investors in U.S. manufacturing
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industries are listed in column 5 as a separate group of offsets to

the column 1 figures.

The hypothetical net impact on U.S. labor of overseas direct

investment--equal to the gross loss (column 1) minus the sum of the

gains (columns 2 through 5)--is calculated in column 6 of the table.

This is an estimate of the maximum job loss that could have occurred.

It is the most pessimistic possible conclusion so far as U.S. employ-

ment is concerned. Even under the stringent assumptions which gener-

ate it, the net effect for all manufacturing turns out to be only

about half as large as the original gross job loss hypothesized--l.3

million as against 2.4 million jobs.

There are important differences in net effects among the various

subsectors and branches of manufacturing. Among the 14 subsectors

which correspond to the two-digit level of the SIC (Standard Industrial

Classification) code, Transportation E ipment was the largest contri-

butor to the net loss shown, to the tune of almost 274,000 jobs.

"Other" Manufacturing (ordnance, leather, tobacco, and miscellaneous

manufacturing) followed with 253,000; Electrical Machinery with 232,000;

Nonelectrical Machinery with 184,000; and Metals with 66,000. At the

other end of the spectrum, subsectors showing the smallest contribu-

tions to the overall net employment loss wer: Food Processing and

Chemicals with 13,000 each; and Printing and Publishing with 15,000.

The net impact calculations contain some results at the more

disaggregated "branch" levels that are immediately apparent rind pos-

sibly surprising. These are in Beverages, Industrial Chemi cals,
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"Miscellaneous" Chemical Production, I/ Primary Metals, Primary and

Fabricated Aluminum, and Miscellaneous, Primary and Fabricated Metals. 2/

In these industries, the net employment effect is positive. In all

others, the effect was negative--i.e., the Job gains due to both U.S.

and foreign multinationals were not sufficient to overcome the assumed

gross job loss.

One result of the estimates that should be highlighted is that

they are heavily influenced by the impact of foreign-base'1 MNCs on

U.S. domestic employment. At the all-manufacturing level, the foreign

MNCs account for over 57 percent of the 1.08 million U.S. Jobs esti-

mated as gains in employment which offset the gross losses in column

1. This offset by foreigners' employment of U.S. workers is not

uniform across industries, however. Some 70 percent of the foreigners'

U.S. employment--437,500 Jobs--is concentrated in five industries:

Chemicals, Metals, Food Products, Electrical Machinery, and Non-Elec-

trical Machinery.

To facilitate orderly analysis of the various net effects at the

detailed industry levels, the results are arranged by rank. in table

10. Column 1 of that table is a ranking of all branches from the
0

largest positive net effect to the largest negative net effect. It

I/TPaints, Varnishes, Lacquers, Enamels, and Allied Products (SIC
Code 285); Gum and Wood Chemicals (SIC Code 286); Agricultural Chemicals
(SIC Code 287); and Miscellaneous Chemical Products (SIC Code 289).

2/ Primary Smelting and Refining of Copper (SIC Code 3331); Rolling,
Drawing, and Extruding of Copper and Aluminum (SIC Codes 3351 and 3352);
Aluminum Castings (SIC Code 3361); and Brass, Bronze, Copper, Copper
Base Alloy Castings (SIC Code 3362).
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Table 10:-- Ranking of sectors at lowest possible division

Rank by Riank by
Industry Sectors Net Ratio

.... ..._ _ _ _ _ Impact l/ l

Industrial chemicals 1 2
Miscellaneous primary & fabricated metals 2 1
Miscellaneous chemicals & combination firms 1/ 3 3
Primary metals, except aluminum_ 4 4
Primary and fabricated aluminum 5 5
Beverages 6 6
Miscellaneous food products & combination firms ,/ 7 7
Farm machinery and equipment 8 9
Grain mill products 9 28
Office machines 10 8
Soaps and cosmetics 11 12
Printing and Publishing 12 22
Drugs 13 11
Paper and allied products 14 10
Household appliances 15 18
Plastics materials 16 14
Lumber, wood products, and furniture 17 15
Miscellaneous non-electrical machinery 18 17
Textiles and apparel 19 13
Stone, clay, and glass products 20 23
Electronic computing equipment 21 21
Instruments 22 19
Electrical equipment and apparatus 23 24
Electronic components, radio, and T.V. 24 16
Rubber 25 27 @
Industrial machinery and equipment 26 &0
Miscellaneous electrical machinery 27 30 k
Fabricated metals, except aluminum, copperbrass 28 25
Miscellaneous manufacturing 29 29
Transportation Equipment 30 26

I_/ bank by size of' net impact as shown in column 6 of table 9, from
largest positive value to largest negative value.

2/ Rank by ratio of net impact to gross loss as shown in column 7 of
table 9, from lowest to highest values.

•/ "Combination firms" are those which manufacture several lines
within a broad product category.
Excludes SIC 333 (primary smelting and refining of non-ferrous
metals) whien related to mining operations in same country.

Source: Table 9

V9 (20 0 -75 44
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permits a determination of the relative contribution of each industrial

branch to the total employment displacement.

This ranking by absolute net impact gives a general idea of how

the Eectors affect the total net employment attributable to the MNCs,

but the approach is deficient on several counts for an examination of

how tho i. ilvidual sectors are affected. An examination of this type

ir. rorj• uJ nrly obscured by ranking according to absolute size, which

, •iaiJy that large firms or sectors have large employment effects.

Moreover, this ranking indicates nothing about what changes have

occurred to give rise to the net employment effect; it merely presents

an end result. These defects can be demonstrated by a few examples.

Consider the Farm Machinery and Grain Mill Products industries

as they appear in table 9. Their net impacts are very similar, minus

8,400 jobs versus minus 8,900 Jobs. However, Farm Machinery leads off

with an imputed gross Job loss of almost 26,000, whereas Grain Mill

Products began with only about 11,000 Jobs in its column 1 entry. FVcn

though the end results were approximately the same with respective

rankings of 8 and 9 (table 10), the difference in Jobs lost at the

iltial gross level is greater than at the net impact level. This

difference between gross and net is a result of differing sizes of

Job gains attributable to the MNCs in each case.

A more obvious discrepancy appears when Grain Mill Products are

compared with Office Machines. In the rankings, Grain Mill Products

are ninth and Office Machines tenth, but the initial gross loss of

the farmer is less than a fourth of the gross loss of the latter.
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There are very few job gains in Grain Mill Products due to the MNC

effect, and its fairly high ranking is due more to its relatively small

size than to any other factor. This information is lost by Just pre-

senting a ranking by the end result.

The reverse of Grain Mill Products is the case of Industrial

Machinery with gross loss 141 thousand, net impact 82 thousand, and

rank 26. It can be contrasted with miscellaneous Electrical Machinery,

gross loss 93 thousand, net loss 84 thousand, and rank 27. The job

gains in Industrial Machinery are much greater than in miscellaneous

Electrical Machinery, and the rank of 26 ignores this completely.

This is a case of a relatively large sector being ranked relatively

low due more to size than any other factor, although its performance

in terms of job gains is indeed significant.

In summary, the most logical first choice of the presentation

of results, that of absolute net job impact, is not entirely suitable.

The net job losses are indeed meaningful but this presentation obscures

too much useful information involving those changes that generate the

net impact--job gains that arise due to the modus operandi of the MNC.

The effect of these lob gains also can be simply described in

the form of a ratio. This is presented in column 7, table 9; it is

calculated as the ratio of net Job impact to hypothetical gross job

loss. This ratio in its turn is unable to sunmarize all of the rele-

vant information, but must be considered in conjunction with the

absolute net impact.
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Some introductory examples may help to clarify what this ratio

describes. If an industrial branch has no job gains to offset the

gross job loss, then the ratio reaches a limiting value of one. This

limit is theoretically impossible due to the income effect and the

requirement of some overhead personnel, necessary by definition to

run a multinational corporation. Depending on the particular industry,

more and more job gains offset that industry's gross loss. If the

gains completely offset the loss, the resulting ratio is zero. There-

fore, one can obtain a ranking for each industry within the range. of

zero to one. I/ Relative comparisons can be made among industries,

as a lceer number indicates a more important job creating effect.

This approach also tends to reduce the effect of industry size which

earlier affected the absolute net impact series. Now each industry

is considered solely on its ability to recoup jobs, with less emphasis

on relative size.

The new ratio appears in column 7 of table 9, and the industries

are ranked by values of the ratio (from lowest to highest) in column

2 of table 10. The problems uncovered in the column 1 rankings of

table 9 now can be examined in light of the new ratios and their

rankings. Recall that Farm Machinery and Grain Mill Products were

il In those nases where the net impact is positive, a separate rank-
ing is used. Since the ability of job gains to offset losses is at
issue, this group must be superior to the former group and concern is
only with ranking within the group. The total job gain is divided by
the loss, which results ;in a ratio greater than one that should be
ranked in ascending order instead of descending order.
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ranked approximately the some (8 and 9) in column 1 because of the

similarity of end results in terms of absolute net impact. Now it can

be seen that Farm Machinery (ratio 0.33) has an almost unchanged rank

of 9 in column 2--while Grain Mill Products (ratio 0.84) falls in

rank from 9th in column 1 to 28th in column 2. Among other industries,

Printing and Publishing falls from 12th to 22nd; Industrial Machinery

moves up from 26th to 20th; and Miscellaneous Electrical Machinery

falls from 27th to 30th. Electronic Components, Radio and TV increases

in rank from 24th to 16th; and Textiles and Apparel moves up from 19th

to 13th.

The Miscellaneous Metals ratio (-75.67) is so far out of line with

the others that some explanation is in order. The primary difficulty

with this sector is in the conflict between the manner of reporting

by the companies and the SIC classification system which underlies

the schedule of industries used here. When mining, smelting, and

refining all occur in the same country, SIC 333 (Primary Smelting and

Refining of Nonferrous Metals) is taken out of the manufacturing

scheme and moved up into mining. This throws off the calculation of

net impact to an unknown extent in the direction of overstating the

job gains because the data on job gains could not be so divided. If

the job impact were calculated for all sectors outside manufacturing,

there would tend to be a cancelling out of this effect in the aggre-

gate results but this approach was not attempted.

The presentation and analysis of the Case 1 employment-impact

estimates now can be summarized. For a hypothetically constructed
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world in which any substitution of foreign-owned production facilities

for those of the MNCs is assumed away as "what would not have happened"

if the MNCs had not invested abroad, estimates of gross job losses and

net job impacts on industries and subindustries have been calculated.

For all manufacturing, the gross job losses by 1970 were estimated

at 2.4 million, whereas the net impact was only 1.3 million jobs.

Among different industries, the amounts by which job gains generated

by MNC operations are able to offset the gross losses vary quite

considerably. Some industries successfully create almost as many

jobs as the gross loss figures show in the other direction; others

do more poorly in this respect.

Two different methods of ranking the industries were presented.

It was shown that the ratio of net job impact to gross job loss con-

tained valuable information that was lost by consideration of the

size of the net impact alone. This was demonstrated by the shifts that

took place in the relative positions of various industries in the

respective ranking schemes.

Job impact estimates--Case 2

The net impact in table 9 is calculated on the assumption that

no substitution in production abroad would occur if this production

was reduced. That this is not the case is generally accepted--it is

more a question of degree. In developed areas such as Western Europe,

highly competitive local industry may possess the potential to step

into any position relinquished by a U.S. ?NC. In developing nations
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which do their best to encourage capital inflows through tax and tariff

policies, third-country NNCs certainly are encouraged to step into any

profitable gaps created by U.S. firms' withdrawal or absence. This

potential ability of host country and third country firms to provide

the production of goods now supplied by U.S. MNCs could have been

treated as completely the reverse of its treatment in Case 1. It would

have been merely a matter of different assumptions--100 percent Rub-

stitution instead of 0 percent substitution. In the case of complete

substitution, the net impact would be positive in every case and would

be equal to the job gains due to NNC operations--the sum of columns

2 through 4 in table 9, or a total of 461,200 jobs. I/ This estimation

appears in the context of the Case 1 approach, but additional informa-

tion as to the maximum limit of job loss is presented. Therefore, it

was considered worthwhile to approach the subject in the manner fol-

lowed, which generates plausible estimates under both assumptions--a

net loss" of 1.3 million jobs versus a net gain of 0.5 million.

It has proved impossible to determine what rate of substitution

would take place. Even the newly available data on U.S. MNC activi-

ties do not provide a means of tackling this problem. The situation

will vary from country to country and depend on a combination of fac-

tors that are both unmeasurable from a data standpoint and require

I/ Jobs provided by foreign MNCs in the U.,s. (column 5) cannot be
included here because, with 100 percent substitution, all of them
would have been provided by U.S. employers. Therefore, the foreign
MNCs' presence makes no difference under the new assumption.
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assumption@ about policy variables that would vitiate any creditable

data that could be assembled. Therefore, the only alternative at this

point is to indicate the potential effects of substitution in produc-

tion both In the U.S. and abroad. This exercise will demonstrate the

additional usefulness of the net-impact-to-sross-loss ratio because,

as the possibility of substitution abroad increases, those sectors

with low ratios will generate positive Job balances with relatively

less fractional substitution abroad.

If the assumption is relaxed that no foreign firms will take

advantage of the production opportunities whose potential has been

demonstrated by U.S.-owned affiliates, then whatever portion. of affili-

ate production that would have been lost through substitution abroad

cannot be considered a potential Job loss attributable to U.S. direct

investment. Only that fraction of affiliate production that would not

be substituted for by local production can be described as a potential

Job loss and contrasted with the Job gains associated with the full

amount of direct investment that currently takes place. (U.S. exports

are still expected to capture all sales that are not substituted for

by foreign production in the host country.)

This contrast appears in table 11 and the results can be read

in the same manner as those of table 9. The difference between the

two tables is that the estimated Gross Loss in table U allows for a

substitution factor of one-half in each industry, while the column 5

estimates allow for similar substitution in the U.S. This is a com-

pletely arbitrary factor. The actual figure would vary in each sector
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Table 11.-Ratiniaion of net epplc~nt iwjwct: Case 2. 3970

(Colums 1 thxoý 6 swnumers of emalcrees)

Ot•fetl to potential gross loss

Industry

UA U~ ~UAA~u
Grain mill products
ieverages.
Miscellaneous and c-9binations

Paper and allied products

Sope and cos•eties
Industrial organic and inorrac-C
Plastics materials
Miscellaneous and c.Mbinati-

habber

Primary and fabricated metals •/
Primary 1/
Fabricated, excluding aluminum copper

and bi
Primary and fabricated alumnu 1
Miscellaneous metal products j/

Machinery, except electrical
Farm machinery and equipment
Industrial mchinery dnd equil t
Office machines
Electronic cputing equipment
Miscellaneous non-electrical a inery :

Electrical macainery
Household Oplit ances
Zlectrical equipment and aparatu-
Electronic components, radio and TV
Miscellaznous electrical machinery

TrOnspOrtation equiutent
Textiles and apparel
Lamber, wood, and furn ni--
Printing and publishing .-.

-Stone. clq * and g ls-a--

Miscellaneous mnufacturing, Ordmance, leather,:

: Potential
m jossbob

: loss with
50 percent

.substitution

-1.189,600
-49,800
-5,300
-9,200

-35,330
-33.h0

-10,M00
-25,100
-13,900
-36.800
-26,100
-M0.300
-36.900

-109,1.00
-19,900

-71,700
-17,700

-100
-177••00

-12.800
-70,500

- -22,500
-10.900

-31.•20
-171.600
-20,900
-45,100
-58.900-1.,T00

-394,100
-A2,300
-28,100
-32,100
-33,200
-45,700

-150,900

1/ Excludes SIC 333 (Primary Smelting and Reflning of Non-ferrous Metals vhen

Sources: See table 9.

related to mining OpTErTi insam

met i
MOC
LusZters
*Wymnt

(2)

140,200
1,700

300
1.300

31.2w16,900

7,600
3O0

8,1O00

300
300

5,200
37,700

5;.200

1.7,200
11.000
4,300

27,900
3,800

17.,3001.300

3,100
2,100

12,700

3,500
3,000
3,300
8.800
2,500
3,000
1,200

3,300
5,.50

: ffct of :Income effct:U.S. eplq-
: MC exports : of direct = m of
:to at.lfates: inVestment : w

abroad Abroad

S (3) ; (3.) ; (5)

286600 : 34.,4 : 310.600
: 6,300 : 1,000 : 39.000
: 1,000 : 100 : 200
: 1,100: 0 : 8.800

4 3,000 : 900 : 3D,000
S 7,000 : 9 : 16.000
S 20,500 : 2,00 : T5,800
S 6,M00 : 200 : 7.600
: 800 100 : T,800
: 11.500 : 1,0 : 2 0
: TO0: 600:
: 1,300 : 300 : 25,90
: L,900 : 500: 30W
: 16,300 : 4,000 : I7,200
: 1,000 : 1,600 : 18.700

: 5,•0 : 1,900 : 9,800
: 3,T00 : 300 : 10,400
: 2,000 : 200 : 8,200
- 84,600 : 8900 : 25,.10
: 8,100 : 500 : 2,W00
: 21,500 : lk00 : 7.830
- 22,700 : 100 : 16830
: 241,700 : 1,800 : 2.030
* 7.600 : 2,100 : 8.130
: 31 ,30 : 31,000 : 31,T30
: 1,.00 : 300 : 7,630
: 13,200 : 1,200 : 5.330
: 13,.00 : 2,100 : 16,830
: 2,300 : 4O0 : 2,030

7 9.,400 : 6,100 : 10,000
1,900: 1,000 : 20,.430

: 2,330 : 700 : 11.730
: 2,)00: 700 : 2.300
: 2,700 : 700 : 8,100
: 23,300 : 1,600 : 5,000

: 6,900 : 2,100 : 15,200

50 pex

; (6)

- 1

cA

coutry

pact
I
cent

LT.800

-3,700

+700
-5,100
L3,M0-36500

-5,300
25.600

28,100

*9.6o0

37,600

*8.700
131,600
31•.00
+2,000
19,500
46.400
-91,000
119W0

-9,1700
21,900
21,600

38.100

16.500

-5.500

:0,300

:7.300TAMACCO-

•00• 

•0

9,400
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in every country and the world .gross loss would be calculated by add-

ing up all these individual results--an impossible task at the moment.

Therefore, the table is purely illustrative, It serves two purposes:

one, it conveys an idea of the effect on the total net impact produced

by allowing substitution to enter the model; and two, it shows the

potential of the earlier analysis as a basis for moving closer to

reality.

The first point is obvious by comparison of the two tables' all-

manufacturing net impact results. The net impact (job loss) drops

from 1.3 million to 418 thousand. The second point can easily be

demonstrated. Recall the original examples of Farm Machinery and

Grain Mill Products. The original Case 1 gross loss for Farm Machi-

nery of 26 thousand jobs has been reduced to 13 thousand in Case 2,

while Grain Mill Products' gross loss has been lowered from 1U thou-

sand to 15 thousand. The initial respective net effects in-Case 1

were very similar--8 thousand and 9 thousand--but their ratios indic-

ated a greater divergence--0.33 and 0.84, respectively. These ratios

point toward the new Net Impact figures with 50 percent substitution

in Case 2--Farm Machinery, +2 thousand jobs, and Grain Mill Product@,

-3.7 thousand jobs. The industry with the larger initial gross lose

and lower ratio develops a substantial positive Job effect over an

industry which began with a smaller initial gross loss and, most

importantly, a higher ratio.

The above demonstration should convey the importance of the net

impact to gross loss ratio when the possibility of substitution is
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admitted. It cannot be established what amount of potential substitu-

tion is inherent in any industry. The amount of potential substitution

is a characteristic of a particular sector in a particular country

under a particular regime. The ratio serves the useful purpose of

focusing on the job gains which develop from MNC activities and which

vary from sector to sector according to the existing industrial oper-

ating organizations in those sectors. If a set of substitution ratios

could be determined, these, in conjunction with the net impact to gross

loss ratios, could begin to summarize the job effect of the MNCs.

Job impact estimates--Case 3

In deriving the Case 1 and Case 2 estimates of gross loss, it

was assumed that U.S. exports could supply all those products produced

overseas by U.S. affiliates under variant assumptions about substitu-

tion in production. It would have been more realistic to note that,

if U.S. direct investment had never occurred, U.S. exporters would

have had to compete in this market with traders of other countries.

A determination of gross job loss could hinge upon what proportion

of there markets U.S. exports could be expected to supply. The share

that U.S. exports could not reasonably be expected to supply could not

be considered as contributing to potential job losses. This propor-

tion can be estimated with currently available data so long as a

normative standard of success can be agreed upon--so long as it can

be agreed what level of exports is "appropriate" for U.S. industry.
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A suitable measure of U.S. exports' ability to supply these new

markets would be the share of U.S. exports in world trade for each

industry for some period in the past which nearly everyone would

agree was a time of "success" for U.S. exports. The real question

concerns which period to select as a standard.

Critics of the !NCs argue that foreign direct investment has

depressed U.S. exports by shifting production overseas and by more

rapid dispersal of U.S. technological advantages. These factors, plus

whatever cost factors pertain, have reduced U.S. export shares. In

order to satisfy this complaint, a time period was chosen that ante-

dated the rapid expansion of foreign direct investment but which did

not become overly clouded by the lingering after-effects of World War

II. Two adjacent years, 1960 and 1961, were averaged; one could be

considered a very good year for U.S. export shares, and one a slightly

less successful year. In both years, investments abroad by U.S.-based

MNCs were still relatively small, and widespread fear of sagging U.S.

exports was absent.

Taking U.S. exports' shares of the industrial countries' exports

in 1960-61 as a standard of high performance, it is assumed that U.S.-

origin products would have been able to capture those same shares of

the affiliates' total sales in the affiliates' absence. The strict

no-substitution rule of Case 1 also is assumed once again. Under

these assumptions, the net employment impact of the operations of

U.S.-based MNCs can be re-estimated.
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The requirements of logical symmetry within the model also demand

that similar assumptions be applied to foreign-based firms with direct

investments in the United States. If U.S. export shares have fallen

since 1960-61, then foreign export shares must have risen. But, by

assumption, U.S. export shares are to be held at their 1960-61 levels

in the calculations. Therefore, it is necessary to hold foreign export

shares constant as well, which implies that, had foreigners been unable

to increase their export shares, they would have invested more heavily

in the United States, thus generating more new U.S. jobs. These con-

siderations are given effect in the Case 3 estimates in the following

manner. If foreign shares of the industrial countries' exports act-

ually increased between 1960-61 and 1970 (the year on which the esti-

mates are centered), the column 5 figures of table 9 were adjusted

u proportionally to the amounts of increases, on the reasoning

that, if the shares are assumed not to have increased, greater foreign

direct investment in the United States would have occurred. Similarly,

if foreign export shares decreased over the period, the adjustments

were made in a downward direction, proportional to the amount of

decrease.

Table 12 presents the new calculations of estimated potential

Gross Loss based on an expected export performance tied to U.S. export

shares of the 1960-61 period (column 2). Against this gross loss that

could be expected to derive from foreign direct investment are set off

the estimated U.S. job gains that result from the current operations

of MNCs, both U.S. and foreign, the latter being adjusted from Case 1
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Table 1!.--Entiuation of net epO•Aoumet impact: Case 3, 197o

(Col vn* I throg. 6 show nmers of ooLemeee)
: Otfa to potential 6I.V8 lois

: Potential : : : : e ploy Not
£admss : Gross lose : Effect of Income effect ent of Impact

o 0n s •w : headquarters HOUC exports of direct foreign oIC export share
S basis employment : to affiliates : investment on share : basin

I abroad abroad b

! (1e ) : (2) (3) ( ) : 5) (6)

MAnafaCturing . . -603,100 1010,200 : 286,600 34., 00 (129,900 .1.88,000
roe4 -16,500 : 1,700 6,100 1,000 52.900 #45,2W0

Grain aill product-- -,600 : 300 1,000 100 200 -3,000
beveraes : -200 300 : 1,100 0 : 16,800 418,000
Miscellaneous and COOiA4tisto...-m.-- -11,700 : 1,100 1.,OO 900 : 35,900 .30,2O0

Paper and allied products.. -9.600) : ,4 : 7,000 . 900 . 31,000 : +31,700
chemical . -58,700 : 16,900 : 20,500 2,200 : 167,400 : 148,300

Dru s"- -l1.,800 7,600 : 6,200 :00 17,100 #16,300
8a406 NAd cometicsr -8.600 : 300 : 800 100 . 17,200 +9,800
InJustrial organic end

I organic. o v s-wap-s-.g. - ' .4,100 $ 800 : 11,50•0 10,00 . j,400 .55,900
Ptscellantc s and € N-woat-on - I-..-.a.-: - 700 1 600 : 31,300 .15,900
Msb ler- ...... -92,000 : 5,00 1,300 300 58,00 -50o,1.0i dbb-er .------ -- -- -22,000 5,200 1,900 500 7,800 -6,6o)

Primary and fabricated metals .. -- -406,900 37,700 0,16,300 h'j 9 0 .uo,6oo00P1riblary vI ----. 6,2oo 5,200 4.,00 : 1,600 39,600 *144,200
Fabricated, "eluding alwairnsn. I

copper sad brase- -32,700 1 17,200 : 5.'00 1,900 20,300 +11,900
Primary and fabricated

alam 1/- ' -. . .- -7,900 11,000 : ,TOO 300 21,500 :29,600
Miscellaneous metal produCts /.... -100 h.,300 : 2,000 : 20M : 18,100 : *24,500

achinery, except electric, -107,800 * 27,900 : 84,600 : 8,900 : 5.,700 .68,100
Farm mchlne7 and equ1imat..--- --- -Ia,6oo : 3,800 : 8,100 500 6,60 .8,600
Industrial machinery and

equi" -a -' -1.7,100 a 17,300 : 21,500 : 4,4OO : 18,200 .11.,300
Office mSahsi-.-": -15,100 : 1,300 22,700 100 8,900 :17,900
Electronic c(oputing equipmnt--- - / -19,000 3,1.0W 2h,700 : 1,00 : 3,700 : +.i,6•o
Miscellaneous nun-electrical

mWchlnbrrT -16,000 : 2,100 7,6oo 2,100 17,0CO : #12,800
Electrical machiner r - -8U,000 : 12,700 31,300 : 4,oO : 65,500 - .,8,6oo

Household appliances- ' ,1003 1,900 : 1,100 300 17,700 .11,200
Electrical equipmeat and

apparat t -- 4 -20,000-: 3,500 13,200 1,200 I 11,200 .9,1'0
Electronic c;umpoAnts, radio

and TV -28,600 : ,O00 : 14,400 1 2,100 32,100 .24,000'
iscellaneous electrical mainomin -- -26,200 : 3,300 a 2,300 . 00 4 ,5o0 : -1V,700

Transportation equilme. -U3,400 : 8.800 79,1.09 1 6,100 a 22,000 +2,900
Textiles "An appare.- - -,900" 2,500 : 1,900 : 1,000 ' 0',200 +39,700
Lumber, Wood, and Nmritte-- ---- -6,T00 : 3,000 : 2,300 700 a 20,900 +20,200
Printing sad publis"in.. . -7,000: 1,200 2 ,•.00, TOO a 5,000: .2,300
stone, clay, ad• gla ..; ......... -9,800 : 3,300 a 2,TOO a 700 : 16,1OO .11,000
ImstrOm.at-.. -19,800 a 5,500 1 23,300 a 1,600 a 9,600 +20,200
Miscellaneous ienufastering, ordances,

leather, and tobao.-....... : -91,100 9,100 1 6,900 1 2,100 1 41,300.: -39,200
Rxclud,8esSC 333 (Prim-ry felting and RqeflAg of lon-forrao !tale) when related to &,itng operations i sm country.

V/ Estimated as resid-al in Machlaerp seotos.

Sources: fte table 9. IUxpt sheiws based em 0E statistics.
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as described above. The results are self evident. The net impact

for all manufacturing has turned positive. Among the subsectors, the

only significantly negative net impact figures appears for Misk.ellane-

ous Manufacturing (39,200 Jobs lost) and Transportation Equipment

(15,700 Jobs lost). There are some strongly positive results, espe-

cailly in Chemicals and Metals.

The original all-manufacturing net impact of -1.3 million jobs

under the most negative of trade and substitution assumptions becomes

a net gain of one-half million jobs only through a relaxation of the

trade assumption. The model is still a strictly logical approach

with zero substitution in production assumed. The only change is to

assume that U.S. exports could not capture all of the markets of U.S.

affiliates abroad, but that they could capture a share of those mar-

kets based on a period when U.S. exports were still highly successful

abroad and substantial trade surpluses--and Jobs--were being generated.

Under Case 3, the MNCs have contributed a net Job gain for the

U.S. economy, relative to a reasonably high standard of what they

should have been able to contribute to U.S. exports and export-related

employment, had they kept their capital at home. Indeed, this esti-

mate is biased in the direction of excessive pessimism because it

totally rejects--by assumption--the MNCs argument that at least a

portion of the MNCs foreign direct investment has to go abroad to

prevent foreigners from getting there first. As the analysis of

cases 1 and 2 has shown, a relaxation of both the substitution and
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export trade assumptions would quickly show the MtCs producing even

larger net gains for U.S. manufacturing employment than those shown

in Case 3.
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Part D. Labor Union Reactions to the MNCs in
the United States and Abroad

Introduction and summary

Worldwide, trade union attitudes and views toward multinational

corporations can be ranged along a "permissive-to-protectionist" scale.

Generally, unions in countries hosting MNC operations are relatively

permissive; those in the United States are less so.

Probably the major determinant of a particular union's position

on the scale is the perceived degree of employment or unemployment

of its members resulting from MNC activities. Unions in countries

hosting MNC facilities, albeit with specific, numerous, and vide-rang-

ing concerns prompted by the advent of MNCs, see an apparent positive

employment benefit for their members. Under these circumstances, all

other problems are bearable until long-run solutions can emerge as a

result of continuing union pressure on the companies. In Belgium,

where there is a greater U.S. investment per capita than in any other

country in Europe, there is a remarkable absence of resentment against

that investment even though U.S.-based MNCs reportedly often do not

prepare themselves properly to operate under local conditions and

customs. In Canada, where some 65 percent of the trade union member-

ship is structurally affiliated with U.S. international unions, the

major concern is less with the issue of collective bargaining with

MNCs as with the fear that Canadian sovereignty might be undermined

by the actions of foreign (U.S.) trade union officials insensitive

to Canbdian aspirations.

gt-o 0 - 13 • 45
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In West Germany, much of the M!iC investment is in capital-inten-

sive production. The MNCs do not bid up wages and, because of manage-

ment attitudes, there is a fair amount of social opposition to work-

ing for them. They generally locate in the over-industrialized areas

vý'iier than those designated for development where unemployment is

i;ihest. However, partly because of their contribution to the growth

-onomic activity, there are not enough workers to go around for

tne size of the industrial establishment. As a result, labor and the

government have not focussed on the MNC, are not particularly aware

of an MNC issue, and warmly welcome the MNC.

The reaction of British trade unions is less permissive but not

particularly virulant. The United Kingdom is both the "home" country

to many MNCs and the "host" country to a large number of foreign-owned

MNCs based in the United States and elsewhere. The unions have expressed

some anxiety over MNC tendencies to locate in areas other than where

unemployment is high, which ignores and frustrates governmental deve-

lopment policies. The insensitivity of MNCs to the traditional British

system of industrial relations is not considered a radical challenge

and has been accepted by labor. There is little concern on the part

of British labor that United Kingdom-based MNCs may be creating jobs

overseas and that direct investment abroad should be curbed. Instead,

the union's position may be characterized as leaning toward setting

ground rules for the orderly advance of multinationalism.

Most labor unions in the United States occupy the non-permissive

end of the scale. They acknowledge that the MNCs might bring benefits,
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but allege that these are not great enough to compensate the nation

for their cost in terms of unemployment. Any benefits that might

accrue are generalized, diffuse, and measurable only in the aggregate

while unemployment resulting from displaced production is specific,

tangible, and disaggregated. The unions see the social welfare of

workers as more important than profits. They reject the comparative

advantage argument that by allocating resources on an international

basis the United States can concentrate successfully on those indus-

tries where its technological advantage offsets the higher costs of

production. They point out that technology is mobile and assert that

the benefits of international specialization do not flow to labor.

They want curbs on tNCs and believe that these will assist a return

to full employment in this country. The fundamental assumption in the

foregoing argument, which is most articulately and warmly supported

by the AFL/CIO among the large union groups, is that the issues raised,

by MNC expansion abroad and the declining competitiveness of U.S. goods

in international trade are closely linked.

Labor reaction in the United States

The growth of multinational corporations has aroused serious

concern among labor unions. In the United States, the American Feder-

ation of Labor-Congress of Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO) has been

one Of the most articulate in voicing these fears. It sees the establish-

ment of foreign subsidiaries of U.S. firms as contributing substantially

to the internationalization of technology. This allegedly leads to
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productivity levels close to those in similar U.S. plants. At the same

time, the subsidiaries take maximum advantage of lower wage and fringe

benefit costs and produce goods at lower unit costs than in the United

States. These goods displace U.S. exports to markets in the host

country and in third countries, and also are imported into United

States for sale at U.S. market prices. The result is displacement

of U.S. production, loss of American jobs, and deterioration of the

U.S. position in world trade.

The export of American Jobs.--The AFL-CIO perceives the growth

of the MNCs as a major cause of the decline of the United States'

world trade position. Its estimate of adverse domestic employment is

accordingly cast in the larger context of this nation's changing trade

patterns. As seen by the AFL-CIO, at least 25 percent of both U.S.

exports and imports consist of closed-system transactions between U.S.-

based MNCs and their foreign affiliates. Another 25 percent involves

other operations of MNCs with foreign licensees, patent holders, and

others with which they have arrangements. Estimates of the number of

jobs associated with overall U.S. foreign trade in 1966 and 1969,

prepared for the Industrial Union Department of the AFL-CIO, is shown

below:
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(In thousands)
Employment related to : Employment required

: merchandise exports : to produce imports 1/

Total ------------- : 29464 : 29651 : 1$824 : 2,538
Agricultural ----- : 41 : 333 : 159 : A8T
Nonagricultural ---- : 1,993 : 29318 : 19665 : 29351Manufacturing---: 1,203 : 1,41o : 19124 : 1,600
Nonmanufacturingl---: 90 : 908 : 541 : 751

-/ Only those items most nearly comparable with domestic products.

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, as shown in Needed: A
Construnctive Foreign Trade Policy, Industrial Union Department, AFL-
CIo

The AFL-CIO study concludes that during 1966-69 U.S. foreign

trade produced the equivalent of a net loss of 527,000 U.S. jobs.

This is based on the estimates above, which show that whereas employ-

ment in 1966 related to U.S. exports amounted to 640,000 more jobs

than the employment which would have been required to produce U.S.

imports, in 1969 the net surplus of export-associated Jobs over

import-associated jobs was only 113,000. Thus while the number of

export-related jobs increased during the period, the number of jobs

required to produce imports increased at a faster rate. About half

of the estimated number of jobs lost, 269,000, was in manufacturing

industries, 32 percent or 166,000 in agriculture, and the balance

of 92,000 jobs in other activities.

On an overall basis, by extension, the union maintains that at

least 25 percent of these job losses are directly attributable to

operations between MNCs and their affiliates, another 25 percent due

to MNC arrangements with other foreign firms, and an unknown extra

a
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number of jobs adversely affected as a result of markets lost to

sales by MNC affiliates abroad. In addition, there is an indirect

adverse effect on U.S. employment. Machinery, for example, is made

from foreign produced steel with an indirect adverse effect on U.S.

steel production and employment. Employment associated with pro-

ducing all components or parts is also indirectly affected.

Capital-intensive and labor-intensive jobs.--Furthermore, the

jobs being lost as a result of MNC operations increasingly represent

high technology jobs rather than labor intensive jobs, according to

the unions. Comparing the increase in the value of competitive

imports in 1966-69 and the increase in the number of jobs required

to produce those imports, they find a 60 percent increase in value

but only a 42 percent increase in required jobs. The disproportionate

rates reflect the inclusion of more capital intensive products in

U.S. imports in 1969 than in 1966. This may also be seen in an exa-

mination of the kinds of products produced by some MNCs, which elimi-

nates the market for U.S.-made goods in host countries and reduces

the market in third countries.

Wage costs.--There is no question that wage costs are lower

in other countries than in the United States. Despite efforts of the

labor movement over a long period of time to establish universal

fair labor standards (efforts such as creation of the ILO and attempts

at international collective bargaining), wide wage differentials con-

tinue to exist between the United States and its major competitors.
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This exposes the MNCs to the accusation that they can exploit rela-

tively high rates of unemployment in some countries or the insulated

or managed economies of others. This ability comes about through the

ready transferability of capital, management, technology and technical

know-how among countries, as opposed to the immobility of labor.

Preferential tariff treatment.--In addition to the favorable wage

cost differential enjoyed by the MNC in other countries, it is alleged

that U.S. tariff laws encourage the establishment and increase the

profitability of subsidiaries through preferential treatment of imports

of products only partially fabricated outside U.S. borders. Items

806.30 and 807.00 of the TSUSA limit duties on such imports to the

value added (at low labor rates) by foreign processing or assembly.

The MNC thus finds itself in the best of all possible worlds.

It uses U.S. technological know-how frequently developed with the

U.S. taxpayers' money (An example cited is the more than two-thirds of

the $23 billion spent on research and development in electronics and

communications from 1957-65 that was accounted for by federal funds).

It pays substantially lower wages and fringe benefits to foreign

workers than those prevailing in the United States. It enjoys lower

taxes through transfer-pricing and reinvestment of earnings. And

for that portion of its production imported into the United States,

the MQC receives what amounts to a U.S. tariff subsidy.

Union remedies.--Remedies proposed by the labor movement to counter

what it sees as adverse effects of the MNC are designed to make it

profitable for private corporations to promote desired social, political
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and economic goals. These include tax measures to remove incentives

to establish production facilities in other countries and to erect

disincentives that would curb expanded production abroad. Profits

earned by the foreign operations of MNCs should be taxed at the time

they are earned. Taxes paid to other countries should only be allowed

v; - kiduction rather than as a tax credit as under present practices.

Th . (c.. sting depreciation write-off allowance for foreign subsidiaries

should be replaced with one taking into account the proportion of

federal funds used in developing the technology and the extent to which

national social goals are being served. Taxes should be imposed on

licensing and other technology export devices and also should be lev-

ied on royalties or other income derived from such arrangements.

Finally, items 806.30 and 807.00 of the TSUSA should be repealed.

Other measures necessary to the control of MNCs include foreign

investment controls taking into consideration the kind of investment

proposed, the product, country, and the effect on trade, U.S. employ-

ment, and the economy. An effective system of reporting is required,

with standardized bookkeeping methods, reporting of transactions, and

international accounting. Included should be information on wages

and hours such as is now required within the United States. Interna-

tional fair labor standards should be included in trade agreement and

the U.S. Fair Labor Standards Act should be applied to foreign as

well as domestic commerce as intended by the law.
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Union reactions to the MCs in other countries

The reactions of host-country labor unions to MNC penetration of

their economies are conditioned in large part by local custom and

practice in labor relations. The MNCs, especially when they are

direct investors making their first forays into overseas operations,

often have been demonstrably insensitive to the need for different

sorts of interface with labor than has been their experience in the

United States.

A few major ways in which foreign labor relations are conducted

differently than in the United States can be cited for illustration.

In Europe, worker compensation is determined by complex interactions

of custom, legislation, and collective bargaining. Governments tend

to play a greater role than is the case in the United States. Social

insurance systems and other "fringe benefits" developed much earlier

in Europe than in the United States. They are more advanced, compre-

hensive and widespread, and consequently have taken a far higher

proportion of payroll costs than in the United States. Much of pre-

vailing labor practice in Europe has been legislated, while collective

bargaining has played the major role on this side of the Atlantic.

Issues differ too. One of the current burning questions in European

labor-management relations is the issue of labor participationn" in

company management and/or profit-sharing, this issue is virtually

absent in the United States. Outside Europe, of course, the major

factor in labor relations is the relative weakness of the labor move-

ment. Everywhere--and this includes Europe--dissension among unionists
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about policies toward the MNCs has been a principal stumbling-block

to effective coordination of labor strategies.

Although concentrating on host country problems brought about by

MNC activities, most labor unions in other countries, and particularly

those with international affiliations, are cognizant of a larger pro-

blem resulting from the operation of most trade unions within nation

states as opposed to MNC operations on a world wide scale. Decisions

made by global managements are rarely capable of being challenged by

any trade union (or governmental) body on an international level.

These decisions nevertheless affect drastically present and future

employment patterns in countries where MNC operations are situated.

The MNC thus is thought to have a favorable balance of bargaining

power vis-a-vis unions which may lead to undermining of established

industrial relations systems, restricting the right of workers to

organize to protect their interests, limiting the right to enter into

collective bargaining with the appropriate level of MNC decision-mak-

ing, exploitation of international labor cost and raw material differ,-

entials through worldwide sourcing, and selling the products to con-

sumers everywhere at prices reflecting the price leadership or collusion

characteristic of oligopoly. Moreover, the policies of MNCs take

advantage of the lowest level of social responsibility permitted by

the nations within whose borders they operate such as, for example,

in South Africa and lesser developed countries, and tend to retard

or distort rather than promote development.

'4
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Employment effect.--The concern of foreign labor unions has

generally centered on the operations of foreign owned subsidiaries

in their respective countries rather than on the adverse effects of

locally-based MNCs on their national economies. They recognize a

favorable effect on employment when investment is used to set up new

firms. When investment is ubed to take over existing firms, however,

in many cases the MNC institutes international rationalization mea-

sures resulting in unemployment. Among the first casualties of such

measures may be the local research facilities, and this may have

adverse long term effects on the host countries' technology develop-

ment.

Union recognition.--The problem of union recognition is of uni-

versal concern. The MNC, as opposed to a national company, is large

and has resources at its command to resist union attempts to win or

maintain recognition. Examples of MNCs reportedly refusing recogni-

tion at one time or another are: IBM, Kodak, Gillette, Holokrome,

Caterpillar Tractor, Roberts Arundel, Comprehensive Designers (asso-

ciated with Lockheed), Continental Oil, Nestle, Goodyear, Cummins

Engines, Firestone, KLM, Air Canada, and TWA--all in the United

Kingdom; the United Fruit Company in various Latin American Countries;

Monsanto and Dupont de Nemours in Luxembourg; and two German firms,

Muller Wipperfurth and Kurt Wokan, in Austria.

Job security.--Job security of union members also is felt to be

threatened because of the MNCs' ability to switch production to sub-

sidiaries of the same company in other countries. Threats to employ
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:-;uch a strategy have been made, for example, by Ford in the United

Kii Odom and Belgium and by Pirelli in Italy. U.S. copper companies

used a variant of this tactic to withstand an 8 month strike in the

United States affecting 80 percent of their output. Their production

in other countries sold for inflated prices on the world market due

fo 'he strike-provoked scarcity.

12trikes.--MNCs can minimize the financial effect of labor union

action through duplicate production and the use of excess capacity

in other subsidiaries. Markets hit by union action can in this way

be serviced by importing from other countries.

National economic and social objectives.--There is a potential

conflict between the goals of the MNC and the economic and social

goals of the host government. If the government encourages new enter-

prises in areas of high unemployment but the MNC prefers to locate

in an area providing external economies, for the government to insist

on conformity with its policies may mean losing the investment (and

employment) of the MNC to another country. Such a conflict may be

resolved against the best interests of labor.

Information for effective collective bargaining.--Trade unions are

at a disadvantage in dealing with the MNC since the firm is required

only to publish information about its finances and operations in the

host country. After contract settlements, differences in wages and

working conditions among the various host countries can then be

exploited through shifting of production lines or other measures by

the MNC in the interest of profit maximization. This lack of readily
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available information extends to the profitability of the MNC and to

locating the source of decision-making with respect to labor relations

matters.

Industrial relations practices.--A final major concern of labor

unions in host countries of MQCs is the possibility of conflict with

"imported" foreign industrial relations practices of the parent coun-

try, or the MNCs ignorance of fundamental differences between the two

systems. Prior to 1971 in the United Kingdom, for example, the legal

framework surrounding industrial relations covered few aspects of

collective bargaining and was essentially a voluntary system. Many

U.S.-based MNCs operating in the United Kingdom therefore have not

entered into or followed the traditional British system of an employers'

association negotiating with national trade union leaders at the

industry level, but have opted instead for bargaining with trade unions

at company and plant levels.

Analysis of organized labor's reactions to the MNCs in

the United States and abroad

Probably the most important labor relations advantage which the

MNCs have in their international operations as opposed to their domes-

tic ones is the ability to escape from the disciplines of dealing with

unions organized as monoliths in all their domestic plants. This is

the "divide and conquer" argument most effectively raised by unions

abroad, especially those with international affiliations. U.S. labor

groups do not articulate it as well, but, in the end, the company
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advantages which they complain of as being unfair are the result of

the companies being able, by operating abroad, to break the U.S.

unions' exclusive role in their labor relations affairs.

Organized labor abroad tends to look toward the eventual cohesion

of the international labor movement to the point where unions in

different trades and industries will be able to approach the MNCs

with the same single-minded view of the world as a whole as that of

the companies themselves. U.S. labor, on the other hand, doubts the

possibility of any meaningful international labor solidarity as an

unworkable goal. Indeed, such a goal may not serve highly-paid U.S.

labor's own self interest. All unionists would like to be committed

to the notion of international brotherhood among working men, but the

fact is that the world labor movement is troubled by divisions and

disagreements among key national and international leaders. These

divisions are an important factor preventing unified labor policies

toward the companies.

In setting wage rates, the companies almost invariably approxi-

mate local standards--sometimes paying a little more, sometimes a

little less--but they always show greater productivity than local

firms, so that unit labor costs tend to be much lower than for all

firms in the host countries. Theoretically, the higher productivity

of the foreign worker in the MNC-owned plant abroad should justify

a higher wage than the national average for his trade or industry.

In the United States, the tNCs are high-wage firms, relative to

the rest of U.S. manufacturing. But their productivity performance
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is only about average. Therefore, their unit labor costs exceed the

average in most caseb--and they also exceed their affiliates' unit

labor costs. In this sense, then, the argument of many U.S. unions

that the MNCs gain an edge by moving abroad is valid. Yet it should

not be pushed too far. The analysis of Part B (pp. 634-42)has shown

that the MNCs are not as miraculously efficient as many think; more

often than not, the best that they can do by going abroad is to get

their average unit labor costs down to something approximating the

averages for their industries in the United States. Moreover, inter-

national differences in labor costs, while the primary reason for the.

movement of capital abroad in the relatively few cases where most of

the foreign-made output is destined to return to the U.S. market as

imports, are not the principal reason for going abroad in many if not

most cases. Here, proximity to markets is the primary incentive for

capital flows, and the resulting output is sold outside the United

States.

The contentions of many spokesmen for U.S. labor tie the "MNC

Problem" and the "Trade Competitiveness Problem" In Chapter III of

this study, it was pointed out that, indeed, the MNCs thoroughly domi-

nate U.S. foreign trade--which should not be surprising because they

are the firms which dominate the U.S. economy in general. But that

is not the same thing as saying that the MNCs are the primary cause

of declining U.S. exports and rising imports. The evidence presented

in Chapter III showed that the reverse is true in terms of the MNCs'

net impact on U.S. trade. However, it also was shown that the
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incidence of MNC impact on trade flows varies widely among industries,

which leads to the important conclusion'that generalizations about

aggregate effects--as well as policies that may be based on them--

could be wide of the mark for important, specific industries.

In Part C of this Chapter, the reader is presented with three

possible choices about the net impact of MNC operations on U.S. employ-

ment. His choice from among the three will depend on the extent to

which he wishes to believe (a) that foreigners could take the place

of the MNCs by investing on their own, with the result that, if the

MNCs were not there, the markets and the jobs would be lost to the

United States anyway; and/or (b) that foreign competition might be

capable of taking away the MNCs present markets in the event that the

MNCs tried to serve them by exports from the United States. The

reason for presenting the choice of three separate estimates was to

show how crucially these "assumptions" affect judgments about how the

MNCs have impacted upon U.S. employment. The implication is that, if

one is willing to grant the possibility of some foreign investment in

substitution for the MNCs investment, and/or the possibility that

U.S. exports cannot be universally competitive with foreign-made goods

in all lines of production, then the net job "loss" generated by the

MNCs declines rapidly and soon turns into a net job "gain." In the

U.S. economy, more than a million jobs depend on multinational busi-

ness in manufacturing, including a large number of people employed by

foreign-owned tCs operating in the United States.
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A noteworthy insight which U.S. labor has had in perceiving its

problems with respect to the 4NCs is Its appreciation of the higly

disaggregated nature of the problem. The issue must always be looked

at on an industry-by-industry basis, at as fine a level of detail as

possible. Some industries, despite their heavy investments abroad,

generate enough Jobs in the U.S. nearly to offset the "gross Job losses"

posited to occur as a result of their foreign investment (even under

highly pessimistic assumptions), while other industries perform much

more poorly in this respect. Nevertheless, the policy prescriptions

of the AFL/CIO do not align with their insights about the problem.

They are generally, rather than selectively, aimed against all the

MNCs. To the extent that the better-performing industries with respect

to Job creation from MNC activity may actually be contributing a net

gain to U.S. employment under some reasonable hypothesis about real-

world conditions, the adoption of generalized restrictions on MNC

activity might produce an undersired effect, namely a decline in employ-

ment in those industries. On the other hand, generalized policies

may not be tough enough on the industries where MNC activity really

hurts in terms of lopt employment.

1-030 0 - 73 - 46
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Table A-9.-Prance: -atImsted basic emplaoymment• labor cost. and productivity for maufacturing industries. 196

:Average : Unit labor ost-.
poymet: us: Total : : Rour2 CGPeneStion Sales per man &Sle per man boa (wage costs per

Description : : : : per man : Vea Sales : dolar sales)
C lml-lsa Production Total per : bill All Production All Production All i Production AUl : Produ;cton

weak ::amlovee-: workers aloiya: workers :0weias: worked :iloyees: worker

2 million :: : j .:

M •mamef : :oumad : dollars dolls ::
* . . : .

All m afcturlig - 823 k.266 2 4.18 9 7. .6 20.500 61.932 : ,1.68 41.31 $2.122 214.180 85.-6 :. .01 : *0.33 60.22

Food Ip1r oc e: 32: 268: 320: hT.2: 1,131: 8,800: 1.". : 1.16: 27,500: 30,•6: 11.20: 12.45 .13: .09
GSain FAIl p _odm - -: . 2 : 20 22.: 77.2 : T5 607 1.39 : 1.12 : 2T,591 : 30,0 11.2k : 12.37 .12 .09

S 6: 58: 6 : 47.2: 253: 1,T60: 1.61: 1.30: 27,500: 30.35: 121.20: 11.20 -.13: .12
ammtio mad otber- : 24 210 237 : 4T.2 : 80 : 6.433 : 1.40 1.13 27T,491 : 3o,633 11.20 : 12.85 : .13-. .09

Pap and allied products-: 25 : 105 130 : 46.2 : 490 17,%72 1.5t : 1.25 13,4.00 1659 : 5.58 : 6.913 .28 .18

133 : 166 : 299 : 165.0 1.497 5,88 .2.1k : 1.57 : 19,692 : 3,.740 8.4.2 : 15.16 : .25 .10
20 : 23 : 43 : 45.0 : 215 : 1,05 : 2.1k : 1.57 : 24,512 : 45.82W : 10.7.8 : 19.58 : .20 : .06

Coemeti1 : 13 : 10 : 23 : A5.0 : 115 : 69 : 2.1k 1.5T : 203L : 74.6,9 : 8.41 : 20.07 : .25 : .00plastitcs natarJlml 21 : .11: 25 : S5.0 : 125 : 83 : 2.14 : . 5.T :19.U0 : 34.5=G 8.26 : lh.T)A .26 .L•

and 89: t t 9 : 208 k5.0 1,042 3.882 : 2.14 : 1.57 : 18,663 : 32.622 T.98 13.97 : .27 .11

: 62: 83: 5.0 35: 1,01k 1.8: 1.35: 12,217 13 5: 5. 6.99: .35: 9

172: " 505: 6TT: 4T.1: 2.808: 6,636: 1.69 1.38: 9,802 13,1%.1: 4.00 5.36: .762 .26

iaw mod M M)-- 62 80 272 167.5 962 2.3T1 1.61 1 .3T 9.T96 13U2 : 3.97 : 5.33 : .71 .26

xd a end miaesim) -: 310 325 735 1 7.6.9 : 1.67" : 4.265 : 1.Th : 1.39 : 9.805 : b3,125 : 4.02 : 5.38 .k3 : *

Unao elec-aiealnchiamy-- 67.8 6TO: 177.0: 2.957.: 6,920 1.80 1.k".: 10.26e: 10,6179-: 4.23 h..3T: .43k .33
Agrtcultorl. d IndiustIni:

-- •--- 8 9 257. 263 1T.0 1,15: 3,133: 1.80 1.7. 11,913: 12,335 : k.8T: 5.05: .37 :
A1l l : 13 307 7.OT: k .7m: 1,790: 3,787 : 1.80: 1."k : 9,305: 9,612 : 3.81: 3.93: -AT: .3T

Iagrial-- 135 230 365 46.0: 1.62A.: 47,053 : 1.86: 1.3T : U.104.: 17.622 : 1.4k: 7.37: .TT1 .29
63 W9 142 : 46.o : 632 : 2.T21 : 1.86 : 1.3T : 12,120 : 21,785 : 5.0T : 9.11 : .3f : .15

AU1 7 2 3L: 223 : 1&6.o : 992 : 2332 : 1.86 : 1.37 : 10.45: 5,I.A : 4.3T : 6.166 : .43: .21

I51 4W6 $13: 7..0: 2,26: 7,910: 1.82: 1.7: 15,U9: 11m: 6.31: .01: .28: .21
inS EU'- : T7: 815 W89 : 743.7. : 2,678 : 7,62 a 1.32 : 1.03 : 8,.0 : 97.26 : 3.83 : 4.28 : .35 : .n

Umber, woo&. iiimS ndtwe--: 7.8 A3 M : 7.0 : 966 1,953 : 1.33 : '.12 : 6.711: 8,03T: 2.69: 3.22: .50 s .55
Friatm MMd d M- : : 2 215 : 236 : 43.2 : 1,1.62 : 2,96 : 2.19 : 1.79 : 12.ST2 : 13,800 : 5.60 : 6.1. : .39 : .29
8tom, bw, eam 1me--S-a : 3A : 197 : 228 : 747.0 : 892 : 2.2l : 1.60 : 1.33 : 9,65b : 1,3k5 : 3.95 : 1.6ik : .7. -.

___- __ _____0 : 2n. : 2: -6.5 : 52 : 1,7.2: 1.80 : 1.7. : 11,917: 12,991. : .93: 5.37: .3T :
- -5: A72: 287 : 75.3 : 2.163 : 2,72k: 1.72 : 1.31 : 9,791 : 11,256: I.03: 16.78 .163: .:

srce: •m. A a t tistim d W 2 96f.1968. 19T,-71; DiedIsh ComederastI of Za .mtrIss; V. Amg, verl. o issues.
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Table A-1O .- Flance: Estlested basic employment., labor cost. and productivity ftr isnwafc--..-:, - :-ries 19

:uployment : Average : Unit labor coatt
: bou-s : Total Hourly Compesation Sales per man 3ales per am how (Wage costs per

De ip tpon man: : pm mage Sales : : dollarr sae.s)
Salaried : Prodoton T : paa : bill : All : Production All : Production : All Production : Al : Product,.,

,wek :employees: workers : aloyees: workers : -alorees: workers :eloweee - woers
3 : : . . .

* .s =: Killion Killion :
. . = : n : : dollars : . . .

A11 mio - W97 14.497 5.394 4.9 31.310 , 92.988 : $2.49 $1.81 *17T11.6 $20.567 : ST.34 $8.81 : V0.&1 :,

Foodm.. - - -12 : s8: 166.3 2,205: 17.137: 2.00 1.61 37.1617: .1.595: 15.1 17:28: .13: .09
0 u. u ,... -.-. 3 29 32: 6.3: 219: 1.200 1.93 1.56: 37.500 : 1.,M79: 15.58: 17.19: .12: .09
seem 9 83 92: 6.3: 96: 3,45: 2.21 1.81: 3T.1.16 : 11.506: 15.55: 1T.21 : .11 : .13cIas a E and 3. A 300 334 : 46.3 : 1.560 12.492 1.95 1.5T NAM I.l6O 15.51. 17.30 : .13 : .09

" me allied 26 JOT 133: 45.51 706: 2.161 2.25 1.T9 16,2.8A : 20,196: 6.88: 8.•6: .33 .21

- 158 186 31.1. : 1.O : 2,361 : 8.190 : 3.00 2.20 : 23,808 : P4,032 : 10.41 : 19.25 .29 : .11
-- 2: 30 58 : 14.0: 398: 1,516: 3.00 2.20: 26.655: 51o533: 11.65 : 22.52: .26: .10S 20 : 13 33 : 14.0: 227: 680: 3.00 2.20 : 20.606: 52.308: 9.01 : 22.86: .33: .12...t.e mt - : 13 16 29 : 44.O : - 199 : 666 : 3.00 2.20 : 22,966 : 1.1L625 : 10.01 : 18.19 : .30 : .12

97L : 127T 2214 : 1.0 : 1.536 : 5298 : 3.00 : 2.20 23.652 141.,T : 10.31 : 18.23 .29 : .12

- 25: TO: 95: 1oO0: 561 : 1%85 .: 2.58: 1.89: 19,516: 26.486: 8.53: 11.58 .30 .16

S-- 167 = %W 65 4.6.1: 3,682= 10,750: 2.33: 1.90: 16.316: 21.850: 6.80 9.11 .34.= .21

,2mo4 mmi no 5T : 166 223 4: 5.8 : 1.85 : 1.81l : 32.2 : 2.63 : 1T22t : 1335 : T.23 : 6.17 " .2 .20
10a2-sa:w280: .5.7: 6: , : : 0: : : : :

,-1. an20: 326 .35.: 3. , *2: 65,91: 2.38: 1.90: 15,313: 1,172 8: .6.58: 8.80 .:.5

flarisa eb4 •---- 2 2.6 : 30 1.4. : 3,16S9 : 6.1059 : 3.21. : 2.68 lh,819 24,30 6.26 : 1.57 : .5 .27

67 61.: 151L: 1.4.8: 1.351:: : 73: 3.81.: 28: 170.: 3 : 73: 131: 53.2A7 10 2TO : 2 30 : .48T : 2.063 3b7,18 : 3.10.: 2.8 : 1 8.10T 2 17.5 9l : 6.20 : T.2T .:3 .31
IMa-- et 5 509 : 536 : 15.5 : 3.4=0 : 51.91 : 23.31 : 2.05 : 13453 : 23,.75 : 5.02 5.82 0.1.59: 2 .1&

696 7 : 3190 : 1A.8 : 3,1.55: 6,0 : 3.87 : 2.82 : .155•6 : 21,670o: 6.56: 10.5T : .58 .27
6,1 : 1.7 28 : 851 : :"A.5 : 1.281: 2.13 : 3.86 : 2.82 : T,0O0 : 30,67 : T.31 : 13.15 : .53 1 .22

318 : 162 : 239 : ".a : 1,9: 3,320 : 3.8& : 2.82 : 14.W : 21,519 : 6.26 : 9.29 : .61 : .32
eq/= 57 : W59 : 56 : 145.5 : 3.401 : 12.0866 2.54 : 2.05 : 21•- : 23.7r95 : 9.02 10l.Ob : .26 .20

Tetle ad 6~~'l" (9 T65 : 834 : 2.6 : 3.455 : 8.220 1.87 : 1.46 : 90M 10,745 : .45 : s.65 : .42 :.3D
Zmaber,, wood, eand frnituo--- 147: 230 : 285 : 46.5 : 1.261 : 3.135 1.86 : 1. 5 : 11.000 : 13A1T2 : 4-55: 5.45 : .41 : .2•9
priattag ,a" pubalshing----: 48 2-" : 292 : 42.6 : 1.992 : 4.320 : 3.08 : 2.52 : 14.T95 : 1T.T05 : 6.68 : 7.99 : .166 : .32
8taes, el.m, a" Lm49 -- 32 : 188 : 220 : 1.5.6 : 1.189 : 2.697 : 2.26 : 1.90 : 13.168 : 15,1.10 : 5.55 : 6.50 : .1.1 : .2910 : 1114 : 121 : 15.5 : 951 : 1.976 : 3.21 : 2.61 : 15,.935 : 17,333 : 6.T1 : 7.33 : .ha : .36
Ottetr- 1. : 236 280 : .44.8 : 1,552 : 3.122 2.38 : 1.81 : 11,150 : 132M : .7 : 5.. : .50 :

see*..: ins.tý An r. StaLstme d E i mac•x,19
6

T, 1968. 1970-71; Swedlsb Confederation of Industries; U, N•tional Accounts. various issues.
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'ble A-1.--1.eW 0ING": kUtr.4 bmalc 'gmet, * labo ost. d Wmotbac ItIt6, O a" -I-g IndustrieS, 196
A u. : : :::Unit labor coot (ww
hous b : Total& : Uz.iy coSauel sales:-o per mum. -a les Ia, .pert, m

Description . : per m : w : Sales : A: Prodctio : portionn
: Salaried :Production Total pr : binl : : : Pzoexctioo : A1.1, amruwa-a "Orem"

* : - -:,:

4o.•0 I" 4011an""""""""* : : |

All m ote, s g-: 1.836 6.061 : T.897 ki.9 26.110 9,1.108 : 1.80 $1.59 S21.509 : *1L.0' : 86.OS : 7.• 80.3 80.21

M 135 3k99 : 1t5.7 : 1.k8S : 11.755 : 1.k9 1.32 24.28T 33.682 U ..79 16.35 .13 .06pager m" 1U t : 38 : 166 206 : %.T : 653 2,k37 1.62 l.k5 11.630 ].,506 : 6.0• : a.?1 .27 .2
188 : 350: 536 : M.9 : 2285: 9.19: 2.21: 1.83 17.006: 2640: 8.8 : 13.59: .2: .13

U I g9: 109 : k3.2 : 38: 1.232 1.96: 1.58: 1.303 12.ST1: 6.22 : 6.92: .31• .23
*rm a an . . . .. . .

m295 : 1,139 : 1.3% : 4%.3 : 5.M 16,357 2.00 1.85 : 11.b0 : 1.361 5.93 : .6 : .31 : .2528 . : 534 62 : )A.2 : 2.510 9.109 2.00 1.85 : 13.T60 l 1 : 7.26 : 9.00 : . f -
Fai _ 16T : 605 : 72 : &I.k : 3,040 7.28 : 2.02 : 1.85 : 9,389 : 1 : %.82 : 6.1k : . : -

sl~rcl: 3 18 T 79 1 .09T PA.k Is 4,004 10.196 : .68 1.66 : 9,294 13.009 % .7, 644k .3 : .25
electrical U : 30 #A T : k.k : 262 : 693 : 2.89 : 1.66 : 9.000 : 16.075 4.65 7.62 : .A : .ALL -w-: 268 732 : .0 .: 3.72: 9.503 .6: 1.66 9.317: 12 2: :.80 6.68 : .3:

feetric l. cb s . 28T: 7: 6T8 : 965 42.5 : 3.k81.: 8.200 : 1.99 : 1.66 : 8.00 : 12.,09k : k.69 : 6.67 : .k2: .25-za -p-Cta% es : 126 : "k : 6 : 6 3.9 : 2.593 : .998 : 2.17 : 1.99 : 12.695 : 15.869 : 6.69 : 8.37 : .32: .2Taxlies a apprel : 158 : gkk : 42.0 : 2.361 : 8.392 : 1.2 : 1.26 : 8.89 : 10.67 : 5.05 : 6.06 : .2: .21
Lunbers, wood and fl~tw.- -: 53 : 2k2 : 25 : k".6 : 829 : 3.072 : 1.19 1.k3 : 12O.kl : 12.694 : 5.19 : 6.32 .29 .2
Priatlas M p~ll Is& kk 172: 216 4 3.2 : 791 : 1.19 : 1.92 1.79 7 .958 : 9.99k k.17 : 5.2b : Ak6: .3s;S , CAW ad -1-- TU: : 36 : 3k : 16-.3 : 1.96: 1.306 : 2.20 : 2.06 : 10.149 : 12183 : k. : 5.8 ! .k5 : .

- - V3 : 177 : 15k : -2.3 : 51 : 1.030 : 1.9b : 1. : 6.688 : 8,803 : 3.69 : 4.86 : .53 : .3Other 1astu- 72 : 319 391 : ,2.5 : 1.179 5.185 : 1.66 : 1.48 : 136261 : 16.25 : 7.30 : 8.96 : .23 IT

"weese: Otatistiacbas iSU .V e:a. SMUSUSCUOS ihb tur a v*MU~k D: tacbiani. 1965 a 1M,. wlm.;pm!s.

ntoe: Dt refer to e.1. establishment with ton or mow empa1ceee. Vam Asita include eas, out not all, tfrins.

f
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Sable A-122- Vest 0eruW MstSIft basf emplaet, labor c nst, joo9w 1?1ty ft. I is3"6

2 bows : 2W-, : R : s 2 " " s 2 (low on*@ st
2 l~S Vn.~ : Se 2 Id.l : i A1.1 : l9St1OS : VeLse9 2• A51. :l ~ t : (1. es96em~

2 : 9w : 1W : z1X m -
sela ,2 ,t1 .st" Par 2 .n IL. t AU PZUam: 131 Madmis: Al , h.stIM: An

AU2 -- ' ,n ,,D .I7 bs.bb in 62,_- .0 o f* m.mi to 032 2 2 2 2 .,. . 2 2

-1: t 3T7: h3 : b5.5 t 282W•. ,58 : 2.26? 1.96 32,"3 b6,6bO 35.1 : R52 : .Ah .09
i .d GUS" b3 9 1101: f : #A.b : X,00 3,b" : 2.50: 2.29 : 16,310: 20.1635: I.lt: a 0.6 : .30 :

-36: 6 00: b2.4 ,9W: 33,886 : 3-. 2 2.96 : 23,1T 3775T39 12.4 : 20.22 : .28 :
,30 : 3: 3M: V 3.1 : 608: 3.92 : 2.6: 2A6 18.06 7,4e"2 T.19 : 9.9M : .36: .2
2'~ ~ e 2 2 : : : 2 : : . 2 2 : 2

305 1,323: I,=8 hbb.9 t 8,518: 25,0 : 3.0k : 2.8T: T7T03 22:,231: 9.W t 31.S : .3 : .75
2"*: : 657 : bk.6 : 3M : 24,'3 : 3.1k: 2.96: 22212 2T,9ga 31. t: A.12 : ." : .21

in1-1 2 600: TTG: i 1n 5 : bf,0 2 10,46 : 3.06 2 2.83: 13,863J 1 ,82 6.968 : 8.97 * .& .
2Ielm , m•~ 2 : 2 2 2 : : : : . : " "

-'-' : 9S : b.430: k5.12 6,8M6: 269," 2.90 .6 13,T3.70,2 2'M. &9fk 0.13 .41: .26
Wamo. _~~ " : *92 -- 60: " , h: -,3 32: 2h: 1h~ : - 8.20 18: .&z

. ..." s p a It. O0 a 65•: 45 ,.1 s it I 3.rr 2.42 ZIA,SLO 22,196 8..80 a 1. .404

AU A4 A 175 2 1,3.0 2: b•I. a 6,.06 2 3.w t 2.86: 2.62 2 13,7%T : 19.M?' 2 6.90 2 9.97 a U.I 2 -
3: 2 2 2 2 2 . . ." 2 *2 3 2

...... L 2 V 1:095 : 2.6 2 6,08 : 13,888 3.08 : 2.59 22,683 : 17,003 : t.30 : 10.08 2 .163 2 .2
gM - 8 2 7 2 2 : T95 .k a beTb : 32,21a3 : 3.163 : 3s8 7T,'1k : 22,256 : 9.29 : U1.6" : .37 .27

I- d3o.s : 3 96 t 860 I.5s 3.30a : 10,4T0 : 2.18 : .9: .1.,8 : ]k,0S 2 6.87 : 8.36 t .32 : .23
Inwe, vsS,-• fWa - 58 : 255 : 293 : kk.O: 1,9 ktr5 : 2.2a6 2 .17 15,2=3 : 9,6%3 T.62 : 9.50 : .30 : .23

V @n8 : '176 22 : k3.4 : I'm1. : 21"09 : 3.00 : 2.83 : 31,558 : lk,720 ? 6.05 : T.71 t .50 : .3T
UIm7 9, , glos- -: '8 : 336 : t 06 4 b.L : 2,T78 2 6,0:3"2 3-32 a 3.25 : 1k,885 : 8,412 : T-19 2 8.90 : .A6 : .35

bb 1k . : 169: ka.9 : M : 3,606 : 2.89 2.n P.Z51 2,8: 5. 2: 7.2 : .55 : .35
0-_: __: 31: 17: kht.5 : ,800 : T, : 2.19 2.22: 284,0 : 2,26: 10.07: 12.53 : n 2 .24

.3 
•.11g 1N..

4
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Table A-1T .--Estiated employment in manufacturing industries by majority-owned affiliates of U.S. firms, 1966

(ouxmands of persons)
United West United Belgium-

Industry : States y/ Canada : Gerzma : France K:i : LAremborg Mexico Brasil

All manufacturing -: 5.886 55,6 : 7h: 566 h: 106 128

Food pr :48 : 9: 14: 38 14: 18: 15
Paper and allied products- : 188 : 48 : 4: 2 : 4 2: 3: 3
cha I•a- : 660 : 57 : 17: 8 : 67 8: 2 : 27
Rubber 100 : 23 : 4: 2 : 10 2: 4: 8
PrImory and fabicated

metas "713 : 64 : 13: 4 : 59 14: 12 11
Eon-electrical --4w -i: 619: 58 : 141: 18 : 108 18: 8: 13
Ictrical mahine-ry : 991 : 78 : 45: 22 : 814: 12: 12: 20
Transportation equiluent-: 1,667 : 101 : 80 : 34 : 116 : 15 : : 114
TextIles and apparel - : 10 : 13 : 9: 2 : 7: 1 : 4: 1
Lamber, vood, and furnitue-: 65: 13 : 5: 1 : 5: 2 : 2: 1
PrInting andpublis ing : 50.: 1 : 6 : 1 : T: 2 : 0: 1

tm clay, and glas s: 163 : 16 : U1 : 1 : 6: 2 : 4: 8
Instruments 185: 15 : 14 : 13 : 40•: 2 : 2: 5
Otber manL: 139 : 16 : 5 : 2 : 15: 0 : 2 :

--- These data do not Include all WCs but a sample of enterprises reporting as parent r..ms

Source; U.S. Department of Commrce, Breau of Economic Analysis, International Investment Division.
figu"4 asupese for reasons of confidentiality by the source agency, are Tariff Comission estimates.

Some

.4
0
.4
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Table A-18.--Estimated employment in manufacturing industries by majority-owned affiliates of U.S. firms, 1970

(thousands of Dersons)

Industry

All manufacturing- -:

Food products

Paper and allied products-:

Cheicals

Primary and fabricated
metals

Nonelectrical msachlner-.-:

Electrical machiner7y:

fransportation equipment-:

Textiles and apare-l

IAmber, vood, and furnmi

Printing and publiing- :

Stone, clay, and. glass-:

Other manufacturing - : 163 :

West
Canada : Germ : France

United
States V/

262

237

721

100

727

7148

1,112

1,553

160

78

50
182

2145

551,

56

144

51

21

52

65
69

93

21

20

6

114

18

19

19

5

25

5

5T

68

58

125

12

5

5

13

29

10

United
Kingdom

143

6:

69

35

147

155

86:

1145

5:

5:

12:

11:

142

54:

Belgium-

114

8

23

14

13

42

30

35

1

5

5

5

9

Mexico : Brazil

184

19

5

25

14

IT6

7

4

314

8

1141

6

5

13

5

12

26

35

5

114

0

5

5

2

5

as parent firms.

Source: U.S. Department of Comerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, International Investment Division.
Sae figures, suppressed for reasons of confidentiality by the source agency, are Tariff Ccoiission estimates.

/1

8

21

36

43

5

Y se-aa-do-not-nl-ue a]X7iE,--but ofiiWj a seiple of 29W-enterprises reporting

1

5

8
5

5

.-.. db-

II

pa!-' 11?'All

36

13

21

13

5

1

0

10

6

262 :
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Table A-19.--All manufacturing: Comparison of all firm and MNC
employment data for selected countries, 1966 and 1970

(Valtes in thousands )' pCrFeTr,.)

Country and Year

United States:
1966---------------------
1970 --------------------- :

Canada:
1960--------------------
1970 --- - -f-- - - - - - - - -

United Kingdom:
1966 ---------------------
1970------------

Belgium- Luxembourg:

1966 ---------------------
1970 ---------------------

France:
1966 ---------------------
1970 ---------------------

West Germany:
1966---------------
1970 ----------------------------

Brazil:
1966 ---------------------
1970 ---------------------

Mexico:
1966 ---------------------
1970 --------------------- :

17'Wcso data ~o not include aiY--- VThe•se data do not Include all
enterprises reporting as parent fii

Source: Tables A-1 through A-18

: Value
for
all

firms

18,005
18,101

1,597
1,599

9,182
9,010

1,09J
1,12:

5,101
5,39'

7,89
8,25;

;,90(
2, 08

1,64(
184I

MN(

.1

2

4

7
7

3

2

So

.NIC s, but only the the sanple of

JL ] • i Im m

MNCs as
lU3 : percent
or ,. of
s firms

i8A86 33
6,038 : 3S

554: 35
SS1 34

566: 6
715" 8

74. 7
141 13

74. 1
196: 4

164: 2
429: S

7
128
176: 8

106: 6
184: 10
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rL .,J e A-.20-.Food products: Comparisosf all-fiza and MNC
•rL..•loy~ient data for selected countries, 1966 and 1970

(Values in thousands of, persons)

Valuue : owe . as
Cc.,intry and Year for Value : percent

all : for : of all
finns : : firms

Unitr.d States: . :
.196- - -•-1,642 : 1/ 236 : 14
1970----------------------- 1,639 : 1_ 262 : 16

Ca i-, "% . a: 1

J,-6 •------------------- 227 : 48 :. 21
1970 ---------------------------- 224: 56: 25

United Kingdom:
1966 .---------------------- 821.: 38 : S
1970 ---------------------- 863: 43: 5

Belgium- Luxembourg: : :
1966 ---------------------- 107, 4: 4
1970 ---------------------- 100: 6: 6

France: :
1966 --------------------- : 320: 4: 1
1970 -------------- ------------ 458

West Germany: :
1966 ----------------------------- 484 : 9: 2
1970 --------------------------- 483 : 19: 4

Brazil: : :
1966 --------------- 282 : 1S :
1970 --------------------- ---- 292 : 7: 2

Mexico: : : 0

1966 ---- ---------------------- : 493 : 18: *
1970---------------- ---------- 529 : 19: 4

-i/7These data do not inciuie all MC s, but only the the sample o• f
enterprises reporting as parent firms.

source: Tab'les.A-1 through A-18.
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Table A-2l.--Papt, and allied prodicts: Comparison of all-firm and
?NC employment data for selected countries, 1966 and 1970

(Values iii thousands o rsons)

Value : MNCs as
Country and Year : for : Value : percent

: all : for : of all
: firms :MNCs : firms

United States: :
1966 --------------------------- 634: 188 : 30
1970 -..-------------------------- 657: 237 36

Canada:
1966----------------------- 117: 48: 41
1970 --------------------------- 121 : 44 : 36

United Kingdom: :
1966 ---------------- 241.: 4 : 2
1970 ----------------- ---------- - 237: 6. 3

Be lgium- Luxembourg: : :
1966 ------- :-------------------- 27: 2. 7
1970----------------------. 28: 5 18

France:
1966 ----------------------- 130 2 2
1970 ------------------ : '133 8 6

West Germany:
1966 --------------- -------: 206. 4: 2
1970 --------------------------- 213. 5 2

Brazil: : :
1966 ------------ 48: 3 : 6
1970 -------------------------: 56: 4 : 7

Mexico: :
1966 --------- -----------------: 34: 3 : 9
1970 ------------ -------------- 37: 5 : 14

I/ Ihese data do not Include-ai MC s, but only the the sample of
enterprises reporting as parent firms.

Source: Tables A-1 through A-18.
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Table A-22.--Chemicals and allied produtcis: Comparison of all-firm
and MNC employment data for selected countries, 1966 and 1970

,Values Jr, thousands of persons)

Value : MNCs as
Country and Year for Value : pcrcent

: all for : of all
firms MNCs firihs

Uni ted States:
1966---------------------------- : 822 : 1/ 660 : 80
1970 ----------------------------: 878 : T/ 721 : 82

Canada:
1966 ----------------------------- 69 : 57 : 83
1970- 73 : S1 : 70

United Kingdom:
1966------------------------------ 477.: 67 : 14
1970 ----------------------------- 483 : 69 : 14

Belgiu- Luxembourg:
1966 --------------------------- 63: 8: 13
1970--------------------------- : - 62 : 13 : 21

France:
1966 --------------------------- : 299: 8: 3
1970 ------------------------ : 344: 23: 7

West Germany:
1966 ------------------------ 538: 17: 3
1970---------------------------- :600: 25: 4

Brazil: : :
1966 ---------------------------- 174 : 27 : 16
1970 ------------------------ 191 : 34 : 18

Mexico:
1966- --------------------- 216: 24:
1970 ------------------------ : 226: 25: 11

I/ Iliese data eontilude all MNC s; but only the the sample of
enterprises reporting as parent firms.

Source: Tables A-I through A-18.
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Table A-23.--Rubber: Comparison of. all-firm and MNC employment
data for selected countries, 1966 and 1970

(Values in thousands of persons)

Value : MNCs as
Country and Year : for : value : percent

a for : of all
all MNCs: fi-n ns f : i ,m

United States: :
1966 ---------------------- 942: 1/ 100: 11
1970---------------------- 548: 1100: 18

Canada:
1966 --------------------------- 28 : 23 : 82
1970 --------------------------- 24: 21: 88

United Kingdom: :
1966 --------------------------- 137.: 10 : 7
1970 ---------------------- 133: 35: 26

Belgium- Luxembourg:
1966 ---------------------- 8: 2 : .25
1970----------------------• 9: 5 : 56

France:
1966 ---------------------- 83: 2 : 2
1970----------------------. 95 4 : .4

West Germany: :
1966 --------------------------- 109: 4 : 4
1970----------------------. 140: 5 : 4

Brazil:.
1966 ---------------------- 25: 8 : 32'.
1970 ---------------------------- 29: 8 : 28

Mexico: : :
1966 --------------------------- 16: 4: 25
1970 .---------------------- 16: 4 25

17 '7fiTse data do nout include all MC s, but only the the sample of
enterprises reporting as parent firms.in 1970.

Source: Tables A-1 through A-18.
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Table A-24.--Primary and fabricated metals: Comparison of all-firm
and MNC employment-data for selected countries, 1966 and 1970

..... ___ _ (Values in thousands of persons)

* Value ::MNLs a5
Country and Year : for : Value : p ascent

all for : of all
f is MNCs : firms

United States:
1966 --------------------------- 2j493 1/ 713 : 29
1970 ----------------------: 2,531 : T/ 727 : 29

Canada:
1966 ---------------------- 224: 64: 29
1970 - ---------------------. 222 : 52 : 23

United Kingdom:
1966----------------------. 628.: 59: 9
1970----------------------• 604 47 : 8

Be lgiun- Luxembourg:
1966 ---------------------- 187: 4: 2
1970 ---------------------- 202 : 12 : 6

Francc: :
1966 .----------------------- 677: 4: 1
1970 ------------------- : 659: 13: 2

West Germany:
1966 :--------------------- 1,434 : 13 : 1
1970 --------------------------- 1,428: S7 :4

Brazil: : :
1966----- ------------..: 21w : 11 :5

1970----------------------- 250: 8: 3

Mexi co:
1966- •161: 12: 7
1970 ---------------------- 200: 36: 18

I/ Thcs" data d..o not inclddc all MXs s, but onl1.y th-e the sample of
enterprises reporting as parent firms.

Source: Tables A-1 through A-18.
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Table A-25.--Non-electrical machinery: Comparison of all-firm
and MNC employment data for selected countries, 1966 and 1970

(V,,a1u s in thl'',s:'.r1 "persci;':

CoUttry and Year
Va I ue
for

: firnp,
MOr

MNCs

HNCs as

:of all
firms

United States:
1966 ---------------------
1970 ---------------------

Canada:
1966 ---------------------
1970-----------------------

United Kingdom:
1966-----------------------
1970 ---------------------

belgium- Luxembourg:
1966 ---------------------
1970 ---------------------

France:
1966 ---------------------
1970 ---------------------

West Germany:
1966 ---------------------
1970 ---------------------

Brazil:
1966 ---------------------
1970----------------------

Mexico:
1966 ---------------------
1970 ---------------------

1/ These data do not include all
enterprises reporting as parent fii

Source: Tables A-i through A-18.

1,804 1 l/ 619 : 34
1,890 : T/ 748 : 40

75: 58: 77
81: 65: 80

1,348.: 108 : 8
1,275 : 155 : 12

84 : 18 : 21
92 26 28

670 18 : 3
714: 42: 6

1,097: 41: 4
1,200 : 68 : 6

89 : 13 : 15
107 : 21 : 19

3 8: 23

so : 13 : 26

ýWC s, but only the the sample of
m; .
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T:.-'c A. I". -- Electrical machinery: - prison- -gil-firm and NC
',%;,ploymentl-n-selected countries, 1966 and 1970

(V~iJule in thoitsancls of )iirsonsj

Value a : MNCs as
'.:try and Year for : Va]ue : percent

* all for : of all
Firms NCs : firms

1811 : 1/ 991: 55

------------------ 1840 : IT'1112 : 60

------------------- 115: 78 : 68
070 ...... 116 • 69 : 59

United Kingdom:
1966 ----------------------- 868.: 84 : 10
1970 ---------------------------- 863 : 86 : 10

Belgiwt- Luxembourg:
196 ---------------------------- 92 : 12 : 13
1970 ---------------------------- 108 35 : 32

Frai cc:
1966 ---------------------- 365: 22: 6
1970 ---------------------- 390: 30: 8

West Germany:
1966 ----------------------- 965 : 45 : S
1970 ----------------------- 1095 58

Rrazil: :
1966 .---------------------- 95: 20: 21
19?0 .................... : 107 : 36 : 34

M e x i co::::

1966 ---------------------- 76: 12: 16
1970 --------------------------- 110 : 21 : 19

I-fh' ._data do not include all M•C s, but only the th sample of
eitcrprises reporting as parent firms in 1970.

Source: Tables A-i through A-18.
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Table A-27.--Transportation equipment: Cosparison of all-firm and
MNC employment in selected countries, 1966 and 1970

(Values in t'housaj.(-.! , I * o .-)

Country and Year
: fil•,

all1
fi rIT

United States:
1966 -----------------
1970 ---------------------

Canada:
1966 ---------------------
1970-----------------------

United Kingdom:
1966 ---------------------
1970 --------------------------- :

Belgium- Luxembourg:
1966------------- --------
1970------------ ---------

France:
1966 ---------------------
1970-----------------

West Germany:
1966 ---------------------
1970---------------------

Brazil:
1966 ---------------------
1970---------------------

Mexico:
1966 ---------------------
1970---------------------

11
1,

i,
1,

le :

Is

892
686

147
143

o077.:
063

79
89

513
566

630
725

134
155:

82
110

Ira lue
for
MNCs

MNCs as
pe-rcent
of all
firms

--1f hese data do not include all INC s, but only the the sample of
enterprises reporting as parent firms.

Source: Tables A-1 through A-IS.

1/ 1,667 : 88
_/1,553 : 92

101: 69
93 :65

116: 11
145: 14

15i 19
5: 6

34 :7
35. 6

80: 13
125: 17

14: 10
43 :28

11: 13
13: 12
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Table A-28.--Textiles and apparel: Com~wison of all-fim and M4C
employment in selected countries, 1966 and 1970

(Values in thousands of persons)

Value : : MNCs as
Country and Year : for : Value : percent

all : for : of all

: firms : Cs : firns

United States:
1966 ---------------------- 2,287: 11110 : S
1970 ---------------------- 2,252 : /160 : 7

Canada: :
1966 ---------------------- 201 : 13 : 6
1970- ---------------------: 192 : 21 : 11

United Kingdom: : :
1966 ---------------------- 1,266.: 7 : 1
1970 ----------------------: 1138 : S : negl.

Belgiun- Luxembourg: : :
1966 ---------------------- 235: 1: negl.
1970 ---------------------- 206: 14: 7

France: : :
1966 ----------------- . 889: 2: neil.
1970 ----------------------: 834: 1: negl.

West Germany: :
1966 ---------------------- : 944: 9: 1
1970 ---------------------- : 880: 12: 1

Brazil: : :
1966 ---------------------- 4 1 negl.
1970 --------------------------- 422: 5: 1

Mexico:. :
1966 ---------------------- : 277 : 4 : 1
1970 --------------------------- 298: 5: 2

I/ These data do not include all !WCs, but only the the sample of
enterprises reporting as parent firms.

Source: Tables A-l through A-18.
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Table A-29.--Lumber, wood, and furniur*.. Compa•eo. of all-firm and
MNC employment-in selected countries, 1966 and 1970

(Values in thousands dr par:i:)

: Value : MNCs as
Country and Year : : Value : percent: ll for : of all

al £MNCs : firms

United States:
1966 --------------------------- 1000 : 1/ 65 7
1970----------------------- : 980 : 178 : 8

Canada:
1966---------------------- • 134 : 13 : 10
1970 ----------------------: 132: 20 : 15

United Kingdom:
1966 -------------------------- : 322.: : 2
1970 --------------------------- 307 : 5 : 2

Be lgiium-Luxembourg:
1966 ---------------------- 49: 2 :4
1970----------------------. 51 : 0 : 0

France:
1966 --------------------------- 291 : 1 : negl.
1970 ---------------------- 285: 5 : 2

West Germany:
1966 ---------------------- 295: 5: 2
1970 ---------------------- 293: 5 : 2

Irazil: :
1966 ---------------------- 132: 1 : 1
1970 ---------------------- 152: 1: 1

Mexico:
1966 ---------------------- 74: 2 : 3
1970 ---------------------- 78: 1 : 1

l/ These data do not include all .WC s. but only the the sample of
enterprises reporting as parent fir.•s in 1970.

Source: Tables A-1 through A-18.
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Table A-30.--Printing and publishing: Comparison of all-firm and MNC
employment in selected countries, 1966 and 1970

Country a

United States:
3966--------
D•70-

CirnaJ, :

A I PLv.)-------------
1970---------

LUni tcd Kingdom:
1966---------
1970---------

Be Ig imu- Luxembourg
1966---------
1970---------

France:
1966---------
1970---------

West Gennany:
1966---------
1970---------

Brazil:
1966---------
1970---------

Mexico:
1966---------
1970 ------------

I/ 'these data do
enterprises reporting as parent firms.

Source: Tablei A-i through A-1S.

MNCs as
percent
of all
f irwu

(Values in thousands of persons)

Value
nd Year : for : Value

all for
: ti m : MNCs

* firms M~
* 0

1------------- 1,018 :
---------- -: 1,081 :

------- 82:
-- - 86:

--- --- 413.:
... :- - 426:

--: 37:
-- 41:

-- 231:
-. 292:

-- 216:
-: 224:

-• 67:
-- 81:

-• 47.

-ot: 53 :
not-]inc€l~ue allJtc s, but" only the

)

50
50

4:

6:

70
12

2:
5:

:

5:
:

6:
5:

1:

5:

0:
0:

5
5

S
7

2
3

S
12

negl.2

3
2

2
7

0
0

III I

Sample of
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Table A-31.--Ston-, clay, and glass: Comparison of all-firm and MNC
employment-vi selected countries, 1966 sad 1970

(Values in thousands of persons)

Value : : MNCs as
Country and Year : for : Value : percent

: all for : oE all
firs : MNCs : firms

United States: : :
1966 --------------------------- : 616 : 1/ 163 : 26
1970 --------------------------- : 95 : T :182: 31

Canada: :%
1966 ---------------------------- 53: 16 30
1970 --------------------------- : 51 : 14: 27

United Kingdom: :
1966 -------------- ----- : 369.: 6 : 2
1970 --------------------------- 349: 11: 3

Belgiun- Luxembourg:
1966 ---------------------- : 66: 2: 3
1970 ---------------------- : 69: 5: 7

France: : :
1966 ---------------------- : 228: 1: negl.
1970 ----------------------: 220 S 2

West Germany: : :
1966 ---------------------- : 434: 11: 3
1970 ---------------------- : 406: 13: 3

Brazil: :
1966 -------------------------- : 138: 8: 6
1970 ---------------------- : 157: 8: 5

Mexico:
1966 -------------------------- : 93: 4: 4
1970 --------------------------: 107 10 9

l/ These data do not include aI I-If C s, but- only the the sample of
enterprises reporting as parent firms.

Source: Tables A-I through A-iS.

$-020 0 - 73 - 48
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Table A-32.--Instumants: Comparison df all-firm and MNC
employment in selected countries, 1966 and 1970

(Va ltc.s in thousands of persons)

: Value : : NNCs as
Country and Year for : Value : percent

all : for : of all
f irms : Cs : firms

United States: : :
1966 --------------------------- : 362: 1185 ; 51
3970 --------------------------- : 404 : 245 : 61

Canada: : :
1966 ---------------------- 19 : 15 : 79
1970 --------------------------- 20: 18: 90

United Kingdom: :
1966 ---------------------- : 151 : 40 : 26
1970 ---------------------- 157 : 42 : 27

Be lg ium- Luxembourg:
1966----------------------• 3 : 2 : 67
1970 --------------------------- 3 2 : 67

France:
1966 ---------------------------- 121 : 13 : 11
1970----------------------. 124: 9: 7

West Germany: :
1966 ---------------------- 154 : 14 : 9
1970 ---------------------- 169 : 22 : 13

Braz: 1:
1966 --------------------------- na 5:
1970 --------------------------- na : -

Mexico: :
1966 ---------------------- na : 2
1970 --------------- na 6.

-- T711--T s dat. do not include all WC s, but only the the sample of
enterprises reporting as parent firms.

Source: Tables A-1 through A-18.
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Table A-33.-tiscellanoouS mmnufacturing:-Cqmpsrison of all-firm and MNC
employment in selected countries' 1966 and 1970

(Values in thousands of persons)

: Value : : 14•Csas
Country and Year : for : Value : percent

: all : for : of all
: firms : MNCs firmss

United States: : 0 : :
1966 - ----------------------- 1132: : 139: 12
1970 ---------------- 1121 : :163: 15

Canada:
1966 ------------------------- : 91 : 16 : 18
1970 ----------------------- - 100 : 19 : 19

United Kingdom: : :
1966-..:--------------------- 19064.: 15 : 1
1970 -------------------------- 1,112: 54: S

Belgium- Luxembourg:
1966 --------------------------- 61: 0: 0
1970 --------------------------- 62: 5: 8

France: :
1966 ------------ 287. : 2: 1
1970 -------------------------- : 280 : 2: 1

West Germany: : :
1966 ------------------------ - 391 : 5: 1
1970 ---- ----------------------: 401 : 10: 2

Brazil: : :
1966 --------------- -------- 102: 1: 1
1970 --------------------------- 83 : 5: 6

Mexico: : :
1966- ----------------- -: 36 : 2 : 6
1970 ................... 34 : 26 : 76

l/ These data do not include all • -$s, but only the the sample of
enterprises reporting as parent 'firms.

Source: Table A-I through A-IS.



Table A-34.-Estimated average hourly compensation of all employees, for selected industries
and countries, 1966

(In U.S. dollars)

: United.: West France United Belgium- Mexico BrazilIndustry : States Ca: n :d Germany :ac Kingdom : LUXbog*:

All,manufacturin - : $ 3.50 : ý 2.42 : $ 1.80 : $1.68 : $ 1.70 : $ 1.68 : $ 0.59 : $ 0.57
Food---- 3.16 : 2.06 : 1.49 : 1.44 : 1T9: 1.67 : .43 : .52
Paper- ..-.- : 3.44 : 2.78 : 1.62 : 1.57 : 1.80 : 1.59 : .75 : .53
Chemicals-- 24.03 : 2.76 : 2.21 : 2.14 : 1.91 : 2.12 : .85 : .79
Rubber-- - 3.41 : 2.50 : 1.96 : 1.84: 1.55 : 1.70 : .84 : -67
Metalls: 3.87 : 2.72 : 2.00 : 1.69 1.60 : 1.70 : .75 .65
Non-electrical machinery-'----: 3.86 : 2.67 : 1.88 : 1.80 : 1.65 : 1.73 : .65 : .70
Electrical machinery --- : 3.64 : 2.50 : 1.99 : 1.86 : 1.65 : 1.85 : .59 : .1-
Treasportation equipment--: 4.35 : 2.94 : 2.17 : 1.82 : 1.68 : 1.86 : .75 : .91
Textiles and apperel --- : 2.35 : 2.43 : 1.42 : 1.32 : 1.72 : j..18 : .55 .41
Lumber, wood, ahd furniture---: 2.67 : 2.04 O 1.49 : 1.33 : 1.67 : 1.41 : .35 :0
Printing and publishing----: 3.68 : 2.67 : 1.92 : 2.19 1.80 : 1.70 : .63 : .63
Stone, elAsy, and glass----: 3.37 : 2.43 2.20 : 1.60 : 1.58 : 1.61 : .60 .43
Instruments-.--. . 3.87 : 2.43 : 1.94 : 1.80 : 1.65 : 1.80 : NA : NA
Other- - ----- : 3.28 : 2.10: 1.66 : 1.72: 1.67 : 1.26 : .67: .62

Source: Tables A-1 through A-16.
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TUble A.-35.--,Estimated average hourly compensation of all employees, for selected industries
.. i- count~rijes,,•39

(In U.S. dollars)
: : : : Beligum-:.

: United : : Wes : : :Industry States nada France United Luxem- Mexico Brazil
: : : : : :bourg::

All manufacturing : $ 4.37 : $ 3.64: $ 2.8: $ 2.49: $ 1.95: $ 2.34 $0.78: $ 0.68d.- 4.00 : 3.20 2.26 : 2.00 : 2.03 : 2.37 : .60 .56
S.er .... : 4.36 : 4.03 : 2.50 : 2.25 : 2.01 : 2.21 : 1.33 : .67

Chemicals ---------- : 5.00 : 3.99 : 3.52 : 3.00 : 2.18 : 2.90 : 1.15 : 1.00
Rubber ....... : 4.17 : 3.96 : 2.68 : 2.58 : 1.92 : 2.36 1.28 : .72Metals - ---------- : 4.-5 : 4.07 : 3.04 : 2.33 : 1.79 : 2.38 : .83 .79
Non-electrical machinery----- : 4.87 : '4.23 : 2.90 : 3.24 : 1.87 : 2.47 : 5 .91
Electrical machinery ----------: 4.57 : 3.69 : 3.08 : 3.84 : 1.94 : 2.59 .63 .88Transportation equipment ------: 5.42 : 4.35 3.43 2.54 2.-11 2.64 .96 1.13
Textiles and apparel -------- : 2.91 : 2.43 : 2.18 : 1.87 : 1.88 : 1.62 : .69 .4TLumber, wood, and furniture---: 3.42 : 3.00 : 2.26 : 1.86 : 1.80 : 1.97 : :.44
Printing and publishing ------- : 4.56 : 3.99 : 3.00 : 3.08 : 2.01 : 2.47 : .70 : .88
Stone, clay, and glass-----: 4.26 : 3.71 : 3.31 : 2.28 : 1.76 : 2.22 : :.53
Instruments --------: 4.80 : 3.63 : 2.89 : 3.24 : 2.00 : 2.50 : NA NA
Other-------- -- : 4.17 : 3.15: 2.49 : 2.38: 1.85 1.68: .96: .58

Source: Tables A-I through A-16.

it



Table A-36.--Indexes of estimated average hourly compensation of all employee.
in selected industries and countries, 1966

(United States a_1Q0) .

Industry

All manufacturing-------------
Food-- ---------------
Paper --- .. -: --- - - - - - -

Chemicals--------------
Rubber -----------------------
Metals --- - ------ ---------
Non-electrical machinery ------
Electrical machinery ---------- :
Transportation equipment -
Textiles and apparel---------
Lumber, wood, and furniture---:
Printing and publishing ------- :
Stone, clay, and glass-------
Instruments----------------
Other------...

: United : Canada
: States :

69 :
65 :
81
68
73
70
69
69
68

103
76
73
72
63
64

West
Germany

51:
47
47
55
57
52
49
55
50
60
56
52
65
50
51

France : United
: Kingdom

48 : 49
46 : 57
46 : 52
53 : 47
54 : 45
44 : 41
47: 43
51 : 45
42: 39
56: 73
50: 63
60: 49
47 : 47
47 : 43
52 : 51

: Belgium- : Mexico
: Luxembourg :

48
53
46
53
50
44
45
51
43
50
53
46
48
47
38

1714
22
21
25
19
17
16
17
23
13
17
18
NA
20

Source: Tables A-I through A-16.

Brazil

1616
15
20

'20
17
18
20
21
17
15
17
13
NA
19

)00
)00
)00
)00
)00
)00
)00
)00
)00
)00
)00
)00
)00
)00
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Table A-37 .- Indexes of estimated average hourly compensation of all employees
in selected industries and countries, 1970

(United States = 100)

Industry: United : Canada : West France : United Belgium-: Mexico Brazil
States : : Germany: : Kingdom :Luxembourg:

All manufacturing- -------- : 00: 83: 6: 57 65: 54 : 18 16

Food---------- : 100 : 80: 57: 50 51: 59: 15 : l
Paper ---- --- -------- : 100: 92: 57: 52: 146: 51: 31. 15

Chemicals --- ----- : 100: 80: 70: 60: 44: 58: 23. 20
Rubber -------- 100: 95: 64: 62: 46: 57: 31. 17
Metals -------------------- 100: 86: 64: 49: 38: 50: 17. 17
Non-electrical machinery-----: 100 : 87 : 60 : 67 : 38 : 51 : 15 .19
Electrical machinery ---------- : 100 : 81 : 67 : 84 : 42 : 57 : 14 19
Transportation equipment ------ : 100 : 80 : 63 : 47 : 39 : 49 : 18 :21
Textiles and apparel --------- : 100 : 84: 75: 64 : 65: 56: 24 16
Lumber, wood, and furniture---: 100 : 88 : 66: 54 : 53: 58: 17. 13
Printing and publishing-----: 100 : 88 : 66 : 68 : 44 : 54 : 15 . 19
Stone, clay, and glass --------: 100 : 87 : 78: 54 : 41: 52: 19. 12
Instruments ----------- 100 : 76 : 60: 68 : 42: 52: NA NA
Other- --------- ------- : 100 : 76 : 60: 57 : : 4 23 14

Source: Tables A-i through A-16.
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Table A-38.--Estimated average hourly compensation of production workers in selected
industries and countries, 1966.

(In U.S. dollars)-

: United : Canada : West : France : United Belgium- Mexico BrazilIndustry States : : Germany : : Kingdom :Luxembourg: M

All manufacturing ----------- : $3.08 : $2.22 : $1.59 : $1.31 : $1.26 : $1.47 : $0.34 : $0.46
Food-------------. 2.78 : 1.87 : 1.32 : 1.16 : 1.22 : 1.40 : .27 : .35
Paper - --- - - 3.14 : 2.62 : 1.45 : 1.25 : 1.43 : 1.39 : .43 : .44
Chemicals-- -- 3.48 : 2.43 : 1.83 : 1.57 : 1.29 : 1.78 : .35 p59
Rubber- - 3.04 : 2.36 : 1.58 : 1.35 : 1.24 : 1.50 : .54 : .56
Metals- 3.56 : 2.62 : 1.85 : 1.38 : 1.30 : 1.54 : .49 : .56
Non-electrical machinery----: 3.49 : 2.51 : 1.66 : 1.44 : 1.25 : 1.55 : .41 : .59
Electrical machinery-------: 3.03 : 2.21 : 1.66 : 1.37 : 1.26 : 1.49 : .36 : .59
Transportation equipment---: 3.90 : 2.77 : 1.99 : 1.47 : 1.41 : 1.67 : .38 : .75
Textiles and apparel--- ---- : 2.07 : 1.50 : 1.28 : 1.03 : 1.13 : 1.08 : .38 : •35
Lumber, wood,-ad furniture---: 2.42 : 1.93 : 1.43 : 1.12 : 1.17 : 1.33 : .25 : .34
Printing and publishing----: 3.43 : 2.64 : 1.79 : 1.79 : 1.43 : 1.58 : .45 : .58
Stone, clay, and glass : 3.11 : 2.31 : 2.06 : 1.33 : 1.21 : 1.47 : .35 : .37
Instruments-....- . . : 3.20: 2.M : 1.66 : 1.44 : 1.27 : 1.60 : NA : RA
Other -.-------- .- : 2.60 : 1.90 : 1.48 : 1.31 : 1.22 : 1.14 : .35 : .35

Source: Tables A-1 through A-16.



Table A-39.--Estimated average hourly compensation of production workers in selected
industries and countries, 1970

(In U.S. dollars)
: : : :: Belgium-::: United : Canada : West : : United • Luxem- Mexico Brazil

Industry: States : : Germany : : Kingdom : Mxo rz
: : : : :bourg ::

All manufacturing-- $3.84 : $3.32 : $2.50 : $1.81 : $1.54 : $2.04 : $0.47 : $ 0.54
Food-- 3.57 : 2.89 : 1.98 : 1.61 : 1.52 : 1.99: .39 : .45
Paper- ----------. 3.98 : 3.79 : 2.29 : 1.79 : 1.78 : 1.93 : .73 : .57
Chemicals---: 4.31 : 3.50 : 2.96 : 2.20 : 1.56 : 2.44 : .50 : .73
Rubber- .......----- 3.69 : 3.67 : 2.46 : 1.89 : 1.53 : 2.09 : .86 : .59
Metals---- - -. 4.40 : 3.81 : 2.87 : 1.90 : 1.59 : 2.16 : .60 : .65
Non-electrical machinery ------: 4.35 : 3.87 : 2.61 : 2.64 : 1.52 : 2.22 : .52 : .72
Electrical machinery--------.: 3.82 : 3.16 : 2.59 : 2.82 : 1.49 : 2.09 : .42 : .68
Transportation equipment----: 4.88 : 4.04 : 3.18 : 2.05 : 1.83 : 2.37 : .49 : .93
Textiles and apparel- - 2.59 : 2.16 : 1.95 : 1.46 : 1.35 : 1.48 : .51 : .39
Lumber, wood, and furinture--: 3.07 : 2.78 : 2.17 : 1.57 : 1.37 : 1.86 : .36 : .36
Printing and publishing-----: 4.27 : 3.87 : 2.83 : 2.52 : 1.78 : 2.29 .52 : .76
Stone, clay, and glass-------: 3.94 : 3.49 : 3.15 : 1.90 : 1.47 : 2.03 : .48 : .43
Instruments -- 3.88 : 2.99 : 2.51 : 2.64 : 1.45 : 2.22 : NA : NA
Other- 3.32 : 2.80 : 2.22 : 1.81 : 1.47 : 1.52: .51 : .45

NA - not available.

Source: Tables A-1 through A-16.

4 A
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Table A-40.--Indexes of estimated average hourly compensation of Lduc *n workers in
selected industries and countries,

(United States = 100)

Industry
Unit ed
States

All. manufactur rig- ----

Chem icals -- ---- ---------
Rubbr---------------
Metals --------- -----

Non-electrical machinery-----:
Electrical machinery ----------
Transportation equipment ------ :
Textiles *and ap.pare1 --------- :
Lnimber., wood, and .furniture --
Printing and publishing-----
Stone, clay, and glass*--
Instruments -------------

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Canada

72
67
83
70
78
74
72
73
71
72
80
77
74
63
73

West
Germany

52
47
46
53
52
52
48
55
51
62
59
52
66
52
57

France

43
42
4o
45
44
39
41
45
38
50
46
52
43
45
50

United Belgium-
Kingdom : Luxembourg:

41 : 48 :
44 : 50 :
46 : 44 :
37 : 51 :
41 : 49 :
37 : 43 :
36: 44 :
42 : 49 :
36 : 43 :
55 : 52 :
48 : 55 :
42 : 46 :
39 : 47 :
40 : 50 :
47 : 44 :

Source: Tables A-i through A-16.

Mexico

10
14
10
18
14
12
12
10
18
10
13
11
NA:
13

Brz..- _

14
17
18
16
17
19
19
17
14
17
12
NA
13

ft



Table A-• 1 -- Indexes of estimated average hourly compensation of production workers
in selected industries and countries, 1970

(United States = 100)
: : : : ::Belgium-::

Industry : United : Canada : West : France : United Luxem- Mexico Brazil
: States : : Germany : Kingdom: bourg

All manufacturing -1----- 100 : 86 : 65 : 47T: 40: 53 12: 14
Food1 100 : 81 : 55 : 45: 43: 56: 11: 13

Paper- . . -1------------- 100 : 95 : 58 : 45: 45: 48: 18: 14

Chemicals----------: 100 : 81 : 69 : 51: 36: 57: 12: 17
Rubber 00 : 99 : 67 : 51: 41i: 57: 23: 16

Metals ------ : 100 : 87 : 65 : 43: 36: 49 : 14: 15

Non-electrical machinery -- : 100 : 89 : 60 : 61: 35: 51 : 12: 17
Electrical machinery- - 100 : 83 : 68 : 74: 39: 55 : ii: 18

Transportation equipment-- -: 100 : 83 : 65 : 42 : 38 : 49 : 10 : 19
Textiles and apparel--: 100 : 83 : 75 : 56: 52: 57 : 20: 15
Luvdber, wood, and furniture---: 100 : 91 : 71 : 51: 45,: 61 : 12: 12
Printing and publishing- -- : 100 : 91 : 66 : 59 : 42 : 54 : 12 : 18

Stone, clay, and glass 100 : 89 : 80 : 48 : 37: 52 : 12: 11
Instruments 100 : 77 : 65 : 68 : 3 : 5T : NA : NA
Other...... .- : 100 : 84 : 67 : 55 : 441: 46 : 15 : 14

NA - not available.

Source: Tables A-1 through A-16.
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Table A-42.--Estimated average hourly 1cmpemtion paid to all GOVIC08 by ll tirms and by
NWC a In the mutaecturing industries of. eiht kq psantriem, 1966 and 1970.

U & d lu la | . . ... .. .. ...

.1.

All manufacturing: /1966:

All firM a--- -
1•0S

19703
All firms--- - -

Food products:
1966:

All fir-s-

19T0:
All firmas--

Paper and allied products:
1966:2

All firms----

1970:
All finms-----
NBlC's•

Chemicals and allied products:
1966: 2

All firms--MSC'.-

1970:
All firmsa-

Rubber:
1966:

All firms-----NEC' s---

1970:
All firm a-NEC's 2

Primary and fabricated metals:
1966:2

All firms-NEC's----

1970:
All firms.-NEC', - - 2

Nonelectrical machinery:
1966:

All firms:
NEC's,

1970:
All firm---.. . .

Electrical machinery:
1966:

All fira-NEIC' --- ...----...

1970:
All fiw.NE•C, ---- : -•-.=---- • 2 •

Transportation evapment: 2
1966:

All firmt .

1970:
All fIrms..-MUCO:

CaunedI UnitedCanada
I Kiac

United
States

$3.)0 :
4.10

4. ho0

3.2Q 3
3.30 2

1.00
4.10

3,40
3.80

4.46
4.10

14.10

5.00
5.10

3.10
3.702

4.20
4.60

11.80 2
5.10

3.90
4.30:

k.90
5.70

3.60
3.90

14.60
5.30

4.20

5.110
5.502

See footnotes at end of table.

2.70o

3.60
3.90

2.10
2.110

3.20
3.30

2.80
2.90

h.004.40

2.80
2.90

h1.00:
4.00

2.50
2.60

4.00
4.10

2.70
2.90

4.104.00

2.70
2.804

4.20

2.50
2.50

3.703.70

2.90
3.10
h.4 0
4.401111

$1.70
1.50

2.00
I-7o

1.80
1.50

2.00
1.80

1.80
1.80

2.00
1.60

1.90
1.40

2.20
1.T0

1.60
1.40

1.90
1.80

1.60
1.30

1.80
1.40

1.70
1.1O

1.70
1.30

1.90
1.60

1.70

2.10
2.30

2.30 219
2.20 2.40

1.702 1.40

2.40 t 2.001.80 : 1.70

i.6o : 1.6o
1.60o 1.50
2.20 : 2.30

2.00 : 2.00

2.10 : 2.10
1.82 2.10

2.90 8 3.00

I 2.0 27

1.70ot 1.80
1.6o t 1.9o

2.40 : 2.6o

2.00 : 2.20

1.70 2 1.70

1.60 1.50o
2.40 2.30
2.50 2.00

11.70 1 .80

2 2 .

S1.600 1.60

1 1.60 2 1.5

2.60 3.80
2.20 2.60

2 1.90 2 1.80
2 1.6 1.10

2.70 2.70
2.60 2.50

* 2. . . .

2.80
1.90
2.90

1.50
1.60

2.30
2.10

1.60
1.80

2.50
2.40

2.20
2.10

3.50
3.20

2.00
2.10

2.70
2.60

2.00
1.90

3.00
2.60

1.90
1.90

2.00
1.90

3.10
3.10

2.20
2.10

3.40

lil i li LI

Brazil

t0.6o
.80

S.,70
21.00

.50

.60

2 .60
.80

.50
'.90

.70
1.00

.80

.80

1.00
.80

.70

.80

.70
1.10

.70
2 .70

2 .80
1.00

.70
1.10

1.70

" 90
2*.70

* .90
I1.000

I1.10
I1.20

'2 .80
1.30

.70

.60
1.00

.80
1.10

• 1.30
1.20

.90
1.10

1.20
1.60

.80
1.20

1.30
1.40

.80

.90

.80
1.10

.70
1.20

.80
1.50

.60

.90

.60
1.10

.80
1.30

1.00
1.50

=- -,iI-"
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.LS.i.- tA , 'ier&6 hourly compensation paid to all employees by all firms and by WC i ir
the ix. . Jiig industries of eight key countries, 195A and 1970-Continued

(Zn dollars)
United1

States I

Textiles and apparel:
1966:

All flrms----

1970:
All firms---. . ......-

Lumber, wood, and furniture:
1"66:

All firms -- - --

1970:
All firms-------

Printitig and publishing:
1966:

All firms--
MIC'S

1.970:
All fir m -- -
MOIC' s,

Stone, clty, and glass:
1966:

ALl firms -MNCC' 8,

1970:
All firm s
NRlC's---

Instruments:
1906:

All firm

1970:
All fr
NlC's -i -------

Other nanufacturin.,:
1966:

All firms
MNC 's

1970:
All firms
XC I a-

2.40
2.TO

9.90
3.20

2.70
3.80

3.10
4.70

3.70

14.60

3.404.10

4.30
4.90

1.90

11.80
5.80

3.30
3.00

4..00

: United :5lgeiU.I
Canda , iKingdom : , France

2.40
2.10

2.40
2f.60

2.00
2.50

3.00
2.80

2.70
2.40

4.00
3.70

2.402.40"

3.70

3.50

2.10
2.60

3.60
3.50

240
2.00

3.20
3.20

1.70
1.60

1.90
1.80

1.70

1.80

1.80

1-T

2.00

I.T

1.60
1.30

1.80
1.T0

1.70
1.50

2.00
1.70

1.70
1.50

1.90
1.T0

1.20
1.30

1.60
1.70

1.10

2.00

1.70

2.50

1.60
4.60
2.20
2.20

1.80
1.60

2.50
2.30

1.30
1.30

1.70
1.60

I

./ These figures are separately derived and do not represent average values
listed separately.

V/ Date are lacking for a reasonable estimate.
,/ "U": lot available.

of the Industtial-sectors

Source: Tables A-1 through A-16 (for all-firm data) and International Investment Division, Bureau of Economic
Analysis, U.S. Department of Comierce (for WEC data).

Notes.-Central: Al figures are rounded to the nearest 10 cents. In comparing WC and all-firm data,
the reader should bear In mind that differences of 30 cents ma hour or less could be within the range of possibleerror inherent in these estimates. Each estimate Is probably correct to (2) $0.10 on either side of Its truevalue. Thus the total possible variation between all-firm and IWC observation s due to real differences in
the figures can be broken down as follow:

Estimate error:
For all firm 10
For 3UC'eV---- -6.. (! 10

Rounding error:
For all firm-- -- - (t) $0.05
for INKe--TotWC' .. . .... M .. (•

The probable errors in the estimates ae greatest for Mxico and Brasil, less for the Uurpema oountrieo ,nd
least for the United States end Canada.

1.30
1.20

1.90
1.80

1.30
1.10

1.90
1.90

2.20
I/
3.10

1.60
1.80

2.30
2.00

1.80

1.70

3.20
3.00

1.70
1.40

2.40
1.50

t m mv
&

.•mmmmmmmmm

West I

Germany :ruil

1310 : .1.
1.60: V/

2.20 .50
2.10 3/

1.40 A.0
1.10o /
2.30 A.0
2.30 V/

2.90 .60

3,00 .90

2.20 A.0
1.80: .60

3.30 .50
3.20 .90

1.90 NA
1.80: /
2.90 NA
3.00' 1/

1.70 .60
1.70o
2.50 .60
2..03 3/

Mexico

.60

.70

S.70

1.10

.60

.60

33O

.60
1.00

.80

.70
1.00

1.00
.80
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Table A-43.--All manufacturing: Ccmpariscn of all-firm and
MNC data on total sales, 1966 and 1970

Country and Yes r
V

: fi

: Md

United f,-',tor:
1966 ----------------
1970 ----------------

Canada:
196 ------------------
1970 -----------------

United Ki nrdcori:
1966 -----------------
1970 ------------------

Belg iurt- ux e;-bourg:
i.966 ----------------
1970-----------------

France:
1966 -----------------1970--------.........-

Wes- Germany:
1966 ---------.------ :
1970 --- ---------- :

Ir

ilue : Value
r : for

•II " 1C I s

Ilion : Million
iars : dollars

l•4,063 F]/ 163,874
p99,809 •i/ 207,780

32,277 : 15,682
42,585 : , 22,128

91,451 : 9,634
98,692 : 16,246

11,221 : 1,158
16,652 : 2,608

61,932 : 3,644
92,488 : 5,641

91,108 : 5,238
L35,923 : 10,788I

Brazil:
1966 ----------------- :
1970 ------------------- :

Mexico:
1966- -.... .. ..
1970 - ....---------------

13,593 :
19,019 :

13,013 :
18,997 :

195ý8

2,105 :
4,715

I/ These figures cover only a sample oi' 293 parent firms reporting in 1970.

Sources: Tables A-I through A-16 (for national figures) and International
Investment Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of
Commerce (for MNC figures)..

M11Cjs as
percent
of all
firms

!4NCs '
share of
aggregate
growth

32
35

49
52

11
16

10
16

6
6

6
8

12
18

16
25

3 51

63

91

27

7
a

12

33

44

.Percent
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Table A.1*.-Food products: Comparison 'of all-firm and
MNC data on total sales, 1966 and 1970

Value Value MIXCs as: ,MNCs'
Country anj Year for for : percent : share of

all : MNC' s of all : aggregate
firms firms " growth

Million Million :
: dollars : dollars : : Percent

Unite,! ',:Otot s:::::

1-;66 ---------------. : 79,750 : _/ 11,465 : 114
1970---------...... . : 97,6147: _/ 14,292 : 15: 16

Canada:::1966-----------------: 6,516: 1,737: 27 :
1970 ----.------------ : 8,532 : . 2,220 : 26: 24

0

United Kingdom:
1966 ----------.... . . .---: 9,539 : 956 : *10:
1970 -------... : 10,294 : 1,054 : 10 : 13

Belgium-Luxembourg: :
1966------. 1,780 : 109 : 6:
1970 -----......... : 2,9415 : 121 : 5: 2

France: : : :
8,800: 292 : 3 :

1970 17,137 : 473 : 3 :

West Germany: : : :
11,755: 430 : 4:

--------------- : 15,583: 634 : 14: 5

Brazll: :
. : 2,9174: 198: 7:

3,94•7: 107: 3:

Mexico: : : : 0

1966--------- : 4,103: 3314: 8:
1970 - -------------- : 5,773: 187 : 8 : 9

.. These figures cover only a sample of 298 parent ftrms reporti.ng in 1970.

Sources: Tables A-1 through A-16 (for national figures) and International
Investment Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of

Commerce (for MNC figures).
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Table A-45.--Paper and allied products Co*arison of all-firm
and IMNC data on total sales , 1966 and 1970

Value
Country and Year for

: all: firm

Mill
doll

United Sti.tes :

1906 6----------------
1.970 -.--------------

Carnada:
1966 ---------.
1970- ..-. ....---- ---

United Cingdom:
1966 ---------
1970 -----------.... -- --

Belgium-Luxembourg:
1966-...------
1970 --------

France:

1970. ..----

West Germany:
1966 -.- ....------ :-----
1970------- - -

Brazil:1966 .......... .. .: ---
1970 --------------------

Mexico:

1970----------....

20
21.

2,
3,

2,
2,

1,
2,

2,
39

I/ These figures cover only a sii

,e Value
for

MNC's

ion : Million
ars : dollars

,A1, . 5,421
,659 : ./ 7,514

,921 : 1,2142
,81.O : . 1,505,

,561 : 113
J763 : 141

329 : 38
196 : 96

T712 : 80
161 : 183

1.37 : 68
1.T7 : 69

353 : 16
501 : 65

380: 63

525 : 121

iple of 298 pares

L

Sources: Tables A-1 through A-16 (for national figures) and International
Investment Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of
Commerce (for MNC figures).

9--020 0 - 73 - 49

perch:of

fi

tit firms

wise
ent : share of
1a aggregate
s growth

: Percent

27 :
30 :. 49

43
39 : 29

5 : 1.4

12
19 : 35

5:
8 : 25

3:
2 : negl.

13
13 : 13

17

23 4 1o

reporting in 1970.
I
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Table -4 6.-mqida'1s Comparison of al-fizz ad ]IC
Atsts -an tam •iim,. 1966 and AM

Country and. Year
*~ Vi

:

United States:

1966
19Caa -:

Canada:-+
1966 .... =-- - .
1970 . . . . . ..

United Kingdom:
1966-.
••1f .. . . ..

Belgiwum-Luxlembourg:1966-- - . .: -
1970

France:
1966 -- +. . . . .. .

19TD-.

dc

4

*0

West Germany-:
1966-
1.9T0 . . .. .. -O..

Brazil:
1966-
1970..

Mexico:
1966-.... MI
1970- swý---+ =::- :

Val.
fo

?4NC
torfll

Irms

LIlion
a.1.ars

4.0,70 :
49.253 :

1.922:

8.60
-9.3%-.:

3,325:

2.507:
3,888:

I I

le
r

ion
BarB

*981 :
,091 :

,74o
,1214

9,526:

X"
238 -M65:

9:71

486:
96-3

307:
623

533:
764:

[tHNCs as

57:

p~ercent
-ocf al .

54

91
85:

.18:
21:

29~
ij$.

9

5 :
7:

12

21:
.20

1/ These figures cover omly a simple of 298 parent firms reportmZ• in

Source: Tables A-1 thrn £A46 (for national figures) and International
Investment viion, Sure= of innic AaanL ,sis U.S. tDqeprst of Commerce
(Or W figures).

1970.

__ I II

MN•s'
shame of
aggregate
growth

'Percent

72

68

10

38

17

Mill.
dol!t

V 28,

1
2

1
1,

qmwwwwý 0
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Table A-4 7.--Rubber: "Comparison of all-firm and HNC
data on total sales, 1966 and 1970

Value Value "MCs as : ICs
Country and Year for for percent share of

MC' s of all aggregate
firms growth

United States:1966 . . . . . . . . . .
1970-------------1970 ------.- .-.-.--------

Canada:1966 ------ ..------- ...-
1970 ... .. .. .. ...-

United Kingdom:1966

1970 --------- ..-

Belgiutm-Luxembourg:

1970- ...-....-

France:1966-.....
1970.. . ..

West Germany:.

Brazil:
1970---- --- :

Mexico:

1970-.......-.

Ml!

i
d

Lion : Mi
liars : do

19,976
L59388:12

499
628

1,096
1,185 :

68
96

l,Ol4

1,854 :

1,232
1,972:

267:
363:

178
267

11

23
3,

.y These figures cover only a sample of 29t5 parent firms reporting in 1970.
2/ This figure was suppressed for reasons of confidentiality by the

source Agency. The figure shown is a Tariff Coiimission estimate.
2/ Percentage greater than 100 indicates rapid MNC growth as against a loss

in sales for domestic firms.

Sources: Tables A-1 through A-16 (for national figures) and International
Investment Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of
Commerce (for MNC figures).

Percent

15

98

V/ 112

ion
ars

750
250

486
613.

273
373

61
79

111
119

157
211

125 :
175 :

111
108:

23
21 :*

97
98

25
31

90
82

11:
6:

13:
11:

147:
48&:

62:
140:

1

7

52
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Table A-48 .-- Primary and fabricated metals: Comparison of all-firm and
M41 data on total sales, 1966 and 1970

Value Value

Country and Year for : for
: all : MNC's: firms ::

* 0 i .. . -

• Million
dollars

United States:
196 ----------

Canada:
1966 ----------------
1970---

United Kingdom:
1966-------------
1970-- -

Belgium-Luxembourg:
1966 --------------------
1970 --- -------

France:
1966 ---------
1970 ... .. .. . ... .

West Germany:
1966-.....- .
1970------

Brazil:
1966-....--
1970 ----------------

Mexico:1966-.... ----
1970-----.

_/ These figures cover only

76,179
86,407

4,6346,877

7,327
7,905

2,599
3,989

6,636
10;759

16,357
25,280

1,9467
2,209

1,3#4

Milli
dollE

22,

1,
1,

1,

.on
1rs

317 :
679 :

980
961:

968
804

63
252

170
208

327
821

120
262

184:
1,981 : 749 :

a sample of 298 parent

M1C a8 * : MaCs'
percent share of
of all aggregate

firms growth

Percent

25:
26:' 33

43
29

13
10

2:
6 :i1

3 -

2:

7: 17

8:
12: 19

38 89

firms reporting in 1970.

Sources: Tables A-1 through A-16 (for national figures) and International
Investment Division, Bureau of Econoziic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce
(for MC figures).
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Table A-49.--Nonelectrical machinery: Comparison of all-firm and'
MNC data on total sa).es, 1966 and 1970

Couatry and Year

United States:
1966- --------------.
1970 -----------------

Canada:
1966
1970----------------

United '.ingdom:
1966 -----------------
1970-----------------

Belgium-Luxembourg:
1966
1970-------------------

France:
1966-------------
1970-------

West Germany:
1966-----------------
1970-----------------

Brazil:
1966-----------------
1970 -------------

Mexico:
1966-----------------
1970-----------------

Value : Value ! MVCs as
for for percent
all MNC's of all

firms firms

Million : Million
dollars : dollars

46,621 :
55,860 :

1,9902,778:

10,993 :
11,862

655
1,059

6,920
10,581

10,196 :
16,529 :

485
895:

211
330

14,550
20,611

1,532
2,222

1,530
2,j496

2148
429

i,

i,

31
37

77
80

14
21

38
141

13
14

9
11

23
34

57
63

929 :
439 :

911
T742

312
304

120
208

" MN~Cs '

share o1
aggregal
growth

Percent

6

* '~8

: I.

* 1

: 1

: 14

: 7T

'6

8

1

•5

3

7

4

i/ These figures cover only a sample of 298 parent firms reporting in 1970.
2/ Percentage greater than 100 indicates decline in sales by domestic firms,

offset by rapid growth of MNC sales.

Sources: Tables A-1 through A-16 (for national figures) and International
Investment Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce
(for MNC figures).

ýe
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Table A-50.--Electrical machinery: Comparison
MNC data on total sales, 1966 and

Country and Year

United States:
i966 ---------------
1970-----------------

Canada:
1966 -----------------
1970-----------------

United Kingdom:
1966-----------------
1970 -----------------

Belgium-Luxembourg:
1966 -----------------
1970 - - - - - - - -

France:
1966 ------------- -
1970-------------

West Germany:
1966-------------
1970----------------

Brazil:
1966--------------
1970-----------------

Mexico:
1966----------------
1970-----------------

of all-firm and
1970

Value : ses Cs
for percent share of

MWC's cf all aggregatef fi rs growth

Value
for
all

firms

Million
dollars

40,s843 :
48,137 :

1,720 :
2,213 :

8,303 :.8,961 :

575 :
993 :

4,053 :
6,059 :

8,200 :
13,888 :

728 :1l,Ol4 :

574 :
919 :

Percent

49
58

814
82

14
18

22
43

3/

Million
dollars

i/ 20,132 :
_/ 27,872 :

1,1442 :
1,822 :

1,181 :
1,607 :

2/ 125 :
2/ 425 :

325
5114

409:
876

166
2146

1714
478

23
24

30
52

106

77

65

72

9

8

28

88

I/ These figures cover only a sample of 298 parent firms reporting in 1970.
?/ This figure was suppressed for reasons of confidentiality by the source

Agency. The figure shown is a Tariff Commission estimate.
V/ Percentage greater than 100 indicates decline in sales by non-MNC firms.

Sources: Tables A-i through A-A6 (for national figures) and International
Investment Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of
Commerce (for MNC figures).

8
8

5
6
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Table A-51.-Transportation equi@ment:-ftVpar-i-sofr l-firm and

MNC data-ur total sales, 1966 and 1970

Value Value : 3Cs as MNCs'

Country and Year for for .percent share of
all MNC's of all aggregate

firms: fims growth

14

United States:
1966-------------
1970------------------

Canada:
1966 -------------
19'0-

UnSited Kingdom:
19606------------------
1970 ------------------

Belgiu2,.-Luxemc.org:
1966------------------
1970

France:
1966-----------------
1970------------

West Germany:
1966-------------
1970-----------------

Brazil:
j.966----------------
1970------------------

Mexico:
1966------------------
1970------------

ill] ion
ollars

71,650 :1
71,457

3,911
6,222

11,724
12,645

965
1,523

7,910
12,086

7,998
12,843

1,270 :
1,792 :

801
1,261

Million
dollars

L 48,072 :
55,170 :

3,383 :
5,60o :

2,174:

3,430

215V275

T39 :
936 :

V1,950 1
3,250 j

1,171

390
.567:

67
77

86
90

19
27

22
18

9
8

24
25

28
65

Percent

96

~/136

11

5

27

49
45

157

38

1/ These figures cover only a sample .o.f 298 parent firms :reporting in 1970.

?_ This figure was supressed for reasqnz.ofo cofidentialit'• by the source
Agency. The figure shown is a Tariff Coimission estimate.

3/ Percentage greater than 100 indicates decline in sales by domestic firms.

Sources: Tables A-1 through A-16 (for national figures) and International Invest-
ment Division, Bureau of Economic AnalyAs, U.S. Department of Commerce (for
MNC figures).

3/
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Table A-52.--Textiles and apparel: Comprison of all-firm and
MNC data on total sale., 1966 and 1970

Value Value :

Country and Year : for for pe: allI MNC I s Of
firms : C f: : :

United States:
1966-----------------
1970------------------

Canada:
1966 ----------------
1970------------

United Kingdom:
1966-----------------
1970-----------------

Belgium-Luxembourg:
1966-------- -

1970-------

France:
1966----- - -

1970--------------

West Geyiany:
1966-------------
1970------------------

Brazil:
1966-------

1970-----------

Mexico:

1970--------------

: Mi
: d, Mi:11

doll

112,
3,

million:
11&rs

39,571 :
45,824 :

2,602 :
3,281 :

9,519 :
10,275 :

1,617
2,002

7,682
8,220

8,392 :
10,470 :

4,139 :
2,405 :

1,476 :
1,969 :

on
ars

164 :
938 :

218
532.

92
77

15
207

32
21

73
100

35 :
124 :

35
66

l/ Tl.ece figures cover only -a .• of 298 parent firms reporting in 1970.
2/ This figure was suppressed for reasons of confidentiality by the

source Agency. The figure shown is a Tariff Coinmission estimate.

Sources: Tables A-i through A-16 (for national figures) and International
Investment Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of
Commerce (for MNC figures).

Cs as : MNCs'
rcent share of
all aggregate

irms growth

Percent

5:
9 : 28

8:
16 :46

1:
1:

1:
10 : 4

negl.:
negi. :-

1:
1 :1

1 :-

5:

2:
3: 6
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Table A-53.--Lumber, wood, and furniture: Comparison of all-firm
and MNC data on total sales, 1966 and 1970

Country and Year

United States:
1966-----------------
1970 -----------------

Canrdv
196.-u

2970 ----......

United Kingdom:
1966-----------------
1970 -----------------

Belgiu:r -iLuxemb-ourg:
1966.-----------------
1970 ------------------.

France:
1966 ---------------
1970 ------------- ---

West Germany:
1966-----------------
1970-----------------

Brazil:
1.966 ---------------
1970------

Mexico:
1966------------------
1970---------

l/ These figures cover only a sample of 298 parent .'irms reporting it; 1970.
2/ This figure was suppressed for reasons of confidentiality by the source

Agency. The figure shown is a Tariff Commission estimate.

Sources: Tables A-i through A-16 (for national figures) and International
Investment Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce
(for NNC figures).

pe
of

f

Value Value
for for
all : ,•C's

firms

Million : A-:ilion

dollars : dollars

18,257 : I_ 1,642
21,976 : 1/ 2,s439

2,008 : 812
2,632 : 1,322.

2,561 : 2/ 15
2,763 : 2_/ 35

314 : 0
478 : 0

19953 : /15
3,135 : 2/ 15

3,072 : 13
4,475 33

468 :
705: 2

219: 2/ 5
316: 2/ 5

Cs as

all
1ir12

9:
11

50

1 :
1 :

0:
0:

1 :
negl.

negl.:
1 :

1 :
1.:

2:
2:

share of
aggr.: cate
growth

Percent

21

82

1

negl.

1

negl.

negl.
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Table A-54 . -- Printing and publishing: Comparison of all-firm and
MNC data on total sales, 1966 and 1970

Value Value : INCs as MNCs'
Country -,nd Year for : for percent :se of

all MNC's of all aggregate
fin.s. firms growth

Million 1,: 'Million
dollars : dollars Percent

U ted States:
------------- : 20,202: _/_/75b : '4 -

-------- : 25,7T1: j_ ?/950 : 4
Canada:

1966 -------------------- 1,9111: 98: 9: -
1970 ----------------: 1,516: 176: 12: 19

United Kingdoma: :
1966 ------------------ : 4,637: / 75: 2: -
1970 ------------------ : 5,003: 1/125: 2: 14

Belgiua-Lu .e.r bourg: :
1966 ------------- : 277: / 5 : 2: -
1970 ---------------- 390 : 2/ 5 : 1: negl.

France:
1966--------- 2,967: 36 : 1: -
1970 ----------- : 4,320 : 51 : 1: 1

West Germany:
1966 ----------- 1,719: / 20 : 1 -
1970 --------------- : 2,589: /35 : 1: 2

Brazil:
1966----------: 230: 7: 3: -
1970 ---------------------- 429: '4: 1: -

Mexico:
1966--- 297T: _/15: 5: -
1970 --------------- : 396 _/5: 1J: -

1/ These fi.gurer cover only a sample of 298 parent firms reporting in 1970.
2/ This figure was suppressed for reasons of confidentiality by the source

Agency. The figure shown is a Tariff Commission estimate.

Sources: Tables A-1 through A-16 (for national figures) and International
Investment Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce
(for MNC figures).
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Table A-55.--Stone, clay, and glass: Comparison
MNC data on total sales, 1966 and

of all-firm
1970

Value Value : 04C as MNCs:
Country and Year for for percent share of

all MNC's of all aggregate
firmsf irms growLh

: Mil:.dol

United States:

1970--.-------

Canada:
1966 ----------------- :
1970-----------------

United Kingdom:
1966 -----------------
1970-----------------

Belgiur.-Luxembourg:
1966-------------
1970------------

France:
1966 -----------------
1970--------

West Germany:
1966-------------
1970-------------

Brazil:
1966 ------------
1970-----------------

Mexico:
1966------------------
1970 ------------

1
1

lion
lars

14,629
.6,873 :

1,035 :
1,260

3,5i41
3,818 :

515
727

2,201 :
2,897 :

4•,386 :
6,043 :

5148:
821:

476
725:

Million
dollars

• ,723 :
4,729 :

325 :
406:

125
242

27
45

l145
252

1143
239

52 :
76 :

714:
191

1_/ These figures cover only a sample of 298 parent firms reporting in 1970.

Sources: Tables A-I through A-16 (for national figures) and International
Investment Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce
(for MNC figures).

and

Percent

25
28

31
32

14
6

5
6

an

36

42

8

15
7:
9:

3
4

9
9

26

6

9
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Table A-56 .-- Instmunnnts: Comparison of all-firm and MNC
data on total sales, 1966 and 1976

Value Value :MNCs as MNCs'
Country and Year for for percent share of

all MNC's of all aggregate
firms fir.s growth

Million : Million
dollars : dollars : Percent

United 31- %tes:
1966 -------------- : 8,833 : /5,121 : 58 : -
3-970 ------------ : 11,723 : _/7,697 : 66 : 89

Canada:
1966 ----------------- : 447: 353: 79:
17- -: -626: 563: 90: / 117

United Kingdom: :
1966 ----------------- : 1,225: 438: 36:
19T0 .. .... .- -1,321 : 739 : 56 :/ 314

Belgium-Luxembourg: :
1966 ----------------- : 20: 9 : 45:
1970 -------------------- 33: 15 : 45 45

France:
1966 ---------------- 1,442 194 13:
1970 -- ---------------- 1,976: 399 20. 38

West Germany: : :
1966 ...... 1,030 : 192 :191,,6o8 406 25 37
1970 ----------------- : : : :

Brazil: : :
1966------- --------- : NA : 43: -:
1970 ---------------. : NA : 91: -:

* . : :

Mexico: : : :
1966 .---------------- NA : 22:
1970-----------------: NA : 76: -:

I/ These figures cover only a sample of 298 parent firms reporting in 1970.
.?/ Percentage greater than 100 indicates loss in sales by domestic firms.

Sources: Tables A-1 through A-16 (for national figures) and International
Investment Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce
(for MNC figures).
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Table A-57.--Other manufacturing: Comparison.MC data on total sales, 1966 and
of all-firm and
1970

Value Value " iJCs as : NCs'
Country and Year : for : for percent.: share of

all : MNCs : of all aggregate
firms firms growth

.. .. .. .0

Milli
dolls

United States:1966 .-.... ..
19T0. .. . ..

24,
281

1,

9'
101

1,

21
3,

5'
7T

Canada:
1966-
1970-

United Kingdom:1966 .. ..
1970--

Belgium-Luxembourg:

France:
1966 -------------:
1970--------

West Germany:
1966----------------
1970-----------------

Brazil:
1966-- --------
1970-----------------

Mexico:
1966----------------
1970-----------------

.on
irs

9357
9865

93.84

J768
,5141

674T

.721 :

122

185
282

463
630

14148
6145

Million :
dollars

6~ 6,722:
8,425 :

3314
561c

150
3,205:

5:

_//18
35

59
409

10
128:

4o0
1411

28
29

24
30

2
30

negl.

1
1

1

6

2
20

9
64 i/ 188

i/ These figures cover only a
2/ This figure was suppressed

sample of 298 parent firms reporting in 1970.
for reasons of confidentiality by the source

Agency. The figure shown is a Tariff Comission estimate.
3/ Figure greater than 100 indicates decline in sales by domestic firms.

Sources: Tables A-1 through A-16 (for national figures) and International
Investment Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce
(for WC figures).

Percent

38

1414

395

negl.

1

17

71



Table A-58.--Estimated sales per man, all employees in manufacturing, by industrial sector
and selected countries, 1966

(In U.S. dollars)

Industry : United: Canada : West : France : United Mexico Brazil
States: : Germany : : Kingdom Ia=M-

: : : .bourg

Food :048,566:$28,677 $24,287 :$27,500 : $11,633 $16,631 $8,322 : $10,450
Paper------------------------ 32,203: 25,000 11,830 : 13,400 : 10,627 : 12,182 11,167 : 7,354
Chemicals: 49,587: ?7,932 17,006 : 19,692 : 18,174 : 13,251 Ii,608 14,374
Rubber --------- 24,351: 17,927 11,303 : 12,217 : 8,00 89488 11,117 : o0,680
Metals - ------ 3D,554: 20,715 11,407 : 9,802 : 11,667 : 13,897 8,347 : 6,986
Non-electrical machinery ------ 25,848: 17,906 : 9,294 : 10,328 : 8,155 : 7,800 : 6,027 5,h49
Electrical machinery ------.--.: 22,553: 14,756 : 8,497 : 11,104 : 9,566 6,246 : 7,553 7,663
Transportation equipment-----: 37,876: 26,616 : 12,695 : 15,419 : 10,886 : 12,212 : 9,766 : 9,478
Textiles and apparel ---- : 17,302: 12,975 : 8,890 : 8,641 : 7,519: 6,881 : 5,328 : 10,245
Lumber, wood, and furniture---: 18,250: 14,972 : !o,44 : 6,711 : 7,953 : 6j4o6 : 2,959 : 3,545
Printing and publishing ------ : 19,852: 13,556 : 7,958 : 12,572 : 11,228 : 7,480 : 6,309 3,433
Stone, clay, and glass-- : 23,749: 19,454 : 10,106 : 9,654 : 9,596 : 7,810 : 5,114 : 3,971
Instruments -------- : 24,400: 13,807 : 6,688 : 11,917 : 8,113 : 6,527 : NA NA
Other------- : 21,513: 15,190 : 13,261 : 9,491 : 9,180 : 11,047 : 12,454 : 4,539

Source: Tables A-1 through A-16.



Table A-59.--Estimated sales per man, all employees in manufacturing, by industrial sector
and selected countries, 1970

(I" U.S. dollars)

Industry : United: Cda West rc: United Belgium- Mexico B

: States: : Germany " : Kingdom: bourg M Brazil

Food-. : $ 59,570 :438,054 $32,263 :$37,417 : $11,928 $24,148 :$10,913 : $13,517
Paper : 37,555 : 31,612 : 16,310 : 16,248 : 11,658 : 17,703 : 14,202 : 9,000Chemicals --- -------- : 56,097 : 34,244 : 23,147 : 23,808 : 19,3T1 : 21,894 : 17,202 : 17,408
Rubber : 28,100 : 26,152 : 14,086 : 19,516 : 8,910. : 10,676 : 16,692 : 12,517
Metals----------- : 34,143 : 30,935 : 17,703 : 16,316 : 13,088 : 19,748 : 9,906 : 8,836Non-electrical machinery ------: 29,557 : 21,950 : 13,774 : 14,819 : 9,304 : 1,509 : 6,597 : 8,364
Electrical machinery ----- : 26,156 : 18,737 : 12,683 : 15,536 : 10,384 : 9,198 : 8,358 : 9,T7Transportation equipment-----: 42,395 : 39,126 : 17,714 : 21,353 : 11,896 : 17,117 : 11,463 : 11,561Textiles and apparel-: 20,350 : 17,098 1,898 : 9,856 : 9,o29 : 9,718 : 6,609 : 5,699Lumber, woodand furniture---: 22,434 : 19,930 15,273 : 11,000 : 9,000 : 9,369 : 4,057 : 4,638Printing and publishing-----: 23,810 : 17,672 11,558 : 14,795 : 11,744 : 9,522 : 7,480 : 5,296Stone, clay, and glass-----: 28,343 : 24,707 14,884 : 13,168 : 10,940 : 10,533 : 6,773 : 5,229Instruments----: 28,996 : 18,383 : 9,515 : 15,935 : 8,414 : 11,133 : NA : NAOther- ---.... : 25,759 : 19,207 18,160 : 11,150 : 9,479 : 17,630 : 18,976 : 7,590

Source: Tables A-1 through A-16.



Table A-60.--Indexes of estimated sales per man, all employees, 7-y
selected countries, 1966

ind7..•trial sector,

(United States

Canada West
Germany

100)

Fr anc e United
Kingdom

Belgium-.
Luxem- Mexico Brazil
bourg

Food-----------.

Chemicals----------- ---------
Rubber- -..-.-. .-.-----------.- :

Metals ----------------------
Non-electrical machinery--------------:
Electrical machinery ------------------- :
Transportation equipment--------------
Textiles and apparel-----------------
Lumber, wood, and furniture------------
Printing and publishing ---------------
Stone, clay, and glass-----------------
Instruments-- ------------ ------
Other .. .. . .. -- - - - - - - - - - - -

Source: Table A-58.

Industry

59
78
56
74
68
69
65

70
75
82
68
82
57
71

50
37
34
46
37
36
38
34
51
57
4o
43
27
62

57
42
40
50

40
49
41
50
37
63
41
49
44

24
33
37
33
38
32
42
29
43
44
57
4o
33
43

34
38
27
35
45
30
28
32
4o
35
38
33
27
51

17
35
23
46
27
23
33
26
3116
32
22
NA
58

22
23

29
4L-
23
21
34
25
59
19
17
17
NA
21
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Table A-61. -- Indexes of estimated sales per man, all employees, by industrial sector,
selected countries, 1970

(United States = 100)

: West : United :Belgium-
Industry Canada Germany Kingdom :Luxembourg Mexico Brazil

:: Gemn : Kndm:Luxmbur

Food -------- ------------ 64 : 54: 63 : 20 : 41 : 18: 23
Paper --------- ------------ -: 84 : 43: 43 : 31 : 47 : 38: 2

Chemicals ------------------------------- : 61 : 41: 42 : 35 : 39 : 31: 31
"Rubber - .--- ------------ 93: 50: 69: 32: 38: 59: 45

Metals-- :- 91 : 52: 48 : 38: 58 : 29 : 26
Non-electrical machinery ----------------- -- 74 : 47 : 50 : 31 : 39 : 22 : 28
Electrical machinery -------------------. : 72: 48: 59 : 40: 35 : 32 : 36
Transportation equipment --------------- : 92 : 42 : 50 : 28 : 40 : 27 : 27
Textiles and apparel-: 84 : 58 : 48 : 44 : 48 : 32 : 28
Lumber, wood, and furniture ------------ : 89: 68: 49 : 40 : 42 : 18 : 21
Printing and publishing -------------. : 74 : 49 : 62 : 49 : 40 : 31 : 22
Stone, clayand glass -------------- : 87 : 53 : 46 : 39 : 37 : 24 : 18
Instruments ----------------------------- : 63 : 55 : 29 : 38 : NA : NA
Other - ------------------------------- 75: 43: 37 : 68 : 74 : 29

Source: Table A-59.



Table A-62.--Estimated sales per man ofo production workers -n selected
industries and countries, 1966

(In U.S.. dollars)

Industry

All manufacturing-..........•
Food-----...-

Paper----- ------ :--
Chemicals -----------
Rubber - :-----

Non-electrical machinery-----.
Electrical machinery ---------
Transportation
Textiles and apparel---------
Lumber, wood, and furniture--:
Printing and publishing ----. :
Stone, clay, and glass---
Instruments -------------
Other -----------------

United
States

37,571 :
72,633 :
4o,568 :
77,163 :
30,661 :
38,004 :
35,592 :
30,977 :
50,909 :
19,491 :
21,058 :
32,630 :
29,978
35,501
28,042

:West
Canada Wera: German-y

28,276
46,3o4
33,037
57,004
25,473
27,206
28,844
23,876
36,056
15,620
17,651
23,732
26,155
22,892
19,008

15,036
33,682
l4,506
26,140
12,571
14,361

33,089
12,094
15,869
10,677
12,694
9,994

12,183
8,803

16,254

France

14,450
30,556
16,590
35,470
16,355
13,141
10,679
17,622
17,121

9,426
8,037

13,800
11,345
12,991
11,256

United :Belgium-
Kingdom : Luxembou•

13,157 : 11=O

14,721 : _L,935
14,388 : 1',951
28,897 : 20,362 :
10,340 : 11,317 :
14,892 : 16,659
11,820 : 10,238
13,861 : 8,577
15,031 : 15,816
9,233 : .7,775
9,775 : 7,134

15,253 : 10,250
11,963 : 9,205
11,779 : 9,790
11,215 : 12.715

Source: Tables A-i through A-16.

Mexico

n. .*

-0,032
14 ,062
18,572
14,822
10,029
7,813
9,567

13,347
6,149
3,174
8,472
5,945

VI

13As44
2 ,269

21,376
12 ,214

8,335
6,929
9,973

11,869
11 ,497
4,179
4,600
42,644

v w 16.6o6

Bz -a 1-4
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Table A-63 .- Estiuated sales per man of production vo-kems in selected
industres and countries, 1970

(In U.S. dollar).

United . West : United :Be•ium-
Industry : States Canada : Grm . France :Kingom : buS Mexico Brazil

All Manufacturming 1T764 : 37,593 : 21,951 : 20,56T : 149945 : 18,523 12,932 : 11,148
F oo d- . 87,123 : 60,803 : 46,240 : 41,595 : 15,503 : 31,361 13,301 : 18,023
Paper -T- 1.7,558 : 12,101 - 20,135 : 20,196 : 16,545 ? 22,531 : 18,119 : 10,957
Cenucals : 88,840 71,128 37,739 : 44,032 : 329151 35,732: 26,998 24,449
Rubr : 35,869 39,12 : 14,92T : 26,186 : 11,618 : 13,726 20,54 : 4,520
meal... - 43,453 : 4,1219 : 229511 : 219850 : 17,260 : 23,71.4. 12,230 10,9429
Non-electrical machinery- : 42,775 " 37,781 20,011 : 15,335 : 13,795 : 15,951 : 8,458 10,529
Electrical machinery : 38,905 30,769 17,943 : 24,630 : 16,030 : 12,736 10,690 12,071
Transportation equipment- : 59,518 53,821 22,258 23,7945 : 16,71 : 21,158 : 15,377 14,222
Textiles and apparel- : 23,134 20,3614 114,501 10,•745 : 10,896 11,060 7,723 : 6,312
Lumber, wood, and furniture--: 26.224 : 239584 : 19,043 139172 : 11,278 : 10,619 : 4,395 : 5,465
Printing and publishing - : 39,317 : 30,886 : 11,710 : 17,705 : 16,621 : 13,462 : 10,165 : 7,271
Stone, clay, and glass : 35,596 33,776 : 18,424 : 15,410 : 13,985 : 129531 : 7,964 : 6,081
Instruments- :41,818 : 30,855 : 12,84 : 17,333 : 12,951 : 16,700 : -: -
Other... ---- 34,549 : 24,290 : 22,615 : 13,229 : 12,116 : 20,242 : 28,052 : 9,000

Source: Tables A-I through A-16.

-3
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Table A-64 .-- Sales &=z man (for all eap1oyees) of U.S.-based NEC's 1966 i/ (macturing)

(In dollars)
United United :Belgium- West

industry States Canada Kin:dow *Luxembourg France Germany :exido

All aianufacturing---: 2T,845 _26,583_: =11,223 .15,29M 18,927 : '16,671 : _10250 : 1.4,2W5

Food products : 46,68)4 34,083 23,868 : 29,000 : 31,333 : 27,563 : 13,200 : 1T,500
Pok-per and a.Llied products-: 28,7964 24,000 24T,750 : 18,000 : / 16,733 : 12,400 12,000 -: 20,333
Jh=,ical- .- 33.065 : 29,877 17,597 : 26,625 : 27,824 : 19,435 : _/ 13,926 : 17,000

-- 27.500 : 21;130 26,800 : 28,000 : 24,500 : 16,000 16,500 18,750
Pr-inry and fabricated :

rdtals --: 27,258 : 29,688 13,220 : 15,250 : 13,154 : 16.385 : 10,000 10,500
NcnLi&ectrial machinery--: 23,570 25,914 13,824 : 15,778 : 19,756 17,706 8,769 13,750
•..ectrical machinery - : 209315 18,1436 7,940 9,167 : 13,773 8,870 : 10,087 12,250
'ransportation eiquipent-: 28,592 33,3T6 14,078 : 12,667 : 16,088 : 22,500 : 13571 20,455
textiles and apparel 19,643 : 14,923 14,000 12,000 : 12,500 7,333 : _ 9,053 8,000
Lurtber,* wood, and furni- : : :

ture-: 25,262 : 18,923 5,000 : 0 : 16,000 : NA : _ 5,000 : 3,000
z'r'nting and publishing -: f 15,000 : 24,000 : 13,000 3,000 : 289000 : 3,500 : 4 1,500 0
Stcnee, cley, and glass -- : 23,240 : 20,250 : 12,667 : 14,000 : / 13,211 : 11,727 : 6.500 : 8,250
-nstr-ments- : 27,653 : 23,133 : 10,675 : .3 13,806 : 14,308 : 13,286 : 8,800 : 10,000
Other ranufacturing--.- 48,360 20,688 9,933 :/ 10,000 : 11,000 : 7,600 : / 1i4,571 : 10,500

I/ Figures for the United States are based on the sample of firms which reported as parents in 1970. Other figures
refer to all rAjority--oned affiliates.

This figure was suppressed by zhe source agency for reasons of confidentiality.
.Conm- sion estimate.

3/ E.C. average. Individual country data not available.
!/ Latin America average. Individual country data not available.

The number shown is a Tariff

Source: International Investment Division, Bureau of Ec&h'ic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce.

I



Table A-65.-Estimated sales per man (for all employees) of U.S.-based MEC's, 1970 L/ (manufacturing)

(In dollars)
United : United Belgium- : West

Industry States Canada Kingdom :Luxembourg France : Germany :ra1l Mexi-oo

All manufacturing---: 32,798: 37,405 : 19,930 : 19,539 .259219 : .22,0514 13,6148 160261

Food products- -------- : 54,929 : 37.929 : 23,465 : 23,667 : 33,286 : 32,526 : "16,000 23.000
Paper and allied products- : 31,6143 329205 23,500 : 17,200 16s875 13,600 12,750 : 23,600
Chemicals ------------- : 38,728: 41,078 : 24,391 : 44,615 : 35,870 : 36T240 : 16,353 : 25,120
Rubber--.------------- -: _/ 32,500 : 33,762 : 10,429 : 17,800 : 25,000 : 18,000 22,875 19.250
Primary and fabricated : : :

metals-: 31,319 : 36,154 : 13,915 : 21,667 : 15,923 : 20,351 : 13,500 : 12,167
Nonelectrical machinery--: 27,613 : 33,308 : 16,110 : 17,077 : 29,810 : 25,574 : 14,095 12,923
Electrical machinery ....... : 25,065 : 26,319 : 10,9419 : 11,571 159933 : 15,092 ,/ 11,433 : 110,08
Transportation equipment ---- : 35,180 : 599882 18,221 :J3 19,720 : 23,714 : 22,200 114, 512 : 23,231
Textiles and apparel -------- : 24,671 : 22,905 16,400 : 13,857 : 26,000 8,167 : h119,846 : 12,800
Lumber, wood, and furni- : : :

ture- -.-----------.------ : 31,269 : 22200: 9,000 : 0 : N.A. : N.A. : 14,667 : ,0
Printing and' publishing----: N.A. : 26,333 10,000 : 2,200 : 9,400 : 4,200 : ,000 0
Stone, clay, and glass ------ : 26,P464 : 29.357 : 12,909 : 16,759 : 22,000 : 17,385 : 99875 8,1400
Instruments ------------------: 31,466 : 33,050 : 17,429 :3 24,220 : 39,778 : 17,955 : 18,4OO :1A/ 10,595
Other manufacturing ---- ----: 51,687 : 35,789 : 60,037 : 32,720 : 42,000 : 45,600 : 11,000 15,808

1/ Figures for the United States are based on the sample of firms which reported as parents in 2970. Other figures
refer to all majority-owned affiliates.

2/ This figure was supressed by the source agency for reasons of confidentiality.
Commission estimate.

3/ E.C. average. Individual country data not available.
1_/ Latin America average. Individual country data not available.

The number s is a Tariff

Source: Inte-rnati:.- i Investment Division, ,hireau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Ccomerce.
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Th;bl- -6(.-4 AIJ. i " ?acturing: Sales per man,
) ,,;I :.•-firm and MNC data, 1966

all employees;
and 1970

I

Country -.rid :,F:•o;c

United States:
196T ---------------
1970 ......... ...... .....-

Canada.:

United Kingdom:
1966 ...................
1970 --....--------------

S

Belgium-Luxembourg:
1966 - . ..---------------
1970 -- ..--------- r-- -

France:1966----.......-
1970-........

0

West Germany:
1966 ---------------- ;
1970 ---.--.---------- :

Brazil:
1966--..----------:
1970 ------

Mexico:1966...----- .........-:
1970-.. ..........-

I/ U.S. figures for MNOeC
as parents in 1970.

e

C

Value
for
all I

firms
Dollars : D

28,551 :
33,138 :

20,206 :
26,630 :

9,960
10,9514:

9,350:
14,8141:

12,122:
17, 146:

11,509
16,460:

T7p1514:
9,135:

7,935 :
10,280 :

%re based on the

Source: Tables A-. through A-16 for national all-firm figures; tables
A-64 through A-65 for MW figures.

ralue
for

NCR I

llars
I

27,8145:
32,798 :

0

I

26,583 :
37,405 :

11,223 :
19,930 :

159297
199539:

18,927 T
25,219:

3

16,6714:
22,0514:

10,250 :
13,648 :

14,925 :
16,261 :

sample of

CSCa. as : MNCs
percent :as percent
of all : of U.8.
firms : MNO value

98 : 10
99 : 10

132: 9
1140: 11

113: 4
182: 6

164: 5
132: 6

:6

156
1147: 7

1145: E
134 6

143:
1149:

188 ;
158:

firms vhich reported

0
0

5
14

0

1
'5

•8

•0

,2

;0

mmm
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Table A.67 .-- Food products: Sales per man, all employees: comparison
of all-tirm and HNC data, 1966 and 1970

Vau value kI HCs as : MeeC
Country and year : for for percent :as percent

all : NCsc of all of U.0.
: firms . . . fims H I UC value

Dollars : Dollars
United States: : : :

1966-----------.... • 8,566 q,/ 46,684 : 96: 100
1970 ............ 59,570: 54,929 : 99: 300

• : :

Canada:
1966 -------------------- : 28,677 :" 39,083 : 119: 73
1970 -------------------- : 38,054 . 37,929 : 100:. 69

United Kingdom: :
.11,633 : 23,868 205 : 51

1970 -----------.. . .: 11,928 : 23,165 197 : 43

Belgium-Luxembourg: : ; *

1966 ..-................. : 16,631 ; 29,000 1714: 62
1970-..--------.. .: 214,1148 : 23,667 98 143

France: ; : :
1966 ......-............. 27,500 : 31,333 11)4: 67
197 . -------.----- : 37,T417 : 33,286 : 89: 61

West Germany: : :
3966 ............. :- 24,287 : 27,563 3113: 59
1970-----------------.-: 32,263 : 32,526 101: 59

Brazil: : :
1966-.---.. ------ : 10,9450 : 13,200 126: 28
1970 -------------- : 13,517 : 16,000 118: 29

Mexico:
1966--------------------.: 8,322 : 17,500 210: 37
1970 ..------------. 10,913 : 23,000 2211: 12

I/ u.S. figures for MNCs are based on
as parents in 1970.

the sample of firms which reported

Source: Tebles A-1 through A-16 for national all-firm figures; tables A-6h
through A-65 for MNC figures.
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Table. iA-68 * -i-PapevI eaM: alllf* ý-prodtU.Btzwc1Zq-yw

Country and year' °*

United Stu'es:
1966-
197o-- .M....

Canada:*
1966- -:
1970--

,.United :Kingdom:

Belgium•-Luxembourg:
1 966-- ..a.I... . ... ----.

France-:

1970--- --.. - --

West Gerrnany:

Brazil:1,966 -- - - - -- --- -
1970 cam -- I

Mexico:-
1966-0- --
1970-..

1/ U.S. figures for Miwe-are-
as Parctits.in 1970.

based, on .thi

Source: Tables A-1. through: A.16. f6n-nation&t. all-firm,' ffgtr&a ..tal1es A-64
throuEh A.46'tr MNC fig*,res.

: Value, :

frrall-

Dollars:

32,203J
37,555":

25,000:
31,612:

10,627 ':

17,703..;:

11,161!:

Value. '
fSr-:: percent : as..ppecent

:. of -ll'. :-:of U ,..
P&i irs M'.'v'a2Ae

)o:,lars

* 28,T64,:7 89., 100
. 319,643: 84.: 100

24AO00': 96'.: 83
3220r,, 0":102

0.

24,750': 233.: 86
23MO0..: . 202'.: 74

18-9000c: ik' .63.
1T;200p: 9!r: 5•

169: 733'" l5'5 " 58
16.;8I,: i0..: 53

4-3 .
3:,6o00.":.. 8SF': :43:

12000':: '. 42
12,750t : W. 4G

M 9:333 '.: 18 Z' . 71
23,600 :* 166-,: 75.

e. samp).e of riflm.h vhch..reported
I I.... • llll I ...... •, ,.,m.ndml
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Table A-69.--Chemcales:
all-firm

Sales per man, all employees; comparison of
and MNC data, 1966 and 1970

Country and year

United statess:

19'(0 - ---------------

vi~it •,6 KinGdom:
196 6.---------------
190 -----------------

Bcl) Lb11.-Luxembourg:
1966 -.------------ m.------
1970 - ----------

France:
1966 ---------------------
19"O --------------------

West CGeorritny:1966-- -*- - -

Braz Il:

1966 ---------------------
.1970 -----------------

9ex -c 0:

_/ ti.S. figures for k'{cs are based o:n
as pt.rerits in 1970.

Source: Tables A-I through A-16 for national all-firm figures; tables
A-64 and A-65 for MNC figures.

Value :
for
all

firms
Dollars

49,587:
56,097:

27,932:
34$,244:

18,1714:
19,371:

13,251:
21,8914:

19,692
23,808

17,006
23,147

14,374 :
17,408 :

i ,608 :
17,202 :

Value
for

Dollars

i_1 33,065:
1 38,728:

29,877:
41,078:

17,597:
24,391

26,625
44,615:

27,8214:
35,870

19,435
36,24o

13,926
16,353

17,000 :

25,120

the siunple

MOM as . MNCs
percent :as percent
of all : of U.S.

fZirms : MUC value

67: 100
69: 100

107 90
120 : 1o6

97: 53
126: 63

201: 81
2014: 115

141: 84
151: 93

n14: 59
157: 94

97: 42
94: 42

146: 51

146: 65

)f firms which reported
M
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Tablc A.-70.--raf: _s: Sales per man, all employees; comparison of
.. L..firm and MNC data, 1966 and 1970

Country and year
0

United States:
1966 -......--------.-----

Canada:

United Kingdom:

1970 --...........

Belgium-Luxembourg:

1970 .. . .. .-- -- - - - -- -

V•ance:
1966 -----------
1970 --.--- -----

Vest Germany:

1970 --------------------

Brazil:
1966 ----....--------------
1970 ---------------

Mexico:
1966.. ... . .. . . . .. :

1970-....--.-------------

.J U.S. figure for XVICs
as parents in 1970.

V ed 'l e

for

Dollars

.L/ 27,500:
_/ 32,500:

21,130 :
33,762 :

a) 8. UO'.a'.uc
:Ar

all

Dollars

24,351:
28,100:

17,927:
26,152:

8,000:
8,910:

8,488
10,676

12,217
19,516

11,303
14,086

10,680
12,517

11,117

16,602

ere based on

!,4.Cs as : !, Cs
percent :as percent
of all : of U.S.

fi.'ms : MNC value

113 100
116: 100

118: 77
129 : 104

335
117

330:
167

201
128

142
128

154
183

169
115

97
32

102
55

89
77

58
55

6o
70

68
59

the sample of firms vhich reported

Source: Tables A-i through A-16 for national all-firm figures; tables
A-64 and A-65 for MNC figures.

26,800
i0,429

28,000
17,800

24,500
25,000

16,ooo
18,000

16,5oo
22,875

18,750
19,250

I
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Table A-71.--Primary and fabricated metals: Sales per man, all employees;
comparison of all-firm and MNC data, 1966 and 1970

:" t- Va-,: : r.. as : .''• asn : C.'s

Country and year

Uidite' States:

- ..,------------

197 ....- ........

C.." i..,' R.d .

6 96

3970--------- --- ------- i- ---

'966 .......-------- --

19700 --------- - ----

AlU.S. figures for MNCs
as parents in 1970.

for : for : per(*!nt :as percent
all : M:cs : of all : of U.S.

finrs : : fi-Mns : Mt'C vaIue
Do]h:r " : Dollars

30,54 :j/ 27,258 : 89 : 100
34,143 31,319 : 92 : 100

20,715 : 29,688 : 143 : 109
30,935 : 36,154 : 117 : 115

11,667 : 13,220 : 113 : 48
13,088 : 13,91.5 : 106 : 44

13,897 : 15,250 : 110 : 56
19,748 : 21,667 : 110 : 69

9,802: 1345 134 : 48
16,316 15,923 98 : 51

* 0

11,407 : 16,385: 148 60
17,703 20,351 115: 65

6t986; 10,000: 143 37
8 36: 13500: 153:6

8,34T7 10,500: 126 39
9,906: 12,167: 123 39

are based or. the stc:* of' fi rus which h reported

Source: Tables A-i through A-16 for national all-firm figures; tables A-64
and A-65 for MNC figures.
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Table A-Y2 , .'ic:,L i:,,; .'"ei'y: Sales per man, all employees;
. .. c" &.I-rii-. and MNC data, 1966 and 1970

Cou',Itry and ye.-..

United States:196'6------ -----
•m~,•, i~mm ~ -a.,,n,• - *0,, ~

Uli.. IOd T14nsgom:
1966 --------------------
1970 --------------------

Belgium-Luxembourg:
1966-------
1970 -------------------

France:
1966 ................1970----------......-

West Germany:
1966 .......-- - ..... -----
1970 ----. - .-------- :

Brazil:
1966 .-..-.-- ....-------
1970----- ----

Mexico:
1966 .-.-........... :
1970 ...------- ......-

V/ U.S. figures for MNCs
as parents in 1970.

MNC
pe
of

f

Value : Value
for : for
all. MNCs

Dollars : Dollars

25,848 :_/ 23,570
29,557 .1_/ 27,613

17,906 : 25,914
21,950 : 33,308

8,155 : 13,824
9,3014: 16,110

7,800 : 15,778
11,509 : 17,077

10,328 : 19,756
114,819 : 29,810

9,294 17,706
13,774 : 25,574

5,449 . 8,765
8,3614: 14,095

6,027 ' 13,75C

6,597 : 12,922

are based on the samplee of firms which reported

Source: Tables A-1 through A-16 for national all-firm figures; tables A-64
and A-65 for MNC figures.

I:

I:

s as 2 MNCs
recentt :as percent
'all : of U.S.
'irms : MNC value

91 . 100
93: 100

2

145 , 110
121 * 121

0

170o 59
173: 58

202: 67
148 :e.2

191: 84
201 , 108

191: 75
186: 93

161: 37
169: 51

228: 58
211: 47

I I |
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Table A-73.--Electrical machinery: Sales per man, all employees; comparison
of all-firm and MNC data, 1966 and 1970

V.lue : ti,]e : A::s s : 2C

Country and year

United States:
1966 --------------------
1970- ...-----------

'Tnnc•a:

197 .... --------- -- -

United Kingrdorn:1966--- .............
1970 --------------------

1970 ----------------------

France:
1966-- -------------
J.970 - - - - - - - - - - -.. - - - - --- I

Wes3t Germany:
! 966 --------------
1970 ------------------- :

Brazil:
1966 --------------------
1970 ---------------------

Mexico:
1-966 - . ..--------------19(0--..------------....

1/ U.S. figures for IMCs
as 1,urents in 1970.

for
all

Do!l Irs * Do

22,553 :-,
26,156

114,756
18,737

9,556
10,3814:

6,2146:
9,198:

11,014 :
15,536 :

8,1497:
12,683 :

7,663 :
9,1477 :

7,553:

8,358

are based or, the

mI

sumpie of f].;:.-s which repor'ted

Source: Tables A-i through A-16 for national all-firm figures; tables A-614
and A-65 for MNC figures.

for

. ars

20,315
25,065

18,1436
26,319

7,9140
10,1419

9,167
11,571

13,773
15,933

8,870 :
15,052 :

10,087 :
11,1433:

:.

12,250 :
11,0148 :

1^.rccn', : %z percent
o;' all : of VS.

11.3i.a : tMNC value

90: 100
96: 100

125 : 91
14o : 105

83: 39
100: 142

1147: 145
126: 46

1214: 68
103: 614

11: 4411
119: 60

132: 50
121 : 121

162: 60
132: 146
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Table A-74.--Transportat.lon Equipment: Sales per man, all employees;

comparison of all-firm and MNC data, 1966 and 1970

Value
Country and year

United States:
1966--------....~ ........

Canada:.I66..---------------...

'U•j ted Kingdom:
1966-.....-.........
1970 ----------------------

Belgium-Luxembourg:
1966 --------------------
1970 -----------------

France:1966-............ ..... ....
1970----------------...

West Germany:
!966 ---------------------
1970 ---------------------

Brazil:
1966-...-...........
1970 ---------------------

M',xico:
a966 -------------------.
1970 -------------.. . ----

for
all

firms
Dollars

37,876
42,395

26,616
39,126

10,886
11,896

12,212
17,117

15,•419
21,353

12,695
17,714

9,M78
11,561

9,766
11,463

for
MCs

percent
of all
f irms

:as percent
I of U.S.
: ?C value

Dollars

:•, 28,592
I/ 35,180

33,37V
59,882

14 ,O7E
18,223

12,661
19,72(

16,08E
23,711

22,50(
22,20(

13,57J
149,51

20,945'
23,23:

.)
)

L
2

5
L

1/ U.S. figures Ior .,'Cs
as Parents in 1970.

ar,' based o: the swaiple of firms which reported

Source: Tables A-i through A-16 for national all-firm figures; tables A-64
and A-65 for MNC figures.

lW ......

75
83

125
153

129
153

lo14
115

1A1
111

1T77
125

1143
126

209
203

100
100

117
170

49
52

144
56

56
67

79
63

47
141

72
66
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Table A-75.--Textiles and apparel: Sales per man, all employees;
ooiparison of all-firm and MNC data, 1966 and 1970

Val

fir
Dol

United States:
C1966 - 04"w .. . .. . . .

3970 -------------

Canada:

1970 ---------------------

United Kingdom:
J.96 6m.i n............ ....m
1970m.m.m..----------...m....:

Bel1ium-Luxemboura:
1966 .m.s....mm..... m.......:
19 70-----------........

France:
a966 -----------
1970 - .---.........

West Gurmany:
1966 --------------------1970 --------------------

Brazil:
1966 ----- ------
1970mu....mm.~r......m.. -...... :

Mexico:

1970 -..--...-..........- :

1
2

1
1

1

1

: perce
of a&

* fir's

us Value
r for
I MNCs

ltur Dollars

7,302 / 19,643
0,350 24,671

2,975 14,923
7,o98 22,905

7,519 : 14,000
9,029 : 16,4o00

6,881 : 12,000
9,718 : 13,857

8,641 : 12,500
9,856 : 26,000

8,890 79333
.1,898 8,167

0,245 9,053
5,699 11,846

5,328
6,609 8,000

12,800
U.S. figures for K9NO0

as parents in 1970.
are based on the sample of firms which rer'ed

Source: Tables A-1 through A-16 for national all-firm figures; tables A-64
and A-65 for MNC figures.

as :Z~
nrt : as ]•e,-t.•,nit

L1 : of U.S.
a .: HNC 'vulue

1
ill.: 100

121 : 100

115: 76
134 : 93

186: 71
182: 66

174: 61
143: 56

145 :64
264: 105

82; 37
69: 33

88 :46
208. 48

150: 41
194: 52

I
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Table A-76.--Lunfur, wood, and furniture: Sales por man, all employees;
comparison of all-firnl and MNC data 1966 and 1970

: Value

Country and year for
all

firms

United States:
1966 --.-------------------

19..-..----------------

United Kingdom:
1966 ............--.........
1970 -------------.. . ..

Ile. giuri-Luxembourg:196-. .........----
19"Y0 ................... :

France:
3966 --------------
1970 ------------- :

West Germany:
1966 --------. ..------------
1970 mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

Brazil:
1966 ......----
1970 ---. ..----------------

Mexico:
1966-- mmmmmmmmmmmmmm
1970 - .. ..---------------

_/ U.S. figures for tNCS
as parents in 1970.

18,250
2294314

14,972
19,930

7,953
9,000

6,406
9,369

6,711
11,000

10,414
15,273

3,545
14,638

V

M

SDo

0

2,959 :
4o057 :

alu, : Z&1Cs # : MI;cs
for : percent :as percent
NCs : of all : of U.S.

: firMs : PRIC vtlue

3J.ars

25,262 : 138 : 100
31,269 :, 139 : 100

18,923 : 126 : 75
22,200 : 111 : 71

5,000 : 63 : 20
9,000 : 100 : 29

0
0 : - : -

0 : - : -
0

16,000 : 238 : 63
N.A.: -: -

N.A. : -: -

N.A.

5,000 : 141 : 20
6,ooo : 129 : 19

3,000 : 101 : 12
4,667 : 115 : 15

are based on the sample of firms which report.(--

Source: Tables A-1 through A-16 for national all-firm figures; tables A-64
and A-65 for MNC figures.

eIQ•
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Table A-77.--Printing and publishing: Sales per man, all employees;
comparison of all-firm and MNC data, 1966 and 1970

: ;'.!.::. .-. ,,,, : ',:C as : L.J.C

Country and ycar

Llnitf,) L'ates:

19'.C -

Canada:
1)66- ------
1970 -

United Kingdom:
1966----------------
1970--------- ----

B.Aigiur.-Luxembourg:1966-*----------
1070------------------

France:
i.366 --------------
)970 ------------------

We3t Gernary:
1966----------------
1970------------------

Brazil:1966---- - - -

1970------------------

Mexico:
1966-----------------
1970-........... ----

L/ b.S. figures for I.!Cs
as parents in 1970.

all!
for Perce

: i.•Cs : o. a!: :~ :i.rm

: ~ ~ ~ D' L1ia' : 5 --1-'S

* 19,852 :l/ 15,000
: 23,810 : i/ N.A.

• 13,556 : 24,000
* 17,672 : 26,333

* 11,228 : 13,000
S 11,7144 : 10,000

7,1480 : 3,000
0 .522 : 2.200

12,572 :
14,795 :

7,952 :
11,558 :

3,433 :
5,296 :

6,309:

7,9480 :

are based on

28,00
9,4o

3,50
14,20

11,50
11,00

thc s.H',•.

0:

0:

0:

nt :us percent
1 : *- U.S.
s : I'C value

76: 100
- : 100

177 : 160
149 :

116: 87
85 :

4o : 20
23 :

223: 187
614:

44: 23
0:

'0: 335: 77
'0: 208.

0e

00. -o -

iJ c. o firms which reported

Source: Tat'.es A-1 through A-16 for national all-firm figures; tables A-64
and A-65 for MHC figures.

89-020 U - 73 - I1

I
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Table A-78.-- Stone, clay, and glass: Sales per man, all employees;
comparison of all-firm and MNC data, 1966 and 1970

,".. : - . : t.,C as : 1,a

Country and yeai.

United States:1966. ---- - - - - - - - -:

1970.

Canada:1966-
1970---.----------

United Kintgdom:
196-------------] .9 6 6 - - -
1970 ----------------- :

Belgium-Luyoimbourg:J.966 - ---------
1970-----------------

France:
1966---------------
1970-----------------

West Germany:
1966-----------------
1970-----------------

Brazil:
1966 -----------------
1970----------------

Mexico:
1966 ---------------------
1970 --------------------

-- U.S. figures for M.CS
as parents in 1970.

-CL IAV

perce
of a]
fin

•.,

for : for
all :

firms
Do 2lars : D1ialars

23,749 _1/ 23,240
28,343 26,464

19,94514 20,250
24,707 : 29,357

9,596 : 12,667
10,940 : 12,909

7,810 : 14,000
10,533 : 16,759

9,654 : 13,211
13,168 : 22,000

10,106 : 11,727
14,884 : 17,385

3,971 : 6,500
5,229 : 9,875

59114 8,250
6,773 8,4o00

are based on the Sampli

Source: Tables A-1 through A-16 for national all-firm figures; tables A-64
and A-65 for MNC figures.

. ... T . .. .

.nt :av percent
Ii : of U.S.
is : MNC value

98 : 100
93 : 100

10• : 87
119 : i1

132 : 55
118: 49

179 : 60
159 : 63

137: 57
167 : 83

116 : 50
117: 66

164 : 28
189 : 37

161 * 35
124 : 32

e of firms vhicb reported
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Table A-79..--Instriments: Sales per man, all employees; ccupariuon of
all-firm and MNC data, 1966 and 1970

Country eand year

United States:1966 -----. -.- .-------- .
1970 ...........

Canada:
1966 -----------------
1970 .. .......

United Kingdom:
19660-------

Belgiur-Luxembourg:
1966---...... ....

France:
1.966 -----. ------

Wt.t Germany:
1966 -----------.-
1970 ------------......

Brazil:
1966..-------
1970 -----------

Mexico:
1966 .......-----------1970 .. .. . .. .. ..

I/ U.S. figures for 0NCS
as parents in 19'f0.

Vl.ue : Value
: for : for

all : NNCs
: firms :

Dollars : Dollars

214,19400 : ./ .27,653
28,996 31,466

13,807 : 23,133
18,383 : 33,050

8,113 : 10,675
8,9414 : 17,429

6,527 : 13,806
11,133 : 24,220

119917 14,308
15,935 39,778

6,688 13,286
99515: 17,955

: NA 8,800
NA. 8,4oc

NA 10900(
NA 10,591

are based on the sample

MCs

perce
of aJ

firJ!

- L

e of firms which reported

Source: Tables A-1 through A-16 for national all-firm figures; tables A-64
and A-65 for MNC figures.

as :~;~
.nt :as percent
.1 : of ).S
,s : M!C VIlue

113 : 100
109 : 100

168: 84
180 : 105

132. 39
207: 55

212 50
218: 77

120" 52
250 126

199: 48
189: 57

- :32
-:58

* "36
- • 34
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Table A-80.--Other manufacturing: Sales per man, all employees;
comparison of all-firm and MNC data, 1966 and 1970

Country and year

United States:
1966 --- -
1970 --------------

Canada:
1966-----------------
1970 -----------------

United Kingdom:
1966 -----------------
1970 --------------

Eelgium-Luxembourg:
1966 ----------------- :
1970 ------------------- :

France:
•1966-. --------------
1970 ---------------

West Germany:
1966 --------------------- :
1970 ----------..-------- :

Brazil:
1966---..-------------...

1970 ----------------.

Mexico:
1966 --------------------
1970 ---------------------

Value
for

MICs

Dollars

/48,36o.
51,687:

20,688:
35,789

Value
for
all

firms.
Dollars

21,513:
25,759:

15,190 :
19,207 :

9,180 :
9,479 :

11,047 :
17,630 :

9,491 :
11,150 :

13,261 :
18,160 :

4,539 :
7,590:

12,454 :
18,976:

!4NCs as : MNCs
percent :as percent
of all : of U.S.

firms : MNC value

225: 100
201: 100

136: 43
186

108
633

91
186

116
377

57
251

321
145

84:
83

69

21
116

21
63

23
81

16
88

30
21

22
31

I/ U.S. figures for MNCs
as parents in 1970.

are based on the sample of fims which reported

Source: Tables A-i through A-16 for national all-firm figures; tables A-64
and A-65 for MNC figures.

II

9,933
60,037

10,000
32,720

11,000
42,000

7,600
45,600

14,571
11,000

10,500
15,808
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Table A-83.--All manufacturing: Sales per production worker;
of all-firm and MNC data, 1966 and 1970

comparison

Value Value : WfCs as a 3>;Ce

Country and yea• for : : percent :*A percent
all : MNCs : of all : of U'S.

firms : : firms : : MNC value
Dollars Dollars I

United States:
1966----
1970 -.-------------- :

Canada:
1966 ----- ----------

United Kingdom:
1966..

Belgium-Luxm'bourg:
1970.--- --

France:1966-...-- ....--

1970 ---. ---

West Germany:

1970 --------------------

Brazil:
1966 ------.-.--.-.--...
1970 -------------------

Mexico:
1966 ...............
1970 -------.. . . .

37,571
44,764

28,276
37,593

13,157
1149945

11,509
18,523

114,450
20,567

15,036
21,951

8,804
111,048

9,896
12,932

:~ 40,,463
/49,T68

" 140,'019

55,107

: 16,760
* 28,218

0

20,214
349,438

0

: 31,673
37,165

1t 224,253
: 32,737

: 17,1493
20,185

29,719
* 30,222

108
: 111

* 142
1147

127
* 189

: 176
: 189

* 219
3181

161
1149

: 199
181

: 250
234.

: 100
: 100

: 99:. 111

:41
* 57

50
69

* 78
* 75

60
66

* 143
* 41

61
* 61

I/ U.S. figures for MeCs
as parents in 1970.

are based on the sample of. firms which reported

Source: Tables A-1 through A-16 for national all-firm figures; tables A-81
and A-82 for MNC figures.
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Table A-84.--Food products-: Sales per production worher.4
comparison of all-firm and NKC data, 1966 and 1970

value : Vale .: NICB as : NCs
C a for for : percent :as percent

* all : MCs : of all : of U.S.
: firms : : firms : MNC value

: Dollars : Dollars
United States:

1966 ...- .. .-.--. =- - -1970 .. . . . . . .

Canada:1966 . .. . . . ..
190-- .

United Kingdom:1966-....

1970--

Belgium-Luxembourg:

197o .. . .

France:

1966

West German:i1966..... ..-
i970- - . . . . --. . . .-

Brazil:1966- - - - - -----
1970m IN.em-RINIwma

Mexico:
1966-- -.. .

I/ U.S. figures for MNCs
as parents in 1970.

are based on the sample of firms whilch reported

Source: Tables A-1 through A-16 for national all-firm figures; tables A-81
and A-82 for MNC figures.

100
100

70
68

50
141

82
45

70,337 :
79,732 :

149,576
54,462

34,885
32,,548 :

38,500 :

72,633:11
87,423 :

46,3014
6o,80.3

14,T721 :
15,503 :

20,935 :
31,361 :

30,556 :
43.1595 .:

33,682 :
464,2a. :

13,644 :
18,023 :

10,032 :
13,301 :

35,9500

140,,286
146,600

-51D:

22.,00 :
28,000 :

26,250 :
39.,727 :

97
92

107
90

237
210

2T77
113

132.

l145
f.:.

135

26'2
299:

57
58

7065

31
35

37
50

S
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Table A-85.--Paper and allied products: Sales per production worker;
comparison of all-firm and MNC data, 1966 and 1970

Country and year

United States:
1966 -.- ..----------- :

Canada:
1966 -------------------
1970. .

United Kingdom:
1966--- -----

1970------..

Belgium-Luxembourg:1966 -. . . ...
1970 . .. .. . .

France:
1966------

West Germany:
1966--------------
1970------

Brazil:
1966 .e1970 . . .. . . .

Mexico:
1966-. . .. . ..-

I/ U.S. figures for MNCs
as parents in 1970.

:MNCa
: perce
: of al

firm

as I I II I C II

Value Value
for * for
all : MNCs

firms
Dollars : Dollars

)409568 :j/ 3)4,09)4
)479558 :/)439686

33,037 : 32,000
42,1oA : 40,486

14,388 : 19,800
16,545 : 28,200

1o,951 : 18,000
22,531 : 28,667

16,590 . 17,667
20,196 :, 27,000

•B

1),506 : 20,667
20,435 : '27,625

9,289 : 23,700
10,957 : 24,733

14,062 : 20,333

18,119 : 24,733

are based on the sampl

Source: Tables A-i through A-16 for national all-firm figures; tables A-81
and A-82 for MNC figures.

as : MNCs
nt :as percent
1 : of U.S.
s : MNC value

84 : 100
92 : 100

97 : 94
96 : 93

138: 58
170: 65

120: 53
127-,: 66

106: 52
13)4: 62

1)42: 61
135: 63

255: 70
226: 57

145: 60
137: 57

e of firms which reported
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Table A-86 .-- Chemicals: Sales per production worker; comparison of
all-firm and MNC data, 1966 and 1970

Value : Value : MNCs as : MNNs
Country and year : for : for : percent :as percent

• all : HNCI : of all :of U.S.
firms : firms •IC value
: Dollars : Dollars :

United S-ates-:1.966 . .. .. . . ..
1970 .. .. ... . . .

Canada:
1966 -----. -
1970-----

United Kingdom:, ,e
1970....

Belgium-Luxembourg:
19667--...... . .1 9 7 0... .

S

,0

.5

S

'S
S

France:19606 - .. . - . ..
1970- --------- . .

West Germany:1966--- . . . ..
19T0 - - --. . .. -

S e0
Brazil:1966 . . . ---

1970 . . . .. .m:

Mexico:1966---.. . . ..
1970- -- - - - .. .

77,163
88,814o

57,001
71,128

28,897
32,151

20,362
35,732

359,70
1441,032

26,1140
37,739

21,376
214,1190

S

18,572 :
26,998 :

52,336
/611,726

54,935
63,985

30,231
416,T50

53,250
63,380

59,125
63,1162

449•TO0

69,692

214,9455
25,273

37,091
449,857

68 : 100
73 : 100

S

96 : 105
89 : 98

105 : 58
145 : 72

262 : 102
177: 98

167144:

171

n111:

103

200
166

113
98

85
108

47
39

7169

V/ U.S. figures for MNCs are based on the sample of firms which reported
as parents in 1970.

Source: Tables A-1 through A-16 for national all-firm figures; tables A-81
and A-82 for MNC figures.

ýAwqm__

dnwý4ý_ý
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Table A-87.--Rubber: Sales per production worker; comparison
of all-firm and MNC daia, 1966 and 1970

Country and year

United States:
1966.....---
1970T....----------

Canada.:1966 -... - . ....

United Kingdoms
190 6-----

Be] glum-Luxembourg:1966- - .---...

France:1966 . . -..
1970. . ...O-- - =.

West Germany:
1966 .........----- -
1970....--- . .

Brazil:

1970M o ----
Mexico:

1970------ ......

Value : Value
for : for
all : MNCs

firms :
Dollars : Dollars

30,661 : 1/ 39,290
35,869 : 4/ 16,430

25,473 : 32,400
39,124 : 54,538

1 10,340 : 53,600
11,618 : 24,333

.11,317 : 11,200
: 13,726 : 17,800

16,355 : 19,600
26,486 : 20,000

* 0

12,571 : 16,000
114,927 : 23,333

12,Jl14 : 26,1400
1149520 : 36,600

: 14,822 : 25,000
S 2G,,544 25,556

: MNC a
: perce

of a]
firus

as . MN:Cs
nt :as percent

: of U.S.
8s : MNC value

128 : 100
129 : 100

127: 82
139 : 117

518 : 136
209: 52

99: 29
130: 38

120: 50
76: 43

127: 41
156: 50

208: 67
252: 79

169: 64
1214: 55

1/ U.S. figures for MNCS
as parents in 1970.

are based on the sample of firms which reported

Source: Tables A-I through A-16 for national all-firm figures; tables A-81
and A-82 for MNC figures.

)
)

)
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Table A-88.--Primary and fabricated metals: Sales per production worker;
comparison of all-firm and MNC data, 1966 and 1970

Country and year
ii

United States:
1966 -------------------
1970 - ..-----------

Canada:
1966 --------------------
1970-----------

United Kingdom:
1966 -------------------
1970 -------

Belgium-Luxembourg:
1966 -.------- ...------
1970 -.----- --.-.....-

France:
1966.....--
1970 -----------

West Germany:
1966 -- .- ......--------
1970 ---------... .-------

Brazil:1966 --------.... 0
1970-----------

Mexico:
1966--...-------- ...
1970------- .....

_/ U.S. figures for MNCs
as parents in 1970.

value
for
all

firms
Dollars

38,0014 :
43,453 :

27,206 :
41,219 :

114,892 :
17,260 :

16,659 :
23,744 :

13,141 :
21,850 :

14,361 :
22,511 :

8,335 :
0,1429 :

10,029 :

12,230 :

are based on

V

Do

alue
for
NCs

llars

36,935
43,116 :

43,182 :
64,828 :

19,024 :
24,222 :

20,333 :
26,000 :

19,000 :
23,000 :

23,667 :
28,293 :

18,333 :
18,000 :

MDUt
pe
of
f

J-5,750 :
16,846 :

the sample of

157 :
138

firms which reporte

s as : M4C
rcent :as percent
all : of U.S.

irs. : MNC value

97 : iC
99 : iC

159 : 1]
157 : 1i

128

122 :
110 :

145 :
105 :

165
126

220
173

Source: Tables A-I through A-16 for national all-firm figures; tables A-81
and A-82 for MNC figures.

. . ... _ I • i

L7
50

52
56

55
60

51
53

64
66

50
42

43
39

:d
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Table A-89.--Nonelectrical machinery: Sales per production worker;
comparison of all-firm and MNC data, 1966 and 1970

: Value : Vu :MNCs as : MNCs

Country and year for f: : percent : as percent
all : MNCs : of all : of U.S.

firms : : firms, : MNC value

United States:
1966 -.- ...--------- --
1970----........-

Canada:
1966 -------------------
1970 . . . . . .. .

United Kingdom:

Be

-. y00 ---... . ........ :

1970 ---

lgium-Luxembourg:
1966 --. ----...-

France:1966-. . .. . .. .
1970.. . .. . .

West Germany:
1966 -......--- ---------1970-----------....

Brazil:
1966-
1970-

Mexico:

1970T -.------- ------- :

1/ U.S. figures for MNCs
as parents in 1970.

Dollars : Dollars

35,592 : _/ 4•,769
42,775 : 1/ 53,121

28,844 : 4 6,969
37,781 : 58,514

11,820 : 21,956
13,745 : 23,781

10,238 : 28,400
15,571 : 27,750

10,679 : 38,571
15,335 : 54,435

0

13,089
20,011

,: 6,929
10,529

7,813
8,458:

32,250
47,000

19,000
29,600

22,000
18,667

are based on the sample of firms which reported

Source: Tables A-1 through A-16 for national all-firm figures; tables A-81
and A-82 for MNC figures.

126 :
124 :

163 :
155 :

186 :
173 :

277 :
178 :

361
355

246
235

274
281

282
221

100
100

105
110

49
45

63
52

86
102

72
88

42
56

49
35

4m m mmý _a1970 .. ..
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Thble A-90.--Electrical cbhInery:
comparison of all-firm and

Sales per production worker;
MNC data, 1966 and 1970

Value : : Vl a as: MICe
Country and year : for : for : percent :as percent

all : Ws : of all : of U.S.
firms firms : HNC value

United States:
1966------
197S--------

Canada:1966-----
1970-

United Kingdom:

1970--- ..-

Belgium-Luxembourg:
19660-- -- =•: - --...

France.:
19660-
1970.-'

-- m m -a - --- -

West Gprmany:
'966-..
1970O-in"..mo-

Brazil:
19660.-
1970"-

Mexico:
1966.-
1970--

- -4 4004=-~

Dollars

30,9779
38,905 :

23,876 :
30,769

13,861 :
16,030 :

8,57 :
12,736 :

0

0

9

---- mMOW

.. U.S. figures for MNCs
as parents in 1970.

1T,622
24,630

17,943

9,973
12,071

9,567
10,690

Dollars

21

0

9

27,132
36,722

29•,347
39,1478

2s,702
124,933

11,000
27,000

23,308
20*783

11,333
21*43

10,769
15,953

21,000
15,o46T

88 :
94 :

123 :
128 :

824
93

128 :
212

0

*

0

0

0

are based on the sample of

132
84:

9)4
119

108
132

220

1245

firms which

Source: Tables A-1 through A-16 for national all-firm figures; tables A-81
and A-82 for MNC figures.

Sp

100
100

108
108

43
41

41
74&

86
57

42
58

240
43

77
242

reported
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Table A-91.--Transportation equipment: Sales per production worker;
comparison of all-firm and MNC data, 1966 and 1970

Country and year

United States:1966-.. ..
1970---

Canada:

1970 . . --.. . . .

United Kingdom:
1966 -----
1970 0-------.:

Belgium-Luxembourg:
1966----- ----------1 9 7 0 . . .

France:

1970 . . . . . .. .

West Geri'any:
1966 -------------------
1970 ---------

Brazil:

1970 -.------- ----------

Mexico:
197066-----. -----..---

I/ U.S. figures for MNCs
as parents in 1970.

L_' '! .........................

Value
for

MNCs

MNCs
perce
of a]
fi rm

Value
for
all

firms
Dollars

50,909
59,518

36,056
53, 821

15,031 :
16,77:

15,816
21,158

17,121
23,745

15,869
22,258

11,869 :
14,222

13,3147

15,377 :

are based on reported

Source: Tables A-I through A-16 for national all-firm figures; tables A-81
through A-82 for MIC figures.

Dollars

40,739
/ 51,273

45,554
85,677

21,773
21,136

19,000
26,068

36,9467
23,714

24,000
27,750

21,111
20,129

as : MICe
ent :as percent
.L : of U.S.

aS : MNC value

8 : 100
: 100

126 : 112
159 : 167

145 : 53
126 : 41

120 : 47
123: 51

213: 90
100: 46

151: 59
125 : 54

178 : 52
142 : 39

273 : 89
198 : 60

36,393
30,509

the sample of firms which
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Table A-92.--Textiles and apparel: Sales per production worker; comparison of
all-firm and MNC data, 1966 and 1970

Country and year S

0

0
0

I

United States:

*1970 -.------------....-

Canada:
1966 --------------------
1970-------------

United Kingdom:
1966 .........
1970 ----

Belgium-Luxembourg:1966 ..... . .. :
1970 . .... ..

France:1966 ....... ..
1970 . . .. . ..

West Germany:1966---...... ...-
1970 -------------------

Brazil:1966 . .. .. .. .. ..
1970 . .. .. .. ..

Mexico:
1966---- -----------:
1970 --------------.

_/ U.S. figures for MNCs
as parents in 1970.

Value
for

MNCs

Value :
for
all

firms
Dollars

19,491 :
23,124 :

15,620 :
20,364 :

9,233 :
10,896 :

7,775 :
11,060 :

9,426 :
10,7145:

10,677 :
114•,501

6,312 :

6,149 :
7,723 :

Dollars

/ 25,762
i/ 33,092

19,400
26,772

19,600
27,333

12,000
16,167

12,500
26,000

13,200
9,800

11,467

14,000

10,667 ' .
142

are based on the sample of firms which reported

Source: Tables A-i through A-16 for national all-firm figures; tables P-81
through A-82 for MNC figures.

.LI .
181

m , m IN --

14,000 :

percent :as percent
of all : of U.S.

firms : MNC value

132 : 100
143 : 100

124 : 75
131 : 81

212: 76
251 : 83

154 :4
1146: 49

133 49
242 79

1214 51
68: 30

100 145
222: 42

- . : ,
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Table A-93.--Lumber, wood, and furniture: Sales per production worker;

comparison of all-firm and MNC data, 1966 and 1970

0
0

Country and year

Vs
fq

fi
D~o

United States:
1966 - ----------
1970-........... ..-

Canada:
1966-
1970-

United Kingdom:
.L

BelE
Ic

FO9 -------------

TO-u-------
;ium-Luxembourg:

France:1966-. . . .
1970..

West Germany:
1966..---------
1970-------------...-

•0

Brazil:
1966-
1970-

Mexico:1966-. . . . . . . . .
19T0 -..-.------ ....----

V/ U.S. figures for MNCs are based on the sample of firms which reported
as parents in 1970.

Source: Tables A-I through A-16 for national all-firm figures; tables A-81
through A-82 for MNC figures.

89-020 0 - 73 - 52

lue : Value
or : for
11 : NCs
rms
liars : Dollars

21,058 : 11 30,981
26,224 : _/ 38,714

17,651 : 24,6oo
23,584 : 27,750

9,775 : 5,000
11,278 : 9,000

7,134 : 0
10,619 : 0

8,037 : 16,000
13,172 : 22,000

12,694 : 11,000
19,043 : 22,000

4,179 : N.A.
5,465 : N.A.

3,174 ; 0
4,395 : 11,000

MICs as : NCs
percent :as percent
of all : of U.S.

firms : MNC value

147 : 1(
148 : 1(

139
118 :

51 :
80

- 0

- 0

199
167

87
116

250

ýýqnmfmm

, 

I 

II 

I I

)0
)0

r9
r2

L6
?3

52
57

36
57

28

-1970 . . . .

e
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Table A.94.--Priating and publishing: Sales per production worker;
comparison of All-.firm -and MlqC dbeta, .I66 :'d 1970

Country and year

United States:
1966-.--.-..

.1970-------

Canada:
1966.
1970-

Value
fifor

: firms

,0

'S

0

United Kingdom:1966-- - - -- - -.

1970- -m--

Belgium-Luxembourg:
19669
1970.

France:1966...- - - -. . . .-
197.C -: :- -= = -- --

West Gerinny:1966- --- :

l970mm-mmmmm-.mmm:

Brazil:
1966.......
1970exi

Mexico:
1966--- -,... . .
1 9 7 0 -. . . . . .

S

1tollars

32,630
39,317

23,732
30,886

15,253
16.621

10,250.:
13,19462 :

13,800. :
17,705:

909914.:114,710 :

14,600:
7,271.:

.8,472:
i0,.165:

Value
.for

MNCs

lINCa as : -I8Ca
.percent :as percent
bo All : of U.S.

firms : MNC value
Dollars

I/ N.A.
/ N.A.

148,000
79,000

30,333
24,000

0

11,000 :

.i14 ,ooo~
2a,-500.

IQi5D .:
.219,000.:

0:
N.A*

.0:
0.

- 0

- 0

202 :
256 :

199 :
J144 :

82

101

1010.:.161 :

.me

.me

100
100

1/ U.S. figures for MNCs Are
as parents in 1970.

based an the -sample of firms whiah reported

Source: Tables A-i through A-I6 for national -all-firm figurea; tables A-81
through A-82 for MNC figures.

.

.

.:

.a
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Table A-95.--Stone, clay, and glass: Sales per production worker;
comparison of all-firm and MNC data, 1966 and 1970

MNCe
perc•
of
fir:

Sources: Tables A-I through A-16 for national all-firm figures; tables
A-81 through A-82 for MNC figures.

| II I| IIII

Value : Value
Country and year : for : for

all : MNCs: firms :

: Dollars : Dollars
United States:

1966 -. --- ...--------- : 29,978 : 32,947
1970 ------------------ : 35,596 :/ 37,532

Canada:
1966 ------------------- : 26,155 : 32,400
1970----------.: 33,776 : 4i1,00

United Kingdom:
1966 ----------.... u,963 : 15,200
1970 -----------.. : 13,985 : 28,1400

*

Belgium-Luxembourg:
1966 9,205 : 17,929
1970 .12,531 : 23,143

France: :
1966- 11,345 : 22,500
19T0 15,410 : 23,143

West Germany: :
1966- 12,183 : 32,250
1970 .18,424 : 22,600

Brazil:
1966- .. ; 14,64164: 8,667
1970 .6,081 : 13,167

Mexico:
1966 5,9945 : 11,000
1970 7,9614: 13,68,

.. U.S, figures for MNCs are based on the sample
as parents in 1970.

q IJlW I I I I IIIII I

as : MNCs
ent :as percent
Li : of U.S.
8s : MNC valut

110 : 100
105 : 100

124 : 98
122 : 110

127 : 46
203 : 76

195 : 54
185 : 62

198 : 68
150 : 62

265 : 98
123 : 60

187 : 26
217 : 35

185: 33
172 :36

of firms which reported
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Table A-96. -- Instruments: Sales per production worker; comparison of
all-firm and MNC data, 1966 and 1970

Country and year

United States:
1966 -------------------
1970 --------------------

Canrdn'•j ,. ,6 .. ý - . . . . . ... . . . . .
1970 . . .. . . .. .

United Kingdom:
1966 -----------.-.......
1970 -----------.. . -------

Belgium-Luxembourg:
1966 -..--.....-------1970.. . . . . . :

France;
1966
19T. -

West Germany:1966 ....... . ..
1970- - -----

Brazil:1966 . . . . . .
1970 ----------------

Mexico:
19660----------.1970 --..------------- .-

1/ U.S. figures for MNCs
as parents in 1970.

I I |l i l m mlllm . . ....

V

0

pe
of

f

Value
for
all

firms
Dollars : 1)

35,501 :
44,8148 :

22,892
30,855

11,779 :
12,951 :

9,790 :
16,700 :

12,991 :
17,333 :

8,803 :
12,864 :

N.A.
N.A.

NA.

N.A.

Lre based on the sample of firms which reported

Sources: Tables A-I through A-16 for national all-firm figures; tables
A-81 through A-82 for MNC figures.

value
for

INCs

•liars

44,530 :
51,658 :

38,556 :
38,882 :

15,815
20,914

20,708 :
31,031 :

37,200 :
31,031 :

23,250 :
19,750 :

5,200 :
13,088 :

6,667
13,088

Cs as : MNCs
:rcent :as percent
ball : of U.S.
'irms : MNC value

125 :
115 :

168 :
126

1314
161 :

212 :
186:

286
179 : 4

264
1514

- .

| i I I mill L m

)0
)0

37
r5

36
40

47

314
So

52
38

L2
25

L5
25
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Table R-9T .-- Other manufacturing: Sales per production workers;
comparison Df all-firm and HNC data, 1966 and 1970

Country and year
Value

for
0: aU: firms

Dollars
United States:

28,012
1970 ... : 3,549

Canada:
1966 6------------
1970-. .. . ..-

United Kingdom:
1966-1970- . . .... . .

Belgium-Luxembourg:
19661970... -- .. . . =

France:1966 . . . . . ... . .
1970•-=

West Germany:

19,008
214•,290

11,215
12,116

12,715
20,242

S

11,256
13,229

0

am W.UV - •=- • • ;
1970.. .. . .

Brazil:1966 . . . --- :
19TOm .. m. .... :

Mexico:
1966 .. ...... . .
1970- . . . . ..

16,2514
22,615

5,3814
9,000

16,606
28,052

* Value
for

: MNCs
S

Dollars

: 709021
:1 78,009

*" 27,583
* 145,333

16,556
67,542

00

* 0

38,952

: 7,333
389952

12,667
38,952

20,19400
2T,500

20,o400
18,882

0

MNCs as : C
percent :as percent
of all : of U.S.
fims_ : HNC value

250 :
226 :

145 :
187 :.

0

148 :
557 :

9

192

65
2914:

78
172

379
306

123
67

0

0

100
100

39
58

24
87

50

10

50

18
50

29
35

29
24

1/ U.S. figures for HNC's are based on the sample of firms vhich
as parents in 1970.

reported

Source: Tables A-1 through A-16 for national all-firm figures; tables A-q81
and A-82 for W4K figures.
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Table A-98.-1-Fti1fted average unit labor costs 1/, all emplodyef,
selected industries and countries, 1966

(In U.S. dollars)

: United: : West United:States Ger• • many Kingdom Belig Mexico bra il
* . Luxembour•,4 . . .,

Food- 0.12 0&16 : 0.13 : 0.13 : 0.35 : 0.24 : 0.12 : 0.08
-- e---.--. .22.: .24 : .27 : .28: .40 : .30 : .16 : .11Chemicals: .15 .22 : .25 : .25 : .25 : .38 : .16 : .09Rubber - - - .26: .30 : .31: .35: A5 : .16 : .18: .10

.23 t .28 1 .34: .42: .32 : .28 : .19: .15Non-eleftrical machinery---- . 2 : .33 : .39 : .43 : AT : .51 : .24 : .20
X1ectri.ca1 Madhinery'---....: .29 & 36 : .42 : .40 : . : .69 : -1IT .15T'rnsportatici equipment--: .2 . : .32 : .28 " .34 : .35 :Textiles and apparel-----: .24 : .0: .28 : .35: .53 : .38 : .21 : .06Lumber, vood. and ruiniture--.-..•: .27 : .30 : .29 : .50 : .49 ..51 : .24 : .18Printing and publishing----,-*- •.33 ± .3 0 : .46 : .39 : .38 : .50 : .22 : .30Stone, clay,and glaass- - .26 : .28 : .45 : .41 : .46 : .48 : .25 : .17Instruments .28 : .38 : .53 : .37 : .49 : .63 : NA: AOthe-- .- ,.-,-: .27T .2T : .23 : .3 : .34: .26 : .12 : .15

_/ Equals wage cost 1er dollar ofT sales

Source: Tables A-i through A-16



Table A-99 .-- Estimited average unit labor costs 1/, all employees,

selected industries and countries, 1970

(In U.S. dollars)

F.

Industry

Food .......

PaperChemicals.......

Metals
Non-electrical machinery---:
Electrical machinery---
Transportation equipment -:
Textiles and apparel--:
Lmber, woodand furniture--:
Printing and publishing - :
Stone, clay, and glas------s
Instruments
Other

: United :
: States C

0.12 :
.22 :
.16 :
.26 :
.25 :
.30 :
.31 :
.22 :
.25 :
.27 :
.34 :
.27 :
.29 :
.27 :

0.17 :
.27 :
.25 :
.32:
.27 :
.41 :
.0 :
.23 :
.29 :
.31 :
.44 :
.33 :
.41 :
.31 :

West

Oelmw:

0.14
.30
.28
.34.
.34.
.42
.43
.3T.
.32:
.30:
.50
.46
.55
.25

France

a.13
.33
.29:
.30
.34:
.52
.58
.28
.42
.41
.46
.41
.48
.50

United
Kingdom :Belgu•:

I.uxenbourg:

). 38
.39
.26
.49
.31
.46
.42
.38

.46

.39

.38

.53

.44

0.22
.28
.30
.51
.27
.48
.62
.34
.36.47
.57
.46
.50
.21

i_/ Equals wage cost per dollar of sales.

Source: Tables A-1 through A-16

Mexico Brazil

0.12
.22
.15
.18
.20
.26
.17
.18
.22
.23
.21
.25
NA

.11

0.07
.12
.09
.09.14
.18
.15
.16
.13
.15
.26
.16
NA

.12
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Table A-100.--Estimated average unit labor costs 1/ of production workers in selected
industries and countries, 1966

Canada West
Germiany.

France United
Kingdom. Bue'idbur-.

Mexico Brazil

Food -

Mw"4i'^ I a

Rubber
Metals
Nca-eleftrical machinery- -
Electr~oal mchinerryy-
Transportation equipment--- :
Teztiles and bpparel--- :
Luber, woodand furniture-:--
Printing and publabi-- -
Stone, *la, and glass
Instuet- U-1 =BIT•_

q~a~

0.0T :
.15 :
.08:
.18
.17
.19
.18
.1i
.19
.21:
.19
.19
.16
.16

r of sales.
Sources: Tables A-i through A-16

(lI

Industry : United :
: States :

0.08
.17

.09

.20

.21

.19

.20

.16

.20

.23
.22
.20
.18
.20

0.08
.20
.13
.23
.25
.25
.25
.24
.21
.23
.314
.35
.314
.17

0.09
.18
.10
.19
.26
.33
.19
.21
.25
.35
.29
.29
.2T
.2T

0.19
.23
.10
.28
.20

.25

.21

.21

.30

.28

.22

.25
.25
.23.

I/ Equals wage cost per dollar

3.16
.22
.21
.31
.21

.35

.41

.214

.30
-.43
.314
.38
.3T
.20

o.07

.014

.08

.10

.12

.08

.06
.13
.16
.12
.13
NA

.05

0.04
.08
.05
.07
.11

.10

.10

.05
.13
.20
.13
NA

,ill

(T)a U- aym I



Table A-lO1.-Estimated average unit labor costs V of production workers, in selected
industries and countries, 1970

(In U.S. dol.14rs)

Industry United : Canada : West France : United :
States : - Germany : Kingdom : Belgm . Mexic

Food---- -- 0.07 : 0.10 : 0.09 : 0.09 : 3.22 : 0.15 : o.o6 o.o04
Paper .15 : .19 : .22 : .21 : .25 : .19 : .09: .08
Cemcals .09 : .10 : .15 : .11 : .ii : .15 : .0 : .05
Rubber : .18 : .20 : .25 : .16 : .30 : .35 : .10: .07
Metals .18 : .20 : .25 : .21 : .21 : .20 : .10 .10
Non-electrical machinery---: .18 : .22 : .26 : .41 : .25 : .32 : .14 : .11
Electrical machinery --- .: .17 : .21 : .26 : .27 : .21 : .36 : .09 .09
Transportation equipment--: .14 : .16 : .27 : .20 : .23 : .25 : .07 : .
Textiles and apparel------: .19 : .21 : .23 : .30 : .28 : .29 : .14 : .10
Lumber, woodand furniture---: .20 : .24 : .23 : .29 : .28 : .39 : .17 : .ii
Printing and publishing----: .19 : .24 : .37 : .32 : .25 : .37 : .12 : .17
Stone, clsay,and glass - : .20 : .22 : .35 : .29 : .25 : .36 : .13 : .I
Instruments--: .15 : .20 : .35 : .36 : .25 : .29 : NA : NA
Other _ .16 : .23 : .18 : .32 : .28 : .16 : .0o&: .08

I/ Equals wage cost per dollar of sales.

Source: Tables A-1 through A-16.
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Table A-102.-Unit labor costs in U.S.-based MNCS 1966 1/ (manufacturing)

(In dollars)
United United : Belgium-: West

Industry States :Canada Kingdom Luxeburg : France : Germany Brazil Mexico
Inuty: * a :d Germ- a .y

All manufacturing--: 0.30 -0..23: .0.28 : 0.21 : 0.21 0.21 0.19 o.16

Food products - : .14: .15: .14: .09: .12 : .12: .11: .10
Paper and allied products-: .28 .26 .17 : .22 : .25 : .24 .2?
Chemicals -.-- : .25: .20: .18: .15: .14 : .16:
Rubber - - : 2/ .27: .27: .18: .29: .18 : .19: .11:
Primary and fabricated : : : :

metals - .31: .22: .22: .21: .28 : .22: .18: .21
Nonelectrical machinery- -: .39 : .22 : .22 : .15 : .21 : .21 : .28 : .19
Electrical machinery : .38 : .28 : .35 : •/ .33 : .28 : .35 : .23 : .18
Transportation equipment--: .31 : .19 : .27 : 3/ .27 : .23 : .18 : .18 : .16
Textiles and apparel l-: .27 : .25 : .16 : .25 : .20 : .32 : .31 : .19
Lumber, wood, and furni- : : : : : :

ture .30: .20: .20 : 0: .31 : .27: 4/ .33: .33
Printing and publishing--: 2/ .23 : .20 : .20 : .17 : .21 : .24 : .40 : 0
Stone, clay, and glass- : .37 : .26 : .25 : .25 : .17 : .29 : .21 : .21
Instruments " .33: .24 : N.A. : 3/ .25 : .28 : .24: .18: .20
Other manufacturing, : .12 : .20 : .29 : .50 : .23 : .39 : .20 : .24

_/ Figures for the Uniteýd States are b&sed on the sample of firms which reported as parents in 1970. Other figures
refer to all majority-owned affiliates.
?/ This figure was suppressed by the source agency for reasons of confidentiality.

Commission estimate.
E.C. average. Individual country data not available.
Latin America average.' Individual country data not available.

The number shown is a Tariff

Source: International Investment Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Comerce.

C
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Industry

All manufactuaring-.--:

Food products-------------
Paper and allied products---:
Chemicals ---------------
Rubber ------------ :
Primary and fabricated

metals ---- .. .. .-: -

Nonelectrical machinery----:
Electrical machinery-------:
TTransportation equipment----:
Textiles and apparel--------
Lumber, wood, and furni-

ture------- --

Printing and publishing----:
Stone, clay, and glass------
Instruments---------------
Other manufacturing --------- :

United
States

0.31:

.15

.27:

.27:
?• .35

.33

.141

.141:

.31:

.25

.29:
.32-3T:
.36:
.15

i/ Figures for the Unizeed States are based
refer to all majority-'.ed affiliates.

Canada

0.21

•17
.30
.20:
.26:

.23 :

.25 :

.28

.15
.20:

.18

.27:

.214

.20:

.18

United.
Kingdom :L

0.18

.i14

.16

.114

.19:

.17
.214
.32
.26:
.18

.33

.26:

.214

.19
N.A.

on the sample of

2/ This figure was su_=-r7::ssed by th,- f:ource -'-ency for reasons of
Ccmission estimate.

3/ E.C. average. :.div1idual ccunti-y d-•ta not available.
1-/ Larir. America _r,.,e Individual count.'y data not available.

Belgium- :
uxembourg France

0.17 : 3.19

.1i4: .11:

.17: .22:

.13 : .114:

.25 : .16:

.18: .22:

.20: .23:

.28: .214:
_/.25: .22:

.20: .15:

0: .20:
.145: .15:
.22 : .32 :
3/.19 : .12 :
.50 : N.A.

firms which reported as

West
Sinuv ny

0.214

.13
.22:
.114
.17

.25

.26:

.37:

.25:

.68

.22
.214
.30:
.30:
.07

parents in

Rrri zi~l :

0.21

.13:

.18

.20:

.08

.18
.29:
.29:
.21:
.29:

.83
1_/ .58

.20:

.16

.09

1970. Other

confidentiality. The number shewn is a Tariff

Source: inter:.a-i.:-' Investrent Divi1ion, :ce of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Co7_-..-rce.lrcnertee: -ii:.on "-%

4 1

Table A-103.-Unit labor costs in U.S.-based MNCs, 1970 Vf (manufacturing)

(In dollars)

, [co

o.18

.13

.15

.16
.21

.20

.26

.22

.17

.19

.82
0

.19

.94

.11

figures
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TI',,II A-101 .-- Al manufacturing: Average unit labor costs;
comparison of all-firm and MNC data, 1966 and 1970

Country and year

United Stutess:
1966 --------------------
1970..-------

Canada:
19( -'------.....--- ........ :

United Kingdom:
1966----------
1970 ---------

Belgium-Luxembourg:
1966 ------

France:
1966---- --1970 -............. ....-

West Germany:
1966-----------
1970 ------- ------

Brazil:1966--..........-
1970-...-...... ..-

Mexico:
1966-..--------.19T0 -- .. .-- ------ :

1/ U.S. figures for MNCs are
as parents in 1970.

9•mm•v•mNnmm•emlmmm.-- -- q •_ • . ... ..... -•

Source: Tables A-1 through A-16 for national all-firm figures; tables
A-102 through A-103 for MNC figures.

II I I I I I III IIII I

Value :
for
an

firms
Dollars

0.22 :
.23 :

.25 :

.29 :

•38:40:

.36:

.33

.33

.34:

.31:

.33

.13

.12

.16

.17

based on thi

Value
for

MNCs

Dollars

_/ 0.30 :
2! .31 :

.21 :
.21 :

.28 :

.18 :

.21

.17

.21

.19

.21

.24.

.19

.21

.16

.18

e sample of

MNCsas : MNCs
percent :as percent
of all : of U.S.

firms : MNC value

136 : 100
135 : 100

84 : 70
* 72 : 68

74 : 93
145 : 58

58 : 70
52 : 55

64 : 70
56 : 61

68 : 70
* 73 77

146 : 63
175 : 68

100 53

lO6 : 58

firms which reported
I
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Table A-l05.--Food-ptod cts: Average unit labor costs--comparison
of all-firm and MNC data, 1966 and 1970

Cjitr'. an d year

United S' 2tezi:196(- -

19700... -..

Cancada:
1966 6 6.............. ------
1970-

United Kingdom:
1966 -------

1970 7 0---------------

Belgium-Luxembourg:
1966 6-----------..---------
1970 -................

France:
:1.966 ------------.--------.197 0--.. ......--..

West Germany:
1966 6 6-..------- ....-------
1970 -------------------...

Brazil.:
1966 6 6........... ----------
1970 ------------------

Mexico:
1966 ...........19"70- ... . .. ...-. .

I/ U.S. fKgures for fCs are
reported us parents in 1970.

: \ for : Value '',r.
* ~ t~:.~4 MNCa

: Dc".:.-r : D l!. ",

-0.12: /0.1)4
:.12: 1_/ .15

-1

----------- .16 : .15
-" .17 : .17

.----------. .35 : .14
-: .38 : .14

*-------:.2)4: .09
*-----------.22: .1)4

S----..13: .12
.13:

------- : .13 : .12
-.14 : .13

o06 :.11
. : .07: .13

. : .12: .10

.. -. 12 : .13

based on the sample of Firms which

Sources: Tables A-i through A-16 for national all-firm figures;
tables A-102 through A-103 for MNC figures.
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Table A.-106M.-Pmwr ad m311i Idums: Ave Mae unit labor costs-
c tarin of a&U.-lm aM CI date -.1966 a2d 19To

Coun.try and. year : Value for

: Dollars

United States-:
1T966------.
1970--- - •.. .- •- . .

Canada:
1966--0
1970 - -• - • -• • -

United Kingdom:
1966--
19701

.40 : .17

.39 : .16

Be1~i u=-LuxembQur&:
. . . .

.LYI

19

Fran
19.
19 70-

West Germy.:
19660-

1966-
'_970-

rmem co:i1 066 .. . . .... . .. . .. .. :.16 : .1.5
1970--....-.. .-- -- . .. • .22 : .15

/ U.S. figures for ]Cs are tbsed om the sail-e of fxms which
reported as parents In !9TO.9

Sources: Tables A-i through A,.I6 for national ail-finm figures;
tables A-102 thrngh. A-ID3 fnr WC figures.

Value for
MICs

Lbllars

1/ 0.28
.27

0.21 :
.22 :

.24

.27:
.26
.30

-0

A O :

.28 :

.28
•.33 :

,2:

.31D:

.11

.22

.17

.25

.22

.22

.22
,1.8~0

7v
ce:4. ......................

a
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Table A-107.-Chemicals'and allied products: Average unit labor
costs--comparison of all-firm and MNC data, 1966 and 1970

United States:
1966 -.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-...- ------ :
1970 ---------------------------

Canada:
1966 ................-- - ..........
1970 -...------ ----.--.----.-.-.-.- - :

United Kingdom: :
1966 ----------.....------------------ :
1970 ---------------------------------- :

Belgium-Luxembourg:
1966 --------------------------
1970 --------------------

France:1966-....----- ....... ......-...-

1970 - .--------------------- ...---------

West Germany:1966 --------.....------ .- ....-.----------1970 66-----....------------ ..--------

Brazil:
1966 ----------------------------
1970 ----------------------------

Mexico:
1966 -----------------... -------------
1970 ---------------------- m.-------.----

1/ U.S. figures for MNCs are based on the
reported as parents in 1970.

Country -e,: 5ar

Sources: Tables A-1 through A-16 for national all-firm figures;
tables A-102 through A-103 for MNC figures.

value for : Value for
all firms : MNCe
Dollars : Dollars

0.15 : U0.25
.16: y .27

.22 : .20

.25 : .20

.25 : .18

.26 :.1

.38 : .15

.30 : .13

.25 : .14

.29 : .14

.25: .16

.28 : .14

.09 : .19

.09 : .20

.16: .16

.15 : .16

sample of firms which
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Table A-108 .-- Rubber: Average unit labor costs--comparison
and MNC data, 1966 and 1970

of all-firm

Country and year

United States:
1966 ------------------------------ :
1970-----------------------

Can ada:
!966 ----------------------------
1970 ----------------------------------- :

United Kingdom:
1966--------------------- ------- :
1970 ----------------------------

Belgium-Luxembourg:
1966 ------------------------.. ..
1970 ------------------

France:
1966 ------------------------.--
1970 ------------------------

West Germany:
1.966 ------------------- ------
1970 --------.-------------------------

Brazil:
1966- -- one".. . . . .. . . .. . .--. :
1970 ------------------------------

: Val
: al]
: De

Mexico:
1966 ------------------------------
1970 ------..... . .... ... .

I/1-U.S. figures Cor MNCs are based on the
reported as parents in 1970.

sami

Sources: Tables A-i through A-16 for national all-firm figures;
tables A-102 through A-103 for IOC figures.

u

Lue for : value f
Firms :M NC1
)llars : Dollari

0.26 : 0/0.:
.26 : / •

.30 :
,32 :

.45 : .

.49 :

.146:.5l : ..51 :.

.35:

.,30:

.31:

"10:
.09:

.18:

.18 :.

pie of firms which

Io a )r

27
35

27
26

L8
19

29
25

L8
16

19
17

Li)8

.1
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Table A-109 .- Primmry and fabricated metals i Average unit labor
costs-oomparison of all-firm and MUC data, 1966 and 1970

Country awl year

United States:
1966 ..........................
1970-------------------------

Canada:
1966 ..................................
1970 -----------------------------------

United Kingdom:
1966---------- -------- -------- -------m
1970----------------mmmmmmm

Belgium-Luxembourg:
1966 ------- -------------------------
1970-.................-

France:

1970-----" --------------------

West Germany:
1966 ---------------------------------
1970 ---------------------------------

Brazil:
1966 -----------------------------
1970 -----------------------------------

Mexico:
1966 -------------.---------------
1970 .---------- --------------------

I/ U.S. figures for MNCs are based on the
reported as parents in 1970.

Sources: Tables A-1 through A-16 for national all-firm figures;
tables A-102 through A-103 for MNC figures.

30-020 0 - 72 - 53

Value for : Value for
all f irms9 : I4N('
Dollars : Dollars

0.23 : 1 0.31
.25: 1 .33

0

.28 : .22

.27: .23

.32: .22

.31: .17

.28: .21

.27: .18

.42 : .28

.:3 .22

4,34 :.22
.34. .25

.15 : .18

.14 .18

.19: .21

.20 .20

sample of firms which
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Table A-3.10.* -sMi , Ume"t e@cal: Averqe umit labor
eostsfctb 1.o of NIC d~a, 9a 19 70=.3T

Cowyktry and ye"r

United States:

1970-

Canda:
1966-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Utaited Kingdom:1966-..-..-... .........
1 70- --.. . . . . . . .. . .

Be.i um-Luxembourg:
Z96 .. -----.- ......

?runce-

West. Germwt:
1.

Hztval:

MWeiCo:

reported as paz'ento izA 19T70.

: Value or : Value for
: all flr.s : r____
: Do!iav'E : Dollar,;

-; O.29 : / 0.39
- .30 : L/ .41
* 0

.33 : .22
: .41 : .25

A.7 : .22
-: .46 : .24

.51 : .15

.48 : .20

.43 : .21

.52 : .23

-39 : .21
.42 : .26

*20:
.18 6 .29

: .24 : .19
.26 : .26

iesample of firums which

Sourcees: Tables Ak.I tkwaftJ A-16 for national all-firm figures;
taiges A-102 threma. A4103 for Ma fig=. s..

yu -"No
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Taole A111.--Electrical machinery: Average unit labor costs--

comparison of all-firm and MNC data, 1966 and 1970

Country f-n1. yeV A
:rd.i. r'i. ;::.. : IHCs-

0 , Zi .- r : , [ol 3" ,s

United States:
1966 6------------------------. 0.29 : 1/ 0.38
1970 ....... 31 : 4/ .14

Canada:
1966------------------------------... .36 : .28
19"0-------...- .0 : .28

United Ki:nL-jdom:
1966--------------------------- 10 31966 .. . . .:.o :.35

----------------- : .42: .32

Be1gigur,-Luxembourg:
i --. : .69 : .33
1970 ----------------------------------- .62 .28

France:
1966 ------------------------------- .0 : .28
3.970- -------------------------- .58: .24

West Ge, mci,%Py:

196 ------------------------------- : .42 : .35
1970- --------- ------------- : .43 : .37

Brazil:::

1966 ------------------------------- : .15 : .23

1970 ---------------------------... ------. .15 : .29

Pexico:
1966 ---------------------------- . .17 : .18

1970 ------------------------------------- .17 : .22

_--U.S. figures for MNCs are based on the sample of firms which
reported as parents in 1970.

Sources: Tables A-1 through A-16 for national all-firm figures;
tables A-102 through A-103 for MNC figures.
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Table A-112.--Transpoktaionf equipment: Average unit labor costs-
comparison of all-firm and MNC data, 1966 and 1970

Country and year

Unilt,.d States:
a 9 )6 ------------------.-----------
L970 -------------

(,anada:
.:66--
19YJ -------- o------------------------

1.: ited Kingdom:
196--------------- ---- -------
1970 ------------------------------

PelguiL -Luxembourg:
1966----------------------------------

1970 ----------------------------

France:
1966 --------------------
1970 -----------------------------------

West Germany:
1966 ----------------------------
1970 ---------------------------

Brazil.:
1966 ----------------------------
1970 -----------------------------------

Mexico:
1966 ------- --------------------
1970 -. -.-------------------

I/ U.'. figures for !NCs are based on thi
reported as parents in 1970. -

Sxrces: Tables A-1 through A-16 for national all-firs figured;
tables A-102 through A-103 for MNC figures.

Value for : Value for
il1 firms: MjC
Dollars : Dollars

0.22 : 0.31

.22: .31

.24 : .19
.23 : .15

.34: .27
.38 : .26

.35 : .27

.34 : .25

.28 : .23

.28 : .22

.32: .18
•37 : .25

•15: .18
.16: .

,17: .16.1717
.18: .17

e sample of firms which
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Table A-113"-TexxtlOs rnd apparel: Average unit labor costs-
coaMparison of all-firm and MEC data, 1966 and 1970

: Vaiue fcOr : Value for
Country Rnd ye.* :...Crmi-C: a.ll fi.r,,, : CA~locae.

: Dollars : l.

United States: :
1966 --------------------------------- o .24 : /.0 .27
1970..-.----.-............: .25 : / .25

Canada: : 0

1966 ----------- ------ : .AO : .25
1970 -----------------------------. .29 : .20

United Kingdom:
1966 ................................... : .53 : .16
1970 ----------------------------------- : .-7 : .18

Be1ii ur-Luxembourg:1966----------- ----------....... 3 .38 : .

1970 ------------------.. . ..--------- : .36 • .20

France:
1966 ............................ : .35: .20
1970 ------------- ------ -. .142: .15

West Germany:
1966 .................. ............... : .28 : .32
1970 -------------------------------- -"- .32: .68

S

Brazil:1966--...... .............. A... 0 : .31

1970 -. --.. . . .-- ..--- --- -- : .13 : .29

Mexico:1966 ........ .... ..... . .21 :.19
1970 -. . . . . . . . . . . . ...- .22 :.19

-/ U.S. figures for HNCs are based on the sample of firms which
reported as parents in 1970.

Sources: Tables A-1 through A-16 for national all-firm figures;
tables A-102 through A-103 for HNC figures.
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Table A-114.--Lumber, wood, and furniture: Average unit labor
costs--cqarison of all-firm and NW data, 1966 and 1970

Country and year :Value fcr : Value for: all f!rms : MICS

Dollars : Dollars
United States: :

--------------------: 0 .27 : 0 .30
1970 ----------------------: .27 :/ .29

Canada:
1966-----------------------------: •.30 : .20
1970 ------ ---- -. ---------------------- : .31 : .18

United Kingdom:1966----------------------------..... .149 : .20
.469 .33

1970 ----------------------------------- .46 :33

Belgium-Luxembcurg:
1966 -----------------------. ----- : .51: --

1970----- -- ~------ ----. •.47: --

France: :
'1966 --------------------------- : •50 : .31
1970 --------------------.------ •,1 : .20

W6e.t Germi.ny:
1966 -------..............-----.-------- : .29: .27
1970 ------------------------------- : .30: .22

Brazil:1.966 --------------------- .18 :33
1970 ------------------------------- .15 .83

Mexico: :
1966 --------------------------- : .214 : .33
1970- -------------------------- : .23 : .82

1/ U.S. figures for MCsI are based on the sample of firms which
reported as parents in 1970.

Sources: Tables A-1 through A-16 for national all-firm figures;
tables A-102 through A-103 for MNC figures.

3
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Table A-115 .-- Printing-and publishing: Average unit labor costs-
cocartson of all-firm and MNC data, 1966 and 1970

Countr- e.n-i year

United States:1966 ----.- .- .--.-------.---.-.- --.-.--- :
19.0 ----------------- m . .. ...... :

Canada:1966 ----------------------------------
1970 ----- .......-------...------- mmm...

United Kingdom:1966 ---------------------------- ... ----
1970 ------------------------------ ..

Belgium-Luxembourg:
1966 ------------------ inmmm.. .m -
1970 ...... ...... ..... .. .... ..---

France:
1966 . .-----------.--------mm-- -in-mmmmm
1970 ------------------------------.....

West Gernarny:
1966 -----------------. . .--------------1970 --------------------.-.- .--------- :

Brazil:1966 ............... ..............-- ....-
1970 -----------------------

Mexico:1966 .................. -:-- - -1970mmmmmmmmmmmmmm .. -------

V U.S. figures for N@NCs are based on the
reported as parents in 1970.

Sources: Tables A-I through A-16 for national all-firm figures;
tables A-102 through A-103 for IWC figures.

?

m

Value for : Va] Ut for
all f irms MC&s
Dollars : Dollars

0.33 : 1/ 0.23• 34 _ .32

.40 .20
.44 : .27

.38: .20
.39 : .26

.50 : .17
.57 : .45

•39 : .21
.46 : .15

.46 : .24

.50 : .24

.30 : .1O
.26 : .58

.22: --

.21 :

Sample of firms which
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Table A-116.--Stone, clay, and glass products: Average unit labor
costs-comparison of all-firm and HNC data, 1966 and 1910

.. . . ..... : Value for : Value for
all
Do

United States:j.966. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :
1970 ------------------- --------------

Canad :1966 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .:
19T0 ..---------------------------------

United kZingdom:
1966 -- ---------------------------
1970-------------------------

Pelg:!--Luxenmbourg:
1966 ---------------....-.--........- ,-...-
1970 ..----------------------------------

France:
1966 ----------... -----.---..-.---.....
19To ----------------- ------------

West Germany:
1966 -------------------------
1970 ----------------------------------

Brazil:
1966 ------ --------------------- --
1970 ---------------------------------

Mexico:
1966 ---------------------------------
1970 ---------------------------------

1/ U.S. figures for MNCs are based on the
reported as parents in 1970.

samw

VVIA-It4i'v k% U

'7
'7

.6

.4

.5
.4

.5

.2

Sources: Tables A-1 through A-16 for national all-firm figures;
tables A-102 through A-103 for NNC figures.

f irMs: __MNCs_
llars : Dollcrs

0 .26: /0 .3
.27 : .3

.28 : .2

.33 "

.AO : .2

.38 : .2

.48 : .2

.46 : .2

.1l : .1

.41 : .3

.45 : .2

.46 .3

.17.2
.2

.25 : .2

.25 : .1

leof firms vhich.

.7
2

9
•0

'0

9
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Table A-117.-Instrbunts: Average unit labor costs-comparison of
all-firm and MNC data, 1966 and 1970

Country i.l year : Valuce fck- : Value for
_a_1 fI__ms " __ -_ Cs

Dollars : Dollars
United States:

1966---------------------: 0 .28: i0 .33
1970 -------------------------.. . . . .. .29 1/ .36

Canada±:
j.966 ----------------------------- : .38 : .24
1970 --------------- .41 : .20

United KingdoLm::
1966------..... -*-......... .49 : NA
1970 -•------------------------------ .53 : .19

Belgium-Luxembourg:
1966 6-------- ----------------------- .63 : .25
1970 ----------------------- ------. .50 : .19

Frtnce:
1966 -------------------- : .37 : .28
1970 ---------------------------- : .48 : .12

West Germany:
1966 ---------------------------- : .53 : .24
1970 ----------------------------------. : .55 : .30

Brazil:
1966 ------------------------- NA : .18
1970 ------------------------------: NA : .16

Mexico:
1966 ------------------------------ : NA : .20
1970 ------------------- NA : .94

U.S. figures for MNCs are based on the sample of firms which
reported as parents in 1970. I

Sources: Tables A-1 through A-16 for national all-firm figures;
tables A-102 through A-103 for MNC figures.
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Table A-118. -Other-uantfacturing: Average
comparison of all-firm and MNC data,

unit labor costs-
1966 and 1970

Ur;Ited Statr:" :
19W--------- - - -----

Canada,:

j966 --------------------------
i9''0-----------------

I:. :ed 1KC-ngdom:

~.96--------- --------------
.!9'j0------------------------------Pol].cium-Luxex~bourg:
196....'6 ------------...........:

France:
2966 ---------------
1970-------------------.---

West Gemrny:
1966 -----------------------------------
1970 --------------------------------

Brazil:

).966 ---------------------------------
1970 ------------------

1.1xi co:
1966 -------------------------
1.970 ........------ ..........

1/ U.S. figures for NNCs are based on the
reported as parents in 1970

Sources: Tables A-1 through A-16 for national all-firm figures;
tables A-102 through A-103 for MNC figures.

Value f-Or : Value fo:
ell firms : MNCs
Dollars : Dollars

0.27 : 0.;
.27 : 1 0

.27 : .

.31:

.26:

.21:0

.43 :

.50:

.23:

.25.

.12:

.12: •

sample.of Ems which

r

12
15

20
18

29
NA

50
50

23
NA

39
07

20
09

24
11
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Appendix B. Methodological Notes for Part C

The methods of calculation and sampling used to obtain the esti-

mates of employment impact are outlined briefly in this appendix.

The general methodology--with a complete discussion of assumptions--

is contained in the text, so individual items will be covered in order

of their appearance.

Potential gross Job loss (Case 1)

Total affiliates' sales abroad (local sales, exports to third

countries, and exports to the U.S.) are expected to be replaced by

goods of U.S. origin. The value of affiliates' sales was first adjusted

for tariff, transportation, and insurance charges, such that the same

value of export sales would clear the markets. The purpose of this

adjustment was to recognize that goods once sold from foreign produc-

tion by affiliates would encounter such charges if exported from the

U.S. In order for those goods to sell (as exports) at identical

foreign prices, a tariff/transport differential would have to be a

part of the hypothetical new export sales figure. This differential

creates no jobs and therefore it must be subtracted. Average tariff

rates were obtained from information available within the Commission.

Estimates of freight and insurance by schedules and subparts of the

Tariff Schedules of the United States were obtained from highlights

of the U.S. Export and Import Trade. I_

/_ This material was prepared jointly by the Bureau of Customs and
the Bureau of Census and published by the Bureau of Census in Higlihts,
January, 1972, FT990-72-1.
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The value of adjusted sales was then converted into employment

equivalents. The technique used was simply to divide adjusted aggre-

gate sales by the sales-per-employeefigures for each domestic indus-

try, developed in the U.S. country table (Table A-1) appearing in

Appendix A to this chapter. Since the analysis contemplates the

wholesale transfer of production, sales per employee figures were

considered more appropriate than sales per pyx6duction worker, because

all the employment necessary to supply, the foreign market has to be

/considered.

MNC headquarters employment

It was necessary to isolate and measure that employment located

in the U.S. which depends entirely on the presence of production

facilities abroad for its existence. This employment does not depend

on the export production of U.S. MNC reporters but is of a managerial,

financial, and technical nature. There was no way to develop this

information from available data as headquarters employment is not a

stable function of any available series such as affiliate sales,

employment abroad, and so forth. It will vary according to the indus-

try involved and according to the particular organization of the com-

panies concerned.

The Tariff Commission conducted a survey in which over 150 of the

largest U.S. MNCs were contacted. Personnel involved in servicing and

support of affiliates operations are occasionally separated in an

international division but more often they are integrated in the over-

head supervisory staff of the parent organization. A few of the larger
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MNCs were unable to provide an accurate estimate as it would have

involved contacting several hundred suboffices. The companies sampled

went to considerable effort to supply an accurate count of their

service personnel and it is believed that the final estimate is a good

approximation of the actual employment.

The better-than-ninety-percent response obtained amounted to

almost one third of the final estimate. The BEA geneology of firms

permitted a grouping of the sample responses by industry, but some

indirect method of blowing up these divisions was necessary. , Sales,

for the companies were available in the BEA 1970 sample. The :Catto

of total sales by industry in the BEA sample to the sales associated

with the companies in the T.C. sample permitted an estimate of

headquarters employees for the entire BEA sample. Then, by employing

the ratio of universe sales to sample sales by industry, the head-

quarters employment figure was further blown-up to estimate headquar-

ters employment for the 1970 manufacturing universe.

U.S. exports to affiliates

U.S. merchandise exports charged on reporter's books and shipped

to majority owned affiliates, plus exports of other U.S. suppliers

charged and shipped to majority-owned affiliates, capture most MNC-

generated exports. The data could not be adjusted to represent all

affiliates but was left as is. The U.S. employment figures were

generated in the same way as the gross loss estimates--i.e. sales-

per-employee data were used to convert the export figures directly
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to mV1pq t equi£vCLent.

.Income effect on Rs. ezPLcJMe

The assumptions or the model are that U.S. diTrect investment In the

respective countries does not discourage any local investment. If

the investment did not occur there would be a fall in the level of

investment of the host country. The amount of direct investment could

be anwidered an exogeneous .change in total investment and be treated

vith atandwrd multiplier ana is as if a continuous strem of invest-

ment was injected into the country's agegate demand.

A siMple check to -see whether the estimate xas worth makig•

wm lho .dd pltanti aneqvftmm expendttures a•mA the wge bill of

affiriates. This Imme attributable to direct inveatmt represented

gumi-u rcheAiz po er e d In the foreign wuntrx. Certain pro-

.porti.mw of this ineom uuld be spent nn i=0 products and imports.

U.S,. *xports of all tps =uld reenU from their izare in heme

import. These U.S. exports wou3l lt atelj depend on the dginal

jn~jeekion of direct .Investent, and the employment assa±.ed vith

the exports .s also Apmnent on ths di-reat invemte.

The purchasing pwer approart indicated that althaqh the Dumber

would not be large it could not be ignored,, so the miltilier approach

was m'iied out, Mat and equipment expenitures aem treated ss the

ntezomouo cheme in investment. If the ebwge occurred* only In one

per od the income effect would peter out end the or1inal pre-invest-

aent income level would be reestabished, But if the investment
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injection continues in each period, then a nev, higher level of aggre-

gate income will be mairtained. This is the case in foreign direct

investment plant and equipment expenditures. The average plant and

equipment expenditure over several periods for each of the seven

principal countries and the rest of the world is the continuous injec-

tion of investment, which would not have existed without U.S. direct

investment according to the assumptions of the model. Estimates of

the multiplier in each of the seven countries and an average for the

rest of the world were developed for a similar period. The income'

figures were obtained from various U.S. Statistical Yearbooks cover-

ing the period. With these multipliers and plant and equipment

expenditures, estimates were made of the changes in equilibrium income

for the respective countries. These income changes are the result of

U.S. foreign direct investment under the assumptions of the model.

The aggregate income changes in the respective countries were

spent .both on domestic products and on imports. A certain amount

of these imports would come from the U.S. and, therefore, would sup-

port U.S. domestic employment. Estimates of the U.S. exports to the

respective countries were made using export income elasticities

developed through regression equations by Houthakker and Magee. _/

These export estimates represent all exports in all industrial classes

to each of the seven countries and the rest of the world. The next

jf"Income and Price Elasticit~ies in World Trade", H.S. Houthakker
and Stephen P. Magee, Review of Economics and Statistics, vol. 51(2),
May, 1969, pp. 116-117.
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step-was to ascertain from U.8. export patterns with the respective

countries how each of the thirty maunfacturing subsectors shared in

this total. A weighting scheme was worked out to accomplish this on

an individual country basis. The results were summed to get each

sector's share in total U.S. manufacturing exports. Employment esti-

mates then were obtained in the usual way by applying sales-per-

employee figures for the U.S. as a whole.

U.S. employment of foreign-owned C .....................

Published directories list a total of about 1,600 foreign manu-

facturing corporations with operations of some kind in the United

States--either in non-production activities, such as sales offices

or holding compaiies for multi-company enterprises, or actual, full-

blown manufacturing operations. Working with a list of such firms

published by the Office of Foreign Direct Investment (OFDI) of the

Department of Commerce, plus a Directory of Foreign Firms Operating

in the United States, En2Xdopedia of International Information,

volume 4, Simon & Schuster, Inc., 1971), and using the directories

and computer files of Dun & Bradstreet, Inc., employment data (plus

fragmentary sales data) were obtained for h total of 594 companies

which, for all manufacturing, provided 519,500 jobs in the United

States--an average of 875 Jobs per firm. Generally, these are 1970

figures.

From the published lists, an additional 834 firms could be identi-

fied by industry in sufficient detail to fit the breakdowns used in
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this study, but it was necessary to estimate the number of jobs

accounted for by these firms. Published information on them is not

available, and a direct survey of them obtain employment data would

have involved a major operation that could not be compassed within

the scope of resources and time available to the staff assigned to

the study.

The estimates were obtained as follows: After the firms in ques-

tion were assigned to the industry categories used in the study, the

records on those companies for which employment data were available

were examined in order to ascertain the proportion in each group that

fell into each of the following employment ranges:

0 - 100 jobs

101 - 300 jobs

301 - 500 jobs

more than 500 jobs.

The results are shown in the following tabulation, for all manu-

facturing:

_loment No. of firms Proportion of firms

0.- 100 316 0.53

101 - 300 113 0.19

301 - 500 44 0.07

over 500 121 0.21

The next step was to use these statistics in modified form to

develop and allocate estimates of employment for the 834 firms on

which information was not available. The first--and most important--

89-0, 0 0 - 13 - 54
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modification was to throw out the "over 500" class entirely, on the

grounds that firms of this size were highly likely to have found their

way into files of employment information, and thus to have been included

in the original 594 firms on which data were available. Next, it was

necessary to make the assumption that the distribution of employment

among the 834 companies in question is approximately the same as for

the "500 or under" group whose employment was known--to assume, in

other words, that most of the companies in question are relatively

small.

A total of 473 firms thus remained in the "known" group, after

exclusion of the "over-500" class. Some 65 percent of these employed

100 or fewer persons, 22 percent employed 101-300 people, and 13

percent employed 301-500, for manufacturing as a whole. The actual

estimates were made on the basis of the proportions in each of these

three employment classes, in each industry, the total for manufacturing

being essentially a weighted averag% The estimates also were derived

from the mid-point employment in each class, i.e. 50 , 200, and 400

people, respectively. Thus, if a given industry contained 100 "unknown"

firms, with 75 percent of employment in the "known" group appearing

in the first class (0 - 100 persons), 25 percent in class 2, and zero

in the third class, the estimate was:

0.75 x 100 = 75 firms in class 1; and 75 x 50 persons per firm

n 3,750 persons; plus

0.25 x 100 = 25 firms in class 2; and 25 x 200 a 5,000 persons,

for a total of 8,750 people.
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Summed across all industrial branches, the final estimate of the

employment of the 834 "unknowns" was 101,1450, or an average of about

120 per firm. The final figure shown in the table--620,950--is the

sum of these estimates and the original data obtained for the 594

"known" firms.

Lse ýy export shares

The export shares approach required U.S. and foreign shares of

world exports. It was felt that for manufactures, OECD exports to

the world plus Japanese exports to the world would provide an adequate

approximation to world exports of manufactured goods. Standard OECD,

U.N., Japanese, and U.S. publications of trade data were used to deve-

lop figures on total OECD trade and U.S. trade in 1960, 1961, and 1970.

The average U.S. share of the total for each industrial subgroup for

1960 and 1961 was then used as the "norm" against which the estimates

for case 3 were made. The share was supplied to total affiliates'

sales of U.S. H4Cs to reflect the expected value of trade by U.S.

exports. The employment associated with this trade could be considered

the Job loss offset by U.S. direct investment effects. Sales-per-

employee data were used to convert the trade numbers to labor equiva-

lents.

For adjustment of the U.S. employment figures of foreign-owned

MNCs, the approach used was slightly different, although it has the

same "normative" flavor as that used in the U.S.-exports case. It is

fully described in the text, p. 669.

I*
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CHAPTER VIII

LEGAL PROBLEMS

Foreword

Almost every activity of the multinational corporation touches on

sane area dealing with legal analysis, because all governments influence

and regulate corporate practices through the use of their legal systems.

A consideration of all of the legal implications of the multinational

corporation would be a truly vast study--one which could occupy the full

time of many legal scholars over several years.

The present section seeks only to examine some of the more salient

legal problems surrounding the growth and development of the multi-

national corporation. There is a paucity of relevant international law

governing the operations of multinational firms. Of primary interest

are the national laws of the countries in which the firms are estab-

lished. Thus, the greater part of the section deals with United States

laws, as the greater percentage of multinational corporations are

American based. Conparisons of United States legal approaches to given

problems with approaches taken by other countries are made where avail-

able information has permitted in the time allotted, and conclusions

are drawn where it is possible to do so.

National legal systems affecting corporate behavior always are

founded on explicit or implied policy considerations. Hence, any

modification of existing United States laws perforce would have greater

or lesser policy effects--either to encourage or to discourage multi-

national corporate growth. What policy will be depends, of course,
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4 on whether studies such as this one reveal that the multinational

corporation has had a beneficial or detrimental effect on the United

States.

Chapter IX deals with several areas of legal regulation of MNC

operations which have recently generated comment and interest among

students of this business phenomenon. United States, Common Market,

and selected other of the United States' trading partners approaches.,,

to antitrust are considered. United States tax treatment of foreign

source income, jurisdiction of international tribunals in international

investment disputes, and U.S. export controls are among the topics to

be found in this chapter.

The chapter summary in Vol. I (pp. 58 - 75) briefly highlights

the contents of the body of the text. References to other works will

be found in the chapter text in the form of footnotes.
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U.S. and Foreign Antitrust Regulations

Introduction

The growth of the multinational enterprise has stimulated a

corresponding desire on the part of host and source governments to

obtain (or maintain) a degree of control over such finns' activities.

The United States, unlike some of its major trading partners, tradi-

tionally has attempted to foster domestic competition through regulation

of combinations and monopolies which would unreasonably shackle competi-

tion.

This section examines the antitrust-type regulations of the United

States, the European Communities, Canada, Great Britain, and Japan with

a view toward pointing up differences in philosophy and enforcement

policy. The discussion of United States antitrust laws will focus on

their effects in stimulating or impeding offshore operations of American-

based corporations and any barriers which they place in the way of

foreign direct investment in the United States. In scrutinizing the

antitrust regulations of other major industrial nations, the emphasis

vill be placed on the manner in which the regulation of monopolies and

cartels differs from U.S. treatment and what effect this difference may

have on competition in international trade.

U.S. antitrust policy

In general, four statutes govern the United States' approach to

antitrust regulation in the international arena. The Sherman Antitrust

Act, the Webb-Pomerene Act, and the Federal Trade CommissiQn Act. Of

these statutes, Sherman and Clayton have generated by far the greatest

amounts of both litigation and controversy, and accordingly, only their

case law development will be examined in detail.
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The Sherman Act.

The Sherman Antitrust Act I/ of 1890 was passed by Congress as a

reaction against the growing economic concentration in the hands of the

trusts and the corresponding dwindling freedom of opportunity on the

part of the small businessman. Much of the Sherman language and

principles were taken from the common-law rules governing restraint of

trade and monopolies. s./ The tradition at common law had' been to-pro-i

mote free and open competition while encouraging freedom of opportunity.

The English and American courts had a history of holding ,nlawful many

types of combinations, monopolies, and contracts which unreasonably

restrained trade. This common law practice was adopted by the Congress

in its struggle against the unreasonable power of the trusts as they

existed in 1890.

The Sherman Act aims primarily at maintaining and promoting inter-

state and foreign trade or commerce (emphasis supplied]. 3/ Sherman was

never intended to reach all contracts and combinations in restraint of

trade or all monopolies. Rather. only, . . . .the unlawful combination,

tested by the rule of common law and human experience, that is aimed at by

this bill, and not the lawful and useful combination." 3_/

Congress accordingly enacted the Sherman Act pursuant to its

authority under the commerce clause of the Constitution, Article I,

-1 l• U.S.C. e 1.
2/ Julian Von Kalinowski, Business Organizations, Antitrust Laws End

TradeRegulation, vol. 16 § 302(1] (1970).
e/ Northern Pacific &. v. U.S., 356 U.S. 1i, 4s 78 S. Ct. 514.

21 Cong. Rea, 21257 (18907 '
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-Section 8. Section 1 of Sherman provides--

Every contract, combination in the form of trust or
otherwise, or conspiracy in restraint of trade or
commerce among the several States, or with foreign
nations, is hereby declared to be illegal. . . .

Section 2 makes it a crime to--

monopolize, or attempt to monopolize, or combine or
conspire with any other person or persons, to monopo-
lize any part of the trade or commerce among the
several States, or with foreign nations . . . * _

The Clayton Act

The Clayton Act V/ was passed, along with the Federal Trade

Commission Act, on October 15, 1914. Its passage was a result of

popular feeling that Sherman needed supplemental legislation if the

trusts were to be effectively controlled. Section 1 of the Clayton

Act defines "commerce" in general as including trade or commerce among

the several states and with foreign nations. Y_/ Section 2 of Clayton was

amended by the Robinson-Patman Act of 1936 which generally condemns price

discrimination within the United States. 5/ Section 3 generally makes

it unlawful to sell or lease patented or nonpatented items, for use or

resale within the United States where the effect may be to substantially

lessen competition or tend to create a monopoly. _/

Section 7--the merger provisions--represents the most important area

of Clayton to be examined in this study. It deals with commercial cor-

porate mergers--

jiI 15 U.S.C. I .
2/ Id. § 2.
*1 15 U.S.C. § 12-27.
J Id. § 12.

SId. § 13(a).
Id. § 14.
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where in any line of commerce in any section of the
country, the effect may be substantially to lessen
competition, or tend to create a monopoly. j/

The Federal Trade Commission Act

The Federal Trade Commission Act was enacted on the same date as

was Clayton above. The Federal Trade Commission is given power to

prevent "unfair methods of competition in commerce and unfair or

deceptive acts or practices in commerce." The Federal Trade Commission

has, along with other powers, concufrent Jurisdiction in dealing with

acts which are illegal under other antitrust laws, as the prohibited

"unfair acts of competition" within the meaning of the Federal Trade

Commission act have been interpreted as including acts violative of

Sherman and other antitrust laws. /

The Webb-Pcmerene Act, discussed below, provides that the Federal

Trade Commission Act--

shall be construed as extending to unfair methods of
competition used in export trade against competitors
engaged in export trade, even if the acts constituting
such unfair methods are done without the territorial
Jurisdiction of the United States. 3J

The Webb-Pcmerene Act

Section 2 of the Webb-Pomerene Act of 1918, 15 U.S.C. 61-65,

states that nothing in the Sherman Act--

iId. § 18.
2/ Federal Trade Commission v. Cement Institute, 333 U.S. 683,

68 Sup. Ct. 793 (1948).
V 15 U.S.C. § 6h*
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shall be construed as declaring to be illegal an
association entered for the sole purpose of engaging
in export trade, and actually engaged in such export
trade, or an agreement made or act done in the course
of export trade by such association, provided such
association, agreement or act is not in restraint of
trade within the United States, and is not in restraint
of the export trade of any domestic competitor of such
association. j

Thus, the Act provides a "carefully guarded exemption" to large and

small firms from the antitrust laws for cooperative participation in

export associations. These export associations must be limited to

American members and there is no application to Joint foreign invest-

ment.

The policy underlying Webb-Pomerene stemmed from a desire to

insure free access to foreign markets for domestic exporters on a

competitive basis. The Act was intended to achieve equality or oppor-

tunity especially for smaller businesses in competition with foreign

cartels. The Act does not authorize any activities by merger or Joint

venture between American and foreign corporations which could restrain

domestic export canmerce.1/

Section 3 provides an exemption from the merger provisions

(Section 7) of the Clayton Act with respect to a member company buying

stock in an export association. Section 4 expands the Jurisdiction of

the Federal Trade Commission Act to include acts outside of the United

States, and Section 5 provides for registration of such export associ-

ations with the Federal Trade Commission. The Federal Trade Commission

I/Scott and Yablonski, Transnational Mergers anA Toint Ventures
Affecting American Exports, 1- Antitrust Bull. 1 (. 9), at 5 n. 7.
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may also investigate any activities which violate Section 2, above,

)f the Act and may make recommendations to the export associations

(which can be enforced by the Attorney General) for business adjustment.

Although at first glance it would seem that Webb-Pomerene repre-

sents a relaxation of domestic antitrust enforcement with its exemption

from the Sherman Act for export associations, such may not be the case.

One expert in the field has stated,

These are the provisions of an anomalous statute
which exempts export associations from the Sherman Act
upon such strict conditions that the Sherman Act appears
to be actually reinforced with additional prohibitions
against acts in foreign trade which substantially lessen
competition in the United States or restrain trade therein.
Further, the Federal Trade Commission Act is specifically
declared to be applicable to unfair methods of competition
"without the territorial jurisdiction of the United States."
Under Section 5, the Commission is enjoined to watch such
associations closely for violations of the strict conditions
imposed upon them by the act. i/

ImPort-related antitrust statutes

Section 73 of the Wilson Tariff Act contains antitrust provisions

concerning foreign commerce. The section states that every combination,

conspiracy, trust, agreement, or contract made by or between two or more

persons, either of whom is engaged in importing any article from a

foreign country into the United States is illegal and "void" when

intended to operate in restraint of lawful trade or to increase the mar-

ket price of any imported articles in any part of the United States,

"or any manufacture into which such imported article enters or is

intended to enter." 2/

F/ gate, Foreign Commerce and the Antitrust Laws (1958). at p. 163.
/ 15 U.S.C. §§ 61 et sea.
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Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 1/ prohibits unfair practices

in import trade. The Tariff Commission investigates unfair methods of

competition or unfair acts in the importation of articles into the

United States or in their sale in the United States, the effect of

which is to destroy or substantially injure an industry efficiently and

0
economically operated in the United States, or to restrain or monopolize

trade and commerce in the United States. Tariff Commission findings are

transmitted to the President who, when the existence of such unfair

methods and acts are established to his satisfaction, excludes the sub-

ject imported goods from entry into the United States.

Although the bulk of Tariff Commission investigations under section

337 have involved infringement of domestically held patents by foreign

manufacturers, great potential exists for the use of this statute to

curb antitrust-related unfair trade practices. Although section 337

gives the Commission broad discretion over unfair acts which restrain

or monopolize trade, only a few complaints have involved alleged acts

causing restraints of trade or monopolies.

Recognition of the potential of section 337 has beqn voiced often,

including in a report to the President submitted by the Special Represen-

tative for Trade Negotiations of January 14, 1969, entitled Future United

States Foreign Trade Policy. This report notes at pp. 26-7 that domestic

industries have doubtless been damaged by foreign restrictive business

practices such as export cartels formed for the purpose either of increas-

ing the ability of a foreign industry to penetrate the U.S. market or of

S19 U.S.C. 1337.
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reducing conreetition among exporters to this market so as to increase

profits. Section 337 is viewed as an effective means of protecting

the domestic market against such restrictive practices.

Development and present status of the extraterritorial
application of the Sherman Act

The eighty years of the existence of the Sherman Act have witnessed

a growth in the reach of the Act through judicial interpretation to

cover parties and acts outside the confines of the United States. This

development has permitted domestic courts to exercise jurisdiction over

foreign nationals and corporations and over domestic corporations domi-

ciled overseas. The discussion below will briefly outline Sherman's

judicial metamorphoses and examine its present status.

In determining whether combinations or conspiracies in restraint

of trade exist within the meaning of Section 1 of Sherman, courts have

applied two tests: The "Rule of Reason", and the "Per Se" illegality.

The early cases under Sherman had interpreted the Section 1 language

literally, that every contract, combination, or conspiracy in restraint

of trade is illegal. _/ In the Standard Oil case of 1911, Z/ the

Supreme Court applied the "Rule of Reason" test to find that only

unreasonable or undue restraints of trade were illegal. In the

American Tobacco case, 3/ the court held that Sherman applied only to

common law restraints including contracts or combinations which operated

to the prejudice of the public by unduly restricting competition "or

./ Fugate, supra, n. ls at 11.
Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey) v. United States, 221 U.S. 1, 31

Sup. Ct. 502 (1911).
I/ U.S. v. American Tobacco Co., 221 U.S. 106, 31 Sup. Ct. 632 (1911).
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which, either because of their interest nature or effect, or because of

the evident purpose of the acts" injuriously restrained trade. 1_/

Some types of agreements are taken as having a per se unreasonable

restraint of trade. In the Trenton Potteries 2_/ case, the court found

that an agreement among competitors was illegal regardless of the

reasonable prices charged. In Socony Vacuum, V/ it was stated that,

"any combination formed for the purpose and with the effect of raising,

depressing, fixing, pegging, or stabilizing the price of a commodity in

interstate or foreign commerce is illegal, per se." Per se violations

have included group boycotts, divisions of market territories (including

quota allocations), agreements to limit production or control supply,

allocation of customers, division of fields of production, and the use of

patent-tying clauses to obtain an additional monopoly not within the terms

of the patent grant. )_/

American courts have generally considered the extraterritrial

reach of the Sherman Act in terms of markett power", "effect", and

"intent". V/ Two questions arise when domestic courts deal with inter-

national antitrust problems: (1) does the court have jurisdiction?;

and (2) did Congress intend an extraterritorial application of the

statute in this instance? Jurisdiction does not present great problems

today as courts have little difficulty in establishing personal juris-

diction over foreign corporations. A corporation is a "person" for

i/Id. 6314.
SU.S. v. Trenton Potteries Co., 273 U.S. 392, 47 Sup. Ct. 377 (1927).
U.S.v. ocony Vacuum Oil Co., 310 U.S. 150, 60 Sup. Ct. 811 (1940).Fugate, ra, n. 15 at 13.

Reynolds, Extraterritorial Application of Federal Antitrust Laws,
20 Vand. L.R., 1030 (1967).
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purposes of Sherman jurisdiction, and Section 8 of the Act states that

"person" includes corporations established under foreign law, The

traditional test for determining personal jurisdiction is followed in

the case of foreign corporations, so that a federal court can exercise

jurisdiction over such foreign entity if the corporation has such

"minimum contacts" within the forum that the maintenance of the suit

eoes not offend traditional conceptions of fair play and substantial

Justice. I/ The "minimum contacted" te-t hits been liberally interpreted

in domestic law so that today a one-shot entry into the forum jurisdiction

may suffice for purposes of obtaining jurisdiction over the foreign "per-

son

After the foreign corporation has been validly served and is before

the court, the court must consider the extraterritorial application of

the substantive law of Sherman. The discussion below will demonstrate

how the courts have extended the reach of Sherman beyond the territorial

limitations of the United States.

The Banana case-was the firstt foreign commerce case considered by

the United States Supreme Cou!'t. ?/ There, the majority based its

decision upon a strict territorial principle of construction. In find-

ing that the acts committed by the defendant were not violative of

Sherman, the court stated at 356,

I/International Shoe Co. v. Washington, 326 U.s. 310, 316 (1945).
.g/ American Banana Compary v. United Fruit Company, 213 U.S. 3hT

(1909). 
.....
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But the general and almost universal rule is that the
character of an act as lawful or unlawful must be
determined wholly by the law of the country where the
act is done. ..

American Tobacco V/ found the Supreme Court concerned over agree-

ments between British and American firms to divide world markets and

found without discussion that the lower court had erred in dismissing

the foreign defendants. These two early cases reflect the dichotomy

with which the court wrestled--that of respecting the international

principle of sovereign territoriality, while at the same time attempt-

ing to prevent the unreasonable cartelization of American commerce.

In United States v. Pacific and Arctic Railway and Navigation

Company, 2./ the Court held that a combination to control transportation

within the United States was within the Jurisdiction of the United

States in spite of the fact that part of the transportation route was

outside the United States. The court stated at 106:

a . . we may certainly control such (foreign] citizens
and corporations operating in our territory, as we
undoubtedly may control our own citizens and our own
corporations.

In the later case of United States v. Sisal Sales Corporation, •/

the court declared a conspiracy to monopolize United States foreign

commerce in sisal to be illegal. Here, the Justices emphasized the

aspect of unlawful results within the United States, and still required

some "act" within the United States by a foreigner or pursuant to an

agreement with a domestic party. •_/

United States v. American Tobacco Company, 221 U.S. 106 '191-
S228 U.S. 87 (1913).

247 U.S. 268 (1927).
Reynolds, suprA, n. 25 at 1037.
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After the second World War, the United States emerged as the world's

economic colossus, and the attitudes of American jurists shifted from

requiring "acts" to have occurred within the United States, to examining

the extent to which restraints affected domestic commerce. In United

States v. National Lead Company, I/ American and foreign companies

were found to have participated in an international restraint of com-

merce in titanium pignents. The majority held that the Sherman Act

could reach the foreign corporations as the object deemed unlawful was

a conspiracy in tho United States affecting American commerce. Effects

on United States ccnmerce, rather than acts found to be within the

physical confines of the U.S. borders came to be the test of Sherman

applicability.

In United States v. Timken Roller Bearing Cmmpany, Z/ the majority

held that restrictive agreements made in foreign countries by Timken

with two of its independent subsidiaries were violative of Sherman.

The Court stated at 309:

• . the fact that the cartel arranginents were made on
foreign soil does not relieve defendant from responsi-
bility. . ... they had a direct influenedog.effect on
trade in tapered bearings between the United States and
foreign countries. (Dnphasis supplied.)

Through its reliance on the "effects" test, the Supreme Court has

authorized an almost unlimited extraterritorial application of the

Sherman Act. Almost any commercial enterprise occurring anywhere on

the globe could conceivably have some "effect" on domestic commerce.

A recognition of this fact by an American court is found in United

63 F. Supp. 513, affid, 332 U.S. 319 (19417)0
S83 F. Supp. 288, modified on appeal, 341l U.S. 593 (1951).

"e-030 0 - 23 - 66
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.States v. Aluminium Company of America. I/ In finding a violation of

Sherman, the court noted that a State could impose its laws upon persons

not within its boundaries for conduct outside its borders which has

consequences within those borders. Thus, at present, proven effects on

American commerce may bring totally foreign conduct within the scope of

the Sherman Act.

Section 7 of the Clayton Act is the antitrust sanction most

frequently applied against mergers. Section 7 concerns the acquisition

by one corporation "engaged in commerce" of "another corporation engaged

also in commerce", if the acquisition may substantially lessen compe-

tition "in any line of commerce in any section of the country." 2/

Section 1 of the Clayton Act defines "commerce" as including "trade or

commerce with foreign nations". I/ Section 7 controls acquisitions of

foreign firms only if the foreign firms are actually "engaged" in the

foreign commerce of the United States and if the acquisition may lessen

competition "in any line of commerce in any section of the country."

The Clayton Act requires only that anticompetitive effects be feit

within "a section of the country"; but the transaction causing the pro-

hibited effect does not need to occur within the geographical confines

of the United States. Since an acquisition in a foreign country by a

domestic firm could grant that firm a dominant position in the foreign

market and therefore impede or prevent American exports to that market,

Section 7 may apply to all transactions affecting United States exports. ._/

/ 148 F. 2d 416 (2d Cir. 1945).
15 U.S.C. 18.

/ 15 U.S.C. 12.
V Scott and Yablonski, Transnational Mergers and Joint Ventures Affect-

ing American Exports. 14 Antitrust Bull. 1 at 12 (1969).
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The language in Section 7 which restricts its application to combinations

of' "cirporation[s] engaged in commerce" does not exclude foreign mergers.

E:v•n potential competition of an American firm may be "engaged in commerce"

within the meaning of Clayton. i

Some commentators note that Section 7 cannot be applied to govern

business practices in foreign Jurisdictions:

It thus appears . . . that Section 7 cannot be extend-
ed extraterritorially into foreign markets to regulate
competition in those mLrkets under the guise of regul-
ating the production of goods in this country. 2_-"

The contrary argument--and one which would seem to accord with the

trend in antitrust enforcement--would find that Congress intended in

Clayton to stem the tide of concentration and oligopolyj Therefore,

Clayton could be applied to enforce a United States public policy of

promoting greater competition in a foreign market if the proscribed

activities were found to produce anticompetitive effects within the

United States.

Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission act supplements the

power of Section 7 of Clayton. Section 4 of the Webb-Pomerene Act

applies the provisions of section 5 to "unfair methods of competition

used in export trade against competitors engaged in export trade even

though the acts . . . are done without the territorial Jurisdiction of

the United States." V/ The Supreme Court has granted the Federal Trade

Commission broad discretion in the application of Section 5, h_/ and it

Id. at 13.
2/ Donovan, The Legality of Acquisitions and Mergers Involving American

and Foreign Corporations Under the United States Antitrust Laws, h0 So.
Calif. L. Rev. 38, 111 (1967).ý15u.s.c. 64.

Y'Atlantic Refining Co. v. F.T.C., 381 U.S. 357 (1965); FTC v. Colgate-.
Palmolive Co., 380 U.S. 37" (19650-
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can thus be invoked in the case of an acquisition which would eliminate

c'i.y potential competition.

Recent developments in U.S. antitrust regulation

Although foreign businessmen considering investments in the United

States have in the past expressed fear about the risk that, if they do

enter the American marketplace, they may expose their entire worldwide

)p.!rations to the jurisdiction of Americbn courts--that fear may prove

,e unreasonable.

The Supreme Court has repeatedly stated that only those activities

abroad which directly and substantially affect U.S. foreign commerce

come within U.S. courts' jurisdiction under the antitrust laws. lj

Mere "presence" of the foreign corporation inside the United States will

not subject its overseas operations to U.S. regulation in the absence of

this effect on U.S. commerce.

A former Assistant Attorney General and head of the Antitrust

Division has sought to reassure foreign firms contemplating U.S. invest-

ments with the following language:

Doing business in the United States does, of course,
contemplate acceptance by foreign firms of our basic
national policy of competition, and of the scheme of anti-
trust enforcement which is designed to translate that policy
into reality it the marketplace. This fact, however, should
not trouble the foreign businessman who is thinking about
entering, or investing in, the United States market. He
can hardly expect better treatment than domestic firms; Anti-
trust promises that he will receive no worse. Exclusionary
or discriminatory business practices directed against foreign
firms will be given no better treatment at the Antitrust
Division or the Federal Trade Commission than when a United
States firm is the victim.

I_/ Fugate, Antitrust Aspects of'Transatlantic Investment. Law and
Contemporary Problems, vol. XXXIV, no. 1 at 1i3 (1969).
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By the same token, the American economy realizes
substantial benefits--in the way of vigorous new com-
petition, new products, new technology--which foreign
and multinational firms are thereby enabled to offer.
If we are honest with ourselves, we must admit the
need therefor--in a number of sectors of the economy. 1/

International interest in coordinating the anticompetitive regula-

tions of different nations has existed since the 1930's. Conferences

and proposals have resulted from this common interest in preventing

conflicts of national laws in the antitrust arena such as occurred in

the celebrated ICI-BNS cases 2/ in the early 1950's.

In ICI, the United States Federal Court, in the Southern District

of New York, ordered Imperial Chemical to re-transfer British patents

to DuPont for licensing. The British Court refused to carry out this

order. Thus, an American court ordered an act on British soil which

conflicted with British law, and the British accordingly refused to

extend comity to part of the American decree.

International efforts to prevent future conflicts have resulted in

several significant procedures. The Organization for Economic Cooperation

and Development (OECD) is a treaty organization made up of 19 European

countries, Canada, Japan, and the United States. In 1967, the OECD

council recommended areas for international cooperation in antitrust

problems. V/ This OECD recommendation focused on three areas:

(1) Advance notification of actions to be taken by one country under its

antitrust laws which could affect the interests of another country,

i/ Address by Richard W. McLaren Before the National Industrial
Conference Board; Inc., March 5, 1970.

2_/.S. v. Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd., 100 F. Supp. 504
(S.D.N.Y. 1951)s 105 F. Supp. 215 (S.rD.N.Y. 1951h British fylon
Spinners, Ltd. v. Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd., 2 All E.R. 780,
(19ý2), final Judgment, 3 All E-.R. 88.(1954).

./ OECD Doc., c (67) 53 final of October 10, 1967.
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(2) coordination of enforcement policies of national states, and

(3) exchange of information on restrictive business practices to the

extent permissible under national law. These recommendations are a

first step toward a comprehensive system of international cooperation.

The OECD also maintains a restrictive Business Practices Committee

which operates as an arena for antitrust discussion and consultation

among the officials of member countries. The committee meets biannually

.,-h more frequent subcommittee meetings. It is generally made up of

national government officials in the field of restrictive business

practices. American representatives have included officials of the

Departments of Justice, State, and Commerce, and the Federal Trade

Commission.

The United States has attempted to ameliorate potential conflicts

of sovereignty resulting fram the extraterritorial application of its

antitrust laws in a number of bilateral agreements. Since 1950, the

United States has negotiated a number of treaties of Friendship, Com-

merce and Navigation which contain a restrictive business practices

clause. These treaties are presently in force with Denmark, France,

Germany, Greece, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Korea, Nicaragua, and

Pakistan. Wording of these clauses follows this general scheme:

The two High Contracting Parties agree that business
practices which restrain competition, limit access to mar-
kets or foster monopolistic control, and which are engaged
in or made effective by one or more private or public com-
mercial enterprises or by combination, agreement or other
agreement among public or private commercial enterprises
may have harmful effects upon the commerce between their
respective territories. Accordingly, each High Contracting
Party agrees upon the request of the other High Contracting
Party to consult with respect to any such practices and to
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take such measures as it deems appropriate with a view
to eliminating such harmful effects. V

The United States has had a consultation procedure with the Canadi-

an government since the early 1960's. This "Antitrust Notification and

Consultation Procedure" is an informal arrangement which resulted from

discussions between then Attorney General Rogers and Canadian Minister

of Justice Fulton, and which was brought up to date by a 1969 meeting

between then Attorney General Mitchell and Canadian Minister of Consumer

and Corporate Affairs Basford. 2/ This agreement provides that each

countr-y, in enforcing its own antitrust (U.S.) or anticombines (Canada)

laws, will consult the other when interests of the other country will

be potentially P.ffected by such enforcement. These consultations explore

means of avoiding situations which could precipitate misunderstanding or

objections in the other country. It is the opinion of antitrust experts

that this procedure has worked very well. 3_/

The Departments of Justice and State have an informal interagency

consultation procedure in which officials of the two agencies discuss

proposed antitrust action among themselves and often with foreign country

representatives. U.S. government representatives maintain contacts with

officials of the Commission of the European Communities through visits

between Brussels and Washington.

The antitrust policies of the United States are the widest-ranging,

most comprehensive, and date from an earlier time than do the policies

Treaty with Italy, Feb. 2, 1948, Art XVIII, par. 3, 63 Stat. 2255,
T.I.A.S. No. 1965 (effective July 26, 1949).
?/ Department of Justice Press Release of November 3, 1969.
a/ Fugate, Panel Discussion on Recent Antitrust Develolnents and Their

Impact on International Trade, 93rd Annual Meeting of the American Bar
Association, St. Louis, Missouri, August 10,.1970.
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of any of the other industrialized nations. In considering the U.S.

scheme of regulating restrictive business practices in the context of

the multinational corporation, a Briton has commented:

The U.S. has the most effective anti-trust record in the
world. A similarly militant body would benefit many
countries. But for firms actually entering the U.S.
market, what matters is how liberally the U.S. authorities
interpret the doctrine of "potential competition" and how
generously they allow such firms to get a foothold in a
market before applying the full weight of the anti-trust
provisions. Otherwise, the main problem is still going
to revolve around "extra-territoriality". Increasingly,
governments will not accept the right of another nation's
anti-trust authorities who, in this case, are the only
people likely to make the sort of tough decisions that
matter. All one can hope is that any move toward an
international anti-trust authority will be heavily
influenced by the U.S. ethos. l/

Restrictive business practices policy in the European Communities

The European Economic Community was born out of the Treaty of Rome

in 1957. 2/ From its early stages as a loose coalition of national

sovereignties it has expanded (now merged with the ECSC and Euratom in

the combined European Communities (EC)) and grown more cohesive so that

today the EC represents an economic superpower. If present trends con-

tinue as expected, the EC is certain to grow more united economically

and politically. Accordingly, community laws regulating business

practices may rapidly gain preeminence over national laws as businesses

transcend national boundaries and the wholly European conglomerate

develops. This section will examine the restrictive business practices

regulations of the EC, and will touch on their conflict with the regu-

lations of the member states.

iL. 'Pirner, Invisible Empires: Multinational Companies and the

Modern World, 1970.
Z/ 298 U.N.T.S. 14, CCH Comm. 'Ikt. Rep. Par. 114.
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At present, a dual system of national and community antitrust law

exists. Each member nation maintains its own set of interior regula-

tions, while anticompetitive acts between member states are, at least

in theory, governed by provisions of the Treaty of Rome.

An important predecessor of the Treaty of Rome is the European

Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) Treaty which was signed in 1952. i/

The Rome Treaty drafters desired to preserve the ECSC and accordingly

provided that the new EEC would not infringe the jurisdiction of the

ECSC. 2/ As is evident by its title, the ECSC Treaty purports to

regulate only the relatively narrow field of coal and steel production

within the European Community.

Article h of the ECSC Treaty contains a general prohibition on

discriminatory practices, import and export duties, and state aids.

Articles 60 and 65 contain the provisions regulating competition and

competitive practices.

Article 60 is similar to antitrust provisions of United States law.

It prohibits: (1) price reductions for temporary periods or within

local areas when the purpose of such practices is to gain a monopoly

within the common market and, (2) the application of unequal terms of

sale in comparable transactions. All settlers of coal and steel are

required to publish current price lists. Basing points selection is

• permitted so long as the selection does not result in unrealistic and

distorted pricing practices.

1/- 261 U.N.T.S. 140.

V_/ Art. 232, Treaty of Rome.
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Article 65(1) prohibits als. agreements and concerted practices

which tend, either directly or indirectly, to prevent, restrict or

distort the normal operation of competition within the Common Market.

Far more important than the ECSC provisions, are the restrictive

business practices regulations embodied in Articles 85 and 86 of the

Rome Treaty. Like the U.S. antitrust laws, these articles apply-to the

areas of restrictive practices, discrimination, and market domination.

Article 85(1) prohibits restrictive agreements, decisions, and

concerted practices. Article 85(2) declares that restrictive agreements

are automatically null and void. Under Article 85, three requirements

must be satisfied before a seller's actions are considered illegal: i_

1. there must be an agreement between enterprises on
concerted practices, and

2. the agreement or practice must be likely to affect
trade between the member states, and

3. the agreement or practice must have as its object
the prevention, restriction or distortion of trade
within the Common Market.

Article 86 prohibits the exploitation of a dominant position within

the Common Market or a substantial part thereof. Actions by an enter-

prise in an attempt "to take improper advantage of a dominant position

within the Common Market or within a substantial part of it shall be

deemed to be incompatible with the Common Market and shall hereby be

prohibited." ?/ It is noteworthy that under Article 86, no agreement

or conspiracy between the dominant firm and another firm is necessary.

An individual enterprise may be subject to Article 86 sanctions if its

actions violate the Treaty.

I/ Bagnell, International Incompatibility, 29 U. of Pitt. Law Review
599, at 600. (1968).

2/ Art. 86, Treaty of Rome.
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The EC Commiss.on is the antitrust governing body of the Common

Market and its powers are enumerated in the Treaties and in regulations

issued by the Council and the Commission. 1/ The Council and the

Commission are composed of representatives of member states, as is an

advisory committee of experts dealing with antitrust matters. Judicial

review of the treaties, regulations, and powers of the council and com-

mission is provided by the Court of Justice of the European Community.

Firms which plan to enter into agreements must notify the Commission

in advance. The Commission has power to amend, approve, or nullify such

proposed agreements. Restrictive agreements may be exempted from anti-

trust regulations if there is a commission finding pursuant to Article

85(3) that such agreements contribute to improving production or dis-

tribution of goods or to promoting technical or economic progress. 2/

The antitrust laws of the European Community are designed to regu-

late restrictive practices which may affect trade between member states.

Each member national state also has its own antitrust laws which protect

the national economy and the public interest of the state. Generally,

the member states incorporate Community antitrust law in their national

statutes. The Commission retains plenary power, however, to exempt

restrictive practices under Article 85(3) and to impose penalties and

fines for violation of Community law.

A succinct sketch of this two-tiered antitrust system has been

given by a recent article:

1_ Arts. 87 and 89, ICCH Comm. Mkt. Rep. Par. 2201 and 2301.
2/ Regulation 17/62, ICCH Comm. Mkt. Rep. Par. 2461 et seq. (1967).
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Community antitrust law is distinct from the anti-
trust laws of the member states not only because the
sovereignty of each member state is only to a small
extent merged into the economic community, but because
the interest protected is different. The protection
of national trade necessarily gives rise to a distinct
group of antitrust violations and penalties, and re-
quires that exemptions therefrom be granted or denied
according to the national interest. On the other
hand, the protection of community trade dictates
separate violations and penalties directed at arrange-
ments that affect or are likely to affect trade between
member states. The discretion to punish or exempt
business conduct under these laws must therefore respori
to the somewhat broader interests of the entire Community.
It is conceivable-that a particular export arrangement
would be exempted from the antitrust provisions of a
member state but fall within the antitrust proscriptions
of the Community. 1/

As has been noted above, the Commission has exclusive jurisdiction

to impose fines and penalties for violations of Community antitrust law.

The Commission and national courts have concurrent jurisdiction to

nullify or approve restrictive agreements. Decisions are reached at

the national or Community level by interpreting Article 85 which is a

part qf both Community and national law. It is also possible that

parallel jurisdiction of the national and Community authorities may

exist so that the same restrictive practice may be punished on both

levels.

It has been held by the Court of Justice that (1) in cases of con-

flict between Community and national rules on competition, the Community

rules prevail, and (2) in case of conflict between national decisions

and a Commission decision concerning a restrictive practice, nationa.

authorities must respect the decision of the Commission. 2/

j/ Zaphirou, Rule of Reason and Double Jeopardy in European Antitrust
Law, 6 Texas International Law Forum 1, at 3. (1970).

2_/ Wilhelm v. Bundeskartellamt, Recueil de la Jurisprudence de la
Cour 1, 2 CCH Comm. Mkt. Rep. Par. 8056 (1969).
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The issue of jurisdictional conflicts between EC and member

states in the antitrust field is of critical importance due to the

differences in philosophies and enforcement. Of the original six

members , the French and Cerman antitrust laws :are the most similar to

the EC rules. They employ the same basic approach of prohibitioneof

restrictive agreements with exemptions in particular cases and of

supervision of abuses of market daninating enterprises. German anti-,

trust law is most similar to that of the United States and German anti-

trust authorities are especially vigilant and well-staffed. This situa-

tion is of course due to pdst-war anti-cartel policy fostered by the

allied occupation out of a desire to prevent the types of abuses in-

herent in an over-centralized economy which had produced such notorious

cartels as the Krupp and I.G. Farben empires.

Even with France and Germany, there are differences between national

antitrust laws and thoqe of the EC. These lie primarily in the areas

of interpretation of general legal terms, appreciation of economic

situations and extent of enforcement. Belguim and the Netherlands, on

the other hand, general, do not prohibit restrictive agreements, but

merely subject them to control of abuses. Thus, an agreement is valid

until the antitrust authorities take action. Italy has practically no

national antitrust law, and the antitrust rules of Luxemburg are

limited to prohibition of resale price maintenance and of refusals to

sell and discriminatory practices engaged in for the purpose of avoiding

this prohibition. i/
I ." ,, .{ ,' ' . • •i ' '

S yestuff Case: A Contributlon to the '-blatio''W
Between the Antitrust Laws of the W-1al4ean'1-0onomic Comuit anid ert\-
Member States, 14 Antitrust Bull~tin 869.at .87•0 . (1969). 6

..... . : ,~~~~~ ~ ~~~', . . . ,. . "'.i':..• .'
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Significant Commission decisions under article 85 include the

Dye•:;_tuL'f Case of 1968. 1/ There, the European Court of Justice was

referred the case from the Berlin Court of Appeals after the German

Federal Cartel Office had fired four German dyestuff manufacturers

(F'9dische Anilin, Farben Fabriken Bayer, Farbwerke Hoechst, and

Casella Farbwerke Mainkur) for illegal price fixing under Section 1

_ 38 of the German antitrust statute. The Court approved the theory

it a restrictive business practice could properly be the subject of

'.;ccedings both at the national and community levels. It noted that,

. . . the same carte] may, in principle, be the subject
of two parallel proceedings, one before the Community
authorities under Article 85 of the EEC Treaty, and the
other before the national authorities under internal law. 2/

Consten and Grundig v. Commission of the European Economic Commun-

ity / in 1966 concerned agreements between suppliers and their out-

lets. In Grundig, a German TV and radio manufacturer had granted an

exclusive distributorship to Consten, and French distributors were there-

by precluded from imported Grundig equipment from other Common Market

countries. The Commission held that the agreement was unlawful u"der

85(1) and was not subject to exemption under 85(3). The Court of Justice

affirmed. Grundig has been interpreted as standing for the proposition

that provisions in distribution agreements which prohibit parallel im-

ports are unlawful per se under Article 85(0.) if they are intended to

maintain separate national markets within the Community for a widely

distributed brand of products. •/

I•CCH Comm. Mkt. Rep. § 8056.

?/ Id. at p. 7866.
e CCH Comm. Mkt. Rep. § 2hT3, § 8Wh6.

Kelleher, The Common Market Antitrust Laws: The First Ten Years,
12 Antitrust Bulletin 1219 (1967).
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Perhaps the ost significant development in recent years the

emergence of Article 86 as the vehicle by which mergers and acquisi-

tions are to be controlled. In 1966, the Commission issued a momo-

randum which stated that increased combinations of European firms in

the Common Market was a desirable objective in order to permit European

business to meet the. competition of large third-country enterprises

such as the American and Japanese multinational firms. I/ Article

86 was accordingly promoted as the most effective means of permitting

combinations to achieve "dominant positions" by European firms while

curbing mergers which had a flagrantly anti-competitive effect.

The Commission memorandum notes that:

the closer an enterprise occupying a dominant position
comes to creating a monopoly through mergers with or
absorption of other enterprises, and the more it thus
jeopardizes the purchasers', sfippli~rs ' and Altimate
consumers' freedom of choice, the more likely it is
that it thereby enters the sphere of improper exploi-
tation. 2/

Article 96 has recently been applied by the Commission in the

Continental Can case of December, 1971. 3/ In its decision, the

Commission found that Continental Can Company of New York had abused

a dominant market position (in food packaging products) by its acquisi-

tion through its subsidiary Europemballage Corporation of controlling

inte-est in the Dutch firm of Thomassen Drijver-Verblifa, NV, of

Deventer, Holland (TDV).

ij Id. at p. 1251.
2_/ CCH Comm. Mkt. Rep., No. 26, March 17, 1966 at Par. 66.
3/ Continental Can Co., IV/612/71-E, December 9, 1971. (unofficial
English Translation
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Continental is the sole shareholder of Europemballage Corporation,

which in turn holds 85 percent of the share capital of Schmalbach-

Lubeca-Werke AG (SLW). Continental holds through SLW a dominant

position in the German market in light containers for tinned meat

products, light containers for canned seafood, and metal closures for

the food packing industry. As the German market constitutes a sub-

stantial part of the Common Market, the Commission concluded that

Continental holds a dominant position in a substantial part of the

Common Market. ,

The Commission noted at p. 30 that:

a . . it is imcompatible with Article 86 of the Treaty
for an enterprise in a dominant position to reinforce
that position by combining with another enterprise, and
so virtually eliminating in respect of the products
concerned the competition which would otherwise have been
present, potentially or actually, and despite the initial
dominant position, throughout a substantial part of the
common market; . . . the acquisition by Continental of
the competing enterprise, TDV, which itself holds a
strong position in a market adjoining the German mar-
ket, is an industrial operation leading to an irrever-
sible change in the supply structure in a substantial
part of the common market.

The Commission decision stated that Continental shall terminate

the infringement of Article 86 and Continental was accordingly

required to sumit proposals to the Commission before July 1, 1972.

The ramifications of this decision are difficult to assess at

this point. With Continental Can as precedent, it is possible that

Article 86 will now be frequently employed to prevent corporate

concentration through mergers and acquisitions in the same manner- ý

which Section 7 of the Clayton Act is applied in the Unite': ";ate'r.

On the other hand, Query, What would have been the Comr'.ssion le-

cision had Continental Can been a European en t e-prise z'vwn *.-a
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aforementioned Commission encouragement of combinations of European

firms?

The difference between the philosophies of competition in the

EC and in the United States can be illustrated by the procedural

differences in determining the illegality of business practices.

In the United States, if an act falls within one of the prohibitions

of one of the antitrust laws, it is voided. The Common Market,

however, utilizes a two step approach. First, the act or agreement

is examined to determine if it violates the provisions of the Treaty

of Rome or the ECSC Treaty. If a violation is found, the act is then

examined to see if it qualifies for an exemption under one of the

treaties. Thus, even though a restrictive business practice may

violate treaty provisions, it may still be permitted if it can be

seen to stimulate the general economy and strengthen the competitive

position of the member states.

While increased efficiency is not a defense to an agreement or

merger violative of United States antitrust laws, Article 85(3) of

the Rome Treaty does provide such a defense. It has been stated that,

"The main part of the exemptions is, of course, the basic provision

that the agreement or practice must improve the production or distri-

bution or promote technical or economic progress." 1/

This difference in competitive philosophy between the United

States and the EC can be explained by examining the two industrial

systems. The United States antitrust philosophy stems from the

I/ Mussard, The Regulation of Restrictive Business Practices under
the Common Market Treaty, Int'l Comp. L.Q., Supp. Publication #4 (1962),
p. 21.
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late ninetesth century when "big business" was denounced as detri-

mental to a laissezfaire economy. The American approach to antitrust

has. been to view "business" with a Jaundiced eye in an effort to

preserve the ever dwindling numbers of small enterprises, United

States antitrust laws have been said to owe their origin,

largely to political pressures of an agrarian and
radical flavour: and there is little doubt that in
more recent times antitrust has been an outlet for
powerful currents of "anti-big business" radicalism
growing out of the years of depression. i/

In contrast, the EC remains today a relatively loose coalition

of national states whose economies are sought to be integrated as

rapidly as possible. In order to encourage rapid integration while

preventing harmful abuses, a dual system has been developed. Thus,

restrictive practices which harmfully affect the market are prohibited

while those which benefit the economy are permitted and encouraged. 2/

The European businessman has an apparent advantage over his

American counterpart in choosing his methods of sale and distribution

as long as he can show that the restrictive practices engaged in will

have the effects of increased efficiency and benefit to the economy.

Decisions permitting certain restrictive practices to exist may be

a political rather than a strictly Judicial nature. 3/ The European

approach remains one of encouraging the growth of European industry

to creat rivals for the third-country industrial might of the United

States and Japan.

i/ Neale, The Antitrust Laws of the U.S.A., (1962), at 1.
2/ Riske, Antitrust Philosophy of the Common Market - Restraint or
Prohibition, 17 De Paul Law ReView i44, (1967), at 149.
3/ Note 49 supra, at 612.
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Japanese antimonopoly legislation

In order to appreciate the present Japanese approach to anti-

trust regulation, it is necessary to examine pre-World War II cartel

growth and post-war regulations.

Capitalism in Japan can be traced from the Meiji Restoration of

1868 which replaced the government of the feudal Tokugawa Shogunate.

About 1880 the first cartels began to develop with the Spinning and

Paper Manufacturing federations. This same period witnessed the

growth of the Zaibatsu (large conglomerate combines controlled by

families). After World War I, the Japanese government enacted legisla-

tion to encourage the growth of monopolies in order to utilize them

for the control and regu-ation of industrial development. During

World War II cartels in both large and small enterprises were trans-

formed into controlled governmental organizations established by the

Important Industries Organization Ordinance of 1941.

The large Zaibatsu family organizations date back to the

Seventeenth and Eighteenth centuries. In the typical Zaibatsu, a

holding company controlled its diversified subsidiaries through means

of property rights, the right to appoint directors, interlocking

directorates, contracts, and credits. Zaibatsu controlled banks con-

trolled finance through the Banking acts of 1922 and 1927 which con-

centrated finance through restricting the minimum capital of banks.

The 1930's witnessed the decline of small enterprises through

Zaibatsu acquisition, and the development of cartels in the indus-

tries of pig iron, steel products, coal, copper, paper, cement, and

flour.
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Zaibatsu growth, favored by government control, continued

unchecked through World War II. The following statistics illustrate

the extreme concentration of Japanese industry at the end of World

War II: The ratio of the aggregate paid-in capital of only four

cartels (Mitsue, Mitsubshi, Sumitomo, and Yasuda) to that of all

companies in Japan was 24.5 percent in all industries, 49.7 percent

iL finance, 32.4 percent in heavy industries, 10.7 percent in Light

industry, and 60,8 percent in the marine transportation industry.

Further, these four Zaibatsu controlled 80 percent of total Japanese

private investment abroad. l/

The allied occupation of Japan after World War II marks the

beginning of the present period of Japanese anti-monopoly legislation.

The President of the United States in a directive of September 6,

1945, declared it national policy to favor a program of aissolution of

the industrial and banking cartels which had dominated Japanese trade

and industry. A special mission of 1946 recognized that government-

backed Zaibatsu had been responsible for organized support of mili-

tary aggression and accordingly recommended destruction of Zaibatsu

organizations and diffusion of economic control. 2/

In 1945, an allied order concerning "Dissolution of Holding

Companies" was promulgated. This directive required the enactment of

I/ Edwards, The Dissolution of Zaibatsu Continues, Pacific Affairs,
Vol. 19, No. 3, Sept. 1946.

2/ Fair Trade Commission Annual Report for 1947, p. 2.
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such laws as would eliminate and prevent monopoly and restraint of

trade, unreasonable interlocking directorates, and undesirable inter-

corporate security ownership; assure the segregation of banking from

commerce, industry and agriculture; and provi# equal opportunity to

firms and individuals to compete in industry, commerce, finance, and

agriculture and a democratic basis. I/

Pursuant to this directive, the Japanese Ministry of International

Trade and Industry (MITI) drafted a bill which was eventually pro-

mulgated on April 12, 1947, as "Act Concerning Prohibition of Private

Monopoly and Maintenance of Fair Trade". This Act, as amended, is

the present Japanese anti-monopoly legislation.

The Act attempts to maintain a free market economy through the

following provisions:

l.--Prohibition of Private Monopolies (Section 3), 2.--Prohibi-

tion of unreasonable restraint of trade (Section 3), 3.--Prohibition

of unfair methods of competition, 4.--Prohibition of concerted activ-

ities influencing competition (Section 4), 5.--Prohibition of forma-

tion of private control organizations (Section 5), 6.--Prior approval

system and Restriction on international agreements (Section 6), 7.--

Restriction on undue substantial disparity in economic power that

cannot be justified for technical reasons (Section 8), 8.--Prohibi-

tion of formation of stockholding companies (Section 9), 9.--General

prohibition of intercorporate stockholding by non-financial companies

,j/ Supreme Commander Allied Powers, Directive No. 2144, Nov. 6, 19145.
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Various other laws exempting certain industries from the impact of

the Anti-monopoly Act were enacted after 1951. Generally these

exemption laws permitted three types of cartels: 1.,--cartels to

prevent excessive competition among smaller enterprises, 2.--cartels for

export and import industries, and 3.--cartels for special rationaliza-

tion. V/

The number of cartels exempted from the regulation of the Anti-

monopoly Act has grown rapidly since 1952. As of the end of March

1968, there were 1,010 exempted cartels. The rate of cartelization

is highest in the area of textile products (78.1%). Next follows

the apparel industry (64.8%), metal products excluding iron and steel

(50.8%), publishing and printing (47%), ceramics (41.2%), and iron

and steel (34.5%). 6/

From 1952 to 1962 anti-monopoly restrictions were relaxed and

enforcement activities were correspondingly curtailed so that in

1960 only one case was reported to the Fair Trade Commission. Cases

were reported in the cartel area in the fields of soy sauce, auto-

mobile tires, synthetic fibers, yeast, petroleum, methanol, formalin,

soda ash, household electrical appliances, board paper, and cameras.

Since 1962, government policy increasingly has stressed consumer

protection and aimed at curbing inflation. This policy has resulted

in a growing number of anticartel cases. In 1962 actions were brought

against price cartels in the fields of rubber slippers, vinyl chloride,

~/Note 4, supra, at p. 17.
JNote 4, supra, at p. 133.
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(Section 10), 10.--General restriction on holding stocks by financial

companies in excess of 5 percent of other company's stock (Section. ii),

ll.--Restriction on debenture holding by companies in excess of 25 per-

cent of other company's stock (Section 12), 12.--Prohibitions on inter-

locking directorates among companies in competitive relation, and hold-

ing position of directors in five or more companies (Section 13), 13.--

Prior approval system and restrictions on merger or transfer of business

(Section 15 and 16). V/

The Act provided administrative measures and penalties in order

to eliminate unlawful activities. No penalties, however, were pro-

vided for unfair business practices. The Fair Trade Commission (FTC)

was established as the body competent to enforce the Act. It is a

quasi-judicial agency which exercises its powers independently from

the Cabinet.

Although the original Anti-monopoly Act embodies a comprehensive

policy of cartel control, its standards soon began to be relaxed by

various exemptions. A 1949 amendment was permitted in order to facili-

tate easier introduction of foreign capital into Japan to aid in economic

reconstruction; it lessened the severity of the prohibitions against

holding companies and interlocking directorates.

After the conclusion of the Peace Treaty in 1951, a 1953 a end-

ment was passed which substantially eroded the standards of the

Anti-monopoly Act. This amendment relaxed the prohibitions and res-

trictions, and authorized the formation of depression and rationaliza-

tion cartels.
4_/ H. Iyori, Anti-monopoly Legislation in Japan,, 1969) at pp. 14-15.
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corru-rrted pla-.bs, and laundry; in 1963 against cartels in calendars,

board paper, sudiu1m cyanide, aluminum wares, corrugated cardboard and

corrugated slate platc. Since 1966, cases have arisen concerning re-

sale price maintenance on powdered milk, microscopes, household elec-

trical appliances, and soft drinks.

FTC decir;ions are appealed to the Tokyo High Court and then to

tae Japanese Supreme Court. The Tokyo High Court had decided eight

major cases as of 1968 of which two were further appealed to the

Supreme Court and dismissed. V

In assessing the successes or failures of the Japanese system

of regulation of restrictive business practices it is necessary to

point out that the Japanese have no tradition of prohibition of'

monopolies as has the United States. One Japanese expert has noted:

The Anti-monopoly Act of Japan was modeled after the U.S.
antitrust laws which belong to Anglo-American jurisprudence
developed from common law.' Therefore, because of the mix-
ture of the above two Jurisprudences, it was difficult for
the Japanese to comprehend the law of common law background
with the civil law concept of Japan. The terms in the Act
such as 'public interest', 'substantial', 'competition',
for example, are brand new legal terms which cannot be found
in any Japanese legislation before World War II. §/

Divergent views exist as to the effectiveness of the Japanese

approach. One school of thought would find that the present law

3/ Toko Co. v. FTC (1951, Osaka General Foods v. FC (1951), Asahi
Newspaer Co. v. FTC(1953), Japan Publication Association v. FTC (1953),
Toko Co. and another' v. FTC (1953), Hokkaido Newspaper v. FTCT(954),
Nippon Oil Co. v. FTC (1957), Noda Soy Sauce Co. v. FTC (1957).

8/ Michiko Ariga, Commissioner of Japanese Fair Trade Commission, in
a Foreword to Iyori, Anti-monopoly Legislation in Japan (1969), at p. vi.
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restricts economic growth excessively with the result of intensifying

competition and of preventing Japanese industry from developing

effective international competition. A second school of thought holds

that the amendments and exemptions to the Anti-monopoly Act have sub-

verted the Act's original purposes and have encouraged cartel growth.

This latter approach would seem tc beot accord with the facts of the

phenomenal growth of post-war Japanese industry and its rapid expansion

into third-country markets.

Dr. Corwin Edwards, who led the State Department Zaibatsu group

in Japan in 19166, has stated:

The Anti-monopoly Act as it was initially enacted was maybe
too idealistic and tended to be too strict for the Japanese
people who were not accustomed to this kind of legislation. The
relaxation of the Act was considered necessary to some extend in
this sense, but the relaxation of the Act went too far. Those
who insist on the relaxation point out the existence of the ex-
cessive competition as a reason to Justify the relaxation, but
so far as has been Judged from any indication, the competition
in Japan is almost the same as it is in the United States,. and
no particular excessive competition is considered to be in ex-
istence. 2/

Similarly, the U.S. Senate has heard testimony stating that:

The remarkable economic development in Japan after the
War tells the fact that the anti-monopoly policy served a
great deal for the development of the Japanese economy. The
anti-monopoly policy has come to be well recognized and well
supported in general, but it is noted that the government
still plays a leading role in developing combination and
cartelization and thus leading Japan backward to return to the
pattern of the past, not in the direction that other advanced
nations head to. 12/

2/ Edwards,"Protection for the Anti-monopoly Policy," Sekai, October
1959 issue.
10i' E.M. Hadley, Testimony before the U.S. Senate Antitrust Sub-

committee, U.S. Senate, Foreign Trade and Antitrust Laws, Hearing
Part 1, 1964, pp. 147-161.
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It would accordingly appear that although Japan has certainly not

returned to a pre-war Zaibatsu-dominated economy, the present anti-

monopoly legislation does permit cartelization development to a far

greater extent than is permitted under U.S. antitrust laws.

Restrictive business Practices control in Great Britain

The first important British regulation of restrictive business

practices was th.e establishment of Monopolies Commission in 1948.

The Commission was empowered to make investigations and reports to

the Board of Trade in bdth the domestic and export trade fields.

The Commission's function concerned investigations into activities or

agreements of domestic firms which controlled one third or more of

the supply of certain kinds of products. Commission recommendations

often resulted in Board of Trade orders which prohibited refusals to

sell, tying arrangements, or discrimination in supplies, orders, or

services.

In 1956, a new statute evolved--The Restrictive Trade Practices

Act of 1956. The 1948 law was retained to cover export practices

and to monitor the activities of large firms.

The 1956 Act is a comprehensive approach to the regulation of

monopolies and restrictive business practices. It is divided into

three parts:

Part I provides for the registration and judicial investigation

of industrial agreements. The Act created an Office of the Registrar

of Restrictive Trading Agreements, and established a Restrictive

Practices Court consisting of judges and individuals with a background

in industry, commerce, or public affairs.
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Part II of the Act concerns Resales Price Maintenance. This

part of the Act was intended to do away with collective boycotts through

prohibition of the collective enforcement of resale prices. The power

of an individual supplier to maintain the resale prices of his prod-

ucts, however, was extended.

Part III amended the constitution and functions of the Monopolies

Commission. The Commission now deals with situations in which one

firm or group of firms controls one third or more of a market, and

with restrictive agreements relating exclusively to exports. These

export agreements are registerable with the Board of Trade and can

then be referred to the Commission for investigation. i/

The 1956 Act provides for public registration of domestic restric-

tive agreements cocerning goods. This registration system has no

application to patent and trade-work agreements, exchanges of unpatented

technical developments, legally approved nationalization schemes,

some types of buyer-seller vertical agreements, or export or overseas

trade agreements. As noted above, export agreements are reported

to the Board of Trade and may be the subject of investigation by the

Monopolies Commission to determine if the agreement is contrary to

the public interest.

V/ Heathcote-Williams, The Law of Restrictive Trade Practices and
Monopolies (1956), at p. vii.
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Once a restrictive agreement is registered, a rebuttable pre-

sumption arises that it is contrary to the public interest. These

agreeiments may be challenged by the Registrar before a special court.

In order to rebut the presumption, the agreeing parties must demonstrate

that the agreements are reasonably necessary to furnish benefits

specified in the law, and that the benefits outweigh the possible

harmful. effects flowing from the restrictive practice. These benefits

.: l.--Protection of persons or property against physical injury,

:.--Specific and substantial benefits to users, 3.--That the restric-

tive agreement has for its purpose to counter a restrictive agreement

used by others, 4.--That the restrictive agreement is to aid in

negotiation of fair terms with a monopoly or dominant combination,

5.--Prevention of serious and persistent adverse effects on industrial

employment levels, 6.--Prevention of a substantial reduction in the

trades export business, and 7.--Supplementation of a restriction that

is not contrary to the public interest.

When an agreement is found to be contrary to the public interest,

the court may hold it invalid. The general practice has been tr,

accept a type of consent decree whereby the parties agree to .,ease

the restrictive arrangement. If such agreement to cease is n.

honored, the court may impose fines for contempt. In one such case,

galvanized tank manufacturers were fined more than 100,000 pc.irds. I/

1/ London Times, June 22, 1965.
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By the middle , of 1965, the Court had made decisions in thirty-

two cases of restrictions. In twenty-one of the cases, all restric-

tions were invalidated, in seven of the cases, the court approved

the restrictive agreements, and the court accepted some parts of the

restrictive agreements in the balance of the cases. Reasons for

approval of restrictive agreements varied from the fact that the

Court felt the restrictions aided in controlling cost and price infla-

tion in some cases, to a feeling that export trade was facilitated

in others.

The success of the 1956 Act can be measured by the fact that at

the end of 1964, 1,635 restrictive agreements had either been

terminated by the parties or had been modified to eliminate the re-

strictions.

In 1964 a new law was enacted pursuant to a Board of Trade Study

which made resale price maintenance illegal and provided for public

and private civil actions against violators. Again, the Court was

permitted to exempt certain resale price maintenance schemes where

the benefit of the scheme outweighs the detriments. Factors to be

considered concerning benefits are the need to preserve quality, to

protect health, preserve necessary services, preserve retail estab-

lishments needed by consumers, or to avert price increases. Many

resale price maintenance programs are able to remain temporarily valid

because the prohibition against them is not applicable pending an

application for an exemption.
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A 1965 law was designed to prevent monopolies through regulation

of mergers between large enterprises. The Board of Trade may now

refer to the Monopolies Commission for investigation of any merger

or acquisition which exceeds five million pounds in value of firms or

which results in the control of more than thirty nereent o' the sup-

ply of any particular kind of goods. Mergers can be hoid 1I ,beyan,.e

pending completion of the Commission report. If such m, 'iPs re

found to be contrary to the public interest, they may bn fC)bidden.

The 1965 Act also extended the coverage of the Monopdlifs Act

to the services area. The Monopolies Commission may now issue orders

preventing price discrimination, requiring publication of price lists,

and preventing deviation from published prices, and orders which re-

quire divestiture or dissolution. V/

British antitrust law is today a comprehesive program of cor-

porate regulation and consumer protection. The registration system

demonstrates that some restrictive business practice# may be tolerate,!

where a furtherance of the public interest can be foiu.,t. IIoprn "u.1

membership in the European Communities, Great Britain wiLl o" :ourre

be bound by the Treaty of Rome and its antitrust provisions as

found in Articles 85 and 86. The date for adoption of the Rome

Treaty hinges on the date for Britain's full membership in t",e EC ane

is not yet certain.

1.Above summary from Edwards, Control of Cartels andM onolie..
1967), at pp. 365-368
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Ca,:adian antitrust jaw

The first Canadian statute dealing with restrictive business prac-

tices and monopolies was passed by P~rliament in 1889. The present

Canadian antitrust legislation is the Combines Investigation Act,

Chapter 314, Revised Statutes of Canada, 1952, as amended, Antitrust

in Canada also was originally regulated under criminal provisions

found in sections 409 through 412 of the Criminal Code of Canada,

Statutes of Canada, Chapter 51.

Under the 1952 Act, a Director of Investigation and Research makes

investigations which are included in a "statement of evidence". A

Restrictive Trade Practices Commission then holds hearing on this evi-

dence and reports to the Minister of Justice The investigatiors

concern alleged conspiracies between combines and general inquiries

into conditions or practices related to monopolistic situations or

restaints of trade.

Until 1960, the offenses of conspiracy and price discrimination

were found in Sections 411 and 412 of the Criminal Code. In 1960,

Sections 411, 412, and 416 of the Criminal Code were transferred to

the Combines Investigation Act. The Attorney General of Canada now

may institute and conduct prosecutions under th- Combines Investigation

Act. The 1960 statute placed authority and responsibility for in-

quiries and reports by the Director of Investigation and the

Restrictive Trade Practices Commission on the Minister of Consumer

and Corporate Affairs. The Attorney General then controls evidence

and prosecutions and has sole responsibility for enforcement by

proceedings before the Exchequer Court.
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Under the Combines Investigation Act, the Director of InvestiSa

tion and Research begins the inquiry upon receipt of an informal

complaint. If the investigation results in a finding of a violation,

the findings are embodied in a statement of evidence which is pre-

sented before a hearing of the Restrictive Trade Practices Commission.

The Commission then writes a report on the restrictive practices,

examines their effect on the public interest, and recommends remedie.

If the Attorney General decides to proceed with the matter, he may

institute criminal proceedings.

The offenses of conspiracy, monopoly, and specified distribution

practices are classified as criminal under Part V of the Combines

Investigation Act. The basic test of criminal behavior under the

Act is the vague standard of "undue" restraint of competition.

As yet, there does not exist a well-defined private civil damages

remedy for violation of the Anti-Combines Act. Sections 7 and 8 of

the Act provide that if six resident Canadian citizens apply to the

Director of Investigation with evidence, he must conduct such an

investigation "as he considers necessary". Section 35 of the Act

indirectly concerns itself with private civil damages actions in

stating that, "nothing in this Part shall be construed to deprive any

person of any civil right of action."

Section 31 of the Act permits a court to dissolve a corporation

or to force divestiture with the language that it may require a

person "to do such acts or things as may be necessary to dissolve the

merger or monopoly in such manner as the court directs." It is

certain that a court could require dissolution or divestiture of a

I i
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federally incorporated concern, but it is questionable whether the Act

permits a court to take the same action against a firm wholly in-

corporated within one of the Canadian provinces.
#4

TiteCanadian Anti Combines Law has been widely criticized as

ineffective due to lack of adequate sanctions. The most widely em-

ployed remedy for violations has been the criminal fine which until

1966 had never exceeded twenty five thousand dollars for any one

company. The benefit to be gained by a restrictive business practice

could in many cases outweigh the penalties imposed by fines. Canadian

anti-combines enforcement. authorities have traditionally been wary

of such remedies as negative advance clearances, cease and desist

orders, consent decrees, and negotiated settlements. Severe fines

and Jail sentences have rarely been meted out by the courts. i/

Other commentators have termed the Canadian Anti-Combines policy

"weak", and have advocated revision of the legislation so as to

permit mergers which would enable the emergence of large Canadian-

controlled firms. These Canadian conglomerates, it is felt, would

then possess the organizational management and technical expertise to

compete effectively with the American multinational firms which

presently dominate the Canadian industrial scene.-/ The present

criticism surrounding Canadian Anti-Combines legislation would seem

to indicate that some sort of strengthening of the Act will come

about in the relatively near future.

4] McDonald,"Constitutional Aspects of Canadian Anti-Combines Law
Enforcement," 41 Canadian Bar Review 161, (1969), at pp. 162-164,

I/ Watkins, " The Canadian Experience with Foreign Direct Invest-
ment," Law and Contemporary Problems, vol, XXXIV, no. 1 (1969), at
p. 129.

,-02O 0 - 13 - 67
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Conclusions

Antitrust experts have noted that all national policies toward

restrictive business practices are similar. They attempt to: 1.-r

Keep prices low and supplies of goods adequate for the needs of con-

sumers, and promote improvements in technology and business organic

zation that contribute to these results, and 2.--Prevent private action

that impairs business opportunity or access to markets l/ Although

tV'cose goals are like those sought in the United States, the means of

achieving them in other countries are different.

The United States antitrust laws are based on the philosophical

premise that a freely competitive economic system is the most effi-

cient and most desirable form of society. This view is not neces-

sarily shared by America's trading partners and competitors. Their

view is that restrictive business practices are not undersirable per

se, and may in many instances be beneficial to the economic growth

and development of the region.

Concepts of fairness in the application of sanctions prohibiting

restrictive business practices are viewed differently in the United

States and abroad. The American approach has been to prohibit unfair

practices on the theory that increased competition results which in

turn assures the growth of independent firms. The foreign approach

is, in a sense, the more pragmatic one of examining the actual result

1/ Edwards, Control of Cartels and Monopolies (1967), at p. 197.
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of the restrictive business practice to determine what benefits it

may produce. Thus, restrictive practices which result in higher

consumer prices may be prohibited, where the same practice which

results in lower prices may be permitted, if not, encouraged.

The American concept of progress and change as inevitable and

desirable economic events is present but weaker in foreign business

thinking. Stability is viewed as a desirable end, and restrictive

practices which encourage a stable market or which discourage

"excessive" competition may be actively promoted. l/

American efforts to regulate the conduct of multinational firms

through application of antitrust laws internally and extraterri-

torially have in the past engendered both conflict with the laws of

other national states and criticism by foreign and domestic experts.

This situation is likely to arise again in the future in spite of the

increased awareness of potential problems.

Foreign nations are correctly concerned with what they view as

Inliads into their regulatory Jurisdiction by the laws of the United

States. A Canadian task force, for example, has recommended

legislation which would prohibit Canadian compliance with foreign

antitrust orders, decrees, or Judgments, on the presumption that

American parent corporations would then be relieved by American

courts from obeying decrees which would place their Canadian sub-

sidiaries in violation of Canadian law._/

1/ Id. at pp. 198-199.
2 Watkins, The Canadian Experience with Foreign Direct Investment,
Law and Contemporary Problems, Vol. XXXIV, No. 1 (1969), at p. 132.
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The present American system of consultation as in the State-

Justice Department procedures and the Mitchell-Basford agreement is

not sufficient to prevent future conflicts, as the United States

antitrust authorities still maintain the right to act unilaterally

even after consultation.

The European, Canadian, and Japanese approaches favor combination

and cartelization of dometic enterprises in order to compete

effectively with the powerful United States-based multinationals.

Government support for this kind of concentration shows no apparent

signs of diminishing in the near future. On the contrary, it seems

probable that United States-based firms will face increasingly stiff

competition from European and Japanese cartels. If the continued

growth of the American-based multinational company is found to be

in the best interests of the United States, some consideration might

be given to new domestic legal approaches to advance this goal.

Alleviation of conflicts with the various antitrust laws of

other national states can best be brought about by increased inter-

national cooperation and discussion, perhaps following the lines of

the OECD recommendations. As the multinational corporations may

tend to form international cartels, the domestic laws of the national

states will become increasingly incompetent to control them. Some

sort of international antitrust convention leading perhaps to an

eventual treaty or new international regulatory agency wnlld seem

to be the most efficient (if not the only) method mf eliminating

national frictions while formulating comprehensive programs of con-

trolling international restrictive business practices.
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It has been recommended that any international efforts to in-

crease antitrust cooperation involve the following considerations: 4/

l.--Countries which provide for cartel registration should

demand that registered cartels detail their activities in other coun-

tries; 2.--Governments should attempt to agree on methods to cooperate

. obtaining informaticn on the operations of international cartels;

-.-- Agreements by governments to readily release information on

dangerous cartels should be sought; 4.--Repatriation of cartel docu-

ments to the investigating country should be encouraged; 5.--Countries

should consult as to uniform remedies; and 6.--Countries should agree

to recognize Judicially the decisions of other countries regulating

carte] activities if they are not in conflict with the public policy

of the host country.

No evidence has as yet been presented that the vigorous applica-

tion of American a-utitrust laws has caused significantly increased

foreign direct investment by American firms. In spite of the foreign

-'rti *ism of the U.S. antitrust approach, it has yet to be determined

that ,kmeric"r: ant .tru3t laws actually form a barrier to foreign direct

investment by overseas firms in the United States. Increased coopera-

tion in and discussion of antitrust problems on the 'international

level would provide a much needed first step toward the elimination of

presently existing conflicts.

4/ Cartelization in Western Europe, Bureau of Intelligence and Re-
search, Depart~r.erit of State (1964). Hearings on Foreign Trade and the
Antitrust Laws, Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 88th Cong., lost
Sess., Vol. 1, pp. 578-579.
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Tax Issues and the Multinational Corporation

Introduction

This section will outline some of the most prominent problems

and issues surrounding taxation of the multinational corporation. As

the great majority of multinational corporations are based in the

United States, U.S. tax treatment of foreign source income constitutes

the area of greatest importance to domestic legislators. The exami-

nation of the history and current American tax approach toward foreign

income will be followed by a discussion of tax treaties and their

effects on the multinational corporation. The final portion of the

report will present conclusions concerning present tax treatment and

will discuss future tax prospects as they may affect the multinational

corporation. (Note: Citations concern the Internal Revenue Code of

1954, as amended. (IRC)).

Historical development of U.S. tax policy

When the first comprehensive scheme of income taxation was

developed in 1913, Congress was concerned primarily with a system

which would ensure equitable treatment of domestic taxpayers.

Accordingly, little attention was paid to the problems of taxation

of foreign source income and of foreign taxpayers. From the outset,

the underlying premise of U.S. tax policy has been that all citizens

and corporations are taxed on income from whatever source derived.
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From 1913 until the enactment of the Internal Revenue Code of

1954, domestic tax policy remained static. The Revenue Act of 1921

contained provisions aimed at preventing tax avoidance by U.S.

taxpayers who were utilizing foreign "base companies" incorporated in

low tax areas to manipulate the assets of their parents. The 1921

Act gave power to the Internal Revenue Commissioner to consolidate the

accounts of related businesses for the purpose of correctly allocating

taxable income items.

In 1921, a tax preference also was enacted which was designed to

further American investment in the U.S. possessions through exempting

income of certain corporations doing business in the possessions. In

1942, a second tax preference evolved which had for its purpose the

encouragement of investment in the Western Hemisphere. This preference

gave domestic corporations operating or selling to other countries in

the Western Hemisphere through "Western Hemisphere Trade Corporations"

a reduction in tax rates of 14 percent.

Until the end of the Second World War, the United States concen-

trated its investments largely in the expanding domestic economy.

The two World Wars, with their limitations on export of capital, had

caused many American investors to feel insecure about foreign ventures.

With the termination of World War II, this situation began to change

rapidly. The United States Government desired the speedy rebuilding

of the shattered European economies and accordingly encouraged in-

vestment in Europe following the Marshall Plan. Investment in less

developed countries also emerged as an American political goal.
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The late 1950's witnessed another change in the U.S. position.

By then, the European economies had been largely reconstructed; and

the United States began to experience increasing balance of payments

deficits, caused partly by heavy overseas military and foreign aid

expenditures. The need for increased revenues to support the ever-

expanding American global role occurred at this same time. i/ The

U.S. government found itself in the position of attempting to balance

the conflicting demands of a policy of encouraging the free movement

of capital with a need for revenue and balance of payments equilibrium.

The period from 1960 to the present demonstrates Congressional

wrestling with these inconsistent goals of tax policy. This period

also shows the only significant development of the expansion of the

U.S. taxing Jurisdiction in the entire history of the U.S. tax law. 2/

The Foreign Investors Tax Act of 1966 increased the U.S. tax Juris-

diction by including in gross income some foreign source income and

of foreign persons.

Current U.S. taxation of foreign source income

and of foreign persons

The United States taxes its citizens and corporations currently

on all income from foreign sources but allows a credit against the

U.S. tax for foreign taxes paid where the income is earned. 3/ A

I/ Polk, U.S. Production Abroad and the Balance of Payments, 30-33,
(1966).

2/ Choate, Hanok, Klein, Federal Tax Policy for Foreign Income and
Foreign Taxaers, 44 Temple L.Q. 441, at 486. (1971).

2/Internal Revenue Code of 1954, SS 61, 901-904.
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tax credit permits a dollar-for-dollar offset against the U.S. tax.

It is distinguished from a deduction from income in computing taxable

income which leads to a net tax saving equal to the deduction times

the applicable tax rate. 4/ All income from investment and all capital

gains are currently taxed regardless of their source or the place of

residence of the taxpayer. One exception to this general rule permits

an exemption of a restricted amount 6f income earned abroad by

individual citizens who are residents or are traveling in foreign

countries. VJ
A U.S.-based corporation is taxed currently on the basis of its

world-wide income regardless of the country of the income source. If

the corporation operates abroad through subsidiaries incorporated in

foreign countries, taxation occurs only as the income is received from

the subsidiaries as dividends, interest, service charges, or in any

other form. Tax regulations do not permit the use of consolidated

financial statments which vould permit the parent corporation to

offset losses of foreign subsidiaries against domestic income. The

income from foreign subsidiaries which are incorporated in "tax

havens" is attributed to the parent U.S. corporation regardless of

whether the income i3 actually repatriated. 6/

The tax credit operates so that when the foreign tax where the

income is earned is lower than the U.S. tax, the U.S. collects the

difference. If the foreign tax is higher than the U.S. tax, there
• Smith, Tax Policy and Foreign Investment, Law and Contemporary

Problems, vol. xxxiv, at 146, (1i969).
_/ Internal Revenue Code of 1954, S 911.

Smith, Note 4, supra, at 147.
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resi., •. an excess tax credit which exceeds the amount of U.S. tax

aiJ t V,-rel'ore cannot be utilized. In this case, income from foreign

irnvt st tent is placed under a greater tax burden than is similar domestic

investment income.

The traditional goal of U.S. tax policy has been to maintain neu-

trality in taxing income--whether derived from domestic or foreign

-,irces. The American tax approach toward foreign investment income

assures that such income will be taxed (either domestically oi by the

foreign host country) at a rate at least as high as the prevailing U.S.

tax rate. U.S. tax law thus is supposed neither to penalize nor to

encourage foreign direct investment. The tax credit device also makes

certain that the foreign country which hosts and provides the services

for the business entity will have the first opportunity to tax income

derived from activities conducted within its borders.

The following discussion elaborates on the general U.S. taxation

scheme in considering specific provisions of the tax laws which con-

cern foreign investment and foreign taxpayers.

Jurisdiction to impose taxes

Article I of the Constitution grants broad powers of taxation to

the Congress. The Sixteenth Amendment grants to the Congress the

power, "to lay and collect taxes on incomes, from whatever source

derived, without apportionment among the several States, and without

regard to any census or enumeration." This broad power to tax all

income has been consistently upheld by the courts.
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The power of the Federal Government to tax income is limited only

Iby conflicts with international law and with the Constitution. 7] The

international law limitations concern the practical problems of

enforcement of domestic decrees extraterritorially and of potential

objections on the part of foreign governments. Constitutional limita-

tions might involve taxation which has for its purpose penalties rather

than collection of revenue. One court has stated in this context,

if a case was presented where the abuse of the
taxing power was so extreme as to be beyond the
principles which we have previously stated, and
where it was plain to the judicial mind that the
power had been called into play not for revenue
but solely for the purpose of destroying rights
which could not be rightfully destroyed con-
sistently with the principles of freedom and
Justice upon which the Constitution rests, then
it would be the duty of the courts to say that
such an arbitrary act was not merely an abuse of
a delegated power, but was the exercise of an
authority not conferred. 8/

The United States presently has jurisdiction to impose taxes on

U.S. citizens, resident aliens, and domestic corporations based on their

world-wide income. Foreign corporations and nonresident aliens are

generally (except for provisions in the 1966 Revenue Act, infra) taxed

only on income derived from sources within the United States.

Choate, aga note 2, at 1444-446.
~ M Cayv. United Statess 195 U.S. 27, at 614(190A).
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The fc.iei n tax credit

The credit against U.S. taxes for foreign taxes paid in the

source country where income is earned developed out of a Congressional

recognition of the unfairness and discrimination involved in double

taxation of income. Rather than exempting all foreign source income

from U.S. taxation, Congress elected to employ the tax credit

mechanism in order to soften the blow where the same income is

subject to taxation by two Jurisdictions.

The Revenue Act of 1918 R/ provided for a credit against U.S.

taxes in the case of any "income, war profits and excess profits

taxes." The 1921 Revenue Act I_2 narrowed the scope of the tax credit

by providing that the tax credit allowed could not exceed the total

U.S. tax on all of the taxpayer's foreign income. This 1921 limitation

meant that a taxpayer could not use his foreign tax credits to offset

income derived from U.S. operations. In 1932, 1 the above

limitation was tightened to provide that the amount allowed as a

credit for taxes paid to any one country could not exceed the U.S.

tax on income derived from that country.

In 1958, it was recognized that the per-country limitation could

lead to double taxation. Accordingly, there was established a two-

year carryback and a five-year carryover of foreign taxes which

cannot be used as a credit in a particular year. 2 ._In.1962, 1V
2/ Rvene At o 198, 0 Stat. 105T9 ch. 18, §222, and § 238.

1 Revenue Act of 1921, 43 Stat. 227, ch! 136, 9 222(a)(5) and

iV Revenue Act of 1932, 4T Stat. 169, ch. 209, 9 131(b)(1).
1/ Internal Revenue Code of 1954, I 904(e).
W Revenue Act of 1962, 76 Stat. 96Q, amending Internal Revenue Code

of 1958, §§ 78, 902.
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Congress restricted the tax credit out of concern for the worsening

balance-of-payments situation. The 1962 Act provided that a domestic

parent corporation must "gross up"--include in its income--the

foreign tax paid by the subsidiary with respect to dividends

repatriated, as well as the amount of the dividend itself. This has

the effect of increasing the amount of income taxed and was directed

at reducing foreign direct investment.

Elimination of tax avoidance

Section 482.--Soon after enactment of the first tax credit,

Congress became aware that domestic taxpayers were successfully

avoiding taxation by using foreign "base companies" which were incor-

porated in countries with low tax rates. In 1921, the first regu-

lations directed at eliminating advantages gained through use of "tax

havens" were promulgated. The 1921 Act provided,

That in any case of two or more related trades or
businesses (whether unincorporated or incorporated
and whether organized in the United States or not)
owned or controlled directly or indirectly by the
same interests, the Commissioner may consolidate
the accounts of such related trades and businesses,
in any proper case, for the purpose of making an
accurate distribution or apportionment of gains,
profits, income, deductions, or capital between
or among such related trades or businesses. J

This section of the 1921 Act is the predecessor of the present

Section 482 of the 1954 Code. By granting power to the Commissioner

to consolidate accounts of related corporations, the Act attempted to

curtail tax avoidance through shifting around profits among related

dcmpanies.
14J Revenue Act of 1921, 142 Stat. 22T. ch. 136 @ 2140(d).
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The present section 482 derives much of its language from the

'1928 Revenue Act which was designed to increase the powers of the

Commissioner. The Commissioner currently,

is authorized to distribute, apportion, or
allocate gross income or deductions between or
aong such trades or businesses, if he
determines that such distribution, apportion-
ment or allocation is necessary in order to
prevent evasion of taxes or clearly to reflect
the income of any such trades or businesses
(or other organizations] D/

Section 482 began to see a great deal of use with the rapid

growth of American business abroad, beginning about 1960. The

Treasury issued new regulations in 1968 which were designed to clarify

the "arm's length" standard of Seotien 482. The "arm's length"

standard provides that in considering the controlled foreign corporate

activity, the controlled corporation is to be viewed as if it were an

uncontrolled corporation dealing with another uncontrolled corporation

at arm's length. The 1968 regulations describe the arm's length

standard in five types of transactions: L6/ (1) loans or advances;

(2) performance of services for another; (3) use of tangible property;

(4) transfer or use of intangible property; and (5) sales of tangible

property. Three pricing methods are established in the area of sales

of tangible property in order to determine what would be a fair price

in an arm's length sale transaction.

... 1 eve"aee Act of 1928, 145 Stat. 791, ch. 852, 145.
L6/Treasury Regulation 5191482-.2 (1968).

~/Treasury Regulation 31.1482-2(e) (1968).
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Subpart F.--In general, the United States taxes profits of

controlled foreign subsidiaries only as those profits are reýatriated.

If a domestic corporation operates abroad through subsidiaries incor-

porated abroad, taxation occurs only as income is received from the

subsidiary whic,& is usually in the form of a dividend. 18J If profits

are not repatriated, indefinite tax deferral results.

An exception to this general scheme occurs in the case of what

is termed "Subpart F income" (•IC Sec. 952, hereinafter termed

Subpart F)--income from controlled foreign corporations which are set

up for the purpose of securing tax deferral on dividends and royalties

not resulting from the active donduct of a trade or business. Subpart

F came into the tax laws in the Revenue Act of 1962 as a result of

Congressional concern with balance-of-payments problems. It was felt

that indefinite tax deferral through the use of "tax havens" such as

Switzerland created a situation in which U.S. firms were encouraged to

invest abroad for tax reasons. This investment and lack of repatri-

ation of profits were seen as contributing factors to the adverse

balance-of-payments situation. W

The 1962 Act concentrated on attempting to eliminate tax avoid-

ance through the use of foreign base companies in low-tax or "tax

haven" countries. The Act defines a "controlled foreign

corporation" W as a corporation incorporated abroad which is at

V Smith, Note 4, supra, at 147.
D/ Tax Message of President Kennedy, April 20, 1961, H.R. Doc. No.

180, 87th Cong., lt Sees. 8-9 (1961).
2•/ Int. Rev. Code of 1954, Section 957.
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.least fif1•y percent owed -by a .mall group of U.S. shareholders. If

the controlled foreign corporation has certain types of "tainted"

income, the U.S. shareholders are taxed currently on that income

regardless of repatriation. Three groups of "tainted" income are

established: L2/

l.--Income from the sale of goods which are either purchased from

or sold to a related party; 2.--Income from services performed by the

'foreign corporation for or on behalf of a related party; and 3.--

"Foreign personal holding company income"--income from the sale or

exchange of stock or securities, or income from dividends, interest,

rents or royalties.

If the contolled foreign corporation is found to have generated

any of this "tainted" income and if such income represents at least

30 percent of its total annual.gross income, the U.S. shareholders are

taxed on the income on. a pro rata basis even though the income is not

distributed to them.

.Exceptions to the harsh. Subpart F treatment occur in the cases

of certain corporations in less developed countries, 0, corporations

involved in exporting, & and in situations where the controlled

foreign corporation has agreed to make certain annual distributions

to its shareholders. -If the foreign corporation does not meet

the "controlled" criteria of Section 957, or if it is actively

/ Int. Rev. Code of 1954, Section 951.
g/ mt..Rev. Code of 19589 Section 954(c) (d), (e).
j• Int. Rev. Code of 1954, Section 9514(b)l).

Int. Rev. Code of 1954, Section 9700-72.
Int. Rev. Code of 1954, Section 963.
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engaged in the conduct of a trade or business (and thus is not incor-

porated abroad for tax avoidance purposes), then deferral of U.S.

tax still occurs as long as income is not repatriated.

Section 1248.--Section 1248 was another new development of the

1962 Revenue Act. Prior to 1962, earnings of foreign corporations

repatriated pursuant to a taxable liquidation or sale or exchange were

taxable only at capital gains rates. Section 1248 treats such

repatriations as dividends and subjects them to the higher rates for

ordinary income.

Section 1248 concerns controlled foreign corporations and proa

vides that gain recognized on the sale or exchange of stock in such

corporation must be included as a dividend to the extent of the earn-

ings and profits of the corporation accumulated after 1962. This

dividend treatment occurs only in the case of a U.S. taxpayer owing

10 percent or more of the stock in the controlled foreign corporation.

Under Section 1248, taxation is delayed until gain is recognized

by the taxpayer. The tax burden potentially involved in such a trans"

action is great due to the fact that once gain recognition occurs,

all of the foreign corporations post-1962 earnings and profits are

taxed at ordinary rates in contrast to the treatment under Subpart F

which taxes currently only profits from "tax haven" operations.

Section 12 49.--Section 1249 was also enacted in 1962 and is

similarly designed to prevent capital gains treatment for certain

transactions. Prior to 1962, it was possible to receive capital

09-020 0 - 73 - 58
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gains treatments for certain exchanges with a foreign corporation

of a patent or like property described in Sections 351 and 361.

Section 1249 nov provides that when a patent or invention is

transferred to a foreign corporation by a United States person con-

trolling such corporation and if gain is recognized, that gain will

receive ordinary income rather than capital gains treatment.

Section 367.--Section 367 permits tax-free transfers of property

(including technological property) from a U.S. parent to a foreign

subsidiary corporation in certain situations. Section 351 of the Code

permits a tax-free transfer of property from one corporation to

another provided that the transferor owns at least 80 percent of the

voting stock of the transferee. Only when the transferee is a foreign

entity does Section 367 come into play.

Section 367 requires that in the case of any proposed tax-free

transfer, an advance ruling must be obtained from the Treasury. The

tax-free transfer from domestic parent to foreign subsidiary will be

generally approved where there is no primary purpose of tax avoidance

and when the property transferred is to be used in the active conduct

of a trade or business in the foreign country. If the advance ruling

is not obtained and the transaction fails to qualify for tax-free

treatment, then proceeds from the sale or exchange are taxed at ordi-

nary income rates under Seetion 1249 above.
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Interest equalization tax

The Interest Equalization Tax Act of 1963 (IET) L (see IRC

Secs. 4911-4931) was designed to curtail American foreign portfolio

investment and thereby to reduce the amount of investment capital

leaving the country. The INT is a tax ranging from 0 percent to a

maximum of 22.5 percent payable on the acquisition of foreign stock

or debt obligations by U.S. citizens or corporations. The IET

operates to reduce the rate of return from foreign portfolio invest-

ments and thereby to reduce foreign portfolio investment (and

presumably) encourage domestic investment.

The IBT applies only to portfolio investment and does not con-

cern direct investment (which has been defined as an equity interest

of 10 percent or more). ?I/ The tax exempts many favored areas of

portfolio investment such as Canadian securities, less developed

country corporation securities, and debt obligations of foreigners

arising out of export sales made to obtain raw materials. L The

Interest Equalization Act is important in any consideration ,ofuU.B.

foreign direct investment only as it may tend to increase direct

investment by making it less profitable for U.S. taxpayers to invest

in foreign securities or debt obligations. These same investments

may now more readily find their way into an equity interest in a

foreign corporation than was the case prior to 1963.
&26 Public Law No. 88-563, 78 t. 809.(1964).
27lnt. Rev. Code of 1954, Section 4915.
& Int. Rev. Code of 1954, Sections 49114.•-T.

89-020 0 - 13 - 59
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Less developed countries and Western.
Hemisphere Trade Corporations

Recent Congressional policy has favored direct investment in less

developed countries (LDCs) due to a finding that such investment has

a more favorable impact on American exports than does investment in

the developed countries. Some observers have noted that investment

in an LDC results in a more favorable dollar return to the United States

than does similar investment in a developed country. -2 Investment

in LDCs is viewed as an integral part of foreign aid.

LDCs are designated by Executive Orders and the Congress has

excluded the Sino-Soviet Bloc countries together with certain

enumerated countries such as Great Britain and France. Four types of

tax incentives presently exist favoring investments in LDCs. Generally,

they are the following:

(1) More favorable method of calculating the
foreign tax credit.

The Revenue"Act of 1962 which reduced the amount available for

use as a credit against domestic taxes was specifically made inappli-

cable to less developed country corporations. WDC corporations are

defined in Section 955(c)(1) of the Code as foreign corporations

engaged in the active conduct of a trade or business, deriving at

least 80 percent of their gross income from sources within the LDCs,

and haing., at least. 80-percent of their assets located in WDCs.

.... ear.gn on . •o...e the Senate Committee on fance,
77t-h C~ng, it2d Oems, 994100' 0i0z).
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has for its'piidO e encouragement of the *xport of private capital to

stimulate economic development within LDCs.

Tax incentives designed to promote investment in the U.S. pos-

sessions were first enacted in 1921. 12

Section 931 of the Code defines a Possessions Corporation as any

domestic corporation which has 80 percent or more of its gross income

from sources within a U.S. possession and 50 percent or more of its

gross income from the active conduct of a trade or business within the

possession. A qualifying Possessions Corporation is subject to domes-

tic taxation only on income derived from within the United States.

This then, is a tax preference enacted to encourage U.S. private

investment in the possessions.

Tax preferences for Western Hemisphere trade corporations (1RCs)

were enacted in 1942. & Sections 921 and 922 of the Code provide

for a reduction from U.S. taxes of fourteen percent in the case of a

WHTC. A qualifying WHTC is a domestic corporation which does all of

its business within the Western Hemisphere, derives 95 percent or more

of its income from foreign sources, and derives 90 percent or more of

its income from the active conduct of a trade or business. This WHTC

tax preference was originally designed to benefit corporations engaged

in manufacturing or other industrial activities in Latin America.

American exporters who have separate manufacturing operations in

Latin America have been able to take advantage of this tax preference

to increase the profits on their export operations. V4

32 Revenue Act of 1921, 12 Stat. 227, ch. 136, Section 262.
33/ Revenue Act of 1942, 56 Stat. 798, ch. 619, Section 141.
3-/ Surrey, Current Issues in the Taxation of Corporate Investment,

St ;olumn L. Rev. 815, 832 (1956).
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(2) Relief from Subpart F. (See discussion p. ,
supra.)

Section 954(b)(1) of the Code permits a controlled foreign cor-

poration to exclude income dividends and interest from Subpart F to

the extent that the corporations increase their WDC investments.

This exception permits LDC corporations to transfer profits among

themselves without U.S. tax liability.

(3) Relief from Section 1248.

Section 1248 prohibits capital gains treatment for income derived

from the sale or exchange of controlled foreign corporations. For an

LDC corporation in which the seller has owned the stock. for a period

of ten years prior to its sale, Section 1248 does not apply,. The

idea behind this exemption is to encourage the retention of earning

and. profits of an LDC corporation within the host country and so bene-

fit that country's economy.

(4) Relief from the Interest Equalization Tax..

The Interest Equalization Tax is designed to discourage U.S.

investment in securities and debt obligations of foreign corporations.

Where stock or debt obligations are issued by corporations within an

LDC pursuant to an acquisition required by the host country govern-

ment, the Interest Equalization Tax does not apply to such stock

or obliptions in the hands of U.S. taxpayers. This exception

20 Int. Rev. Code of 1954, section 1248(d)(3).
1/ Int. Rev. Code of 1954, Section 4916.
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Taxation of U.S. citizens' income
earned overseas

Section 911 of the IReC provides an annual exclusion from U.S.

taxation of up to $20,000 for income earned outside the United States

by U.S. employees who are physically present in a foreign country

seventeen out of eighteen months. A U.S. citizen who is a bona fide

resident of a foreign country may qualify for an annual exception of

up to $25,000. These exclusions permit qualifying American citizens

to live abroad and to escape double taxation by paying all of their

taxes in the host country.

Taxation of foreigners

In general, the United States taxes income of nonresident alien

individuals and foreign corporations only as that income is earned

from sources within the United States. What constitutes a "source

within the United States" has traditionally posed problems when cer-

tain transactions are examined. In cases of sales of property, the

courts have employed a "passage of title test" to determine in which

country the sale took place. If title to goods passes within the

United States, all income from that sale is treated as having its

source within the United States.

Before 1966, income from nonresident foreigners or foreign cor-

porations was taxed at regular rates or at a flat 30 percent rate.

This latter flat rate concerned foreigners or foreign corporations not

engaged in a trade or business within the United States. The foreign
W/ Dailey, The Concept of the Source of Income, 15 Tax L. Rev. 415,447 (196o), . ..
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Investors Tax Act of 1966 L6/ changed the situation. The Act applied

normal rates of taxation only to income of foreigners and foreign cor-

porations which are "effectively connected with the conduct of a trade

or business within the United States." 21" The flat rate remains

applicable to other United States source income not related to the

conduct of a trade or business. The 1966 Act was designed to prevent

.2la. use of the United States as a tax haven by persons from foreign

countries which do not maintain a policy of taxing world-wide nrome.3

Now the United States can tax income of foreigners and foreign cor-

porations derived from sources outside the United States as long as

that income meets the criteria of the "effectively connected" concept.

Section 864 of the IRC provides the guidelines for income con-

sidered to be "effectively connected" and therefore taxable at normal

rates. This income generally must be earned by a foreigner or foreign

corporation having an office or fixed place of business within the

United States which office is a material factor in the production of

income. Specified categories of income such as rents, royalties,

dividends, and sales of personal property to be taxed at normal rates

are enumerated in Section 864.

LI Pub. L. No. 89-09, 80 Stat. 1539.
Int. Rev. Code of 1954, Sections 871(b)(1) and 882(a)(1).

3•/ H.R. Rep. No. 1450, 89th Cong,, 2d Sess. 18 (1966).
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Domestic International Sales Corporation

After failure to be enacted in the 91st Congress, Domestic

International Sales Corporation (DISC) has finally won Congressional

approval and is nov embodied in Sections 991-996 of the Internal

Revenue Code. The general policy underlying the enactment of DISC

is one of promoting U.S. exports by'granting tax deferral to qualifying

U.S. corporations engaged in exporting.

An exporting company which qualifies as a DISC is not subject to

U.S. taxation on its earnings and profits. Taxation occurs only as

these profits are distributed to shareholders in the form of dividends.

The shareholders are then taxed on their dividends at ordinary income

rates.

If a corporation wishes to qualify as a DISC, 95 percent of its

gross receipts must consist of sales of export property--property

manufactured, produced, grown, or extracted within the United States.

In addition, 95 percent of the assets of a DISC must be qualified

export assets. These assets may consist of export property, export

facilities, export receivables, necessary working capital, stock or

securities of related foreign export trade corporations, deposits in

the United States, obligations representing loans to a domestic pro-

ducer to finance export related assets, and other assets related to

exports.

/Int. Rev. Code of 1951f Section 992(a)(1)(8).
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.A parent manufacturing corporation having a DISC subsidiary can

borrow from the subsidiary without the loan being considered a dividend

distribution. These loans are subject to limitations set out in Sec-

tion 993(d)(1).

Inter-company pricing rules are designed to prevent excessive

shifting of income to a DISC from a related manufacturing operation.

If a related person sells export property to a DISC, the selling price

is considered to be the greater of the following:'

(1) Four percent of the qualified export receipts derived
from the resale of the property by the DISC, plus 10
percent of the "export promotion expenses" of the DISC
allocable to the receipts.

(2) Fifty percent of the combined taxable income derived
by both the seller and the DISC from the sale and re-
sale of the property which is attributable to the quali-
fied export receipts, plus 10 percent of the export
promotion expenses of the DISC allocable to the
receipts. ý30

If the DISC income remains within these limits, the manufacturing

parent can escape the costly income reallocation provisions of Sec-

tion 1482.

A typical DISC ;therefore is a subsidiary of a parent manufactur-

ing corporation, vhich may also be an MNC operating plants abroad.

The parent is able to make use of the deferral income since loans

from DISC to parent are permitted. DISC shareholders are taxed on

the basis of actual or constructive dividend distributions received.

O mInt. Rev. Code of 1954, Section 994(a)(1).
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Constructive distributions are generally limited to earnings and

profits in one taxable year except for other distributions which may

arise out of failure to qualify as a DISC. A DISC shareholder who

receives an actual or constructive distribution is entitled to claim

the foreign tax credit for taxes paid by the DISC to foreign coun-

tries. !j/

Although it is as yet too early to assess the impact of the DISC

on U.S. exports, the balance of payments, and MNC operations abroad,

it is intended that, by permitting U.S. taxpayers to defer taxes on

their export operations, exports will in fact be stimulated and the

balance-of-payments situation alleviated.

Tax treaties

Foreign direct investment subjects the corporate entity to tax-

ation in the'parent (home) country, and also in the host income (source)

country. Without some form of relief, this potential double taxation

can prove a barrier to foreign investment. Therefore, many of the

developed countries such as the United States provide relief from

double taxation in the form of credits against domestic taxes for

foreign taxes paid. While the national te.x credit mechanisms do pro-

vide much necessary relief, they may not be adequate to deal with some

of the additional problems created by the multinational corporation.

Tax treaties can effectively aid in the regulation and control over

MNC development by concentrating on both elimination of double tax-

ation and on other investment roblem areas.
ý/ CCH Standard Federal Tax Reporter, Vol. 5, par. 4399E (1972).
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Double taxation issues involving the MNC concern what is known as

"overlap" and "underlap". W In the "overlap" situation, the MNC is

taxed on the same income by more than one Jurisdiction and the total

tax burden is accordingly greater than if the income had been earned

in a single country. "Underlap" occurs when an MNC organizes its

operations in an effort to avoid taxation by any jurisdiction. This

may be accomplished by the use of tax haven countries as corporate

bases and intear-company profit shifting.

Additional problems are posed with the differing concepts of tax

jurisdiction among national states. The developed, capital-exporting

nations such as the United States, Great Britain, and Germany generally

employ a "personal link" system in which a resident individual or

corporate taxpayer is taxed on his world-wide income. Many capital-

importing countries employ "territorial" systems under which

different types of income such as dividends, wages, and services are

taxed under different rules and at different rates. This type of

system is in use in many Latin American countries, Italy, and other

Mediterranean countries.

Tax treaties have as theil general objective the removal of tax

barriers to the international flow of capital, the movement of people,

and to the dissemination of technical knowledge. The first step

ýg/ Goldbert and Kindleberger, Toward a GATT for Investment, 2 Law &
Pol. Int'l Bus. 295, 298. (1970).
ý/ Hadari, Tax Treaties and Their Role in the Financial Planning of

the Multinational Enterprise, 20 Am. Jour. of Comp. L. iii, 115 (1972).
:t!•/ Id. at 119.
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toward the accomplis1pent of this objective is the avoidance of double

taxation. It has been noted that, "This is a minimum objective;

without relief from double taxation in this way, no treaty can be

really worthwhile". ! In addition, tax treaties could attempt to

Inject certainty into tax planning for international investment so

that differing tax systems will treat similar classes of investors

equally. Tax treaties can also reduce the "tax annoyance" factor

created by the burden of paying taxes and receiving credit for those

payments in other jurisdictions.

A model for international tax treaties exists in the form of the

O.E.C.D. Draft which was written in 1963. ýI This O.E.C.D. model

revolves around the concept of "permanent establishment" of a business

for taxation purposes. All income which is derived by the foreign

enterprise through its operations abroad is taxed by the host country.

All other income is taxed by the home country. The definition of

what constitutes a "permanent establishment" becomes critically

important, as the narrower the definition, the greater the opportunity

for the home country to tax.

A general definition of "permanent establishment" is supplied in

the O.E.C.D. draft. This definition emphasizes such concepts as

"situs" and "fixed place of business" and contains a partial list of

the types of business enterprises to be included. Section 6 of the

draft notes that the mere .existenCe Of -A substdivz'y corporation does

amith, The Pundt-Jnoh TaXT~eaties, 12 Nat 1 Tax 3. 317 (1959).
i Id. at 321.23.

O.E.C.D. FiscaliComittee Draft Double Taxation Convention on
Incme and Capital, Q.E.C.D. document C(63) 87 of 1963.
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not by itself constitute a "permanent establishment". The O.E.C.D.

definition of "permanent establishment" has been adopted by most

recent tax treaties.

The O.E.C.D. draft provides for taxation of industrial and

commercial profits only to the extent that they are attributable to

a permanent establishment in the host country. Treaty provisions which

allocate business income must provide for the following: (1) Definition

of permanent establishment, (2) a definition of business profits,

(3) allocation of the business profits to a permanent establishment,

and (4) a determination of the amount of taxable profits (the "arm's

length" concept is normally employed--treating a subsidiary as a

wholly independent entity). !L2/

The O.E.C.D. draft provides for relief from double taxation by

two methods: exemption and foreign tax credit. Where A corporation

which has its residence in one country derives income from another

country, and both countries impose tax on that income, the home or

residence country grants relief through the tax credit or through

wholly exempting the income from taxation.

The United States currently has in effect some twenty-three tax

treaties with various nations. (See attached list following p.895 )

Section 894 of the Internal Revenue Code permits the exclusion from

gross income and exemption from tax of any income subject to exemption

•8/ Slowinski, Haderlein, Meyer: Iftelfdtional Tax Treaties, 5 Va.
J. Int'l L. 133, 146 (1965).

4_2/ Hadari, supra, Note 43 at 131-32.
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on a reduced rate of tax by any of the tax treaties to which the

United States is a party. Income of any kind, to the extent required

by any treaty obligation of the United States, is not included in

gross income and is exempt from income tax.

The Foreign Investors Tax Act of 1966, discussed supra, restruc-

tured the taxing provisions governing nonresident alien individuals

and foreign corporations. The Act added paragraph (b) to Section 894

to grant treaty benefits of tax reductions and exemptions to non-

resident aliens and foreign corporations that are residents of treaty

countries on certain types of income which are not "effectively

connected" with permanent establishments in the United States eVen

though the treaty in force would deny the benefits because of the U.S.

permanent establishment. Any benefit conferred by any provision of

the 1966 Act is not to be considered contrary to any treaty obligation.

Thus, even though a nonresident alien or foreign corporation has a

permanent establishment in the United States, income which is not

effectively connected with this business is to be taxed at the

applicable treaty rate rather than at the regular individual or

corporate rate.

Tax treaties generally attempt to achieve the twin goals of

neutrality of tax treatment and tax equity. Neutrality assumes that

investment policies are deter'jined without considering tax

22/CCH Standasrd Federal Tax Reporter, Vol. 5, fH4206 (1971).
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consequences, while tax equity seeks equal taxation of taxpayers

who are in similar situations within the same jurisdiction. A

principal area of disagreement which has yet to be resolved is

whether tax equality should apply to investors in the home or in the

host country, and whether multinational investors should be treated

as a separate group. 51/

Currently, the MNC must consider tax factors in determining the

rost favorable countries for investment, in shifting profits from

subsidiaries to parents, and in decisions to liquidate portions of

its operations. The MNC must also attempt to allocate its resources

in the manner most probably calculated to reduce the onerous burden

of double taxation.

Tax treaties permit the MNC to develop investment decisions and

long range planning independent of considerations of tax avoidance. If

the MNC is assured of uniform and equal taxation, it can then base

corporate investments solely on market and estimated profit margin

factors.

An effective tax treaty assuring tax neutrality and tax equity

would need to contain provisions covering the following areas: 1/

1) A determination of the categories of income to
which the treaty applies;

2) Common rules of accounting relating to the
calculation of incne, since relief from
double t~x~tion is not me~ningful if the
M~plic~ble baae q rnot the 04me

11J See Krause and Dam, Pederitl Tax Treatueit of F7eriA% Incdsne
(Washington,.D.C.: The Brookings Institution), (19614) 1#4456.

2/ HAdari, Supra, note 43 at i20,
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3) Determination of the taxes to which the
treaty applies;

4) Common irles determining the source of
income, in order to allow a consistent
treatment of income which is subject
either to exemption in the source country
or to tax credit in the home country;

5) Common rules for allocating income, so as
to enable countries to determine what portion
of income is attributable to each when the
source rules by themselves would not be
sufficient, especially regarding the reallo-
cation of transactions between related
enterprises in order to achieve arm's length
treatment;

6) Exact definitions of all technical terms used
in the treaty, e.g., "resident corporation",
"business income", "interest", and "royalties".

Aside from the elimination of double taxation, tax treaties

adjust withholding rates in the host country to reduce burdensome tax

accounting procedures. They also provide a useful means of discussion

and consultation among national tax authorities in their common search

to prevent international friction. The tax treaty approach provides a

more efficient and comprehensive approach to the taxation of the MNC

than do the tax laws enacted by individual national states.
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Table 1.-- A list of tax treaties in effect between the United States
and other countries.

Australia.--Effective January 1, 1953
T.D. 61o8, 1954-2 CB 614--Withholding

Austria.--Effective January 1, 1957
T.D. 6322, 1958-2 CB 1038--Withholding

Belgium.--Effective January 1, 1953. Protocol effective August 29, 1966
T.D. 6056, 1954-1 CB 132--Withholding
T.D. 6160, 1956-1 CB 815
T.D. 6438, 1960-1 CB 739--Withholding; extension of treaty
provisions to Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi
T.D. 6469, 1960-1 CB 752

Canada.-- Effective January 1, 1941. Supplemental treaties effective
January 1, 1951, January 1, 1957 and December 20, 1967
T.D. 5206, 1943 CB 526
T.D. 6047, 1953-2 CB 59--Withholding
T.D. 6576, 1961-2 CB 289

Denmark.--Effective January 1, 1948
T.D. 5692, 1949-1 CB3 104--Withholding
T.D. 5777, 1950-1 CB 76

Finland.--Effective February 28, 1971
T.D. 6030, 1953-2 CB 185-- Withholding
T.D. 6202, 1956-2 CB 1067

France.---Effective January 1, 1945. Supplemental protocol and conven-
tion effective January 1, 1950. Supplemental convention
effective June 13, 1957. New treaty effective as to with-
holding August 11, 1968. All other provisions effective
January 1, 1967
T.D. 5499, 1946-1 CB 134
T.D. 6273, ].957-0 CB 1020--Withholding
T.D. 6986, 1969-1 CB 66-- Withholding

G y.--Effective January 1, 1954. Protocol effective January 1, 1965.
T.D. 6122, 1955-1 CB 641-- Withholding

Greece.---Effective January 1, 1953
T.D. 6109, 1954-2 CB 638--WithholdIng

Honduras.--Effective January 1, 1957 (terminated)
T).D 6264, 1957-2 CB 104 0--Withholding

Ireland.--Effective January 1, 1951
T.D. 5897, 1952-1 CB 89--Withholding

Italy.----Effective January 1, 1956
T.D. 6215, 1956-2 CB 1105--Withholding

Japa_.----Effective January 1, 1955. Protocols effective January 1, 196&,
and January 1, 1966
T.D. 6130, 3955-1 CB 665--Withholding

Luxembourg.--Effective January 1, 1964
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Table l.-- A list of tax treaties in effect between the United SU:.t:
and other countries (cont.)

Netherlands.--Effective January 1, 1947. Supplemental treaty (Nether-
lands Antilles) effective January 1, 1955 and protocol
effective January 1, 1965. Protocol effective July 8, I
T.D. 5690, 1949-1 CB 92--Withholding
T.D. 5778, 1950-1 CB 92
T.D. (•-13, 1955-2 CB '(77--Withholding (Neth~erlands Antille,.)

New 'Leaand. -- ,ff'elve january 1, 1951
T.D. t'ý,57, 15- CB .) 38- -Witthold ing

Norw.My.---Effcctive January 1, 1951
T.D. 6'48), 1960-2 CB 630--Withholding
T.D. 6150, 1955-2 CB 7')3

Pakistan.--Effective January 1, 1959
T.D. 64+31, 1960-1 CB 75o

Sweden.-- Effective January 1, 1940. Supplementary convention
effective January 1, 1N65
T.D. 4975, 1940-2 CB 4;3

Switzerland.--Effective January 1, 1951
T.D. 5867, 1951-2 CB 75--Withholding
T.D. 6149, 1955-2 CB 814

Trinidad and Tobago.--Effective January 1, 1.970
Union of South Africa.--Effectifc July 1, 1946. r-Protocol effective

July 1, 1948. 1954-2 CB 651, 655
United Kingdom.--Effective January 1, 1945. Supplemental protocol

effective January 19, 1955. Supplemental royalty protocol
effective January 1, 1956. Protocol effective January 1i, 1-)U6.
T.D. 5532, 1946-2 CB 73
T.D. 5580, 1947-2 CB 88 Withholding
T.D. 6898, lg96-2 CB 567
T.D. 6437, 1960-1 CB 767
T.D. 5569, 1947-2 CB 100

89-02 , 0 - 73 - 60
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Table 2.-- Rates of U.S. tax to be withheld at the source for nonresident aliens and foreign corporations
according to existing income tax conventions

Country

Australia-----
Austria------------

Belgium I~j--------:

Canada------------

Denmrk ------------- :
Finland-------------
France--------------
Germur, Federal

Republic of -------

Greece------------
Ireland-------------

Italy ---------------
Japan-------------

Luxembourg 1V .----
Netherlands--------

Netherlands Antilles:

New Zealand ---------
Norwva---------
Pakistan------------

Dividends

15% VV

Copyright
Interest royal-

i ties

NE

15%9/
15%•9/g/ 15% 9/

15% 21§J E ?J15 _5-6 E 2

E
E 2

1 2 110/
Eý e12

E
E 2/

E ff.2/19/

Indus-
trial

royalties

Real estate
rentals and

natural
resource
royalties

HE

15%.9/

5% 2_/
E

BE Y

15%,g/9±

NE V

IE V 2& E 2/2:/

NE
15% 2

5

15%1
5 2

10.V/2J

_JfJ

15 5_/

159'5%6/

EE15%2 51-w

E 2/ 14/~

]ME

E V
E2

E -/12~/ E/

R Ei/E2/15
NE E

E2/

Eg/

NEM

B •/2
NE

RE

Applicable Treasury
Decisions or

Revenue Procedures

61o8,CB 1954-2, 614
6322,CB 1958-2, 1038

6o56, CB 1954-1,
6438, CB 1960-1,
604TCB 1953-2,
6576,,cB 1961-2,
5692,CB 1949-1,
6030,CB 1953-2,
6986,CBE1969-1,

132 L/
739
59 .18
289
104
185
365

6122,CB 1955-1, 641•i /
Rev. Proc. 67-24,
CB 1967-1, 625
61o9,CB 1954-2, 638
5897,CB 1952-1, 89

6215,CB 1956-2, 1105
6130,CB 1955-1, 665 1_/

None issued
5690,*CB 1949-1,- 92 MY/

6153,CB 1955-2, 777 18/
Rev. Proc. 66-4.O, CB
1966-2, 1245
5957,CB 1953-1, 238
6489,CB 1960-2, 630
6431,CB 1960-1, T55

:1

E .2/19/

Y ME 4E 2
2
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Table 2.-- Rates of U.S. tax to be withheld at the source for nonresident aliens and foreign corporations
according to existing income tax conventions (cont.).

Real estate
rentals and

Copyright Indus- natural Applicable Treasury
Interest royal- trial resource Decisions or

Country Dividends l/ ties royalties royalties Revenue Procedures
SO. Africa, Rep.of-: NE RE NE NE NE / None issued
Sweden ------------- : 15%25%6--/ E / E E NE 4975, CB 1940-2, 43 L8/
Switzerland ---------: -l5_/5%_/ 5% 9/ E g/ EE 2 NE _/ 5867, CB 1951-2, 75
Trinidad & Tobago--: NE NE E 155 2 NE None issued
United Kingdom, U/-: 15% .1/ E §/ 12/ E 2/1g/L/ E /2/ 14~ 15% ~/// 5532., CB 1946-2, 73

6898, CB 1966-2, 567
6437. CB 1960-1, 767

Definitions: E--exempt; NE--not exempt, tax to be withheld at the statutory rate prescribed by sections
14•1 and l of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. References:l_/ Except interest on tax-free covenant
bonds issued before January 1, 1934, as to which the obligor has assumed liability for tax greater than
2% of such interest. ./The exemption or reduction in rate does not apply if the recipient is engaged in
trade or business within the United States through a permanent establishment located in the United States.
If the income is not effectively connected with the conduct of a trade or business in the United States by
the recipient, the recipient is considered not to have a permament establishment in the United States under
the provision of section 894(b), IRC, 1954. ./ Motion picture and television royalties are excluded from
the exemption. ý/The recipient may elect to be subject to a tax on a net basis by filing Form 1040NR (non-
resident alien) or Form 1120F (foreign corporation). The same election may also be made under sections
871(d) or 882(d), IRC, in the absence of a treaty provision.5/The exemption or reduction in rate applies
only if the recipient is subject to tax on this income in the State of residence. In the case of Canada,
this requirement applies to intercorporate dividends only. 6g The reduced rate applies to dividends paid
by a qualified U.S. subsidiary to a qualified foreign parent corporation having the required percentage of
stock ownership. Y/ The exemption does not apply to mortgage interest. §/ The interest exempted shall not
exceed fair and reasonable consideration on indebtedness. 2/ The royalties exempt shall not exceed fair and
reasonable compensation for the right of use. _0/Applicable to motion picture and television royalties only.
l_/The Belgian Treaty applies to the following former Belgian overseas territories that have become inde-
pendent countries: Democratic Republic of the Congo (Kinshasa), Republic of Pwanda, and publiclc of Burandi.
I/ Under the treaty, the exemption or reduction in rate does not apply if the recipient has a permanent
establishment in the United States and the property giving rise to the income is effectively connected with
that permanent establishment. Notwithstanding the treaty, if the income is not effectively connected with
the conduct of a trade or business in the United States by the recipient, such recipient will be considered
not to have a permanent establishment in the United States. See section 894(b), IRC 1954. II/Dividends
paid by a German subsidiary to a U.S. parent corporation are taxed at a 25% rate in Germany if the parent
reinvests in the German subsidiary and the amount reinvested exceeds 7.5% of the dividends received by the



Table 2. -- Rates of U.S. tax to be withheld at the source for noarnesi&dnt •!f_ anJ foreign. o
according to existing income tax conventions (cont.).

Notes (continued):

U.S. parent in the same year, the Ireceding year, or the following year. This provision does not apply
to dividends paid by U.S. corporations. 14/ The exemption does not apply to interest paid to a controlled
corporation or, in some cases, to a related corporation notwithstanding that the amount paid represents
fair and reasonable consideration. The United Kingdom Treaty applies this rule to royalties. J/ The
exemption applies to motion picture and television film rentals only. 16/ The exemption or reduced rates
applicable to U.S. source dividends, interest, industrial, and literary royalties do not apply when these
items are paid to a Netherlands-Antilles investment or holding company entitled to special tax benefits
under Netherlands-Antilles law and owned by persons or corporations not resident in the Netherlands.
17/ The United Kingdom Treaty applies to the following United Kingdom territories:' Antigua, British
Honduras, Dominica, Filkland Islands, Grenada, Montserr~at, St. Vincent, St. Christopher, Southern
Rhodesia, South Yemen, Seychelles, and Virgin Islands, Nevis, Anguilla, and St. Lucia. It also includes
the following independent countries: Barbados, Gambia, Jamaica, ?..awi, Nigeria, Zambia, and Sierra Leone.
18/ Existing regulations have not been amended to reflect changes that have occurred because of modifi-
cations, etc. to the tax convention. i0/ Exemption from or reduction in rate of tax not applicable in
the case of income of holding companies entitled to special tax benefits under the laws of Luxembourg.
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Conclusions

Varying opinions exist as to the effect of tax factors on inter-

national investment. Some experts in the taxation area feel that

although tax considerations are always relevant, they are seldom

dominant. It has been noted that-.-

differences in taxation are frequently negligible
from a pecuniary standpoint, though the prospect
of having to meet the reporting requirements of
two or more national tax jurisdictions may deter
foreign investment by small businesses. Invest-
ment climates and exchange controls generally are
more important than tax differences in investment
decisions. L/

Whatever the effect of tax considerations in investment policy, it is

certain that tax considerations constitute at least one important

factor in any corporate decision to allocate resources so as to

achieve the highest possible return on capital.

Differing Viewpoints on Current U.S. Tax Policy

Although theorectically taxation exists to create revenue for the

state, in practice U.S. tax policy has historically attempted to

achieve other, non-revenue objectives. Less Developed Country and

Western Hemisphere Trade corporation provisions are examples of a

congressional desire to encourage or discourage certain activities or

investment in certain geographic areas. Similarly, the DISC has for

23 Smith, supra note at 1I46. Professor Smith points out that in
both the U.S. and in France, leading industrialists have stated that
they make international investment decisions on the basis of before-
tax income. This position is justified because if the investment
climate in a country is good enough to justify investment, it'is
probable that the tax burden in it, whatever form it takes, will not
be far out of line with that in other countries.
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its underlying purpose increasing U.S. exports and easing the United

States' balance of payments problems. Current U.S. tax policy in the

area of foreign direct investment does not appear to satisfy either

those who favor increased support for foreign investment or those who

oppose it.

Views of Present Law from the Point of View

Favoring Foreign Investment 1/

1. Proponents of more favorable treatment for foreign invest-

ment feel that the foreign tax credit should be more

generous. Foreign tax credits should be extended to sales

and other excise taxes which make up a much larger percent-

age of the total tax burden in Europe than in the United

States.

2. Differences between American and foreign concepts of in-

come result in higher effective tax burdens on foreign

source income than on domestic income. Present treaty

provisions are not adequate to solve this problem.

3. Section 1248 violates the principle of tax neutrality

though imposing a heavier tax on gain from the sale of

foreign stock than from the sale of domestic stock.

54/ The t'ollowtng critiques excerpted from Tax Legislation and Regu-
lations Affecting Foreign Trade and Investment, 8 Houston L.R. 098, at
pr. 503-05. (1971), by Louis Kauder, Office of Tax Legislative Counsel.
U.S. Treasury Dept.
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4. The complexity of the foreign tax provisions generates

excessive administrative costs and a waste of executive

talent. This is especially burdensome for small and

medium-sized companies.

5. The United States practice of taxing foreign income on

the basis of place of incorporation differs from the

more liberal practice in other countries of exempting

foreign source income from taxation. Exemption would

be one way to avoid the arbitrary distinction between

branches and subsidiaries. It would also permit easier

expansion abroad from retained earnings.

6. The LDC exceptions to Subpart F are ineffective as they

do not encourage the reinvestment in less developed

countries of income generated by activities in developed

countries.

T. Western Hemisphere Trade Corporation provisions do not

constitute a meaningful incentive for manufacturing

firms. They are useful only to selling and mining

subsidiaries.

8. So long as deferral exists, it is inconsistent to treat

portfolio investments differently from other direct

investments for which a credit is allowed,
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Views of Present taw from the Point of View
Advocating Less Favorable Treatment for
Foreign Investment

1. Some economists argue that the least Justifiable aspect of

United States taxation of foreign income is the exemption

from taxation of foreign subsidiaries, as entities separate

from their United States parents. They contend that deferral

of taxation until repatriation of earnings violates the con-

cept of neutrality because it allows expansion of foreign

operations through reinvestment of untaxed earnings not

allowed to domestic operations. The separate entity

approach with respect to domestic subsidiaries is not

analogous to the separate entity approach with respect to

foreign subsidiaries. In the domestic case, the entity

remains subject to United States taxation, while in the

foreign case separateness removes the subsidiary from our

jurisdiction.

2. If balance of payments and national efficiency rather than

world efficiency were the predominant criteria, the foreign

tax credit would be replaced by a deduction for foreign

taxes. The deduction then would become simply tnQtber cost

of doing business abroad.
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3. The limited restrictions placed on deferral by the

Revenue Act of 1962 have not sufficiently forestalled the

outflow of capital abroad. Other techniques, including

termination of deferral, should be considered. To the

extent that deferral is an inducement to foreign invest-

ment, its termination might contemporaneously Justify a

loosening of other foreign direct investment limitations.

Possible Alternatives to the Present Approach

A. Recommendations of the President's Task Force.--In September

of 1970, the President's Task Force on Business made several

recommendations in the field of taxation of foreign source income. One

of these proposals (the DISC) has already been adopted, and, in

addition, the following proposals have been made:

1. Revision of Subpart F.--Subpart F was enacted as a revenue

measure and as a means of preventing tax avoidance. Unfortunately, it

has been observed that Subpart F has not generated any significant

revenue and that its complex provisions have produced a fruitless

expenditure of business and accounting time. 2.2 Accordingly, the

Task Force recommended eliminating the complexities of Subpart F, and

substituting an accumulated earnings tax in its place.

2. Amendment of Section 482.--Section 482 has been widely criti-

cized as being overly complex and unduly burdensome or, the taxpayer.

Uf Choate,' Hurok, Klein, supra, note 2, at 509.
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The present Section 482 regulations require long and expensive govern-

ment examination of corporate accounts.

The Task Force recommends that the current Section 482 regulations

be abandoned and that the burden of proof to demonstrate tax avoidance

be placed on the Internal Revenue Commissioner. These proposals are

rimed at easing the burden on the taxpayer and at eliminating costly

..tion 482 audits except in those situations where the Commissioner

feels a strong case for tax avoidance can be established.

B. Additional recommendations.--Other recommendations include

currently proposed legislation (S. 2592) which would eliminate deferral

of taxation in the case of domestically controlled foreign corporations,

and would substitute tax deductions for the foreign tax credit.

1. Elimination of deferral.--Presently, except for "Subpart F

income", profits of controlled foreign subsidiaries are taxed only as

those profits are repatriated. If this situation were changed so that

all profits of controlled foreign corporations were currently taxed,

several results could follow. First, increased repatriation of profits

could result as the incentive to retain profits overseas would no

longer exist. Secondly, U.S. corporations could reduce their owner-

ship of foreign corporate subsidiaries so as to avoid classification

as a "controlled" foreign corporation. Thirdly, foreign direct invest-

inent could find new outlets In the form of joint ventures with foreign

enterprises.

2. Repeal of the foreign tax credit.--The foreign tax credit

would be replaced by tax deductions for foreign taxes paid in the same
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manner in which state and local taxes are deductible toward federal

taxes. The deduction which would replace the credit would be only

another cost of doing business abroad which cost would have to-be made

up by other possible efficiencies in the foreign operation. 26/ A

legislative proposal has suggested that repeal of the foreign tax

credit might further the objective of national efficiency by increasing

investment in the domestic economy. Such a result would obtain in

those cases in which foreign and domestic investment substitute for

each other; when the two types are complementary, both domestic and

foreign investment might be reduced.

The effects of a repeal of the foreign tax credit vary, depending

upon whether the repeal is coupled with an elimination of deferral of

unrepatriated profits. If the tax credit were repealed but deferral

of unrepatriated profits continued, any profits which were repatriated

would be taxed at a higher rate than at present, as the foreign taxes

paid would no longer be allowed as a credit to offset domestic taxes.

It is likely that this situation would encourage the retention of all

profits abroad. Dividend repatriations would be discouraged, and the

U.S. balance of payments would suffer.

If repeal of the tax credit occurred along with elimination of

deferral, then the U.S. tax burden on foreign direct investment would

increase. The elimination of deferral would destroy any incentive to

retain earnings abroad, and the repeal of the foreign tax credit

would expose repatriated profits to double taxation.

Lf Kauder, supra, note 54 at 507.
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Firms which pay foreign taxes nearly equal to U.S. taxes will be

most severely penalized by tax credit repeal--i.e., those companies

for which tax considerations played little or no part in the original

decision to invest abroad. Firms which pay foreign taxes in excess of

U.S. tax rates may be benefitted by repeal of the tax credit, as the

excess tax credits which they generate (and which are presently

wasted) will be allowed as deductions. It hes been noted that the

present system results in an overall excess foreign tax credit and

that generally the only countries in which the effective tax rate is

lower than that in the United States are some of the less developed

countries.

Any revision of current U.S. tax treatment of foreign source

income should be directed toward simplification. Simplification would

make tax rules more readily comprehensible to the business community

and would inject increased efficiency and reduced costs into govern-

ment enforcement. It has been suggested that,

at a time when the costs of labor within the United
States are at an all time high, simplification of
enforcement should be one of the chief goals. * * *
* * in addition to Section 482, Subpart F, the
foriegn tax credit rules, the interest equalization
tax, if it is to be continued, and the Foreign
Investors Tax Act of 1966 with its concept of effec-
tively connected income, could aJl be greatly simpli-
fied with no loss of revenue. 5_o/

57/ Kauder, supra, note 56.
j_/ Choate, Hurok, Klein, supra, note 2 at 522.
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Jurisdiction of International Tribunals
in Foreign Investment Controversies

This section deals with the jurisdiction of international judicial

and quasi-judicial organizations in the settlement of disputes involv-

ing foreign investment. The following discussion attempts to highlight

the usefulness of the International Court of Justice (I.C.J.) of the

United Nations and its predecessor, the Permanent Court of International

Justice (P.C.I.J.), in resolving problems created by multinational

corporate investment.

In 1921, the League of Nations adopted a statute creating the

Permanent Court of International Justice to replace various ad hoc

tribunals which had formerly existed. Although the United States was

not a member of the League, several U.S. citizens were judges of the

P.C.I.J. Between 1922 and 1939, the P.C.I.J. handled 66 cases of

which 12 were eventually settled. After a dormant period during

the Second World War, the P.C.I.J. was dissolved with the emergence of

the United Nations.

The United Nations Charter provided for a permanent international

tribunal--the International Court of Justice. Articles 2 and 3 of the

I.C.J. f•tatute provide that judges are nominated from among the

member U.N. States and their election must be confined by an absolute

majority of both the General Assembly and the Security Council.

1/ Steiner and Vagts, Transnational Legal Problems, at 146. (1968')
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The I.C.J. is concerned with two types of functions: advisory

proceedings under which the Court gives advice to member states, and

contentious proceedings which are in the nature of adversary litiga-

tion. V It is this latter role which is of primary significance in

the settlement of international disputes.

The I.C.J. Statute recognizes international legal principles in

determining the boundaries of its Jurisdictional reach. Article 34 of

the Statute provides that only nations may be parties to litigation

before the I.C.J. Article 36 of the Statute provides that the I.C.J.

can take Jurisdiction of a dispute only where the adversary states con-

sent to such exercise of Jurisdiction. This idea of consent as the

only legitimate basis of Jurisdiction is well-founded in international

law. A statment of the P.C.I.J. of 1923 expresses the concept as:

This rule, moreover, only accepts and applies a prin-
ciple which is a fundamental principle of inter-
national law, namely, the principle of the independence
of States. It is well established in international
law that no State can, without its consent, be com-
pelled to submit its disputes with other states either
to mediation or to arbitration, or to any other kind
of pacific settlement. Such consent can be given once
and for all in the form of an obligation freely under-
taken, but it can, on the contrary, also be given in
a special case apart from any existing obligation. V

Under Article 36 of the I.C.J. Statute, several methods are provi-

ded for a State's consent to submission of its international disputes

2/Id. at p. 147.
_/ Status of Eastern Carelia, P.C.I.J., Ser. B, No. S (1923), at p.

27.
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to the I.C.J. First, the States involved in a dispute can refer the

dispute to the Court by a special reference of the parties, much like

referral to an arbitrator. Secondly, States may engage in bilateral

treaties, pursuant to which they agree to submit their mutual disputes

to I.C.J. jurisdiction. A State may also unilaterally submit a claim

to the I.C.J. upon filing an agreement of submission with the Secre-

tary General of the U.N. Multilateral treaties and conventions may

contain provisions which specify that problems arising under them will

be submitted to the compulsory Jurisdiction of the I.C.J.

Although in theory declarations by individual States expressing

their consent to be bound by I.C.J. decisions would seem to provide

for broad I.C.J. jurisdiction, the facts have proved otherwise. States

have had a habit of attaching qualifying clauses to their declarations

of consent. These clauses have generally had the effect of reducing

the scope of T.C.J. jurisdiction through such means as tailoring one

State's acceptance of compulsory jurisdiction to the declaration of an

adversary State which is willing to accept the same restrictions.

Other restrictions are temporal in nature such as the United States'

restriction that it accepts compulsory jurisdiction over disputes

arising only after August 26, 1946. V

International Tribunals are characterized as bodies of limited or

specialized power due to the fact that their jurisdiction is limited

in accordance with the terms of the agreements of parties before them.

In 1902, the French-Venezuelan Claims Commission expressly stated its

_/ See Switzerland v. United States, I.C.J. Rep. 6, (1959), at p. 23.
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limitations in the case of the French Company of Venezuelan Railroads:

The limits of this honorable commission are found
and only found in the instrument which created it, the
Protocol of Feb. 19, 1902. An arbitral tribunal is one
of large and exclusive powers within its prescribed
limits, but it is as impotent as a morning mist when it
is outside these limits. V/

Jurisdictional challenges directed toward international tribunals

prior to any decision on the merits have forced the tribunals to

render decisions regarding Jurisdictional scope before being able to

proceed with the matter before them. It is universally recognized

'hat fn internationally organized judicial body does have the power to

interpret its own jurisdiction. The I.C.J. succinctly expressed this

view in Its 1953 decision in the Nottebohm case:

Since the Alabama case it has been generally
recogrdLed, following the earlier precedents, that
in the absence of any agreement to the contrary, an
International tribunal has the right to decide as to
its own jurisdiction, and has the power to interpret
for this purpose the instruments which govern that
Jurisdiction. This principle was expressly recognized
in Articles 48 and 73 of the Hague Conventions of
1899 and 1907 for the Pacific Settlement of Inter-
national Disputes ..... The principle . ..

assumes particular force when the international
tribunal is no longer an arbitral tribunal consti-
tuted by virtue of a special agreement between the
parties for the purpose of adjudicating on a
particular dispute, but is an institution which has
been pre-established by an international instrument
defining its jurisdiction and regulating its
operation..... .. 6/

In general, an international tribunal cannot take jurisdiction

over a matter which would prejudice third parties not before the tri-

_/ Ralston, The Law and Procedure of International Tribunals, 73,
(1936).

6/ [1953] I.C.J. 119-20.
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bunal. In one case, 7/ the I.C.J. held that it was precluded from

considering any matter without the consent of a state if that state's

interests would be directly and vitally affected by the proceedings

even though the state was not a party to the proceedings.

An exception to the above general rule exists where the tribunal

can find that in spite of the fact that a state did not consent to

jurisdiction, its subsequent acts demonstrate consent in later proceed-

ings and so ratify the tribunal's assumption of jurisdiction. This is

sometimes known as the doctrine of "forum prorogatum." §/ Thus, in the

Corfu Channel case, 2/ the I.C.J. took jurisdiction over a case based

on the application of only one party where the defendant did not con-

sent to the assumption of jurisdiction.

A private citizen of a State can obtain adjudication of his

claim before an international tribunal if he is able to persuade the

state of his nationality to take up his cause. The I.C.J. has per-

mitted state representation of claims of private individuals only

where the individual was a citizen of the representing state both at

the time the dispute arose and at the t1ime of its presentation before

the Court. 1./

International tribunals may decline jurisdiction where it is

found that an agent of a private corporation or of a state does not

Monetary Gold,, 151ICJ 3

Sle¥, Foreign Investment Disputes: Jurisdiction of Internation-
al Tribunals, 7 West. Ont. L.R. 111, at 118 (1968)..

2 [1949] I.C.J. 7.
I_/ Lauterpacht, The Develoiment of International Law by the Inter-

national Court, 350. (1958). .
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possess the requisite capacity to submit the claim to international

arbitration. If, however, the State in question continues to make

use of the otherwise invalid arbitration agreement, the tribunal may

assume jurisdiction, finding that the State has waived its right to

object. 11/

Some international investment contracts contain clauses providing

for mandatory arbitration of disputes before a specialized tribunal

such as the Court of Arbitration of the International Chamber of Com-

merce. These proceedings are rarely subject to jurisdictional challenge

due to the fact that the parties have agreed to jurisdiction well in

advance of any dispute. As the majority of these proceedings are held

in camera, it is difficult to assess the scope of their jurisdiction

beyond the obvious fact that it is limited by the terms of the partic-

ular contract in question. 12

A party cannot lay its claim before an international tribunal un-

til it has exhausted its local remedies. Only after it has been deter-

mined that national courts cannot or will not consider the matter, will

international courts assume jurisdiction. In a controversy between

Lithuania and Estonia, 13 the P.C.I.J. upheld a jurisdictional chal-

lenge by Lithuania upon a finding that Estonia had not sufficiently

demonstrated that its national courts lacked jurisdiction to adjudi-

cate the controversy.

~ Balasko, Causes de iNWlite de lySentenpe Arbitrale, 108.(1938)

L/ Ackley, supra, note 8, at 121.
_V.Panevezys-Saloutiskis Railway Case, P.C.I.J. Series A/B, No. 76,

4-..59.

I
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The I.C.J. has also had occasion to decline jurisdiction on the

grounds of failure to exhaust local remedies. In the Interhandel

Case, L/ Switzerland brought a claim before the I.C.J., seeking resti-

tution of the assets of a Swiss company doing business in the United

States which had been seized by the United States. The United States

challenged the U.C.J. jurisdiction, arguing that the Swiss company had

not exhausted its remedies in the U.S. courts under the Trading with

the Enemy Act. The I.C.J. agreed with the U.S. argument and declined

to assume jurisdiction.

Practical problems involving decisions by international tribunals

to assume jurisdiction in a given matter involve the diverse national

makeup of judges and financial considerations. As international tri-

bunals are generally composed of jurists from different countries

having different legal systems, it is difficult for the tribunal to

formulate a unified legal approach to a given problem. This lack of

bamogeneity often produces an atmosphere of hesitation in considering

certain problems. Costs of litigation before an international tribunal

such as the I.C.J. can often prove exorbitant. It has been estimated

that the cost to a state of one case before the I.C.J., notwithstanding

the inconvenience and frustration involved, may exceed $200,000. 1_/

Once an international tribunal has made a decision, all problems

are not automatically solved. The lack of judicial review of the

14/ Switzerland v. U.S.,L1955-59] IC.J' Y.B. 92-97.
1- Turlington, The Rule of Law Among Nations 25 (A.B.A. Special

Conittee on World Peace Through Law, 1959).

N-020 0 - 7$ - u
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decisions can lead to frustration on the part of parties to the con-

troversy. Even more troublesome is the lack of power on the part of

the tribunal to enforce its decrees. As with Jurisdiction, enforcement

depends upon the consent of the sovereign state and is thus a matter of

comity. A sufficiently strong state interest can effectively preclude

enforcement of any decree.

A possible area of future consideration in formulating effective

policies to deal with disputes involving multinational corporations is

the establishment of an international tribunal or tribunals vested with

specific compulsory jurisdiction and compulsory enforcement procedures.

Although this approach would seen to represent an effective means of

international dispute settlement and regulation, serious difficulties

surround any efforts to bring such a body into existence.

Nation states have been traditionally reluctant to forego any of

their sovereign powers of regulation of behavior of their citizens.

A competent international tribunal vested with compulsory powers would

of necessity require a concurrent diminution of the regulatory powers

of individual nations. Enforcement procedures of such a tribunal

would only be effective to the extent that individual nations are

willing to back tribunal decrees with national power. The proposed

creation of an effective international regulatory and adjudicatory

body would present to individual states the question of whether a state

is willing to enforce within its territory orders from an international

organization which could well prejudice the interests of that state's

citizens.
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Current ideological strife between East and West would present pos-

sibly insurmountable obstacles to the development of any international

body which is to have real power. In this context, it has been noted

that:

Of course, the whole trend of decision with respect
to jurisdiction cannot fail to be influenced by the exist-
ting division of the world community into two power-blocs,
fraught with internal and external distrust and tension.
Political conditions have led to a general deterioration
of the position of law in international affairs, and this
has carried over into the commercial and investment sphere.
International tribunals, especially if purporting to funo-
tion on a world-wide basis as in the case of the case of
the Court of Arbitration of the International Chamber of
Commerce, or the I.C.J., are greatly influenced by this
dual polarization, often to their detriment. That is why
the majority of observers have cast grave doubts on the
future of any organized structure of authority claiming
trans-world competence, and have resorted to the interim
notion of regional tribunals as being best able to fulfill
community expectations relating to the settlement of pri-
vate and public investment disputes. i_/

A more realistic approach towards resolution of international dis-

putes surrounding investment and the multinational corporation might be

to encourage greater utilization of existing international judicial and

arbitral facilities. Parties to a dispute would naturally be inclined

to favor adjudication of their claims before a neutral international

body over litigation in the local courts of a foreign nation. It has

been suggested iV that the already existing international tribunals

could play a greater role in the settlement of international investment

disputes by encouraging a wider use of their arbitral facilities. This

16/ Ackley, SUM note 8, at 140.
IV Id. at p. 3-14
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could be accomplished by proposing model arbitration clauses for invest-

ment contracts, by advertising available facilities, and by gradually

establishing a record of fairness and competency in adjudication and

arbitration. Once confidence in the tribunals' abilities exists on the

part of the international investment community, consent to their juris-

diction over a wider range of problems can be more readily obtained.

Create willingness to participate in international adjudication will

also lead to a greater willingness to accept decrees of international

tribunals as binding. This trend should certainly be encouraged if

international investment is ever to be effectively controlled for the

benefit of the world community.
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Extraterritoriality of the Securities
and Exchange Act

The Securities and Exchange Act of 19314 1/ was enacted to regulate

dealings in securities within the United States. The 1934 legiAlation

created the Securities and Exchange Commission and provides for mea-

sures to ensure the financial safety of investors in the security mar-

kets. Aside from imposing registration and reporting requirements on

domestic issuers of securities, the Act also attempts to prevent mar-

ket manipulation, misrepresentation, "insider" trading, and other

fraudulent transactions. The SEC regulations are stringent, complex,

and sometimes uncertain due to the expanding role of civil liability

for fraudulent activity in security trading. The issuer of securities

must concern himself with registration and reporting requirements,

proxy solicitation rules, and automatic civil liability for certain

types of trading by "insider" groups. 2/

The Uziied States has traditionally exercised jurisdiction over

acts of its nationals within the United States. It has also success-

fully regulated the activities of foreign nationals inside the United

States, and the activities of U.S. citizens and corporations outside

the United States. The Sherman Act has been applied extrexerritorially

to control activities outside the United States which have anticompeti-

tive "effects" within the United States. The Sherman Act serves as a

j/ 15 U.S.C. 5, 78a, et seq.
2/ Buxbaum, Securities Regulation and the Foreign Issuer Exemption,

58 Cornell L.R., 358, at 361 (1969).
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model for the application of Securities and Exchange Act regulation

to security transactions occurring outside of the United States.

Section 30(b) of the SEC Act provides an exemption from extra-

territorial application of the Act in the case of persons conducting a

business in securities outside the United States. The relevant provis-

ions are:

The provisions of this chapter or of any rule or
regulation thereunder shall not apply to any person
insofar as he transacts a business in securities
without the Jurisdiction of the United States, unless
he transacts such business in contravention of such
rules and regulations as the commission may prescribe
as necessary or appropriate to prevent the evasion of
this che.pter. V/

Although the above language would seem to provide a blanket

exemption from extraterritorial application of the SEC act for foreign

issuers, the courts have not so held. It has been held that a single,

isolated sale of securities outside the United States where the seller

had made use of the U.S. mails and other means of interstate commerce,

does not fall within the Section 30(b) exemption for those who, "trans-

act a business in securities outside the United States." _/

Another case has held that where the application of the SEC Act is

necessary to protect the interests of U.S. investors, the Act will be

applied to foreign transactions among foreign persons involving the

sale of foreign securities traded on a domestic exchange. _/ There,

the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit had the following to

182 F. Supp. at 390.
Ferraioli v. Cantor (Rehearing), 259 F. Supp. 812 (S.D.N.Y. 1966).

_/ Schoenbaum v. Firstbrook, 405 F. 2nd 200. (1968).
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say about the extraterritorial impact of the SEC Act and the Section

30(b) exemption:

The provision contained in Section 30(b) does
not alter our conclusion that the Exchange Act has
extraterritorial application. In our view, while
Section 30(b) was intended to exempt persons conducting
a business in securities through foreign securities
markets from the provisions of the Act, it does not
preclude extraterritorial application of the Exchange
Act to persons who engage in isolated foreign transac-
tions.* * * * *

We hold that the district court has subject matter
jurisdiction over violations of the Securities Exchange
Act although the transactions which are alleged to vio-
late the Act take place outside the United States, at
least when the transactions involve stock registered and
listed on a national securities exchange, and are detri-
mental to the interests of American investors. 6/

In the case of Roth v. Fund of Funds, Ltd., 7I/ it was held that

a mutual investment firm, which was a Canadian corporation with its

offices in Geneva, Switzerland, and which made a profit on a purchase

and sale of more than ten percent of an American corporation's common

stock on the New York Stock Exchange was not "transacting a business

in securities without the jurisdiction of the United States" sufficient

to meet the Section 30(b) exemption. Thus, the court found that the

SEC Act (particularly Section 16(b)) was applicable to a transaction

involving foreign nationals, whose only contact with the United States

was the fact that they purchased securities on a U.S. exchange by means

of telephone calls from Switzerland to New York brokers.

As a general rule, the SEC Act will apply extraterritorially where

6/ Id., at pp. 206 and 208..
V 279 F% Supp. 935, aff'd. 405 F. 2d 421, (1968), cert. den. 89

s. ct. 1469.
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a prohibited transaction occurs within the United States. Where the

illegal act occurs primarily outside the United States but has effects

within the United States, the Act may also apply unless the activities

involved can meet the criteria of the Section 30(b) exemption. Sec-

tion 30(b) was intended to exempt only foreign nationals engaged in

the securities business due to a Congressional realization that United

ratess attempts to regulate fGreign security dealings could have inter-

national repercussions. In this context it has been noted,

The extraterritorial application of statutes,
however, raises policy considerations which Congress
may well have found to prevail, in certain circumstances,
over the need to protect investors. These considerations,
touching on American foreign relations and the burdens of
enforcement, go far to explain the distinction drawn in
Subsection 30(b) between persons who are engaged in the
securities business and those who are not. For example,
Congress could quite easily conclude that another country
would resent United States interference concerning the
way the investment business is conducted within its bor.S
ders more than it would resent the application of the Am-
erican rule to occasional transactions by its nationals
in United States-securities. This is particularly appar-
ent if one considers the likelihood that a foreign based
investment business will be subject to foreign statutory
regulation. No country likes its regulatory scheme to be
superseded by those of another country and, of course,
the existence of foreign regulation lessens the need for
interference. 8/

In 1964, Subsection 12(g) was added to the SEC Act. This amen-

ment requires registration with the SEC of each class of equity secur-

ities held by more than five hundred holders of record issued by all

(including foreign) corporations having assets of more than one mil-

lion dollars who are engaged in (or in a business affecting) interstate

8/ Note, Extraterritorial Application of the Securities Exchange Act
of 1934, 69 Colum. L.R., 94, at p. 104. (1969).
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commerce, or whose securities are traded by means of interstate com-

merce. 9/

Until May of 1967, foreign issuers were exempted from the registra.-

tion requirements of Section 12(g). In May of that year, the SEC issued

a regulation concerning foreign issuers. 10/ This detailed regulation

requires that issuers of securities who have movie than half of their

outstanding voting securities held directly or ii directly by United

States residents, must corply with Section 12(g) registration. Other

foreign issuers are permitted to comply with more liberal registration

requirements. The regulation thus permits foreign issuers who are not

heavily involved in the United States securities market to furnish such

information to the SEC as it would otherwise be required to make pub-

lic. 1I

In conclusion, the SEC Act can apply extraterritorially to isolated

acts outside the United States which have effects inside the United

States. Section 30(b) provides a limited exemption in the case of a

foreign national who is transacting a business in securities outside the

United States. United States courts have demonstrated their willingness

to exercise Jurisdiction over acts of foreign issuers of securities if

suitable "minimal contacts" with the United States (such as the utiliza-

tion of a means of interstate commerce) can be found. The multinational

corporate entity which desires to issue securities in the United States

or which desires to participate in isolated transactions in United

2/ 17 C.F.R. § 240.12g.
1Y 17 C.F.R. 24o, 12g3-2 (1968).
Ll Note supra, note 8, at 111.
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States securities may well be faced with an extraterritorial applica-

tion of the United States Securities Exchange Act.
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United States Foreign Direct
Investment Controls

Executive Order 11387 of January 1, 1968, established mandu:,•%.3

limits on U.S. foreign direct investment. These controls are curri.'zt ty

found in the Foreign Direct Investment Regulations issued by the Depart-

ment of Commerce I/ and they are overseen by the Commerce Department's

Office of Foreign Direct Investment (OFDI). Investment controls were

enacted in an effort to correct U.S. balance-of-payments problems and

thereby shore up confidence in the dollar.

Summary of the controls

(1) The controls apply to U.S. persons and businesses which are

classified as "direct investors"--defined as holding 10 percent or more

of an equity investment outside the United States. The foreign busi-

ness organizations are termed "affiliated foreign nationals" (AFN).

"Direct investment" is made up of capital transfers, loans, and capital

contributions, from direct investors to AFNs together with the unin-

vested earnings of the AFN.

(2) The controls prohibit (with the exception of Canada) direct

investment in any foreign country during a calendar year except as

permitted under the regulations or as permitted an individual investor

by OFDI. The Regulations provide for three investment limits which

are termed "allowables":

(a) a worldwide minimum investment allowable of
$2,000,000.

1/ 15 C.F.R. pt. 1000, as amended.
i iiii ii ii
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(b) certain "earnings" allowables which vary for each
of three types of groups of countries: schedule A,
B, and C countries. In each schedule area, the in-
vestor is permitted annual investments in an amount
equal to forty percent of the annual earnings of the
direct investor's AFNs in that schedule area in the
preceding year.

(c) a set of "historical" allowables which are deter-
mined separately for the three country groups based
on investment during the period 1964-1966.

Unused allowables are permitted to be passed among different

schedules of countries in the same year. If the historical and earn-

ings allowables are not utilized in the calendar year, they can be

carried forward to the next calendar year.

(3) In determining whether the investment allowables have been

exceeded, the regulations do not count direct investment made with the

proceeds of "long-term foreign borrowings" made by the direct investor.

Repayments of such borrowings do count as a form of direct investment

and are subject to the controls. The regulations also require that

the direct investor repatriate to the United States by the end of each

year all long-term foreign borrowing proceeds not physically invested

at that time.

(4) The Regulations prohibit direct investors from holding end-

of-month "liquid foreign balances" which exceed the average end-of-

month amount of the base period of 1965-66. Liquid foreign balances

are interpreted as including demand and short-term deposits in for-

eign banks and in foreign branches of U.S. banks, and certain other

liquid foreign assets. Balances in Canada are not included.

(5) Most direct investors are subject to the requirement of

filing quarterly and yearly reports demonstrating their compliance
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with investment controls. If annual worldwide foreign investment

(including Canada) has not exceeded $1,000,000 beginning with 1968, the

quarterly reports are not required. For failure to comply with report-

ing requirements, the regulations contain severe criminal penalties.

OFDI has, however, relied on civil remedies such as "voluntary settle-

ments," "consent agreements," and "orders" which follow formal adminis-

trative proceedings. 2/

Criticism of the controls

The OFDI Regulations have been subject to both domestic and Euro-

pean criticism since their enactment. Domestically, the controls have

been attacked as being inequitable and as imposing burdensome require-

ments on U.S. investors. In Europe, concern has arisen over potential

conflicts between U.S. regulation of overseas corporations through the

controls, and host country corporation laws.

In the United States, it has been pointed out that foreign direct

investment may have a favorable impact on the U.S. balance of payments

through prompt recoupment of dollar outflows through earnings, sales of

capital equipment, and exports. In this context, one authority suggests

that--

If dollar outflows are recouped in a short time, every
effort should be made by the control authorities not
to reduce foreign investment but to substitute foreign
borrowings for dollar outflows and to expand the return
of earnings, while permitting sufficient new outflows
of equity or parent funds to expaj total outlays as

?/ Summafy excerpted from Ellicott,"Ilnite4 States Controls nn Foreign
Direct Investment,"L. and Contemp. Prob., vol. xxxiv, no. 1, at 48-49.
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much as possible. OFDI objectives, therefore, should
be not to interfere with private decisions to expand
investment abroad but merely to encourage or require
a substitution of foreign borrowing for dollar outflow
and retained earnings. If the controls have any other
effect, they are likely to affect the payments situation
adversely by reducing total returns and lengthening the
recoupment period. 3/

Although the regulations have been revised in an effort to make

their application more equitable, some domestic critics allege that

regulations' complexity, coupled with their frequent revisions,

make them incomprehensible to the business community. Finally, some

commentators question the necessity of controlling retained earnings

in the same manner as outflows of U.S. capital are controlled. 4/

Although the OFDI regulations were not intended to apply to single

national states, Europeans have voiced concern over what some consider

to be United States encroachment into other countries' power to regulate

enterprises doing business within those countries' borders.

The fact that the OFDI regulations attempt to compel repatriations

and prevent reinvestment in the host country can mean that the host

country does not receive the benefits of additional investments of

profits which have been earned within its territory. It is United

States law, not the law of the host country, which determines what

profits are to be repatriated.

It has been recognized in the United States that the OFDI regula-

tions might invite retaliation by foreign governments. V/

-/ Behrman,"Assessing the Foreign Investment Controls,"L. and Contemp.
Probs., vol. xxxiv, no. 1, at pp. 84-85 (1969).
V Ellicott, supra, note 2, at 63.
5/ 114 Cong. Rec. H8828, Sept. 17, 1968.
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Increased repatriations of earnings by affiliated foreign nationals

may also conflict with the rights of minority shareholders under Euro-

pean (especially French and German) corporate law. Minority share-

holders on the boards of directors of affiliated foreign corporations

could oppose the low reinvestment of profits in the host countries out

of potential personal liability to host country shareholders. 6/

Repeal of the controls

The Nixon Administration has stated that it advocates removal of

mandatory controls on foreign investment, but that it recognizes that

this removal must come about gradually and must be accompanied by im-

provement in the fundamental economic problems which create the con-

tinuing imbalance in the U.S. balance of payments. The President's

statement noted that the principal means for imporving balance of pay-

ments is stable and non-inflationary growth of the U.S. economy. 7/

Several reasons are given by advocates of the repeal of the OFDI

controls. It is felt that although repeal of the controls would cause

balance-of-payments risks, these risks are preferable to permitting

the controls to become "too ingrained," and to allowing foreign debt

to be built up to an unhealthy level. Y/
Other proponents pf repeal cite perhaps the most compelling reason

for removal of the controls: that substantial evidence-demonstrates

_/ Rehbinder,"A European Legal Point of View," L. and Contemp. Probs.,
vol. xxxiv no. 1, at 108 (1969).

[/ Statement by the President, April 4, 1969, accompanying Executive
Order No. 11464, N.Y.Times, April 5, 1969, at 39, col. 4.
§/ Ellicott, supra, note 2, at 63.
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that the controls are at least not improving the balance of payments

deficit, and may be worsening it. 2/

In conclusion, a European expert j/ has pointed out that the U.S.

OFDI controls are only one aspect of the greater problem of the multi-

national enterprise. Potential conflicts among nations will continue

as the multinational corporation expands unless parent country govern-
JI,.

ments forbear to exercise control over activities outside their terri-

torial boundaries. The political power of the parent country which

seeks to exercise control extraterritorially over the operations of

the multinational corporation is critical, as:

The problem of the multinational enterprise has dif-
ferent dimensions dependent on whether the home state is
powerful or not in relation to the host state. If it is
not, the host state only has to cope with the private
power of the multinational enterprise. In general, the
state will be able to enforce its policies against the
multinational enterprise to the same extent as it does
against domestic enterprises. However, with a powerful
home state, the private power of the enterprise and the
political power of the home state must be added together.
To a certain degree, such multinational enterprise is
autonomous; to a certain degree, it is not more than an
elongated arm of the home state.

a

2/ Behrmann, supra, note 3, at 86.
L/ Rehbinder, Prof. of Law, University of Bielefeli, Germany, supra,

note 6, at 117.


